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1. a. Memorandum from Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations Chairman Carl Levin and
Ranking Minority Member Tom Coburn to the Members of the Subcommittee.

b. Washington Mutual Practices That Created A Mortgage Time Bomb, chart prepared by the
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.  

c. Office of Thrift Supervision Comments on WaMu and Long Beach Underwriting/Lending
Deficiencies, chart prepared by the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.

d. Excerpts from Documents Showing OTS Repeatedly Identified Washington Mutual and
Long Beach Underwriting/Lending Deficiencies, chart prepared by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations. 

e. Excerpts from Documents Showing OTS Repeatedly Identified Washington Mutual and
Long Beach Risk Management Deficiencies, chart prepared by the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations.  

f. Excerpts from Documents Showing Slow and Weak OTS Enforcement at Washington
Mutual, chart prepared by the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.

g. Excerpts from Documents Showing OTS Impeding FDIC’s Oversight, chart prepared by
the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. 

h. Excerpts from Documents Showing OTS Internal Views on Inability to Stop Poor Quality
Lending Practices, chart prepared by the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. 

i. WaMu Dodging Compliance with Tougher Lending Standards: Nontraditional Mortgage
Guidance, chart prepared by the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. 

j. Washington Mutual Regulators Timline, chart prepared by the Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations. 

Documents Related to OTS Failure to Address Long Term Safety and Soundness:

2. Office of Thrift Supervision, 2004 Examination Handbook (Proactive regulatory supervision
should evaluate future needs and potential risks to ensure the success of the thrift system in
the long term.)(excerpt).  

3. OTS internal email, dated June 2005, re: Revised ALLL Finding Memo Response (In summary,
the extended time frames (1-2 month extensions) for implementation of various portions of the
response to not appear to be significant due to the fact that they are only 1-2 month extensions
of management’s own initiatives and we don’t want to penalize management for their own
initiatives.).
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4. OTS internal email, dated July 2005, re: Mortgage Survey (I would not send this to WAMU
without more preparation. ... But the bottom line is that we reviewed the risk and
communicated our concerns to management already.  To ask for this similar information in
the survey would almost be like one hand didn’t know what the other was doing.  My
preference would be shorten the survey quite a bit and start with higher level information, and
then drill down on individual exams.).  

5. OTS internal email, dated September 2005, re: WSJ Article: re: tightening mtg stds (As I have
mentioned to some, by the time we come out with regulatory guidance, moral suasion and
market/media attention will have already done the trick, at least for the regulated entities!).

6. OTS internal email, dated September 2005, re: Meeting (It has been hard for us to justify doing
much more than constantly nagging (okay, “chastising”) through ROE and meetings, since
they have not been really adversely impacted in terms of losses.).  

7. OTS internal email, dated June 2006, re: Talk (My own fear is that we may not have done
enough to communicate to you why we feel that the few negative things we have brought up
through findings memos and meetings . . . are not so serious they . . . negate the ongoing good
progress in making improvements in a manner that seems reasonable given the size,
complexity, and status of the institution.).  

8. OTS internal email, dated May 2007, re: Fair Lending Findings Memo (Apropos the lack of
tools - that is a reality.  I’m willing OK with your changes, but you need to realize that I feel
very strongly about this.  If the agency could be subject to criticism for the lack thereof, my
feeling is that is appropriate and it is high time we got such tools. ...  I do not believe that
sweeping this under the rug is necessary.). 

9. Draft OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated May 31, 2007, re:
Compliance Management Program (WaMu’s compliance management program has suffered
from a lack of steady, consistent leadership.  Dick Stevenson ... is the bank’s ninth compliance
leader since 2000.).  

10. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated June 7, 2007, re: Broker Credit
Administration (There are 14 FTEs in BCA handling approximately 34,283 brokers.).  

11. OTS internal email, dated October 2007, re: May 3 memo (...I sent out an e-mail on May 3,
2007, that announced a number of changes....  Now that we are 5 months into this new
process, I am not yet comfortable that we have made sufficient progress toward accomplishing
these goals.).

12. a. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated June 19, 2008, re: Loan
Fraud Investigation (...”control gaps were identified ... that did not sufficiently mitigate
loan fraud exposure.” ...raised questions as to whether similar conditions are systemic
throughout the organization, particularly since many of the issues raised have either
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previously been raised internally or have been noted at the current or at prior OTS
examinations ....).  

b. Meeting with Board of Directors, July 15, 2008, OTS Comprehensive Examinations of
Washington Mutual Bank, (Management/Board Performance and Oversight Unsatisfactory
. . . performance exacerbated by condition within management’s control.)(excerpt).

13. OTS correspondence to Washington Mutual Bank, dated September 25, 2008, re: Appointment
of a Receiver.  

14. OTS internal email, dated October 2008, re: West Region Update (You know, I think that once
we (pretty much all the regulators) acquiesced that stated income lending was a reasonable
thing, and then compounded that with the sheer insanity of states income, subprime, 100%
CLTV, lending, we were on the figurative bridge to nowhere.).  

Documents Related to Slow and Weak OTS Enforcement:

15. OTS internal email, dated June 2003, re: OTS Memo 7 (It is clear from my experience that
changes seem to progress slowly at WAMU so I don’t know if we can expect faster progress.).

16. OTS High risk Meeting Notes, West Region, undated, (The Director (while pacing) was very
concerned over all the management changes and putting inexperienced people in charge of
critical areas.  Region agreed with concerns.).  

17. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated May 12, 2004, re: SFR Loan
Origination Quality (Several of our recent examinations concluded that the Bank’s single
family loan underwriting was less than satisfactory due to excessive errors in the underwriting
process, loan document preparation, and in associated activities.).  

18. OTS internal email, dated April 2004, re: Locale (In any event, a paragraph very clearly tells
WAMU they need to identify originated subprime in both home and consumer loans and
demonstrate compliance with the interagency policy statement as amended Jan 31, 2001.).

19. OTS internal email, dated April 2005, re: Fitch - LBMC Review (Some insight on the subprime
product at LBMC for ALLL and high risk lending initiative.).

20. OTS internal email, dated May 2005, re: LBMC Fair Lending (I would not, however, say that
we could feel comfortable with their moving LBMC under the thrift without some conditions....
Completion of that plan - and satisfactory corrective actions - would be an appropriate
condition.). 

21. FDIC/Washington State Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated May 20,
2004, re: Single Family Residential Review (The loan file review reflected inconsistencies in
underwriting and documentation practices, particularly in the brokered channel.  Additionally,
examiners noted that Washington Mutual’s SFR portfolio has an elevated level of risk due to
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a significant volume of potential negative amortization loans, high delinquency and exception
rates, and a substantial volume of loans with higher risk characteristics, such as low FICO
scores.).  

22. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated May 20, 2005, re: Allowance
for Loan and Lease Loss Modeling (Management is in process of validating and calibrating
LPRM version 3.1, but the validation continues to show a significant disparity in actual and
projected SFR loss rates.).  

23. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated June 1, 2005, re: Corporate
Risk Oversight (Corporate Risk Oversight (CRO) is responsible for independently evaluating
credit and compliance risk across the company and assessing the effectiveness of risk
management processes relative to established strategic and risk tolerance objectives.  ...  Most
of the findings are considered “criticisms” due to the overall significance of CRO activities
and the fact that we have had concerns with quality assurance and underwriting processes
within home lending for several years.).  

24. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated June 2, 2005, re: LBMC
Underwriting Review (Our review disclosed underwriting deficiencies that require
management’s attention.).  

25. OTS internal email, dated June 2005, re: LBMC downgrades (...this business is simply too high
profile for us not to be sure that processes are in place to assure there will be no repeat of the
performance of these earlier vintages....both in securitizations and in the originations they will
hold for investment.).  

26. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated June 3, 2005, re: Single Family
Resident Home Loan Review (We continue to have concerns regarding the number of
underwriting exceptions and with issues that evidence lack of compliance with Bank policy.).

27. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated June 3, 2005, re: Loan
Origination Quality (The redesigned incentive compensation program for LFCs still does not
satisfactorily reward excellence in loan origination quality.  Finding 3 in the 2004 OTS Memo
No. 5 was closed because an improved design for the incentive compensation program was
devised.  However, the program was not implemented as designed.).  

28. OTS internal memorandum, dated June 3, 2005, re: Long Beach Mortgage Corporation
(LBMC) Review (Because of the high profile nature of the business of LBMC and its
problematic history, we believe that any and all concerns regarding the subprime operation
need to be fully addressed prior to any move.).

29. OTS internal email, dated June 2005, re: S-S 2 response (They agree to take all action required
to correct the problem.  The Target Completion Dates are not real timely but fine for WAMU.)
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30. OTS internal email, dated November 2005, re: Meeting (While we may (and have) questioned
the reasonableness of these standards, they are all we have at this time.  If our tolerance for
some reason is now a lot lower than our handbook standards, it would be nice to have this
clarified.).  

31. OTS internal memorandum, dated December 21, 2005, re: Long Beach Mortgage Corporation
(LBMC)).  

32. OTS internal email, dated January 2006, re: WAMU Commitment letter (At some level, it seems
we have to rely on our relationship and their understanding that we are not comfortable with
current underwriting practices and don’t want them to grow significantly without having the
practices cleaned up first.).  

33. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated May 23, 2006, re: Home Loan
Underwriting (...we did note various underwriting errors that continue to require
management’s attention.).  

34. WaMu internal email, dated May 2006, re: OTS Memo 12 - Home Loans Underwriting (...John
was able to get the OTS to see the light and revise the Underwriting rating to a
Recommendation.).  

35. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated May 25, 2006, re: Loan
Underwriting Review - Long Beach Mortgage (Overall, we concluded that the number and
severity of underwriting errors noted remain at higher than acceptable levels.).

36. OTS internal email, dated June 2006, re: Findings Memo (We gave them the benefit of the
doubt based on commitments and some progress when we allowed them to bring LBMC into
the bank, but if I am understanding the finding from this exam correctly, we have the same type
of concerns remaining 6 months later.). 

37. Draft OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated May 31, 2007, re:
Compliance Management Program. 

38. OTS Exam Findings Memo of Washington Mutual Bank, dated June 19, 2007, re: Allowance
for Loan and Lease Losses on the 1-4 Single Family Residential Loan Portfolio.

39. OTS internal email, dated June 2007 re: Compliance rating (They aren’t interested in our
“opinions” of the program.  They want black and white, violations or not.).  

40. OTS internal email, dated November 2007, re: Wamu appraisal review (The fact that coo
rotella runs the business units, was the champion of cost cutting and use of third party
appraisal outsourcing, and continues to downplay the various business units’ failing
(compliance, bsa, flood and now maybe appraisal) by diverting blame to others (risk
management and now counsel) leaves me uncomfortable.).  
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41. OTS correspondence to Washington Mutual Bank, dated February 27, 2008 (This letter is to
advise you that the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) is adjusting downward the composite
rating for Washington Mutual Bank ... from a “2" to a “3" effective today.).  

42. OTS internal email, dated February 2008, re: Kerry Killinger (...my feeling that OTS would be
reasonable in providing adequate times over the business cycle for WAMU management to
make improvements, particularly in earnings, and that it would be my hope that we would not
place unrealistic expectations or demands to make changes/improvements over unrealistic time
periods.).  

43. OTS internal email, dated June 2008, re: Call from Killinger (I further told Kerry that as a
matter of policy, OTS believes that “3" rated institutions, especially repeat “3"s, warranted
informal supervisory action and consideration of formal action. 

44. OTS/WaMu email, dated July 2008, re: MOU vs. Board Resolution (We almost always do an
MOU for 3-rated institutions, and if someone were looking over our shoulders, they would
probably be surprised we don’t already have one in place.).  

45. OTS internal email, dated July 2008, re: WAMU MOU (It is, unfortunately, another example
of a benign supervisory document.).  

46. OTS internal email, dated August 2008, re: Wamu MOU-Board provisions (He [Ben] is
concerned that the board is not getting sufficient, consistent, or understandable
information/reports from management.  This was confirmed by the board’s self-assessment
where they acknowledged that they did not have a full understanding of the bank’s risks.).

47. OTS internal email, dated August 2008, re: WAMU (What is the status of the ROE? When will
it be mailed?  What is the status of the MOU?  I feel like we are stuck in quicksand here.).

48. OTS, WaMu Ratings of 3/343432, September 11, 2008 (The bank’s overall unsatisfactory
condition is primarily the result of the poor asset quality and operating performance in the
bank’s major Home Loan Group line of business. ...  The deteriorating asset quality in the
Home Loans Group is accompanied by inadequacies in risk management, internal controls,
and oversight that made the bank more vulnerable to the current housing and economic
downturn.  The examination criticized past liberal home loan underwriting practices and the
concentrated delivery of nontraditional mortgage products to higher risk geographic
markets.).  

Documents Related to OTS Impeding FDIC’s Oversight:

49. OTS internal email, dated January 2006, re: FDIC participation (The message was crystal
clear today.  Absolutely no FDIC participation on any OTS 1 and 2 rated exams.). 
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50. OTS internal email, dated June 2006, re: wm board meeting (Didn’t even cross my mind that
we would have an issue with their attendance at the board meeting.).  

51. a. FDIC internal memorandum, dated June 14, 2005, re: Potential Impact of a Possible
Housing Bubble on Washington Mutual Bank.

b. FDIC internal memorandum, dated July 5, 2005, re: Insured Institutions’ Exposure to a
Housing Slowdown.

c. FDIC internal email, dated September 2006, re: OTS re: WAMU (The OTS must really be
afraid of what we might come across, but bottom line is we need access to the
information.).  

52. a. - d. Correspondence between FDIC and OTS, dated October 2006 - January 2007
regarding FDIC participation in OTS examinations of Washington Mutual Bank. 

53. FDIC internal email, dated October 2006, re: wamu quarterly (Please read info about denying
us space and access to information.  The situation has gone from bad to worse.).  

54. FDIC internal email, dated January 2007, re: wm exam (I’m just not relishing another round
of “No.”  Well, let them make fools of themselves again.).  

55. FDIC internal email, dated February 2007, re: wamu (...here we go again.  This is unnecessary
hair splitting by OTS Seattle, and does not comport with the approval we got from RD Finn
on participation.).  

56. OS internal email, dated March 2008, re: Call from Shelia this evening (Shelia was
complimentary of OTS’s presentation and commented about our being on top of the issues.
I would like to think she meant it, but I’m always a bit skeptical of her compliments.).  

57. FDIC internal email, dated April 2007, re: Meeting with OTS Regional Management (...Finn
pushed back on his previous approval of our participation in the 2007 exam targets,
specifically as to our ability to work loan files alongside OTS examiner, and we were
particularly interested in WAMU’s compliance with nontraditional mortgage guidance.).

58. OTS internal email, dated March 2008, re: WAMU (...could you...have someone on your staff
put together a position paper on the need for Treasury to stay removed from the supervision
of wamu, including any attempt to influence our supervision of wamu’s capital raising
process.). 

59. OTS internal email, dated July 2008, re: Updates (I have read the attached letter from the
FDIC [to OTS, dated July 21, 2008] regarding supervision of Wamu and am once again
disappointed that the FDIC has confused its role as insurer with the role of the Primary
Federal Regulator.  Its letter is both inappropriate and disingenuous.).  
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60. OTS internal email, dated July 2008, re: Response to July 21 letter RE: WAMU (attaching July
22, 2008 letter from OTS to FDIC).  

61. FDIC internal email, dated July 2008, re: WAMU Briefing Paper (The bank’s credit culture
emphasized home price appreciation and the ability to perpetually refinance, including the
ability to sell non performing assets.  The bank’s underwriting standards were therefore lax
as management originated loans under a securitization model to transfer risk to the market.).

62. OTS internal email, dated August 2008, re: WaMu (Sheila Bair just reported on a conference
call that there was a rating difference on this exam.  Can you fill us in.).  

63. FDIC/OTS email, dated August 2008, re: WaMu Rating (You asked me to hear out wamu.  I
hope that you would also hear out our examination staff if it comes to that.).  

64. FDIC internal email, dated August 2008, re: WAMU (Major ill will at WAMU meeting
yesterday caused by FDIC suggestion in front of WAMU management that they find a strategic
partner.  Reich reportedly indicated that was totally inappropriate and that type of
conversation should have occurred amongst regulatory agencies before it was openly
discussed with management).  

65. OTS internal email, dated August 2008, re: WAMU Update and FW: FDIC Ratings (The
headbutting is currently going on in DC between myself and Shelia Bair.).  

66. FDIC/OTS email, dated August 2008, re: W (I should not have to remind you that FDIC has
no role until the PFR (i.e. the OTS) rules on solvency and the PFR utilizes PCA.).  

67. FDIC internal email, dated August 2008, re: Undated Earnings Assessment/Capital Analysis
(FYI, it looks like the region will be well armed for Thursday’s discussion with the OTS. ...
I find it troubling that the primarily [sic] regulator is able to conclude on capital without
digging into these numbers.  We have been asking for the forecasted balance sheet for months
now and this is the first we have them.  Our skeptical assessment is essentially forcing them
to dig deeper behind the numbers.  Which they should have done in the first place before
deciding on a capital rating.).  

68. FDIC/OTS email, dated September 2008, re: Rating Disagreement (I cannot believe the
continuing audacity of this woman.).  

69. OTS internal email, dated September 2008, re: Wamu - need your help (The purpose of the
meeting would be to discuss the various views of the institutions’s risk profile, current actions
under consideration by the FDIC, and possible capital considerations.  We would control the
meeting and ensure that we have no repeat of the inappropriate behavior displayed by some
of the FDIC in our last session with the bank.  This is my idea, not the FDIC’s idea.).  
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Documents Relating to Nontraditional Mortgage Guidance:

70. OTS internal email, dated March 2006, (I am nervous about us putting disproportionate
pressure on institutions to increase start rates and decrease the start rate/fully-indexed rate
differential.).  

71. OTS internal email, dated July 2006, re: NTM Open Issues (We should consider going on the
offensive, rather than defensive to refute the OCC’s positions.).  

72. OTS internal email, dated August 2006, re: Latest AMP Guidance (Market impact - MTA
hybrid IO ARMS are a huge product for Wamu (I’m trying to get current stats as we speak).
I would imagine there would be a fairly big impact on their lending in this product if they were
required to underwrite to full neg-am over the life of the loan, assuming borrower makes
minimum payment ALWAYS.  We have dealt with this product longer than any other regulator
and have a strong understanding of best practices.  I just don’t see us taking a back seat on
guidance that is so innate to the thrift industry.  I wouldn’t feel one bit disappointed if we had
to go it alone on this one.).

73. Washington Mutual, Alternative Mortgage Guidance Implementation Plan, October 2006
(Recap of OTS Meeting - A: OTS is still gathering FAQ from their constituency and expects
they may issue a position paper (at some undetermined future date), however their initial
response was that they view the guidance as flexible.  They specifically pointed out that the
language in the guidance say “should” vs. “must” in most cases and they are looking to
WaMu to establish our own position on how the guidance impacts our business processes.).

74. OTS Option ARM Neg Am Review, Workprogram (212A(1) & Nontraditional Mortgage
Guidance Review, undated, (Wamu stated that they do not engage in underwriting practices
that heighten the need for a borrower to rely on the sale or refinancing of the property to make
amortizing payment on the loans; and therefore they are not making collateral based loans.
However the liberal use of the Low-Doc/State Income loans raises the question of reliability
of the declared income as being the primary repayment source.)  

75. WaMu internal email, dated March 2007, re: Follow-up information to last evening’s call
regarding subprime interagency guidance, etc. (If we implement the NTM changes to all loans,
then we’ll see additional drop of 33% of volume.).  

76. OTS internal email, dated March 2007, re: NTM Gap Analysis (I noted that several of our
institutions make NINA loans.  That, in my humble opinion is collateral dependent lending and
deemed unsafe and unsound by all the agencies.).  

77. OTS internal email, dated April 2007, re: NTM Gap Analysis (...its only been a few months
since the guidance came out so they may need more time to make the necessary adjustments.).
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Other Documents:

78. OTS internal email, dated May 2007, re: Lunch Friday (Kerry Killinger, the CEO of
Washington Mutual (WaMu) will be in town Friday and wants to have a lunch meeting.  He’s
my largest constituent assetwise.). 

79. OTS internal email, dated May 2007, re: NINA Loans (I note that WAMU makes a significant
amount of No-doc loans.  OTS policy states that no-doc loans are unsafe and unsound.).

80. SEC correspondence to OTS, dated June 24, 2008, re: In the Matter of Washington Mutual,
Inc. (...the SEC staff was advised by Washington Mutual’s counsel, Josh Levine, that the OTS
instructed Washington Mutual not to provide documents to the Commission relating to OTS’s
review of Washington Mutual’s appraisal processes or any communications between the OTS
and Washington Mutual.).

81. FDIC internal email, dated April 2008, re: Findings from Review of WAMU Basel II models
(HELOC and credit cards) (It is clear, however, that OTS at all levels is very aware of the
political clout of WAMU within their agency.).  

82. Office of Inspector General Department of the Treasury/Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation Evaluation of Federal Regulatory Oversight of Washington Mutual Bank, Report
No. EVAL-10-002, April 2010. 

83. U.S. Government Accountability Office Testimony, FINANCIAL REGULATION: Review of
Regulators’ Oversight of Risk Management Systems at a Limited Number of Large, Complex
Financial Institutions, March 18, 2009, GAO-09-499T, (…regulators had identified numerous
weaknesses in the institutions' risk management systems before the financial crisis began…
However, the regulators said that they did not take forceful actions to address these
weaknesses, such as changing their assessments, until the crisis occurred because the
institutions had strong financial positions and senior management had presented the
regulators with plans for change.).

84. Center for Responsible Lending Report, The Second S&L Scandal - How OTS allowed reckless
and unfair lending to fleece homeowners and cripple the nation’s savings and loan industry,
by Michael Hudson and Jim Overton, January 2009. 

85. WaMu internal email, dated, February 2005, re: Moving to Closure on Alliance Agreement (We
agreed that the Freddie 65% minimum share (100% of option arms) proposal offers us
between 26MM and 37MM on benefit depending on volume.  ...  39% of our 2005 home loans
gain on sale comes from conforming option arms sales.). 

86. Washington Mutual, Pre-Meeting for Fannie Mae, March 12, 2004. 

87. Freddie Mac - WaMu Meeting, July 28, 2005. 
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88. WaMu internal email, dated December 2004, re: Risks/Costs to Moving GSE Share to FH.

89. WaMu internal email, dated April 2006, re: Business Arrangement w/Freddie Mac (Highlights
of 2006 Freddie Mac Business Proposal). 

90. Washington Mutual, Fannie Mae Alliance and Freddie Mac Business Relationship Proposal.

91. GSE Forum, September 25, 2005 (Objectives of the Freddie/Fannie Business Agreement).  

92. WaMu - Excess Liquidity Forecast - ‘Break the Bank’ (Total excess liquidity was $47BN at the
end of June 2008 which is consumed by the end of October as a result of significant deposit
runoff and loss of wholesale funding sources).

h   h   h



MEMORANDUM 

To: Members oflbe PennaneOl Subcommittee on Investigations 

From: Senator Car) Levin, Subcommittee Chairman 
Senator Tom Coburn. Ranking Member 

Date: April 16, 2010 

Re: Wall Street aDd tbe Financial Crisis: Tbe Role of Bank Regulators 

On Friday, April 16,2010, beginning at 9:30 a.m., the Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations will hold the second in a series of hearings examining some afthe causes and 
consequences afthe recent financial crisis. This bearing will focus on the role played by federal 
bank regulalors, using as a case history Washington Mutual Bank, the largest bank failure in U.S. 
history. 

Subcommittee Investigation. In November 2008, the Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations initiated a bipartisan investigation into some of the causes and consequences of 
the financial crisis. Since then, the Subcommittee has engaged in a wide-ranging inquiry~ issuing 
numerous subpoenas; conducting over 100 interviews and depositions; and consu1ting with 
dozens of government, academic, and private sector experts on banking, securities, financial, and 
legal issues. The Subcommittee has also accumulated and initiated review of over 50 million 
pages of documents, including court pleadings, filings with the Securities and Exchange 
Commissio~ trustee reports, prospectuses for securities and private offerings, corporate board 
and comminee minutes, mortgage transactions and analyses, memoranda, marketing materials, 
correspondence, and email. The Subcommittee has also reviewed documents prepared by or sent 
to or from banking and securities regulators, including bank examination repons, reviews of 
securities firms, enforcement actions, analyses, memoranda, correspondence, and email. 

To provide the public with the results of its investigation, the Subcommittee is holding a 
series of hearings addressing the role of high risk lending, regulators, credit rating agencies, 
investment banks, and others in the financial crisis. These hearings will examine issues related 
to mortgage backed securities, collateralized debt obligations, credit default swaps, and other 
complex financial instruments. After the hearings, a report on the investigation will be prepared. 

Washington Mutual Case History. The initial hearing in the series, on April 13, used 
Washington Mutual Bank as a case study to examine the role of high risk loans in the U.S. 
financial crisis. Headquartered in Seattle. with branches and loan centers across the country, 
Washington Mutual Bank had over 100 years of experience in the home loan business and had 
grown to become the nation's largest thrift with more than S300 billion in assets, S188 billion in 
deposits, and 43,000 employees. Washington Mutuals thrift charter required the bank to 
concentrate on home loans and maintain most of its assets in mortgage related activities. Eacb 
year, it originated or acquired billions of dollars of home loans through multiple channels, 
including loans originated by its own loan officers, loans brought to the bank by third party 
mortgage brokers, and loans purchased in bulk from other lenders or fIrms. In addition., its 

Permanent SlIbcommittee on In Hti ations 
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affiliate, Long Beach Mortgage Company (“Long Beach”), originated billions of dollars in home 
loans brought to it by third party mortgage brokers specializing in subprime lending. 
 

Washington Mutual kept a portion of its home loans for its own investment portfolio, and 
sold the rest either to Wall Street investors, usually after securitizing them, or to Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac.  At first, Washington Mutual worked with Wall Street firms to securitize its home 
loans, but later built up its own securitization arm, Washington Mutual Capital Corporation. 

 
Until 2006, Washington Mutual’s operations were profitable.  In 2007, many of its high 

risk loans began experiencing increased rates of delinquency and loss, and after the subprime 
mortgage backed securities market collapsed in September 2007, Washington Mutual was unable 
to sell its subprime loans.  In the fourth quarter of 2007, the bank recorded a loss of $1 billion.  
In 2008, Washington Mutual’s stock price plummeted against the backdrop of a worsening 
financial crisis, including the forced sales of Countrywide Financial Corporation and Bear 
Stearns, government takeover of IndyMac, bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers, taxpayer bailout of 
AIG, and conversion of Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley into bank holding companies.  In 
the first half of 2008, Washington Mutual lost another $4.2 billion, and its depositors withdrew a 
total of over $26 billion from the bank.  On September 25, 2008, Washington Mutual Bank was 
placed into receivership by its primary regulator and was immediately sold to JPMorgan Chase 
for $1.9 billion.   

 
Washington Mutual’s Regulators.  Washington Mutual’s primary federal regulator was 

the Office of Thrift Supervision (“OTS”).  OTS was created in 1989, in response to the savings 
and loan crisis to charter and regulate the thrift industry.  It is part of the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury and headed by a Presidentially-appointed Director.  Like other bank regulators, OTS is 
charged with ensuring the safety and soundness of the financial institutions it oversees.  Its 
operations are funded through semiannual fees assessed on the institutions it regulates, with the 
fee amount based on the size, condition, and complexity of each institution’s portfolio.  
Washington Mutual provided 12-15% of OTS revenue from 2003 to 2008.   

 
OTS supervises its thrifts through four regional offices led by a Regional Director, 

Deputy Director, and Assistant Director.  The regional offices assign an Examiner In Charge, 
supported by other examination personnel, to each thrift.  OTS currently oversees about 765 
thrift-chartered institutions.  In all, approximately three-quarters of the OTS workforce reports to 
the four regional offices, while the remaining quarter works at the OTS Washington 
headquarters.  Washington Mutual was supervised by the West Region whose office was, 
through the end of 2008, based in Daly City, California. 
 

In addition to OTS, Washington Mutual was regulated by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (“FDIC”).  The mission of the FDIC is to maintain stability and public confidence in 
the nation’s financial system by insuring deposits, examining and supervising financial 
institutions for safety and soundness and consumer protection, and managing failed institutions 
placed into receivership.  To carry out these responsibilities, FDIC has backup supervisory 
authority over approximately 3,000 federally insured depository institutions whose primary 
regulators are the OTS, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, or Federal Reserve.  The 
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Deposit Insurance Fund is financed through fees assessed on the insured institutions, with 
assessments based on the amount of deposits requiring insurance and the degree of risk posed by 
each institution to the insurance fund. 

 
For the eight largest institutions, the FDIC assigns at least one Dedicated Examiner to 

work on-site at the institution.  The examiner’s obligation is to evaluate the institution’s risk to 
the Deposit Insurance Fund and work with the primary regulator to lower that risk.  The FDIC 
has entered into a 2002 inter-agency agreement with the primary bank regulators to facilitate and 
coordinate their respective oversight obligations and ensure the FDIC is able to protect the 
Deposit Insurance Fund.  Pursuant to that agreement, the FDIC may request to participate in 
examinations of large institutions or higher risk financial institutions, recommend enforcement 
actions to be taken by the primary regulator, and if the primary regulator fails to act, take its own 
enforcement action with respect to an insured institution.  Washington Mutual had a FDIC-
assigned Dedicated Examiner who worked with OTS examiners to oversee the bank. 
 

Federal bank regulators have a wide range of informal and formal enforcement actions 
that may be used to ensure the safety and soundness of a financial institution.  Informal 
enforcement actions, which are not made public, include issuing examination findings to the 
bank and both recommending and requiring corrective action, notifying the Board of problems, 
and requiring the Board to issue a resolution with commitments for corrective actions.  Formal 
enforcement actions, which become public, include requiring the bank to enter into a 
Memorandum of Understanding with commitments for corrective action, imposing monetary 
fines, issuing cease and desist orders, and removing bank personnel. 
 

The Examination Process.  The stated mission of the OTS is “[t]o supervise savings 
associations and their holding companies in order to maintain their safety and soundness and 
compliance with consumer laws, and to encourage a competitive industry that meets America’s 
financial services needs.”  The OTS Examination Handbook, in section 10.2, requires 
“[p]roactive regulatory supervision” with a focus on evaluation of “future needs and potential 
risks to ensure the success of the thrift system in the long term.” 

 
To carry out its mission, OTS traditionally conducted an examination of its thrifts every 

12-18 months and provided the results in an annual Report of Examination (“ROE”).  In 2006, 
OTS initiated a “continuous exam” program for its largest thrifts, requiring its examiners to 
conduct a series of specialized examinations during the year with the results from all of those 
examinations included in an annual ROE.  The Examiner in Charge led the examination 
activities which were organized around a rating system called CAMELS that is used by all 
federal bank regulators.  The CAMELS rating system evaluates a bank’s:  (C) capital adequacy, 
(A) asset quality, (M) management, (E) earnings, (L) liquidity, and (S) sensitivity to market risk.  
CAMELS ratings use a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the best rating and 5 the worst.  In the annual 
ROE, OTS provided its thrifts with an evaluation and rating for each CAMELS component, as 
well as an overall composite rating on the bank’s safety and soundness.   
 

At Washington Mutual, OTS examiners conducted both on-site and off-site activities to 
review bank operations, and maintained frequent communication with bank management through 
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emails, telephone conferences, and meetings.  Washington Mutual formed a Regulatory 
Relations office charged with overseeing its interactions with OTS, the FDIC, and other 
regulators.  During the year, OTS examiners issued “findings memos,” which set forth particular 
examination findings, and required a written response and corrective action plan from 
Washington Mutual management.  The findings ranged from “observations,” to 
“recommendations,” to “criticisms.”  The most serious findings were elevated to the Washington 
Mutual Board of Directors through designation as a Matter Requiring Board Attention 
(“MRBA”).  MRBAs were set forth in the ROE and presented to the Board in an annual meeting 
attended by OTS and FDIC personnel.  Washington Mutual tracked OTS findings and its 
responses through its Enterprise Issue Tracking System (“ERICS”).  In a departure from its usual 
practice, OTS did not maintain a separate tracking system but simply relied on Washington 
Mutual’s ERICS system to identify past examination findings and the bank’s responses. 
 

The FDIC also examined Washington Mutual, relying primarily on the examination 
findings and ROEs developed by OTS.  The FDIC assigned its own CAMELS ratings to the 
bank.  In addition, for institutions with assets of $10 billion or more, the FDIC has established 
the Large Insured Depository Institutions (“LIDI”) Program to assess and report on emerging 
risks that may pose a threat to the Deposit Insurance Fund.  Under this program, the Dedicated 
Examiner and other regional case managers perform ongoing analysis of emerging risks within 
each insured institution and assign a quarterly risk rating, using a scale of A to E, with A being 
the best rating and E the worst.  In addition, senior FDIC analysts within the Complex Financial 
Institutions Branch analyze specific bank risks and develop supervisory strategies.    
 

Washington Mutual’s Examination History.  From 2003 to 2008, OTS repeatedly 
identified significant problems with Washington Mutual’s lending practices, risk management, 
and asset quality, and requested corrective action.  Washington Mutual promised year after year 
to correct identified problems, but failed to do so.  OTS failed to respond with meaningful 
enforcement action, resisted FDIC recommendations for stronger measures, and even impeded 
FDIC examination efforts. 

 
OTS findings memoranda and ROEs repeatedly identified serious underwriting and risk 

management deficiencies at Washington Mutual.  OTS elevated these issues to Washington 
Mutual’s board by issuing MRBAs on underwriting deficiencies every year from 2003-2008.  
For most of those years, OTS determined that either Single Family Residential loan underwriting 
at Washington Mutual or subprime underwriting at Long Beach was “less than satisfactory.”  It 
also issued MRBAs on the need for stronger risk management from 2004-2008.  In 2007, an 
OTS examiner noted that WaMu had nine different compliance officers in the past seven years, 
and that “[t]his amount of turnover is very unusual for an institution of this size and is a cause for 
concern.”1

 
     

                                                           
1 Draft OTS Exam Findings Memo, “Compliance Management Program,” May 31, 2007, Franklin_Benjamin-
00020408_001. 
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In January 2005, Washington Mutual made a strategic decision to shift its focus from low 
risk fixed rate and government-backed loans to higher risk subprime, home equity, and Option 
ARM loans.  OTS examiners expressed concern about but did not restrict a number of high risk 
lending practices at the bank, including accepting stated income loans without verifying the 
borrower’s assets or ability to repay the loan, low documentation loans, loans with low FICO 
scores and high loan-to-value ratios, loans that required interest only payments, and loan 
payments that did not cover even the interest owed, much less the principal.2

 

  When one OTS 
examiner attempted to restrict “No Income No Asset (NINA loans)” in which the lender did not 
have to verify information about a borrower’s income or assets, the OTS West Region overruled 
him and ignored an OTS policy official in Washington, D.C., discouraging use of such loans, 
calling him a “lone ranger” within the agency. 

When Washington Mutual announced its shift to higher risk loans, OTS examiners 
observed that robust risk management practices would be necessary to function as a check and 
balance on the high-risk lending strategy.  Yet from 2005 through 2008, OTS examiners 
consistently found Washington Mutual’s risk management practices lacking.  In addition, as 
noted above, throughout this period, OTS examiners continuously criticized Washington 
Mutual’s underwriting standards and practices as “less than satisfactory” and the amount of 
underwriting errors as “higher than acceptable.”  OTS also observed over the years loans with 
erroneous or fraudulent information, loans that did not comply with the bank’s credit 
requirements, or loans that contained other problems.  Notwithstanding the many control 
weaknesses the bank’s underwriting and risk management practices, OTS examiners took no 
action to bring about change in these areas. 

 
OTS examiners were also aware that many Washington Mutual and Long Beach loans 

were brought to the bank by third party mortgage brokers or lenders over which the bank 
exercised weak oversight, but again took little action.  For example, when OTS examiners noted 
in a 2007 findings memo that Washington Mutual had only 14 full-time employees overseeing 
over 34,000 third-party brokers, the examiners made only the following observation:  “Given the 
. . . increase in fraud, early payment defaults, first payment defaults, subprime delinquencies, 
etc., management should re-assess the adequacy of staffing.”3

 

  Washington Mutual management 
agreed with the finding, but provided no corrective action plan, stating only that “[s]taffing needs 
are evaluated continually and adjusted as necessary.” 

In 2006, due to increasing concerns about lax lending practices and exotic high-risk 
mortgages, federal bank regulators worked together to draft inter-agency guidance on 

                                                           
2 See, e.g., OTS Report of Examination for Washington Mutual Bank, March 14, 2006, at 19, OTSWMEF-
0000047030 (“We believe the level of delinquencies, if left unchecked, could erode the credit quality of the 
portfolio.  Our concerns are increased when the risk profile of the portfolio is considered, including concentrations 
in Option ARMS to higher-risk borrowers, in low and limited documentation loans, and loans with subprime or 
higher-risk characteristics.  We are concerned further that the current market environment is masking potentially 
higher credit risk.”). 

3 OTS Examination Findings Memo, “Broker Credit Administration,” June 7, 2007, Hedger_Ann-00027930_001. 
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nontraditional mortgage products (“NTM guidance”).  During the drafting process, OTS argued 
for less stringent lending standards than other regulators were advocating, using data supplied by 
Washington Mutual in order to protect the bank’s loan volume.  Once the guidance was issued in 
October 2006, while other bank regulators told their institutions that they were expected to come 
into immediate compliance, OTS took the position that compliance was something institutions 
“should” do, not something they “must” do, and allowed its thrifts over a year to comply. 

 
For example, the NTM guidance required banks to evaluate a borrower’s ability to repay 

a mortgage using a fully-indexed interest rate and fully-amortized payment amount.  Washington 
Mutual, after learning that compliance with that requirement would lead to a 33% drop in loan 
volume due to borrowers who would no longer qualify for the loans, determined to “hold[] off on 
implementation until required to act for public relations … or regulatory reasons.”4

 

  OTS 
allowed Washington Mutual to continue qualifying borrowers using lower loan payment 
amounts for another year, resulting in the bank’s originating many Option ARM loans that would 
later suffer significant losses. 

OTS justified its regulatory stance in part by pointing to Washington Mutual’s profits and 
low level of mortgage delinquencies during the height of the mortgage boom, reasoning that the 
lack of losses made it difficult to require the bank to reduce the risks threatening the bank’s 
safety and soundness.  The OTS Examiner in Charge put it this way in a 2005 email:  “It has 
been hard for us to justify doing much more than constantly nagging (okay, ‘chastising’) through 
ROE and meetings, since they have not been really adversely impacted in terms of losses.”5  
Another examiner concerned about the bank expressed her frustration this way:  “I’m not up for 
the fight or the blood pressure problems. . . . It doesn’t matter that we are right . . . They 
[Washington Mutual] aren’t interested in our ‘opinions’ of the program.  They want black and 
white, violations or not.”6

 
        

 FDIC evaluations of Washington Mutual were consistently more negative than those of 
the OTS, with LIDI ratings that showed a higher degree of bank risk than OTS CAMELS ratings 
indicated, creating friction between the two agencies.  In 2006, OTS began to exclude FDIC staff 
from active bank oversight by limiting the number of staff allowed on site, temporarily 
disrupting FDIC access to office space and bank information, and refusing to allow FDIC to 
review loan files, even for higher risk loans that could affect the FDIC’s assessment of insurance 
fees on Washington Mutual or pose a threat to the deposit insurance fund.  In February 2007, 
OTS refused to allow the FDIC to review loan files to evaluate Washington Mutual’s compliance 
with the NTM guidance.  In April 2007, when FDIC officials raised the issue with the OTS West 
Region Director, he disclosed for the first time to the FDIC that OTS was allowing the bank 
additional time to comply with the guidance before conducting file reviews.   
                                                           
4 Email from Ron Cathcart to David Schneider, dated March 19, 2007, JPM_WM02571598.   
5 EIC Lawrence Carter email to West Region Deputy Director Darrel Dochow, Sept. 15, 2005, OTSWMS05-002 
0000535. 

6 Email from Mary Suzanne Clark to EIC Ben Franklin, dated June 3, 2007, OTSWMS07-013 0002576. 
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When asked why the FDIC did not use its independent enforcement authority at 
Washington Mutual, one senior FDIC official told the Subcommittee that the agency had never 
used that authority because its fellow banking agencies would view an independent enforcement 
action as “an act of war” – an invasion of their regulatory turf that would irreparably harm the 
FDIC’s working relationships with those agencies.  Rather than take independent enforcement 
action, the FDIC had restricted itself to urging action by the primary bank regulator. 

 
In July 2007, U.S. financial markets took a turn for the worse.  Credit rating agencies 

suddenly downgraded hundreds of subprime mortgage backed securities, including over 40 Long 
Beach securities, and the subprime market collapsed.  Washington Mutual was suddenly stuck 
with billions of dollars in unmarketable subprime loans and securities, and reported a $1 billion 
loss in the fourth quarter of 2007.  In late February 2008, OTS downgraded Washington Mutual 
for the first time, changing its CAMELS rating from a 2 to a 3, signifying a troubled bank.  At 
that point, consistent with its own practice, OTS should have concomitantly issued an 
enforcement action, but did not do so.  Washington Mutual lost another $1 billion in the first 
quarter of 2008, and $3.2 billion in the second quarter.  Its stock price plummeted, and depositors 
began withdrawing substantial sums.   

 
In March 2008, at the urging of the FDIC, Washington Mutual invited potential buyers of 

the bank to review its information.  Several institutions responded, and JPMorgan Chase made an 
offer which Washington Mutual turned down.  The bank raised additional capital of $7 billion 
instead to reassure the market.  In July 2008, IndyMac, another thrift with high risk loans, failed 
and was taken over by the FDIC.  In response, Washington Mutual depositors began to withdraw 
more funds from the bank, eventually removing over $9 billion.  
  

During this liquidity run on the bank, the FDIC formally challenged the OTS CAMELS 
rating, advocating a downgrade to a 4, indicating significant concern about the bank’s long-term 
viability.  The two agencies argued amongst themselves over the rating for weeks during the 
summer of 2008, as the bank’s condition continued to deteriorate.  Finally, in September 2008, 
as the FDIC’s judgment of Washington Mutual’s risk profile became more severe, the FDIC 
independently downgraded the bank to a 4.  In response, mere days before the bank’s failure, 
OTS agreed to the 4 rating.  In addition, on September 7, 2008, OTS took its first formal 
enforcement action, requiring the bank to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding.  Even 
then, the MOU did not require the bank to strengthen its lending or risk management practices, 
instead directing it to hire a consultant to revise its business plan.  FDIC contributed the strongest 
measure, requiring development of a plan to increase the bank’s capital.  Apart from the 
capitalization plan, OTS’ Chief Operating Officer described the MOU as a “benign supervisory 
document.”   
 

After Washington Mutual failed, the OTS Examiner in Charge at the bank expressed his 
frustration with the role played by the bank regulators, writing to an OTS colleague:  “You 
know, I think that once we (pretty much all the regulators) acquiesced that stated income lending 
was a reasonable thing, and then compounded that with the sheer insanity of stated income, 
subprime, 100% CLTV [Combined Loan-to-Value], lending, we were on the figurative bridge to 
nowhere.  Even those of us that were early opponents let ourselves be swayed somewhat by 
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those that accused us of being ‘chicken little’ because the losses were slow in coming, and let[’]s 
not forget the mantra that ‘our shops have to make these loans in order to be competitive’.  I will 
never be talked out of something I know to be fundamentally wrong ever again!!”7

 
      

OTS’ failure to act allowed Washington Mutual to engage in unsafe and unsound 
practices that cost borrowers their homes, led to a loss of confidence in the bank, and sent 
hundreds of billions of dollars of toxic mortgages into the financial system with its resulting 
impact on financial markets at large. 

 
Findings.  Federal bank regulators are supposed to ensure the safety and soundness of 

individual U.S. financial institutions and, by extension, the U.S. banking system.  Washington 
Mutual was just one of many financial institutions that federal banking regulators allowed to 
engage in such high risk home loan lending practices that they resulted in bank failure and 
damage to financial markets.  The ineffective role of bank regulators was a major contributor to 
the 2008 financial crisis that continues to afflict the U.S. and world economy today. 

 
Based upon the Subcommittee’s ongoing investigation, we make the following findings 

of fact regarding the role of federal regulators in the Washington Mutual case history. 
 

(1) Largest U.S. Bank Failure.  From 2003 to 2008, OTS repeatedly identified significant 
problems with Washington Mutual’s lending practices, risk management, and asset 
quality, but failed to force adequate corrective action, resulting in the largest bank failure 
in U.S. history.   
 

(2) Shoddy Lending and Securitization Practices.  OTS allowed Washington Mutual and 
its affiliate Long Beach Mortgage Company to engage year after year in shoddy lending 
and securitization practices, failing to take enforcement action to stop its origination and 
sale of loans with fraudulent borrower information, appraisal problems, errors, and 
notoriously high rates of delinquency and loss. 
 

(3) Unsafe Option ARM Loans.  OTS allowed Washington Mutual to originate hundreds of 
billions of dollars in high risk Option Adjustable Rate Mortgages, knowing that the bank 
used unsafe and unsound teaser rates, qualified borrowers using unrealistically low loan 
payments, permitted borrowers to make minimum payments resulting in negatively 
amortizing loans (i.e., loans with increasing principal), relied on rising house prices and 
refinancing to avoid payment shock and loan defaults, and had no realistic data to 
calculate loan losses in markets with flat or declining house prices. 
  

(4) Short Term Profits Over Long Term Fundamentals.  OTS abdicated its responsibility 
to ensure the long-term safety and soundness of Washington Mutual by concluding that 

                                                           
7 OTS EIC Benjamin Franklin email to OTS Examiner Thomas Constantine, Oct. 7, 2008, Franklin_Benjamin-
00034415. 
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short-term profits obtained by the bank precluded enforcement action to stop the bank’s 
use of shoddy lending and securitization practices and unsafe and unsound loans. 
 

(5) Impeding FDIC Oversight.  OTS impeded FDIC oversight of Washington Mutual by 
blocking its access to bank data, refusing to allow it to participate in bank examinations, 
rejecting requests to review bank loan files, and resisting FDIC recommendations for 
stronger enforcement action. 
 

(6) FDIC Shortfalls.  FDIC, the backup regulator of Washington Mutual, was unable to 
conduct the analysis it wanted to evaluate the risk posed by the bank to the Deposit 
Insurance Fund, did not prevail against unreasonable actions taken by OTS to limit its 
examination authority, and did not initiate its own enforcement action against the bank in 
light of ongoing opposition by the primary federal bank regulators to FDIC enforcement 
authority. 
 

(7) Recommendations Over Enforceable Requirements.  Federal bank regulators 
undermined efforts to end unsafe and unsound mortgage practices at U.S. banks by 
issuing guidance instead of enforceable regulations limiting those practices, failing to 
prohibit many high risk mortgage practices, and failing to set clear deadlines for bank 
compliance. 
 

(8) Failure to Recognize Systemic Risk.  OTS and FDIC allowed Washington Mutual and 
Long Beach to reduce their own risk by selling hundreds of billions of dollars of high risk 
mortgage backed securities that polluted the financial system with poorly performing 
loans, undermined investor confidence in the secondary mortgage market, and 
contributed to massive credit rating downgrades, investor losses, disrupted markets, and 
the U.S. financial crisis.  
 

(9) Ineffective and Demoralized Regulatory Culture.  The Washington Mutual case 
history exposes the regulatory culture at OTS in which bank examiners are frustrated and 
demoralized by their inability to stop unsafe and unsound practices, in which their 
supervisors are reluctant to use formal enforcement actions even after years of serious 
bank deficiencies, and in which regulators treat the banks they oversee as constituents 
rather than arms-length regulated entities.  

 



Washington Mutual Practices That Created 
A Mortgage Time Bomb 

• Targeting Higher Risk Borrowers 

• Steering Borrowers to Higher Risk Home Loans 

• increasing Sales of High Risk Home Loans to Wall Street 

• Offering Teaser Rates 

• Offering Interest Only and "Pick a Payment" Loans 

• Offering Negative Amortizing Loans 

• Not Verifying Income (Accepting Stated Income or "Liar" Loans) 

• Requiring Low or No Documentation 

• Qualifying Borrowers By Ability to Make Initial Low Payments 

• Ignoring Signs of Fraudulent Borrower lnfomlation 

• Presuming Rising Home Prices When Approving Loans 

• Making Loans That Are Dependent on Refmancing to Work 

• Using Lax Controls over Loan Approvals 

• Offering Higher Pay for Making Higher Risk Home Loans 

• Offering Higher Pay for Charging Excess Interest Rates or Points 

• Rewarding Employees for Loan Volume over Loan Quality 

• Securitizing Home Loans Identified as Likely to Fail 

• Securitizing Home Loans Identified as Fraudulent 

Pr~ by U S. Senile Permanent Subcommittee' on lnvffiiJill ions. April 20 10 

Permanent Subcommjnee on Inl'uti&ation.s 

EXHIBlT#1b 



Office of Thrift Supervision Comments On WaMu and Long Beach 
Underwriting/Lending Deficiencies 

• "Underwriting ... remains less than satisfactory." September 2004 

• "[N]ot ... successful in effecting change." September 2004 

• "[U]nderwriting exceptions I are] evidence [of] lack of compliance with bank policy." June 2005 

• "[D]eficiencies. iflefi unchecked. could erode the credit quality of the portfol io. Our concerns are 

increased with the risk profile of the portfolio." August 2005 

• 1°[D]ete.rioration in these [Long Beach] older securitizations is Dot unexpected." October 2005 

• "[Clontinuing weakness in ... loan underwriting at Long Beach." March 2006 

• "[N]umerous instances of underwriter exceeding underwriting guidelines .,' [and] errors." May 

2006 

• 'C[T]oo much emphasis was placed on loan production ... at the expense or loan quality," September 

2007 

• U[S]ubprime underwriting practices remain less than satisfactory." September 2007 

• "rU] nderwriling exceptions and errors remain above acceptable levels." September 2007 

• "[N]ot in compliance with the [nteragency Guidance on Nontraditional Mortgages." June 2008 

• "High SFR [single family residential loan) losses due in pan to .. . poor underwriting." July 2008 

• U[A]ct ions should have been taken sooner," July 2008 Permanent Subcomminee on Investigations 

EXHIBIT #Ic 
prepared by U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on InvestigatioM. April 2010 



Excerpts from Documents Showing OTS Repeatedly Identified 
Washington Mutual and Long Beach UnderwritingfLending Deficiencies 

"Underwriting ofSFR loans remains less tnan satisfactory." One of the three causes of underwriting 

deficiencies was ·'a.sales culture focused on building market share." 2004 Report of Examination (ROE), 

9/IJ/04, OTSWMS04·000000 1497. (Full exhibit sca led.) 

''Notwithstanding satisfactory asset quality overa U, some areas still require focused management and Board 

attention. Most important is the need 10 address weaknesses in single-family residential (SFR) underwriting" 

which is an ongoing issue from prior exams." 2004 ROE, 9113/04, OTSWMS04-0000001492. (Full exhibit 

sealed.) 

"The level of SFR underwriting exceptions in our samples has been an ongoing examination issue for several 

years and one thal management has found difficult to address." Field Visit ROE, 10/18/04, OTSWMEF-

00000047576. (Full exh ibit sealed.) 

" [Residential Quality Assurance],s review of2003 originations disclosed crilical error rales as high as 57.3 

percent of certain loan samples. thereby indicating that SFR underwriting still requ ires much improvement. 

While this group has appropriately identified underwriting deficiencies, it has not been as successful in 

effecting change." 2004 ROE, 9113/04, OTSWMS04-00000 1498. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"SFR Loan Underwriting - This has been an area of concern for several exams. As management continues 

10 make change in organization. staffing, and structure related 10 SFR loan underwriting, delays in meeting 

target dates become inevitable. The board should closely monitor these de lays to ensure they do not become 

protracted." MRBA, OTS Letter to Wastlington Mutual Board of Directors, 217/05, OTSWMEF-

0000047591. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"[SecuritizationsJ prio rto 2003 have horrib le perfonnance .... LBMC finished in the top 12 worst 

annualized [Net Credit Losses} in 1997 and 1999 thru 2003 .... At 2105 , LBMC was #1 with a 12% 

delinquency rate. Lndustry was around 8.25%." Internal OTS email, 4114/05, OTSWME05-012 0000806. 

Exhibit 19. 

"We continue to have concerns regarding the number of underwriting exceptions and with issues that 

evidence lack of compliance with Bank policy .. ' OTS Exam Findings Memo, 6/3/05 . "Singlc Family 

Residential Home Loan Review," OTSWME05-004 0000392. Exhibit 26. 

"[W]e remain concerned with the number of underwriting exceptions and with issues that evidence lack of 

compliance with bank policy .. .. [T]he level of deficiencies. if left unchecked, could erode the credit quality 

of the portfolio. Our concerns are increased with the risk profile of the portfolio is considered, including 

concentrations in Option ARM loans to higher-risk borrowers. in low and limited documentation loans, and 

loans with subprimc or higher-risk characteristics. We are concerned further that the current market 

environment is mask ing potentially higher credit risk ." 2005 ROE, 8/29/05, OTSWMS05-004 0001794. 

(Full exhibit sealed.) 



"Older securitizations of [LBMC] continue to have some issues due to previously known underwriting issues 

in some vintages. The deterioration in these older securitizations is not unex.pected .'· 2005 Holding 

Company Field Visit ROE, 1013105, OTSWMS06-0 1000002532. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"During the prior examination, we noted numerous instances of underwriters exceeding underwriting 
guidelines, errors in income calculations, errors in debHo-income (OTt) calculations. lack of sufficient 
mitigating factors for credit·quality related issues, and insufficient title insurance coverage on negative 

amortization loans ..... [U]nderwriting errors 0 continue to require management's attention." OTS Exam 
Findings Memo, 5123/06, "Home Loan Underwriting," OTSWMS06·008 0001299. Exhibit 33. 

"Overall. we concluded that the number and severity of underwriting errors noted remain at higher than 

acceptable levels." OTS Exam Findings Memo, 5/25/06, "Loan Underwriting Review. Long Beach 

Mortgage," OTSWMS06-008 0001243. Exhibit35 . 

"Subprime underwriting practices remain less than satisfactory . ... [TJhe number and severity of 
underwriting exceptions and errors remain at higher than acceptable leve ls .... The findings of this 
judgmental sample are of particular concern since loans with risk laycring . . . should reflect more, rather 
than less, stringent underwriting. Borrowers in th is category generally have debt ratios that are near the 
maximum rations allowed by LBMC's policy; thus, any OTi ratio calculation errors made by LBMe 
underwriters for such borrowers are likely to push these loans outside LBMC's underwriting guidelines for 

OTi ralios." 2006 ROE, 8/29/06, OTSWMS06-008 0001680. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"Underwriting policies, procedures, and practices were in need of improvement, particularly with respect to 

stated income lending. Based on our current findings, and the fact that a number of similar concerns were 
raised at prior examinations, we concluded that too much emphasis was placed on Joan production, often at 

the expense of loan quality:' 2007 ROE, 9/ 18/07, OTSWMEF·0000046679. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"Based on our review of 75 subprime loans originated by LBMe, we concluded that subprime underwriting 
practices remain less than satisfactory. . .. Given that this is a repeat concern and MRBA, we infonned 
management that underwriting must be promptly corrected, or heightened supervisory action would be taken, 
including limiting the Bank's ability to continue SFR subprime underwriting." 2007 ROE, 9/ 18/07, 
OTSWMEF-0000047 146. (Full exhibit sea led .) 

"High SFR losses due in part to downturn in real estate market but exacerbated by: geographic 

concentrations, risk layering, liberal underwriting policy. poor underwriting." OTS Presentation to WaMu 
Board of Directors based on Comprehensive Examinations, 7/ 15/08, Polakoff_Scon· 00061303 _007. Exhibit 

12. 

"Discontinuing higher risk lending and tightened underwriting policy should improve asset quality; however, 
actions should have been taken sooner." OTS Presentation, 7/ 15/08, Polakoff_ Scon-00061303 _012. Exhibit 

12. 
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Excerpts from Documents Showing OTS Repeatedly Identified 
Washington Mutual and Long Beach Risk Management Deficiencies 

"Board oversight and management perfonnance has been satisfactory ... but ... increased operational 

risks warrant prompt attention. These issues limit the institution's flexibility and may threaten its ability 

to remain competitive and independent.'~ 2004 Report of Examination (ROE), 9/13/04, OTSWMS04-

000000 1504. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"[p]rimary risks associated with Long Beach Mortgage Company remain regulatory risk, reputation risk, 

and liquidity of the secondary market in subprime loans," 2004 Holding Company ROE, 4/5/04, 

OTSWMEF-0000047477. (Fu ll exhibit sealed.) 

"Ensure cost-cutting measures arc not impacting critical risk management areas," 2004 ROE, 9113/04, 
OTSWMS04·000001488. (FulJ exhibit sealed .) 

«Monitor and obtain reports from management on status of [Enterprise Risk Management] in terms of 

effectiveness and resource adequacly .... ERM provides an important check and balance on the 

company's profit-oriented units and warrants ongoing strong Board commitment given the institution' s 

current strategic direction." MRBA, 2005 ROE, 8/29/05, OTSWMS05-0Q4 0001783. (Full exhibit 

sealed.) 

"Until full exception data collection, repOlting, and follow-up processes are in place and stabilized, senior 

management and the Board cannot fully assess whether quality assurance processes are having a 

meaningful impact on line activities, including loan underwriting. We are particularly concerned with the 

establishment of good quality assurance p:rocess for SFR underwriting, which has been an issue for the 
past several examinations." 2005 ROE, 8/'29/05, OTSWMS05-004 0001792. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"We criticized the lack of Trend and Dashboard Report to senior management and the board, without 

which it is impossible to dctcnnine whethl~r line functions are performing acceptably and, more 

specifically, whether the quality assurance process is having a meaningful impact on improving loan 

underwriting." 2005 Field Visit ROE, 1013105, OTSWMEF-0000047602. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"Continue to monitor and obtain reports from management on the status of ERM to ensure its 

effectiveness and adequacy of resources .... ERM should provide an important check and balance on 

profit-oriented units .. . particularly given the bank's current strategy involving increased credit risk." 

MRBA, 2006 ROE 8/29/06, OTSWMS06-008 0001671. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"Within ERM, fraud risk management at the enterprise level is in the early stage of development." 2006 

ROE, 8129/06, OTSWMS06-008 0001687 . (Full exhibit sealed.) 



"Risk management practices in the HLG (Home Loans Group) during most of the review period were 
inadequate .... We believe that there were sufficient negative credit trends that should have elicited more 

aggressive action by management with respect to limiting credit exposure. In particular, as previously 
noted, the risk misrepresentation in stated income loans has been generally reported for some timt!. This 

information should have led management to better assess the prudence of state income lending and curtail 
riskier products well before we indicated during this examination that we would limit the Bank's ability 
to continue such lend ing." 2007 ROE, 9/18/07, OTSWMEF-0000046681 . (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"Board oversight and management's performance was less than satisfactory .... Contributing factors 
shouJd have been more proactively manag;ed by the Board and management. The most si&'1lificant of 
these factors include Matters Requiring Board Attention that were noted in prior examinations but were 

not adequately addressed, including ... an ERM function that was not fully effective." 2007 ROE, 
9118/07, OTSWMEF-0000046690. (Full exhibit seaJed .) 

"The ERM function has been less than effective for some time ... . ERM has not matured in a timely 

manner and other ERM functions have been generally ineffective." 2007 ROE, 9/18/07, OTSWMEF-
0000046691. (Full exhibit sealed.) 

"Poor financial performance due in part to market conditions; however, performance exacerbated by 
conditions within management's control: poor underwriting quality, geographic concentrations in 
problem markets, liberal underwriting policy, risk layering." OTS Presentation to WaMu Board of 
Directors based on Comprehensive Exami nations, 7/15/08, Polakoff_Scott-0006 1303_027. Exhibit 12. 

"An adequate [Enterprise Risk Management} function still does not exist although th is has been an 
MRBA for some time." OTS Presentation, 7/1 5/08, Polakoff_Scott-0006l303 _028. Exhibit 12. 
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Excerpts from Documents Showing 
Slow and Weak OTS Enforcement at Wasbington Mutual 

"It is clear from my experience that chang;es seem to progress slowly at WaMu so I don't know if we can 

expect faster progress ... " If any target is missed, as happens at WaMu, then we may not be in a position 

to determine the effectiveness of the corrective actions." Email from Dennis Fitzgerald, OTS Examiner, 

to Lawrence Carter, 6/27/03, OTSWEM04-0000006748. Exhibit 15. 

"In any event, a paragraph very clearly tells WaMu they need to identify originated subprime in both 

home and consumer loans and demonstrate compliance with the interagency policy . ... Ken Kraemer 

from the FDIC is pushing toward some arbitrary FICO score cutoff and I think he is going to hit a brick 

wall. I'd like us to have our ducks in ardell" so we can head him off at the pass." Email from Lawrence 

Carter to Benjamin Franklin, et ai, 4/8/04, Franklin _Benjam in-OOOO 1837_00 I. Exhibit 18. 

"The response looks good. They agree to take all action required to correct the problem. The Target 

Completion Dates are not real timely but j~ne for WaMu." Email from Vcrlin Campbell. OTS Examiner, 

to Zalka Ancely, OTS Examiner, 6/8/2005, OTSWME05-003 0000634. Exhibit 29. 

«Agree, but I think this is just one of sevClral symptoms of the ongoing broader problem of getting their 

house in order from an underwriting standpoint. It has been hard for us to justify doing much more than 

constantJy nagging (okay, "chastising") through ROE and meetings, since they have not been really 

adversely impacted in terms of losses." Email from Lawrence Carter to Darrel Dochow, September IS, 

2005, OTSWMS05-002 0000535. Exhibit 6. 

«While we may (and have) questioned the reasonableness of these standards, they are all we have at this 

time. If our tolerance for some reason is now a lot lower than our handbook standards, it would be nice to 

have this clarified .... Obviously, we sho.uld have higher expectations for ... a subprime portfolio .... It 

would be nice if they could meet even higher expectations, but that would require us to agree on what the 

standard should be." Email from Lawrence Carter to Benjamin Franklin, Darrel Dochow, and Gail Crail, 
11 121105, OTSEMS05-004 0001911. Exhibit 30. 

"The letter seems okay. They obviously want to leave it a little squishy, of course, on the growth plans, 

but at least they make a finn commitment to clean up the underwriting issues. At some level, it seems we 

have to rely on our relationsh ip and their understanding that we are not comfortable with current 

underwriting practices and don't want them to grow significantly without having the practices cleaned up 

first." Email fromLawrenceCartertoDa:rreiDochow.1I27/06. OTSWMS06-008 000 I 082. Exhibit 32. 
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';Good news· John was able to get the 01'5 to see the light and revise the Underwriting rating to a 
Recommendation ." Email from Wayne Pollack, SVP at WaMu, to David Schneider, et ai, 5/30/06, 
lPM_ WM02619434. Exhibit 34. 

"OTS confirmed today that they will re·issue this memo without the 'Criticism.' It will be a 
'Recommendation. '" Email from John Robinson, VP of Regulatory Relations at WaMu, to colleagues, 
5/30/06, lPM_ WM02619435. Exhibit 34. 

, j •• • [W]e feel that the few negative things we have brought up through findings memos and meetings, 

while important to keep in front of manage men I, are not so serious they wipe out all the right things the 
institution is doing in all those areas we reviewed and did not have any issues, nor shou ld they negate the 

ongoing good progress in making improvements in a manner that seems reasonable given the size, 

complexity, and status of the institution. " Email from OTS examiner Lawrence Carter to OTS Regional 
Director Darrel Dochow, 6115/06, Dochow_Darrel·00022908_ 00 I. Exhibit 7. 

"[OTS'] initial response was that they view the guidance as flexible. They specifically pointed out that 
the language in the guidance says ' should ·' vs . 'must' in most cases and they are looking to WaMu to 
establish our own position of how the guidance impacts our business processes." Washington Mutual, 
Alternative Mortgage Guidance Implementation Plan, October 2006, lPM_ WM02549037. Exhibit 73. 

"WaMu's compl iance management program has suffered from a lack of steady, consistent leadership. 
Dick Stevenson, who took over as Chief Compliance Officer on March 2, 2007, is the bank' s ninth 
compliance leader since 2000 ... The OTS is very concerned that this lack of consistent, stable leaderShip 

leaves the program vulnerable. This amount of turnover is very unusual for an institution of this size and 
is a cause for concern. The Board of Directors should commission an evaluation of why smart, successful, 

effective managers can't succeed in this position. If you would like my opinion,just ask. (l-UNT: It has to 
do with top management not buying into the importance ofcompliance and turf warfare and Kerry not 

liking bad news.)" Draft Compliance Memo from Susie Clark, OTS Compliance Specialist, 5131/07, 
Franklin _ Benjamin·00020408_ 00 I. Exhibi t 9. 

"Regulatory Relations [WaMu office that deals with regulators] is ajokc. The purpose of this group 
seems to be how can we give the regulators the bare minimum without them raising a fuss." Draft 

Compliance Memo from Susie Clark, OTS Compl iance Specialist, 5/31107, Franklin_Benjamin· 
00020408 002. Exhibit 9. 

"We aJmost always do an MOV for 3·rated institutions, and if someone were looking over our shoulders, 

they would probablY be surprised we don't already have one in place." Email from OTS Executive 
Director to Kerry Killinger, 7/3/08, OTS\VMS08-0 14 0000912. Exhibit 44. 

"[The Memorandum of Understanding] is" unfortunately, another example of a benign supervisory 
document." Email from OTS Senior Deputy Direcror Scolt Polakoff to OTS Deputy Di rector Tim Ward, 
7/28/08, PolakofCScotl-00060660_001 . Exhibit 45. 
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Excerpts from Documents Showing 
OTS Imlpeding FDIC's Oversight 

"The message was crystal clear today. Absolutely no FDIC participation on any OTS I and 2 rated 
exams .. .. We should also deny FDIC requests to participate on He or affiliate exams." Email from OTS 

senior official Michael Finn to Edwin Chow and Darrel Dochow, 1/24/06, OTSWM06-006 0000129. 
Exhibit 49. 

"The OTS must really be afraid of what ' .... e might come across, but bottom line is we need access to the 
information .... mhls is the second access issue that has come up on WaMu in a relatively short period 
of time . . . ," Email from FDIC senior official John Carter to Regional Director George Doerr, 917106, 
FOTC-EM 00252239. Exhibit 51(c). 

"} have received your response to our August 142006 letter in which we request pcnnission to participate 

in aspects of the upcoming examination of Washington Mutual Bank. Regarding your reasoning for 
rejecting our participation in these target f'eviews, you are correct that our request is not predicated on any 
current disagreement related to examination findings or conccrns regarding supervisory activities at 

Washinb'1on MutuaL Such criteria are not prerequisite for requesting - or for the OTS b'Tanting - FDIC 
staff participation in target examination activities." Lettcr from FDIC senior official John Carter to OTS 

senior official Michael Finn, 10/6/06, FDIC_ WAMU_OOOOI4445. Exhibit 52(a). 

"Please read info about OTS denying us s;pace and access to information. The situation has gone from bad 
to worse." Email from FDIC Regional Director George Doerr to FDIC senior official John Carter and 

others, 10/13/06, FDlC_ WAMU_OOOO I 4449. Exhibit 53. 

" I'm just not relishing another round of , No. ' Well, let them make fools of themselves again!" Email 
from FDIC Regional Director George Doerr to FDIC examiner Stephen Funaro, 1/5/07, FDlC-
EM 00252316. Exhibit 54. 

"John, here we go again. This is unnecessary hair splitting by OTS Seattle .. .. When it comes to non 
traditional mortgages, proper risk assessment would involve getting a feel for how the bank ensures 

compliance with non traditional mortgage guidance, and to do that, you do some file review." Email from 
FDIC Regional Director George Doerr to FDIC senior official John Carter, 2/6/07, 
FDIC WAMU 000014456. Exhibit 55. 

"[OTS Regional Director] Finn pushed back on his previous approval of our participation in the 2007 
exam targets, specifically as to our ability to work loan files alongside OTS examiner, and we were 
particularly interested in WAMU's compliance with nontraditional mortgage guidance . ... Mr. Finn and 
his examiner, Ben Franklin, stated that 01'S did not intend to look at files for purposes of testing 
nontraditional mortgage guidance until after the bank made a few changes they had agreed to. I asked if 

we could then join the file review whenever ors did look at this, and he said, 'No.'" Email from ForC 



West Region Assistant Director George Doerr to FDIC official David Collins, 4/30/07, 
FDIC WAMU 000014457. Exhibit 57. 

"I have read the attached letter ITom the FDIC regarding supervision of WaMu and am once again 
disappointed that the FDIC has confused its role as insurer with the role of the Primary Federal Regulator. 

Its letter is both inappropriate and disingenuous. I would like to see our response to the FDIC, which I 
assume will remind it that we, as the PFR,. will continue to effectively supervise the entity and will 
continue to consider FDIC's views." Email from OTS senior official Scott Polakoff to Darrel Dochow 
and Edwin Chow, 7122/08, OTSWMS08·014 0000936. Exhibit 59. 

"We will follow the appropriate procedures ifthe staff cannot agree. You asked me to hear out wamu. T 
hope that you would also hear out our examination staff if it comes to that." Email from FDIC Chainnan 
Sheila Bair to OTS Executive Director John Reich, 811108, Reich _John·00050932_00 I. Exhibit 63. 

"Major ill will at WaMu meeting yesterday caused by FDIC suggestion in front of WaMu management 

that they find a strategic partner. Reich rc:portedly indicated that was totally inappropriate and that type of 
conversation should have occurred amongst regulatory agencies before it was openly discussed with 

management." Email from FDIC senior official David Promani to FDIC colleague Stan Jvie, 81l/08, 

FDIC-EM 00246958. Exhibit 64. 

'''The headbutting is currently going on in DC between myself and Sheila Bair." Email from OTS 

Executive Director John Reich to OTS colleagues Darrel Dochow, Scott Polakoff, and Tim Ward, 8/6/08, 

Ward_Timothy·00005346. Exhibit 65. 

"I should not have to remind you the FDIC has no role until the PFR [Primary Federal Regulator] (i.e. the 

OTS) rules on solvency and the PFR utilizes PCA [Prompt Corrective Action]." Email from OTS 
Director John Reich to FD]C Chainnan Sheila Bair, 8/6/08, FD1C~EM_00 II 0089. Exhibit 66. 

"The purpose ofthe meeting would be to disc uss the various views ofthe institution's risk profile, 

current actions under consideration by the FDIC, and possible capital considerations. We would control 

the meeting and ensure that we have no repeat of the inappropriate behavior displayed by some of the 
FDIC in our last session with the bank. This is my idea, not the FDIC's idea." Email from OTS senior 
official Scott Polakoff to OTS Executive Director John Reich, 9110/08, Reich_John·00049 I 95_00 1. 

Exhibit 69. 

"I cannot believe the continuing audacity ofthis woman." Email from OTS Executive Director John 
Reich to OTS senior official Scott Polakoff (referring to FDIC Chair Sheila Bair), 9/10/08, 

Polakoff Scott·00065461 001. Exhibit 68. 
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Excerpts from Documents Showing OTS Internal Views on 
Inability to Stop' Poor Quality Lending Practices 

"It has been hard for us to justify doing much more than constantly nagging (okay, 'chastising') through 

[Reports of Examinationl and meetings, since they have not been really adversely impacted in terms of 
losses ." Email from OTS Examiner Lawrence Carter to OTS supervisor, 9/15/05, OTSWMS05·Q02 

0000535. Exhibit 6. 

"As I have mentioned to some, by the time we come out with regulatory guidance, moral suasion and 

market/media attention will have already done the trick, at least for the regulated entities!" Email from 

OTS Exami ner Lawrence Carter to OTS West Region Assistant Director Darrel Dachow, 9129/05, 
OTSWMS05-0020000403. Exhibit 5. 

"I noted that several of OUf institutions make NINA loans. That, in my humble opinion is collateral 

dependent lending and deemed unsafe ane! unsound by all the agencies .... What would ever possess 

those institutions to make such loans widely available. [could see it if they required a 760 Fico and lots 

of equity? Why would our examiners not question such practices? It is not at all surprising that 

delinquencies are up, even among Alt-A. In my opinion, credit standards have gone too low." Emai l 

from BiB Magrini to OTS supervisor and Golleagues, 3/27/07, Quigley_Lori-OOlI0324. Exhibit 76. 

UApparently Bill Magrini is the lone ranger in his view that NINA's are imprudent. West region position 

seems to be that FICO, appraisal, and otht;:r documentation such as application etc. is sufficient to assess 

the borrower's ability to repay in all but subprime loans. While I probably fall more into the Magrini 

camp (until we get empirical data to support NlNAs are not imprudent) we will just document our 

findings ... until the 'official' policy has bc:en worked out." Email from OTS examiner Ben Franklin to 

OTS colleagues, 5/16/07, Franklin_Benjamin-00020056_001. Exhibit 79. 

"Considering the meeting on Friday, I'm of a mind to go with a '2.' I'm not up forthe fight or the blood 

pressure problems .... Since we weren't able to do a separate evaluation of the process, they will fight it. 
It doesn't mattcr that we are right, what matters is how it is framed . And all we can do is point to the pile 

of complaints and say there is a problem." Email from OTS examiner M~ry Clark to OTS colleagues, 

613107, OTSWMS07-013 0002576. Exhibit 39. 

"You know, I think that oncc we (pretty much all the regulators) acquiesced that stated income lending 

was a reasonable thing, and then compounded that with the sheer insanity of stated income, subprime, 

100% CLTV, lending, we were on the figurative bridge to nowhere. Even those of us that were early 

opponents let ourselves be swayed somewhat by those that accused of being "chicken little" because the 

losses were slow in coming, and lets not forget the mantra that 'our shops have to make these loans in 

order to be competitive. '" Email from O1'S examiner Be,n Franklin to OTS colleague, OTS, 1017108, 

Franklin _ Benjamin-00034415 _003 . Exhibit 14. 
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" Kurt and Steve G laughed at my projections of gloom and doom fo r stated [income loans] since 2003 
and started calling me the housing 'bubble' boy ... . When I told Scott Polakoff in April 2007 that stated 

income subprimc should not be made under any circumstance, I was corrected by Mike Finn that that was 

not the West Region 's position. I rest my casco ... [N]ot onc regulatory agency had a rule or guideline 
saying you couldn ' t do stated income lending, even to this day. That, 1 find incredible .... [nn hindsight, 
I'm convinced that it is just a flawed product that can't be fixed and never should have been allowed in 
the first place. How do you really assess underwriting adequacy when you allow the borrower to tell you 
what he makes without verification. We used to have documentation requirements for underwriting in the 

regs, but when those were taken out, the industry slowly migrated to an anything goes that got us into this 
mess. '" EmailsfromOTSex.aminer Ben Franklin to OTS colleague Thomas Constantine, 1017/08, 
Franklin_Benjarnin-000344 I 5_001-002. Exhibit 14. 

"My big problem is with us allowing people with W-2 incomes to go stated. How hard is it to send that 
in. Everyone has it. Also, I can't believe we allowed 100% financial of anything. What a joke .... We 

were satisfied that the loans were originated for sale. SEC and FED asleep at the switch with the 
securitization and repackaging of the cash flows, irrespective of who they were selling to. The lack of 
transparency caused the general panic we live with today." Email from OTS examiner Thomas 
Constantine to OTS colleague Ben Franklin, 1017/08. Franklin _Benjamin-000344 15_ 00 J. Exhibit 14. 
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Washington Mutual Regulators Timeline 

DATE EVENT 
112005 WaMu Board approved High Risk Lending Strategy. 
8129/05 ors sent Report of Examination to WAMU for 3114/05 exam, with "2" CAMELS 

rating, FDIC participated as back-up regulator. Matters Requiring Board Attention 
(MRBAs) included: 1) need for strong Executive Risk Management function; 2) 
continued weak loan underwriting; 3) need to enhance Board supervision of 
Corporate Risk Oversight group. 

1/10/06 W AMU announced lower earnings in 4Q2005 due to increased loss reserves at Long 
Beach. Long Beach early payment defaults had increased due to loosened credit 
standards. requiring repurchase of about $875 million in whole loans and a $107 
million loss. Long Beach management fired. 

31112006 With ors approval, Washington Mutual Bank acquired Long Beach Mortgage 
Company from its parent holding company, Washington Mutuallnc. 

4118/06 WaMu Finance Committee approved plan to reduce low risk loans and originate more 
hi.h risk loans due to higbergain on sale figures. 

6/2 1/06 WaMu CEO Kerry Killinger released memo on change in the Bank's strategic 
direction, directing Home Loans group to grow its market share in Option ARMs, 
Alt·A. and subprime loans, while curtailing low· margin government and fixed rate 
loans. 

8/30/06 OTS sent Report of Exanlination for 3/13/06 exam, with "2" raling. MRBAs 
included: I) weak subprime underwriting at Long Beach and marginally satisfactory 
prime underwriting; and 2) need to ensure Enterprise Risk Management' s 
effectiveness and adequacy of resources. 

10/5/06 Nontraditional Mortgage Guidance released by banking regulators, highlighting loan 
risks; need for sufficient Joan loss reserves and risk management practices; need to 
assess borrowers' ability to repay even after a payment increase; and plan for bank 
examiners to scrutinize bank procedures to ensure compliance with Ruidance. 

4/30/07 FDIC repeated request to OTS to evaluate WaMu compliance with NTM Guidance; 
OTS refused and said it was allowing WaJvfu more time to comply, 

7/07 Bear Steams hedge funds failed; credit rating agencies downgraded hundreds of 
sUbprime mortgage backed securities, including 40 at Long Beach; subpri me MBS 
market slowed and stopped two months later, in S~.ptember. 

9117/07 ors sent Repon of Examination for 1/8/07 exam, with "2" Rating. MRBAs 
included: I) continued weak subprime lending and instruction to Board to reduce 
undcrwriting deficiencies; and 2) continuing need to monitor Enterprise Risk 
Management effectiveness, resources, and suPPOrt. WaMu ended suborime lending. 

112008 Credit rating agencies downgraded 7,000 residential mortgage backed securities. 
Countrywide closed and sold to Bank of America. WaMu announced $ } billion loss 
from 2007 fourth Quarter. 

2/27/08 ors downgraded WaMu to a "3," and required a Board resolution to address 
deteriorating conditions. 

3/08 At regulators ' urging, WaMu invited potentiaJ buyers of bank to review info. 
JPMorgan Chase made an offer that WaMu turned down. 

4/8/08 WaMu announced frrst quarter loss of$ l billion. WaMu parent bolding company 
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raised $7.0 billion in capital from investment group Texas Pacific Group. 
6/25/08 Darrel Dochow. OTS West Region Director, met with WaMu CEO Kerry Killinger, 

who asked ifOTS could avoid issuing a Memorandum of Understanding (an informal 
enforcement action) to bank. OTS said no. Later in the summer, OTS and FDIC 
negotiated over MOU provisions with FDIC pressing for tougher provisions. 

7/08 IndyMac failed; WAMU announced second quarter loss of$3 .2 billion; WaMu 
depositors withdrew $9 billion from bank. 

7/15/08 OTS presented Report of Examination to Wa.Mu Board with do:wngraded capital, 
asset quality, and management CA1v1ELS ratings, but an overall rating of"3" for 
banle FDIC agreed with overall rating. 

8/ 1/08 OTS and FDIC met with Killinger and other execs, who presented WaMu's long-term 
forecast. FDIC suggested WaMu find a "strategic partner" to meet its capital needs. 
OTS upset with FDIC's suggestion. 

8/1108 FDIC informed OTS it planned to downgrade WaMu to a "4." 
917/08 WaMu Board signed MOU with OTS. Kerry Killinger resigned. 
9115/08 Lehman declared bankruptcy. WaMu depositors pulled $17 billion over next 8 days. 
9118/08 OTS and FDIC downgraded WaMu to a "4." 
9/08 AlG given bailout; Goldman Sachs & Morgan Stanley convert to bank holding co's. 
9/25/08 OTS closed WAMU and assigned FDIC as receiver. FDIC facilitated immediate sale 

to JP Morgan Chase for $1.9 billion. WAMU had $307 billion in assets, $188 billion 
in deposits, and 43,000 employees -largest U.S. bank failure ever. 

Prepared by the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Investigations, April 2010 
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Administration Section 010 

Handbook and Program Use 

The Examination Handbook is a new Handbook that integrates safety and soundness (S&S) and 
compliance guidance. This Handbook replaces the Thrift Activities and Compliance Activities 
Handbooks. We retained the general layout of the handbooks with a chapter for each CAMELS 
component and a chapter for Compliance and the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA). 

The Examination Handbook is a guide for the examination of savings associations regulated by the 
Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS). Specifically, the Handbook aids OTS regulatory staff and the 
savings and loan industry in the regulatory process. The Handbook provides uniform standards for 
planning and conducting examinations and addressing supervisory issues. It also serves as a reference 
tool, training aid, and guide to national policies and procedures. 

The Handbook illustrates and describes, for examiners and the thrift industry, certain standards of 
conduct and prudent operation that OTS views as important to the safe and sound operation of savings 
associations. These standards should be consistent with the respective fiduciary duties of those 
individuals associated with them. 

This Handbook Section explains how to use the Handbook and the programs in the examination 
process. It describes the organization of the Handbook chapters and sections, and sets forth objectives 
and procedures common to all phases of the examination. 

REGULATORY PROCESS 

The regulatory process allows you to meet the following objectives: 

• Assess an association's degree of safety and soundness. 

• Assess the adequacy of the association's compliance management program. 

• Assess how well an association manages compliance with consumer protection and public 
interest-related laws and regulations (Compliance). 

• Evaluate an association's condition. 

• Identify the association's strengths. 

• Identify existing regulatory violations. 

Oftice of Thrift Supervision November 2004 Examination Handbook 010.1 
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Administration Section 010 

• Identify potential problems. 

• Prevent the development or continuation of unsafe operating practices. 

• Report findings. 

• Inform directors of association strengths and weaknesses. 

• Facilitate corrective action where needed. 

Proactive regulatory supervision should evaluate future needs 
and potential risks to ensure the success of the thrift system in 
the long term. This Handbook provides a framework for the 
successful completion of that process. 

The Handbook encourages independ~nt reasoning, objectivity, 
efficiency, and professionalism in the examination process. To 
promote consistency among the OTS regional offices, the 

The Handbook encourages 
independent reasoning, 

objectivity, efficiency, and 
professionalism in the 
examination process. 

Handbook sets forth national minimum standards for examination objectives and procedures. While 
this process promotes standardization of the examination process, we encourage you to modify 
programs to fit the association's specific needs. 

We are designing the Examination Handbook to cover S&S, compliance, and CRA for both new and 
experienced examiners. Background information, applicable references, and expanded procedures 
within the text serve to help in the learning process. 

You should supplement your use of the Handbook and associated programs with your education, 
experience, and judgment. We will periodically update the Handbook and issue individual sections as 
necessary. Separate manuals are available for Compliance Self-Assessment, Holding Companies, Trust 
and Asset Management Activities, Information Technology (IT), and Applications Processing. These 
Handbooks are available via the OTS website. 

HANDBOOK ORGANIZATION 

The Examination Handbook will contain a table of contents, one chapter for each CAMELS element, a 
chapter on other activities, and a chapter for Compliance and CRA. A brief discussion of the 
Handbook's organization appears below. 

Table of Contents 

The table of contents lists each Handbook chapter, section number and title, and, if applicable, 
programs, questionnaires, and appendices. 
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Administration Section 010 

000 Administration 

This chapter gives a general overview of the administration and coordination of the regulatory process. 
It includes instructions on determining the scope of an examination, monitoring the regulatory profile 
process, assigning component and composite CAMELS ratings, and Compliance and CRA ratings, and 
devising an examination strategy. 

100 Capital Adequacy 

This chapter provides useful information for assessing whether an association's capital poS1tlon is 
sufficient, given the risk level, to ensure ongoing viability. Discussions of minimum regulatory capital 
requirements, prompt corrective action (PCA) categories, and stock ownership and control help you 
determine the adequacy and composition of an association's capital. 

200 Asset Quality 

This chapter addresses the following two issues: 

• The determination of risks related to the association's assets. 

• The association's management, administration, and evaluation of the quality of these assets. 

It also provides guidance in assessing credit risk and reviewing asset portfolios (including loans, 
investments, and other assets). This chapter focuses on three areas: 

• The quality of loan underwriting and portfolio management. 

• Aff:trmation of classified asset levels. 

• Adequacy of valuation allowances. 

There are also sections discussing real estate appraisals, loan sampling, the Qualified Thrift Lender Test, 
and margin securities. 

300 Management 

This chapter provides guidance in evaluating the capability of executive management and the board of 
directors. It covers objectives, procedures, and references for examining compliance management, 
internal controls, internal and independent audits, fraud and insider abuse, and transactions with 
affiliates and insiders. 

Office of Thrift Supervision November 2004 Examination Handbook 010.3 
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Administration Section 010 

400 Earnings 

This chapter will assist in analyzing an association's fmancial condition. It covers objectives, 
procedures, and references for examining the association's financial record keeping and reporting 
methods and operations analysis. The chapter also discusses present value analysis. 

500 Liquidity 

This chapter provides assistance in assessing liquidity and the funding risk confronting an association. It 
includes material on funds management, liquidity management, and investment activities. The chapter 
also discusses the Government Securities Act, Payments Systems Risk, and Regulation D. 

600 Sensitivity to Market Risk 

This chapter provides assistance in assessing the market risk confronting an association. It includes 
guidance on managing interest rate risk and hedging. 

700 Other Activities 

This chapter addresses review of the thrift's or subordinate organization's activities in insurance, real 
estate development, and networking arrangements. 

This chapter also provides guidance in the evaluation of risk that operating subsidiaries, service 
corporations, and lower-tier entities (such as joint ventures or limited partnerships) pose to the 
association and thereby the insurance fund. 

1000 Compliance 

The Compliance chapter covers the new Compliance Oversight Examination Program (COEP); fair 
lending laws and regulations such as the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act; the 
consumer protection laws and regulations such as the Truth in Lending Act, Real Estate Settlement 
Procedures Act, and the Electronic Funds Transfer Act; the laws and regulations such as the Bank 
Secrecy Act, the Bank Protection Act, and the Community Reinvestment Act and regulations. 

FFIEC-Approved Procedures 

In many instances, you will notice that the Federal Financial Institution Examination Council (FFIEC) 
logo and approval appears at the bottom of the first page of a Compliance section addressing a law or 
regulation. This indicates that the entire section, including the examination objectives and procedures, 
has been approved for use by all the agencies represented on the FFIEC (the Federal Reserve Board, 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, OTS, and the 
National Credit Union Administration). 
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Ancely, Zalka A 

From: Hickok, Bruce I 
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2005 3:37 PM 

Anealy, Zalka A To: 
Subject: RE: Revised ALLL Findings Memo Response 

Sensitivity: Private 

Zalka, 

In summary, the extended time frames (1 ·2 month extensions) for implementation of various portions of the response do 
not appear to be significant due to the fact that they are only 1-2 month extensions of managemenfs own initiatives and 
we don't want to penalize management for their own initiatives. Also, the overall level of ALLL was considered to be a 
conservative level so its not critical to implement new models or procedures in order to get an increase in ALLL to an 
adequate level. 

However, it does bring up the questions if implementation of LPRM v3.1 will be delayed until the 3rd party validation is 
completed (by January 31, 2006) or will the 3rd party validation be done after the fact since Joe Mattey's group has already 
done a validation separate from the vendors validation? Also, is there a bigger reason why they are delaying some items? 
Do they need some more recoveries at June 30, 2005 to offset poorer operating results, or will implementation of LPRM 
v3.1 result in a recovery of ALLL that management wants to delay since preliminary 2nd quarter operating results look to 
be stronger than expected? These are just larger questions about managements underlying reasons for the extensions. 
The extensions are understandable if they are actually due to operational issues (time needed by management to actually 
complete the expanded support for the unallocated standards and further validation of the model). 

Bruce 
208.468.5039 

---Original Message-----
From: Ancely, Zalka A 
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2005 1:30 PM 
To: Hickok, Bruce I 
SUbject: Revised ALlL Findings Memo Response 
Sensitivity: Private 

Bruce, 

As noted in the email sent by Cathy D., management has revised their response which includes time frames. Please 
let me know if this is acceptable. 

Thanks! 
Z 

« File: OT8 Memo 3 . ALLL Modeling (Final).doc » 

Important Notice - Please Read 

This electronic message, along with any attachments, is an official United States government communication and is 
intended solely for the identified recipients. This communication may contain unpublished OT8 information within the 
scope of 12 C.F.R. § 510.5. Unpublished OTS information is subject to restrictions on use and disclosure as set forth 
therein. You may not use or disclose unpublished OT8 information except as provided in 12 C.F.R. § 510.5. 
Unauthorized access or release of this communication may result in civil and criminal sanctions. 

If you received this communication in error, please permanently delete it from your system, destroy any paper copies, 
and notify the sender promptly. 

AuthCode3c3417c2-0e8e-11d7-934a-000347082b32 
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Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Sensitivity: 

Carter, Lawrence D 
Thursday, July 21,20057:36 AM 
Kirch, Kurt J 
Dochow, Darrel W 
Mortgage Survey 

Private 

Kurt. thank you for getting my input on the affordabDily products survey. Darrel gave me a copy during our meeting 
yesterday, but I didn't realize it was such a monster with such a short turnaround time. It's hard to believe we've only had it 
for a couple of days and people are trying to get it out this week. 

I would not send this to WAMU without more preparation. First, I think It asks for too much detailed information. It reads 
more like an exam program than a survey. I wish we would have had it at the beginning of our exam. It looks as though 
we have asked for everything we could think of without perhaps thinking through exactly what we were going to do with all 
the information. I think what might happen is that institutions will have to do a lot of footnoting of proxy information 
because they WIll have a difficult time meeting the needs of the matrix eXactly. This would mean we would not have apples 
to apples comparative data. which would kind of defeat our purpose I think. Second. this seems more geared to 
institutions for which this information has never been collected before (OCC, Fed?). We have been doing our neg am 
survey for a while and we have been getting other Information about the so called affordability products during our regular 
exams. Third, we just did an exam and obtained all kinds of information. We probably have similar, though not exact, 
information as requested in the survey. But the bottom line is that we reviewed the risk and communicated our concerns 
to management already. To ask for this similar information in the survey would almost be like one hand didn't know what 
the other was doing. My preference would be to shorten the survey quite a bit and start with higher level information, and 
then drill down on individual exams. 

My own personal opinion, of course. is that we are late to the party. The yield curve, the media, and particularly the rating 
agencies are already having an effect. I think the excitement over Option ARMs will dwindle and underwriting will probably 
tighten. 

With all that said, I would at least make the following changes to the survey: when we ask for things from the past 
"several" years, I would change that to ''three." I would change "investor owned properly" loans to "non-owner occupied 
loans." #4-stress testing is not clear. #5-we are asking for too much-almost exam-like request. #6-we need to ask them 
to describe, "in general," the controls and procedures ... #7-Agaln describe "in general" pricing methodology ... #8-Again, 
too much-exam-like request #1 O-what about ARM and neg am disclosures, or other special compliance disclosures-did 
anyone from compliance look at this request? #11-add borrowers with FICO scores below 620, borrowers on higher LTV 
(greater than 85%) loans, etc.??? 

MOST IMPORTANT Is that I have a meeting with Jake Domer this morning and would like to get permission from 
whomever I need to get permission from to give him a draft copy of this survey and ask how difficult It would be 
to compile some of the infonnatlon. This would be a perfect opportunity to give some verbal guidance on what 
we ara trying to achieve rather than the institution Just getting a form letter. 

Thanks again f9r working through me. I think it is really important that these kinds of things get channeled properly so this 
gets handled professionally and effectively .. 
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Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sensitivity: 

Carter, Lawrence D 
Thursday, September 29, 2005 8:11 AM 
Dochow, Darrel W 
FW: WSJ Article re: tightening mtg stds 

Private 

As I have mentioned to some, by the time we come out with regulatory guidance, moral suasion and marketlmedia 
attention will have already done the trick, at least for the regulated entities! Also of note is that the big lenders like to move 
in unison. I can assure you WAMU always checks what others are doing before it acts on its own (which is why I really 
have skepticism on what Countrywide has REALLY been doing). If WAMU ever leads the market. it is by centimeters, not 
by yards, which is why it is not garnering market share. 

Interesting to note here is that the article reflects WAMU's claim that it has been qualifying borrowers at "roughly" 5.25 
percent. Where did that figure come from??? Does one hand know what the other is doing? 

---Qrtginal Message---
From: Adams, Jeff I 
Sent: Thursday, September 29,20057:17 AM 
To: Dochow, Darrel Wi Dyer, Nicholas Ji Lane, Timothy Ji Butlng, Michael W; Potthast, John W; swanson, Kevin Bi carter, Lawrence 0; 

Olen, Dennis; Hearick, Laura L 
Cc: Haaldnson, Joanne J; Lake, Stephen A 
Subject: WSJ ArtIcle re: tightening mtg stds 
Sensitivity: Private 

Below is the text of a WSJ article discussing heightened approval standards or raised rates, including Wamu, World, & 
Downey. I don't believe this made it to the News Clips today. 

Jeff 

Mortgage Lenders Tighten Standards 

Amid Concern Over Rising Risk, Banks Make 
It Harder to Qualify for Certain Home Loans 

By RUTH SIMON and JAMES R. HAGERTY 
Staff Reporters of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 
September 29, 2005; Page 01 

After years of easy money, some mortgage lenders are beginning to tighten their standards. 

Lenders have rolled qut a raft of new mortgage products in recent years that have made housing 
purchases more affordable and allowed many people to extract cash from their homes' equity without 
boosting their monthly payments. 

Now, in what could be the first signs of a reversal, some lenders are starting to raise the bar on 
making these products available to new borrowers. To be sure, rates for many types of mortgages 
have been rising anyway as the Federal Reserve has boosted short-term interest rates. But some 
mortgage lenders are going further by making it harder for borrowers to qualify for certain loans. 
Other lenders also are cutting back on the number of riskier mortgages they make or raising rates. 

Last week, Washington Mutual Inc., one of the nation's biggest mortgage lenders, told mortgage 
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brokers that it will make it more difficult for borrowers to qualify for its option ARMs, which carry an 
introductory rate of as low as 1.25%. Under the new rules, which are expected to take effect next 
month, borrowers will have to show they can afford the monthly payment if the interest rate on the 
loan is 6% -- or 6.25% for borrowers purchasing a second-home or investment property - after the 
introductory rate expires. Currently, the bank's rate for qualifying borrowers for these loans is roughly 
5.25%. 

New Century Financial Corp., a mortgage lender in Irvine, Calif., last week said it was aiming to 
reduce the amount of interest-only loans it grants to less than 25% of total loan production from 33% 
in the year's first half. New Century said it was making the move in an effort to boost profit margins. 

Some lenders are making their loans more costly, which could discourage borrowing. This month, 
Option One Mortgage, a unit of H&R Block Inc., boosted the rates on all of its mortgage products by 
0.40 percentage point. Option One says the move reflects both rising interest rates and changes in 
investor appetite for its loans. 

The moves come as bank regulators are sounding the alarm bells about rising risks in the mortgage 
market. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan said in a speech this week that "the apparent 
froth in housing markets may have spilled over into mortgage markets" and called the "dramatic 
increase" in interest-only mortgages and "more exotic forms of adjustable-rate mortgages ... 
developments that bear close scrutiny." 

The chairman's remarks echo the concerns of other bank regulators who fear that some borrowers 
are using exotic mortgage products to purchase houses they couldn't otherwise afford. If the housing 
market stalls, regulators are concerned that defaults could climb. 

For consumers, tighter lending standards and higher costs could make it harder to afford homes and 
ultimately could help cool some hot housing markets. "It will take a lot of people out ofthe market and 
take some of the speculative fervor out of the market," says Kenneth Rosen, chairman of the Fisher 
Center for Real Estate at the University of California at Berkeley. 

The tightening in mortgage lending is not yet widespread and some mortgage brokers say they 
haven't yet seen any indications that banks have pulled back. But the recent changes are particularly 
noteworthy because they follow a long trend of loosening that was apparent as recently as this 
summer. 

GETTING TOUGHER 

Some mortgage lenders have begun tightening standards on some popular loans that have helped 
fuel the housing boom in recent years. 

• Washington Mutual has told brokers it plans to make it more difficult for borrowers to qualify for 
its option ARMs. 

• Countrywide Financial is raising the bar for borrowers who want the lowest teaser rate for option 
ARMs . 

• New Century Financial plans to limit interest-only loans to below 25% of total loans, from 33% in 
the year's first half. 
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Among other changes, Countrywide Financial Corp., another big lender, earlier this month made it 
tougher for borrowers to qualify for a 1 % teaser rate on its option ARMs. Countrywide now considers 
a number of factors in setting the introductory rate, including the size of the loan, how much 
documentation the borrower provides, and whether the property is a second home or for investment. 
The teaser rate for borrowers with multiple risk factors can be as high as 3%, the company says. 

Other lenders are also boosting their charges. Golden West Financial Corp. says that next month it 
will raise the introductory rate for its option ARMs to 2.20% from 1.95%. The rise ''will be the first of 
several moves," says Golden West Chairman and CEO Herbert Sandler. "I don't know how high it will 
go, but it should go higher," he adds. 

RaiSing the teaser rate on an option ARM boosts the minimum payment a borrower must make, 
particularly in the loan's early years. The teaser rate is used to determine the minimum payment in 
the first year; after that there's a cap in the first few years on how much the minimum payment can 
increase, unless the loan balance climbs beyond a certain threshold. 

The tighter lending standards also come as profit margins on some loans are being squeezed. Credit 
rating agencies have tightened their standards for certain mortgages, and investors who buy pools of 
mortgages are beginning to demand higher yields for purchasing riskier loans. 

Other changes may be less noticeable to borrowers, at least initially. Several lenders that offer option 
ARMs have raised the "margin" used to determine the interest rate on the loan once the introductory
rate period ends. To set the rate on the loan, lenders each month typically add the margin to an index 
that measures short-term interest rates. Since the index rises along with market rates, the banks' 
wider margins represent additional costs to new borrowers beyond increases in short-term interest 
rn~. . 

In mid-August, Washington Mutual increased the margin on its option ARMs by 0.20 percentage 
point to 2.5%. As a result, a borrower who took out an option ARM tied to one popular index - the 
12-month Moving Treasury Average - might pay 5.52% instead of 5.32%. Also last month, 
Countrywide boosted the margin on its option ARMs by between 0.125 and 0.375 percentage point, 
depending on how risky the loans are. Downey Financial Corp. and Secured Bankers Mortgage Co., 
California-based lenders, also raised the margins on some option ARMs, company executives said. 

Because the introductory rate on an option ARM is so low, the minimum payment generally isn't 
enough to cover even the interest that is due in the loan's early years. That means borrowers who 
choose to pay the minimum amount can make regular payments and still see their loan balance 
swell, also known as "negative amortization." Borrowers could also be hit with sharply higher monthly 
payments down the road when the monthly payment is reset so that the loan can be repaid over a 
30-year period. 

Even before the recent changes, rising short-term interest rates were making products such as option 
ARMs less attractive. A borrower with an option ARM tied to the Moving Treasury Average that 
currently carries a rate of 5.52%, after the introductory rate expired, would have paid about 4% in 
June 2004, according to HSH Associates in Pompton Plains, N.J. Rates on loans tied to other 
popular indexes can be well above 6%, HSH says. That compares with a current average of 5.97% 
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for a 30-year fixed-rate mortgage. 

At the same time, some lenders are pushing more borrowers who take out option ARMs into loans 
that carry prepayment penalties. In a conference call with investors in July, Countrywide said that 
nearly three-quarters of its option ARMs carried prepayment penalties, up from 18% in 2003. 
GreenPoint Mortgage, a unit of North Fork Bancorp, recently modified its option ARM program to 
make loans without prepayment penalties less attractive. More than half of the option ARMs 
GreenPoint grants now carry prepayment penalties, up from less than one-third a year ago. 

Write to Ruth Simon at ruth.simon@wsj.com <mailto:ruth.simon@wsj.com>1 and James R. Hagerty 
at bob.hagerty@wsLcom <mailto:bob.hagerty@wsLcom>2 

URL for this article: 
http://online.wsj.com/articlelO,,SB112795905459255441,OO.html 
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Corneast Message Center 

From: "Dochow, Darrel WEI <darrel.dochowOQts.treas.gov> 
To: 

Subject: FW: Meeting 

Page I of4 

Date: Sun, 18 Sep 200S 17:07:31 +0000 ___ - Rcdaclcd by Ihe Permanent 

--ortolnal Message-
Proml carter, Uwrence D 
Sant: friday, 5eptember 16, 20QS 9:07 AM 
TOI DodIow. Darrel W 
Sub;lecb RE: MeetIng 
Saftlltlvltyl Prtvate 

Ok, I'll play good cop. 

Historically, they have always had some problem setting up systems and procedures 
to consistently and automatically comply with our policy of underwriting at or near the 
fully indexed rate. Recently, we have relied on the fact that the administrative rate 
was higher than fully indexed and that they were going to monitor their qualifying 
rates to make sure they were in compliance with our policy. We did not choose to 
spend resources getting to the bottom of whatever systems issues they had because 
we knew they were in the process of making wholesale systems changes in home 
lending (still In process). We did point out (orally I think) that there were cases in 
which they underwrote below the fully Indexed rate because of the varying margin). 
We also did not, as far as I know, ask whether they had made changes to the 
administrative rate during our exam, even though we knew rates were rising. If we 
had, we would have identified this issue as it was emerging. But, like happens with 
other emerging issues sometimes, we were focused on resolving the issues we had 
already identified and not updating the whole exam to June! 

By the way, in terms of policy, I am not sure we have ever had a really hard rule that 
institutions MUST underwrite to the fully indexed rate. I remember going back and 
forth with Bill Magrini over the years on this. In fact, I remember when we did Home 
Savings years ago, we allowed: (1) loans held for sale could be underwritten to 
secondary market standards (which I believe was 200 bp above start rate or basically 
to first adjustment on an ARM that adjusted annually - FHA, I believe, now still has a 
similar standard) - I think they had to have firm commitments to sellin place, but I 
don't recall for sure; and (2) an interpretation of "near" I believe to be no more than 25 
to 50 bp below the fully indexed rate. I believe we would still find that secondary 
market requirements are more lax than our policy on underwriting to fully indexed 
rates. Additionally, I think our guidence has always been to underwrite at Initial or 
"starr' rate on hybrid ARM (3-,5-, 7-, 10-year products; these products have 
traditionally not had "teasers." Of course, this guidance was before the interest only 
hybrid products started coming out. 

Wlat all this means is, if you allow them the exception for loans held for sale and you 
allow them 25 to 50 basis points below fully indexed, they probably do not have a ton 
of loans that fall far outside our policy guidance-only loans underwritten in recent 
months. The issue of competitors taking the honer-than-thou position Is different. 
though. If WAMU is really garnering market share by more lax underwriting 
standards, this is a problem. But I really am curious as to whether the competitors 
are as holy as they proclaim. I have heard that IndyMac is, but WaMu's primary 
competitor is Countrywide. Remember, Countrywide would not follow in a teaser rate 
increase tried by WaMu earlier in the year. I would like to see the communications 
from Countrywide to its loan agentsJbrokers, and I would be interested in what a loan 
file review at Countrywide would turn up. I realize we can't regulate WaMu based on 
Countrywide, but I think it would provide insight into a lot of management's actions on 
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Corneast Message Center 
the production side. Countrywide has been taking loan agents and market share 
from WaMu over the last year or so, so the incentive to compete head-to-head is 
significant. 

In terms of the facts below, 

1. I think the sheet you obtained says higher of 4.25 percent or start rate. Based on 
our loan sample and systems issues, I think it is likely they are actually underwriting 
simply at the administrative rate. 

2. Administrative rate "significantly" less than fully-indexed - probably. 
3. Accurate, but I would say "at 9r near" fully indexed rate - I think we would not 
have criticized them for 25 bp below, and would have been on the fence as they 
approached 50 bp below - at least this has been my interpretation of our policy over 
the years. 

4, Accurate on not letting us know. My take, and you can tell from Joe's diatribe, is 
that they don't think the qualifying rate is all that important in terms of credit risk. But I 
doubt they thought about reputation risk in much detail. 

5. Accurate. I don't remember ever hearing during the exam that Rotella made a 
decision to keep qualifying rates as they were or anything about production saying 
they needed to do so. However, in January/February, the administrative rate was still 
probably not that far below fully indexed. (Ben may have more inSight here.) 

6. Accurate. Especially for loans held for sale. As I mentioned earlier, we used to 
treat these loans differently. Also, for sure they think DTl's don't matter until you get 
into upper ranges. I think everyone is underwriting primarily to L 1V and FICO now. 

7. Very accurate. Credit Risk Management has always had to pick their battles. 
8. Agree, but I think this is just one of several symptoms of the ongoing broader 
problem of getting their house in order from an underwriting standpoint. It has been 
hard for us to justify dOing much more than constantly nagging (okay, "chastising") 
through ROE and meetings, since they have not been really adversely impacted in 
terms of losses. It has been getting better and has not recently been bad enough to 
warrant any ratings downgrades. And we have considered this issue in our 
assessment of capital, clearly. What is really effective is when people like Rick 
Riccobono, Mike, and you add weight. That sends the signal that what we say at the 
examination level is important. They are obviously quicker to act when you weigh in! 

Depending on how important you think it is that we get the facts perfect, we may want 
to get Ben's perspective. But I think Mark and Joe corroborated our assessment of 
the situation yesterday. 

Sorry for the long note, but I thought it was important that you understand our thought 
processes at the exam level so we can make adjustments in our approach if 
necessary. 

----Original Message---
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2005 6:+t PM 
To: carter, lawrence D 
ec: Finn, Michael E 
subject: RE: Meeting 
Senllltlvlty: Private 

lawrence: 

Thank you for joining the meeting via phone. t held Mark Hillis and John 
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Corneast Message Center 

Robinson back for a private session. Please review the below and let me 
know if any of this does not capture the substance of the meeting as you heard 
it. Mark Hillis confirmed that Rotella made the business decision to not do the 
manual adjustments to the qualifying rates in anticipation of the system fix 
being implemented in August 2005. 

- WAMU has been underwriting ARMs (1,3,6 & 12 month MTA Option ARMS) 
at the higher of the administrative rate or st~rt rate. 

- The administrative rate has not been manually increased since at least 
October 2004 despite numerous increases in rates, such that the 
administrative rate is now significantly less than the fully indexed rate. 

- Management made a conscious decision to not manually adjust the 
administrative rate and to wait for a systems fix that is now expected to be in 
place in December 2005. They are to provide me with the exact date for the 
system fix, exact date when the interim rate change will occur in October, and 
confirm that they are going to put in place a manual fix now. In addition, they 
will provide their internal analysis supporting the assertion that the credit 
quality of such products has not deteriorated during the period that borrowers 
were qualified at less than a fully indexed rate. They are also to provide their 
analysis of payment shock stress testing over wider interest rate cycles, and 
information to address my questions about HELOC quality given lower auto 
approval levels and an increased marketing campaign. They also 
acknowledged that they understood that the regulatory expectation has been 
and continues to be that loan Qualification should be at the fully indexed rate 
for these products, and tha.t it was their intention that this be done when they 
talked with the examiners. 

- I think that the concerns we raised hit home (predatory/affordability issues, 
only major lender not using fully indexed rates, not complying with well 
understood regulatory expectations, not informing us that the administrative 
rate - manual change was not done and would in fact not be done, reputation 
risk, etc.) 

- The management decision was made in January/February (Rotella is 
credited with this deciSion at a time that he reportedly was hearing from the 
production folks that pricing/qualifying rates needed to be maintained). The 
information previously provided to and upon which the examiners relied 
indicated that borrowers would be qualified at the higher of the administrative 
rate or the fl,l.!ly'indf;l~ed.f13.te. This change was not communicated back to the 
examination team. 

- The credit risk of the decision to not use fully indexed rates or to not 
manually adjust the administrative rate may not be high due to sale of much of 
this product, no relaxation of the DTI ratiOS, and minimal importance of DTI in 
predicting loss until the DTI ratio moves above 55%, etc. 

- Credit Risk Management folks, feeling some tension/pressure, made a 
judgment to not dig in on the management decision to wait for a systems fix 
because they had gained much in other respects, would monitor the credit 
quality, and felt there were mitigating circumstances such as not lowering the 
DTI ratio standards. 

- I believe that my chastising of this group was effective, and I intend to 
discuss this matter with Jim Vanasek on 9/26 and with Steve Rotella next 
chance that I get. 

Darrel 

----OrigInal Message----· 
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Corneast Message Center 

[ Back] 

From: Carter, Lawrence 0 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2005 5:45 PM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Subject: Meeting 
5enlltlvlty: Private 

I hope I didn't hinder you getting your questions answered during the 
meeting today. I tried to avoid cutting in too much. This was a good 
example of what the examiners go through when they are trying to get 
to the bottom of things during the exam! A lot of gobbledegook. The 
bottom line, though, is that Mark and Joe are both fully aware that our 
policy requires underwriting at or near the fully Indexed rate, whether 
they believe it is correlated with performance or not. I was glad that 
they stated that their intention all along has been to require underwriting 
to the higher of the administrative or fully indexed rate, not the start 
rate. They were supposed to be monitoring the qualifying rate and 
making changes when necessary to make sure they were always near 
the fully-indexed rate, but obviously this didn't happen as they had 
hoped In recent months. 

(~) 2004 Comcast Cable Communications. Inc. All rights reserved. 
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From: Dochow, Darrel W 

Sent: Friday, June 16, 2006 10:04 AM 

To: 

Subject: 
Carter, Lawrence D <carterld@office of thrift supervision. com> 

RE: Talk 

I am available after the call. 

--Original Message---
From: Carter, Lawrence D 
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 5:01 PM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Subject: Talk 
Sensitivity: Private 

Can we talk tomorrow for a half-hour or so, maybe right after the Austin Hong call? I've talked to Ben and 
Rich and we still have some strong feelings on some items that I'd like to "push back" Oust call me Scott 
Jr.) some on. Generally, we feel that we are quite balanced and do not have any gloves on in our 
approach to our findings and conclusions at WAMU. We have some concern that if we press forward with 
some things in our meetings and ROE that we may run the risk of losing some credibility in terms of 
understanding the size and complexity of their business and looking as though we do not have a 
balanced perspective. My own fear is that we may not have done enough to communicate to you why we 
feel that the few negative things we have brought up through findings memos and meetings, while 
important to keep in front of management, are not so serious they wipe out all the right things the 
institution is doing in all those areas we reviewed and did not have any issues, nor should they negate the 
ongoing good progress in making improvements in a manner that seems reasonable given the size, 
complexity, and status of the institution. And, although they certainly will argue at times, they have 
historically been very responsive to all of our concerns. So these are the things I'd like to talk more about: 

1. Long Beach -- natural evolution internally will address a number of issues -- they are aligning LBMC 
processes with prime Home Loans and, at the same time, continuing to improve the processes in prime 
Home Loans -- they are working at a deliberate, reasonable pace -- yes, it will take time because of size 
and complexity, but controlled growth in the meantime and our continuing to raise issues will keep them 
on the right path. We don't feel demanding more than providing us with an acceptable action plan with 
realistic timelines is appropriate or necessary at this time. 

2. Corrective Actions in ROE -- We use the memo process to communicate everything we think 
worthwhile, not always necessarily thinking everything should go in the ROE given the findings' 
significance in the grand scheme of things. This is actually a very good PROACTIVE process because 
we can get items in front of management that may not yet have risen to a high level of concern. If we 
start putting ALL these items in the report, more important findings will get lost. We have a very good 
memo distribution, response, tracking, and signoff process that operates well without having everything 
duplicated in the ROE. If examiners on other exams are merely citing findings memos and they don't 
have the same tracking process we have, then I would agree they might need more in the ROE, but we 
feel strongly that we should not cite all findings and corrective actions within the body of the ROE. The 
body of the ROE is already not getting read I believe. 

3. Compliance Violations -- I need to go back and look at our official guidance myself on this one, as I 
have relied on Rich and Suzie to make sure we comply. I think Suzie feels strongly though that we are 
citing violations appropriately and are taking the time to have full discussion in 'gray areas." 

Additionally, I need to talk about the meetings next week since we are starting to "over-meeting" the 
institution -- we really don't have a whole lot to add to what we have already told them. Also, if you attend 
all the meetings with execs and Mike goes to the meeting with Kerry and Steve, we probably need to 
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regroup on what we want to accomplish in the exit meeting so we are efficient -- i.e., the exit meeting 
starts to almost become unnecessary. We can discuss this. 

Finally, MRBAs -- I said I was somewhat indifferent on having any MRBAs, because I could see a 
strategy where we decide to give management a break to fix things they are already working on, and I 
could also see a strategy where we want to keep those things that we still feel strongly about front and 
center. At this point, it sounds like we want to have Long Beach, Flood and ERM in the MRBA section, 
with ERM as a "monitor" item as we did last year. I don't take issue with this as I can see us going either 
way, but we will need to have a discussion with them on what it takes NOT to have a MRBA. They may 
start to feel like, as we have less and less findings, that we start to just take the top priorities and make 
them MRBAs. I certainly don't think we are there yet, but we do need to be prepared to have that 
discussion with them. 

Anyway, let me know if we can talk after the Hong call. 

My management class this week has made me feel empowered! Can you tell? Please don't fire me! 

Dochow Darrel-00022908 002 



Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thanks, Darrel -

Rexroth, Mariana 
Friday, May 11, 2007 9:48 AM 
Dochow, Darrel W; Bisset, John K; Fiene, Laura M 
Franklin, Benjamin D; Clark, Mary Suzanne; Archibald, Robert D 
RE: Fair Lending Findings Memo 

I have a copy of an internal DOJ memorandum that outlines the circumstances in which it will pursue a fair lending pattern 
or practice case. I feel quite confident that this situation would within those guidelines. I will bring the memo on Wednesday 
(it's hard copy). 

Apropos the lack of tools - that is a reality. I'm willing OK with your changes, but you need to realize that I feel very strongly 
about this. If the agency could be subject to criticism for the lack thereof, my feeling is that is appropriate and it is high time 
we got such tools. Indeed, one of the few positives of this whole thing has been that we are now able to demonstrate that 
the "tool" provided is not workable. I do not believe that sweeping this under the rug is necessary. 

Given that the information requested for the HMDA outlier review included a huge customized LAR with appended data, 
with the obvious implication that we were going to use it ... and we obviously didn't ... it seems minimally courteous to 
acknowledge the limitations. Plus, they knew (and I did) even as they were putting together the response to the data 
request that FLWiz would break. They'd tested it when they were evaluating tools for their own use. I've talked to other 
large lenders and they describe similar failures when testing the software. The truth Is that PCI (the developer) wants to get 
lenders to switch over to their server based programs (much more expensive). (If you ask about Countrywide's use of the 
program - it is not for analysis, but only as a filter on subsets of data.) 

The good news on this front: I had told Montrice that it would be altogether excellent if they could get Bernie Siskind to do 
some training about the use of statistics in fair lending analysis. (He is an economist who has worked in this field - for 
plaintiffs, advocacy groups, lenders, and DOJ - and also loves to teach and able to explain pretty complex statistical 
concepts to the non-PhD.) I'd given Montrice his phone number and address, and she was able to get him to give a 
presentation at this week's training. It was, as I expected, excellent and VERY well received. So ... Montrice is starting to 
talk with him about his building the analytical model for OTS!!!! (She asked me to participate.) Anyway, the extra good 
news is that since he just built such a model for DOJ, I would expect that it wouldn't take that long! Then we can have a 
real analyticaitool and won't have to pretend (as DC has been) that the person who is working on Basel and interest rate 
risk - and totally uninterested in fair lending - will ever get around to even thinking about it. 

Mariana 

----Original Message-----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
sent: Friday, May 11,20079:24 AM 
To: Bisset, John K 
Cc: Rexroth, Mariana; Franklin, Benjamin D; Clark, Mary Suzanne; Archibald, Robert D 
Subject: Fair Lending Findings Memo 

John: 

We have a follow-up discussion on WAMU with Mike Finn scheduled for May 16 at 2:30 PM at which time we hope to 
reach final agreement that no pattern or practice exists. I am comfortable that it doesn't and believe that Mariana did a 
nice job supporting such. I understand that Laura and Edwin also concur. The exception memo is basically silent on that 
issue, but im plies all is well with an effective program. While there is a small chance that Mike may feel otherwise and that 
we may need to revise the memo, I am OK with issuing the exception memo either now or after the May 16 meeting. 

p.s. I did a stylistic edit that you can accept or not. OTS could be criticized for not having tools that can handle this 
analyses and we need to pursue getting them. 

« File: WAMU Findings Memo FL Home Loans April 07.doc» 
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DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

CC: 

May 31,2007 

WMI 
March 5, 2007 

Consumer Compliance Examination 
OTS COMPLIANCE MEMO 6 

Dick Stevenson, Corporate Compliance Officer 

Susie Clark, OTS Compliance Specialist 

Compliance Management Program 

Cathy Doperalski, Regulatory Relations 

WaMu's compliance management program has sUffered from a lack of steady, consistent leadership. Dick Stevenson, 
who took over as Chief Compliance Officer on March 2, 2007, is the bank's ninth compliance leader since 2000. The 
previous compliance officer, Richard Lewis, was in the position for less than a year before leaving the bank without 
another position lined up. Most previous persons in this position have either left the institution or been fired. The OTS is 
concerned that this lack of consistent, stable leadership leaves the program vulnerable. This amount of turnover is very 
unusual for an institution of this size and is a cause for concern. The Board of Directors should commission an evaluation 
of why smart, successful, effective managers can't succeed in this position. If you would like my opinion, just ask. ( HINT: 
It has to do with top management not buying into the importance of compliance and turf warfare and Kerry not liking bad 
news.) 

SMAART 

Since the OTS is now the sole regulator for both charters, the OTS requests that WaMu adopt the SMAART format for 
compliance management oversight. The "Working SMAART" framework, as detailed in the OTS Examination Handbook, 
categorizes the basic components of sound compliance management to include the following: Systems, Monitoring, 
Assessment, Accountability, Response, and Training. By setting up the compliance management functions and reporting 
to conform to this framework, it will not only assist the OTS in evaluating the program, but it will help to highlight areas in 
need of management attention. If WaMu's system was better than SMAART, we wouldn't ask for this change. It isn't. 

LEGAL DEPARTMENT INTERFERENCE 

The legal department should partner with the Compliance department, not run it Managing a compliance program to 
meet the bare minimums of legal responsibility may have the dubious benefit of ensuring full employment for the legal 
departmen~ but it is not the OTS approved way of managing compliance risk. While the certain bank executives have 
stated to regulators that "reputation risk" is a primary concern of the organization as a whole, managers of the compliance 
department apparently didn't get that memo. In numerous meetings, various compliance managers have made it clear 
that they do not plan to implement recommendations to enhance customer service or disclosures "unless we plan to cite a 
violation." This attitude is not a hallmark of a good compliance program. It is, in fact, a hallmark of a poor compliance 
program. 

The risk landscape has changed for banks in the past few years. Fair Lending and compliance risks, including HMDA 
pricing data, Subprime lending, Predatory lending, Non-traditional ARMs, increased use of the Unfair and Deceptive acts 
and practices law, and congressional scrutiny of credit card practices, have increased in the past few years, not 
decreased. other sources of risk proliferation comes from the New Congress, the presidential campaign, increased 
regulatory scrutiny and "guidance", consumer advocates, state attorneys general, litigation, the media, and the internet. 
Risks are evolving from "black and white" (are we in legal compliance?) to lots of different shades of gray. 

Instead of asking whether or not the bank is in strict compliance with the laws and regulations, management should be 
asking "is this disclosure or practice abusive, predatory, unfair, deceptive, or unsuitable"? The standard of what is 
acceptable shouldn't be "where is the line of what is legal or not legal". It should be about managing risk. And focusing 
on fairness, not compliance. Management's attitude toward compliance shows that they have not made this leap in 
thinking. This change must come from the top of the organization and permeate the culture before effective change can 
happen. 

FINAL: 05118120074:25,.---__________ • 
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OT5 COMPUANCE MEMO 6 

REGULATORY RELATIONS 

Is a joke. The purpose of this group seems to be how can we give the regulators the bare minimum without them raising 
a fuss. And let's give them a Findings Memo template that is so hard to manage that they will spend half the exam time 
messing with it. Here is how regulators should be managed: if they ask for information in a certain area, do a SMAART 
presentation. For example, ifthe OTS examiner asks for a meeting on Regulation E, provide a presentation of the 
following: 

the bank's system of ensuring compliance with this area, 
how this area is monitored for compliance, 
how does the business self-assess compliance, 
how is accountability built into the system, 
how have previous audit or regulatory concerns been responded to, and 
what training is provided to ensure your employees know what the hell they are doing. 

This is not rocket science. While I find the blank stares I usually get endearing, it isn't very effective. If it takes you a 
week to figure out locations where certain functions take place, that doesn't give me a good comfort level feeling that you 
are properly managing the part of the program. If the bank has a program it is proud of, then show it off. 

The compliance program should have their own regulatory relations group with compliance and bank process expertise. 
Shannon Altug, who is a rock star in my book, can't do this function on her own. This isn't an administrative function. It 
should function as a liaison group to organize the exam and meetings and personnel in such a way as to put the bank's 
program in the best (but honest) light. 

CONTROL VALIDATION PROJECT 

Richard Lewis, the previous compliance officer, stated in a meeting at the last exam that he would implement a control 
validation project at corporate compliance, which would be similar to the function on-going at Card Services. The purpose 
of this project would be to look at all the processes, find the regulatory (or reputation) risks, and then employ mechanisms 
to mitigate or eliminate the risks. The OTS encourages the rapid implementation of this project with high-risk areas 
evaluated first. 

The OTS examiner should come into this institution and find NOTHING wrong. Bank management should be managing 
these processes down to a granular level. When we come in with our minimal resources and find Section 8 RESPA 
violations, absolute abject failures in the flood insurance program, and an abysmal compliant processing program that 
management thinks is just great, you should be embarrassed. These reflect fundamental weaknesses in the entire 
compliance management function, from systems to training. 

WaMu should have state-of-the-art risk assessment processes at identifies ALL risk, has a method to weigh and prioritize 
them, control them, meaningfully report them, and manage the risks proactively. Management shouldn't wait for the OTS 
to find the problems. We are not your audit or QC department. 

Topic: 

Finding: 

Action: 
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DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 
CC: 

June 7, 2007 

WMB,WMBfsb 
January 8, 2007 

Safety & Soundness Examination 
OTS ASSET QUALITY MEMO 11 

Richard McCoppin, Senior Manager-Credit Services, Home Loans Risk 
Management 

Rosanne Sinclair, Examiner, OTS 

Broker Credit Administration 

Cheryl Feltgen, Chief Risk Officer-Home Loans, Home Loans 

Cathy Doperalski, FVP, Regulatory Relations Senior Manager 

Broker Credit Administration (BCA) is responsible for approving third party brokers, and performing annual license 
verifications, annual IRS 1099 reporting, and monthly broker revievvs based on a broker scorecard. Third Party Oversight 
(TPO) maintains broker performance metrics, the broker watch list, and the unacceptable third party list. 

Since the last exam, FTEs have declined (from fifteen to fourteen in BCA, and from three to two in TPO) although the 
number of brokers has increased. There are 14 FTEs in BCA handling approximately 34,283 brokers. Given the large 
number of brokers, a TPO score for each broker was developed to facilitate review of brokers through automation. Also, 
management revised the broker scorecard. 

Topic: BCA Policies and Procedures 

Finding: We have reviewed the latest version of the BCA policies and procedures (Policy) and have the following 
comments: 

(1) Page 30 of the Policy states there is a monthly license validation verification process wherein the BCA 
manager or his designee, on a monthly basis, will randomly select five licenses from the WAMU Wholesale 
and Long Beach wholesale channels to verify the current status of the license with the state versus how it 
is reported in the broker database, MLCS, Loanworks, and FiTech as applicable. Management verbally 
indicated that licenses are also selected from other broker channels such as WAMU retail and WAMU 
retail builder. We have no information to determine whether this is a statistically significant sample given 
the number of brokers. The "Monthly License Validation Verification" section of the Policy should be 
amended to clarify that a statistically significant sample of licenses per month from each of the broker 
channels will be selected for verification. 

(2) Page 30 of the Policy states there is also a random audit process of the analysts' work for new broker 
or branch files of two files per month. Management verbally indicated this review consists of two files.rgr 
analyst per month. However, we have no indication as to the percentage of the analysts' work two 
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OTS ASSET QUALITY MEMO 11 

files/month represents. Given as well as a component the "'n,''''''~''''· 
performance review, it appears that a percentage threshold (e.g., 10 percent of each analyst's work) 
should be used for sampling. The "Random Audit Process" section of the policy should be amended to 
define a stated percentage of each analyst's monthly work that will be audited. 

(3) The annual certification process consists solely of an annual license validation. However, a form 
should be sent to the broker on an annual basis which: (a) requests whether there were any changes in 
officers, directors, and principals/owners (if sole proprietorship or closely held company), as well as dba or 
company name. Any changes in such individuals/entity should be checked against the Mortgage Asset 
Research Institute (MARl), the internal unacceptable list, and the internal broker watch list as applicable; 
and, (b) includes the six disclosure items regarding suspension, bankruptcy. complaints, lawsuits, etc. that 
appear on page 3 of the current LBMC broker application. 

(4) Page 32 of the Policy states that if during the evaluation period, Risk Mitigation (RM) has found 
confirmed fraud, the broker will be recommended for immediate termination, Since RM is no longer the 
only department detecting fraud (see Exam Finding No.4 below), the "Broker Eligibility" section of the 
Policy should be changed to state: "If at any point during the evaluation period fraud has been confirmed, 
the broker will be recommended for immediate termination." 

(5) Page 32 of the policy states that Sales may appeal any scorecard-based watch list decision to the 
Third Party Approvals and Monitoring Manager. Further, the Policy states that Sales may appeal any 
scorecard-based termination decision to the Senior Manager Credit Services. Lastly, the Policy states that 
all RM confirmed fraud appeals must be reviewed by and only can be overturned by the Senior Manager, 
Credit Services, This is all one and the same person. We raised concerns about Sales having too much 
leverage regarding these decisions. Management verbally indicated that if BCA and Sales cannot agree 
on a decision on a broker, the matter goes to the Third Party Oversight (TPO) Committee for a vote, and 
the decision is final. However, this process is not stated in the BCA Policy. The "Exception Process" of 
the Policy shOUld be amended to indicate that any watch list, termination, or fraud deCision appealed by 
Sales should go to the TPO Committee for a vote. 

(6) Management indicates that any broker for which a license is expired, reVOked, or inactive is 
automatically terminated in the system and the applicable loan systems will not accept any loans from this 
broker. The Policy should state this. 

Under the Section of the Policy entitled: "Annual License Validation." Firstline Data is referenced as the 
vendor used for verifying license information; however, the company used is Regsdata. The policy should 
be amended. 

(7) With regard to the initial approval of brokers in all channels, we noted that no reference checks are 
required. Management indicated that they have, however, implemented an Industry scorecard (CRM or 
Corelogic) provided by a third party vendor, and that they are addressing length of time in business for 
each broker. The BCA Policy does not include these processes. Further, it is not clear whether this 
scorecard addresses our concern regarding reference checks. The Policy for initial approval of brokers in 
all channels should be amended to require that reference checks be performed to determine the broker's 
performance history. The policy should also specify the required processes and documentation. 

The Policy does not require that certain LoanSafe scores such as the broker lender score and broker 
industry score be run for initial approval of brokers. If these are different from the CRM score, the Policy 
should be amended to require this for initial approval in all channels. 

(8) The Policy is inconsistent with regard to retail brokers versus brokers in other channels concerning 
documentation requirements for approval. Specifically, the Policy should require the following documents 
for approval of retail brokers: (a) IRS Form W-9; (b) broker application; Ic) broker agreement; (d) company 
certification or corporate resolution: and Ie) Articles of Incorporation/Organization or Partnership 
Agreement. 

Action: Amend the BCA Policy to address the underlined items in Nos, 1 through 8 above. 

Management Response Requested Ii2I Yes o No 
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1. BCA will validate 100% of licensing to ensure accuracy. This will be accomplished by: When a channel or branch 
Add request is received by BCA the analyst validates the license. A weekly report is received from our licensing 
vendor and an analyst works report by going directly to the state website. The Policy and Procedures will be updated 
with this information. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (09/30/07) 

2. The Quality Assurance procedures have been recently updated. The Quality Audit Definitions are in place and the 
template has been prepared for use. The Team lead will review 10 files (including new application, channel adds, 
changes and branch adds) for each analyst per month. There will also be a peer review. The analyst will review two 
files a month for their back up. The template incorporates each individual analyst, team level and department level. 
This will ensure BCA management captures trends at the individual analyst level as well as department. (Kelly 
Routier-Kane) (07/31/07) 

3. BCA will create a team of analyst to work with Legal and the Third Party Oversight group to develop and implement 
an annual recertification letter and form. This additional certification will be performed by the Third Party Oversight 
group. (Watchlist, Unacceptable list, MARl, Secretary of State, Licensing, Bankruptcy, Mortgage Fraud Blogs, 
Lexis/Nexis Search) The Policy and Procedures will be updated with this information. (Kelly Routier-Kane) 
(12/31/07) 

4. Suspicious activity reporting (SAR) on confirmed fraud has been centralized in the Risk Mitigation department. If the 
loan fulfillment personnel (underwriters/processor) suspects or confirms fraud the loans are sent to Risk Mitigation to 
validate and file the requisite SAR documents. The Policy and Procedures will be updated with this information. 
(Kelly Routier-Kane) (12131/07) 

5. All appeals will be presented to the TPO Committee which currently meets monthly beginning with the July TPO 
Meeting. The Policy and Procedures will be updated with this information. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (07/31/07) 

6. The Policy and Procedures will be updated with this information. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (09/30/07) 
7. The CRM Score (Corelogic) is the third party score used to determine the lenders performance in the industry. The 

CRM incorporates loan data information from Corelogics Clients (which includes 6 of the top 10 Prime lenders and 3 
of the top 10 subprime lenders). Corelogic utilizes the brokers Foreclosure rate, pull through rate, Market area to 
determine their third party score. This score is one of several items reViewed to determine the brokers performance 
in the industry. The Policy and Procedures will be updated with this information. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (09/30/07) 

8. BCA Management will work with the Retail Channel and Legal to ensure the broker documentation requirements for 
the approval process are consistent as applicable throughout all channels. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (12131/07) 

Washin ton Mutual, Inc. - Confidential 
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Topic: Broker Scorecard 

Finding: We reviewed the latest version of the broker scorecard and have the following comments: 

(1) While the pull through (closure) rate is now on the scorecard, which measures the percentage of 
approved loans that closed, the scorecard still does not contain a metric for loan denial rates which would 
measure the percentage of loans that were denied and not approved. 

(2) While there are metrics for repurchases (which should measure those attributable to the broker's fault), 
there are no metrics for indemnifications (attributable to the broker's fault). 

(3) The metrics for early payment and first payment defaults, and pull through rates only measure the last 
twelve months. The metrics for repurchases, loan to values (LTV), and FICO scores are only measured on 
a year-to-date basis. The metrics for loan type, salability, and product mix are measured for a three year 
combined timeframe and not for separate timeframes. These factors hinder time series and trend analysis. 
We recommend that all metrics on the scorecard be measured for the past two years and year-to-date in 
separate timeframes. 

(4) Churning (e.g., repayment of the loan within a defined time period) should be defined in the BCA 
Policy. We note that the performance trigger for churning for purposes of the TPO score (see Exam 
Finding NO.3 below) is whether churning is greater than 10 percent of loans within the first six months. 
However, it is not clear whether all churning is being measured on the scorecard or just churning that is 
greater than the 10 percent threshold. All churning should be measured on the scorecard, not just whether 
churning is greater than 10 percent of loans. 

(5) The LTV distribution on the scorecard has no indicator for whether the loan has PMI, which could skew 
concern if a large portion of the loans are shown to have L TVs over 90 percent. There should be separate 
metrics in the LTV distribution for loans with L TVs> 90 percent and no PMI and loans with L TVs>90 
percent with PMI to provide a more accurate measurement of risk. 

(6) Since the FICO threshold for subprime loans secured by real estate is 620 or below, the FICO 
distribution lower limit shown on the scorecard should be expanded beyond < 620 so that the FICO 
distribution of sub prime loans can be ascertained. 

(7) MARl results do not appear on the scorecard. 

(8). The rate of significant underwriting and documentation deficienCies (attributable to the broker's fault) 
identified from quality control reviews performed by Corporate Credit Risk and other units are not included 
on the scorecard. 

(9) The BCA Policy indicates that the salability metric measures the percentage of loans that are salable 
within the last six months. However, there are two columns (portfolio and sale) which could also mean it 
measures whether the loan was placed in the held for sale or held for investment portfolio regardless of 
whether the loan had defects which made it unsalable. The scorecard should have a metric that measures 
the percentage of unsalable loans due to loan defects (attributable to the broker's fault). 

(10) There are two scores which appear on the scorecard that are not defined-BMP score and Tier 
Score. For one of these (tier score) we believe it is the production tier ranking we received in 
management's response but that is not for certain. All metrics that appear on the scorecard should be 
defined in the BCA Policy. 

(11) There are no channel norm metrics (e.g .. mean) on the scorecard as a basis of comparison by which 
to gauge performance for pull through rates, loan denial rates, repurchases, indemnifications, FICO and 
LTV distribution, and unsalable loans. Further, there are no industry metrics on the scorecard as a basis of 
comparison for the key performance indicators (KPls). Finally, the derivation of all channel norms that are 
shown on the scorecard should be defined in the BCA Policy. 

(12) There may be data integrity issues on the scorecard (for example, under "product mix," the LBMC 
scorecard shows conventional ARMs, conventional fixed, Option ARMs, Interest Only, ALTA and Equity 
under the sub prime row. However, the combined percentages for these products add up to over 100 
percent for the sub prime row. The additive effects of the metrics are not clear). The scorecard should be 
reviewed for data integrity issues. 
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(13) Certain metrics are not yet populated with data (e.g., 'count of reviews" which measures the number 
of times the broker has been reviewed for performance is blank). 

(14) There should be separate TPO scores and CRM (Core Logic) scores for prime versus sub prime if 
separate scores exist and are available. 

(15) The risk weighting of the performance triggers in the scorecard do not coincide with those in the latest 
version of the BCA Policy (Performance Monitoring section). 

(16) The scorecard does not appear to contain certain LoanSafe scores such as broker lender score and 
broker industry score. If these are different than the CRM score, the scorecard should contain these 
metrics (including separate scores for prime and sub prime if separate scores exist and are available). 

Action: Address the underlined items in Nos. 1 though 16 above. 

Management Response Requested Ii1f Yes o No 

Management agrees with the observations and will consider the merits of each requested action by the end of 2007. 

1. Management will consider broker scorecard key performance metrics described in items 1 through 8, 11, 12, and 13 
above. (8/31/07) 

2. Management will then implement the new identified broker scorecard key performance metrics. (12/31/07) 
3. The BCA Policy & Procedure manual will be updated with the correct information to remediate items 9 and 15 above. 

(Kelly Routier-Kane) (09/30107) 
4. The Broker Management Process (BMP) is a broker rewards program designed as an incentive for brokers with good 

performance and no longer has an impact on BCA's process. The prior BMP process required BCA to terminate 
broker for lack of production, but allowed the Sales Managers to approve reactivation. The termination process is no 
longer a part of the program and no longer requires BCA support. The Tier Score ranking is based on 3 years 
Production (Tier 1 - More Than 300 Loans Produced; Tier 2 between 300 and 200; Tier 3 between 199 and 100; Tier 
4 between 99-50; Tier 5 less than 50. This tier ranking helps the analyst understand the overall relationship WAMU 
has with the broker based on their production. BCA's Policy & Procedure manual will be enhanced to describe these 
metrics to remediate item 10 above. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (09/30107) 

5. Separate TPO/CRM scores are available for Prime and Subprime at the channel level. Scores are also produced for 
Branch (Location -which will include all broker codes associated with the specific location) and for the company as a 
whole. BCA's Policy & Procedures manual will be updated with instructions and definitions to remediate item 14 
above. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (09/30107) 

6. The CRM score is the same as the TPO (also known as the Loans Safe Score). BCA's Policy & Procedures manual 
will be updated to describe this metric. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (09/30107) 
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OTS ASSET QUALITY MEMO 11 

Topic: TPO Score 

Finding: (1) The latest revision to the BCA Policy (pages 31 and 32) contains the derivation of the TPO score used 
to monitor each broker. Ideally, each of the petformance metrics in the broker scorecard should be 
reviewed individually against separate KPI benchmarks and thresholds for triggering watch list and/or 
termination. However, it appears due to resource constraints, management developed one TPO score to 
include these performance triggers to facilitate review of the thousands of brokers with which WMB 
conducts business. While these performance metrics continue to be measured on the scorecard, the 
triggers for being placed on the watch list or termination are all tied to the TPO score (except for fraud). 
The risk with having one TPO score rather than reviewing each metric individually is that one metric could 
be very problematic but still result in an overall TPO score that would not trigger any action if the other 
performance measures inclUded in the score are satisfactory since it is only one portion of the score. We 
suggest that management re-assess the current TPO score process and re-evaluate the ability to have 
separate KPI benchmarks/thresholds for each metric on the scorecard and tie these individual criteria into 
the watch list and/or termination triggers. 

(2) If staffing and resource constraints are such that No.1 above is not possible, we have the following 
comments regarding the TPO score: 

• The performance triggers used in the calculation of the TPO score do not include repurchases. 
indemnifications, and unsalable loans (attributable to the broker's fault). Further. they do not include 
loan denial rates, or closure rates of approved loans. Lastly, they do not include significant 
documentation defects or underwriting deficiencies stemming from post-funding Corporate Credit 
Review (CCR) reviews or other underwriting reviews (where it was determined to be the broker's 
fault). These should be included in the TPO score. 

• The delinquency, early payment default, and first payment default performance triggers only result in a 
deduction from the TPO score if the broker's performance is 1.5 times higher than the channel norm. 
However, this trigger threshold is too high since a deduction from the score may not even necessarily 
result in TPO score for which action is taken (e.g., watch list or termination) since there are other 
components of the score. We note that the FHLMC Guide indicates it will terminate sellers solely if 
the delinquency is 50 percent higher than the average delinquency rate for all sellers (by product) in 
the same statistical metropolitan areas, state, or region, in which the mortgages are located. b. 
reasonable threshold for a deduction in the TPO score for these performance triggers would be if the 
performance statistics for delinquency. early payment default, and first payment default were higher 
than the channel norm (mean) and/or industry mean for that particular product and in that particular 
geographic region. 

• There are certain performance triggers that should not be part of the TPO score and should be 
reviewed as triggers for action (e.g., termination) in and of themselves since by being a part of the 
score, even if there were significant problems with regard to these items, they are only a portion of the 
score and thus the broker could still have a TPO score that would not trigger action. Churning and 
derogatory MARl findings are two of these triggers. and should have separate KPI benchmark 
thresholds that trigger termination in and of themselves. Further, the trigger for churning for purposes 
of a deduction in the TPO score of greater than 10 percent of loans churning within the first six months 
is too liberal. 

• While page 32 of the BCA Policy states that confirmed fraud is grounds for termination, the TPO score 
incorporates as a component in Risk Mitigation (RM) any fraud or misrepresentation referral to identify 
potential trends of files being referred to fraud. The weighting in the TPO score of this performance 
trigger is 10 percent; given the significance of this performance trigger, it appears the risk weighting of 
RM within the TPO score should be higher. 

Action: Address the underlined items in Nos. 1 and 2 above. 

Management Response Requested liZ! Yes o No 
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OTS ASSET QUALITY MEMO 11 

1. Action Plan for comments 1 above. Management will assess the current KPI and benchmarks for triggering watch 
and termination. We will evaluate the relevance and effectiveness of the current triggers and the additional KPls 
recommended in Finding 1 of this memo to be more sensitive if a single KPI is over tolerance. 

2. The Third Party Oversight team was created in May of 2007 and is solely dedicated to monitoring broker 
performance. The score will only be one portion of the evaluation. The analyst will be trained to evaluate each KPI 
on the scorecard for the significance of the individual trigger as well as the impact of the KPI to the overall risk to 
WAMU. This department is reporting up through the Third Party Approval and Monitoring Manager. The Policy and 
Procedures will be update with this information. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (12131/07) 

Washin ton Mutual, Inc. - Confidential 
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OTs ASSET QUALITY MEMO 11 

Topic: Watch list Process 

Finding: (1) Page 32 of the BCA Policy indicates that if the broker TPO score is >50 but <=75, then the broker is 
recommended for the watch list. Further, if the broker TPO score is<=50, then the broker is terminated. In 
this regard, since the highest TPO score available is 100, these thresholds seem too low, especially since 
loans continue to be accepted from the broker during the time the broker is on the watch list and thus WMB 
is at risk. Since a score below 80 would appear to indicate some type of material shortfall. a TPO score of 
>=70 but <80 should trigger a watch list recommendation and a TPO score <70 should trigger a 
termination. Further, as additional criteria, any broker who was a higher than benchmark level of early 
payment defaults and first payment defaults or other indications of potential fraud should be placed on the 
watch list regardless of the TPO score. 

(2) At the last exam, a separate department, Risk Mitigation (RM), was performing a pre funding loan 
review of a sample of loans from each broker on the watch list for ninety days. This exam, management 
has provided a TPO Watch process for Long Beach Mortgage Company which management indicates is 
going to be rolled out to all the other broker channels. This 'new process indicates that an underwriter with 
a Risk Level Authority of 4 or higher from the loan fulfillment center (LFC), not RM, will be reviewing 100 
percent of loans from brokers on the watch list on a pre funding basis during the ninety day timeframe. If, 
during the review, misrepresentation and/or fraud are suspected, the reviewer must review the findings 
with the underwriter or team manager and investigate this. If discrepancies cannot be resolved, the file is 
then sent to RM. 

While we acknowledge that this new process provides more coverage of loans of brokers on the watch list 
by reviewing 100 percent of the loans versus a sample, we indicated to management that the concern is 
that RM is specifically trained to detect fraud and fraud detection entails a different skill set than just 
underwriting. Therefore, in order to mitigate risk to WMB for early payment defaults and first payment 
defaults and other fraud risks, this new process should be supplemented. Management's response 
indicated that RM would perform a random audit of files reviewed by the LFC; however, this appears to be 
a post-funding review and would be too late to prevent fraud. Specifically, in addition to the LFC process, 
for each broker that is on the watch list for early payment defaults and first payment defaults or other 
potential fraud indicators. RM should perform a statistically Significant pre-funding sampling of loans for 
review purposes 

(3) The section of the TPO Watch Process entitled: "Removal of Broker on Watch" uses the nomenclature 
"Risk Mitigation finding" to refer to fraud. However, since fraud can be found by either RM or the LFC, the 
use of the term "Risk Mitigation finding" should be replaced with "fraud finding" under the section "Removal 
of Broker on Watch" of the TPO Watch Process P&Ps. 

Further, under this same section of the TPO Watch Process, it is stated that if the broker was placed on 
watch status due to a RM finding, and one or more RM findings occurs in the 90-day period, the broker will 
be terminated. However, regardless of the reason for being placed on the watch list, ifthere is a confirmed 
fraUd finding, the broker should be terminated; this is also consistent with page 32 of the SCA Policy. Thus, 
the "Removal of Broker Watch" section of the TPO Watch Process P&Ps should state: "If there is one or 
more confirmed fraud findings during the 90 period, the broker will be terminated. ' 

Action: (1) Amend the SCA Policy to address the underlined items in No.1 above. 

(2) Revise the TPO Watch Process P&Ps to address the underlined items in Nos. 2 and 3 above 

Management Response Requested Ii21 Yes o No 

Management agrees with the observations and will implement corrective actions by the end of 2007. Please note that the 
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"'I3){AfvFFJ NQING'4,,:""" """, "'" '", " ,: ::: i" ' ''''',':. j ii"';"" Y"'1iI >:' ObserVa~ian)' 'i'" 'CH,Recommenaation",' .,,;; [iJ ,;. CHtlcism" >: ;;;, u ;,' 
watchlist process is undergoing a significant update with the pending implementation of third party vendor fraud software 
(Dataverify), The new watchlist process will be rolled out to all channels by September 2007, 

1, Management will evaluate increasing the threshold trigger for admission of a broker to the watchlist. (Kelly Routier
Kane) (08/31/07) 

2, If applicable, the new threshold will be implemented and documented in the SCA Policy. (Kelly Routier-Kane) 
(9/30107) 

3. Management will evaluate and enhance the termination section of the TPO watch process for handling of reported 
and confirmed fraud. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (09/30107) 

4. Risk Mitigation will implement an independent review of 100% of watch listed brokers pre-funded pipeline when the 
loan is approved by Underwriting prior to funding Risk Mitigation will notify SCA if misrepresentation is confirmed in a 
single instance following placement on the watchlist The broker is automatically terminated, All Washington Mutual 
Home Loans employees are responsible for detecting and reporting suspicious activity to Risk Mitigation, Risk 
Mitigation is responsible for investigating and reporting the incident to FINCEN. (Chris Johnson)(Rich McCoppin) 
(10/31/07) 

5, The SCA Policy & Procedures manual will be updated as needed. (Kelly Routier-Kane) (9/30107) 

Washington Mutual, Inc. - Confidential 
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Topic: HELOCs/Seconds 

Finding: If brokers are used to obtain HELOCs or second liens, there should be separate metrics on the broker 
scorecard for these products (similar to how sub prime products are shown on the scorecard), 

Action: Address the underlined item above. 

Management Response Requested 0 Yes 61f No 

1. HELOCS are currently serviced on two platforms. A system conversion due at the end of July - converting all 
HELOCS to the Fidelity servicing platform. Once this is complete the HELOCS will be included in the scorecard. 
HELOC (TBD) (7/31107) 

2. The performance metrics for the second lien product will be reported separately beginning with the November, 2007 
broker score card reporting cycle (Joy Hicks) (Rich McCoppin) (12131/07) 

Washin ton Mutual, Inc. - Confidential 
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Topic: Resources and Staffing 

Finding: Given the reduction in FTEs and the increase in fraud, early payment defaults, first payment defaults, sub 
prime delinquencies, etc., management should re-assess the adequacy of staffing in the BCA and TPO 
units. 

Action: Ensure there are adequate resources in the BCA and TPO units. 

Management Response Requested 0 Yes It[ No 

Staffing needs are evaluated continually and adjusted as necessary. 

Not applicable. 
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Re: May 3 memo 

From: 
Sent: 

To: 
SUbject: 

Mike-

Lee,CK 

Friday, October 12,20079:57 AM 

Finn, Michael E <finnme@office of thrift supervision. com> 

Re: May 3 memo 

Page 1 of2 

Thanks for this. We're meeting with SEC next Thurs to discuss where we go from here. I'll keep you posted. ckl 

----- Original Message ----
From: Finn, Michael E 
To: Polakoff, Scott M 

Cc: Ward, Timothy T; Lee, C K; Simone, Michael L 

Sent: Fri Oct 12 09:53:022007 

Subject: RE: May 3 memo 

Scott, 

I'm sure much of your message was directed towards the NE region. Any lapse in the NE not meeting your expectations is 
my fault. I have spent much of my first month back here trying to assess our regional risks, work processes and supervisory 
approach. While I'm much more informed on our efforts in the region, I have not focused enough energy on sharing my 
views with CK and coordinating our efforts. We can and will do better. 

I talked at length with CK yesterday about the NE region's approach on Morgan, Merrill, Lehman, ING and SocGen and 
enhancing coordination with CIO. We are progressing towards a more complete continuous supervision process on these 
cases to include deeper CIO input and participation. Based on my discussion with CK, I'm confident that we will meet your 
expectations regarding our work with these firms. I have meetings scheduled for Monday and Tuesday with the NE senior 
management team to discuss our regional priorities and processes. We will discuss our approach on these cases and review 
expectations regarding CIO involvement in our supervisory planning, monitoring and meetings for these firms. 

We will also need a strong influence in DC to gain greater access to information and analysis from the SEC on the three 
broker/dealers. CK indicated that he would work with you in the coming days to identify next steps in our approach with the 
SEC to break the logjam in getting information that the SEC uses in the CSE supervision process. CK and I were also able 
to discuss our work on lNG, which is progressing smoothly, and some recent discussions regarding SocGen's interest in 
modifying its business model. We are committed to working closely with the CIO unit to ensure that we have a strong 
supervisory framework in place at each of our internationally active firms. 

Mike 

From: Polakoff, Scott M 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2007 5:39 PM 

To: Ward, Timothy T; Finn, Michael E; Dochow, Darrel W; Lee, C K; Quigley, Lori G 
Cc: Polakoff, Scott M 

Subject: May 3 memo 

Tim, Mike, Darrel, CK, Lori - as you may recall, I sent out an e-mail on May 3, 2007, that announced a number of changes 
(see below). Now that we are 5 months into this new process, I am not yet comfortable that we have made sufficient progress 
toward accomplishing these goals. Please consider this e-mail as a gentle reminder of my expectations, and that I need all of 
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Re: May 3 memo Page 2 of2 

you to help make this happen: 

CK, Lori - please know that I hold you accountable to fulfill your obligations with the below mandate. Remember that you 
are expected to be equipped to follow trends and answer questions that may arise on matters facing the below firms. You 
must not, however, disrupt the examination process for these companies, which currently remains the domain of the regions. 

Darrel, Mike - please know that I hold you accountable to invite Lori and CK to participate in the risk assessment, 
supervisory planning, offsite monitoring, and management meetings with the below companies. Remember that you are 
expected to include them in a timely manner and incorporate their views into your process. You must not hold important 
management meetings or strategic planning sessions without inviting Lori or CK to participate. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Scott 

Fifth, we will implement the process contemplated in New Directions Bulletin 06-12, issued in September of last year, in the 
most complex companies subject to OTS supervision. In particular, headquarters staff will be more involved than in the past 
with the risk assessment, supervisory planning, offsite monitoring, and management meetings with respect to this population 
of companies. This will ensure we have another set of eyes following our large, complex enterprises and will ensure that we 
are equipped in headquarters to follow trends and answer questions that may arise on the matters facing these firms; Lori 
QuigleyDs group will follow those firms with a domestic focus. C.K. LeeDs group will follow those firms with extensive 
international involvement - in addition to his groupDs current responsibilities, which will not change. The breakdown of 
companies is as follows: 

Lori Quigley: Washington Mutual 

Countrywide 

CKLee: Morgan Stanley 

Merrill Lynch 

Lehman Brothers 

ING 

Societe General 

American Express 
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AQ I Memo'122 

DATE: June 19, 2008 

TO: David Schneider, President Home loans 
FROM: Ann Hedger, 015 Examiner, Ben Franklin, 015 EIC 

I SUBJECT: Loan Fraud Invest~ation 

cc: cathy Doperalskl, FVP. Regulatory Relations 
John McMurray, Chief Enterprise Risk Officer 

We reviewed an Internal memorandum dated April 4, 2008, documenting a reYiewtnat resulted from an allegabon by PMI 
company AlGIUG thai suspeded loan fraud had occurred In one of the Bank's lending offices. AlGlUG also referred the 
matter 10 DrS, 

The lmernal review disclosed that fraud/misrepresentation did OCCI,/I at the specific on'ice raised In AlGlUG'$ allegation. 
Further, the revIew noted thai. ' control gaps were Identified within the HL orijjnation and risk management processes that 
did not sufficiently mitigate loan fraud exposure: lNnile this review focused on one office In particular. it raised questions at> 
to whether similar condttions are systemic throughout the organization, partlcularty since many of the issues raised have 
either previously been raised hrt.emally or \'Iaye been noted at the currem 01 at prior OTS examinations, sue,", as-; 

• The Intema! Risk Mitigation process identified this specific olTice (along INith the RetaW Broker Program and one 
other specific office) as having heIghtened fraud exposure In 2005 and 2007 reviews. These concerns were not 
acted upon in II timely manner 

• The Internal review noted that It formalized process did nat exist to identify, manito! , resotve, and escalate !hIm 
party complaints slmllar to the one raised b)' A1G, Similar Issues have been raised in the 2007 OTS compliance 
exam and in the Banks 2008 1ntemal investigBtton into the ilpPraisal process 

• The review raised concerns regarding 'sales foclJSedlincented onginBlions 'Mth limited focus on Indvidual 
accountability: Essentially, the revIew defines an origination adture focused more hea .... ily on production volume 
rather than quality, An example of this was a finding thai production personnel were aUowed to particfpate in 
aspects of the income, employment, Of asset verification process; a clear conflict of Interest The review also 
notes thai systems and processes support Incentive compensation programs rather than measuring incfivTOlJal 
pelformance (e.g., loans recorded under one originator rather than the person who actually originated the loan. 
This ptar:t:ice was found to occur at other offices). Prior ors examinations t}ave falsed Similar Issues Including the 
need 10 implement incentive compensation programs to place greater emphasis on loan quality. 

• The review notetl thBl toan origination pt'ocesses did not mrtigale misrepresernationt1'raud. Many of the issues 
noted in the internal review such as those related 10 income f!,asonableness, oYeOooking "red lIags.", etc. hay!! 
been raised allhis and prior ors examInations, 

'¥\'hIle we recognize that managemenl has recently taken a number of actions to lmprCJ\/e ttle quality of originations, this 
investigation, by raising concems that ere f!,occurring In nanrre or thiJt have not been adequately addle5S8d, highlight the 
need for ongoing vigilance and commitment by management anti the board to maintain a production environment in the 
Home Loans Group that 1& committed to quality productiof'l. 

$eyed: 07,1OB12OO8 10:03 AM 
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AQMEMO'22 

Topic: Origination controls in Home loans 

Finding: The internal investigation ctsCussed In tr.e background section above, noted a number of origination control 
issues that impacted the Office under review and may be SYSTemic In the origination process. Management 
should address the lssue$ raised In the investigation Including: 

1. The lack of a formalized process to identify, monitor , resolve, and escalate third party complaints. 
2. Inadequate Issue. escalation and untimely management response to 'unfavorable patterns of 

operational and employee practices' such as those identified In the investigation 
3. Incentives based on volUme of originations '-Mth limited focus on individual accountability, and In 

particular , any processes that allow production pernonnel to participate in verifyl~ borrower finanCIal 
information. 

4. loan origination processes that do nol adequately mitigate misrepresentatlortlfraud, 

Action: Evaluate and correct any control issues whether isol ated or systemic and report the extent of these issues to 
OTS. 

are many controls that have been put into place In Home loans since this Investigation was done, as well as a 
in Home loans' business strategy thai mitigate many of the issues Identified In this memo. These 

but are not limited to: the implementation of a comprehensive. pte-funding fraud tool and pre-runcflng 
process, the elimination of all third-party lending channels induding retail broKer, and post.funding file quality 

held on a weeldy basis with senior management and channel leaders to address loan quality issues. 

Hom e Loans is currently beginning to design compensation plans for 2009. Included in the planning discussions are. 
lio",,,,"",,, ti., '0 "oao quality. 

" 

FormaHze the third-party complaInt process to ensure thai significant issues are escalated 10 Home loans Operational 
Risk and where appropriate, t78ckad in a centralized JGues tracking system. The process wi1l 1ndude the definition of a 
significant issues and dear OWI'leBhlp responsibility (McCoppin, Wegner, StJudc.) - September 30, 2008 
Formalize Issue escalation P'~$S and follow.up pmcedU/es and actions thl!lt result from fincings from Risk Mitigation 
revi8'M";. (McCoppin) - August 3', 2008 
Require fraud training and certifica tion of all fUifillmC!nt personnel. (McCoppln, Brown) - December 3' , 200B 

Pilge2013 
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AQ MEMO #22 

Topic; Impact on third parties 

Finding: The above investigation raises the question of whether the fraud/misrepresentation noted during this 
hWe:stigation is material enough that it aeales a poten1ial recourse Issue to third party investors. 

Action: Investigate and determine whether a recourse shuation has been created and report the findln\1S to OTS. 

MoInilgemenl Respcln$l!' Requested 

Brennan, Legal, and Joyce Mizerak, Repurchase & Recovery, are continuing to review and investigate 
infi)",~"· ," provided by cn To date, their findings are as follows: 

Repurchase & Recovery determined that a total of 21 Fragoso loans had been referred to Repurchase & 
I~':,:,,'~~"'f~orr~ a detennination of potential repurchase liability. Two of the loans were referred directly by Freddie 

been repurchased , Of the remaining 19 loans. all were referred by Risk. Mitigation and 

1
~~~~1.~:~~i&~~R~ecovery determined thai (a) 4 loans had been sold to Freddie Mac and the alleged 

has had no adverse impact on Ihe loans and, therefore . the loans are not subject 10 being 
and (b) the remaining 15 loans are held In the company's loan portfoRo aod were not sold and , 

there are no recourse implications associaled with these loans. 

Of 91 loans reviewed by Risk. Mitigation in November 2007, the Dala Verify tool identified 47 loans as having 
of fraud or misrepresentation , These loans were manually reviewed by Risk Miiigation who determined 

29 loans contain more than one fra ud indicator. Per CFt's report, aU or these loans are held In portfolio, are 
icc,rren! and have been flagged on the servicing system 10 prevent them from being sold , Therefore, there are 

recour.;e impl1cations associated with these loans . 

WaMu will finellze its analysis to determine if any additional action needs 10 ~ taken. (Mizerak)- December 31, 2008 
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Asset Quality (continued) 

• The small business lending portfolio, a relatively 
smaller and newer portfolio, is also experiencing a 
high loss rate 

• The commercial lending portfolio remains fairly stable 

• High SFR losses due in part to downturn in real 
estate market but exacerbated by: 
- geographic concentrations 

- risk layering 

- liberal underwriting policy 

- poor underwriting 

7 
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Asset Quality (continued) 

• Discontinuing higher risk lending and tightened 
underwriting policy should improve asset quality; 
however, actions should have been taken sooner 

• Other SFR underwriting control deficiencies identified 
internally that should be addressed included: 
- Sales incented originations with limited focus on individual 

accountability 

- Origination personnel participating in verification of borrower data 

- Inadequate process for escalation of problems and complaints 

- Origination process that does not adequately mitigate fraud 

12 
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Management/Board Pelformance and 
Oversight Unsatisfactory 

• Poor financial performance due in part to market 
conditions; however, performance exacerbated by 
conditions within management's control: 

Poor underwriting quality 

Geographic concentrations in problem markets 

Liberal underwriting policy 

- Risk layering 

• Significant underwriting and process weaknesses 
noted again in the Home Loans Group 

• Reducing higher risk lending products and practices 
should have been done sooner 

27 
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Managementl Board Oversight (cont'd) 

• While progress has been made to improve 
compliance weaknesses, significant concerns remain, 
particularly for BSA/AML 

• An adequate ERM function still does not exist 
although this has been a MRBA for some time 

- Critical as a check and balance· for profit oriented units 

- Necessary to ensure that critical risks are identified, 
measured, monitored and communicated 

- Even more critical given increased credit, market, and 
operational risk 

28 
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Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

Pacific Plaza, 2001 Iunipero Serra Boulevard, Suite 650. Daly City. CA 94014-1976 
P.O. Bolt 7165. San Francisco. CA 94120·7165· Telephone: (650) 746·7000· Fax: (650) 746-7()01 

Hand Delivered 

OTS No. 08551 

Washington Mutual Bank 
1301 Second Avenue 
Seattle. W8.~hington 9810l 

Re: Appointment of a Receiver 

Dear SirslMadam: 

September 25,2008 

West Region 

This is to notify you that the D.irector, Office of Thrift Supervision, by Order Number 2008-
36. dated September 25,2008, appointed the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 8.'1 receiver 
(Receiver) for Washington Mutual Bank. Henderson, Nevada (Bank). and authorized the 
undersigned to deliver notice of such appointment. 

The Receiver is now taking possession of the Bank. pursuant to the terms of it<; appointment 
as set forth in Order No. 2008-36. a copy of which is attached. In connection with the 
appoinunent of the Receiver, we respectfully call your attention to Section 5(d)( 4) of the Home 
Owners' Loan Act of 1933, 12 U.S.C. § 1464(d)(4), which establishes criminal penalties for 
refusal to comply with the Receiver's demand for possession of the property, business and assets 
of an association in receivership. 

Please countersign a copy of this letter and indicate the time and date of your receipt of the 
letter and attachment in the space provided on the following page and return such copy to me. 

Sincerely. 

\~w\.J--
Darrel W. Dochow 
Regional Director 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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Notice of Appointment of a Receiver 
Washington Mutual Bank, Henderson, NV 
September 25, 2008 
Page 2 

Attachment 

Received by: ~'t4~ E., !1'Ut~J<.. Ctft9,Jl.M1"'; 
Print Name and Title 

(. If 
At _____ • P.M., P.D.T., on Thursday, September 25,2008 

Signature: _~,,L-L_..:;... _/.;...J(?-,-~-==,-,~o.._=_-=~ ____ _ 

Accepting Appointment of FDIC as Receiver for Washington Mutual Bank, Henderson, NV: 

At ~(I J , P.M., P.D.T., on Thursday, September 25, 2008 

Signature: _____ - __ . 



FDIC 
Division of Resolutions and Receiverships 
Dallas Regional Office 
1601 BryaD Street 
DalLu, Texu 75101 

Office of Thrift Supervision 
Washington, D.C. 

Subject: Washington Mutual Bank 
Henderson, 'NY - In Receivership 
Acceptance of Appointment as Receiver 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone (214) 754-00'8 

September 2(, 2008 

Please be advised that the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation accepts its appoinbnent as 
Receiver of the captioned depository institution, in accordance with the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, as 
amended, 

Printed Name: Robert Schoppe 



· . 

Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

I certify that annexed hereto is a true copy of the 
document described below made from records of the Otlice of 
Thrift Supervision, Department of the Treasury. 

Copy of the Office of Thrift Supervision 
Order Number 2008-36, executed on September 
25, 2008, appointing a receiver for Washington 
Mutual Bank, Henderson, Nevada, consisting of 
three (3) pages. 

Signed this 25th day of September, 2008 

Darrel W. Dochow 
Regional Director 
West Region 

FDIC _ WAMU _ 000015062 



OFFICE OF THRIFT SUPERVISION 

Receivership or A Federal Savings Association 

Dat~: 
Order No.: 
OTSNo.: 

September 25. 2008 
2008-36 
08551 

The Director of the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS), or his designee, iri 
cooperation with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (fDIC). has determined to 
appoint the FDIC as receiver of Washington" Mutual Bank, Henderson, Nevada (Savings 
Bank). 

GROUNDS FOR APPOINTMENT OF FDIC AS RECEIVER 
FOR THE SAVINGS BANK 

The Director, or his designee, based upon the administrative record fmds and 
detennines the following: 

(i) The Savings Bank. is likely to be unable to pay its obligations or meet its 
depositors' demands in the nonnal course of business; and 

(ii) The Institution is in an unsafe or unsound condition to transact business. 

The Savings Bank is a Federally chartered savings bank, the accounts of which 
are insured by th~ Depo$it lnsun.mce Fund (DlF). The Savings Bank bas its home office 
in Henderson, Nevada. A$ ofJW1e 30,2008, the Savings Bank reported total assets of 
$"307 billion. 

DISCUSSION OF GROUNDS FOR APPOINTMENT 
OF A RECEIVER FOR THE SAVINGS BANK 

Section 5(d)(2)(A) of the Home Owners' Loan AC1(HOLA). 12 U.S.C. § 
1464(d)(2)(A), provides that the Director may appoint a receiver for any insured savings 
association if the Director determines that one or more grounds specified in section 
11(c)(5) of the Federal DepOsit Tnsurance Act (FDIA), 12 U.S.C. § J821(c)(5), exist. 

Under section 11 (c)(5)(F) of the FDIA. the Director may appoint a receiver if a 
savings association is likely to be unable to pay its obligations or meet its depositors' 
demands in the nonnal course ofbusincss because it does not have sufficient liquid assets 
to fund expected withdrawals. The Savings Bank has insufficient cash and liquid assets 
convertible to cash necessary to pay its obligations and tbe expected withdrawal demands 
of its depositors. The Savings Bank has suffered significant cash outflows. exceeding 



Order No.: 2008-36 
Page: 2 

$22 billion since July 2008, in part because of adverse publicity. The Savings Bank has 
limited and diminishing liquidity sources available to it and the current rate of outflow 
wiU deplete the Savings Bank's cash resources and liquidity within a short period of time. 

Therefore, the Director concludes that the Savings Bank is likely to be unable to 
pay its obligations or meet its depositors' demands in the nonna! course of business 
because it does not have sufficient liquid assets to pay those obligations and fund the 
expected v.rithdrawals. 

Under section I I (c)(5)(C) of the FDrA, the Director may appoint a receiver if a 
savings association is in an unsafe or unsound condition to transact business. The 
Savings Bank is in an unsafe and unsound condition as a result of its severe liquidity 
strain, deteriorating asset quality, and continuing significant negative operating earnings 
with no realistic prospects for raising capital to ensure that it can repay all of its 
liabilities, including deposits. 

The Director, or his designee, therefore, has determined that grounds for the 
appointment for a receiver for the Savings Bank exist tmder section S(d){2) of the HOLA, 
and sections 1 I (c)(S)(C) and (F) of the FDIA, 12 U.S.C. §§ 1821 (c)(5)(C) and (F). 

ACTIONS ORDERED OR APPROVED 

Appointment of a Receiver 

The Director, or his designee. hereby appoints the FDIC as receiver for the 
Savings Bank, for the purpose ofHquidation, pursuant to section 5( d)(2) of the BOLA, 
and section 1 1 (c)(6)(B) of the FDIA, 12 U.S.C. § 1821(c)(6)(B). 

Delegation or Authority to Act for OTS 

The Director, or his designee. hereby authorizes the OTS West Regional Director, 
or his designee, and the Deputy Chief Counsel for the Business·Transactions Division of 
the Chief Counsel's office? or his designee, to: (i) certify orders; (ii) sign, execute, attest. 
or certify other documents ofOTS issued OT authorized by this Order; (ill) designate the 
persons or entity that will give notice of the appointment of a receiver for the Savings 
Bank and serve the Savings Bank with a copy of this Order pursuant to 12 C.F.R. § 
558.2; and (iv) perfonn such other functions ofOTS necessary or appropriate for 
implementation of this Order. All documents to be issued under the authority ofthis 
Order must be. first approved, in form and content, by the Chief Counsel's Office. In 
addition, the Director, or his designee, hereby authorizes the Deputy ChlefCoun!lcl for 
the Business Transactions Division of the Chief Counsel's office, or his designee, to 



Order No.: 2008-36 
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make any subsequent technical corrections, that might be necessary, to this Order, or any 
documents issued under the authority of this Order. 

By Order of the Director ofOTS, effective September 25, 2008. 



From: 

Sent: 

Constantine, Thomas M <thomas. constantine@ots.treas.gov> 

Tuesday, October 7,20087:54 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

Franklin, Benjamin D <franklinbd@office of thrift supervision. com> 

RE: West Region Update 

If you were hoping like me that the IG would figure out what happened and force out the asswipes in this organization that 
ridiculed us and "couldn't imagine that we would be in this position" despite the fact that's what we are supposed to be 
imagining and preparing for, you will be sadly mistaken. The IG is as good as the folks that let this happen. Nothing but a 
bunch of incompetents. Maybe you will get a better crew, but my 4-year old son asks me more probing questions. The world 
will never know. I can't stand it when I hear these people talk about this mess. It started at Guardian. Ground Zero, baby. 
We spawned this disaster when we fd up and put them in receivership. How much longer will we have to pay? Now it's 
going to cost me my job. Thanks Jed. 

-----Original Message----
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 4:48 PM 
To: Constantine, Thomas M 
Subject: RE: West Region Update 

Kurt and Steve G laughed at my projections of gloom and doom for stated since 2003 and started calling me the housing 
"bubble" boy. I even predicted that the end would corne in July 2007 (based on a report that I got at a Servicing seminar the 
reported the massive number of 2128 and 3127 subprirne loans that would corne due). When I told Scott Polakoff in April 
2007 that stated income subprime should not be made under any circumstance, I was corrected by Mike Finn that that was 
not the West Region's position. I rest my case. 

P.S. I concur totally on the W-2 borrowers. The worst cases I saw wwere instances where the W-2 was in the file and the 
information was redacted out! 

-----Original Message----
From: Constantine, Thomas M 
Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 3:43 PM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: RE: West Region Update 

My big problem is with us allowing people with W-2 incomes to go stated .. How liard is it to send that in. Everyone.has it 
Also, I can't believe we allowed 100% financing of anything. What a joke. The problem is the regulators are set up by 
license instead of function. If you had one regulator in charge of the origination and sale and servicing of SFRs, then you 
wouldn't have had these problems. We were satisfied that the loans were originated for sale. 

SEC and FED asleep at the switch with the securitization and repackaging of the cash flows, irrespective of who they were 
selling to. The lack of transparency caused the general panic we live with today. I didn't no what a undercapitalized CDO 
was before last year. 

I forgot to mention that Scott and I uncovered damaging evidence against the CFO of Union that facilitated a rapid recovery 
for the D&O insurance carrier that recapitalized Union bank and kept it from being the first failure. Rosanne, You, Scott, and 
I. Is there anyone else to add to this list? Probably, but they also have greater personality issues than us. 

thanks 

FYI - I'm adding you to the list based on your work at Guardian. I have no idea what the hell you've been doing since, except 
what you tell me below. Why is that? 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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-----Original Message----
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 1:15 PM 
To: Constantine, Thomas M 
Subject: RE: West Region Update 

When I say acquiesced, I mean not one regulatory agency had a rule or guideline saying you couldn't do stated income 
lending, even to this day. That, I find incredible. We criticized stated income lending at WaMu but they never got it 
completely fixed, I also criticized IndyMac in 03, Downey and First FED in later years, but in hindsight, I'm convinced that it 
is just a flawed product that can't be fixed and never should have been allowed in the first place. How do you really assess 
underwriting adequacy when you allow the borrower to tell you what he makes without verification. We used to have 
documentation requirements for underwriting in the regs, but when those were taken out, the industry slowly migrated to an 
anything goes that got us into this mess. 

-----Original Message----
From: Constantine, Thomas M 
Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 12:33 PM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: RE: West Region Update 

I never acquiesced. I helped put SLC trust under a Supervisory Agreement in 2005-6 due to lack of cash equity in their 
construction loans. I also heavily criticized the underwriting at First Fed of Cal in 2005 on their expansion into N. California 
on these stated income loans (removed by EIC Henry Lee). I warned Downey in 2004 not to count their chickens before they 
were hatched (comment tamed down by someone EIC Williams or FM Buting) and they weren't ready for the onset of 
adverse business conditions with servicing of loans. 

My examination history here is filled with the editing and removal of my comments as well as predictions (that turned out to 
be true) by EICs. No system in place to keep that from happening. Instead we put whitewashers and scaredity cats in charge 
of the most problematic shops. I don't know what happened to you at W AMU, but I was critical of their accounting at Card 
Services and the AP. Fortunately, I think I made the "don't let him come back here" list. I've heard stories of things that 
happened, but no confirmation. 

There was an article in the WSJ (the only positive article on the OTS that I've seen in the last couple of years) on Ray Lamb 
and the thrift that they opened in New Mexico. Mike Finn told me to get the charter back. The article says it was because 
they deviated from the business plan. It didn't happen that way, completely. I went in there and aggressively criticized their 
underwriting on the CRE (the 2 of the 3 other examiners they gave me found nothing - surprise). I then basically threatened 
them to get the charter back and they caved. Lots of help from Finn, but it wasn't going to happen without me pressuring 
them. Lamb's empire collapsed and all banks failed with huge multimillion dollar losses to insurance fund (I got an on the 
spot award - yippie). 

In 2003, I did the capital review of Lehman Brothers (the holding company). Most highly leveraged company I've ever been 
to and they kept us from reviewing their liquidity and capital models. My criticisms made the report. They just changed my 
characterization from highly leveraged to moderately leveraged. I knew it was going to blow up then. Just a matter of time. 
They counted all long term debt as capital. I am not kidding. 

I also help set up Nordstrom's Credit Card Securitization from off-balance sheet to on balance sheet to affiliates. We secured 
independent line. Credit cards are the next thing to blow up. Nobody is listening to me here. I'm totally pissed off that our 
leadership screwed us and can't acknowledge it. They should resign. 

You know what happened at Indymac already. EICs Reiley and Hughes squashed my findings and get promoted and 
congratulating for fing up. Now they cancel the FM positions (I applied for SF position). Now I'm capped out with 
promotion and salary freezes coming. I won't be able to afford to stay, assuming we actually are around. Thanks to our 
leader, we are toast. 

I'm feeling underappreciated and double crossed by our leadership. You know who I mean. 

Thanks 
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PS now I feel a little better. I'm prepared to say this word for word to DD and EC. I could be gone soon. 

-----Original Message----
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 8:11 AM 
To: Constantine, Thomas M 
Subject: RE: West Region Update 

You know, I think that once we (pretty much all the regulators) acquiesced that stated income lending was a reasonable thing, 
and then compounded that with the sheer insanity of stated income, subprime, 100% CL TV, lending, we were on the 
figurative bridge to nowhere. Even those of us that were early opponents let ourselves be swayed somewhat by those that 
accused us of being "chicken little" because the losses were slow in coming, and lets not forget the mantra that "our shops 
have to make these loans in order to be competitive". I will never be talked out of something I know to be fundamentally 
wrong ever again!! 

-----Original Message----
From: Constantine, Thomas M 
Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 7:58 AM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: Re: West Region Update 

Do you mean the whitewashers that got us into this mess, the dead wood that are in FIRF waiting for retirement, the kids that 
cant wipe their asses, or the 6 or 7 of us that actually understand and do the right thing? 

From Tom Constantine's Blackberry (760) 799-9720 

----- Original Message -----
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
To: Constantine, Thomas M 
Sent: Tue Oct 07 10:44:31 2008 
Subject: RE: West Region Update 

Picking up what slack. With all the people we have now, there is no slack. 

From: Constantine, Thomas M 
Sent: Monday, October 06, 2008 5:49 PM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: FW: West Region Update 

I see where you will be picking up the slack going forward. Congrats. 

From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Monday, October 06, 2008 4:53 PM 
To: #R5USERS 
Cc: #Regional.Directors; Polakoff, Scott M; Ward, Timothy T; Reich, John M; Bowman, John E; Shycoff, Barbara; 
Russell, Robert W; Ruberry, William M; Quigley, Lori G; Yakimov, Montrice G; Gardineer, Grovetta; Luk, Alexandria T. 
Y.; Casteel, Frederick R 

Subject: West Region Update 

Franklin_Benjamin-0003441S_003 



To West Region Employees: 

We have seen significant stress in the financial and housing markets over the past year. This stress has been amplified by 
unprecedented deposit outflows at some institutions due to a loss of depositor and investor confidence. At the same time, 
borrowing capacity has been constrained by falling collateral values and credit tightening. The illiquidity in the financial 
markets for housing related securities and loans has now spread to other sectors and Congress recently passed a rescue 
package in an effort to restore the markets; 

As you know, the severity of decline in home prices, asset quality and liquidity including deposit outflows has been very 
pronounced in many parts of the West Region. Both IndyMac and Washington Mutual were closed, with W AMU's banking 
operations sold to J P Morgan Chase. The loss of these companies, along with the anticipated merger of several other 
significant thrifts within the next six months, means that some West Region examiners will have the opportunity to help the 
other regions and Washington DC in 2009. In addition, given that approximately 40 percent of our examiners are on the 
accreditation track, I anticipate increased training opportunities at some out of region assignments. 

The Regional Directors met in Washington D C last week with Director John Reich, Scott Polakoff, and Tim Ward to discuss 
staff planning among other things. A summary of the topics discussed will be available on the OTS Intranet. Of particular 
importance are several key points and decisions affecting the West Region that I want to ensure that everyone understands. 

First and foremost, OTS continues to have a healthy, positive fiscal year 2009 budget based on no additional revenue from 
IndyMac and W AMU, or from Countrywide beyond March 2009. Expenses and related staff levels need to remain aligned 
with revenue going forward and mUlti-year planning is underway to ensure that OTS remains financially strong. 

It is apparent that the West region currently has more examiners than required for our projected 2009 examinations. The 
difference in amount of projected work versus our current examiner resources is, however, less than may initially be thought 
because we have a large percentage of staff in the accreditation track, many of our thrifts continue to deteriorate and require 
additional time, and our geographic diversity requires disproportionately more travel. Director Reich emphasized that there 
will be no reduction-in-force (RIF)in 2009 but indicated that examination staff are not necessarily located where the projected 
work is next year. The West region will provide examiner help to the other regions and Washington DC in 2009. This may 
mean increased travel for some but also means increased opportunity to do interesting work in new locations, receive 
additional training assignments, and allow us to share our experiences and lessons learned with others. In addition, there will 
likely be increased opportunity to relocate to places with acute needs and to volunteer for details of six months to one year in 
our Washington headquarters. More specifics about these opportunities should be available in November. 

An analysis of workloads and staffing is underway within each region and Washington DC. The Regional Directors are 
working with Tim Ward to do this analysis on a consistent basis during the next month. We have decided to continue hiring 
some entry-level examiners in each region during the summer of 2009. In the West region, we have stopped hiring additional 
examiners from the outside while we analyze the workload and anticipated attrition from retirements, job changes and 
relocations. What this means is that we are not hiring any permanent, term, or contractor examiners from outside of OTS for 
the West region. In addition, instead of filling the posted Field Manager position for Seattle and Daly City, I intend to assign 
those responsibilities to current RegionallNational Supervisory Examiner(s) or Field Manager(s). 

At the RMG meeting, we also concluded that no adjustment to the current five region alignment and structure is necessary, 
and that the West region will continue to maintain field offices in Seattle and Santa Ana. The lease for the Seattle office 
contains an early buyout option, and continues the existing space and planned build-out of two offices instead of expanding 
into the adjacent space. 

Some of you may have questions so we established a conference call telephone line for Tuesday October 7,2008 from 3PM 
to 4PM where you can ask me any questions. The call in number is (866) 807 9539 and the pass code is 9137655. I will 
continue to do my best to keep everyone informed. 

I know that the speed of change can be unsettling, but I am confident that all of us will remain focused on the important work 
at hand. There is plenty to do and the issues within the industry require us to remain fully engaged to ensure that institutions 
take appropriate and prompt corrective actions. 
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Darrel Dochow 
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Ancely, Zalka A 

From: Fitzgerald, Dennis J 

Sent: Friday, June 27,20038:28 AM 

To: Carter, Lawrence D 

Cc: Ancely, Zalka A; Kuczek, Richard A; Potthast, John W 

Subject: RE: OTS Memo 7 

Lawrence, 

Thanks, since I am all buttered up, I have reviewed the response, in spite of grief from AI. He is quite offended 
that you did not ask him if I could take time away from his all important examination in Santa Fe. 

Since they agree with us, in the same spirit of cooperation toward the common goal I would agree that the 
response is adequate. It is clear from my experience that changes seem to progress slowly at WAMU so I don't 
know if we can expect faster progress. I would only suggest that we might want the responses to include 
additional target dates for the various stages of corrective actions in order to facilitate monitoring of the progress 
by management and the "dedicated" examiner and for determining causes for delays. For example, target for 
identification of causes of underwriting deficiencies, targets for new policies or plans, target for training 
completion,and targets for implementation. For the loan review/audit, the timeframe is tight given that the 
implementation is 90 days after training and training cannot commence until the underwriting/credit policies and 
plans are complete. In addition, the initial review with results is to be completed only 4 months after the target for 
implementation of the corrective actions, so details would help there also. 

My only concem would be the timing of the corrective action for the major activities and our next examination date 
if it is March of 2004. Any loan scope should concentrate on loans made under the new policy and procedures. 
Thus, we would need to sample loans that were applied for and closed in 2004, if the implementation is the end 
of the year. Initial RQA on these new loans would also be very limited or not yet complete. Given the target date 
of 4/30104 for RQAs initial review, they might not have any results at the start of our next examination. If any 
target is missed, as happens at WAMU, then we may not be in a position to determine the effectiveness of the 
corrective actions. 

Also, I assume that the response regarding appraisal deficiencies is also part of the response to Bruce's memo. 
He might be in a better position to discuss that response and the long timeframe related to that area. 

I hope all else is going well. 

Dennis 

[Fitzgerald, Dennis J] 
---Original Message---

From: carter, Lawrence D 
Sent: Thursday, June 26, 2003 6:59 PM 
To: Fitzgerald, Dennis J 
Cc: Ancely, Zalka A; Kuczek, Richard A; Potthast, John W 
Subject: FW: OTS Memo 7 

Dennis, I just finished looking through some of your workpapers. Nice job. Now that I've buttered you up, 
can you take a look at the attached response to your wonderful memo and let me know if it seems 
acceptable. They are all "agrees"!!! However, they do state some things they plan to do with some lengthy 
time horizons extending into mid-2004. Personally, I'd rather seem them take the time to fix things right. 

7/2/2003 
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Let me know if you are okay with this and I will have management issue it as a final. 

--Original Message---
From: Wedell, Matthew N. [mailto:Matthew.Wedell@wamu.net] 
Sent: Thursday, June 26, 2003 4:22 PM 
To: lawrence.carter@ots.treas.gov; richarcl.kuczek@ots.treas.gov; Ancely, Zalka 
Subject: OTS Memo 7 

Page 2 of2 

Here is the draft of OTS Memo 7 .... subject to Jim Vanasek's review & approval. Please review and let me 
know if you find the responses to be satisfactory. mw 

MattWede// 
Washington Mutual 
Regulatory Relations 
206-3n -2884 

7/2/2003 
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DATE: 
TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 
CC: 

May 12, 2004 

II Washington Mutual 
WMBFA, WMBfsb 

March 15, 2004 
Safety & Soundness Examination 

OTS MEMO 5 

Tony Meola, EVP, Production 
M.ark Hillis, Deputy Chief Credit Officer 
Bill Durbin, OTS 
SFR Loan Origination Quality 
Deanna Oppenheimer, President WAMU Consumer Group 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Several of our recent examinations concluded that the Bank's single famHy loan undelWriting was less than satisfactory 
due to excessive errors in the underwriting process, loan document preparation, and in associated activities. Similar 
findings noted in internal audits and quality control reports supported our examination conclusion. The overt causes for 
past underwriting concerns were many, but included: (1) A sales culture focused heavily on market share via loan 
production, (2) extremely high lending volumes fueled by the low interest rate environment, and (3) a less than optimal 
organizational structure that included multiple loan origination platforms, in part due to recent merger activity, and a 
variety of origination procedures that varied by origination office O.e., loan fulfillment center (LFC». 

DUring our review period, management began several initiatives aimed at correcting the overt causes of underwriting 
deficiencies discussed above. Specifically, initiatives are underway to simplify the origination structure by reduCing 
origination platforms from nine to two while developing a single Origination model to be implemented in all LFCs. Other 
current initiatives to improve undelWriting quality include: (1) de-emphasizing the Bank's position as the pricing leader with 
more emphasis on maintaining manageable capacity and originating higher quality loans, and (2) installing Credit Risk 
Teams in LFCs aimed at increasing the credit risk management group's influence over underwriting While reducing the 
influence of production management. Since these and other management initiatives are in process. we cannot yet opine 
on their effectiveness; however. the steps taken are considered appropriate and should eventually have a positive impact 
on underwriting. Given the breadth of changes being made such as:,(1) computer system changes (loan origination 
platforms and termination of OPTIS.2) and (2) restructuring and consolidation of the loan fulfillment centers, with its 
attendant relocations and staff reductions, the near term result may be an environment where other types of errors may 
become prevalent. As SUch. we encourage heightened management oversight of all ongoing initiatives and careful 
consideration of findings discussed in this memorandum. 

Our past reviews concentrated on assessing undelWriting analysis documented in loan files. Since prior examinations 
and internal reports have already established that undelWriting concems exist, we decided to forego some file review at 
this examination to instead concentrate on reviewing and improving intemal processes that may contribute to undelWriting 
concerns. The following discussions relay our findings with respect to these processes'. 

EXAM FINDINGS DEFINITIONS 

Observation: A weakness identified that is not of regUlatory concern. but which may imorove the bank's ooeratjno e!fec!iyeness If addressed. 
Observations. are made in a consultative role. They may be presented to management either verbally or in writing, but will generaUy 
not be inClUded in the Report of examinatiOn. Examiners WIll rarely request a written response during the examination, 
Observations mayor may not be reviewed during subsequent examinations. 

Recommendation: A secondary concern for which immediate corrective action is !eft to maoagemenfs discretion. A Recommendation can become a 
Criticism in Mure examinations should risk exposure increase significantly or other circumstances warranl They may be Included in 
the Report of Examination and are generally mentioned in Exit and Board Meetings. Examiners will usually request a written 
response fIDm Management during the examination. Management's actions to address Recommendations are reviewed at 
subsequent or follow-up examinations to assess any changes In risk exposure. 

CritJcJsm: A primary COncern that If left uncorrected. !he Agencies may consider stronger action. Criticisms are often summarized in the 
"Maltars Requiring Board Attention" or "examination Conclusion and Comments" section of the Report of Examination; warrant 
increased attention by Senior Management and the Board of Directors; and typically require a written response. They are subject to 
formal follow-up by examineni: 
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OTSMEMO 5 

EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation· Ii![ Recommendation* o Criticism· 

Topic: Consumer Group Goals 

Finding: The Consumer Group's overaU goals do not expressly state a goal with respect to the desired quality of 
loan originations/acquisitions. We believe that this issue is of sufficient materiality, complexity, and 
duration that it should be clearty stated as a goal with quantified expectations of those involved in the 
Origination process. 

Action: Establish and quantify a Consumer Group goal with respect to desired asset quality and communicate this 
expectation to those involved in the production process. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested Ii![ Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o Agree Ii2I Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [9/30/04] 
Mana98lflMt Response: Indicate whelber you agree, partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target date for implementation. 

Palflally Agree: The r:esponse should clearly define Ibat portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed wilh as well as Ibe portion agreed to. 

DIsagree: The response should clearly define WHY there is olSSgreement wiIh the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigating 
circumstances or altemative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (SUCCinct response to finding / action I 

ManagemE!nt agrees it is important to have specific goals and targets for portfolio performance. Consumer Group Credit 
Risk Management has established a target Non-performing LoanfT otal Loan ratio of less than 1 % as a target 
performance level. Management needs to communicate this target broadly as part of the overall Consumer Group 
strategic objectives/goals. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the asSigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Management will, establish, quantify, and communicate a Consumer Group goal with respect to desired asset quality 
as part of the overall strategic objectives/goals. 
a. Manager Accountable: Mark Hillis, Chief Credit Officer, Consumer Group 
b. Target Date: 9/30/04 
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OTSMEMO 5 

EXAM FINDING 2 D Observation* IiZf Recommendation* D Criticism* 

Topic: Metrics used to monitor performance in the loan fulfillment centers. 

Finding: There are 16 measures of performance in the Home Loans Production Scorecard (11 for the 
Correspondent channeQ. Only one of these, the Optimal Performance Score, measures overall quality. 
(The Optimum Performance score is obtained quarterly for most LFCs but is not available for the 
Correspondent channel.) In addition, the measurement of Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) 
performance is not measured by LFC; rather, this is measured only by loan channel. The current 
performance measurements do not appear to be either sufficiently detailed or sufficiently frequent to 
effectively monitor and promote desirable. loan origination and acquisition quality. 

Action: Track performance with sufficient detail and frequency to effect the desired change in underwriting. 
Ideally, performance measures should be provided monthly and in sufficient detail to trace problems to the 
specific channel, and LFC. 

D Repeat Finding Management Response Requested IiZf Yes D No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE IiZf Agree o Partially Agree D Disagree Enter Target Date: (9130/04] 

Management Response: In1:licate whether you agree, partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target dale for implementation. . 

Partially Agree: The resPonse should clearly define· that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as \he portion agreed 10. 

Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY \here Is disagreament with the linding or recommended action, and oulline any mitigating 
circumstances or altemative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

The Risk Oversight team will work with the Home Loans team, to further refine risk metrics that are used to evaluate and 
manage: Credit, Compliance and Data Integrity risk elements in conjunction with ongoing process refinements. 
Management is supportive and has requested continuous feedback to support business execution and risk management 
activities. The Risk Oversight Group is in process of developing testing capabilities to provide monthly feedback for all 
LFC's. 

CORReCTIVE ACTION (provide specific. action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Identification of risk metries will be performed in collaboration with Home Loans. 
a. Manager Accountable: Melissa. Martinez, Risk Oversight & Compliance 
b. Target Date: 7130/04 

2. Establishment of risk tolerance and performance standards wU\ be developed in collaboration with Home Loans. 
a. Manager Accoun~ble: Melissa Martinez, Risk Oversight & Compliance 
b. Target Date: 7130104 

3. Full implementation of revised performance measurement standards will be implemented no later than September 
30,2004. 
a. Manager Accountable: Melissa Martinez, Risk Oversight & Compliance 
b. Target Date: 9130104 
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OTSMEMO 5 

EXAM FINDING 3 o Observation* It!' Recommendation· o Criticism· 

Topic: Incentive compensation for loan fulfillment centers 

Background: 

The incentive compensation plan with respect to managers incorporates four performance measures 
including: (1) productivity, (2) customer service, (3) management objectives, and (4) quaHty. This 
discussion primarily focuses on the quality measure that generally accounts for 20.0 to 40.0 percent of 
incentive compensation. Wiltlin the quality measure, there are four components: (1) HMDA results, (2) 
Optimum Performance review results 1, (3) RQA review results, and (4) percentage of unsaleable loans. 
The plan indicates that one or two of these components may be used in determining the quality portion of 
incentive compensation; however, in practice, only two measures are used: HMDA and Optimum 
Performance review results. Both components are currently used for each consumer direct. wholesale and 
retail LFC. As expressed in the plan, the program can generate the follOwing compensation for various 
levels of achievement in the Optimum Performance reviews. 

RPICategory RPI Score Minimum Incentive Award Maximum Incentive Award 
as a % of Salarv as a % of Salarv 

Unsatisfactory Below 60% 0% 0% 
Unsatisfactory 60% to 69% 1.1% 2.6% 
Marginal 70% to 79% 1.3% 3.0% 
Satisfactory 80% to 89% 1.5% 3.4% 
Commendable 90% to 100% 1.7% 3.8% 

The foregoing assumes: (1 ) the quality portion of the incentive compensation plan ranges from 20% of the 
total (the minimum incentive assumption) to 40% (the maximum incentive assumption), (2) an Optimum 
Performance score of 80% equates to achieving 100% of the goal, and (3) two measures are used for 
quality, HMDA and Optimum Performance score. 

In practice, we were informed that some channels use a minimum standard of 70.0 percent for the quality 
portion of an incentive award, notwithstanding the provisions in the plan. One channel augments the core 
results with a portion of the Management Objective component of the incentive plan. 

Finding: We do not believe that the current incentive compensation program for SFR loan underwriting provides 
effective incentive to maximize satisfactory or superior loan quality. This results in part from the fact that 
credit and underwriting quality does not appear to be sufficiently weighted in determining incentive 
compensation. In addition, the plan allows for significant tailoring by LFC management and is not 
consistently applied across channels and LFCs. Further, current methodology makes it difficult to trace 
responsibility and appropriately affect incentive compensation. These findings pertain primarily to the LFC 
manager position, but are generally applicable to other positions in the LFC. 

The Optimum Performance or RPI score is an average of the score for three components: compliance, 
underwriting, and process. An LFC coLild perform at an unacceptable level in one component but qualify 
for an incentive compensation award because performance in the other components is better. (For 
example, one LFC scored 65 for credit but received an 82 overall and would thus have eamed more than 
100% of its incentive plan target for quality even though its credit quality performance was unsatisfactory.) 

The HMDA quality measure is not available by LFC; instead, the incentive compensation for the LFCs is 
based on the performance for the entire channel. As a consequence, the LFC managers can influence, 
but not control, their ability to meet the incentive compensation standard for HMDA quality. 

Action: Management should consider enhancing the incentive compensation plan with respect to the loan 
fulfillment center manager position to more heavily emphasize credit quality concems. Our . 
recommendations include: (1) Revising the incentive compensation plan to track quality performance using 
only items that can be measured at the LFC level; (2) Measuring performance based on four criteria: 
quality of compliance, documentation, underwriting, and data quality, including rate lock quality; (3) 
Working with the Consumer Risk Oversight Group to obtain performance measures in the four categories; 
(4) Establishing minimums in each category that reflect an acceptable level of quality, or that temporarily 

1 Optimum Pelfonnance results are also referred to internally as a Risk Perfonnance Indicator (RPI) score. This score is detennlned as a 
result of file reviews conducted by one of the quality control functions within the Sank (separate from RQA). The score is a composite 
measure of file review results that assess compliance, processes, and credit quality. 
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OTSMEMO 5 

EXAM FINDING 3 0 Observation" if Recommendation· 0 Criticism* 
accept a lesser level but reward prog~ss toward an acceptable level; (5) Establishing a level and range of 
reward that provides a meaningful incentive to achieve excellent· quality in loan origination and acquisition, 
and disincentives for poor quality; and (6). Centrally administering or overseeing the quality portion of the 
incentive compensation to ensure the objectives of the program are being met in aU channels and LFCs. 

In addition, review the quality aspects of the incentive compensation plans with respect to other positions 
affecting loan quality and, where appropriate, revise the plans to serve as an effective incentive to improve 
performance. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested if Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE I!I ~ree 0 Partially Agree 0 Disagree Enter Target Date: [1/01105] 
Management Response: IncflCate whether you agree, partiany agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated talJlet date for Implementation. 

PartJally Agree: The response should cleaily define that portion of the finding or recommended aellon disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 
Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there is dlsagreement With the finding or recommended aellon, and ouUine any mitigating 

circumstances or alternative coun;e of action to be pun;ued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Washington Mutual management is in agreement with the recommendatiofls for Exam Finding 3 and will take steps as 
defined below to comply with actions as stated. Target implementation dates are defined below. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide speCific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Identify existing credit quality performance measure(s) to be used within the LFC Incentive Plan management 
plan as part of the management objective component of the plan. 

a. Manager Accountable: Mark Hillis, Consumer Credit Risk Oversight 
b. Target Date: 8/31104 

2. Utilize the management objective component of LFC management plan to focus on credit quality measure 
(Measure as identified in corrective action #1). This will result in 6.3% of management pay linked to credit 
quality. 

a. Manager Accountable: John Schleck, Kim Yezbak and Arleen Scavone, LFC Sr. Leaders 
b. Target Date: 1011/04 

3. InCrease incentive weight of existing quality measures for LFC management from 25% to 35%. This coupled 
with corrective action #2 will result in 15% of LFC management pay linked to quality. 

a. Manager Accountable: Peggy Ohlhaver, Consumer Rewards 
b. Target Date: 10/1104 

4. Risk weight the Optimum Performance or RPI components: compliance, underwriting, and process to ~tter 
reflect impact of achievement. 

a. Manager Accountable: Peggy Ohlhaver, Consumer Rewards 
b. Target Date: 7/1/04 

5. Working with Consumer Credit Risk Oversight, establish agreed upon achievement thresholds for existing 
quality measures within the LFC plan and revise incentive tables. 

a. Manager Accountable: Peggy Ohlhaver, Consumer Rewards 
b. Target Date: 10/1/04 

6. Establish strategy for identifying credit quatity metric accountablrtty, tracking and incentive link for the four areas 
identified within the exam findings: quality of compliance, documentation, underwriting and data quality, including 
rate lock quality. 

a. Manager Accountable: Mark Hillis, Consumer Credit Risk Oversight & Tony Meola, Production (for rate 
lock quality) 

b. Target Date: 1/1105 

7. Launch study to identify drivers and aCcountability of quality excellence in loan origination and acquisition and 
determine appropriate incentive link. 

a. Manager Accountable: Peggy Ohlhaver, Consumer Rewards 
b. Target Date: 7/1/04 

8. Centralize oversight of LFC quality metrics to the Consumer Credit Risk Oversight function. 
a. Manager Accountable: Mark Hillis, Consumer Credit Risk Oversight 
b. Target Date: 8/31/04 
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OTSMEMO 5 

EXAM FINDING 4 o Observation- m Recommendation* o Crlticism* 

Topic: Management Support for the Loan Fulfillment centers 

Finding: LFCs are inundated with changes in loan origination procedures and policies, to the extent that they have 
difficulty complying with the changes. 

Action: Management should provide additional support to th~ LFCs to help them implement policy and procedure 
changes as expected. One suggestion is to write model desk procedures for each position in the loan 
fulfillment centers and to revise these desk procedures concurrently with each notice of a procedural or 
pOlicy change. When the LFC receives notice of a new policy or procedure, it should also receive a 
revised desk procedure for each affected position in the LFC. This will improve compliance with standards 
in the LFC and promote consistency among the LFCs, a stated management expectation. The timeliness 
and adequacy of training should also be reviewed. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested if Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o Agree if Partial!~Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [7131104 ] 
Management Response: Indicate whether you agree, partiaHy agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target date for implementation. 
Partially Agree: The response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 
Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there is·disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and ouUine any mitigating 

circumstances or altemative course of action to be pursued. 
RESPONSE (succinct resj)Onse to finding I action) 

Partially Agree: Although we agree that there has been a large amount of changes in policies and procedures and It is 
difficult at times to complylkeep up with changes, we do feel that change is relative to the nature and the core of our 
business. In addition, there are several techniques in place to lessen the impact of changes to both LFC management 
and staff, including following up large impact changes with meetings and training to ensure the changes are 
communicated to all applicable levels. -

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action stejls planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Continue to work with Policy Administration to ensure all policies are rolled out with as much notice as possible, and 
channel managers will ensure that LFC management has input on policy changes as needed. 
a. Manager Accountable: Arleen Scavone, John Schleck, Kim Yezbak 
b. Target Date: 7131/04 

2. Utilize Loan Fulfillment Center management facilitate twice daily/weekly team meetings to review and train on new 
policies and procedures. 
a. Manager Accountable: Arleen Scavone, John Schleck, Kim Yezbak 
b. Target Date: 7131/04 

3. Continue to issue HLPAs developed by the Policy Administration group weekly (each Friday) with a two week 
implementation window prior to effective date of a change. 
a. Manager Accountable: Arleen Scavone, John Schleck, Kim Yezbak 
b. Target Date: 7/31/04 

4. Utilize channel management communication avenues to refresh and re-enforce policy communications on a monthly 
basis. 
a. Manager Accountable: Arleen Scavone, John'Schleck, Kim Yezbak 
b. Target Date: 7/31/04 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Durbin, William J 

Thursday, April 8, 2004 12:08 PM 

Carter, Lawrence D <carterld@office of thrift supervision. com>; Franklin, 
Benjamin D <franklinbd@office of thrift supervision. com> 
Ancely, Zalka A <ancelyza@office of thrift supervision. com> 

SUbject: RE: Locale 

I could find no work papers indicating follow-up from the 2001 ROE comment in the sub prime work papers but 
there may be work papers elsewhere documenting follow up on all previous findings. 

Bill 

-----Original Message----
From: Carter, Lawrence D 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2004 8:02 AM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D; Durbin, William J 
Cc: Ancely, Zalka A 
Subject: FW: Locale 
Sensitivity: Private 

I looked at 217 workpapers that Zalka has from last year's exam and casually discussed originated 
subprime issue with her last night. One of the workpapers is a portion of the AQ comment out of the 2001 
exam ROE (AI's got it labeled 1999 ROE of course!). In any event, a paragraph very clearty tells WAMU 
they need to identify originated subprime in both home and consumer loans and demonstrate compliance 
with the interagency policy statement as amended Jan 31 2001. I don't recall exactly what they did, but I 
know they did some stuff to address this comment. And I don't know exactly what we did to follow up in 
2002 and 2003 exams. I talked to Matt Wedell and he is going to follow up on his end to find the chain of 
responses since 2001 to see where the ball may have been dropped. We need to do the same. 
Unfortunately, WAMU has had so many changes in that area, people in the know may be gone, so we 
may need to recreate what happened for them! My goal is to pick this issue up wherever it got left off 
rather than to start from scratch. Ken Kroemer from the FDIC is pushing toward some arbitrary FICO 
score cutoff and I think he is going to hit a brick wall. I'd like us to have our ducks in order so we can 
head him off at the pass. 

-----Original Message----
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2004 8:41 AM 
To: Carter, Lawrence D 
Subject: RE: Locale 
Sensitivity: Private 

OK 

-----Original Message----
From: Carter, Lawrence D 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2004 8:06 AM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: FW: Locale 
Sensitivity: Private 

Bill got the stuff but I'd like to look at it to jog my memory. Can the three of us sit down with the 
files on Monday afternoon and see what we got? Can Bill get a hold of a hard copy of the 
interagency policy statement on subprime lending as well? I think we can come up with a 
painless game plan pretty quickly. 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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-----Original Message----
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 20049:52 AM 
To: Carter, Lawrence D 
Subject: RE: Locale 
Sensitivity: Private 

I will have Bill follow this up. 

-----Original Message---
From: Carter, Lawrence D 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2004 2:29 PM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: RE: Locale 
Sensitivity: Private 

I mentioned to Z this morning that we really want to make sure we proactively dive into 
the "originated subprime" pot the FDIC is beginning to stir. Apparently, a focus on the 
famous 660 FICO created quite a headache between Henry and the FDIC at Downey, 
and we have one ofthe players, Dave Pfeifer, on this exam ... and I keep overhearing 
Ken Kroemer talking about it. Durbin also mentioned to me this morning he was going to 
do some analysis on FICO 660 and below forWAMU. I know I already mentioned that 
we did something on this an exam or two ago, but my memory is slowly coming back and 
I think more specifically Tim Martin did some work on it two exams ago. We should try to 
locate those workpapers ... maybe in the Seattle office. Durbin might be able to find 
them. I am pretty sure we addressed the interagency policy statement and required the 
institution to do something, I just don't remember exactly what. We may even have done 
some follow-up last exam and maybe there is something in those workpapers. I don't 
want to make a lot of work. Instead, I am hoping we will be in a position to head them off 
at the pass. If not, we'll just have to deal with it as it unfolds. 

-----Original Message----
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 200411:45 AM 
To: Carter, Lawrence D 
Subject: RE: Locale 
Sensitivity: Private 

For some of them and Z is working on the others. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Carter, Lawrence D 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2004 10:44 AM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: RE: Locale 
Sensitivity: Private 

Thanks Ben. Are you set with call-in numbers for meetings you are 
"attending" this week? 

-----Original Message----
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2004 10:40 AM 
To: Durbin, William J; Johnson, Devon L; Lim, George A; 
Melanson, Michelle; Orban, M Liz; Sinclair, Rosanne C 
Cc: Ancely, Zalka A; Carter, Lawrence D 
Subject: Locale 
Sensitivity: Private 
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My telecommuting number is (909) 463-2922. I have a 2:pm 
doctors appointment today but should be back by 4:pm 

Franklin _ Benjamin-00001837 _ 003 



Hickok, Bruce I 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sensitivity: 

Ancely, Zalka A 
Thursday, April 14, 2005 10:03 AM 
Hickok, Bruce I 
FW: Fitch - LBMe Review 

Private 

FYI. Some insight on the subprime product at LBMC for ALLL and high risk lending initiative. 

----Qriglnal Message--
From: Henry, David R 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 20059:51 AM 
To: Kuczek, RiChard A; Glaser, Howard M; Reiley, Mark E; Franklin, Benjamin 0; Ancely, Zalka A 
Subject: FW: FlCI:h - LBMC Review 
Sensitivity: Private 

-----Original Messag~---
From: Bielik, steve J 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2005 9:32 AM 
To: Henry, David R 
Subject: RE: FItch 
SensitivIty: Private 

As expected big difference in performance based on vintage year. Performance improves noticeably in 2003 and 2004 
due to higher FICO scores. Data indicates that minimum cutoff FICO scores ware raised substantially by a magnitude of 
75 to 100bp. Interestingly, performance improves dramatically after 2001 for the first lien FR portfolio. However, 
performance improvement for the junior FR and ARM portfolios does not occur until after 2002. Average FICO score 
highest for junior liens. Average FRM FICO score about 25bp higher then average ARM FICO. This suggests that there 
are diff~rent minimum FICO cut off scores for each product line. Performan~ ~~ fQ!. ~qQ~d ~!!!,f,ltagt!SapPttar to 
approxlmate.Lndustry av~~~ ~ile issues prior to 2003 have ho~nce. . 

". '_.'. ". __ •• -.---: •• _ ; ....... ~ .. _ •. " _.c" .,-.._ •• _.. ..• , 

Fo!,.FRM !£lsses, LBMC finishedl.n theJ9p.J2 WQrstannu.a1izedNCLs 1[1..1.997 Jioct19~e ltJru.2003. LBMC nailed down 
the number 1 spot as top lOser with an NCL of 14.1% in 2000 and placed 3rd in 2001 with 10.5%. Number of issuers 
ranged from 21 to 50. The Deutsche Bk report did not have any data for 2004 for FRMs or ARMs. For AR~.!!?sses, 
LBMC really outdid themselves with finishes as on.e oft.!letop.~~r.~~ perfr;;m:oara frQJ1l,:\.99Qthru.200;r.-ror specific ARM 
deals, LBMC made the top 10 worst deal list ITom 2000 thru 2002. LBMC had an extraordinary year in 2001 when their 
securitizations had 4 of the top 6 worst NCLs (range:11.2% to 13.2%). 

Although underwriting changes were made from 2002 thru 2004, the older issues are still dragging down overall 
performance. Despite having only 8% of UPB in 1st lien FRM pools prior to 2002 and only 14.3% in 2002 jr. lien pools, 
LBMC still had third worst delinquencies and NCls for most of period graphed from 11/02 thru 2105 and was 2nd worst in 
NCLs in 2005 out of 10 issuers graphed. Despite having only 27.5% of UPB in issues prior to 2003, lBMC managed to 
stay at the top of the leader board for most of the period in serious delinquencies and NCls. At 2I05~LI!~C~!!h 
.J?-~flCY rate. Ind4~ II itQW:np.a~?%· At 3I05t L~.~ JJ!~.a histori~1 NCt rate 012% ~ng their 
cI~!.~r:npetltor b.Y..IQQR and trtp ,n9 the Industry average. . . 1···· .. ~. ,. .. .'. '~"-'- -.-... 

Have a mystery on seasoning charts. In reviewing cumUlative loss rates and annual NCLs. For some unknown reason 
there is a steep drop in the loss curve around month 55 for both ARMs (140bp) and FRMs (70bp), which I am at a loss to 
explain. 

I am reviewing the Option One data now and will send you another e-mail later today. Say hello to Roy, Dennis and Kirk 
for me if they are still around. 

Steve B. 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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Dochow, Darrel W I~ 

From: Rexroth, Mariana 
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 20059:33 AM 

Kuczek, Richard A To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Carter, Lawrence D; Dochow, Darrel W 
RE: LBMC Fair Lending 

Sensitivity: Private 

Rich-

Sorry not to get back to you sooner - I was In Sl Louis at CM!. Generally what you've described is correct. I would not, 
however, say that we could feel comfortable with their moving LBMC under the thrift without some conditions - I had talked 
to Darrel about this when I gave him an update. They do have considerable work still to do to resolve these issues and will 
be providing a plan. Completion of that plan - and satisfactory corrective actions - would be an appropriate condition. 

Mariana 

--ClrIginaI Message--
From: Kuczek, Richard A 
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 20056:47 AM 
To: Rexroth, Mariana 
Cc: Carter, Lawrence D 
Subject: LBMe Fair lending 
Sensitivity: Private 

Hi, 

Quick question. 

Need an update for Darrel this AM and I'm trying to consolidate our thoughts on LBMC .• 

From our meeting last week, it seemad that LBMC had done some work in providing an explanatory analysis for the 
underwriting portion of the internal June '04 fair lending report But it seemed there was still some additional 
explanation required on that portion and also, they still needed to do manual reviews on pricing disparity findings. 
Additionally, I think you were looking to Dave tor some comparative analysis once they finished explaining the June 
report disparities. 

Further, LBMC and corporate need to provide an analysis or analyses regarding the public ally disclosed HMDA data 
and those disparities. 

Is that a correct summary of your findings? 

If so, what will we require for us to say they have their act together on this and tor us to feel ok about moving LBMC 
under the bank? 

Any thoughts would be appreciated. 

Permanent Subcommittee on Invest\2ations 
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Mort~age product Page 2 of2 

I may have mis-understood our discussion about the mortgage product that you are most concerned with (12 Mat?). I did not see 
a product on your web-site that had a cap on the interest rate change of 7% per year for the first five years. I see the FlexPay Arm 
with a 7.5% payment cap, 5 year recast. 12 month CMT, and 110% negative amortization but could not tell if these were teaser 
rate or not 

I thought you had indicated that if a start rate was 1.0% then at year one the interest rate could only be 1.07% and thereon, 
resulting in a recast in 4 1/2/years if rates rose 250 bp and a payment shock of about 100%. 

Were you referring to the FlexPay ARM? Under the Flex Pay ARM, the cap is on the payment increase not the interest rate. 

Can you also give me a sense of what types of start rates are typical and how the estimated payment shock is calculated. If I am 
understanding the product, I agree that it carries considerable uncertainty and risk. Previously, borrowers have been able to rely 
on growing home values to refinance out of these at time of recast, but that may not continue. 

Thanks, 

Darrel Dochow 
(206) 829-2601 

5/1912005 
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DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

CC: 

May 20,2004 

Washington Mutual 
WMB 

March 15, 2004 
Safety & Soundness Examination 

FDIC-OF I MEMO 3 

Mark Hillis, Deputy Chief Credit Officer 

Tony Meola, EVP, Production 

Trina Dong, FDIC and Erin Burr, DFI 

Single Family Residential Review 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

FDIC and State examiners reviewed a sample selection of 220 loans during this examination, primarily loans originated in 
2003: 75 brokered loans, 65 loans originated in house, 20 subprime/niche loans, 20 low doc, 20 custom construction, 10 
residential lot loans, and 10 advantage 90lhigh LTV loans. The loan file review reflected inconsistencies in 
underwriting and documentation practices, particularly in the brokered channel. Additionally, examiners noted 
that Washington Mutual's SFR portfolio has an elevated level of risk due to a significant volume of potential 
negative amortization loans, high delinquency and exception rates, and a substantial volume of loans with higher 
risk characteristics, such as low FICO scores (see Joint Memo #8). 

EXAM FINDINGS DEFINITIONS 

Observation: A weakness identified that is not of regulatory concern but which may improve the bank's ooerating effectiveness if addressed. 
Obse/Vations.are made in a (;onsultative role. They may be presented to management either verbally or in writing, but will generally 
not be Included in the Report of Examination. Examiners will rarely request a written response during the examination. 
Observations mayor may not be re~iewed during subsequent examiliations. 

Recommendation: A secondary concern for which immediate corrective action is left to management's discretion. A Recommendation can become a 
Criticism in Mure examinations should risk exposure Increase significantly or other circumstances warrant. They may be included in 
the Report of Examination and are generally mentioned in Exit and Board Meetings. Examiners will usually request a written 
response from Management during the examination. Management's actions to address Recommendations are reviewed at 
subsequent or follow-up examinations to assess any changes in risk exposure. 

Criticism: A primary concern ruat if left uncorrected, the Agencies may consider stronger action. Criticisms are often summarized in the 
"Matters Requiring Board Attention' or 'Examination Conclusion and Comments' section of the Report of Examination; warrant 
increased attention by Senior Management and the Board of Directors; and typically require a written response. They'are subject to 
formal follow-up by examiners. . 

EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation" ~ Recommendation* o Criticism" 

Topic: Inconsistent Underwriting and Documentation Practices 

Finding: The loan file review of WMS's portfolio revealed the following inconsistencies. 

• A substantial number of loans (17 of 75 brokered loans, 9 of 65 originated in house, and 8 of 20 low doc 
loans) granted to borrowers with derogatory credit ratings or with higher risk characteristics were 
graded a "0" or "prime." The assigned credit classification is inconsistent with the bank's policy and 
credit grading guidelines. As a result, these loans were not accurately priced for risk as loans with 2-4 
credit codes (niche loans) which are priced at a premium rate. Additionally, the inconsistency in credit 
grading resulted in an inaccurate level of loan loss reserve for the niche portfolio. 

• The full doc loans in the brokered portfolio (21 of 75 loans reviewed) were not fully documented and did 
not meet the criteria for appropriate verifications. Missing employment, asset, and income verifications 
were noted in the review. 

• FICO scores were not consistently reported on the Loan Approval Summary Sheet for a majority of the 
loans reviewed. The underwriting guidelines specify which score to use when multiple credit reports 
were obtained, but it has not been applied uniformly. 

• There is often lack of support for income calculations in the underwriting analysis, especially when 
multiple credit applications are in the file. 

• Some of the title policies for the NegAm loans have the insurance amount of 110% of the original loan 
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EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation' It! Recommendation' o Criticism* 
balance and some have 100% of the loan amount. 

During the examination, management began several initiatives to enhance the credit culture and correct 
underwriting deficiencies through the implementation of minimum credit standards, Credit Risk Teams, and 
a proprietary credit scoring model (version 2). However, examiners cannot yet opine on the effectiveness 
of these initiatives. 

Action: Develop a process and system to ensure that underwriting guidelines are consistently applied. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested It! Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE It! AQree 0 Partially Agree o Disaaree Enter Target Date: [12131/04] 

Management Response: Indicate whether you agree, partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target date for implementation. 
Partially Agree: The response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as \he portion agreed to. 
Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and ouUine any mitigating 

circumstances or alternative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Management agrees with the Recommendation. As noted above, Consumer Credit Risk Management, in collaboration 
with the Consumer Group Production channels, have developed and begun several initiatives to enhance credit culture 
and correct underwriting deficiencies. In addition, the credit class 2-4 program has been eliminated effectively Q3 '04. 
This coupled with Credit Risk Team (CRT) monitOring, training, and control should also add to the improvement of these 
processes and overall quality. Please Note: FICO score discrepancies are predominantly caused by inefficiencies in our 
'Ioan origination systems which cause loans to be manually boarded and may, in 'some cases, result in a new credit score 
to be drawn Which could conflict with the score used at origination and underwriting. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. MINIMUM CREDIT STANDARDS PROJECT: Consumer Credit Risk Management implemented the new Minimum 
Credit Standards, which supplements. the existing underwriting process for loans that receive a WaMu AUS-Refer. 
These Standards include a FICOIL TV-CL TV Matrix that determines which underwriting path a loan will follow. Loans 
falling below the matrix that may present an unacceptable level of risk will be quickly passed on to a credit approver 
with the appropriate level of authority and experience to explore all options prior to a decision being rendered. All 
AUS-Referred loans, however, will be reviewed in accordance with manual underwriting credit guidelines, regardless 
of the FICO score. This policy is currently in effect and applies to all loan applications or loan submissions made on 
or after April 1, 2004. 

2. CREDIT RISK TEAMS (CRTs): These teams of senior underwriters who are managed outside the fulfillment 
operation are being deployed in all Loan Fulfillment Centers (LFCs). Four pilot sites have been operating since May 
17 and CRTs will be operational in all LFCs by July 31 and fully implemented by the end of the third quarter. These 
teams in addition to handling more complex and high risk transactions will also monitor the performance of all credit 
approvers in the centers. A new Residential Lending Authority Policy and Performance Improvement Plan will be 
introduced in June and all credit grantors will be re-certified by year end. Responsible Manager: Barry Wolfgram, 
Consumer Credit Risk Mariagement. Target Date: 12/3112004 

3. PROPRIETARY CREDIT SCORING MODEL (version 2): The Enterprise Modeling and Decision Systems group is 
currently redeveloping the Home Loans Proprietary Model (PM2). The PM2 is expected to be significantly more 
robust in risk prediction than the Transitional Proprietary Model (TPM) that is currently in place and will be much 
more reliant on credit file information than its predecessors. The development is based on WaMu's new credit file 
attribute superset, which consists of approximately 490 different credit attributes in addition to the added incremental 
predictivity of application attributes, loan purpose, and other significant characteristics. The PM2 is scheduled to be 
completed in 3rd quarter 2004. 

As a result, enhanced services should be able to be offered more confidently to lower-risk borrowers, improving 
service and pull-through rates for more desirable risk profiles. At the higher risk end of the spectrum, more accurate 
identification of risky loans and associated automation to achieve "quicker no's" on these loans will assist in fewer 
opportunities for errors associated with manual processes. Responsible Manager: Tim Bates, Corporate Credit 
Risk Management. Target Date: 9/30/2004 
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EXAM FINDING 2 o Observation* It! Recommendation* o Criticism· 

Topic: Underwriting for Low Documentation Loans 

Finding: The bank's underwriting guidelines indicate that the low doc loan program is designed to expedite 
processing of low risk loans. Eight of the 20 low doc loans reviewed were to borrowers with credit 
scores lower than 660 who had major derogatory ratings or current past due problems listed on 
their credit reports. Granting loans to these borrowers would appear contrary to the low risk 
characteristics. Additionally, no compensating factors were noted in the underwriting analysis when 
approving such loans. 

Limited income or employment verification within this loan program was also noted, as verification is not 
required for low doc loans according to the bank's underwriting guidelines. The applicants may qualify 
using stated income and verify their own employment. However, such guidelines appear contradictory to 
the low risk criteria. 

Action: Reevaluate the documentation and underwriting guidelines and establish acceptable credit quality and 
underwriting parameters for the low doc loan program that are consistent with the low risk characteristics. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested It! Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE It! Agree 0 Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [12131/04] 

Management Response; Indicate whether you agree. partially.agree, or disagree. If you agree. provide an anticfpated target date for implementation. 

Partially Agree: The response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 

Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there is disagreement with the finding 0; recommended action, and outline any mitigating 
circumstances or alternative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Management agre'es with the Recommendation. In order to further drive credit quality consistency and acceptable level 
of risks on Low Doc transactions we will monitor their performance and reevaluate the documentation and underwriting 
guidelines and establish acceptable credit quality and underwriting parameters for the Low Doc Loan Program that are 
consistent with the low risk characteristics. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Thus far all of our analyses conclude that Low Doc loans significantly outperform Full Doc loans. This is also seen 
when comparing the other Low Doc qualifying criteria (CLTV, DTI, etc.). These loans are sent through our predictive 
models (LPRM) which show these to have lower loss expectations. Overall NPL rate from Low Doc loans with 
FICOs less than 660 is 1.00% compared to Full Docs with FICOs less than 660 which .have a rate of 1.64%. The 
Credit Information and Analytics team will continue to monitor these through regular audit reports that screen for high 
risk Low Doc loans. The results will then be communicated to National Underwriting for review and to implement 
necessary corrective actions. Responsible Manager: Alan Newstead, Consumer Credit Risk Management. 
Target Date: 09/30/04 

2. National Underwriting will use these reports to evaluate, control, and improve the underwriting process for Low Doc 
loans. Consumer Credit Policy will review and revise the applicable sections of the Conventional Underwriting 
Guideline, the Home Loans Online Lending Manual, and the Product and PriCing Guide to ensure all areas of 
evaluating the applicant are addressed. Also included in this review will be the overall credit review process, income 
and asset analysis, and the documenting of the risk decision. In addition, the sections regarding Verbal Verifications 
of Employment will be reviewed to ensure that they provide clear and concise direction when verbally verifying self 
employed applicants, as well as those borrowers with unusual income sources. 

Following the review and necessary revision, National Underwriting will drive the operational execution with the new 
Credit Risk Teams (CRTs) who will oversee and monitor the implementation of the new policy and training. 
Responsible Manager: Barry Wolfgram, Consumer Credit Risk Management. Target Date: 12/31/04 
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EXAM FINDING 3 o Observation- o Recommendation· o Criticism· 

Topic: 

Finding: 

Risk in SFR Portfolio 

Our review, as well as that of Corporate Credit Review identified that Washington Mutual's held-for
investment SFR portfolio has an above average risk profile: higher delinquencies and exception 
rates, 69% of WMl's SFR portfOlio has the potential to negatively amortize; and 17% of WMl's SFR 
portfolio, or 135% of Tier 1 Capital, reflects current FICO scores less than 620. 

WMB's SFR loans with the potential NegAm feature represent 96% of the Option ARM loans or 74% of the 
SFR portfOliO in 2003, an increase from 88% of the Option ARM loans or 38% of the SFR portfOlio in 2002. 
These h~ans increase credit risk in a rising interest rate environment due to borrowers' uncertain ability to 
service a higher monthly payment, a potential increase in principal balance, and potential LTV concerns . 

. The September 2003 internal analysis concluded that NegAm loans make up a significantly larger 
proportion of loans in the lower FICO bands, have higher delinquencies, and higher current L TVs than the 
loans in the rest of the portfolio. 

WMl's loans with FICO scores less than 620 totaled approximately $19 billion, or 135% ofWMl's Tier 1 
Capital. Loans in this category show a higher delinquency rate compared to the rest of the portfolio. Of 
the $19 billion, approximately $1.98 billion is currently more than 30 days past due, which represents 85% 
of the $2.33 billion delinquent loans for the entire SFR portfolio. . 

The June 2003 Credit Review Report concluded that the level of Washington Mutual's non-performing 
loans is considered high and the probability of improvement in overall performance is not likely. 
Additionally, the review identified excessive error rates in documentation. 

Action: Monitor the effectiveness of management's new initiatives: the establishment of minimum credit standards, 
formation of Credit Riskieams, and launching of a new proprietary credit scoring model. Measure the 
underwriting quality that results from the above initiatives and take corrective action if necessary to 
enhance the process. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested 0 Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE ~ Agree 0 Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [N/A) 

Management Response: Indicate whether you agree, partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target date for implementation. 

Partially Agree:. The response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 

Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigating 
circumstances or alternative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Management agrees with the Observation and is carefully monitoring the progress and effectiveness of the noted 
initiatives. As discussed in the Management Response for Finding 1. the establishment of Minimum Credit Standards, 
the formation and implementation of the Credit Risk Teams, and the launCh of the new proprietary credit scoring model 
are currently in progress and should result in overall undelWriting quality improvements. 

Regarding the SFR loans with the potential NegAm feature, the Credit Information and Analytics group currently runs 
stress testing for NegAm and potential NegAm loans. The greatest risk to the organization is .not a rising rate 
enVironment, but a declining housing price environment. The multiple stress tests that are performed, however, indicate 
that while the losses could be much greater than what we currently are experiencing, our loan loss reserve is adequate to 
cover those possible losses. 

I For the proportion of the total HFI population mentioned with FICOs less than 620, about $1 billion (or 5%) were 
originated by acquired institutions and about $3 billion (or 15%) have L TVs less than 60 percent. A small amount of the 
acquired is less than 60 CL TV (about $127 million). Thus, of the population: 

• 4% Acquired and >60 LTV 
• 14% Not Acquired and < 60 LTV 
• 1 % Acquired and <60 LTV 

Please note that the establishment of the Minimum Credit Standards will sharply reduce the highest risk tail, in addition to 
aSSisting in the improvement of underwriting quality, as will the elimination of credit classification codes 2-4. 

With regard to the section of the June Credit Review Report stating that the probability of improvement is not likely; the 
reference is misleading. Without the changes to the front-end, CRT implementation and active portfolio management 
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EXAM FINDING 3 It! Observation" o Recommendation" o Criticism" 
(loan sales), this would be true. There has been significant improvement in default servicing management and oversight. 
In early 2004, Consumer Credit Risk Management began working with the Default Servicing group to focus on improving 
and reducing the outstanding balance of Non-Performing Loans (NPLs). The reduction in NPLs has been principally 
achieved with the quarterly sale of Non-Performing and Sub-Performing loans; this is not the long-term strategy for 
managing.NPLs. The Defau.lt Collections team has implemented a focused calling campaign on the asset portfolio. 
Delinquent loans are called on by the fifth business day of the month, the right party contact rate is improving, and we are 
seeing deeper penetration within the portfolio. Performance is monitored and measured each month with a comparison 
to prior year's performance. Considerable improvement has shown in the following areas with an overall reduction in 
delinquency: 

• Cure Ratio of 4+ Payment DQ - As of April 2004 Cure Rate was 12.2% in comparison to the average cure rate 
of 6.3% in 2003. 

• 3 - 4 Payment Roll Rates - The level of loans rolling from 3 to 4 payments delinquent was 41.4% in April 2004 
'in comparison to the 2003 average of 55.1 %. . 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the aSSigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 
As stated in Finding 1, the following are the corrective actions as they relate to Minimum Credit Standards Project, Credit 
Risk Teams, and proprietary credit scoring model (version 2): 

1. MINIMUM CREDIT STANDARDS: This policy is currently in effect and applies to all loan applications or loan 
submissions made on or after April 1, 2004. 

2. CREDIT RISK TEAMS: Four pilot sites have been operating since May.17 and additional expansion to more sites will 
take place through June 14. CRTs will be operational in all fulfillment centers by the end of July and fully 
implemented by the end of the third quarter. A new Residential Lending Authority Policy and Performance 
Improvement Plan will be introduced in June and all credit grantors will be re-certified by year end. Responsible 
Manager: Barry Wolfgram, Consumer Credit Risk Management. Target Date: 12/31/2004 

3. PROPRIETARY CREDIT SCORING MODEL (version 2): The Enterprise Modeling and Decision Systems group is 
currently redeveloping the Home Loans Proprietary Model (PM2). Responsible Manager: Tim Bates, Corporate 
Credit Risk Management Target Date: 9/30/2004 
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DATE: 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
CC: 

May 20, 2005 

Washington Mutual 
WMBFA, WMBfsb 

March 14, 2005 
Safety & Soundness Examination 

OTSMEM03 

Mark Hillis, Chief Credit Officer 
Bruce Hickok, OTS 
Allowance for loan and Lease Loss Modeling 
William Green, Jr., Deputy CCO, Corporate Commercial Credit 
Joseph Mattey, Deputy CCO, Credit Portfolio Strategies 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

We reviewed the Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses (ALLL) methodology and the policies and procedures that govern 
the ALLL process. Our review included: 1) the status of the proposed use of version 3.1 of the Loan Performance Risk 
Model (LPRM) that calculates loss factors for SFR prime and subprime mortgage loans, 2) plans to update the empirical 
data used to calculate loss factors for home equity loans, and 3) the work in progress to support the unallocated portion of 
the ALLL 

In 2005, management implemented initiatives to enhance the ALLL methodologies. Indications are that the revised ALLL 
methodology will resuH in little change to the total estimated amount of ALLL, but it is likely to shift more of the allowance 
from unallocated reserves to the allocated portion. Projected results of the enhancements are not expected untll the end 
of the second Quarter 2005. Management has stated a decision to employ the revised version 3.1 of LPRM has not been 
made. . 

The overaD level of ALLL has remained adequate. Enhancements to the baRK'S ALLL methodology and analYSis are 
appropriate due to an increaSing disparity between actual and projected loan losses, the significant growth of option 
ARMS and other hybrid mortgage loan products in the portfolio, and the increasing level of subprime loans and loans to 
other higher risk borrowers. The last two extemal independent audits also noted the need to increase the support and 
documentation for ALLL methodologies and to independently validate the bank's ALLL models. This is being addressed 
in the new AlLL initiatives, 

Based on the initiatives to enhance the reserve allocation processes, we offer the following recommendations to further 
augment the ALLL methodology. 

EXAM FINDINGS DEFINITIONS 

ObsemJflon: A weakness idenlifiec! !hat is not of regulaloly concern but whlch may imDl1)Ye the bank's operating effectiveness if addressed. 
Obselvations are made In 8 consultative role. They may be presented 10 management either verbally or in writing, but will generally 
not be included in the Report of Examination. Examiners wPI rarely request a Wlitten response dUring the examination. 
Observations may or may not be reviewed during subsequent examinations. 

Recommem/arJon: A @COndarv concem requiring corrective action. A. Recommendation can become II Criticism in future examinations shouid risk 
exposure ina'ease &ignificanlly or other cllcumstances warrant. They may be Included In the Report of Examination and mentioned 
In ExIt and Board Meetings. Examiners will request a wrItIen response from Management during the examination. Management's 
actions 10 address Recommendations are reviewed at subsequent or fonow-up examinations. 

CrIticism: A primarY concern requiring corrective action. Criticisms are often summarized in the'Mattell Requiring Board Attention' or 
'Examination Conclusion and Comments' section of !he Report of Examination; wanant increased attention by Senior Managemen\ 
and the Board of Directors; and require a wrItIen response. They are subject to formal follow-up by examiners and, if left 
uncorrected, may resuh in stronger action. 
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EXAM FINDING 1 / o Observation i!I Recommendation o Criticism 

~nmatives 
Finding: During this examination, we were unable to assess the adequacy of projected results from the 

latest ALLL initiatives, as the results from Phase I of the initiatives are not expected until the end of 
the second quarter of 2005. 

Preliminary results of Phase I, including projected use of version 3.1 of LPRM, was not available during the 
examination. However, the latest ALLL initiatives and implementation timeline appear to be realistic. 
ALLL Initiatives 

Action: Ensure timely completion of the la1est ALLL initiatives, indueling Ph~se I by the end of the second quarter 
of 2005. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested I!( Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE I!( Agree o Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: (9f30/2005 ] 

Management Response: Indicate whelher you agree, partially agree. or disagree. If you agree. provide an anticipated target date for Implementation. 

Partially Agree: The response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed willi as well as the portion agreed to. 

Disagree: The response shoUld clearly define WHY Ihere is dISagreement with the fintling or recommended action. and outline any mitigating 
ciIcumstances or al\emative cOurse of action 10 be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Management is committed to completing the ALLL initiatives by the dates specified in our Steering group pli:lOning 
documents. Phase I will be completed by 711/05, including the decision on whether to implement the calibrated version of 
LPRM 3.1 for SFR and Subprime loans. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and larget dates for each) 

1. Finalize Phase 1 estimation procedures for the Alocated Reserve and enhance contrPls - Joe Mattey - 7/1/05 
2. Obtain Credit Policy Committee (CPC) Approval of any needed revisions to Credit Standatds for Allocated Reserve. 

Joe Mattey - 9I30I05 
3. Establish a new CPC subcommittee goveming mechanism for review of credit model validations and assumption 

change controls - Joe Mattey - 8/1/05 
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/ . EXAM FINDING ~/ o ObselVation* ItJ Recommendation" o Criticism" 
!. .,.,.;. , 
\.. ~. LPRM version 3.1. 

Finding: Management is in process of validating and calibrating LPRM version 3.1, but the validation 
continues to show a significant disparity in actual and projected SFR loss rates. It is unknown if 
the amount of difference is an acceptable disparity to validate the revised model. 

The latest ALLL Initiative includes the proposed use of LPRM version 3.1 for SFR prime and subprime 
mortgage loans. In .order to validate the model, several groups of actual loans were taken from selected 
time periodS'; but the fit of projected losses from the model to actual historical performance is far from 
perfect. 

For example, using a sample of Io8ns outstanding at January 1999, the difference in projected and actual 
SFR loss rates at 24 months is Hj basis points (bps). Applying actual housing prices and interest rates 
into the model the difference is reduced to 9 bps (a reduction of 1 bp or 10 percent). Then, after calibrating 
the model for prepayment and default assumptions, the difference is further reduced to 6 bps (8 cumulative 
reduction of 4 bps or 40 percent), which still leaves 60 percent unexplained. Although this is only one 
example, it is unknown if this is still a significant disparity to validate the model. 

Action: Have a third party independently validate the bank's A.LLL models, including this LPRM version 3.1, should 
this revised model be implemented. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested eyes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o AIlre8 Ii1I ParlhiUyAgree o Disamee Enter Target Date: [1131106} 

Management Response:. Indicate whether you agree, paltialy agree, or disagree. If you agree, pJOYide an. anticipated target date for implementation. 

Parfially Agree: The response should Clearty define thai poItion of the finding or I9COI11manded adion disagreed with as _U as \he portion agl9Q(/ to. 
Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there Is disagreement with tile findlng or JeCOfTImended acIion, and outline any mitigating 

cirt:Umstances or alternative course of action 10 be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I actionj 

The substantial validation work completed to-date supports the validity of the LPRM '13.1 model for the ALLL loss 
modeling purpose, particularly In the canbrated form. Validation of.the model was conducted by Washington Mutual staff 
independent of the vendor's model developers. 

As the Washington Mutual staff who conducted the existing LPRM '13.1 validation includes prospective users of the model 
for ALLL loss modeling purposes. management agrees to complete an additional third party validation of the LPRM 3.1 
model. The epc subcommittee with responsibility for credit model validation and assumption change review will 
supervise selection of Qualified third parties for analysis in support of validation of AlLL models. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific Ktion steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates fOr each) 

1. Validation and Calibration Analysis of lPRM 3.1 provided by ALLL Loss Modeling Staff - Joe Mattey - 711105 
2. Third-party LPRM 3.1 validation - John Carnahan (acting Chair of CPC subcommittee/Workgroup on Credit Model 

Validation and Assumption Change Review) 1131106 
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~MFINDlNG3 / o Observation Ia Recommendation o Criticism 
r 

To i,.· ~dolOgy and Documentation for Unallocated AlLL ! 

Finding: The ALLL initiative also includes a proposal to expand the methodology and documentation used 
to support the unallocated portion of the ALLL to include risk weighting of six qualitative factors. 

Currently, only general items such as data integrity issues, newly developed loan products, or exogenous 
variable trends, are included as factors to be considered for the unallocated portion of ALLL and there are 
no guidelines as to how the factors are to be applied. At the end of 2004 the unallocated portion of ALlL 
. had increased to 30 percent of total allowances up from 23.9 percent" a year earf.er. 

The latest external independent audit also noted the need to strengthen the documentation supporting the 
unallocated portion of ALLL. 

Action: Management should ensure completion of the expanded methodology and documentation for the 
unallocated portion of ALLL. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested Ia Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE Ia Agree o Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [913012005) 

Management Response: Indicate whether you agree. partially agree. or disagree. If you agree. provide aft anfidpaled larget date lor implementalion. 

PaniaIIy Agree: The response should clearly define that portion of the lirding or recommended action cflS8greed wi1h as well as the portion agreed to. 
Disagree: The response should dearly define WHY !here Is disagreement With !he finding or recommended action. and outline any mi6galing 

cilcumstances or alternative cowse c:I action to be pUrsued. 

RESPONSE (Succinct response to finding I action) 

Management has completed a draft of enhanced procedures for estimated unallocated reserve needs. New policies have 
been drafted for approval on appropriate unallocated percentage target ranges. 

Management has developed a Scorecard to aid in the defining of the unallocated reserve. The Scorecard contains seven 
qualitative factors (Q Factors): 1) National and Economic Trends, 2) Mortgage and Housing Market! Financial Services 
Sector Conditions. 3) Velocity and Pace of Change in Detinquencies, Classified Loans, Net Charge Offs and Recoveries, 
4) Velocity and Pace of Loan Growth, 5) Level of and Trends in Concentrations, 6) Changes in Quality of Lending and 
Underwriting Staff, and Comptiance with Policy, 7) Regulatory and Public Policy Environment. The seven Q F actors are 
assigned a weighting range. Each factor is analyzed in detail to determine a risk level and assigned a weighting for the 
quarter. The quarter1Y,application of the weighting determines a percentage for the overall unallocated reserve amount. 
which can range from 10-25% of the total reserve. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Implement the Qualitative Scorecard for analysis of 2nd quarter 2005- Biff Green - 711105 
2. CPC Approval of UnaDocated Standards - Biff Green - 9f30J05 
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(' EXAM FINDIN~ / o Observation Ii1J Recommendation o Criticism 

-Topic: HELOC, Home Equity, and Unsecured Consumer Loan Loss Factors 

Finding: The odds charts used in the customized calculation of loss factors for HELOC, Home Equity, and 
Unsecured Consumer loans are based on consumer behavior that is 3-5 years old. 

The bank's consumer portfolio demographics, interest rates, and the general economic conditions have 
~xperienced significant changes since the model was developed. Management plans to address the 
modeling for these loans in the second half of 2005 as a part of Phase II of the ALLL initiatives. Indication 
is that updated data will be obtained from Experian rather than Equifax, which was originally used to 
produce the odds c~arts. 

Action: By the second half of 2005, complete the update of odds charts and empirical data used in the calculation 
of loss factors for HELOC, Home Equity, and Unsecured Consumer loans. 

o Repeat Rnding Management Response Requested I?J Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o Agree Ii1J Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [1131106) 

Management Response: Indicale whether you agree, partially agree, or QlSlIgrea. If you agree, provide an anticipated ~ dale for implementation. 

Pal1lalty Agree: The response should dearty define that portion of the fincf'{'9 or recommended acti:ln disagreed wi1h as well as the portion agreed to. 

Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there Is disagreement YuiIh the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigating 
circumstances or alternative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Enhancements to estimation procedures for HEL, HELOC and unsecured consumer loans will be completed in Phase \I 
of the ALLL Allocated loss modeling initiative. At a minimum, this will include updating the empirical data used in 
calculating the loss factors (switching to Experian from Equifax). However, an update of the "odds charts· will not be 
provided if the recommended new m~deling procedures no longer incorporate "odds charts" in the modefing method. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Update empirical data to incorporate Experian credit bureau information - Joe Mattey - 7/1/05 
2. Complete Phase II redesign of HEL, HELOC and other consumer ALLL modeling - Joe Mattey - 1/31106 
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DATE: 

TO: 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

CC: 

Wcrshington-Mutual---
WMBFA 

March 14, 2005 
Safety & Soundness Examination 

Corporate Risk Oversight (eRO) is responsible for independently evaluating credit and compliance risk across the 
company and assessing the effectiveness of risk management processes relative to established strategic and risk 
tolerance objectives. In fulfilling this responsibility, CRO has an important role in the company's compliance management 
and internal asset review processes. 

Since the prior examination, CRO has grown significantly as a result of a major expansion of its responsibilities, including: 
(1) centralization of responsibility for enterprise-wide compliance management under eRO; (2) relocation ami 
consolidation of fIVe separate Quality Assurance (QA) functions from the business units under eRO; and (3) assumption 
of responsibility for the Servicing QA function (now referred to as Servicing Risk Oversight) by eRO. The consolidation of 
the QA functions was a particularly challenging process and involved not only physical relocations, but integration of 
compliance testing and implementation of process changes at the same time. In general, this consolidation seems to 
have gone well. 

Notwithstanding the general success of CRO's expansion activities, CRO faced a number of resource and other 
challenges that affected the execution of its 2004/2005 Performance Plan. For instance, executive management 
concerns with CRO risk definitions resulted in suspension of monthly and quarterly trend reporting in December 2004, at 
which time eRO embarked on a protracted recalibration project. Additionally, CRO does not yet have in place fully 
functional continuous comprehensive review processes where planned, is not up-to-date on periodiC process reviews, and 
has not finalized monthly and quarterly dashboard trend reporting. Ultimately, until full exception data collection, 
reporting, and follow-up processes are in place and stabilized, senior management and the Board cannot really assess 
whether the QA process is having a meaningful impact on line processes, including loan underwriting. 

The findings in this memo primarily relate to the need for CRO to complete the activities prescribed in its 200412005 
Performance Plan, and to improve execution on future annual performance plans. Additional findings relate to excessive 
review cycle timeframes and the need to improve documentation of enterprise-wide asset review processes. Most of the 
findings are considered "criticisms" due to the overall significance of eRO activities and the fact that we have had 
concerns with quality assurance and underwriting processes within home lending for several years. 

Note that findings related to Servicing Risk Oversight are covered in a separate memo. 

FINAL: 06/01/200512:49 PM Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations Printed: 06/0212005 12:06 PM 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

Topic: Attainment of Performance Plan Goals 
-~."-"----- ~-~- - -

--~- ---~ -~- - ---- - - - --- ----- ~---- ~---- -------
Finding: During our prior examination, In Joint Memo 19, Finding #2 ("Recommendation"), we 

meet the review timeframe objectives set forth in its 200312004 Performance Plan. However, we 
acknowledged this was the first Performance Plan adopted under the newly structured department and that 
there were other significant projects and resource requirements that affected the completion of this 
Performance Plan. The 200312004 Performance Plan primarily consisted of annual process reviews, 
which focused on identifying systemic issues. 

With the assumption of QA function responsibilities in mid-2004, several changes to the structure of CRO, 
its Performance Plan goals, and scheduled review dates were required. The 2oo4/20D5 Performance Plan 
(the Plan) was changed to provide for more continuous transaction testing for all residential lending, multi
family and commercial real estate loan Originations as part of a new Continuous Comprehensive Review 
process. Subsequent to this revision, additional changes were made to the Plan, which appeared to have 
been made to at least partially address execution delays. For instance, many annual Periodic Process 
Reviews, which were behind schedule, were combined into upcoming Continuous Comprehensive 
Reviews. 

Although some revisions to the 200412005 Performance Plan objectives may have been appropriate 
given changing priorities and risks, some changes seem to have been made because of execution 
difficulties. Various important Periodic Comprehensive Reviews, Periodic Process Reviews, and 
Continuous Comprehensive Reviews were not conducted in the manner or timeframes originally 
envisioned. Therefore, we believe CRO ultimately fell short of attaining its original Plan goals. 

We understand that consolidation of the QA function was a significant project undertaken by eRO, and that 
resource constraints and a host of other issues may have impacted CRO's ability to fully execute on its 
plans. We also acknowledge that CRO deserves credit for putting a good basic oversight framework in 
place. Notwithstanding the issues impacting CRO's plans and the recognition of the good work done so 
far, we believe CRO needs to do a better job executing its Performance Plans. 

Action: Ensure timeframes and resources are sufficient to finish 200412005 Performance Plan (now, just "2005 
Performance Plan") objectives. More generally, improve the planning process to ensure future 
Performance Plans not only appropriately address risk oversight objectives, but also are reasonably 
attainable from a time and resource standpOint. 

X Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 

Topic: Monthly and Quarterly Trend Reports on Continuous Comprehensive Review Results 

Finding: Senior management and the Board have not been provided monthly and quarterly trend or 
dashboard reports on the results of Continuous Comprehensive Reviews since December 2004, 
when reporting was suspended while CRO recalibrated risk definitions. Without the trend reports, 
senior management and the Board are unable to ascertain whether line functions are performing 
acceptably and, more speCifically, whether the QA process is having a meaningful impact on 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

was suspended, due to executive management concerns wlth 
definitions related to loan salability. At that time, CRO stopped providing dashboard trend reports to senior 
management and the Board. Despite the suspension of trend reporting, however, results of weekly 
sampling and Continuous Comprehensive Reviews of new loan production, where conducted, continued to 
be provided in weekly event reports to line management at the LFC level, and constructive interaction was 
apparently occurring between reviewers and line personnel. Also, although documented trend reporting 
was suspended, CCRO Martinez continued to attend appropriate meetings and discuss CRO activities at 
senior management and Board levels. 

CRO has worked to recalibrate the risk definitions to not only address the internal concerns, but to improve 
the process overall. The recalibration efforts focused on three sets of risk definitions: Compliance, CRO 
risk rating, and Securitization (loan salability). All event codes were reviewed across all channels to refine 
terminology and eliminate redundancy where applicable. Revisions to reporting templates are now being 
completed to enhance monthly trending reports with more meaningful information. 

Action: Monthly and quarterly CRO trend and dashboard reports for Continuous Comprehensive Reviews should 
resume as quickly as possible and be issued to senior management and the Board. The reports should 
contain not only exception trends, but also show the status of management's corrective action plans in 
cases where exception rates exceed acceptable thresholds. The reports should also identify systemic 
issues, such as specific underwriting practice weaknesses that impact the quality of the bank's asset 
portfolios. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

Timeframes 

Finding: Periodic review process cycle time, from fieldwork to management response, seems excessive. 
CRO's review tracking report showed that management has generally been responding to eRO X 
reports within acceptable timeframes ~e AP0rts issued by eRa The same tracking report showed, \. 
however, that the timeframe for the CRO review cycle, from fieldwork to exit meeting, to initial 
report draft, to final report, was excessive, The report suggested, for example, that it sometimes 
took several months after fieldwork was complete to issue a final report. 

Action: Management and the Board need to ensure that appropriate review cycle and management response 
timeframes are in place for all types of eRa reviews in order to ensure timely communication and 
correction of weaknesses. Management and the Board need to closely monitor compliance with the 
timeframes and ensure that appropriate follow-up takes place to ascertain that corrective actions are being 
implemented. CRO should therefore provide appropriate reporting that track.s performance relatively to the 
timeframes. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

Finding: Lack of staff resources to perfonn Continuous Comprehensive Reviews of Long Beach Mortgage 
Corporation (LBMC) and Specialty Mortgage Finance (SMF) new loan originations has resulted in 
these reviews being delayed. Transaction testing of the December 2004 LBMC loan sample is just 
now nearing completion, but Continuous Comprehensive Reviews for the SMF portfolio have not 
yet commenced. Furthennore, policies and procedures for conducting reviews of SMF purchases 
have not yet been drafted. 

Full staffing for the QA function for the Specialty Channel located in Anaheim, CA presented challenges 
wilen the relocation of the National Post Closing Center was being debated (ultimately, it was relocated to 
Stockton, California). Management has represented that policies and procedures are in place for the 
LBMC review process, and that permanent staffing and training of the Stockton staff were completed in the 
first quarter of 2005. However, QA teams from Jacksonville, FL continue to assist the Stockton transaction 
team in its efforts to bring transaction loan testing for LBMC to a current status by July 2005. QA credit 
analysts hired to review the SMF portfolio have also been assisting in the QA reviews of LBMC 
originations, which has delayed starting the SMF reviews. 

Action: LBMC reviews need to be brought current. Policies and procedures for performing reviews of SMF loan 
purchases should be completed, and transaction testing for SMF loans should be started as soon as 
possible. Timeframes for fully implementing CRO reviews of SMF purchase activities need to be 
established. 

Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

Topic: Commercial Risk Oversight - Seasoned Loan Reviews 

Finding: During implementation of the Continuous Comprehensive Reviews for the new originations of 
multi· and single-family residential loans, the review of seasoned multi-family residential (MFR) and 
commercial real estate (CRE) loans was temporarily suspended. In the interim, management 
developed procedures for performing the MFR seasoned loan review as part of the Continuous 
Comprehensive Review process. but did not develop updated procedures for performing the CRE 
seasoned loan review as part of the new Continuous Comprehensive Review process. Review of 
seasoned MFR loans is anticipated to begin again in July 2005, while the review of seasoned CRE 
loans is antiCipated to begin in October 2005. 

Neither MFR nor CRE seasoned loans have been reviewed by CRO since mid-20M. 

Action: Commence review of MFL seasoned loans no later than July 2005 and seasoned CRE loans no later than 
October 2005. Complete updated procedures for seasoned CRE loan review process. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 
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4. 
5. 
6. 

Topic: Documentation of Asset Review Processes 

Finding: Although the Board-approved eRO Policy provides broad guidance for eRO to execute Its 
independent asset review activities throughout the bank, it does not describe how eRO fits into the 
asset reviewlrisk-grading process for each of the bank's asset portfolios. Such documentation is 
important since CRO's role may be different. depending on the portfolio. The documentation would form 
the linkage between the eRO POlicy and various asset reviewfrisk-grading standards and procedures in 
existence in various line units of the institution. Finally, the documentation would provide a basis for third 
parties to better understand the fundamental framework of the bank's asset review processes across all 
asset portfolios. 

During the exam, eRO began to develop a graphic depiction of the bank's asset review activities, by 
portfolio, but much work remains to be done to develop complete. formalized documentation. 

Action: The bank should prepare documentation showing graphically and describing narratively not only CRO's 
general asset review oversight role, but also how it fits into the asset review activities performed for each 
asset portfolio in the bank, including non-loan portfolios like investment securities, real estate investments. 
and real estate owned. Such documentation should include graphic and narrative descriptions of asset 
review processes, at a somewhat general level, on a portfolio-by-portfolio basis, pointing out whether 
reviews are Independent of line functions and, if so, the level of independence achieved. The 
documentation should reference all pertinent policies, standards and procedures that govem each 
portfolio's asset review and risk-grading activities. The documentation could be a part of the eRO Policy 
or an attachment thereto, or it could be made a part of the CRO Policy's implementing standards and 
procedures. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 
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DATE: 

TO: 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

CC: 

June 2,2005 

WMBFA 
March 14, 2005 

Safety & Soundness Examination 
OTSMEMO 13 

Troy Gotschall, President, LBMC 
Ben Franklin and Gail Croil, OTS Examiners 
LBMC Underwriting Review 
Craig Chapman, President, Commercial Group 
Keith Johnson, Commercial Group - LBMC/SMF 
Ken Kroemer, FDIC 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

We reviewed subprime lending activity conducted through WMBFA's affiliate, Long Beach Mortgage Company (LBMC). 
We assessed LBMC's overall lending operations as well as credit quality and underwriting through a review of samples of 
randomly selected loans originated by LBMC as follows: (1) 25 first trust deed (TD) loans from the held-for-sale (HFS) 
portfolio at December 31, 2004, (2) 25 2nd TO loans from the HFS portfolio at December 31, 2004, (3) 22 first TD loans 
from the $2.48 billion transferred from HFS to the held-for-investment (HFI) portfolio during March 2005, and (4) 10 loans 
from the scratch and dent portfolio at December 31, 2004. 

We assessed underwriting and credit quality for compliance with LBMC underwriting policy and procedures as well as 
regulatory safety and soundness guidelines. Our findings and recommendations are discussed below (scratch and dent 
loans were reviewed for credit quality only and are excluded from the underwriting discussion below). 

EXAM FINDINGS DEFINITIONS 

Observatfon: A ~k!'.!al identified!l!@! it nQl Q! £§!IY!BIQIY concern bill ~il:t! max Imll~~ ltle bilnls'l 1I1l11[1lillll effectivf!DI!II if ~!lIII!Il. 
Observations are mad. in a COnilultaliYa role. They may be presented to management either II8lbally or in writing. but will generaHy 
not bE! included In lIle Report of Examination. Examiners will rarely request a written response during the examination. 
Observations may or may not bE! reviewed during subsequent examinations. 

Recmnmendatlon: A segmdary conC!!m reouiriDO CO!!!!CIjve actjoo. A Recommendation can beCOme a CriticiSm in Mure examinations should risk 
exposure increase Significantly or other circumstances warrant. They may be included in the Report of Examination and mentioned 
In Exit and Board Melllngs. Examiners will request a written response from Management dUring the examination. Management's 
actions to address Recommendations are reviewed at subsequent or follow-up examinations. 

Criticism: A prinlarv concem requiring correctiVI! action. Criticisms are often summarized in the "Matters Requiring Board Attention" or 
"Examination Conclusion and Comments" section of IIle Report of examination; warrant increased attention by Senior Management 
and !he Board of Directors: and require a written response. They are subject to formal follow-up by examiners and. if left 
uncorrected. may result in stronger action. 

FINAL: 06127/2005 12:46 PM 
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OTSMEMO 13 

EXAM FINDING 1 0- Observation o Recommendation It! Criticism 

Topic: LBMC Underwriting Quality 

I"inding. Our laviaw disclosed underwriting deficiencies-that-require-managament's attentioft.;--'fWT.'efI1.1i-, -tM IC.H>i,'H------_ 
the seventy-two loans (34.0 percent) had at least one credit related exception that occurred more than 
once in the sample population. The most prevalent error was miscalculation of borrower debt-to-
Income (On) ratios due to overstatement of income/understatement of debts or inadequate support 
for Income used. Other material deficiencies that occurred less frequently included: (1) inadequate 
explanation of the reasonableness of income or assets for some stated income borrowers; (2) the use of 
bank deposits to support income for salaried borrowers without explaining the source of the deposits, or 
faDing to adjust for expenses when bank deposits were used to support income for self employed 
borrowers; and (3) inadequate explanation on how some stated income borrowers will handle the 
significant payment shock between their existing mortgage or rent payment and the new LBMC payment. 
These concems are discussed in greater detail below. 

Miscalculation of DTI 

We noted 12 exceptions (48.0 percent) in the 2nd TO sample, 5 exceptions (22.0 percent) in the HFI 
sample and 2 exceptions (8.0 percent) in the HFS sample. The exceptions resulted from a variety of 
factors such as: (1) including income that was not adequately supported or verified, (2) excluding 
consumer debt from calculation without explanation, (3) improper handling of rental income or negative 
rents inOTI calculations, and (4) omitting taxes and insurance from borrower debts or including lower 
amounts than indicated by more current documentation in the file. . 

Inadequate explanation of reasonableness of Income/assets 

We noted 3 exceptions (13.0 percent) in the HFI sample and 1 exception (4.0 percent) in the 2nd TO 
sample. These exceptions apply to stated income borrowers and obviously could have serious impact on 
borrower ability to repay. LBMC policy indicates that an explanation or other documentation should be in 
the file when a borrower's occupation, income and/or assets appear out of sync. In the exceptions we 
noted, the conditions that required an explanation per policy were present, along with other factors that 
should have been questioned by the underwriter; however, no explanation was provided in the file. 

Use of bank deposit statements to verify Income 

We noted 3 exceptions (12.0 percent) in the 2nd TD sample and 1 exception (4.0 percent) in the HFI 
sample. LBMC's policy allows underwriters to use bank deposits per published bank deposit statements to 
verify income for both borrowers who are business owners as wen as those who are salaried. When bank 
deposits are used for business owners, the income should be adjusted for business expenses. When bank 
depoSits are used for salaried borrowers, the underwriter should explain why deposits should be counted 
as income, particularly when it exceeds the borrower's documented salary. The cases we noted did not 
comply with LBMC policy. We also question the prudence of the policy of allowing the use of bank 
deposits as a source of income for salaried borrowers, particularly when file documentation 
conflicts with the higher Income derived by analyzing depoSits. Management should consider 
revising this policy. 

Loan with Significant payment shocks 

We noted 4 instances (18.0 percent) in the HFI sample where borrowers experienced significant payment 
shock between their existing mortgage or rental payments and their new payments on LBMC's loan. 
Payment shocks ranged from a 90.0 percent increase (from $870 to $1685 per month) to a 240.0 percent 
increase (from $1700 to $5705 per month). In all instances, the loans were stated income/stated asset 
programs and there was no explanation of why such significant payment increases were reasonable. 
Current policy is somewhat general in this area but it does indicate that underwriters should explain and 
document why it is reasonable to expect borrowers to handle payment shocks of this magnitude. 

Management promptly responded to our findings shortly after we presented them orally and agreed to 
implement corrective meaSlJ'"es in the form of various job aids and additional training. 

Action: Implement corrective measure to ensure more consistency in: 
• Analyzing and determining borrower income and expenses in the areas where deficiencies were 

noted, 
• Explaining and documenting the reasonableness of stated income/assets, 
• Complying with LBMC policy when using bank deposits to verify borrower income, 
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OTSMEMO 13 

EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation o Recommendation iii Criticism 

• Reassessing the practice of using bank deposits to verify income for salaried borrowers, 
particularly when contradictory information exists, and 

• Explaining and documenting the reasonableness of loans with significant payment shock . 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested IiJ Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o Agree iii Partially- Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [10/1105] 

Mana,.,.ent Response: Indicate whether you egree, partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an 8!1licipated target date for Implementation. 
ParfJallr Agree: The response shOuld cleerly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as wei as the portion agreed to. 
D/$agree: The response should clearly define WHY there is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigating 

circumstances or altematlve course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Overall, Long Beach management (LB) partially agrees with the findings cited for Underwriting Quality. 
• LB agrees that underwriting decisions made subject to LBMC policies related to DTI ratios, income validation 

and potential borrower payment shock need to be more conSistent and better documented for transparency and 
reviewability . 

• LB disagrees with the suggestion that the use of bank statements to verify income is imprudent, but it is willing 
to review its policy and guidelines on this subject. 

CORRECTIVE ACTIONJprovide ~pef;ific action steps planned, the assigned respOnsible manager and target dates for each) 

1. Training conducted to address specific items outlined in the finding - recording of decision rationale, documentation 
of exceptions, consistency in the files, use of the communication log, accuracy of data in the loan system, use of new 
job aids; use of existing chec:k6sts and document placement in files. 
Responsible manager: Chris Coombes; Target Date: 9/112005 

2. Creation and deployment of the following job aids to assist decisioning and documentation. 
Responsible manager: Amy Marcussen; Target Date: 101112005 

a. AsseSSing income for self-employed borrowers 
b. Reasonability testing for stated income 
c. Using bank statements for income verification 
d. Reading a credit report / DTI indusion and exdusion rules 
e. Calculating and verifying income 
f. Tax and insurance 

3. Introduce a single sheet solution that will be included in loan files. The single sheet would combine existing screens 
and forms to create a clearer record of loan decisions. 
Responsible manager: Amy Marcussen; Target Date: 10/1/2005 

4. Enhance the QA process to check adequacy of decision documentation within the paper loan file. 
Responsible manager: Amy Marcussen; Target Date: 9/112005 

5. Enhance regular tracking, monitoring and analyzing of U/W decision and documentation quality by converting data to 
regular scorecard reporting. Responsible manager: Charles Freeman; Target Date: 10/112005 

s. Conduct underwriting policy and guideline review regarding the use of bank statements as validation for income, with 
amendments to policy if warranted. 
Responsible manager: Charlie Freeman; Target Date: 10/112005 
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OTSMEMO 13 

EXAM FINDING 2 D Observation* m Recommendation· D Criticism· 

Topic: Pre-funding quality control 

Finding: Given the types of deficiencies noted in our loan review, we believe that LBMC's underwriting 
quality would benefit from a pre-funding quality control review that focuses on credit quality and 
credit underwriting Issues. This program could be similar to the Credit Quality Team approach recently 
implemented at WMBFA. 

While LBMC already has a pre-funding quality review function, we understand that this function's primary 
focus is on salability and loan program compliance rather than credit quality. 

Action: Implement a pre-funding credit quality function at LBMC. 

D Repeat Finding Management Response Requested ~ Yes D No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE m Agree D Partially Agree D Disagree Enter Target Date: [1011/05] 

Mallagem8ll1 Response: IMlcale Whether you agree, partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated larget dale for implementation. 

Parrfally Agree: TIle response Should Clearly define tnaI portion of lIle finding or recommended action disagreed with as weD as tile portion agreed to. 

Disagree: TIle response should clearly define WHY lIlere Is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigating 
ciroJlnslances or a~emative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Management agrees with the finding and will e)(plore the potential adoption of the WMB Credit Quality Team approach or 
an equivalent pre-funding process. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Evaluation and recommendation to senior management of next steps in regards to a WMB CQT or equivalent 
approach for LBMC. 
Responsible manager: Charles Freeman; Target Date: 8/1512005 

2. Implementation of recommendations. 
Responsible manager: Amy Marcussen; Target Date: 1011/2005 
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OTSMEMO 13 

EXAM FINDING 3 o Observation m Recommendation o Criticism 

Topic: Loan FICO Specials 

Finding: We noted five loans In our HFI sample where the FICO score was below the level required for the 
respective loan program. Apparently, these loans were granted as part of periodic FICO Specials. 
Infonnalion on the number and perfonnance of these loans was not readily available. Going 
forward, management agreed to track the number of FICO Specials made as well as monitor their 
perfonnance. 

Action: Management should track the number and performance of FICO Specials to determine whether the quality 
of loans generated warrant continuation of these periodic offerings. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested m Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE IiI Agree o Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [911105 ] 
Management Ruponse: Indicate whether you agree. partially agree. or disagree. If you agree. provide an anticipated target date for Implementation. 

Partially Agree: The response ShOuld Cleany define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 

DIsa",..: The response ShOUld cleany deline WHY there is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and outline any mHigating 
circumstances or alternative coul1Ie of action to be PUl1Iued. 

RESPONSE (succinct I'88DOnse to flndlna I action) 

------- Management agrees to the finding in its entirety;~- --- ---- -----.-~ ------ ~ -- -~- ---- " ---- --- -

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide sP8Ciflc action step. planned, the assigned I'88DOnsibie manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Deploy a tracking mechanism to tag and monitor the performance of FICO special loans with regular reporting to 
management. Responsible Manager: Glenn Rothenberg; Target Date: 9/112005 
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OTSMEMO 13 

EXAM FINDING 4 Ii2I Observation o Recommendation o Criticism 

Topic: Tangible Benefit Forms 

Finding: Tangible Benefit Fonns were not always properly completed. We noted 1 exception (4.0 percent) in 
the HFS sample and 2 exceptions (9.0 percent) in the HFI sample. These forms are required in some 
states to justify that refinance loans to subprime borrowers provide a tangible benefit to the borrower. The 
exceptions usually resulted when the forms were not changed to reflect a change in loan terms after the 
loan was initially submitted. 

Management agreed to make a programming change that would update this form when changes were 
made in loan terms after the initial submission. 

Action: Ensure that forms are revised to reflect a change in loan terms after the loan is initially submitted. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested Ii2I Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE Ii2I Agree o Partiallv Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: (1011105) 
Management Responae: Indicate whether you agree, partially agree. or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target date for implementation. 

PartIally A,I1HI: The response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 

Dlsa,l1HI: The response should clearly define WHY there Is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigating 
circumstances or alternative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE isucclnct response to finding I actlonl ... ----------- - ----

Management agrees to the finding in its entirety. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Change process to require a revised and updated NTB form to be included in the loan file matching the final loan 
documents and include monitoring the use of NTB form through the pre-funding review process. Responsible 
manager: Amy Marcussen; Target Date: 10/112005 
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Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 

. To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Sensitivity: 

Darrel. 

Kuczek. Richard A 
Thursday. June 02. 2005 7:32 AM 
Dochow. Darrel W 
Carter. Lawrence D; Glaser. Howard M; Henry. David R 
LBMC downgrades 

Private 

just an fyi.. ... we checked into the downgrades and its pretty much the same culprits. Of the 26 downgrades. 17 related to 
the classes in 2000 and 2001 which had also been previously downgraded in November 2004. The other 9. however. 
relate to two 2002 transactions so there is some creep .... but in looking at the performance measures. the 2002 
securitizations and later have demonstrated improved performance in terms of cumulative loss. loss severity. and 
delinquency compared to 2001 and earlier securitizations. . 

Even though performance indicators suggest improvement in the product, this business is simply too high profile for us not 
to be sure that processes are in place to assure there will be no repeat of the performance of these earlier vintages .... both 
in securitizations and in the originations they will hold for investment. So I believe our current thinking on Long Beach that 
we shared with you last week is prudent 

Daviid has asked the CFO for further· insight into these current downgrades and their prospective take on it ... I'll keep you 
posted on anything newsworthy. Rich. 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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DATE: 
TO: 

FROM: 
. SUBJECT: 

CC: 

June 3,2005 

WMBFA 
March 14, 2005 

Safety & Soundness Examination 
OTSMEMO 15 

Mark Hillis, SVP, Chief Credit Officer 
Wayne Pollack, SVP Home Loan Production 
Gail Crail and Ben Franklin, OTS Examiners 
Single Family Residential Home Loan Review 
Steve Rotella, President and COO 
Jim Vanasek, EVP, Chief Enterprise Risk Officer 
Melissa Martinez, SVP, Chief Compliance & Risk Management Officer 
Ken Kroemer, FDIG-

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

We assessed the Bank's underwriting by reviewing random samples of 185 single-family residential (SFR) loans 
originated in the fourth quarter of 2004, including samples of: (1) prime full and low doc loans, (2) higher risk (i.e., loans 
with FICO scores below 620) full and low doc loans, (3) Advantage 90 higher risk and prime loans, (4) correspondent 
higher risk and prime full doc loans, (5) custom construction loans, and (6) residential lot loans. 

The Bank's underwriting has been criticized as less than satisfactory at prior examinations as well as in intemal reviews. 
To address these issues, management embarked on several initiatives to improve both underwriting and overall loan 
quality following the 2004 examination. These initiatives included implementing minimum credit standards, simplifying the 
number and structure of loan origination platforms, and installing credit review teams in Loan Fulfillment Centers (LFCs). 

To date, the success of the initiatives has been mixed. We found evidence that the minimum credit standards 
implemented began to positively impact loan quality (in terms of lower LTV ratios and higher FICO scores) in the third and 
fourth quarters of 2004. On the other hand, efforts to restructure the loan origination platform were re-vamped during the 
review period, so only limited progress has been made in loan origination platform Simplification. Similarly, credit review 
teams (now restructured as credit quality teams (CaTs» only recently started performing the types of pre-funding reviews 
originally envisioned almost a year ago. Consequently, although we noted that portfolio risk in general appears to be 

. decreasing in response to the initiatives that were effectively implemented, we did not see much change in loan quality in 
our fourth quarter loan origination samples. Since these initiatives have had only limited success, our concems· with 
underwriting quality have changed little since the 2004 examination, and loan underwriting remains less than satisfactory. 

We continue to have concems regarding the number of underwriting exceptions and with issues that evidence lack of 
compliance with Bank policy. We acknowledge that some of the individual exceptions may not have altered the original 
underwriting decision; however, we believe that the deficiencies noted impact the overall credit quality of the portfolio. 
Our concerns are heightened by the effect of risk layering attributes evident in the Bank's portfolio. These attributes 
include subprime characteristics associated with higher risk loans, a predominance of Option ARM neg am loans, and 
significant quantities of low doc and other limited dorumentation loan types. We understand that increases in loans with 
these characteristics are becoming an industry-wide phenomenon and therefore are not unique to the Bank. Just the 
same, we are concerned that the uniqueness of these products and the current environment makes it difficult to project 
how the portfolio will perform over varying rate and real estate cyCles. Consequently, sound underwriting is critical. 

In addition to credit-related underwriting concerns, we also noted exceptions or made observations related to: (1) Bank 
policy regarding title insurance endorsements, (2) risk-based pricing, (3) hazard insurance requirements, and (4) private 
mortgage insurance requirements. Our specific concerns and recommendations are discussed in greater detail below. 
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EXAM ANDINGS DEFINITIONS 

Observalion: A weakness identj!jed !hat Is no! of regulatory concern. but which may imorove!he bank's operating effectiveness if addressed. 
Observations are made in a consultative role. They may be presented to management either verbally or in writing, but will generally 
not be included in the Report of Examination. Examiners will rerely request a written response during !he examination. 
OiJseMltions may or may not be reviewed during subsequent examinations. 

Recommendation: A segmdary CD!1CeII! requj!jnp CO!TeClive action. A Recommendation can become a Criticism in Mure examinations should risk 
exposure increase significantly or other circumstances warrant They may be Induded in the Report of Exemination and mentioned 
in Exit and Board Meetings. Examiners will request a written response from Management during the examination. Managemenfs 
actions to address Recommendations are reViewed at subsequent or follow·up examinations. 

CrItIcism: A pr1marv concern reouirlng correCtiye aC!lon. Criticisms are often summarized in the ·Matters Requiring Board Attention· or 
·Examination Conclusion and Comments· section of the Report of examination; warrant increased attention by Senior Management 
and the Board of Directors; and require a written response. They are subject to formal follow-up by examiners and, if left 
uncorrected, may result in stronger action. 

EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation o Recommendation x Criticism 

Topic: Loan Underwriting 

Finding: We identified numerous instances in which underwriters did not comply with Bank-established 
guidelines. 

Income Calculations: 

... Wenot,d_approxlmatElly4LexC4lptl()ns(~.Il.Jle!c:entLr'ttlated to calculation of borrower income. 
Since borrower Income directly Impacts repayment abllity--and -overallfoaneredit quality';we
believe that the frequency and types of Income errors noted warrant additional management 
attention. 

We found that income calculated by underwriters often could not be reconciled to file documentation. 
Underwriters were not always mindful of pay periods on payroll stubs, resulting in overstating or 
understating income. We noted instances where income was only partially verified or documentation used 
to support income was not from a source independent of the borrower. In other instances, income 
information on the Loan Approval Summary (LAS) used for approval was not updated to reflect the most 
current information provided to verify income. 

Stated income loans presented unique challenges in assessing the reasonableness of the income claimed 
by the borrower. Some files lacked sufficient documentation to support reasonableness, including 
instances where the borrower's stated income, profession, and personal assets were not consistent. 

Rental Income: 

Rental income calculation errors were also noted with approximately 20 exceptions (11.0 percent) 
in our sample. UndelWriters did not consistently calculate and verify rental income as required by 
the Bank's undelWrlting guidelines, We noted instances where properties did not appear to support the 
rental income reported and reported amounts were not supported by tax retums. Some errors resulted 
from underwriters double-countlng rental-related debt when manual adjustments were made to system
calculated rental income. In other instances, underwriters did not document their calculations so that rental 
income could be reconciled to file documentation. 

Debt CalCUlations: 

We noted 42 exceptions (23.0 percent) related to errors noted In debt-to-income (DTI) ratio 
calculations, which were obviously Impacted by the Income-related errors discussed above. In 
addition to Income-related factors. DTI errors also resulted from omission of debts. errors in 
housing expenses, and, the most common, errors in taxes and Insurance amounts used. 
Underwriters sometimes omitted taxes and insurance from calculations and often included amounts that 
were not supported by documentation in the file. In addition, underwriters often did not document the 
rationale for their calculations. 

Credit Concerns: 

Our review disclosed Instances where underwriters did not provide sufficient mitigating factors for 
credit-quality related issues. We noted instances where underwriters did not explain FICO scores below 
the policy minimum, dismissed low FICOs without adequate justification, cited reserves as compensating 
factors in error (per policy), and failed to address DTI exceptions. There were approximately 42 (23.0 
percent) of these types of exceptions. 
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EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation o Recommendation x Criticism 

Action: Ensure that underwriters adhere to Bank policy and fully document the methodology used in determining 
income and debt calculations. In addition, ensure that sufficient processes and controls are in place to 
provide an indepelldellt review-of-tJnderwriter'-s-eaIculatiens afld--adhereAce to Bank blRde ... 
guidelines. 

X Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o Agree o Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [ J 
Management Respon .. : Indicate whether you agree, partiallY agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target dale for implementation. 
Partially Agree: The response should clea~y define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the ~ion agreed 10. 

Disagree: The response should c1ea~ define WHY there Is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigating 
circumstances or altemative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to findlna I actionl 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steJ)S~lanned, the ass_lgned res~nslble manager, and ta~ dates for each) 

1. 
2. 

- - - - - -- --- -- 3. 
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EXAM FINDING 2 o Observation· x Recommendation· o Criticism· 

Topic: Title Insurance 

Finding: The Bank's POliCY requires title Insurance of 110.0 percent of the original loan amount for certain 
loan products. Our review disclosed that some loans with negative amortization (neg am) potential 
had title insurance coverage only for the original loan amount. In addition, other loans that allow 
neg am up to 125.0 percent had coverage up to 110.0 percent of the original loan amount This 
practice appears to leave a portion of the Bank's loans uncovered and potentially exposed to loss. 

Action: Management should ensure consistency between Bank policy requirements and actual practice for 
obtaining title Insurance for all loan products. but particularly those with neg am potential. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o Agree o Partially A~ree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [ 1 
Manag«rrent Respon$e: Indicate whether you agree. partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target date for implementation. 
Partially Agl'1le: The response should clearly define that portion of Ihe finding or recommended action disagreed with as weD as the portion agreed to. 
Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigaling 

circumstances or alternative course of ac:tion to be pursued. 
RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

----
~. --- ------ - ~. -

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
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EXAM FINDING 3 o Observation x Recommendation o Criticism 

Topic: Risk-Based Pricing 

Finding: Some of the loans in our sample did not reflect risk-based pricing based on varying credit risk; 
consequently, the Bank is not being adequately compensated for the additional risk associated 
with some loans. 

For example, a purchase loan with an LTV of 80.0 percent can be priced the same for borrowers with a 
FICO of 560 or 760, despite the higher risk indicated by the lower FICO score. This concem was also 
evident when we analyzed the entire portfolio by FICO score ranges. Our portfolio analysis indicated that 
loan margins did not reflect price differentiation between . low to high FICO ranges. We acknowledge that 
analysis based on loan margin alone does not take other pricing factors into account (e.g., buydowns, 
prepayment penalties). so some of the loans in the portfolio may be differentiated based on these other 
pricing factors. 

Management indicated that recent initiatives incorporate a risk-based factor into loan pricing, which was 
not reflected in the loan sample. Based on discussions with management, current initiatives may address 
our concerns regarding pricing for credit risk. However. we are unable to opine on these initiatives at this 
examination. 

Action: -Managementshouldensure_thaLrisk-based_pricing initiatives. are documented, communicated _to lending ---- ---- ---~-- -

staff, and expanded, as appropriate. throughout the Bank. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o Agree o Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [ 1 
MalNJf1em8llt RespOII$e: Indicate whether you agree, partiany agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an antldpated target date for Implementation. 
Partially Agree: The response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as weft as the portion agreed to. 
Dlsagr .. : The response should dearly define WHY there is disagreement With the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitigating 

circumslances or alternative course of action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct resDonse to finding I ac:tion) 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (Drovide sl)8clflc action stepS planned the assigned respOnsible manager and target dates for each) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
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EXAM FINDING 4 o Observation x Recommendation o Criticism 

Topic: Hazard Insurance Requirement 

r 1Ot;;nng: I nere appears 10 De a conmct DeMeen one or me tHlnK'S underwriting gUidelines and California 
Civil Code (Civil Code) Section 2955.5 regarding the amount of hazard insurance required for SFR 
loans. The Bank's hazard Insurance requirement for California is 125.0 percent of replacement 
costs. This does not appear to be in compliance with the Civil Code requirement mandating 
coverage of no more than the replacement cost of improvements. 

Action: Management should ensure conSistency between bank underwriting guidelines and California Civil Code 
requirements regarding the amount of hazard Insurance required for SFR loans. Management should 
address the steps to be taken to address the potential exposure to the Bank from less than adequate 
hazard insurance coverage. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested X Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o A~ree o Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [ ] 

Management Response: Indicate whether you agree. partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target date for implementation. 
PattJal/y Agree: The response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 
Disagree: The response should clearly define WHY there is disagreement with the finding or recommended action, and outline any mitlgaUng 

circumstances or alternative course Of action to be pursued. 
--------- -------- ~---~ --RESP'ON5E~succinct response.to-findingl-action)--- -------- ---- ---"---- -----------"--_ .. -- ----~-~.~ ------- _ ... _--- ---_.- ... ---- ._-------- ---~-.-------------

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
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EXAM FINDING 5 o Observation x Recommendation o Criticism 

Topic: Private Mortgage Insurance (PMI) 

Finding: Our loan review disclosed inconsistency between Bank policy and actual practice regarding how 
much PMI coverage is required for loans with neg am potential. We were informed that the 
standard PMI policy covers any risk associated with increases in loan balance due to negative 
amortization; however, some of the loan files appeared to have explicit PMI coverage for loans that 
negatively amortize up to 110.0 percent of the original loan balance. 

Action: Management should ensure consistency with Bank underwriting guidelines pertaining to PMI coverage for 
SFR loans. Clarify the Bank's policy regarding the level of PMI coverage required for loans with neg am 
potential. 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested x Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE o Agree o Partially Agree o DisaJiree Enter Target Date: ( ] 

Management Response: Indicate whether you agree. partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target date lor implementation. 

Pal'tlalty Agree: The response should dearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 

Disagree: The response should Clearly define WHY there is disagreement with the finding or recommended action. and outline any m~igating 
circumstances or alternative course of &dion to be pursued . 

------ ------ --------.---. . RES~.NSE.(s.uccinet[ .. P.O""to .flnding 'a.t;;tjQI1). _0_- _ - -------._. - ~-.... -

CORRECnVE ACTION (provide specific action stepsj>lanned, the aSSigned res~nslble manllgttr, and target dates for each) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
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DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 
CC: 

---- "' 

June 3, 2005 

Mutual 
WMBFA 

March 14, 2005 
Safety & Soundness Examination 

OTSMEM016 

Wayne Pollack, SVP, Home Loan Production 
Mark Hillis, SVP, Chief Credit Officer 

Melissa Martinez, Chief Compliance & Risk Oversight Officer 
William Durbin, OTS Examiner 
Loan Origination Quality 
Steve Rotella, President & COO 
James Vanasek, Chief Enterprise Risk Officer 
Ken Kroemer, FDIC 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The intent of OTS Memo No. 5 at the 2004 examination was to address continuing high levels of errors in the loan 
origination process. While our current review disclosed some progress in implementing various loan quality improvement 
initiatives, these efforts, to date, have not yet achieved significant reduction in loan origination error rates. In addition, 
management cannot yet sufficiently document error rate levels or trends. For this reason, we recommend re-opening and 
expanding Issues 1 (quantifying loan quality goals) and 3 (incentive compensation) from OTS Memo No.5. 

EXAM FINDINGS DEFINITIONS 

Observation: A ~!lC§!I i!ld!:!ll!!iI II !!Q1 of mg!.!!li!!m: !<!;![!!;!!m, tll!1 whiS;h !!lilX Iml!r2lI! It!!! !link'§ O~!l!!lng eflectiv!!nm W I!~!l!ssed. 
ObsetvatiOns are made In a consultatiVe role. They may be presented to management either verbally or in writing. but will generally 
not be included in the Report of Examination. Examiners will rarely request a written response during the examination. 
ObservatiOns mayor may not be reviewed during subsequent examinations. 

Recommendallon: A secortdm collCem requiring corrective actio!l. A RecommendaflOn can become a Criticism in fUture examinations should risk 
exposure ina-ease Significantly or other circumstances warrant. They may be included in the Report of Examination and mentionad 
in Exit and Board Meetings. Examiners will request a written "response from Management during the examination. Managemenfs 
actions to address Recommendations are reviewed at subsequent or follOW-Up examinations. 

CrltJclsm: A primary concern pring corrective actIOn. Cfilicisms are often summariZed in the "Matters Requiring Board Attention" or 
"Examination Conclusion and Comments" section of the Report of Examination; warrant increased attention by Senior Management 
and the Board of Directors; and require a written response. They are subject to formal follOW-up by examiners and. if left 
uncorrected, may result In stronger action. 
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OTS MEMO 16 

EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation ~ Recommendation o Criticism 

Topic: Consumer Group Goals 

Finding: Our Exam Finding 1 in 2004 OTS Memo No.5 stated the Consumer Group's overall goals do not expressly 
state a goal with respect to the deSired qU~11ty of loan onglnanonSiacqUlslllons. vve oelleve Uli:il lIIi .. it:it:iu~ 
is of sufficient materiality, complexity, and duration that it should be clearly stated as a goal with quantified 
expectations of those involved in the origination process. 

We believe this issue should be revisited and the goals expanded. Understandably, management 
responded to our concem during the prior examination by implementing a goal that attempts to measure 
loan quality on a macro basis (non performing loans should not exceed 1 percent of total loans). 
However, the single, 1 percent goal for the Consumer Group does not provide sufficient guidance 
to the loan Origination function regarding what is expected in terms of underwriting quality as 
measured by areas such as: (1) compliance with loan underwriting standards, (2) adherence with 
regulatory compliance matters, (3) maintaining data quality, and (4) ensuring adequate loan 
documentation. We continue to believe that specific measurable goals in these areas should be 
defined, communicated to staff, and incorporated into the oversight of the loan origination 
function. Compliance with goals should be included in reports to senior management to better 
document the success in improving loan ongination quality. . 

Action: Specific measurable goals in these areas should be defined, communicated to staff, and incorporated into 
the oversight of the loan Origination function. Compliance with goals should be included in reports to 
senior manBgementtobetterdocumentthe success in improving loan origination quality 

o Repeat Finding Management Response Requested It! Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE ~ Agree 0 Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [8/31/05 ] 

"'lIiJgement Response: Indicate whether you agree. partially agree. or disagree. If you agree. provide an anticipated target date for implementation. 

Parftally Agree: The response should dearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed with as well as the portion agreed to. 

DlsBgree: The response should clearly define WHY there Is disagreement with the finding or recommended action. and outline any mitigating 
circumstances or altemati~e course of action 10 be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to finding I action) 

Management agrees with the finding. As stated in Managemenfs response to Finding 2, Production Operations. Credit 
Risk Management, and Corporate Risk Oversight & Compliance collaborated with HR-Rewards and successfully 
redeveloped a more robust incentive compensation plan for the LFC and underwriting staff to better promote desired 
behaviors. This new plan incorporates results from independent loan file reviews of Consumer Risk Oversight (CRO), the 
Credit Quality Teams (CQTs), and will also include results of future file reviews performed by the Production Operations 
Quality Review Teams. These comprehensive reviews test and measure both the Loan Fulfillment Center and the 
individual employee's performance in terms of overall loan origination quality. 

Please see Management's Response and Corrective Actions to Finding 2 for additional details on the overall Remediation 
Plan. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager, and target dates for each) 

1. Issue appropriate legal disclosures to all impacted LFC staff describing the changes in the new incentive 
compensation plan. Responsible Manager: Wayne Pollack, Target Date: 7/31105 

2. Consumer Risk Oversight (CRO) to issue monthly reports beginning in July 2005 reflecting the Event Code 
responsibility assignments and associated credit, compliance, and process quality grades for each LFC. 
Responsible Manager: Lom Evans, Target Date: 7131105 

3. Credit Risk Managemenfs Credit Quality Teams (CQTs) to issue bi-monthly reports beginning in August 2005 
reflecting the revised credit quality incentive metrics for all underwriting staff. Responsible Manager: Diane 
Ludlow, Target Date: 8131/05 
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OTSMEMO 16 

EXAM FINDING 2 o Observation* o Recommendation· iii Criticism· 

Topic: Incentive Compensation in Loan Fulfillment Centers (LFCs) 

.... lnotng: I ne relJesl~nea Incentive compensation program for lFCs still does not satisfactorily rew .. , ... 
excellence In loan origination quality. 

Finding 3 in the 2004 OTS Memo No. 5 was closed because an improved design for the incentive 
compensation program was devised. However, the program was not implemented as designed .. The only 
measure of quality used was based on HMDA error rates. This was used in the first quarter of. 2005, the 
initial period for the new program. The other three measures contemplated in the program, unsaleable 
percentage, CRT (now CQn reviews, and exception rates, had not yet been used. 

Measures used to oversee the LFCs (Issue 04-55-0106), the incentive compensation program measures, 
and the Consumer Group quality goals (see Finding ~) should be consistent with each other. Also, all 
measures that may be used to measure and reward quality in loan origination should be recorded and 
distributed on a regular basis. 

This issue should not be closed until the incentive compensation program is fully functional. 

Action: Ensure the incentive compensation program for the LFCs addresses loan origination quality. 

621 Repeat Finding Management Response Requested iii Yes o No 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE iii Agree 0 Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [9130/05} 

"anagement Response: Indicate whether you agree, partially agree, or disagree. If you agree, provide an anticipated target Clate lor implemerrtation. 

PanJa/1y Agree: Tne response should clearly define that portion of the finding or recommended action disagreed wiln as well as the portion agreed to. 

D/Agree: The response should clearly define WHY there is disagreement wittl the finding or recommended action, and ouUine any mitigaUng 
dlCUmstances or alternatiVe course of actton to be pursuec1. 

RESPONSE (succinct response to flndlna , action) 

Management agrees with finding. Production Operations, Credit Risk Management, and Corporate Risk Oversight & 
Compliance coDaboratively worked with HR-Rewards and successfully redeveloped a more robust incentive 
compensation plan for the LFC and underwriting staff to better promote desired behaviors. This new plan incorporates 
results from independent loan file reviews of Consumer Risk Oversight (CRO), the Credit Quality Teams (CQTs), and will 
also include results of future file reviews of Production Operations Quality Review Teams. These comprehensive reviews 
test and measure both the Fulfillment Center and the individual employee's performance in terms of overall loan 
Origination quality. 

Numerous aspects of each sampled loan are reviewed for compliance with loan underwriting standards, adherence with 
regulatory compliance, adequacy loan documentation, and various other loan level characteristics. LFC and underwriting 
staff will eam a payout for each incentive component (Quality, Productivity, Customer Service, etc.) only if minimum 
achievement thresholds are met within each measurement. The first incentive compensation payouts under the newly 
redeveloped plan will be based on CRO review data of July 2005 funded loans, and CaT and Production Operations 
Quality Review Team review data of August 2005 funded loans. 

CORRECTIve ACTION (provide specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible manager and target dates for each) 

1. Credit auality Teams (CQTs) begin reporting and communicating results of loan file reviews bimonthly. Reporting is 
designed to be dynamic and available on demand to the Production Underwriting team. Reporting and 
communication will be distributed bimonthly. Responsible Manager: Diane Ludlow, Target Date: 8/31/05 

2. CaTs will deliver communication and reports of final resultslfindings for August 2005 loan file reviews to Production 
Underwriting and HR-RewardslFinance Incentive Teams. (Incentive Payout will be subsequently delivered to 
underwriting employees on 9/30105). Responsible Manager: Diane Ludlow, Target Date: 8131105 

3. Consumer Risk Oversight (CRO) will issue reports in September 2005 to Production Operations and HR
RewardslFinance Incentive Teams reflecting the approved Event Code responsibility assignments on loans that 
funded in May, June, and July 2005 (Incentive Payout will be subsequently delivered to LFC management 
employees on 10/31/05). Responsible Manager: Lorri Evans,' Target Date: 9/30/05 

4. Validate COT and CRO loan file reviews were used in staff Incentive Compensation Plan and fully incorporated 
within the applicable staff Incentive Payouts. Responsible Manager: Wayne Pollack, Target Date: 9/30/05 
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TO: Darrel Dochow June 3, 2005 

FROM: Rich Kuczek 

SUBJECT: Long Beach Mortgage Corporation (LBMC) Review 

At the start of this examination, it was our intent to perform a review of the operation of 
LBMC with the expectation that WMI or the bank. would be requesting approval to move 
LBMC as an operating subsidiary of the bank. Such a move would obviously place the 
heightened risks of a subprime lending operation directly within the regulated institution 
structure. Because of the high profile nature of the business of LBMC and its problematic 
history, we believe that any and all concerns regarding the subprime operation need to be 
fully addressed prior to any move. 

Based on the above attitude, at this point in our examination, our review of LBMC has 
resulted in findings which require resolution prior to our feeling confident that approval 
of a_ move is warranted. 

Findings from the fair lending review were the first to question whether a move was 
warranted at this time. Essentially, an internal June 2004 corporate fair lending report of 
LBMC resulted in unexplained underwriting and pricing disparities which had yet to be 
resolved. Even though our general sense was that these disparities were explainable, the 
lack of action coupled with the increased scrutiny of enhanced HMDA public disclosures, 
substantially raised our level of concern. The June report is currently being analyzed and 
we should have results shortly; however, because of our raised concern, we have asked 
for additional analyses to be completed which will probably have target dates of July or 
August. What is somewhat unfair to LBMC is that the inaction was not on their part. 
When told of the need for manual file review, LBMC staff has acted promptly. However, 
because LBMC was the focus of the report and a move under the bank would place them 
in a position of more immediate corporate oversight, we believe these issues need 
satisfactory resolution prior to approving a move. 

The second significant finding was the results of our loan underwriting review. Of our 
random sample of 72 loans, 34 percent had at least one credit related exception, most 
dealing with income deteimination and resulting ratio analyses. Although the errors are . 
not deemed critical because of the wide acceptable range of subprime borrower income 
ratios, they are telling of a concern for underwriting accuracy and for determining the 
true risk characteristic of the loan. Our findings were supported by a May 2005 draft 
report by corporate Consumer Risk Oversight (CRO)which indicated a substantial 
number of underwriting exceptions in a review of loans funded in December 2004 and 
January and February 2005. These exceptions give rise to a concern whether the 
underwriting process has been fully developed. It also gives rise to a concern as to 
whether quality controls are sufficient and effective. 

The CRO function is a post closing review which is still being built for Long Beach in 
the Stockton, California facility. The December review was performed with the 
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assistance of other CRO personnel. Although it seems that the file reviews are complete 
and valuable, it is obvious that the results are very delinquent. Each of the months of the 
review had a sample population target of 200 loans. The loans actually reviewed for the 
monthS of December, January, and February were 142, 23, and 33 respectively. We 
believe that this important function should be complete and in place prior to moving a 
high risk lending operation under the bank. 

Additionally, the bank has efIectivelyinstituted a pre-funding quality review though its 
Credit Policy department. Credit Quality Teams (CQTs) have been placed in every prime 
production loan fulfillment center (LFC) and are sampling production of every 
underwriter and providing immediate feedback. However, this function has not been 
implemented in the Long Beach LFCs. The senior credit officer for credit 
policy/subprime has notified us that she has discussed implementing this function with 
LBMe management and a process similar to the bank's will be created. We believe this 
function coupled with increased training and the post closing review will assure 
underwriting qUality. 

When advised of our undeiwriting exceptions and concerns, LBMC management was 
prompt to implement corrective actions in additional instruction on credit policy 
interpretation regarding income and the creation of job aids for appropriate income 
detennination. As laudable as that is, corporate oversight is not in place to evidence any 
improvement. Further, we must decide whether we want to see any improvement in our 
own follow-up file review. 

All of these findings are made more significant when considered in light of a substantial 
forecasted increase in originations and the intent to build a held for investment portfolio 
at LBMC. This portfolio has already been built to $2.6 billion at March 31,2005. 

Notwithstanding these findings, it is important to note that LBMC management has 
worked diligently to improve its operation and correct significant deficiencies that have 
been observed and reported in prior years. Security performance trends show definitive 
improvement and repurchase activity due to contractual reps and warranties violations 
has been reduced to nrinimallevels. Both have been troublesome issues for LBMC in the 
past and. as you know, they are still plagued by continued downgrades of older vintages. 
Management personnel has been substantially upgraded and there is definitely a new 
attitude and culture within the entity of optimal operating performance. 

Management has been very responsive to our findings. Although acknowledging the 
exceptions and the incomplete corporate oversight, they believe they have alternative 
controls in place. From our assessment of these controls, we believe they are focused 
reviews and do not include the quality assurance that is needed. Also, if they were 
effective, we would not have found the exceptions we did. Nonetheless, we are 
continuing to understand these processes and have discussions with management. 

At this point, we believe there are issues that need to be addressed. The fair lending and 
eRO issues can be resolved in the next few months and we are waiting for a tentative 
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implementation schedule for the CQT function. The longer time requirement would be 
the validation that these processes are in place and are working. Our thinking at this time 
is that because of the nature of this entity, we need to be clear there are no pending issues 
if and when approval is given to move it wtder the bank:. And that woulrl-d-nm'tfean'!ltn--tifulttll---l ---------
validation of corrective procedures. Approval based on processes being put in place runs 
the risk of more serious issues in the event of noncompliance. 
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Campbell, Vetlin 0 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Sensitivity: 

Rich, 

Ancely, Zalke A 
Wednesday, June 08, 2005 9:57 AM 
Kuczek, Richard A 
Campbell, Verhn D 
FW: S-S 2 response 

Private 

I agree with Verlin regarding the dates but we will nonetheless accept the response since they will immediately review 
and evaluate the situation. 

Zalka 

-----Original Message----
From: Campbell, Verlin 0 
Sent: Wednesday, June OS, 2005 9:52 AM 
To: Ancely, Zalka A 
SUbjiilCt· RE:S-S 2 response 
Sensitivity: Private 

Z, 

The response looks good. They agree to take all action required to correct the problem. The Target Completion Dates 
are not real timely but fine for WAMU. Devon is filing it in our workpapers. 

v 

Veri in Campbell 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
West Region 

Notice: The information contained in this message is privileged, confidential and protected from disclosure. If you 
received this message by mistake please notify me immediately and then delete it from your computer. 

----Original Message----
from: Ance\y, Zalka A 
Sent: Wednesday, June OS, 2005 9:32 AM 
To: Campbell, Verlin 0 
Subject: FW: S-S 2 response 
s.t.1tivity: Private 

What do you think about the response? 

----Qriginal Message----
From: Kuczek, RIchard A 
Sent: Wednesday, June OS, 2005 8:46 AM 
To: Ancely, Zalka A 
Subject: S-S 2 response 
5eMitiYIty: PrIvate 

Here is the response to S..s 2 .... please distribute and let me know if we accept. Thanks. 

« File: OTS Memo 2 - Intemal Control Deposit Accts {Final).doc » 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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Dochow, Darrel W 

From: Carter, Lawrence 0 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 200510:02 PM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin 0 

~~---t"C?<c~: ----- ~__C_roil. Gail A, Dochow.--e8ffet-1l'yl"j"{r--~----------------------~ 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Sensitivity: Private 

Unfortunately, our sampling standards are 10 years old and we have no standards of acceptance really. It depends on our 
own comfort levels. which differ. Darrel will have the ultimate say, obviously. However, to give you perspective, existing 
IAR sampling standards (the most conservative of our sampling standards) allow for 1 exception in 46 loans, 2 exceptions 
in 61 loans and 3 exceptions in 76 loans and we can still accept the classifications. This translates to a SAMPLE error rate 
of between 2.1 and 3.9%. It translates to us being 95% sure that the population exception rate is no more than 10%. 
Extrapolating these error rates to a 224-loan sample I am sure has some mathematical issues, which I am no expert in, 
but a linear extrapolation would mean you could have up to B.8 exceptions in that 224 loan sample and still meet our 
standards. 

Our current homogeneous loan guidance allows for 1 exception in 25 loans, 2 exceptions in 34 loans, and 3 exceptions in 
43 loans. These translate to SAMPLE error rates of between 4 and 7%. It translates to us being 90% sure that the 
population exception rate is no more th~n 15%. Moreover, our guidance requires that an exception be SIGNIFICANT, 
which means regardless of whether it violated the institution's policy or not, it was just not prudently underwritten, which we 
have over time interpreted as loans that should not have been made. Again, if you violate all kinds of statistics I am sure 
and linearly extrapolate these more liberal standards, which would probably only be accepted for prime conforming loans, 
you could have 15.6 exceptions in the 224 loan sample and still accept the results. 

While we may (and have) questioned the reasonableness of these standards, they are all we have at this time. If our 
tolerance for some reason is now a lot lower than our handbook standards, it would be nice to have this clarified. I have 
always used these standards as rough benchmarks and not absolutes myself, upping my expectations for higher risk 
portfOlios. Obviously, we should have higher expectations than the homogeneous loan standards for a subprime portfolio. 
I would lean towards the more stringent IAR/nonhomogeneous asset classification standards. It would be nice if they 
could meet even higher expectations, but that would require us to agree on what that standard should be. 

In any case, I think the above standards are useful for perspective and they are the ones that I have always used to keep 
my own perspective. So, if all mediums are really highs, then 20% sample error is way too high to be acceptable. On the 
other hand, your 2.0% exception rate for "highs" (counting the mediums you think should be highs) meets our most 
egregious standard (1 exception in 46 loans for IAR, 2.2%) and is well below our most liberal standard of 3 exceptions in 
43 loans (7%). 

This is why. from my perspective, the 9 DTI errors in 224 loans are not alarming on the surface. First, they are errors in 
one aspect of the loan underwriting, so we still don't know if the loans themselves are "exceptions." Second, we do not 
know how significant the 9 individual errors are. If all 9 errors are significant and result in loans that are considered 
"exceptions," then I would be on the fence because we would be just outside the bounds of our tougher 
IAR/nonhomogeneous sample classification standards (95% confidence population deviation not more than 10%). 

I am very tired, so this probably reads like diatribe, but I wanted to make clear my frame of reference while we are in the 
heat of discussion. We can talk more tomorrow when I drop by. Bottom line, though, is these are all just numbers. There 
are lots of more subjective pros and cons to LBMC moving under the bank. We will need to lay it all out, discuss it, and 
make a recommendation to Darrel. 

----Original Message-----
From: Frankin, Benjamin 0 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2005 2:42 PM 
To: Carter, Lawrence 0 
Cc: Croll, Gail A 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Sensitivity: Private 

Lawrence, 

The gist of out CRO meeting is as follows: 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

EXHIBIT #30 
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They indicated that they do not have specific standards for total sample errors such as the 9 errors, or 4.0 
percent, related to DTI; rather, their acceptance standards are based on the percentage of "High" or 
"Medium" errors in the sample as follows: 

-----IH-fiii-tJgh'h-l~. -"">~2'-'.5-pereent-ermrs-results in a crit-iGismf------------------------__ 
Medium: >5.0 percent < 20.0 percent results in a recommendation; > 20.0 percent results in a criticism 

Apparently these standards are based on internal analysis (not GSEs or any specific secondary market 
standards) that takes into account LBMe's saleability/securitization issues (including legal input) as well as 
credit and reps and warranties concerns. (We asked for documentation that better explains their standards 
and how they were determined). 

We acknowledged that per CRO's review, LBMC's post funding review, and even our file review, to date, 
that underwriting improvement has been made, but we're still determining how we will categorize the level 
of improvement Our biggest concern with CRO's fmdings is that there are still some exceptions they 
categorize as medium that we would categorize as high (We believe that there are at least 4 high exceptions 
in their results (they indicate 1) where the loans should not have been made (this would result in a 2.0 . 
percent error rate versus their 2.5 percent standard) and other questionable ones where employment 
verification was not performed as required). 

We will need additional discussion of acceptable error rates and how we view their standard. Based on their 
2005 originations (annualized) approximating $24.0 billion, a 2.5 percent high error rate would mean that 
approximate $600.0 million could be originated and be within acceptable guidelines. A 20.0 percent 
medium error rate means that $4.8 billion ofloans with these types of errors could be originated without a 
criticism. The latter seem especially high when you consider that their medium criteria includes loans that 
we don't think should be made. 

---original Message---
From: carter, Lawrence 0 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2005 10:18 AM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin 0; Croil, Gail A 
SUbject: Meeting 
Sensitivity: Private 

Darrel feels that 9 DTI errors in 224 loans is statistically significant. I have suggested to him it depends on the 
nature of the errors and the statistical thresholds set Can we find out during the meeting today how the exception 
rates compare to their own statistically-based standards of acceptance. I believe their sampling and standards are 
based on the FHLMC/FNMA parameters, which is 95% confidence, 2% preciSion, but this may not address 
whether errors are serious or not. We should try to get some sense of this to explain to Darrel. Maybe eRO can 
write up a quick summary. 

2 
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Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

101 Stewart Street, Suite 1010, Seattle, WA 98101-2419 
Tel hone; (206) 829-2600 • Fax: (206) 829-2620 

EXHIBIT 1 

December 21, 2005 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Darrel Dochow, Deputy Regional Director 

FROM: Lawrence Carter, Examiner 
Ben Franklin, Examiner 
Mariana Rexroth, Compliance Specialist 

SUBJECT: Long Beach Mortgage Corporation (LBMC) 

West Region 

SeaUle Area Office 

Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) (Docket No. 08551) filed an application on December 12, 
200S, to acquire holding company affiliate, Long Beach Mortgage Company (LBMC), a single

family subprime mortgage lender. We have prepared this memo to facilitate the review of that 

application. 

Background 

LBMC was acquired by Washington Mutual, Inc. (WMI) (Docket No. H2352) in 1999 as a 

vehicle for WMI to access the subprime loan market. LBMe's core business is the origination 

of subprime mortgage loans through a nationwide network of mortgage brokers. Most loans are 

pooled and sold as mortgage-backed securities. Beginning in 2005, management started to retain 

a portion of the originations to build an investment portfolio which, at September 30, 2005, 

totaled $5.2 billion. 

At September 30, 2005, LBMC reported $1.2 billion in capital against total assets of $14.0 

billion, for a capital-to-assets ratio of 8.5 percent. In tenus of income, LBMe reported net 

income of $101.1 million for 2004 representing a return on average assets of 2.0 percent and a 

return on equity 01'9.6 percent. Year-to-date September 2005, net income was $97.7 million, for 

a return on assets of 1.2 percent and return on equity of 11.4 percent. Loan originations have 

increased substantially from $15.9 billion for the full year 2004 to $22.5 billion for the 9 months 

ended September 30, 2005. Management expects earnings to increase due to increased loan 
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volumes, greater operating efficiencies, and improved asset quality. Also, the new held-for-
investment (HFI) portfolio should augment and stabilize earnings, compared to prior years. 

LBMC's early operations as a subsidiary of WMI were characterized by a number of 
weaknesses, particularly when the subprime operation was managed as a unit within the prime 

lending group. This integration led to operational problems, which arose from not fully 
recognizing the specialized nature of a subprime lending operation and an insufficient depth and 
breadth of management. Problems included loan servicing weaknesses, documentation 

exceptions, high delinquencies, and concerns regarding compliance with securitization-related 
representations and warranties. In 2003, adverse internal reviews of LBMC operations led to a 
decision to temporarily cease securitization activity. WMI's Legal Department then led a 
special review of all loans in LBMC's pipeline and held-for-sale warehouse in order to ensure 
file documentation adequately supported securitization representations and warranties and that 
WMI was not exposed to a potentially significant contingent liability. Securitization activity was 
reinstated in early 2004 after the Legal Department concluded there was not a significant liability 
issue. The review did result, however, in some minor changes to LBMe's standard 
representations and warranties. 

Since that time, significant attention and resources have been devoted to upgrading LBMC 
operations, including restructuring and strengthening management. The restructuring included 
moving LBMC out of the prime lending group and managing it independently within WMI's 
Commercial Group. At the time of our March 14, 2005, examination, WMI believed that LBMC 
had reached a point where it should be moved under WMB. This move had long been 
contemplated and desired because of the advantages and synergies that could be obtained, 

including lower funding costs and administrative expenses, and the reduced burden of individual 
state regulation. We completed a comprehensive review of LBMC during the examination with 

this move in mind. 

Our examination determined that substantial improvement had been made in LBMC operations. 
However, we concluded certain underwriting and fair lending program weaknesses needed to be 
addressed before we could advise management that we would entertain an application by WMB 

to acquire LBMC. We assessed management's progress in addressing these weaknesses during 
an October 3, 2005, field visit and concluded sufficient progress was made for us to entertain the 
application. Additional detail on the two areas of weakness and the results of our field visit are 
provided later in this memorandum. 

Our review of market risk management practices, especially residual valuation and mortgage 
servicing rights (MSR) valuation, during the March 14,2005, examination disclosed acceptable 
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processes. We also were satisfied that securitization practices and controls were consistent with 
the Interagency Guidance on Asset Securitization Activities (lGASA), dated December 13, 1999. 
We found that, since the prior examination, additional resources had been employed to validate 
the residual valuation model and changes to the model, and to ensure appropriate reporting. We 
found the valuations reasonable, and we were satisfied with the use of market-supported 
assumptions and improvements in the modeling discipline. 

During the October 3, 2005, field visit, we perfonned a limited updated review of the residuals, 
which increased from $28.1 million at December 31, 2004, to $114.3 million at September 30, 
2005, partially due to writeups. We did not find the valuations unreasonable, nor did we note 
any changes in processes warranting concern. 

MSR at September 30, 2005, was reported at $168.9 million. Internal values have been in line 
with independent third party value conclusions and, as mentioned above, we have been satisfied 
with valuation processes. 

Prior to 2005, LBMe's business model was to package and sell all of the loans originated and 
retain servicing on most of the loans sold. Effective in the first quarter of 2005, LBMe initiated 
a HFI portfolio, which grew to $5.2 billion at September 30, 2005. This portfolio was 
established as an alternative to WMB's Specialty Mortgage Finance (SMF) program of 
purchasing subprime loans for portfolio, primarily from Ameriquest. A principal quality control 
feature of the LBMe HFI portfolio was that the loans were intended to be similar to those 
purchased through the SMF program. 

Since we were satisfied with management of the SMF program and loan quality, we believed a 
LBMC HFI portfolio of similar quality would be an acceptable risk. Our examination and field 
visit concluded, however, that the LBMe HFI portfolio had attributes that could result in higher 
risk than the SMF portfolio. For instance, the LBMe HFI portfolio has a much higher level of 
stated income loans. Therefore, as discussed later in this memorandum, we advised management 
that WMB's concentration limits on high-risk activities would need to consider this risk if 
LBMe were brought under WMB. 

Improvements in LBMe operations are reflected in the perfonnance trend of LBMC's servicing 
portfolio over the past five years. Delinquency peaked at 14.6 percent in December 2001, and 
has steadily declined from that point. Delinquency levels were approximately 12.2,9.6, and 6.7 
percent at yearends 2002, 2003, and 2004, and 5.8 percent at September 30, 2005. Foreclosures 
have shown a similar trend, peaking at 7.8 percent in January 2001, and declining to 
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approximately 3.2, 3.1, and 2.1 percent for the same yearend periods, and to 1.6 percent at 
September 30, 2005. 

Underwriting Issues 

LBMe underwriting practices have evolved to include, but are not limited to, credit and ability
to-pay assessment, collateral review, fraud screening, and borrower refinance history review. 
Tighter underwriting controls are also reflected in higher weighted average FICO scores. For the 
first quarter of 2000, the weighted average FICO score for the servicing portfolio was 543. For 
the third quarter of 2004, the same average was 639. The weighted average FICO seems to have 
stabilized at this level, as the weighted average FICO for year-to-date September 30, 2005, loan . 
production was 638. 

Notwithstanding these improvements, our loan file review during the March 14, 2005, 
examination disclosed underwriting deficiencies that required management's attention. We 
presented our findings to management in OTS Safety and Soundness Memo 13 (OTS Memo 13). 
Most of the deficiencies related to debt-to-income CDTI) ratio calculations, such as the inclusion 
of income or exclusion of debt without adequate support and explanation. Other deficiencies 
included lack of explanation regarding reasonableness of income on loans without full 
documentation (primarily stated income loans) and lack of explanation of a borrower's ability to 
handle an initial payment shock on the new LBMC loan. 

Management responded promptly to our examination findings and agreed to implement 
corrective measures in the form of various underwriter job aids and additional training. Their 
formal response to our findings memorandum referenced these corrective actions. as well as 
described additional controls that were to be put in place. Also positive was that the WMI 
Consumer Risk Oversight (CRO) independent loan review function was going to catch up on its 
reviews ofLBMC production and then stay current. We had criticized CRO for falling behind in 
its reviews of LBMC loan production during the examination. 

During the October 3, 2005, field visit, we assessed LBMC progress in correcting the 
deficiencies cited in OTS Memo l3. We found that management had invested significant time 
and effort in developing job aids, conducting training, upgrading loan file documentation, and 
enhancing quality assurance and tracking and monitoring processes in order to address our 
concerns. We also noted that CRO had caught up on its review ofLBMC loan production. 

During the visit. we reviewed 70 LBMC loans originated in August, September and October 
2005. We also reviewed the results of the independent reviews performed by CRO. Our review 
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disclosed that management had made good progress in addressing the DTI errors, but less 
progress in supportmg the reasonableness of income in stated income loans, which comprise 
about 50 percent of LBMC's business. Furthennore, our review disclosed that underwriting 
error rates overall remain relatively high. Finally, we encountered two loans that were 
questionable as to whether they should have been made at all, which causes us to still have some 
concern with LBMC underwriting practices. We provided management the results of our 
findings in an update to OTS Memo 13, issued on December 16, 2005. Notwithstanding our 
ongoing concerns, we concluded that management had made good strides in addressing the 
underwriting issues, and we would expect improvement to continue. 

We met with management at various points during the field visit and presented our conclusions. 
Management is in the process of responding to our update to OTS Memo 13, and we expect 
additional actions to be taken with respect to underwriting, including: (1) enhance policies and 
procedures with better guidance on what documentation is appropriate to thoroughly document 
reasonableness of stated income; (2) enhance policies and procedures to provide clear direction 
as to when underwriters have discretion to exceed policy standards and by how much; and (3) 
improve file documentation with respect to reasonableness of stated income We also expect 
management to continue to drive down error and exception rates. 

Fair Lending Issues 

As a subprime mortgage lender, LBMC has high levels of reputation and fair lending risk. 
Despite this high level of risk, our March 14, 2005, examination disclosed that the corporate 
compliance function responsible for assessing the management of this risk at LBMC fell behind 
in fulfilling its responsibilities. 

Corporate Compliance completed a file review of LBMC 2003 pricing and underwriting in June 
2004. This review raised material concerns of possible disparate treatment by race and ethnicity 
in both underwriting and pricing. Reinforcing the concerns with possible disparate treatment 
was the 2004 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data released publicly in early 2005. 
Corporate Compliance did not provide its June 2004 review results to LBMC until during our 
March 14,2005, examination, so LBMC management validation of and response to the review, 
actions to address process and control issues, and remediation for adversely affected minority 
applicants did not begin until the second quarter of 2005. The delay in providing the June 2004 
review results to LBMC contributed to an overall examination conclusion that the corporate fair 
lending program needed attention. 
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Our fair lending findings with respect to LBMC were communicated to management in OTS 
Compliance Memo 8 (OTS Memo 8). In response to the memorandum, management committed 
to timely action to address the results of the 2003 pricing and underwriting file review, including 
remediation. Management also committed to conduct further fair lending analyses and reviews, 
and to enhance certain internal controls and oversight mechanisms to ensure fair lending risk 
management at LBMC is timely and comprehensive. 

We followed up on management efforts to address fair lending issues during our October 3, 
2005, field visit. With respect to the file review of LBMC 2003 pricing and underwriting. we 
found that LBMC senior management had initiated corrective actions to improve the consistency 
and controls for underwriting and pricing loans, and had provided appropriate remediation to 
those applicants for whom it was likely that differences in pricing may have been related to 

prohibited bases. 

With respect to the need for further analyses and reviews, Corporate Compliance has conducted 
a variety of analyses of the apparent pricing disparities at both WMB and LBMC, as well as 
between the two companies, since the March 14, 2005, examination. Based on these statistical 
analyses, the function has conducted transaction level comparative file reviews of pricing in 
eight LBMC markets where there appeared to be a statistically significant disparity on the basis 
of race or ethnicity. In each of these eight reviews, there was some over- or under-pricing of 
loans, but this was within a limited range and evenly positive and negative across races and 
ethnicities. Further action was not warranted. Comparative file reviews of LBMC underwriting 
in the Chicago market (statistically identified as having a high risk of disparity) have heen 
completed, and additional reviews in Chicago and other markets are underway. 

The one significant remaining element of the corrective actions undertaken in response to the 
examination fair lending findings is a comprehensive review of the LBMC and WMB pricing 
structures. In its response to OTS Memo 8, management committed to have this completed by 
yearend 2005. We confirmed during our October 3, 2005, field visit that this review was on 
track for timely completion. 

Aside from our examination findings, a significant fair lending concern whenever there is a 
financial institution, such as WMB, with a subprime affiliate (or division), such as LBMe, is the 
possibility that steering to less advantageous products at the subprime affiliate might occur on a 
prohibited basis. To address this concern, WMI's Legal Department developed a "Best Price 
Offer (BPO)" program. Although it has been in place for some time, the BPO program has not 
been particularly successful. One of the risk assessment tools that Corporate Compliance has 
been developing is a tool for evaluating the risk of steering on a prohibited basis between WMB 
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and LBMC. While still in the development phase, this should be a useful monitoring tool in the 
future. In addItIon, Corporate Compbance IS evaluatmg the use of VarIOUS customer survey 
information to develop a more focused approach to mystery shopping. 

In general, we concluded during our October 3, 2005, field visit that all commitments for 
corrective or other actions were either completed or on schedule for timely fulfillment. Most 
important, executive management appears to be taking the company's fair lending risk and the 
need to manage it seriously. 

Conclusion 

Since we believed LBMe had made good progress in addressing the concerns raised during our 
March 14, 2005, examination and no new issues had arisen, we advised management that we 
would entertain the application to move LBMe under the bank. The application was then filed 
December 12, 2005. Notwithstanding this conclusion, we should emphasize that LBMe is 
engaged in a high-risk lending activity and we are not yet fully satisfied with its practices. 
Therefore, we recommend that management make certain commitments as part of the application 
process: 

1. Concentration Limits. WMB should revisit its high-risk lending concentration limits to 
consider both WM Card Services and LBMe. WMB should consider increasing 
granularity in those limits, particularly with respect to loans with higher risk 
characteristics such as stated income loans with low Fleos and high L TV ratios. 

2. Compliance with Guidance. WMB should provide specific assurance that it will ensure 
that LBMe complies with Interagency Guidance on Subprime Lending (March 1, 1999), 
Interagency Expanded Guidance for Subprime Lending Programs (January 31, 2001), 
Interagency Guidance on Asset Securitization Activities (December 13, 1999), and the 
interagency guidance on affordability loan products, as appropriate, when this guidance is 
issued. 

3. Indemnification. The WMB board should consider whether a holding company 
indemnification or cash deposit/reserve should be secured for potential liability arising 
from the transferred assets and liabilities. 

4. OTS Memo 13. WMB should commit to ensure that actions are taken in response to our 
update of OTS Memo 13 and that loan underwriting exception and error rates continue to 
decline. 

5. OTS Memo 8. WMB should commit to address the remaining issues in OTS Memo 8, as 
well as to more generally ensure that follow-through continues on all fair lending efforts 
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and that corporate fair lending practices are commensurate with the size and complexity 
----------e:ofHthEfle"e-eo,rganization. 

6. Enterprise Risk Management. WMB should commit to ensure that Enterprise Risk 
Management, through its Consumer Risk Oversight and Internal Audit units, provides an 
independent and countervailing balance to line management desires to expand subprime 
lending activities through LBMC when those desires are potentially imprudent. This 
balance should include frequent and rigorous independent reviews of LBMC operations. 

We will complete an examination of LBMC as part of our March 13, 2006, full-scope 
examination. Should the application by WMB be approved, we will ensure during that 
examination that management has complied with all conunitments made in connection with the 
application. 
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Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Carter, Lawrence 0 
Friday, January 27, 20067:40 AM 
Dochow, Darrel W 
RE: WAMU Commitment letter 

Follow up 
Flagged 

The letter seems okay. They obviously want to leave it a little squishy, of course, on the growth plans, but at least they 
make a firm commitment to clean up the underwriting issues. At some level, it seems we have to rely on our relationship 
and their understanding that we are not comfortable with current underwriting practices and don't want them to grow 
significantly without having the practices cleaned up first. I am sure we made that very clear. 

With respect to the high risk limit, I keep thinking about them only including the Card Services loans with FICOs under 660. 
Our acceptance of this calculation might be considered by them to be a step toward our acceptance of Card Services as 
NOT being a programmatic subprime lender subject to the interagency guidance, a step I am not sure we are ready to 
take at this point. Furthermore, I think this will also factor into their benchmark "super-risk weighting" capital calculations 
(or data they provide us -I am not sure whether they ultimately agreed to do the calculations or just provide us the data). 
We will need to decide whether ALL of Card Services' loans should be super-risk-weighted for benchmarking purposes - I 
would lean towards yes. 

Perhaps we should at least let John know that we are considering the appropriateness of this and will address through our 
examination by considering the high risk lending strategy, existing limits, and plans to do additional analytical work in 
support of concentration limits overall. 

--Original Message-----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2006 1:23 PM 
To: Carter, Lawrence 0; Finn, Michael E 
Subject: WAMU Commitment letter 
Importance: High 

I scanned the letter from WAMU that was just delivered so that you could read their commitment relating to LBMC 
growth and a refer up program. Any reactions? « File: Scan0011.PDF » 

OFFICIAL FILE coPY 
0· ... , (' /\MC~T - .~, ~-~ ~0_ 
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WMB 
March 13, 2006 

Safety & Soundness Examination 
OTS MEMO 12 

DATE: May 23,2006 
TO: 

FROM: 

Wayne Pollock, SVP, Home Loans Operation Strategy 
Mark Reiley and Liz Orban, OTS Examiners 

SUBJECT: Home Loan Underwriting 

CC: Cathy Doperalski, Regulatory Relations 

Steve Funaro, FDIC 

BACKGROUND INFORM AnoN 

We sampled 1 B6 newly originated loans to assess Home Loan's compliance with Bank underwriting policy and regulatory 
safety and soundness guidelines as well as to assess the progress made in addressing the underwriting weaknesses 
(criticisms) noted in our 2005 OTS Memo 15. The following loan sample was comprised of randomly selected loans 
originated through the various lending channels (Retail, Wholesale and Correspondent) and originated between 
November 2005 and January 2006: 

126 Full-Doc loans; 
25 Stated Income loans; 
15 Interest-Only loans; 
10 Single Family Residential Custom Construction loans*; and, 
10 Residential Lot loans . 

• CUstom Construction loans originated during the review period. 

Included in the sample above were 67 negative amortization loans (63 Option ARMs and four Flex ARMs). 

We categorized our findings as: 

• Exceptions - Generally, these loans have such significant deficiencies that we consider them unsafe and 
unsound. These are loans that probably should not have been made on the terms that the loan was granted. 
Any Exception in a small random sample will generally lead us to conclude overall that underwriting is less than 
satisfactory. 

• Other Loans with Deficiencies - These are loans with elevated risk due to underwriting deficiencies. Depending 
on the nature of the deficiencies, a significant number of loans of this type could also lead us to consider 
underwriting less than satisfactory. 

All errors were discussed with the designated Senior Underwriting Team Manager. 

During the prior examination, we noted numerous instances of underwriters exceeding underwriting guidelines, errors in 
income calculations, errors in debt-to-income (DTI) calculations, lack of sufficient mitigating factors for credit-quality 
related issues, and insufficient title insurance coverage on negative amortization loans. Management's strategy to reduce 
the level of exceptions and errors was to more effectively utilize the Credit Risk Oversight (CRO) and Credit Ouality Team 
(COT) reviews to provide continuous feedback, training and coaching to the underwriters. Furthermore, CRO and COT 
reviews were used in the staff Incentive Compensation Plan (ICP), to help promote desirable loan quality and underwriter 
behavior and thereby improve underwriting results. Management also established acceptable targets for DTI error rates 
(10 percent by June 2006 and 5 percent by December 2006). The combination of these efforts has resulted in a reduction 
of underwriting exceptions and errors. Recent CRO reviews and our loan sample results validate this conclusion. 

Management has made progress in addressing and reducing the level of underwriting exceptions and errors noted in OTS 
Memo 15, and none of the loans were considered "Exceptions", as defined above. However, we did note various 
underwriting errors that continue to require management's attention. Specifically, DTI calculation errors, lack of adequate 
title insurance coverage, inadequate support for borrower income, conditions of approval not supported, documentation 
errors, and errors on the Bank's Loan Approval Summary (LAS) worksheets were noted during our review. In addition, 
we made recommendations to enhance the underwriting policy and procedures and data codingpIocess. 
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OTSMEM012 

We concluded that management implemented the corrective actions agreed upon at the last examination and while 
underwriting errors noted still need to be addressed, we concluded that prime underwriting is now considered marginally 
satisfactory. We believe that the issues discussed in this memo supercede those discussed in our last examination and 
woulCf not object toi'legolatory Relations closing oul Ihe isstJes ifl-the-p . .~ 

EXAM FINDINGS DEFINITIONS 

0IIAtmI0n: " !!!I1II1II11i IsIIntlliad lbllii !!!!lilt rDlIlatarv concern, I!!.II Db mill! Imarova 1llllllDli'. OIl8ratillll e1fflCtiv_ss H IddfllSSed. 
Observallons are made In a consultative role. They may be preaented to ~ either IitIrbaHy or In lMIIIng, but will o-rally 
not be incillded In the Report of Examination. Examlnere will rarely request a wrItIen response during the examination. 
Observlltions may or may not be reviewed during subsequent examinations. 

Recommentlllllon: " secondary COfICBm requiring corrac!1ya BQtk!D. A Recommendation can become a CrItIcIsm in future examinations should risk 
exposuAl Increase significantly or other clrcumstancas warrant They may be Included In the Report of Examination and mantloned 
In Exit and Board Meetings. Examiners wiD request a II't'riIten Alsp0ns8 from Managemant I1IrIn; !he examination. Managemanfs 
actions 10 address Recommendations are reviewed al subsequent orfoltow-up examinations. 

CtItIt:Itmr. A,primm col!C9!D requIr1ng C9!I1C!1yt ag!I9n. CrlfIcIamsare often summarizod In the "Matters Requiring Board Atlenllon" or 
"Eliamlnatlon Conclusion and Comments" section of the Report of examination; warrant Increased attention by Senior Management 
and the Board of OIrectors; and require a II't'riIten response. They are subjec! to lormal foIow..up by 8l!AmIners and. If left 
imcon'ecIed, may ~It In stronger action. 

EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation iii Recommendation o Criticism 

Topic: HOME LOAN UNDERWRITING 

Finding: We identified the follOwing underwriting errors. 

DTI Calculation Deficiencies 

We noted 17 errors (9 percent) in calculating DTI ratios. DTI errors resulted from omission of 
expenses, errors in the qualifying rate or tax and insurance amounts used, and unsupported income. Files 
contained errors that were both favorable and unfavorable to the borrower, with some files containing 
offsetting errors. Loans with DTI errors were distributed equally amongst the loan origination channels. 

Inadequate Title Insurance Coverage 

Our review of the 67 negative amortization loan files disclosed that 46 failed to request adequate 
title insurance coverage at origination. While post closing caught a few of the loans, It appears the 
remaining loans never received adequate coverage. Management has indicated that in the event 
adequate coverage is not obtained, the Bank has blanket coverage that covers the short fall but we were 
unable to verify that. Our position is that the Bank should be requesting and requiring sufficient title 
insurance coverage at origination, sufficient to cover the entire potential negative amortization amount. 
This issue was noted in OT8 Memo 15 (2005); however, the corrective action failed to address the 
problem. The corrective action required that the MLC8 system be updated to reflect the correct negative 
amortization percent but that does not ensure that adequate title insurance coverage is obtained. 
Management indicated that on April 10, 2006, the Bank adopted a policy that requires title insurance 
coverage to equal the loan's full negative amortization potential. We did not have an opportunity to test for 
compliance with this new policy. 

Borrower Income not Adequately Supported 

We noted five instances (3 percent) where borrower income was not supported. These inCluded 
failure to verify income on a Full-Doc loan, failure to obtain a rental agreement, failure to discuss 
reasonableness of stated income, and apparent errors in calculation. 

Loan Approval - Exception Basis 

We noted a lack of sufficient mitigating factors for approving loans that were exceptions to policy. 
For example, we noted a failure to document reasons why a borrower was allowed $13,000 cash-out ()fl a 
"no cash-out" refinance. We also noted a high-level loan approval to a borrower with a housing ratio of 40 
percent and total debt ratio of 72 percent. There was no discussion of compensating factors for the 
exception to policy on the LAS. 

Documentation Errors 

We noted documentation errors in five loan files (3 percent), including missing power of attorney. 

Washington Mutual, Inc. - Confidential Page 2 of6 
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OTS MEMO 12 

EXAM FINDING 1 0 Observation if Recommendation 0 Criticism 
missing pages of the note, a stale appraisal, and failure to document compliance with the 
conditions of loan approval. There was no evidence in two files that loans were paid off, which was a 
required condition for approval of the loans. 

Failure to Comply with Septic and Well Requirements on Custom Construction 

Four of ten (40 percent) lot loans reviewed failed to comply with policy requirements regarding 
septiC tanks and wells. Management indicated in some cases that the requirements had been waived; 
however, there was no discussion of the reasons for waiver on the LAS. 

LAS Worksheet Errors 

Forty-six (25 percent) of the loans sampled had LAS worksheet errors. In 41 instances, the correct 
qualifying rate was not reported on the LAS worksheet; instead, a rate of 0.0 percent was reported. 
The remaining 5 errors were related to: (1) start and qualifying rates being overstated, (2) debt amount 
incorrectly reported, and (3) inaccurate appraisal value. 

Action: • Continue current monitoring and efforts to improve underwriting and reduce error rates, particularly 
with respect to DTI calculations, rental income, and documentation 01 compensating factors for 
exceptions to policy. 

• Ensure compliance with the April 10, 2006, policy requiring adequate title insurance on negative 
amortization loans. 

• Continue to monitor the LAS for completion, accuracy, and to ensure that al\ conditions are sufficiently 
addressed. 

• Continue post-funding transaction testing at the business unit and Loan Fulfillment Centers to ensure 
progress in improving underwriting and measurement of that progress. 

Management Response Requested It! Yes 0 No 

,"I,! Washington Mutual 
MANAGE"~T RI;SPONSE 0 Agn,e X Parthdly Agree o Disagree ~ Target~I[3I311D7) 
.....,.,....;,,~: IndIcatII whe1har you agrae, partially agrae, CI disailree. H vou agrae, provide an ~ target date for _mentallOn. 
p.,.".", A,..... TI1~ ~ should cIaarIy define that portion of the tIndIng or racommended action disagreed WiIh,. wei as the portion agrved to. 

~: The re"" 8hQukf cIeaIIy define WHY there Is cisagreement with the finding or recommendtd adIon, and ~ eny mltlgalng 
clrcumstanc:ts Of i~lIv. c:ourse of don to be pursued. 

FIe : (8UCOInct rtHIbOI!.to finding I action) 
Management partially agrees with this finding. 

Quality Underwriting has been and will continue to be a top priority and focus for the Bank. We feel that significant 
progress has been made in this area evident by the results of our own ongoing loan file review process, internal audits, 
and the file reviews completed in conjunction with this Safety & Soundness exam. 

In 2005 we establiShed target goals for our DTI error rates of 10% by June 2006 and 5% by December 2006. Our internal 
reporting shows that we are meeting this goal and we are on track to be below 5% in advance of our December target 
date. It was noted in the finding memo that the Safety & Soundness loan file review found a 3% occurrence where the 
borrower's income was not supported. While it is our policy to ensure that borrower income is supported, a 3% error rate 
is within our established DTI error rate target of 5%. We feel that our existing DTI tracking and reporting effectively 
identifies instances where borrower income is not properly supported. • 

The deficiency regarding the use of our Loan Approval Summary (LAS) form where the incorrect qualifying rate is being 
reflected on the form is a result of a MLCS system issue. The Bank has decided that we will not allocate resources to a 
MLCS system enhancement due to our upcoming migration to Palisades. In advance of our migration to Palisades, we 
have implemented a manual work around that we will continue to use until the migration. Of the 46 loans identified with 
LAS worksheet errors, 41 were due to this system error. Although the LAS reflected the incorrect rate, the borrower was 
qualified at the correct rate. While we do agree that the LAS should reflect the correct rate, this issue poses no material 
risk to the Bank. The remaining 5 loans with LAS errors reflect a 2.7% error rate based upon the 186 loans reviewed. We 
feel that this error rate is within tolerance levels, any material errors such as incorrect qualifying rates or DTI errors on the 
LAS will be identified through our existing DTI monitoring and reporting. In addition to the LAS errors above, two 
individual loans were identified where the LAS did not reflect the compensating factors that allowed for exception 
approval. We do feel that exception documentation is important and we will be reinforcing this policy with our Underwriting 
staff. Due to our desire to track and monitor exception approvals, in addition to notating exception approvals on the LAS, 
we currently enter all exceptions into our Loan Tracking Database for tracking purposes. 
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OTS MEMO 12 

EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation liZ! Recommendation o Criticism 

We do not feel that the documentation errors cited within the finding memo, 3%, warrant a change to our existing process 
due to the low error rate. The post-funding transaction testing previously done by CRO and COT will continue and be 
managed by the Rome Loans Credit Review group. We believe Ihat these loan file and-quality l'e'liews-wl!! .~-. ':'3 _ .. _ 

prevent any substantial risks resulting from these types of errors and others that impact underwriting and loan file quality. 

While the ordering of Title insurance is not a function of our Underwriting department, we do agree that there were 
deficiencies in our process. On April 6, 2006 Home Loans Policy Announcement (HLPA) 06-090 - TItle Insurance 
Coverage for Negative Amortization Loans was issued. The purpose of this policy communication was to ciarify the title 
insurance policy requirements for negative amortization loans. 

CORRECl1VE AC110N (provide specific action steps Planned, the assigned responsible manager and target datu for each) 

1. Continue to monitor and track our DTI error rates to ensure that we meet our established target of 5% error rate by 
December 2006 (Note: The December 2006 DTI results will be available in March 2007). Responsible Manager: 
Mark Brown, Target Date: 3131/07 

2. Provide clarification and reinforcement to our Underwriting staff regarding proper documentation of exception 
approvals and qualifying rates on the LAS. Responsible Manager: Mark Brown, Target Date: 10/31106 

3. Complete a review of our existing septiC tank and well waiver policy for Lot Loans and publish a reiteration or 
clarification of policy as deemed necessary by the review. Responsible Manager: Mark Brown, Target Date: 
10/31/06 

4. Validate the effectiveness of HLPA 06-090 through our existing loan file review process to ensure that appropriate 
title insurance coverage is being ordered on negative amortization loans. Responsible Manager: Arlene Hyde, 
Steve Stein, & John Schleck, Target Date: 12/31106 

Washington Mutual, Inc. - Confidential 
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EXAM FINDING 2 o Observation· liZ! Recommendation· o Criticism" 

Topic: HOME LOAN UNDERWRITING 

Finding: Pollcl( Recommendation 

The Bank's Conventional Underwriting Guidelines regarding non-taxable income states that, if it resu"s in 
a more favorable outcome for the borrower, the income must be grossed up. We noted one borrower that 
earned $62,000 per year as a construction supervisor and his social security income was grossed up, 
according to the Guidelines. Since social security income would almost certainly be taxable in this 
instance, the rationale for the gross up of income appears to be imprudent. We believe the Guideline 
should be clarified for borrowers with substantial income in additional to non-taxable income. 

Action: Enhance the Underwriting Guidelines to clarify that social security income does not qualify as non-taxable 
income for borrowers with substantial "other" income. 

Management Response Requested It! Yes ONo 

';.: -.<:<:~.:,,!:. 
Washington Mutual 

MANAGEMENT ReBPONSE XAgrae o PartiaHy Ajlree o Dl-.gree Enter Target Date; [11J301061 

...,.,."..", Rftponse; IlidIcate whether you agru8, partially 801M, or disagree. II you aOlM, provide an a~ted target datefor linplementallon. 
PtIrfIaIly A,,..: The. respo_ ahouId clearly deIIne that portion of the IInding or recommended action disagreed wl1h ae -a as 1M portion agreed to. 

DINg"': The response should clearly define WHY there Is disagreement with tha finding or rec:ornmended action, and ouUlne any mitigating 
cllcurns\lllCa$ or dematlva coursa 01 action to be pursued. 

RESPONSE (8UCClnCt response to finding I action) 

Management agrees with this recommendation. 

We agree that although a portion of a borrower's income maybe nontaxable and eligible for grossing up, it does not mean 
that all of their income is eligible to be grossed up. We will review our existing policy and compare it to current Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac guidelines. 

CORREClIVE ACTION (provide specific action steps planned the assigned responsible manaatr'i and target dates for each) 

1. Review and revise existing pOlicies related to nontaxable income as warranted to ensure our policy is clear and 
consistent with current Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac guidelines where applicable. Responsible Manager: Cheryl 
Feltgen, Target Date:11/30/06 
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OTS MEMO 12 

EXAM FINDING 3 o Observation· IiZI Recommendation" o Criticism· 

Topic: HOME LOAN UNDERWRITING 

Finding: Data Coding Recommendation 

We noted loans (23) that were coded as Full-Doc and Alt-A at boarding and later underwritten based upon 
stated income criteria but not re-coded to reflect the change. Consequently, management is unable to 
identify all the loans underwritten based upon stated income criteria. On February 17,2006, management 
changed the reporting procedures and now the subject loans are correctly being reported and 
management stated it is able to identify all stated income loans. 

Action: Ensure that the February 17, 2006, coding policy changes are complied with. 

Management Response Requested IiZI Yes o No 

\I~i': Washington Mutual 
MANAGEMeNT RESPONSE x Agree (] Partially Agree o Disagree Enter Target Date: [12131,.) 

~1IiNpoIIN: 1ndicat8 whelher you agree, 'partially agree, Of,diIagtM. "you agraa, provide an ~II(I targattlilta for irnpkImantation. 

PattIaIJy AfrH: me rasponse should clearly define lhat portion of 1h8 finding or recommended action dISagreed VIA1tt as "... as 1h8 portion agreed 10. 

~: The tIapor)se should clearly dell.,. W..w there is dsagraement willi 1ha finding or recommended action, and outII.,. any mitigating 
CiRilInsIances or eltarnalive COUI1III elf &CIion 10 be pursued. 

RESPONSE (succinct .... pon .. to finding I action) 

Management agrees with this recommendation. 

Our existing loan documentation coding has been focused upon capturing the documentation level based upon the 
borrower's intent. We have now enhanced our documentation coding specifiC to MLCS to also identify the actual level of 
income verification that was completed. For eXample, a loan to a borrower who does not request a stated income but 
whose loan, when run through our Enterprise Decision Engine (EDE), is approved with document relief is classified as a 
Full Doc loan, now with our additional enhancement we will also have their income and asset verification level captured 

'regardless of the borrower's intent. This additional coding will allow us to identify all loans Originated through MLCS where 
income was "stated", regardless of the borrower's original intent. This is accomplished by utilizing an additional coding 
field that indicates the number of months of income and assets that were verified for the primary borrower. This coding 
enhancement was implemented on February 17, 2006. The income verification classifications which are now being coded 
in addition to the existing documentation codes are: 

• Income Not Verified 
• 11 Months or Less Verified 
• 12 to 23 Months Verified 

• 24 Months or Greater Verified 

Because this is a new loan coding requirement, we have established a target goal error rate of 5% or less for this issue by 
DeCember 2006. 

~RRECTIVE ACTION (provlcle specifIC action ateps planned the a .. lgned ~81b" "'anaa.r, and target dates for eaoh~ 

1. We will work with our Credit Review group to track the accuracy of the Income Verified field within MLCS via a 
targeted review and ensure that we meet our target goal of 5% by December 2006. Responsible Manager: Mark 
Brown, Emie Mortensen, Target Date: 12/31/06 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Schneider, David C. <david.schneider@wamu.net> 

Wednesday, May 31,20062:56 PM 

Brown, Mark J. <mark.brown@wamu.net> 

RE: OTS Memo 12 -- Home Loans Underwriting 

I'll bet you're a happy guy!!! Well done. 

ds 

-----Original Message----
From: Brown, Mark J. 
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 20068:09 AM 

To: Mortensen, Ernie; Case, Lori K.; Pad, Robert L. 
Cc: Feltgen, Cheryl A.; Schneider, David C. 

Subject: Fw: OTS Memo 12 -- Home Loans Underwriting 

Ernie, Lori, and Robert 

Couldn't have done it without your partnership. 

Thanks to you and the whole cqt team 

.Mark J. Brown 

Sr. Manager, Mortgage Banking-National Underwriting 

Washington Mutual Consumer Group 

(630) 437-7774 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission may contain legally priviliged, confidential information belonging 
to the sender. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking any action based on the contents of this electronic 
mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic mail in error, please contact sender and delete all copies. 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

-----Original Message----

From: Pollack, Wayne A. 

To: Schneider, David C.; Feltgen, Cheryl A. 

CC: Plyler, Pamela J.; Brown, Mark J.; Healan, Joe J.; Lee, Doreen; Parres, Crystal 
Sent: Tue May 30 14:36:592006 

Subject: FW: OTS Memo 12 -- Home Loans Underwriting 

Good news - John was able to get the OTS to see the light and revise the Underwriting rating to a Recommendation. Our response is 
already complete. 

Wayne Pollack 
SVP, Home Loans-Strategic Operations 
Washington Mutual 
(630) 437-8982 

CONFIDENTIALL Y NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission may contain legally privileged, confidential information belonging 
to the sender. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended 
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recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking any action based on the contents of this electronic 
mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic mail in error, please contact sender and delete all copies. 

-----Original Message----
From: Pollack, Wayne A. 
Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2006 4:36 PM 

To: Robinson, John; Domer, Jake; Zarro, Michael R.; Fierling, Jennifer 
Cc: Doperalski, Cathy L. 
Subject RE: OTS Memo 12 -- Home Loans Underwriting 

John - Thank you for your support on this, the underwriting team that has worked so hard to obtain the current run rate results will 
appreciate getting the OTS to recognize the progress. 

Wayne Pollack 
SVP, Home LoanS-Strategic Operations 
Washington Mutual 
(630) 437-8982 

CONFIDENTIALL Y NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission may contain legally privileged, confidential information belonging 
to the sender. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking any action based on the contents of this electronic 
mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic mail in error, please contact sender and delete all copies. 

-----Original Message----
From: Robinson, John 
Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2006 4:31 PM 

To: Pollack, Wayne A.; Domer, Jake; Zarro, Michael R.; Fierling, Jennifer 
Cc: Doperalski, Cathy L. 
Subject: OTS Memo 12 -- Home Loans Underwriting 
Importance: High 

OTS confIrmed today that they will re-issue this memo without the 'Criticism.' It will be a 'Recommendation.' Due to technological 
difficulties, the re-issue may not happen for a few days. 

John 
(206)490-6100 

ConfIdential Treatment Requested by JPMC 
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WMB. WMBfsb 
March 13, 2006 

Safety & Soundness Examination 
OTSMemo9 

DATE: ~.-J 
TO: Michael Giampaolo, President Long Beach Mortgage 

FROM: Gail A. Crail and Mark Reiley. OTS Examiners 

SUBJECT: Loan Underwriting Review - Long Beach Mortgage 

Amy Marcussen. Operations Manager CC: 

David Schneider, President Home Loans 

Cathy Doperalski, Regulatory Relations 

Steve Funaro. FDIC 

BACKGROUND INFORMAllON 

We reviewed 87 newly originated loans to assess Long Beach Mortgage Company's (LBMC) compliance with bank 
underwriting policy and regulatory safety and soundness guidelines as well as to assess the progress made in addressing 
underwriting weaknesses (criticisms) noted in our 2005 OTS Field Visit Update Memo 1. The loan sample was comprised 
of the following: 

• 

25 loans selected randomly from loans funded between November 2005 and January 2006; 
25 stated income loans selected randomly from loans funded between November 2005 and January 2006; 
27 high loan-ta-value (L TV)/low FICO loans selected judgmentally from loans funded between November 2005 
and January 2006; and 
10 stated income loans selected judgmentally from loans originated during March 2006. 

We categorized our findings as: 

• Exception Loans - Generally, these loans have such significant deficiencies that we consider them unsafe and 
unsound. These are loans that probably should not have been made on the terms that the loan was granted. 
Any Exception in a small random sample will generally lead us to conclude overall that underwriting is less than 
satisfactory . 

• Other Loans with Underwriting Deficiencies - These are loans with elevated risk due to underwriting deficiencies. 
Depending on the nature of the deficiencies, a significant number of loans of this type could also lead us to 
conSider that underwriting is less than satisfactory. 

It is clear from our review that management has made diligent efforts to address previously identified weaknesses and, in 
fact, progress has been made in addressing and reducing the levels of certain types of underwriting errors noted in OTS 
Field Visit Update Memo 1 and at the 2005 examination. Specifically, we noted that underwriters better document and 
support the reasonableness of stated income, better acknowledge payment shocks, and better identify compensating 
factors that help mitigate risk. While acknowledging this Improvement, our review disclosed that further improvement is 
still necessary. 

Overall, we concluded that the number and severity of underwriting errors noted remain at higher than acceptable levels. 
Specifically. 26 of the 87 loans reviewed (30 percent) had at least one credit related error that occurred more than once in 
the sample population. The most prevalent outcome of the errors was miscalculation of DTI ratios (22 percent). We also 
noted in the loans reviewed that 14 percent exceeded LBMe's approval guidelines after errors were corrected. Of the 
loans reviewed, the most prevalent errors were: Underwriting Decision Summary (UDS) worksheets failed to provide 
adequate information or clarification to fully support the credit decision (8 percent), rental income errors (6 percent), and 
inadequate explanation of the reasonableness of income for stated income loans (5 percent). 

We noted that our review results varied depending on the sample selected. We tend to place more emphasis on random 
samples but augment these with judgmental samples as well. Our random sample of 25 held for sale (HFS) loans 
disclosed 6 loans (24 percent) with various deficiencies. Our random sample of 25 HFS stated income loans disclosed 6 
loans (24 percent) with deficiencies, with one loan considered an Exception. While our random samples appeared to 
show somewhat improved results, our iudgmental sample results were not as positive. In our judgmental sam~1e of 27 
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OTS MEMO 9 

low FICO/high LTV loans, we noted 10 loans (37 percent) with deficiencies, two of which were considered Exceptions. 
These judgmental sample results are of particular concern since loans with combined low FICO/high LTV risk layering is 
an area where underwriting should be more stringent. Any errors with these borrowers are likely to push them outside 
LBMC's underwriting guidelines for DTI ratios. At any rate, our results indicate that loans in this category require closer 
scrutiny. Our final judgmental sample of 10 stated income loans disclosed deficiencies in 4 loans (40 percent). No 
exceptions wele identifiedin1";,, "",,,''',,,,, 

The level of exceptions, as well as the high occurrence of deficiencies in our samples, particularly in our judgmental 
samples, led us to conclude that LBMC's underwriting practices remain less than satisfactory. 

In addition to noting the underwriting weaknesses, we also made recommendations to enhance underwriting p06cy and 
procedures. 

We concluded that management implemented the corrective actions agreed upon at the last examination and field visit. 
While we obviously believe that underwriting problems remain, we believe that the issues discussed in this memo 
supercede those discussed in our field visit update memo, and would not object to Regulatory Relations closing out the 
issues in that prior memo. 

EXAMFlN~Q8 DEFlNlnoN$ 

FINDING 1 

A yMmass IdantHlad !halls not of regulatorv cgncam. but M!k;b '"lY 1!I!!!!lltt !bt bal!l(lO!l!!!'lli!lg !!fIt!!!m" • et!r!rerer! 
QbSewatlOns are made In • consuftattye role. They.y H pt8IIentid 10 ~nt ihr verbIIlIy or In wriIIng, but .. generally 
riot b8 Included In !he Report of examination. ExariIInIi's'" rarely request • WrIIIen ~ clurlnD the allilmlnallon. 
ODservatlOns may or may not b8 I8VIawad during subsequent.xamlnallons. 

~ 'IJ'9!!"dWY COfICIm regujrinq CS!!'!JC!jy! 1C!!on. A Recommenddon can bacoI:nII, a.~ In fIiIin .• lIIminalions ahcIuII!./IIk 
..... Increueslgnlllcantiy or ether ~-.-ant ~ ~ bt~It'I'" Reportol EJrariIaIIon and ~d 
In Exit and Board MeaIIngs. ExamkI- VIllI reqI,I4I8t. Wlillen r...,.. fl'iim MaIteollrtlenl during the alClllllinatton. Manlg/llftlnt'8 
acllOI1810 acldreils ~/IoM are reviewed at sub8equent or~ el!lll'lllnaUons. 

A prlmarv co!l!!llIl,..llalQlt ~. Crttk:Isms are often SIiI'I1IIIarIZe In the "MaIte~ RaquIiIng Board AlI8ntlori" or 
·Examlna~ i!Id~t8c:\IorI oIlha Report 0/ ~ ~nt i~ attention by Senior Mlinagement 
and 1he Board' 01 DIreOIcinI; IliIiJ reqUIi8 I W!ItIan reaponse. They are ISUbj8Ct 10 tormaJ fciIIOiW.uP by examiners BncI, if left: 
ul'lCOl'l'8Ct*d. may I8SlIft In Stronger aCtion. 

D Ob..".uon o Recommendation if Criticism 

Topic: LBMC LOAN UNDERWRITING 

Finding: The following categorizes loans by Exception Loans and Other Loans with Underwriting 
Deficiencies and outlines the underwriting deficiencies. 

A. Exceptions Loans 

One loan In our random sample of 25 stated Income loans was conside...ct an Exception 
because the broker resubmitted the application. 1003, for a stated income loan with an 
increased amount of stated income. This is contrary to underwriting guidelines and requires 
diSCiplinary action. Two of the loans in our judgmental sample were considered Exceptions 
because DTI ratios recalculated by examiners were significantly beyond LBMC's guidelines. 

B. Other Loans with Underwriting DefIciencies 

Miscalculated OTI Ratios 

We noted 8 loans with miscalculated OTI Ratios (16 percent) in our random sample of 50 loans. 
We noted an additional 11 loans with on ratios miscalculated In our judgmental sample of 37 
loans (30 percent). The miscalculations resulted from a variety of factors such as including income 
that was not supported or verified, exclusion of secondary purchase money financing or other debts, 
failure to verify income as required by the underwriting guidelines, and adjustments required for rental 
income. 

Clarification of information on UOS 

We noted 3 errors (6 percent) in our random sample of 50 loans and an additional 3 errors in our 
judgmental sample of 37 loans (8 percent). The UDS comment sections do not always provide 
sufficient explanation to explain the underwriter's analysis and mitigating factors that fully support 
decisions made outside of underwriting guidelines. The UDS is not updated 10 reflect the final changes 
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OTS MEMO 9 

EXAM FINDING 1 0 Observation 0 Recommendation It! Criticism 
to the loan terms or ratios and it is not always obvious from the loan summary or the amended approval 
what the nature of the changes made to the loan were after completion of the UDS. 

Rental Income Calculation Errors 

We noted 1 error in our random sample (2 percent) of 50 loans and 4 errors in our judgmental 
sample (11 percent). In the instances noted, underwriters included rents without sufficient 
support or failed to take the 10 percent haircut required by policy on the net rental income. 
These errors contributed to miscalculated DTI ratios. 

Inadequate Support for Reasonableness of Stated Income 

We Identified 3 errors (6 percent) in our random sample of 50 loans and 1 error in our 
judgmental sample (2 percent). In some instances, the underwriter provided a statement that 
income appeared reasonable but did not provide supporting factors. We also noted some 
instances where the UDS conditioned for documentation to support Income but It was not 
provided. In one instance, the borrower's bank statements were provided to support a 
mortgage payment and the underwriter blacked-out all references to deposits and approved the 
loan as a stated income loan. 

Action: • Continue current monitoring and efforts to improve underwriting and reduce error rates, particularly 
with respect to DTI calculations, rental income, and reasonableness of income documentation. 

• Continue to monitor the UOS for completion, accuracy, and to insure that all conditions are sufficiently 
addressed. 

• Review and adjust performance standardslmetrics within LBMC underwriter incentive plans to ensure 
that these promote desired loan quality (similar to what was developed for the Home Loan prime loan 
channel). 

• Periodically sample higher risk portfOlios (I.e., low FICO/high LTV) for compliance with underwriting 
guidelines. 

Management Response Requested It! Yes o No 

•• ~ Washington Mutual 
MENTR .~E D.· Ag.... It! Partially Agree 0 DilaareeEnter Target~: [3llI1107 ] ....... mIfIt~.~ 1ndic:&te whelher you agree, partially 110'", ~ dIaagree. If you agrw. provide an lI/1IkiIpaIed targeI~f« implementation. 

,..,.,." A,-: The AJspOnse should clearty deb that portion of the flndlng or IlICOfIIIIMII1d acIIon disagreed 1MIh as'" as thit poItIon agrMd to. 
~ The fliiJidn$e should cIeaIIy define WHY tIIenIls ClUgreemant v.fth the finding or AICOI'/UMnded adIon, and OUIII~ any mllIga1Ing 

circumstances or alternative course Of action to be pursued. . 

RI!SPQJ<le ,SUCCinct rapon .. toftndlna I action) 

Management generally agrees with the finding. Based on a detailed review of the errors noted, there are instances where 
management 'partially agrees" and "disagrees" with the OT8' conclUSions, which were discussed with the OT8. 

Overall, management concludes the error rates are lower than what was reported above, however not materially different. 

While underwriting improvements have been noted, we acknowledge that further enhancements are necessary to reduce 
error rates. Management will implement the following corrective actions to further improve loan underwriting. 

CORRECTIVE ACnON (Provide 8P8CIfIc action steps planned the a.8ranect responsible manaatr. and target dat_ for each) 
All of the corrective actions noted below are currently in the process of being implemented and the target dates indicate 
the date of final validation. 
1. Add specific DTI error rate to Post Funding Review results and reporting. (Amy Marcussen) (8131/06) 
2. Monitor and track OTI error rates through both Post Funding Reviews and Home Loans Credit Reviews to ensure 

that we meet our established targets of 10% by June 2006, 7% by September 2006, and 5% by December 2006 
(Note: Validation will be ongoing; however, the final validation wilt occur in March 2007 because the Home Loans 
Credit Review December 2006 DTI results will not be available until March 2(07). (Amy Marcussen) (3/31/07) 

3. Implement training and re-enforce policy for underwriters, relating to the following: 1) Correct steps and requirements 
of underwriting exceptions and proper RLA sign off, including LTV, debt ratios, etc .. ; 2) Proper steps for the 
completion of an amended approval; 3) Proper documentation/explanation to support reasonableness of stated 
income; and 4) Proper documentation to support rental income. (Amy Marcussen) (9/30/06) 

4. Implement in-depth training for Senior Loan Coordinators (8LC's) and ClOSing Loan Coordinators (CLC's) relating to 
clearing of conditions (including validation of rental income documentation), proper steps for the completion of an 
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OTSMEM09 

EXAM FINDING 1 o Observation o Recommendation iI Criticism 
amended approval and impacts to the loan file. (Amy Marcussen) (9130/06) 

5. Monitor results of training and policy re-enforcement through ongoing Post Funding Review and Home Loans Credit 
Review results and provide ongoing feedback and additional training as necessary. (Amy Marcussen) (12131/06) 

6. Conduct targeted Post Funding Reviews quarterly for higher-risk loans (I.e. Low FICOIHigh LTV), starting in 31d 

7. 
quaner ~UUt5. ~A~y Marcussen} II a" IIUO} 

Provide ongoing feedback and training, as necessary, for deficiencies noted in targeted Post Funding Reviews on 
higher-risk loans. (Amy Marcussen) (12131106) 

B. Review Long Beach underwriting incentive plans and make changes or enhancements as deemed necessary to 
further promote desired loan quality. (Amy Marcussen) (1/31/07) 
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OTS MEMO 9 

EXAUFlN~2 o Observation' Ii!I Recommendation" o Criticism· 

Topic: LBMe LOAN UNDERWRITING 

Finding: Underwriting Policy Recommendations 

We identified sections of the underwriting policy and procedures that should be enhanced to clarify 
underwriting processes. The policy should ensure that when using bank statements to verify income, 
personal bank statements used as business accounts should require the same 25 percent expense 
deduction as all other business accounts. The underwriting guidelines address the process for Inclusion of 
room rents for stated income loans; however, it is silent with regards to other rental income. Further, we 
noted that the underwriting guidelines require that net disposable income incorporates a defined haircut for 
full and limited document loans but does not require a similar haircut on stated income loans. 

Action: Enhance underwriting policy to clarify: (1) that for stated income loans, personal bank accounts used for 
business purposes require a 25 percent haircut similar to regular business accounts; (2) the requirements 
for including rental income on stated income loans; and (3) the exemption of stated income borrowers from 
the designated haircut to derive net disposable income. 

Management Response Requested Ii!I Yes o No 

,II Washington Mutual 
M,\N~.MI!NT RESPON$E 0 Agree iii Partially AaNe 0 Dlrr,agree E .... er Target Date: [7131106 ] 
.. ~~; IndIcata Nilllher youagrH, p8rIaIIy agree, or dIugrH. H you agree, pnMde 1/1 at'IItcipIIted target date for ImpIemenl8llon. 

"..., A".-: The response shOUld ctaarty define that portion Of the ftndlng or racornmended action dISagrHd with IS weD BIi \tie portion ,...ct 10. 

",..",.: The,..",.. should _rty define WHY !hare Is cJsagreemenI with tIIa ftndng dr I'8OCImII18hded action, and outline any mitigating 
cIreum8t8nces or aJtematlYe course of action to be p!mIed. 

ReSPONSe (.ucclnctrespon .. to finding I action, 

Management generally agrees with this finding. However, please note the following: 
• Although underwriting guidelines do not specifically address whether or not stated income is subject to net income 

conversion factors, both FiTech and Palisades consistently treat all stated income borrowers the same, in that stated 
income is not subject to a net income conversion. The net stated income figure is in fact gross stated income. 

• In regard to the issue of prudence, we have put substantial rigor into our process to assess "reasonableness". 
Regardless it is still not verified income, which is why require ·reasonableness· testing as we expect state income is 
often manipulated at application to meet underwriting criteria. It is this very risk which is the fundamental reason that 
stated income underwriting criteria and product parameters are more restrictive than for full doc loans and why stated 
pricing is upwardly adjusted to mitigate that higher risk. If a net conversion calculation were applied to stated income 
or if a requirement were established requiring that net stated income be placed on the application, there is potential 
that stated income would in many cases simply be adjusted at time of application to address the impact and likely still 
pass the reasonableness test. Secondly, the upward adjustment to stated income would also have an adverse risk 
impact by improving the OTI ratio. Therefore applying a net conversion to stated income applications is not viewed 
as adding a risk benefit and would likely in some cases increase risk. 

Management will Implement the following corrective actions to address the finding. 

CORRECTIVE ACnON (provide apecIflc action steps planned the assigned responsible manager, arid target _as for each) 

1. Underwriting guidelines and procedures (if applicable) will be revised and implemented to support consistent 
calculation of net disposable income for all documentation and all income types with instructions as to how the "net 
income

K 

calculation is to be derived, including conversion factors. (Ann Tierney, Amy Marcussen) (7/31/06) 
2. A process will be documented and established to require regular review of any system generated net income 

calculation to ensure it remains consistent with Underwriting requirements and guidelines as well as ensure that 
Credit sign-off is obtained on any system changes related to system calculations or tables that support credit related 
calculations. (Ann Tierney, Amy Marcussen) (7/31106) 

3. Underwriting guidelines will be revised to include direction regarding any adjustments required or not, as appropriate, 
to income derived from bank statements from accounts utilized for business purposes. (Ann Tierney, Amy 
Marcussen) (7/31106) 
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Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Sensitivity: 

Carter, Lawrence D 
Friday, June 09,2006 9:22 AM 
Dochow, Darrel W 
Franklin, Benjamin 0; Kuczek, Richard A 

----------IR~mamgsmemos 

Private 

I can conference in on June 15 afternoon or any time on the 16th, but I am fine if you want to do this without me. You 
probably want to get Mark Reiley and maybe even Gail Croil's input on LBMC. We apparently had another meeting on 
response to our LBMC findings, and I don't know the results. I am not sure the perspective on LBMC is entirely accurate. 
The original commitment was to follow through with action plans that we accepted and all believed would result in 
improvement. And I believe we concluded there has been tremendous effort put forth on the promised actions and that 
there has been improvement on many fronts (fair lending was an issue too, which we are now satisfied they have under 
control). Our findings are similar in some ways, but I don't think we can just simply say ·you made a commitment and 
haven't kept it." I think 90 days to get a completely acceptable exception rate may also be unrealistic, although they should 
be able to implement additional correGtive actions within 90 days. I think we need to focus on making sure they get their 
own stable process in place to be self-correcting, including a targeted exception threshold, and then make sure that the 
process is effective in bringing down the exception rate. I think at this point they do have a process that is working 
somewhat, but they are still fine-tuning the process itself, which includes more alignment with Home Loans in general as 
well as fine-tuning the division of responsibilities between pre- and post-funding review groups and Corporate Credit 
Review, and what those groups are specifically looking at. They also need to align incentives with quality, which I believe 
is on their "to do" list. Some of this will involve systems changes, so will take some time. They also continue to fine-tune 
exception identification and reporting, and we need to work ourselves to be sure WAMU's seK-identification of exceptions 
is consistent with ours. I still believe we should assess their action plan response to the memo, including timeframes, and 
set a date based on those timeframes when we should come back in and test. I also believe we should ask them to 
control growth at LBMC until things are improved further. 

Bottom line is I asked "how hard our hammer should be," and did not get the impression from the examiners that this was 
a case where management did the minimal amount of work necessary to get by. My understanding is they are continuing 
to work very hard on LBMC underwriting and getting LBMC more aligned with the practices in Home Loans in general. 
This is all my assessment, of course, and I wholeheartedly recommend talking directly to the examiners involved in the 
LBMC review. We want the message to be right! 

Also, as of now, we are focused on economic capital/BASEL, consumer lending and credit scoring during the fall and don't 
have a loan review of LBMC scheduled, although we will certainly follow up on internal tracking of LBMC improvements 
and we are looking at the Corporate Credit Review process. We could still think about working in a small LBMC loan 
review if we think it is appropriate. We can discuss this, but keep in mind we are trying to avoid doing multiple follow-up 
reviews, which could end up increasing total exam hours for a continuous exam cycle. We instead are trying to give 
enough time for management to get things fixed before we come in and look at a particular area again. I don't think we 
are so concemed with LBMC that we think an immediate follow-up is necessary, especially if it is not growing. 

Broader perspective is all the things they have been doing right in the bank. LBMC is an important "corner," but it is a 
·corner." I think most, maybe not all, examiners will attest to the massive amount of corrective work that has been going 
on in the bank, the result of which is very few significant findings. 

-----Original Message--·--
From: Dochow, Darrel W OFFtC'AL fiLE COpy 
Sent: Friday, June 09,20067;40 AM 
To: Kuczek, Rlmard A; carter, Lawrence D; Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: Findings memos 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Private 

If possible, I would like an electronic set of the final re-numbered findings memos emailed to me and Mike Finn. 
Lawrence provided me with a hard copy set prior to the re-numbering. 

I also want to discuss with you, prior to out pre-exits with executives, what will be discussed as the MRBA, whether 
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some of our findings are in reality continuations of similar exceptions from past examinations, and how best to 
communicate the expectation that exceptions at LBMC have gone on too long and we expect prompt correction such 
that a 90 day follow-up will confirm correction. We gave them the benefit of doubt based on commitments and some 
progress when we allowed them to bring LBMe into the bank, but if I am understanding the findings from this exam 
correctly, we have the same type of concerns remaining 6 months later. 

I believe that we should also brainstorm about what we want to communicate as expectations for the organization and 
especially ERM. My impression is that management is feeling that everything is going well except for the slip up in the 
flood determination area. 

The fact that John Robinson is wanting to meet to discuss our citing the flood matter as a violation in the ROE has me 
wondering if they are back peddling. 

I know that Lawrence is tied up with MDP and TC next week, but I would like to start discussions with Ben and Rich if 
possible and then re-group with everyone the following week on June 19 or 20. I am currently in the office June 12, 
14, 15, 16, 19 and 20 if any of those days work for a discussion. 

Let me know what works for you. 

thanks, 

Darrel 
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DATE: 

TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 

CC: 

May 31,2007 

WMB,WMBfsb 
March 5, 2007 

Consumer Compliance Examination 
OTS COMPLIANCE MEMO 7 

Dick Stevenson, Corporate Compliance Officer 

Susie Clark, OTS Compliance Specialist 

Compliance Management Program 

Cathy Doperalski, Regulatory Relations 

LACK OF STABLE LEADERSHIP 

WaMu's compliance management program has suffered from a lack of steady, consistent leadership. Dick Stevenson, 
who took over as Chief Compliance Officer on March 2, 2007, is the bank's ninth compliance leader in ten years 
(according to OTS rough estimates). The previous compliance officer, Richard Lewis, was in the position for less than a 
year and he left the bank without having secured a position elsewhere. Most previous persons in this position have either 
left the institution or been fired. The OTS is concerned that this lack of consistent, stable leadership leaves the program 
vulnerable. The amount of turnover in the Chief Compliance Officer is very unusual and is a cause for concern, especially 
in an institution ofWaMu's size. The Board of Directors should commission an evaluation of why competent and effective 
managers have not remained. The evaluation should consider the potential impact on turnover of the following reasons, 
(among others): (1) unclear lines of authority and responsibility between the business lines and corporate compliance, (2) 
lack of support for the compliance function by senior management, (3) inadequate compliance staff resources, (4) 
insufficiently delineated compliance roles, responsibilities and mission, (5) inappropriate response of senior management 
to unfavorable compliance findings. 

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS IN THE CONTEXT OF RISK MANAGEMENT 

While it is crucial that management understands its legal obligations and that mechanisms are put in place to ensure that 
mandatory benchmark is met, management of the compliance function also requires judgment to balance the needs of the 
customers, the bank's resources and profitability goals, regulatory relations, and the risks to the bank's reputation when 
making decisions. Managing a compliance program to meet the bare minimums of legal responsibility is not a hallmark of 
a good compliance program. While certain bank executives have stated to regulators that "reputation risk" is a primary 
concern of the organization as a whole and that they are an industry leader and expect to be "Best in Class," the 
compliance department mission seems to be only to comply with the minimum of the law. Despite several efforts by OTS 
examiners to highlight potential "reputation risk" issues, it has been made clear in several cases that they do not plan to 
implement recommendations or guidance to enhance customer service or disclosures ·unless we plan to cite a violation." 
We do not consider this position within Corporate Compliance to represent "Best Practices," which is the expectation of 
the OTS for a high-profile, large institution. 

The risk landscape has changed for banks in the past few years. Fair Lending and compliance risks, including HMDA 
pricing data, sub prime lending, predatory lending, non-traditional ARM lending, increased citations of the Unfair and 
Deceptive Acts and Practices (UDAP) law, BSAIAML, flood insurance civil money penalties, and congressional scrutiny of 
credit card practices, have increased in the past few years. Other sources of risk proliferation comes from the new 
legislative developments, discussions raised during the presidential campaign, increased regulatory scrutiny and 
"guidance", consumer advocates, state attorneys general, litigation, HUD, the media, and the internet. Risks are evolving 
from "black and white" (are we in legal compliance?) to various shades of gray. 

Instead of simply asking whether or not the bank is in strict compliance with the laws and regulations, management 
should also be asking "Is this disclosure or practice abusive, predatory, unfair, deceptive, or unsuitable"? "Is it clear, 
understandable, and transparent to the customer?" "Are we taking a leading role in developing "Best Practice" 
disclosures, practices, and customer service goals?" The line between legal and illegal should not solely determine the 
standard of acceptability. The standard should be about managing risk and understanding risk in terms of bank 
reputation, as well as industry reputation due to this bank's high-profile role. The focus should be on fairness, clarity, 
transparency, and customer service, not mere technical compliance. To be most effective, change must come from the 
to of the or anization and ermeate the cor orate culture. 
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OTS COMPLIANCE MEMO 7 

One example of balancing risk is the early Truth-in-Lending disclosure. WaMu does not consider accuracy problems in 
the early Truth in Lending disclosures to be a significant problem "since it is not reimburseable" despite evidence that 
there is a problem in this area and several requests from the OTS over the years to improve the disclosures and to 
monitor the quality of these disclosures. Yet, compliance management's risk assessment update to ERMC regarding the 
good faith estimate situation states, 'Per VOCALS, upfront accurate fee disclosure is our Home Loans customer's primary . . . . . . . 

, , 
there is a potential for regulatory criticism if not corrected." If the customer is concerned about upfront accurate fee 
disclosure, it seems logical that they would also be concerned about early disclosure of accurate APRs, payments 
streams, finance charges, prepayment penalties, etc. While management claims that there is no reimbursement risk, 
there is civil liability and reputation risk that should be acknowledged. 

WaMu management should conduct a state-of-the-art risk assessment to identify all compliance risk and develop a 
method to weigh and prioritize them, control, meaningfully report, and manage proactively the risks identified. 
Management should not depend on the OTS to identify risks and recommend controls. The Fair Lending program that 
has evolved under the guidance of Senior Compliance Specialist Mariana Rexroth is a good example of understanding 
the risk and developing a system to monitor and control the risk. 

SMAART FORMAT 

Since the OTS is now the sole regulator for both charters, the OTS requests that WaMu adopt the SMAART format for 
compliance management oversight. The "Working SMAART" framework, as detailed in the OTS Examination Handbook, 
categorizes the basic components of sound compliance management to include the following: Systems, MonitOring, 
Assessment, Accountability, Response, and Training. By setting up or defining the compliance management functions 
and reporting to conform to this framework, it will not only assist the OTS in evaluating the program, but it will help to 
highlight areas in need of management attention. It would also be helpful to structure certain presentations in this format. 

For example, if the OTS examiner asks for a meeting on a process or specific area, it would be helpful if the presentation 
provided the following information: 

The bank's system of ensuring compliance with this area, 
How this area is monitored for compliance, 
How does the business line self-assess compliance and what is the audit function of this area, 
How is accountability built into the system, 
How have previous audit or regulatory concerns been responded to, and 
What training program has been developed for this area? 

Topic: Compliance Officer Turnover Rate 

Finding: WaMu's compliance management program has suffered from a lack of steady, consistent leadership. The 
amount of turnover in the Compliance Officer positions is very unusual for an institution of any size and is a 
cause for regulatory concern. 

Action: The Board of Directors should commission an evaluation of why previously successful and effective 
managers didn't succeed in the position of Compliance Officer and make the necessary changes to 
support this function. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

OTS COMPLIANCE MEMO 7 

Management Response Requested 

Topic: Legal Requirements vs. Risk Management 

Finding: Managing a compliance program to meet the minimums of legal responsibility is not appropriate and 
doesn't properly assess or manage actual risk. 

Action: WaMu management should develop and implement state-of-the-art compliance risk assessment processes 
that identifies ALL risk, has a method to weigh and prioritize them, control them, meaningfully report them, 
and manage the risks proactively. 

Compliance culture and emphasis should change from "What are we legally allowed to do?" to "Is this 
practice or disclosure "fair" to the customer and does it support our customer service goals?" 

The relationship between the Legal Department and the Compliance Department should be reevaluated 
and an acceptable service level agreement be negotiated. 

Management Response Requested 0" Yes o No 

Washin on Mutual, Inc. - Confidential 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

OTS COMPLIANCE MEMO 7 

To ic: 8MAART Format 

Finding: The OT8 requests that WaMu management adopt the 8MAART format for compliance management 
oversight. By setting up or defining the compliance management functions and reporting to conform to 
this framework, it will not only assist the OT8 in evaluating the program, but it will help to highlight areas in 
need of management attention. It would also be helpful to structure certain presentations in this format. 

Action: Adopt the 8MAART Format for compliance functions, reporting, and presentations. 

Management Response Requested Itf Yes 0 No 

Washin ton Mutual, Inc. - Confidential 

Topic: 

Finding: 

Action: 

Management Response Requested Ii!J Yes 0 No 
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1. 
2. 
3. 

Topic: 

Finding: 

Action: 

Topic: 

Finding: 

Action: 

OTS COMPLIANCE MEMO 7 
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Management Response Requested 0 Yes o No 

Management Response Requested 0 Yes o No 
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DATE: 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 

cc: 

June 19, 2007 

WMB,WMBfsb 
January B, 2007 

Safety & Soundness Examination 
OTS ASSET QUALITY MEMO 16 

Joseph Mattey, Deputy ceo, Portfoiio Strategy. Credit Risk 
Rosanne Sinclair •. Examiner, OT5 
Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses on the 14 Single Family Residential 
Loan Portfolio 
Clifford Rossi, Chief Credit Officer, Credit Risk 
Cathy Doperalski, FVP, Regulatory Relations 

The Allowance for Loan and Lease Loss {ALLL) is only provided for loans in the held for investment portfolio; a credit 
reserve for loans in the held for sale portfolio is provided through the lowerof costormarttet (LOCOM) mark, which is not 
the subject of this memorandum. WAMU rurrently has data constraints that restrid its ability to establish an internal 
model using bank specific performance data. As a result, WAMU utilizes the Loan Performance Risk Model (LPRM) as a 
basis to derive the ALLL on the 1-4 Single Family Residential (SFR) loan portfolio. WAMU recognizes that LPRM data 
may not be representative of its QJrrent mortgage portfOflO, so WAMU cafibrates LPRM to reflect its own experience. 
After the model has been calibrated, the model is validated again. The LPRM model is the only vendor in the industry that 
gathers this type of ll'IOrtgage data. Other institutions use the LPRM model to stress test their reserves and test their 
internal models rather than as the sale basis for deriving ALLL reserves. 

In addition to the aforementioned number-driven ALLL (allocated reserve), WAMU holds an unallocated ALLL reserve that 
can range from 0 to approximately 20 percent of the alloc;ated reserve. This unaUocated ALLL reserve is driven by a 
scorecard of macroeconomic factors .. At. the time of our review, the unallocated ALLL reserve equated to 14 percent of 
the allocated ALLL reserve. 

With regard to prime mortgages (other than Option Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARMs», sub prime mortgages. Horne 
Equity Loans (HELs) and Horne Equity Unes of Credit (HELOCs), the LPRM model appears to fit WAMU specific actual 
data fairly well, although there are areas for improvement with regard to model validation and calibration. However. with 
regard to prime Option ARMs, since the data set used by the vendor to develop the model does not include any significant 
data on these products, the model does not fit some aspects ofWAMU's actual data. This is particularty important since 
Option ARMs constitute over half of the prime mortgages held for investment at WAMU. 

·IIecOM ••. Mur. 
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OTS ASSET QUALITY MEMO 16 

Topic: Calibration and Validation for Option ARMs 

the LPRM model by setting "dials" within model to match its actual performance data. 
on the review of the results of the calibrated model versus actual data. the most significant was the 
following. the magnitude of which would typically not occur In a model that has been calibrated to match 
actual data: 

• With regard to the transition component of the model. calibration studies show that model forecasts of 
prepayments on Option ARMs are much higher than actual prepaYments. Specifically. 66 percent of 
Option ARMs that were current were forecasted to prepay within two years. but only 32 percent 
actually did prepay. Prepayment errors for delinquent Option ARMs were similar. These high 
prepayment rates can result in a level of allowances below that which is supportable. The prepayment 
rates in other portfolios are much more accurate than those for the Option ARMs. 

• Management indicates that in order to compensate for this, it adjusts the dial for defaults so it is higher 
than actual, and estimates that the total effect on the reserve would be the same as if the model were 
calibrated for prepayment speeds on Option ARMs. Further, management indicates they are 
concemed with ·overfitting" the model by moving too tar away from vendor settings. However, as we 
indicated in our meeting with management, we are concerned with potential adverse selection (i.e., 
borrowers that do not have the creditworthiness to prepay representing the remaining loans). coupled 
with the fact that the calibration and validation data is based on only a two-year period based on old 
data from 1999. 

Action: Management should either. (a) adjust the appropriate "dial" for prepayments within the LPRM model so that 
calibrated results are in line with actual results for prepayments on Option ARMs or (b) quantify the impact 
of adual versus projected prepayments on Option ARMs ~ncluding the impact of any adverse selection) 
and have written quantitative analysis justifying the comparability of adjusting other "dials' within the LPRM 
model to compensate for prepayment misses on Option ARMs since adjusting different dials used for 
different purposes can potentiaDy result in "noise" in the model. 

Management Response Requested Itf Yes 0 No 

Management agrees that ca6bration of LPRM for the Option Arm portfolio has focused on directly matching predicted to 
actual loss performance outcomes. and has not explicitly focused on indireclly matching loss outcomes through 
calibration of prepayment performance. Further. management contends that to these two forms of calibration will result in 
essentially equivalent loss estimates from the model. but that the later form involving prepayment calibration may involve 
the greatest risk of introducing "noise" into the model by virtue of the more substantial structural changes to the 

1. WaMu will conduct a formal analysis of the two forms of calibration for determining Option Arm expected loss rates. 
This analysis will at a minimum justify the comparability of the two potential model calibration forms as per action 
ite'!! (b) above, or else support adopting the later form of calibration as per actiOI) item (a) above. Responsibtlity for 
calibrations belongs to the Senior Manager of Credit Model Validation (TBD). and the responsibifrty for validations 
belongs to the Senior Manager -Enterprise Risk Governance. Responsible Mgr: Maciek Dlugo~ 12/31/2008. 
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o Crfticlsm* 

Topic: Data Constraints 

Finding: As management is aware, there are data constraints at W AMU that mpact the aOlll.IX to aoequate/}' 
calibrate the LPRM model, as well as hamper the ability to develop an intemal model as follows: 

(1) The time periods used for calibration and validation of the LPRM model are often shorter than the 
ALLL reserve horizons. For example, for prime Option ARMs, the calibration and validation was done for a 
two-year horizon; however, the reserve horizon is four years. For other prime mortgages, the calibration 
and validation was performed for a two-year horizon versus the reserve horizon offour years. For Has 
and HELOCs, the calibration and validation was performed for an eighteen-month horizon, which is half the 
three-year reserve horizon. For sub prime,the validation and calibration period was commensurate with 
the reserve horizon. 

Management indicates that the aforementioned time horizons used in the calibration and validation of 
prime loans was due to the sale of non-performing loans (NPLs) starting in 2002 and thus data was used 
prior to this time period since these sales transformed the timing and magnitude of charge-offs. 
Management indicates that the aforementioned time horizons used in the calibration of HELOCs and Has 
was due to ACLS conversion anomalies and resulting incomplete account history and thus only post
conversion data was used. Further. there were data constraints with regard to not having loan level 
charge-off data. Management indicates they have commissioned a new calibration and validation study for 
prime and HELS and HELOCs using different time horizons. Further, management indicates they are 
currently collecting loan level charge-off data for prime loans, and that collection of loan level charge-off 
data for sub prime, HELOCs and HELs started in the first quarter of 2007 and will be incorporated into the 
second quarter 2007 ALLl analysis. 

(2) For the prime mortgage portfolio, the validation and calibration sample is based on data from 1999. 
Management indicates that data is used for this period because it is the latest period for which there is 24 
months of performance history. In 2002. ,WAMU began selling NPLs which markedly transformed the 
timing and magnitude of actual net charg~ffs in the period from their initiation to now. 1 

For Specialty Mortgage Finance. Long .Beach Mortgage Company, HELs, and HELOCs, the calibration and 
validation sample is based on data from 2003. 

Our concem regarding the above is the use of old data for calibration and validation purposes; however, 
we acknowledge that ongoing and updated validations are scheduled for HELs. HELOCs. prime, and sub 
prime mortgages during 2007 (according to a February 27. 2007, Credit Risk Committee document 
entitled: "ALLL Model Validation Inventory and Prioritization Schedule Summary"). 

(3) The available data does not include separate measurement of actual losses on static pools; net 
charge-off historical data is avaUable only in more aggregate form. with commingling of losses from pools 
outstanding at the beginning of any given period with losses from loans subsequently acquired into the 
portfolio. Ideally, there should be a comparison of projected to actual net charg~ff cumulative loss rates 
over multi-year periods (as long as 48 months) for those static pools of loans outstanding at the beginning 
of various projection periods. 

As indicated above. management has started to collect loan \evel charge-off data which should facilitate 
this. 

Action: (1) The time period used in the calibration and validation should be commensurate with the time horizon 
used for AlLL reserve purposes. 

(2) Perform updated calibration and validation studies. 

(3) Begin to separate actual losses for multi-year periods as long as 48 months for static pools of loans 
outstanding at the beginning of various projection periods, without commingling losses from loans 
subsequently acquired in the portfolio. Use this information to perform updated calibration and validation 
studies. 

Management Response Requested ~ Ves 0 No 

, "'Validation of LPRM for SFR and SMF: April 2005. 
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.WaMu· 

1II1~.~~ __ ~.4I!I.~".;"'."~1IgMed1ll. . anI_ atf1/ mIIigIIIirIg 

Currently, all portfolios using the LPRM model are utilizing a 3 year horizon of modeled loss for reserve purposes. 
Management agrees that validation and calibration studies of LPRM should use the same 3 year loss horizon whenever 
suitable data is available to do so. However, Management believes that in cases where suitable data are not available for 
the full i-es&rving hOrizon, using the longest available horizon is an acceptable and necessary alternative. 

Recently completed validation/calibration studies for the both the subprime and horne equity portfolios have used a 3 year 
horizon in the analysis. Moreover, these studies utilized loan level charge off data as per item (3) above. 
As also indicated above, a Prime validatiQn study is scheduled to be completed later this year, which will also seek to 
utilize loan level charge off data. It is not known at this time, however, how complete/suitable this data will be for such 
purposes, nor is it known if a suitable 3 year horizon of perfonnance outcome will be available given NPL sale 
contamination (see per below). 

All of the major portfolios are subject to re-validation at least annually per the Enterprise Model Validation Standard and 
the Corporate Credit Standards 232. 

Perform an updated validation study for the Prime portfOlio using a horizOn as close to three years as data permits as well 
as incorporate loan level charge off information. If neither a full 3 years of data or loan-level charge off data are found to 
be suitable, documentation and analysis will be provided as to the lack of suitability and effects of using such data. 
Re!~DOI"sib.ilitv for calibrations belongs to the Senior Manager of Credit Model Validation (TBD), and the r ... !tnnrl!UhUiIv 

to the 
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Topic: Performance Tracking and Reporting 

Finding: It is not dear whether: WAMU has a regular tracking report that measures 
requested this type of report but received only a graph. Managem~nt indicates they rely on validation and 
calibration studies for this purpose. However, there should be a tracking report on at least an annual basis 
since validation and ca6bration studies have been performed less often than annually. 

Action: Prepare a report on at least an annual basis that tracks model forecasted losses versus actual net charge
offs over the appropriate time periods. 

Management Response Request9d lii!I Yes 0 No 

Management agrees that tracking of model performance should be cOnducted at \east annually. As indicated above, the 
Enterprise Model Validation Standard and the Corporate Crean Standards 232 requires annual updates to validation 
studies. Also indicated above, some pf these studies have only recently been completed or are scheduled for completion 
this year. WaMu's Enterprise Model Governance group maintains a Validation schedule for these models as well as the 
validation results documentation. 

1. Management will adhere to our approved, internal documents (Including timelines) established for model validation. 
Responsibility for validations belongs to the Senior Manager -Enterprise Risk Governance and is ongoing. 
Responsible Mgr: Maciek Dlugosz; 1213112008 

2. Management will maintain a summaI)' document comparing U'RM estimated reserves and actual charge offs. This is 
the responSlbirrty of the Senior Manager of Credit Reserving and will be ongoing. Responsible Mgr: (TBD); 
1213112008 . 
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Topic: Non PerfolTl'ling Loan S,a1es 

Finding: As 
prime loans is prior to this timeframe. Further, there is currently scant data on these NPLs. Management 
indicates that since theSe loans were sold with servicing released, the uHimate disposition of these loans is 
not known and there is no strong evidence of any biases regarding NPLs for purposes of reserves. Further, 
management indicated that they did not have loan level loss data. 

As these sales are an ongoing part of asset quality management. management needs to perform a deeper 
analysis of these loan sales including but not limited to such items as loan attributes, delinquency status, 
loss on sale, etc. This infonnation needs to be included in the analysis to determine the overall loss 
severity and transition component that is appropriate to be used in the LPRM model. 

Action: For each applicable loan product type, gather and analyze data for NPL sales including but not 6mited to 
such items as loan attributes, delinquency status, loss on sale, etc. This information should be included in 
the analysis to determine the overall loss severity and transition component that is appropriate to be used 
in the LPRM model, as well as used In calibration and vandation studies. 

Management Response Requested liZ! Yes 0 No 

.';tI!_~ .. ~._fc!r~IIaIiatL 
I'III!II"".M-= Th!!II!IIIIIi!iII~ ..... ! •• _ptl"!I,IIII~ar;Iht.-I'-'9i11rtICOIN!-~I\IIIIiIi' ~ .. _ .... til pcdanllgNld 111. 

tncIllfor .. ___ IId· ... MIt ouIiiII artt ~ . 

For the available data on NPL sales, analysis can the 
to the modeling process. However, because of the irregularity of the NPL sales from period to period. it may not be 
practical or prudent to calibrate the LPRM model for loss severity based on these sales. 

1. Analysis will be performed on avai~le NPL sales going forward to determine the relevance of the sale data to the 
modeling process. This will be the responSlbmty of the Senior Manager of Credit Model Validation to be completed no 
later than Q4 2008. Responsible Mgr: (TBD); 12131(2008 

&J ObHNatfon DCriticlam 

Topic: Addressing LPRM Model Shortfalls 

Finding: As management is aware, the LPRM model has certain shortcomings as follows: 

(a). LPRM uses the FICO score at origination; thus, refreshed FICO scores cannot be readily incorporated 
into the model. As management points out. data is correlated with delinquency status, which Is 
incorporated in the model Further, management indicated they are not convinced that refreshed FICOs 
would provide any added benefit for modeling purposes. However, a refreshed FICO score would include 
additional data beyond delinquency status because the score uses data about other aedit relationships. 

(b). Most of the sample used in the LPRM model is from 1997 and later and virtually none of the data is 
drawn from episodes of severe housing declines. Further, sustained periods of above average or below 
average house appreciations are improbable in the model. However, tliese types of periods are dearly 
evident in actual Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO) data. 

WAMU recognizes this and has augmented the LPRM model by using a mixture model of house 
appreciation. Specifically, WfJ.MU has estimated a logit model for sustained downturns in the housing 
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indicates a severe as a '5 percent 
housing prices in a two-year period. However, given that OFHEO data for certain geographic regions 
show 22 percent or more declines in housing prices in the earty 1990's, we recommend a more severe 

metroporltan statistical areas or other appropriate geographic delineations over a "US,,,.,,",,,, 
period (e.g., five years) for purposes of stress testing the adequacy of ALLL reserves. 

Manage.ment indicates that with regard to stress testing, they would not likely be using the severe stress 
testing for purposes of booking reserves for financial statement purposes. WhUe we agree that this type of 
stress testing is used more for purposes of economic capital, we do want to bring to management's 
attention that a robust and reasonable stress testing that covers the distribution of expected loss is 
appropriate for reserving purposes. Further, the importance of this issue is heightened since it is undear 
how accurate the LPRM model forecasts are since the model data set has not gone through a severe . 
period of sustained housing declines. 

(c). As indicated previously, few, if any, loans used to construct the model are Option ARMs. Thus, the 
model was developed using data that did not include payment shocks as large as those that are possible 
to be faced by option ('\RM borrowers (induding payment shocks of 100 percent or more). In this regard, 
virtually none of the shocks in the LPRM model exceed 30 percent. 

Action: (1) The items in (a) through (e) above would need to be addressed by the third party vendor, not by 
WAMU. We encourage WAMU to use its standing in the industry to encourage the vendor to address 
these issues. 

(2) In lieu of the vendor addressing the issues in (a) through (e) above, we recommend that WAMU 
commit resources to address these model shortcomings. 

Management Response Requested Ii!f Yes 0 No 

••. ·Ii."-.~ .... ~l.Wi .. i:!. far i1i",",*"*'L ,...,,;-..* n •. ..,'*'~.~~~~.!.I1!i,t ... onDf' ...... _iX .. I;CIIW_-'.p_~I._· ....... pOtlOMlglWdto. 
__ ndiICIldM.end~ 8IiJ mi&gIiIftg 

~;~~il;lll~the current method produces aggregate reserves that are Management 
not necessanly agree that the use of updated FICOs is a priori the preferable modeling strategy for setting an 
aggregate reserve On a large portfoliO of Joans. A presumption is made that updated scores will better forecast 
mortgage loss performance by induding information about other credit relationships. However, we are not 
aware of empirical evidence that demonstrates this proposition and it may be impoSSIble to disentangle the 
endogenous effects of past mortgage performance to demonstrate the true effect of other credit relationships. 
Management believes that the costs of pursuing a modeling strategy must be weighed against the benefits, and 
doubts that this strategy will meet a oost benefit analysis. 

(b) Management does not agree that the use of stress house price simulations in the current reserving process 
limits house price stresses to a 15 percent decline. Specifically, the stress condition is a 3-year cumulative 15 
percent average house price decline (5 percent per annum), with simulated variation about that average. These 
stress simulations include house price decfme scenarios well below that average value, including house price 
declines exceeding 22 percent. The results of ~se stress scenarios are then probability weighted by the above 
mentioned Jogit model for predicting a 15 percent house price decline, and management believes that probabirrty 
weight to be substantially larperthan a weight based on the more remote 22 percent decline scenario. 
Furthermore, management does not agree that scenarios that indude stresses over Msustained period (e.g .• five 
years) for purposes of stress testing the adequacy of ALLL reserves" are appropriate for finandal statement 
purposes, as that would transcend the current reserving horizons. Management agrees that it is important to 
include a rearlStic representation of the possible house price decline values in calculating expected loss and 
believe this is met reasonably by the current process. Management also agrees that more extensive stress 
testing is most appropriate for determining capital adequacy rather than for ALLL purposes. 

(c) Management agrees that severe payment shocks are likely underrepresented in model development data, both 
due to fewer Option Arms and interest rate environments experienced in recent years. 
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1. WaMu will explore alternatives for measuring the impact of extreme payment shock in Option Arm~. This will be the 
responsibility of the Senior Manager of Credit Model Validation. Responsible Mgr: (TBD); 1213112008 

Washington Mutual, Inc. - Confidential 
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Dochow, Darrel W 

From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Sunday, June 03, 2007 9:08 PM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Su~e~~:--------____ JE~W~'C~om~pllilia~n~oe~ra~t&in~g~ ____________________________________________________ ___ 

FYI 

----Original Message----
From: aar1<, Mary Suzanne 
Sent: Sunday, June 03,20074:47 PM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin 0; Archibald, Robert D 
Subject: Compliance rating 

Considering the meeting on Friday, I'm of a mind to go with a "2". I'm not up for the fight or the blood pressure problems. 

I continue to stand by the fact that they are not "Best Practices" and it should have been brought to Ron's attention since 
he has stated that they are. I also feel that it was not good that he "threatened" to move Compliance to Legal (making the 
situation worse). I don't think that cutting off your nose to spite your face is a very good management practice. 

He also brought in the discussion of Dick's competence to the discussion of why there have been so much turnover to the 
position, even though its not relevant and I never stated he wasn't competent. 

We are going to have the same battle on the complaint memo, although I still stand by the findings. Since we weren't able 
to do a separate evaluation of the process, they will fight it. It doesn't matter that we are right, what matters is how it is 
framed. And all we can do is point to the pile of complaints and say there is a problem. I found out recently that the 
Providian CD holder mess was an offshore mishap. And once again I wasn't told about it. 

So with our continuously limited resources, we will never be able to do a deep dive and never have the information to give 
them the "3" rating. They aren't interested in our "opinions" of the program. They want black and white, violations or not. 

Today was the first day of the compliance conference, and all the speakers touched on reputation risk. I think I'm ahead of 
my time and I know this is a problem at WAMU. But they aren't interested. I feelHke Darrel and our training always 
emphasizes "Best Practices" but when it comes down to it, we don't have the resources to show the risk. 

I will be back on Thursday to discuss this. 

1 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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Re: Wamu appraisal review 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Polakoff, Scott M 
Thursday, November 29, 2007 3:14 PM 
Dochow, Darrel W <dochowdw@office of thrift supervision. com> 

Reich, John M <reichjm@office ofthrift supervision.com> 

Re: Wamu appraisal review 

Page 1 of2 

Darrel _ thanks for the update and, more importantly, handling the situation appropriately. You are doing a superb job as 

Regional Director. 

John - this e-mails provides an update on our earlier discussion today. 

Thanks 

Scott 

Scott Polakoff 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----- Original Message ----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 

To: Polakoff, Scott M 
Cc: Ward, Timothy T; Quigley, Lori G; Franklin, Benjamin D; Johnson, Mark W; Hendriksen, James A; Bowman, John E 

Sent: Thu Nov 2915:10:192007 
Subject: Re: Wamu appraisal review 

Scott: 

I just talked with kerry killinger. The outside law firm doing the investigation is and will report directly to kerry and he will 
make everything available to the audit committee. Kerry is actively engaged as is steve frank, audit committee chair. 
Outside law firm expects fmal report in mid january. I am much more comfortable now. 

Darrel 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----- Original Message ----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 

To: Polakoff, Scott M 
Cc: Ward, Timothy T; Quigley, Lori G; Franklin, Benjamin D; Johnson, Mark W; Hendriksen, James A; Bowman, John E 

Sent: Thu Nov 2913:36:512007 

Subject: Wamu appraisal review 

Scott: 

As we briefly discussed, we are trying to leverage, to the extent appropriate, the internal review being done by wamu and its 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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Re: Wamu appraisal review Page 2 of2 

external law firm relating to the nyag appraisal allegations. I am not yet comfortable that we can leverage as much on their 
review (mostly a quick review to bolster a defense for the main allegation of collusion) as I had hoped given its scope. In 
addition, we need to be able to defend that we have done our own independent examination. I understand confidentially that 
steve rotella has told kerry killinger that he was hoping ots would simply endorse/confmn their conclusion and is now 
concerned that ots has not geared up as fast as desired and does not have sufficient resources to have a quick conclusion. 
Thus, I have a call into kerry kiillinger to discuss our desire to fully leverage their review as appropriate, and whether it 
makes sense for their audit committee to be the focal point for their review, especially since the general counsel's office is 
now a target of the review. 

On tuesday this week, rotella was already comfortable that he understood the conclusion that their review would yield (no 
collusion, damaging emails from eappraiseit and some loan personnel, but isolated and not reflective of collusion or a 
breakdown, and taken out of context as nyag looked at only 8 instances out of hundreds of thousands, and in those there was 
actually a adjustment down in value by the review process. Rotella expects fmal of their review in a week or two. Rotella 
also implied that conversations are occurring indirectly by their their outside attornies and the nyag office. He sees cuomo as 
wanting a new appraisal standard/controls that wamu would support. I reminded rotella of the understanding wamu had with 
ots on conversations with nyag and he said he understood, and that no direct conversations or negotiations were occurring. Is 
the apparent indirect discussions consistent with the protocol they discussed with ots washington dc? Rotella is focused on 
getting the nyag to stop "throwing bombs" and to quickly get wamu in a better position, hopefully with an ots endorsement 
that their was no corporate collusion .. He feels the rest of our review relating to the other third party appraisal firm (lsi) etc 
can come afterwards. 

Confidentially, I am also watching closely cost cutting actions and have discussed my expectation with coo steve rotella and 
chief risk officer ron cathcart that risk management remain strong and fully staffed with an appropriate budget. This was also 
a matter for the board's attention in our report of exam. I am seeing hints that coo rotella is not a strong supporter of chief 
risk officer ron cathcart and is using the appraisal issue to undercut/move out general counsel faye chapman who has 
challenged him in the past. The fact that coo rotella runs the business units, was the champion of cost cutting and use ofthird 
party appraisal outsourcing, and continues to downplay the various business units' failing (compliance, bsa, flood and now 
maybe appraisal) by diverting blame to others (risk management and now counsel) leaves me uncomfortable. 

The regional exam and enforcement staff are working diligently on our review. We have not yet been provided any written 
findings from the wamu review. 

Darrel 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 
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Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 
Padlic Plam, 2(1)1 lunip=o S=ra Boulevanl, Suite 650, Daly Cily, CA 94014-1916 

West Region 

1'.0. BOlt 7165, San Fnmcisco.CA 94 t20-71 65 • TdcpboM: (650) 746-7000· Fax: (650) 146-7001 

February 27, 2008 

Board ofDirec1oJ:s 
Kerry KilliJiger, Cb.aimlan and CbicfExecutive Officer 
Washington M~ Bank 
1301 Second Avenue, Seattle. WA 98101 

Dear BOlU'd of Di.rectots: 

This letter-is to advise you Ibm: the Office ofThrlft Supervision (OTS) is adjusting downward the 
composite rating for Washington Mutual BBl'lk (WMB or 'B$nk) from a "1." to a "3," effective 
today. We are also adjusting the Asset Quality rating from a "1." to a "3," the Earnings rating 
from a "1." to It "4," and the Liquidity rating from a "1" to a "3." Each of these cbange$ is 
discussed below. We are continuing to review the Capital, Management. and Sensitivity to 
Market Risk component ratings. as well as the Compliance and Holding Company ratings as part 
of our ongoing continuous examination process. 

The composite "3" rating reflects a combination of weaknesses and supervisory concern with 
earnings, asset quality, and liquidity, in particular. in addition, the cUrrent "3" rating in 
Compliance also reflects ongoing supervisory concern in that area.. We ask that the Board of 
Directors send the undersigned a duly certified Resolution of the Board committing to take all 
appropriate action to ensure that weaknesses and concerns are promptly nddressed. We will be 
considering whether additional supervisory action is appropriate as part of our ongoing 
exam.inati.on and supervisory effurts. 

With regards io the rating component downgrades, WMB has experienced considerable 
deterioration in its asset quality and earnings performance, as well as a stressed liquidity 
position. Our continuous examination process and off-site monitoring have confinued 
conditions that warrant making ratings changes at this time. 

• 'The BanIc's nonperfonning assets level more dum doubled to $7.5 billion (2.29 percent of 
total assets) as of December 31. 2007. compared to $3.3 billion (0.96 percent of total 
assets) as of December 31. 2006, Oassified assets totaling $8.2 billion represent 32.74% 
of Tier-l Capital plus allowances. The level of ALLL, though increased. may be 
insufficient to cover future losses witlIDut continuing signi ncant furthtlr provisions. 

• For tbe 3nl and 4-1it quarters of 1007, the Bank recorded substantial loan loss ~ovisjons 
.tnd mortgage-related write-do\o\--1\S retlecting 8. significant dcterioration in WMB's asSt..'t 
tjlllliity. The: earnings imp3l."t resulted in til;! Bank rec.:ording :t -kh quarter 1007 atter-tax 
ad In,;,; <If C; I.X billion drh,tm by S 1.5 hillion n( loan loss pm' isions :too a SUi billion 
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Board of Directors 
Wuhiugton Mutual Sank 
February 27,2008 
Page 2 

write-down of goodwin related to discontinued lending operations. Projections indicate 
additional losses are expected in 2008. 

• Uquidity bas become ~ stressed. The tnaIket dismption and inaeasing loan. defaults 
resulted in a debt rating downgrade to Baa2 (Moody's) for WMI, and Baa- (Moody's) for 
WMB, thus increasing funding costs and contraction of available soun:es. While 
collateral inilialives are in process to expand the Bank's access to Federal Home Loan 
BalIk advances, the significam reliance on !his source of funds reflects a loss of funding 
flexibility and a eonce:ntration risk. 

Given the preceding. we consider WMB less able to withstand bu$ness ftuetuations and more 
vulnerable to additional: negative extemal and inte:mal e:vents.OTS bas a responsibility to CIlSQle' 

that WMB's ,Composite tating reftects our best judgment of its cum:nt condition.. The decision to 
change the composite rating to It "3" at this time was made after confirming the situatiOD. during 
the initial portion of our on-going examinatiou and carefully considering the facts and current 
ciroumstaDces. We win continue to II5SCSS all CAMELS, Compliance. and Holding Company 
ratings and will discuss our detenninations at the conclusion of our ongoing exmnioatiOzL 'The 
ron-up of our targeted examinations will conclude with a meeting with the Board of Directors on 
July 15,2008. 

We appreciate management's open communication, cooperation, and efforts during these 
difficult times. This letter considered a Report and is confidential. Except as provided in 12 
C.F.R. Section 510.5, the institution's directors, officers, or employees may not disclose the 
Report, or any portion of it, to unauthorized persons or organizations. 

~incerely. 

\, r, ',~ 
'~a.MU; t..... • .::~ 

Darrel W. Dochow 
Regional Director 
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From: 

Sent: 
Dochow, Darrel W <darre1.dochow@ots.treas.gov> 

Friday, February 29,2008 10:19 AM 

To: Franklin, Benjamin D <franklinbd@office of thrift supervision. com>; Johnson, 
Mark W <johnsonmw@office of thrift supervision. com>; Hendriksen, James A 
<hendriksenja@office of thrift supervision. com> . 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Crosley, John M <crosleyjm@office of thrift supervision. com> 

Fw: Kerry Killinger 

Fyi 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----- Original Message ----
From: Ward, Timothy l' 
To: Polakoff, Scott M 
Cc: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Fri Feb 29 09: 10:04 2008 
Subject: RE: Kerry Killinger 

Yes. I will find the time on your calendars - Thursday may work for John via phone. Darrel has advised who he would like 
on from the West 

Tim 

-----Original Message----
From: Polakoff, Scott M 
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 9:07 AM 
To: Ward, Timothy T 
Cc: Dochow, Darrel W 
Subject: RE: Kerry Killinger 

Tim - thanks, I agree with you. Can we find time next week to brief John on Wamu. I'd like to be briefed too, either with 
John et al or prior. 

Thanks. 

Scott 

-----Original Message----
From: Ward, Timothy T 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 20086:56 PM 
To: Polakoff, Scott M 
Cc: Dochow, Darrel W 
Subject: Re: Kerry Killinger 

Scott, 
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Kerry asked the same question when Darrel and I met with him in January. I replied that we were not patient when it came to 
fixing problems that were correctable by the board and management - tightening controls, improving processes, discontinuing 
unsuccessful activities, adopting new plans and strategies, etc. I explained that we were not unrealistic in our expectations 
regarding the unfolding of results from past practices - asset losses, weak earnings, capital pressure - and that the 
shareholders would likely have a different time horizon than the regulators. 

Tim 
Timothy T. Ward 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
202.285.6405 - cell 
202.906.5666 - office 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----- Original Message ----
From: Reich, John M 
To: Polakoff, Scott M; Ward, Timothy T; Dochow, Darrel W 
Cc: Russell, Robert W 
Sent: Thu Feb 28 18:36:40 2008 
Subject: Kerry Killinger 

Kerry came in this afternoon to see me - I thought, ostensibly, about doing a domestic covered bond issue and getting a 
waiver from the FDIC to agree not to repudiate the collateralization - but that was not on his mind. We had a general 
conversation about the economy and the pressures W AMU is under, and it was clear to me by the end of the conversation 
that the reason he came in to see me was to see how much trouble he and W AMU are in with me and OTS leadership. 

Kerry is feeling pressure from several points - the NY AG (he would just as soon see the Appraisal agreement be signed as is, 
to get the issue out of the way); the BSA/AML issue; the rising losses in his portfolio and the likelihood that profitability will 
not return until 2009; the prospect of raising more capital; and the impact and fallout of ratings downgrades. By the end of 
the conversation he was basically asking me if I thought OTS was going to have the patience to give W AMU time to improve 
the ratings over a reasonable time period, or should they be considering other options sooner. I told Kerry that I had not 
received a complete briefing from staff yet, but it was my feeling that OTS would be reasonable in providing adequate time 
over the business cycle for W AMU management to make improvements, particularly in earnings, and that it would be my 
hope that we would not place unrealistic expectations or demands to make changes/improvements over unrealistic time 
periods. Our meeting ended with me telling Kerry that I would can him within a week or 10 days after I had been more fully 
briefed on the current examination findings. 

We need to schedule this and to follow up this conversation. 

John 

Franklin _Benjamin-00027331_ 002 



From: 

Sent: 

. To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott: 

Dochow, Darrel W <darre1.dochow@ots.treas.gov> 

Wednesday, June 25,200812:12 PM 

Polakoff, Scott M <polakoffsm@office of thrift supervision. com>; Ward, Timothy 
T <wardtt@office of thrift supervision. com>; Reich, John M <reichjm@office of 
thrift supervision. com> 

Bowman, John E <bowmanje@office of thrift supervision. com>; Blackburn, Dale 
R <blackburndr@office of thrift supervision.com>; Franklin, Benjamin D 
<franklinbd@office of thrift supervision. com>; Hendriksen, James A 
<hendriksenja@office of thrift supervision. com> 

RE: Call from Killinger 

I told him that I was going through the examination findings and management actions to ensure that I make an 
appropriate deCision on what corrective action to take and what the company needs to do. Clearly I wanted more 
capital in the bank which they are now moving ahead on. I also wanted the look back on the Alerts completed 
and SARS process running as a well oiled machine. The main areas of asset quality criticism are largely being 
addressed by exiting the products. The ALLL is being increased at our request and model is being enhanced. I 
need to go through the full exam before concluding what the full set of actions are that we will request. 

I further told Kerry that as a matter of policy, the OTS believes that "3" rated institutions, especially repeat "3"s, 
warranted informal supervisory action and consideration of formal action. I told Kerry that it was disappointing to 
see some exam issues resurface in subsequent examinations and that management's ultimate avenue to remedy 
some issues has been to exit the product instead of fixing it (e.g. stated income lending was an issue at Long 
Beach lending, moved to Home lending, and even partly surfaced in the initial small business lending, and that 
the look back for the Alerts was promised to be completed at 12131/2007 and now we have had to push 
somewhat to get this targeted for completion by September 30, 2008 instead of the recently requested December 
31, 2008). I told Kerry that I would discuss corrective action with him and the Board at the July 15 board meeting 
and realized that the company will likely have a disclosure/timing issue if they announce the poor second quarter 
results and shortly thereafter announce a MOU or other supervisory action. 

As an aside, the equity investors voiced concern at time of their due diligence that OTS might take enforcement 
action following their investment which would drive the value of the company down and sought some comfort on 
that front. In addition, there is some sentiment that a public supervisory action will drive/result in a change in 
executive management. 

Darrel 

From: Polakoff, Scott M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2008 8:34 AM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W; Ward, Timothy T; Reich, John M 
Cc: Bowman, John E; Blackburn, Dale R; Franklin, Benjamin D; Hendriksen, James A 
Subject: RE: Call from Killinger 

Darrel - in addition to reassuring him that open communication with DC was reasonable, how did you respond to 
Q4? 

Scott 

From: Dochow, Darrel W 
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Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2008 11:31 AM 
To: Ward, Timothy T; Polakoff, Scott M; Reich, John M 
Cc: Bowman, John E; Blackburn, Dale R; Franklin, Benjamin D; Hendriksen, James A 
Subject: can from Killinger 

I spoke with WAMU CEO Kerry Killinger this morning. Kerry wanted me to know: 

------+1.----'"fTflh~eyv--Ah~ad--he-are-me-aOO-willlook to put more capital into the bank instead of holding so milch at the holding 
company. They have some sensitivity to maintaining enough at the parent for future flexibility (dividends) and 
rating agency comfort, and they have a tax issue that for a period of time any capital in the bank will be captive 
and can not be up streamed without triggering a tax event. 

2. He encouraged me to spend some personal time with their new General Counsel Mike Solender (from Bear 
Steams) and to share perspectives on compliance and issues to help guide him as he brings energy and passion 
to the legal and compliance role. Compliance now reports to him. I told him that I would and that John Bowman 
is also planning on having a meeting with him around the RMG in August. 

3. They are working very hard to clear the backlog of Alerts in the shortest time period and to ensure that SAR 
filings are done timely. They are barring no expense and will be bringing in about 400 folks to help get this 
cleared up by September 30, 2008. I told him that Laura Fiene was meeting with his folks Monday to discuss time 
frames for filing SARs. 

4. He wanted to convey the actions they have taken, reiterate the current board commitment contained in the 
resolution, and ask if there were any other actions that they could take to show that a MOU was not needed. He 
mentioned the capital infusion, further build up of liquidity to approximately $60 billion in June versus about $37 
billion at March 31, their discontinuation and scale back in many lending areas that the examiners had seen past 
underwriting issues with, their acceleration of provisioning for potential loan losses in response to the exam along 
with model improvements, and their planned cutting about $1 billion in expenses to facilitate a return to 
profitability sooner. He asked if he should discuss this with you when he was in Washington DC and I told him 
that he should always feel free to discuss issues. 

5. He asked about the appraisal review we were doing. I told him that we had not reached conclusion but are still 
hoping to have conclusions in time for discussion at the July 15 board meeting. 

Darrel Dochow 

Franklin _ Benjamin-00036655 _002 



Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

FYI. 

John 
(206) 500-4149 

Robinson, John Dohn.robinson@wamu.net] 
Thursday, July 03,200810:55 AM 
Dochow, Darrel W 
FW: MOU VS. Board Resolution 

-----Original Message----
From: Killinger, Kerry K. 
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2008 10:34 AM 
To: Landefeld, Stewart M.; Solender, Michael S.; Robinson, John; Casey, Tom; Rotella, 
Steve 
Subject: Fw: MOU vs. Board Resolution 

FYI. The OT8 plans to issue an MOU. We need to plan accordingly. It will be helpful to 
learn what is likely to be included in an MOU. 

Kerry 

Original Message ----
From: Killinger, Kerry K. 
To: 'john.reich@ots.treas.gov' <john.reich@ots.treas.gov> 
Sent: Thu Jul 03 10:28:05 2008 
Subject: Re: MOU vs. Board Resolution 

Thanks John. 

I appreciate your time and willingness to give this matter a thorough review. 

Kerry 

Original Message -----
From: Reich, John M <John.Reich@ots.treas.gov> 
To: Killinger, Kerry K. 
Sent: Thu Jul 03 10:10:47 2008 
Subject: MOU vs. Board Resolution 

Kerry, OTS/VVEST 
I'm sorry to communicate by email - I've left a couple of messages on your office phone, 
but I'm guessing you may be off for a long weekend. 

I've been wrestling with the issue of 
conversation in my office last week. 
for OTS to do in this situation, and 
today to communicate this decision. 

an MOD versus a Board Resolution as a result of our 
And I've decided that an MOU is the right approach 

Scott Polakoff will be trying to reach John Robinson 

We almost always do an MOO for 3-rated institutions, and if someone were looking over our 
shoulders, they would probably be surprised we don't already have one in place. The 
situation with WaMu is a 3-rated institution, with 4's in Asset Quality and Earnings, 
along with an outstanding C&D on BSA, which frankly seems to have deteriorated a bit, 
rather than improved; plUS, we still have the Appraisal issue outstanding, and the staff 
input I've received concerning this issue indicates that serious internal control 
weaknesses exist in this area. 

So as much as I would like to be able to say a Board Resolution is the appropriate 
regulatory response, I don'tlCeallv beJ.ieve it is. I do believe we need to do 3.r. MOO. We 
don't consider it a disclosable event, and we also think the investment community won't be 
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surprised if they learn of it, and would probably only be surprised to learn one didn't 
already exist. 

Again, I'm sorry to communicate this decision by email, but I'm scheduled to be out of the 
office next week myself, and wanted you to have this information. 

Best regards, Kerry, 

John 

John M. Reich, Director 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 
1700 G Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20522 
Tel: (202) 906-6590 
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From: Polakoff, Scott M 

Sent: Monday, July 28, 2008 9:26 AM 

To: 

Subject: 

Ward, Timothy T <wardtt@office of thrift supervision. com> 

RE:WAMUMOU 

Tim - thanks for sharing this document. It is, unfortunately, another example of a benign supervisory document. Other than 
required capital levels, all we are requiring is a business plan and consulting review of risk management and plan to reduce 
problem assets. I read it quick but don't recall even seeing anything about liquidity. I have no idea how we arrived at the 
minimum capital levels required in the document. 

Having said all of that, I feel that timing gives us no choice but to move forward with it asap. It is representative, though, of 
Darrel's greater interest in getting the FDIC to review then you/me to review. 

Scott 

-----Original Message----
From: Ward, Timothy T 
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2008 5:36 PM 
To: Polakoff, Scott M 
Subject: FW: W AMU MOU 
Importance: High 

-----Original Message----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2008 1:18 PM 
To: Ward, Timothy T 
Subject: W AMU MOU 
Importance: High 

Tim: 

You make a good point, I apologize, and attached is the MOU for your review. I will make any changes you want and it has 
not yet gone to the company. The MOU has been going back and forth with Washington DC through Enforcement for some 
time at my direction even though I was told that the enforcement policy/procedures does not require such documents to be 
run through DC Enforcement. The MOU came up yesterday in a call I had with John Reich and Scott Polakoff, and then by 
Jolm Reich with COB Steve Frank. It went to the FDIC because I committed to Stan Ivie to consider their comments in an 
effort to minimize their letter writing and posturing. 

Again, here is the MOU for your review. I have not provided to W AMU, but was hoping to do so this afternoon. I will hold 
until I hear back from you. 

Darrel 

-----Original Message----
From: Ward, Timothy T 
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2008 10:01 AM 
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To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Subject: Meetings til14:00p EDT 

Will call you right after. Couple of items from my side. 

Downey C&D with capital provision or PCA notice of intent to reclassify as Adequate. 

WaMu MOD - why did we run it by FDIC, but not me? 

Timothy T. Ward 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
202.285.6405 - cell 
202.906.5666 - office 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 
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From: 
Sent: 

Blackburn, Dale R <Dale.Blackburn@ots.treas.gov> . 
Wednesday, August 6, 20081:06 PM 

To: Dochow, Darrel W <dochowdw@office of thrift supervision. com>; Hendriksen, 
James A <hendriksenja@office of thrift supervision. com> 

-~---(e~cc:.~----FFrftlatllnklk:lilifln;;-, B~enRi~faafImHinn-ID).&<fi:anklinbd@office oftbrift supervision. com> 

SUbject: Wamu MOU-Board provisions 

I spoke with Ben about the effectiveness of Wamu board oversighVgovemance. In his presentation to the board, 
he labeled ManagemenVBoard Performance and Oversight as unsatisfactory due to the following: 

1. Poor financial performance exacerbated by: 
• Poor underwriting quality 
• Geographic concentrations in problem markets 
• Liberal underwriting policy 
• Risk layering 

2. Repeat significant underwriting and process weaknesses in the Home Loans Group 
3. Slow response to reducing high risk lending products and practices 
4. Continuing Compliance weaknesses, especially BSA (we now consider them in violation of the C&D) 
5. Repeat MRBA for inadequate ERM function 

Ben stated that the repeat MRBA items were the primary reason for criticizing the board. He is concerned that 
the board is not getting sufficient, consistent, or understandable information/reports from management. This was 
confirmed by the board's self-assessment where they acknowledged that they did not have a full understanding of 
the bank's risks. In addition, Ben expressed concern about the board's committee structure with the mortgage 
group reporting to the Finance Committee, rather than to a Credit Committee. This deficiency also feeds into the 
repeat MRBA for an inadequate ERM function. Ben stated that he believes the directors are able to provide 
adequate oversight with the light information and structure. 

Thus, for the proposed MOU, I suggest we do not remove the references to the board's oversight from the 
Management and Board Oversight section, but that it is more specific as to the review of the board's committee 
structure/responsibilities and information reporting that it receives/needs from management in order to 
appropriately govern. This will be consistent with the ROE. 

Finally, I recommend we add that the board appropriately address/correct the MRBA items, not just the OTS 
findings described in the findings memorandums as it is presently worded. I suggested to Ben that he put the 
board structure/reporting concerns as an MRBA in the ROE. That way if the specific board oversight language in 
the MOU is too troublesome, then by having them as MRBAs and also requiring in the MOU that the MRBAs be 
addressed, we accomplish the same thing. 

Dale R. Blackburn 
AssistCD'lt Director 

OTS Seattle Office 
(206) 829-2603 Office 
(206) 902-8191 Mobile 
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From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Monday, August 2S~ 2008 4:39 PM 
To: Polakoff, Scott M <polakoffsm@office of thrift supervision. com> 
Cc: Reich, John M <reichjm@office of thrift supervision.com>; Blackburn, Dale R 

<blackburndr@officeofthrift supervision. com> 
SUbject: RE:WAMU 

Scott: 

The MOU does reference a requirement to correct all matters requiring board attention in the ROE and all 
examination findings in the findings memos. The attorneys did push back on that since they have not see the 
ROE. I instructed Jim Hendriksen to leave the language in the MOU and he provided some verbal assurance that 
there would be no surprises, but from their perspective, it would be better if the Board had the ROE in hand prior 
to signing the MOU. 

Darrel 

From: Polakoff, Scott M 
Sent: Monday, August 25,20081:30 PM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 

. Cc: Reich, John M; Blackburn, Dale R 
Subject: RE: 

Darrel - thanks. I seem to recall that during one recent conversation with Steve Frank he noted that the MOU 
referenced the ROE findings and that the BOD might need the ROE in order to sign the MOU. Possibly I 
misunderstood him, maybe not You should at least be aware of this possibility and be ready to address it. 

Scott 

From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 20084:11 PM 
To: Polakoff, Scott M 
Cc: Reich, John M; Blackburn, Dale R 
Subject: RE: 

Scott: 

MOU at thrift and holding company is now agreed to by company attorneys and we can request the Board to 
execute anytime. 

ROE is due from EIC Franklin to AD Blackbum today but has not yet been received. Dale is following up. It could 
take approximately 7 -10 work days to review, upload final and mail to the Board, but we will speed this as much 
as possible. 

Darrel 

From: Polakoff, Scott M 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2008 12:48 PM 
To: Dochow, Darrel \AI 
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Cc: Reich, John M 
Subject: RE: 

Darrel- as we discussed, the most likely candidate is not deemed highly qualified (at least in my eyes) to run a 
$300 billion institution. 

What is the status of ttle ROE? When will it be mailed? 
What is the status of the MOU? 

I feel like we are stuck in quicksand here. We certainly want to work with Steve but we need to have a game plan 
for completion of the ROE and enforcement action. 

Scott 

From: Steve Frank [rnailto:steve5865@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2008 3:43 PM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Cc: Reich, John M; Polakoff, Scott M 
Subject: RE: 

Darrel-

Several discussions over the weekend. We put a compensation term sheet in the hands of 
Fishman's lawyer yesterday afternoon and will probably have another discussion late today or 
early tomorrow. As I indicated, we also initiated parallel discussions with two other candidates 
in the event that this doesn't bear fruit. One does not appear appropriate, but the other is very 
interesting and interested, andl think would bring high credibility. I met with him for several 
hours yesterday afternoon, and· a second meeting is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon in San 
Francisco with four or more directors attending, The candidate has asked that we not share 
his name with you until after that meeting. I'll give you an update as soon as practical after 
tomorrow's meeting. I will be in Los Angeles for meetings over the next two days, but will be 
able to respond in a timely fashion to any emails picked up on my Blackberry. 

Steve 

Steve Frank 

From: Dochow, Darrel W [rnailto:darrel.dochow@ots.treas.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 25,200812:25 PM 
To: Steve Frank; Reich, John M; Polakoff, Scott M 
Subject: RE: 

Steve: 

Anything new today? 

Darrel 

From: Steve Frank [mailto:steve5865@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 22, 2008 3:45 PM 
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To: Reich, John M; Polakoff, Scott M; Dochow, Darrel W 
Cc: dbonderman@tpg.com; Tom Leppert (tleppert@tcco.com); osmith30@comcast.net 
Subject: 

Dinner meeting that David Bonderman and Orin Smith had with Alan Fishman last night went 
well, and he continues to display keen interest. We are currently working with his lawyer on 
cor Itt act/coiliper Isation. Given our recent experience, we are· meeting with tvlO other potential 
candidates on Sunday. If all goes well with negotiations over the weekend we would endeavor· 
to have you meet Fishman early next week as you suggested, but wanted to have a fallback 
plan. Will keep you advised. 

steve Frank 
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Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

101 Stewart Street, Suite lOJO, Seattle, WA 98101-2419 
Telephone: (206) 829-2600 • Fax: (206) 829-2620 

WaMu Ratings of 3/343432 

Introduction 

September 11, 2008 

West Region 

Seattle Area Office 

The FDIC West Region recently informed us that they are moving forward with CAMELS 
Ratings of 4/444442 for Washington Mutual Bank (W"MB or Bank). The OTS West Region 
assigned ratings of3/343432 under the Uniform Financial Institutions Rating Systems (UFIRS) 
definitions at the July 15,2008 meeting with the Board of Directors. We have agreement with 
the FDIC regional office on the Asset Quality, Earnings, and Sensitivity component ratings, but 
are one notch higher on the Capita~ Management, Liquidity and therefore the Composite ratings. 

OTS and FDIC regional representatives met on several occasions in August after we learned of a 
potential ratings difference. We share a common perspective about the company's deteriorated 
financial condition. The OTS regional representatives believed that the discussions allowed us to 
clarify some important information., particularly around the assumptions used in the FDIC's 
stress scenario's that showed potential capital deterioration to "undercapitalized" by 2010. 

This memorandum highlights our examination findings, enforcement actions, basis for our 
assigned ratings, and what we understand are the key drivers for the difference in rating at this 
point in time with the FDIC. 

Examination Approach 
Our examination ofWMB is conducted on a continuous basis using dedicated examination leads 
and teams of examiners from throughout the West Region and country. During the period of 
September 10, 2007 to June 30,2008, we conducted targeted examinations ofretaillconsumer 
lending, mortgage lending, credit administration, servicing, and operations. Much of the 
financial information available at time of the reviews was dated March 31,2008. Information 
was updated to June 30,2008 in key areas as it became available. In addition, we conducted 
Information Technology and Compliance examinations and assessed the institution's compliance 
with the outstanding BSAI AML Order to Cease and Desist. 

Midway during our continuous examination review period (2/27/2008), we downgraded the 
composite rating to "3" based on net losses and negative asset quality trends. We re-confirmed 
this "3" composite rating at completion of the examination on June 30,2008 and met with the 
board of directors on July 15, 2008 to discuss our findings, conclusions and anticipated 
enforcement action. OTS entered into MOUs with both Washington Mutual Bank and 
Washington Mutual Inc., which became effective concurrently with a change in CEO on 
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September 7,2008. We continuously monitor WMB's condition and will adjust composite and 
component ratings in accordance with the UFIRS definitions. Ihe OTS examination team 
worked closely with the FDIC dedIcated examiner and his team dm iug the entire examination 
review period and FDIC participated in the exit meeting with the Board of Directors. 
Unfortunately, we had not realized until after the meeting with the Board of Directors that the 
FDIC would have a composite ratings difference. 

Enforcement Actions 
Cease and Desist Order (C&D). OIS issued a C&D order on October 17, 2007 related to 
weaknesses in WMB' s Bank Secrecy Act! Anti-money Laundering (BSAf AML) programs. 

Civil Money Penalty (CMP). OIS issued an order for CMPs totaling $60,448 related to Bank's 
violation of flood insurance regulations in its Multifamily Loan group on October 17, 2007. 

Board Resolution - Required Board Resolution committing to correct concerns at time of mid
exam ratings downgrade to a composite "3" on February 27,2008. 

Memorandum oJUnderstanding (MOU) effective September 7,2008. Action items include: (1) 
submission of a 3-year business plan - both base case and stressed scenarios - (within 30 days) 
for OIS review and non-objection followed by quarterly variance reports, (2) a contingency 
capital plan (within 90 days), (3) a classified asset reduction plan (incorporated into the business 
plan), (4) engage an outside consultant to review risk management practices (4S days), and 
submit a report to OIS (75 days), (5) engage an outside consultant to review the underwriting 
process for the Home Loans Group (4 5 days), and submit a report to OIS (7 5 days), (6) submit a 
report to OIS to address the consultants' recommendations within 30 days of receipt of the 
consultants' reports, (7) review alerts for the period April 1, 2006 through June 30, 2008, and file 
SARs where required (no later than October 31,2008), and (8) ensure that management corrects 
all OIS findings specified in the Report of Examination and the Findings Memoranda. Within 
55 days of the end of each quarter, the Board shall certify compliance with the MOU and submit 
a certified copy to the OIS. 

Holding Company MOU effective September 7, 2008. Action items include: (1) submission of a 
consolidated 3-year business plan (within 30 days) for OIS review and non-objection followed 
by quarterly variance reports, (2) a contingency capital plan (within 90 days). 

Ratings Discussion 
Composite Rating-3: 
In accordance with the UFIRS definitions, the OIS assigned a composite rating to Washington 
Mutual Bank of"3". Ihe definition of an institution rated in this category is: 

Financial Institutions in this group exhibit some degree of supervisory concern in one or 
more of the component areas. These financial institutions exhibit a combination of 
weaknesses that may range from moderate to severe; however, the magnitude of the 
deficiencies generally will not cause a component to be rated more severely than 4. 
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Management may lack the ability or willingness to effectively address weaknesses within 
a ro riate time frames. Financial institutions in this group generally are less capable of 
withstanding business fluctuations and are more vu nera e 0 ou si e in 
those institutions rates a composite 1 or 2. Additionally, these financial institutions may 
be in significant noncompliance with laws and regulations. Risk management practices 
may be less than satisfactory relative to the institution's size, complexity, and risk profile . 

. These financial institutions require more than normal supervision, which may include 
formal or informal enforcement actions. Failure appears unlikely, however, given the 
overall strength and financial capacity of these institutions. 

By contrast, the UFIRS definition for a "4" says: 

Financial institutions in this group generally exhibit unsafe and unsound practices and 
conditions. There are serious financial or managerial deficiencies that result in 
unsatisfactory performance. The problems range from severe to critically deficient. The 
weaknesses and problems are not being satisfactorily addressed or resolved by the board 
of directors and management. Financial institutions in this group generally are not 
capable of withstanding business fluctuations. There may be significant noncompliance 
with Jaws and regulations. Risk management practices are generally unacceptable 
relative to the institution's size, complexity, and risk profile. Close supervisory attention 
is required, which means, in most cases, formal enforcement action is necessary to 
address the problems. Institutions in this group pose a risk to the deposit insurance fund. 
Failure is a distinct possibility if the problems and weaknesses are not satisfactorily 
addressed and resolved. 

With regards to component ratings, the OTS and FDIC concur on the "4" rating for Asset 
Quality and Earnings and the "2" rating for Sensitivity. The OTS believes that "3" ratings are 
appropriate for Capital, Management and Liquidity while the FDIC believes that these 
components should be rated "4". 

The composite rating difference between OTS and FDIC regions stems primarily from one's 
conclusions about the credit cost projections and the timing of such losses, level of prospective 
core operating income, and adequacy ofliquidity during this uncertain time and unprecedented 
market reaction. In addition, there is an element of potential timing difference as the OTS rating 
was assigned at completion of the examination on June 30, 2008 and we continue to watch 
closely the unfolding events and implications of the public disclosure ofthe enforcement action 
and the "4" FDIC rating on key funding partners and public confidence. All the above 
conclusions drive the amount of capital currently needed to support the risk in the institution. 

Both QTS and FDIC analyzed and further stressed the Bank's Recession Scenario projections. 
Under the FDIC's stress analysis, we understand the Bank's capital designation could fall to 
"undercapitalized" by late 2010. Under the OTS further stress analysis, capital ratios remain 
above the "well capitalized" thresholds, but dip below the higher Tier 1 Leverage and Total Risk 
Based Capital thresholds imposed by the MOU of 6.75% and 11.25% respectively by late 2010. 
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This potential outcomes contained in our further stress scenarios is one reason why OTS 
included, and FDIC supported, a reqUIrement in the MODs that the Bank and holding company 
submit a contingency capital plan within 90 days. This is intended to ensure that the Bank has in 
place a clear plan for shoring up capital should their Recession Scenario projections become 
unattainable. It also allows the new CEO time to assess the situation and submit a business and 
capital plan intended to ensure the financial turn around ofthe company. As part of the 
continuous examination process, we are actively monitoring actual performance against plan 
projections and the unfolding market events. 

Credit Cost Projections 
In the first quarter of 2008, management revised its expectations for future life-of-loan SFR 
losses to $19 billion. In addition to SFR losses, management separately forecasts losses for 
credit cards and multi-family/commercialloans, plus factors in foreclosure and lost interest 
expenses. The sum ofthese credit costs though 2010 total $35 billion in the Recession Scenario. 
Estimated SFR loan losses take into account changes in home prices, a variable outside of 
management's control, and one that is difficult to predict accurately. The following chart shows 
the default frequency and loss severity assumptions that were made in the first quarter 2008 and 
the implied losses: 

Option ARM $52.5 $5.6 27% 40% $0.5 $5.1 
Other Prime 58.7 1.4 6% 40% 0.15 1.3 
Home Equity 1st 15.9 0.6 9% 40% 0.06 0.5 
Home Equity 2nd 44.8 7.4 17% 100% 0.64 6.8 
SUbJ>rime 1st 15.1 2.8 46% 40% 0.40 2.4 
Subprime 2nd 2.3 l.l 47% 100% 0.15 l.0 

Total $189.4 $18.9 18% 55% $1.90 $17.0 

In order to determine the reasonableness of these assumptions, we looked at the performance of 
similar loan types in securitizations. In all but the 2007 vintage of home equity loans (9 percent 
of the portfolio as ofJune 30), the bank's portfolio performance, in terms of the 90+ day 
delinquencies, was better-than similar loans in securitizations. 

We compared the projected cumulative loss percentages estimated by S&P! for 2006-2007 
Option ARM and Subprime securitizations and for 2005-2007 Prime Jumbo securitizations to the 

1 July 29, 2008, Ratings Direct, Standard & Poors Revises Us. Subprime, Prime, and Alternative-A RMBS Loss 
Assumptions . 
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implied cumulative loss percentages estimated by the bank for those loan types. Although the 
Other Prime category contains Prime Jumbo loans, it also contains other non-jumbo loans with 
prime charactetistics. 

2005 2006 2007 Adjustment to Losses 
t--------~+-:::-S&:-:P::-=:r-:::-Bank--:--I---=S-:-&-::-P~~B,....ank-:-+--::-S&::-cp::-=:::::r--:Bank~-I using S&P estimates 

Option ARM NA 10.8% 11.0% 10.8% 14.8% 10.8% 570 million 
Prime Jumbo 0.32% 2.4% 0.81% 2.4% 1.17% 2.4% (455 million) 
Subprime NA 22.4% 23.0% 22.4% 27.0% 22.4% 125 million 

Net Total 240millioD 

As the chart above shows, we found in the recent vintages of Option ARMs, that the bank uses 
lower cumulative losses than S&P. However, since the bank applied a flat loss rate to all 
vintages, it is also likely that the bank overestimated cumulative losses for pre-2006 vintages. 
The same holds true for subprime loans. It appears that the bank has overestimated the 
cumulative losses on its Prime Jumbo loans in all vintages. Moreover, S&P's loss severity 
component of the cumulative loss calculation includes the costs to foreclose and liquidate, as 
well as any decline in property value2

. The bank estimates foreclosure costs separately. Thus, 
given the better overall performance of91 percent of the bank's owned portfolio compared to 
securitizations of similar types and vintages, and that there is no evidence to show that the bank's 
cumulative losses are understated when compared to S&P's estimated losses for similar types 
and vintages, we believe that the banks estimated range of SFR life-of-Ioan losses is reasonable. 

FDIC states option ARM loss severity experienced during 2Q08 was 29 cents on the dollar. This 
is less than the bank projects in their life-of-loan losses. The bank projects a 40% loss severity, 
not including foreclosure and liquidation expenses that are separately quantified. In addition, the 
Bank accounts for deferred interest on its Option Arm loan balances in its Recession Scenario 
forecast. 

The bank's overall unsatisfactory condition is primarily the result ofthe poor asset quality and 
operating performance in the bank's major Home Loans Group line of business. Multi-family, 
credit card and retail operations are well run, are not experiencing similar problems to the Home 
Loans Group, and collectively generate significant core operating income. The deteriorating 
asset quality in the Home Loans Group is accompanied by inadequacies in risk management, 
internal controls, and oversight that made the bank more vulnerable to the current housing and 
economic downturn. The examination criticized past liberal home loan underwriting practices 
and the concentrated delivery of nontraditional mortgage products to higher risk geographic 
markets. 

Management has ceased making higher risk pay-option ARM loans, stated income loans, and 
subprime loans. Home equity originations are nominal. In addition, they discontinued the 
wholesale lending channel, eliminated thousands of positions, and refocused on lower risk GSE-

2 May 7", 2008, Ratings Direct, The Anatomy of Loss Severity Assumptions in Us." Subprime RMBS 
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eligible mortgage lending directly to its customers through its retail distribution channels. 
Nonetheless, there remains a large volume of higher risk, predominantly single family assets on 
the balance sheet with deteriorating credit quality that need to be resolved. 

The bank is actively addressing the recast risk in its Option ARM portfolio in order to reduce 
delinquencies from payment shocks. Its recast risk mitigation plan includes contacting 

. borrowers within six months of a rate reset and offering to refinance the loan with discounted 
fees into a GSEIFHA salable product or modifying the loan into a 5/1 interest-only hybrid ARM 
at the current market rate or at a discount rate, depending on borrower qualifications. 

With respect to timing oflosses, the FDIC's stress analysis assumes that all of the estimated 
$19.0 billion life ofloan losses in the SFR loan portfolio (exclusive of foreclosure costs and lost 
income) will occur in the 2008 -2010 timeframe. The Bank projects that SFR losses during this 
time period will approximate $15.0 billion. To date, actual losses of$3.5 billion YTD 2008 
remain within the Bank's Recession Scenario projections of $8.6 billion for 2008. By assuming 
that all losses are accelerated to the shorter time period, the FDIC assumes that approximately 
$4.0 billion of losses projected by the Batik for 2011 and beyond will occur in the approximate 
2009 to 2010 time period and must be supported by capital now. 

In order to assess what might be a worst case, staff reviewed a further FDIC stress assessment 
where the Batik's Recession Scenario was stressed by an additional 10% and 20% in addition to 
the already discounted core operating income assumption and the assumption that all potential 
life ofloan losses occur in the 2008 to 2010 time period, despite the fact that approximately $4.0 
billion is projected to occur in 2011 and beyond. Even under this scenario, the results that we 
have seen shows WMB falling to "undercapitalized" under the PCA standards and such 
assumptions are debatable. 

We further determined that the ALLL was adequate as of June 30, 2008, having been 
significantly increased in the second quarter in response to our examination and deteriorating 
trends factored into their reserve analysis. 

The net losses stemming from credit costs and related higher expenses associated with 
discontinuing operations led the holding company to raise $7.2 billion in additional equity and 
infuse $5 billion into WMB. WMB has started to deleverage to reduce exposure to home loans 
in order to help maintain its capital ratios. Management plans to reduce assets to $280 billion by 
year-end 2008, $263 billion by year-end 2009, and $253 billion by 2010 to maintain satisfactory 
capital ratios until losses subside. Although capital presently exceeds the minimum regulatory 
standards by a significant margin, we are fully aware it may not be sufficient to support the 
institution's risk profile if conditions deteriorate beyond estimates in the Bank's Recession 
Scenario. Second quarter 2008 loan losses were within the expected range. Should housing 
prices continue declining beyond that assumed in the Recession Scenario credit losses will likely 
exceed internal estimates and additional capital or other mitigation may be needed. We are 
monitoring the situation continuously. 
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ore 0 eratin Income 
WMB's losses began in the fourth quarter 0 an pro 
the third quarter of 2009, based on management's Recession Scenario forecasts. This scenario 
assumes the high end ofthe range for SFR credit losses of$19 billion, not counting foreclosure 
costs. 

-1f.~iiE.~I~.i·~Il~·.·'·fi·i·I···i· .1·;..i!·:.:mml_l~i·_I'" 1J··Il~!i:i\1l~·llri~r~d~11m 
Earnings (1,350,555) (1,077,380) (835,264) (376,880) 144,352 186,260 2,009,194 

Ending GAAPEquity 24,879,191 23,651,811 
Tier 1 Leverage Ratio 

Tier 1 Risk-based Ratio 

Total Risk-based Ratio 

7.42% 7.45% 

8.73% &.37% 

12.82% 12.51% 

22,&16,547 22,439,666 

7.29% 7.27% 

8.08% 7.96% 

12.19% 11.92% 

22,584,01& 22,770,278 24,779,473 

7.46% 7.65% 8.63% 

&.10% 8.26% 9.33% 

1l.99% 12.16% 12.80% 

In addition, the forecast takes into account planned changes in the balance sheet, such as 
reductions in lower yielding SFR balances and increased higher yielding credit card balances. 
Similarly, higher loan losses are included for higher risk credit cards. Restructuring and resizing 
costs are estimated at $450 million, with $207 million recorded in the second quarter 2008, and 
the remaining to be recorded in the second half of 2008. The restructuring is expected to result 
in future annual cost savings of approximately $1 billion, which is factored into the forecast. 

Stress Scenario: When we stress forecasted net income in the Recession Scenario to account for 
potential execution risk, additional AFS impairments, and other operational risks such as 
increased cost of funds by an additional $500 million after taxes per quarter beginning in the 
fourth quarter of this year, profitability does not return until 2010. This scenario slightly 
breaches capital levels required by the MOU (6.75% Tier 1 and 11.25% Total RBC), but they 
remain significantly above "well-capitalized" peA thresholds, before returning to profitability. 

~t~::l:;:*~~!i11fJ5~~~~~~~~""!)'ffi"llm~~~~~ii~&;=WJ;~~ ~essIon4ml~aUu~1l·n~~~~i4W~g.f~~~lJ~~~l:~.?J'..~~:£L~~~~~'2~!m?"e~fri~-P.f~.k~i:ici 
'Earnings 0,350,555) (1,577,380) (1,335264) (876,880) (355,648) (313,740) 1,509,194 

Ending GAAP Equity 24,879,191 23,151,181 21,816,547 20,939,666 20,584,018 20,270,278 20,279,473 
Tier 1 Leverage Ratio 

Tier 1 Risk-based Ratio 

Total Risk-based Ratio 

7.42% 7.27% 

8.73% 8.15% 

12.82% 12.29% 

Management's ability to execute a deleveraging strategy, to halt asset quality deterioration, and 
to resolve problem assets within expected loss scenarios are risks to achieving the forecast. 
However, our analyses of modeling support for loan losses, the bank's ability to generate core 
earnings, estimated restructuring cost savings, and planned changes to its asset mix indicate the 
profit forecast is reasonably well supported, albeit subject to the ongoing risks. 

With respect to projected core earnings, the FDIC's stress scenario assumes that core earnings 
remain at approximately $1.2 billion per quarter over the next 10 quarters through yearend 2010 
versus the Bank's estimate of $1.4 billion per quarter in their recession case scenario ($1.9 
billion in the base case scenario). OTS reviewed the Bank's core earnings estimates and 
concluded that core income assumptions are reasonably supported at the $1.4 to $1.5 billion per 
quarter leveL Over 10 quarters, this accounts for approximately $3.0 billion of the potential 
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additional capital support. We understand the rationale of using the $1.2 billion per quarter 
assumption since this was derived from the lowest core income of $1.4 billion in the most recent 
quarter. However, our exammatlOn team in looking at the Bank's support for its core income 
assumptions felt that several facts warranted some consideration (not included in the FDIC's 
core income assumption) in arriving at a reasonable and supportable core income assumption. 
These facts included: 

o Actual core income has averaged $1.5 billion over the last several quarters. 
o WMB has already incurred significant cost to obtain approximately $1.0 billion in cost 

savings associated with essentially closing its mortgage banking operations that was 
unprofitable. 

o WMB is re-mixing its loan portfolios. The low yielding SFR loan portfolio is 
dramatically declining due to shutting down the wholesale loan conduit, amortization, 
refinancing into loans being sold to the GSEs, and losses, among other reas()ns. Over the 
next ten quarters, low yielding SFR loans are projected to decline by approximately $58 
billion. At the same time the Bank is retaining and bringing back on balance sheet higher 
yielding credit card receivables. Despite the increased loan loss provisions associated 
with these credit card balances, the higher yields on the relatively smaller portfolio more 
than makes up for the loss of the larger portfolio oflower yielding SFR loans and is 
accretive to core income. 

o Fee income improvement from a conservative (approximately half of historical growth 
and close to interest credited) projected growth in deposits. 

Our analysis concluded that the forecast and underlying assumptions are reasonable but subject 
to ongoing risks, including: 

• Economic conditions, housing prices, and employment levels worse than assumed. 
e Default probability and/or loss severity for loans greater than estimates. 
.. Execution risk of ongoing and future changes to the business strategy. 
• Operational risks, including legal and reputational risks. 
o Rating agency downgrades further than assumed. 
• Declining valuation of pledged assets for liquidity purposes. 
• Changes in interest rates or the shape of the yield curve. 

As a result of these ongoing risks, we stressed management's recession case earnings by $500, 
pretax, using the FDIC's capital analysis. This analysis essentially resulted in stressed operating 
earnings approximating $1.1 billion per quarter through YE 2001. Using this stressed income 
and maintaining losses within the range forecast through 2010 results in capital ratios that are 
below the MOU requirements, but within wen capitalized status. 

This analysis is illustrated in the table that follows: . 
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Beginning GAAP Equity $24,380 $24,380 $24,380 
July 2008 Capital Inj ection 2,000 2,000 2,000 

Earnings Before Prov thru YE 2010 12,064 11,148' 14,148 
Cum. Loss Est. (Home Loans) (19,000) (15,000) (15,100) 
Other Loan Losses (9,100) (9,100) (9,100) 
Foreclosure Cost . (3,450) (3,450) -(3,450) 

Losses taken in 2Q08 2,200 2,354' 2,354 
Existing ALLL at 2Q08 8,456 8,456 &,456 
Embedded Losses in AFS Sec. (1,475) (841)' 0 

Net Cnpitallmpairment ($10,305) ($6,534) ($2,693) 

R~Jatory Capital Ratios (i1) yearend 2010 
Tier 1 Leverage 5.0% 6.8% 8.4% 
Tier 1 Risk-based 5.1% 7.2%. 9.0% 
Total Risk-based 8.6% 10.6% 12.5% 

CapUal-3: 
The overall level and composition of capital is considered less than satisfactory but is currently 
considered adequate to withstand immediate pressure stemming from significant credit 
deterioration, insufficient earnings, and other negative market trends. Although the examination 
concluded that capital was adequate in the short-term, maintaining satisfactory levels in the long
term is, in part, dependent on the severity of the credit losses emanating primarily from the SFR 
loan portfolios and on management's ability to appropriately react to risks posed by the current 
market events and economic downturn. Management's actions to improve W1v1J3's capital 
position include the curtailment of riskier lending products, suspension of dividends, current and 
future material reduction of assets, accessing the capital markets twice at the holding company 
and infusing a total of $6.5 billion into the bank since the fourth quarter of2007. 

The holding company (WMI) raised $3 billion in capital in December 2007, and another $7.2 
billion in April 2008. Capital infusions to WMB ($6.5 billion between December 1, 2007 and 
September 11, 2008) maintained their capital ratios above well-capitalized levels and internal 
targets. At June 30, 2008, Tier 1 Leverage ratio was 7.1 percent and a Total RBC ratio was 12.4 
percent (per UTPR). Subsequently, WMB's Tier 1 Leverage ratio increased to approximately 
7.6 percent and the Total RBC ratio to 13.2 percent as additional capital was contribute,d. WMI 
has retained approximately $1.5 to 2 billion from capital raises for debt service, future WMB 
capital needs and to maintain its credit rating. The April 2008 $7.2 billion capital raise included 
a "price protection". feature that states if there is a change of control of the company or the 
company sells more than $500 million of common stock or equity-linked securities within 18 

3 Based on WMB recession scenario operating income that is stressed by $500.0 million, pretax 

4 OTS reflects losses projected for 2008-2010 vs. FDIC projection that aU life ofloan losses occur by YE 2010 

5 Reflects actual 2Q08 losses 

6 OTS assumes net of tax unrealized loss, FDIC assumes gross unrealized loss 
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months of closing at a price lower than $8.75 per share, the company would have to pay the 
difference between the lower price and $8.75 per share to the investors. This feature effectively 

-------PFffC>Alcludes more than $500 million additional capital from sourc.es other than the TPG investor 
group while the price protection feature is active and the stock trades below $8.75. The 
company's stock was recently trading at less than $3 per share. 

WMB forecasts its earnings and capital levels under two scenarios, a Base Case and a Recession 
scenario. The Base Case assumes the most probable level of credit losses, while the Recession 
scenario assumes the high end of credit losses. The Base Case also uses the forward rate curve, 
while the Recession scenario assumes a fed rate cut to 1 percent, lower GDP, higher 
unemployment, and steeper housing price declines. As shown below, all capital levels are above . 
the minimum levels required by the MOD of 6.75 percent Tier1 and 11.25 percent Total RBC. 

~~~~~fIt-lrd!BB~em:i.sa~iP~~!E'!!rf' __ 
Earnings (1,159,101) (500,166) (511,535) 232,423 622,200 1,040,294 3,534,477 

Ending GAAP Equity 25,070,646 24,420,480 23,908,945 24;141,368 24,763,568 25,803,862 29,338,339 

Tier 1 Leverage R.'ltio 7.46% 7.68% 7.67% 8.26% &.72% 10.48% 

Tier 1 Risk-based Ralio 8.81 % 8.70% 8.56% 8.72% 9.09% 9.62% 11.46% 

Total Risk-based Ratio 12.89% 12.84% 12.68% 12.67% 12.98% 13.52% 14.93% 

~ms~~~.1j~~l&lmit~r~!ti!~!f[~J~!ii'~J),~»l~1!~hWJf~$~I'J~~il~~i11 
Earnings (1,350,555) (1,077,380) (835,264) (376,880) 144,352 186,260 2,009,194 

Ending GAAP Equity 24,879,191 23,651,811 22,816,547 22,439,666 22,584,018 22,770,278 24,779,473 

Tier 1 Leverage Ratio 

Tier 1 Risk-based Ratio 

Total Risk-based Ratio 

7.42% 7.45% 

8.73% 8.37% 

12.82% 12.51% 

7.29% 

8.0&% 

12.19"10 

7.27% 

7.96% 

11.92% 

7.46% 

8.10% 

11.99% 

7.65% 

&.26% 

12.16% 

8.63% 

9.33% 

12.80% 

As shown in the Earnings analysis, if we further stress the Recession Scenario by lowering net 
income by $500 million after taxes per quarter (beginning in 4Q08), the resulting capital levels 
temporarily breach the levels required by the MOD, but remain above the "well-capitalized" 
PCA threshold. However, at this time, based on a comparison to the S&P performance for 
similar loans, the credit loss estimates are not out of line and the additional stress of $500 million 
per quarter provides for a margin of error. 

The forecast and underlying assumptions are subject to ongoing risks as stated above. 

Management-3: 
We concluded that Board oversight and management performance was less than satisfactory, 
largely due to the significant deterioration in the Bank's financial condition since June 2007. 
While some of the deterioration was attributable to the downturn in credit and housing markets, 
other contributing factors should have been more proactively managed. The most significant 
contributing factors include continued SFR underwriting weaknesses, an Enterprise-wide Risk 
Management function that was not fully effective and various compliance deficiencies. The 
failure to address these weaknesses fully in a timely manner is now exacerbating SFR credit 
losses. Management has commenced positive steps to address the deficiencies noted, and we 
believe are capable, under the leadership of the new CEO, of correcting them. 
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With our support, a new CEO was put in place on September 7,2008. The organization was 
experiencing a loss of confidence in the abilities of the former CEO. The board was unanimous 
in moving to find a q~-y-y.-. ---______________________ _ 

Management has regularly revised its financial forecasts to better reflect these unprecedented 
times of home price declines, secondary market disruptions and event risk among other things. 
This is not unusual and reflects management's continual effort to updating forecasts and plans as 
information changes. 

Much of the Bank's asset quality and earnings problems stem from the Home Loans Group. 
Management personnel of the Card Services and Multi-family/Commercial groups are 
considered capable. While the Retail Banking group is currently without a permanent senior 
manager, middle management is satisfactorily running this segment of the bank under the 
direction of the COO. Operations management under the CFO, including treasury and market 
risk management, are considered strong. We have criticized the Enterprise Risk Management 
function, but this has been significantly strengthened with the recent addition of a capable Chief 
Enterprise Risk Officer. 

As noted above, the bank's current condition and poor operating performance are primarily the 
result of insufficient risk management and oversight of the Home Loans Group that made it 
vulnerable to the current housing and economic downturn. The strategy over the last three years 
of expanding home lending increased credit risk from relaxed underwriting practices, weak 
controls, and concentrated delivery of nontraditional mortgage products to higher risk geographic 
markets. Despite our past examination concerns about underwriting practices, oversight was 
insufficient to Control the escalating risks. The last several examination reports criticized various 
aspects of SFR underwriting; however, the most notable criticism pertained to underwriting of 
stated income loans without effective reasonableness testing. Similar criticism has been noted in 
internal credit review reports. These underwriting practices, resulting in the large credit losses, 
were not timely addressed and the bank only recently exited higher risk lending, including stated 
income lending. 

The weaknesses in compliance management that we identified in our prior examination, although 
improved, continue to require management's attention. The primary weaknesses are unclear 
compliance roles and responsibilities, lack of consistent self-testing methodology and 
measurement metrics across business units, lack of compliance leadership continuity, 
mismatched managerial line authority and accountability, and inconsistency in implementing the 
stated commitment to compliance best practices. In addition, we found a violation of the 
BSAI AML Cease and Desist Order due to a continuing inadequate compliance program and 
failure to satisfactorily address the backlog of alerts. 

There have been several notable board changes since the prior examination: 

• The directors amended the bylaws to increase the board from 13 to 14 members and 
elected Stephen 1. Chazen to the Board. Mr. Chazen is President and CFO of Occidental 
Petroleum Corporation, an international oil and gas exploration and production company. 
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• The board elected David Bonderman, Managing Director of the global private investment 
firm, TPG, pursuant to the April 7,2008, Investment Agreement between WaMu and 
TPG Investors. 

• Directors Mary E. Pugh and Ann V. Farrell left the board. Mr. Bonderman succeeded 
Ms. Pugh as Chair of the Finance Committee until June 2008 when Director Orin C. 
Smith was appointed Chair. Mr. Bonderman serves as Vice Chair. 

• Independent director Stephen E. Frank assumed the position of Chairman of the Board 
formerly filled by CEOlDirector Kerry Killinger. The change, initiated by the 
shareholders, is a measure intended to strengthen corporate governance. 

• At TPG's request, Larry Kenner, former EVP and CFO of American Savings Bank and 
currently COB and CEO of Continental Airlines, is a board observer. 

• WaMu has initiated a search for individuals with extensive financial services and strong 
leadership experience to fortify the board as new independent directors. There is 
currently one board vacancy. 

Senior management changes during the review period: 

• Chief Legal Officer Fay L. Chapman retired and Stewart M. Landefeld, a partner of 
Perkins Coie LLP, served as interim Chief Legal Officer until Michael S. Solender, 
formerly General Counsel of the Bear Sterns Companies, was named Chief Legal Officer 
in June 2008. Ms. Chapman will serve as consultant to WaMu for two years. 

• John P. McMurray replaced Ronald J. Cathcart as Chief Enterprise Risk Officer. :MI. 
McMurray, formerly the chief credit officer at Countrywide Financial Corporation, joined 
WaMu late 2007 as Chief Credit Officer. Mr. Cathcart has resigned. 

• President and COO Stephen J. Rotella assumed James B. Corcoran's responsibilities as 
President, Retail Banking on an interim basis until a permanent successor is selected. 
:MI. Corcoran has resigned. 

Liquidity-3: 
The Bank's liquidity position is less than satisfactory because of uncertainty about the adequacy 
of future funding sources and needs. The examination concluded that absent some significant 
negative event, current sources will likely be sufficient to fund current and projected operational 
needs. WMB' s liquidity position was impacted negatively by the secondary market disruption 
and WMB has effectively lost access to the secondary market (other than mortgage loan sales to 
the GSEs)as a funding source for mortgage and credit card products. Liquidity is also suffering 
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from headline risk and thefe are signs that regulatory issues have and will impact FRB potential 
funding. 

WMB is dependent on retail deposits and secured borrowing for funding. The institution lost 
approximately $9.1 billion in retail and small business deposits in the months following the 
IndyMac Bank failure and an unexpectedly large second quarter loss announcement. Some 
illustrative data around these withdrawals include: an estimated 69% of the funds outflow 
represented uninsured money, a high percentage of customers withdrawing money maintained 
an account relationship with w:MB; the actual number of new accounts was stable or grew 
during this time period; the average cost of funds leaving was reported as being the relatively 
higher costing funds. WMB has run several five day CD promotions at a relatively high rate. 
Management estimated that if all the $9.1 billion was replaced at this high rate, the impact on 
cost of funds would be approximately $200 million spread over several quarters. 

Liquidity needs have lessened due to significant curtailment of lending activity and should be 
further reduced due to planned asset shrinkage. Liquidity funds management practices were 
judged satisfactory and management exhibits a strong knowledge of liquidity risk management. 
The implementation of a well-developed contingency plan has allowed the Bank to maintain 
excess liquidity in a difficult market environment and to react to rapidly changing credit 
environment. 

The t< BLBank of San Francisco applies conservative market valuations on pledged collateral 
before discounting it to its borrowing capacity. As the housing and financial markets 
deteriorated since mid-2007, the FHLBank systematically lowered the borrowing capacity for its 
members and future haircuts are expected. 

Liquidity is managed to ensure sufficient liquidity under two stress scenarios and the bank 
presently has nearly $45 billion of total liquidity, not including its potential $8 billion access to 
the FRB discount window. Under the most severe stress scenario, WaMu had $13.8 billion in 
excess liquidity at July 31, 2008. This excess liquidity is after an assumed 2 n<?tch downgrade in 
ratings, a 10% additional retail deposit run off and a $5 billion commercial deposit run off, 
FHLB haircuts increasing another 4%, no credit card securitization or conduit rolls. The stressed 
excess liquidity of $13.8 billion is below the Bank's internal $25 billion policy threshold that·· 
was set when'the Bank was heavily engaged in mortgage banking operations and larger in size. 

Management is continuing to build its liquidity through retail deposits and pledging additional 
collateral for borrowing lines. Current uninsured retail deposits are estimated at $17 billion but 
expected to be approximately $3 billon less when an account by account scrub is done and 
uninsured commercial deposits are estimated at $5 billion. Recent deposit trends are generally 
stable and back to pre-IndyMac patterns. 

Sensitivity to Market Risk-2: 
Both the OTS and FDIC concur with the rating in this component. WaMu's exposure to interest 
rate risk was minimal at December 31,2007, based on internal NPY modeling estimates and the 
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quantitative guidelines contained in Thrift Bulletin 13a. Internal interest rate risk results indicate 
a modest interest rate risk profile throughout the examination review period, including the most 
recent June 30, 2008, results. Estimated post-shock NPV ratios have consistently been in excess 
of minimum NPV limits established by the board. 

Asset Quality-4: 
Asset quality deteriorated significantly and is considered unsatisfactory. Pronounced 
deterioration has occurred in SFR portfolios resulting from housing and economic weakness 
coupled with management's underwriting practices, concentrated use of nontraditional mortgage 
products, and weak controls within the Home Loans Group. Und1.le emphasis had been placed 
on loan production at the expense ofloan quality. While problem asset levels increased, the 
Bank's internal asset review function remains satisfactory, and the Multi-family/Commercial and 
Credit Card Groups and their credit processes are well managed. Concerns were also cited in the 
Small Business loan portfolio, which remains relatively small. 

Capital + Allowances 

1,531,807 

11,556,971 

43.44% 

1,381,066 

9,514,352 

40.74% 

1,015,127 

7,446,988 

32.74% 

~~~~"~~'h1lii"lIt~~.I~~It!iilffl.l[.~~~ml?@~~~~~lfl1!.~f.~~tll' 
SFR Delinquency Rate 7.47 5.76 4.18 

Home Equity Delinquency Rate 4.00 3.46 3.12 

Subprime Delinquency Rate 25.19 23.09 21.25 

Managed CC Delinquency Rate 7.05 6.89 6.47 

The SFR prime, subprime, and home equity lending programs have been the predominant source 
ofWMB's asset quality problems. The examination found the underWriting policies, procedures 
and practices in need of improvement, particularly with respect to stated income lending which 
has subsequently been discontinued. The Bank utilized an Automated Underwriting System that 
proved has limited effectiveness in proactively adjust to an increasing credit risk environment. 
The Bank lacked an effective reasonableness test process for stated income lending and policies 
and procedures were not uniform in the Home Loans Group. With our encouragement, stated 
income lending was discontinued for all channels during the examination. . 

Nontraditional pay-option ARM products are concentrated in prime and subprime portfolios 
representing 38 percent of total loans. Home equity loans account for 33 percent of total loans. 
The loaD. portfolio is geographically concentrated with 50 percent of loans secured by properties 
in California and 10 percent secured by properties in Florida, both states suffering from highly 
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depreciating real estate values. Approximately 48 percent of loans were originated in 2006-
2007, a time when underwriting and controls were weak. 

Refer to the Earnings section for analysis of estimated loan losses. 

Management recently ceased making subprime loans, pay-option ARM loans, and all stated 
income loans and home equity loan production is nominal. In addition, they resized the Home 
Loans Group by discontinuing the wholesalelending channel, eliminating thousands of . 
positions, and by focusing on mortgage lending directly to its customers through its retail 

distribution channels. 
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Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Finn, Michael E 
Tuesday, January 24, 2006 7:25 PM 
Chow, Edwin L; Dochow, Darrel W 
FDIC participation 

The message was crystal clear today. Absolutely no FDIC participation on any OTS land 2 
rated exams. We should only be copying FDIC on 3, 4 and 5 ROE transmittals - no cc or bcc 
on ROEs of 1s and 2s. We should also deny FDIC requests to participate on HC or affiliate 
exams. I'll fill you in when I return. 

Permission for FDIC to join us on WaMu and Downey will stand for now, but they should not 
be indirect contact with thrift management or be requesting info directly from the thrift. 
Please remind Regina and Lawrence. 

Mike Finn 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

EXHIBIT #49 
OTSWMS06-0060000129 



WIn board meeting Page 1 of2 

From: Carter, Lawrence D 
Sent: Monday, June 19, 20061:30 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Dochow, Darrel W <dochowdw@office of thrift supervision. com> 

RE: wm board meeting 

Too late. I was bringing him up to speed this morning, and casually answered as to who I knew was attending the 
board meeting from our side and time and date. Didn't even cross my mind that we would have an issue with 
their attendance at the board meeting. He has already emailed his people, but said he will "repair damage" if we 
need to backtrack. Sorry. 

While on the subject, Steve has offered a small number of FDIC people to help with MSR, credit scoring, and 
Basel (especially op risk), which I would certainly like to take him up on, but know we will have to follow protocol. 
He will need to know relatively quickly in order to get some of these people on the schedule if possible. Let me 
know how to proceed here. 

-----Original Message----
From: Dochowt Darrel W 
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 8:04 AM 
To: Carter, Lawrence D 
Subject: FW: wm board meeting 
Importance: High 

FYI, in case Steve asks you, say that you will follow-up with me. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 1:11 PM 
To: Finn, Michael E 
Subject: RE: wm board meeting 

Will do. 

-----Original Message----
From: Finn, Michael E 
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2006 11:33 AM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Subject: RE: wm board meeting 

Please hold off contacting Steve until you hear back from me. Given Scott P's firmness on FDIC 
issues, I have call in to take his pulse. 

-----Original Message----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 20064:58 PM 
To: Finn, Michael E 
Subject: FW: wm board meeting 

FYI. I intend to respond to Steve tomorrow if possible and wanted you to know of the request in . 
case any thinking has changed. We typically would have them attend as an observer if they wanted. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Funaro, Stephen P. [mailto:SFunaro@FDIC.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 20064:47 PM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Cc: Carter, Lawrence D 
Subject: wm board meeting 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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WID board meeting Page 2 of2 

Darrel, 

The FDIC (myself and a representative from the RO - likely ARD Doerr, or DRD Villalba, or RD 
Carter) would like to attend the WM Board meeting when examination finding9 are presented. Has a 
date and time been established and do you know who all will be attending from OTS. Thanks, 

Steve 

file:I!P:\Financial_ Crisis_Concordance Files\_Master_File \OTS_Box 14\Native\003\Car... 3/25/2010 



FDIC 

Me.no 
.I'! _____ . _ !3~! ~~! ~i~ ~Ne!._ ~~ ~~ __ 
Through: J. <k:orge Doerr, Assisumt Regional Dirretor 

From: Ken K:roemo-, FDIC Examino--ln-Charge: Wasbingtcm Mutual Bank 

TnnaDong.FDICAssetMmagcr:-.W~M~_~ 

cc: Stephen Funaro, Dedicated Examiner 

Date: 

Re: Potential1rnpacl of a Possible Housing Bubble on Washington Mutunl 

~-

Summary 
Washingtoo Mutual Bank's CWM8)"_iI!&lc:-f~1y ~~"-ti~U.SJ:Ell~ ~o!~ __ _ 
has embedded risk factors that increase exposure to 8. widespread decline in housing 
prices, The overulilevel of risk is moderate, but increasing. Management practices 
are ac:oeptab\e. 

8ru; ...... d 
A dcflaung housing bubble could matenally affect sevcral aspo::ts of 
WMB'~·8aoIA;;. ~ !f!~~ A generuJ ~}ipI! _~ ~o~lIlg 
prices would adversely impact; 

a) The eif:lgle Ja~ily reeiIJeA:li:iI-\~~~l!ClIUl ponf~lio~t _ _ 
b) The home equity loan portfolio.i.arrl 
c) Mongage bllllkingrcvenue. - - -

A dechnc in borne pnces is one of seve:raI faetas that could advc:nely affect 
~~-MLJuaI&Wt's(INMi!),~~~~oJi9, ~!~_~~!~a ___ __ _ 
sustained increlL'lC in interest rates and a general economic slowdown. This 
memorandum IS limited to a diSCUSSion of the SFR portfoho' s wlne!1lbil ity to a 
weakening housing fllIIfkcL 

SFR Loans 
The: SFR portfolio is canprised of held-for-mvestment(HFJ) loam d'S1125 billion 
and $26.8 bLlliCliIIl held-fa-sa)e (HFS) loans. An additional 520 billion is held UI 
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• 

mortgage-backed securities, The asset quality oflhe HFI portfolio rcrnairu; 
satisfactory fI! depicted by a low level of adve:r.>eclllSSlfications and charge-offs, 

The SFR HFl pa1f01io COIlUUffi seva-al charactcnstics that elevate its risk profl1e 
These elements include a substantial volume of Optien ARM loarr;, bybrid loans, 
and low-doc loans. as well as relatively recent product offerings su:h !IS iruereSI-onJy 
loons. The portfolio is largely unsca.'QX:d and has geographic c:alOeQlnltioos, 
Approximately S27 biUion oc24% of tile portfolio bas FICO SOOI'Ciof less !han 660 
and $5.4 billion oc 5% of loans have l2iwl~~~!f:."I!'1~~~~/o ___ _ _ 
without mcrtgage insurance. Included in thc portfoho arc loans aiginated fer sale to 
lnvestcrs but Ihmed WlSaleab1e due to defects: and loans repurcha.o;ed from 
investo:s. genc:rally due 10 early dcfaulL Many loans haw multiph: I'lSk factcn. In 
addition, longstanding urKb'writing deficien:ies add yelllOOlhcr layer ofris!': 10 the 
pcrtfoltO. A sub se~nlofthe SFR HFI pcrtfolio is !he Loans tollighcr-Risk 
Borrowers iniLilluve that is dl~ussed latCf. 

Opl/Ol/ARM, Hybnd, and lt1luest-Only~_~ WI ~oJi?~~ ~~.!Y. '!..<?P.tiOn~ 
ARM and hybrid products, repn::serding6J % and 32% of the piXtfolK>, n:specti~ly 
These prOOuclS expose the insllrution 10 Olhanced risk primarily through potential 
payment shock IDld negative amortization. Option ARM Joons CIID negatively amcrtizc 
10 125% of the rog.mal princIPal amount. The intemal analysis indicates a significant 
TDlwsUon of potentiAl negative IlIllOOlZatioo klans u> loans that actually negBbvtly 
amortize. While the potential negative amortization loans declined to 65% ofOptiQ[l 
ARM loans a! March 3 I, 2005 from 91% at a yenr ago, loans that are ncgauvely 
amortizingrose oo\.8bly from 5% to 33% o\'er the same period. lnlm1al data revealed 
!hat lhe pero:rn.age of loans negatively amoruzmg has IIlCI'USed ~ rapidly fa lower 
credtt qualiEy Oowa- fiCO socre) loans over the past ty,~lve moo~ than it has fa
loans ofhighcreredlt quality. 'Jne Interesl-OnJy product is relatively new. with $9 
billion outstanding. 

• Low Documentation - TIe \a'lflCaUon ofSOlJl"tJ: and incune level is aitical in 
determining the reliability of debt-to-income and borrower's ability to repay 8 loan, 
especially fa Opuon ARM baTowcr who may beexp:>Sed to a substantial payment 
increase. As such., loans !hat do oot have full income verification may experience 
lugher defaull nsk The low documentation loans represt:2lt 58% orlbe HFl patfolio. 

{ f-.d, Font: ~ U pt 

• Unseasoned Portfolio - Payment shock risk embedded in die Option ARM product • - - i fonMthd :Tab5llJpo: Hot.c 0.15" 

does no( manifest itself Wltil the 61- month of each loan, when the interesll'llle resetS 

and the outstanding principal is amortizc:d over the remairung tern!. of the loan. As of 
March 3 I. 2005, approximately 8) % of the Optioo ARM ponfoJlO was roped 
Wlthm the last two years. These bcrrowcn are predisposed to repricing shoc!.: in a 
rising rute scenario based on their lower start rates and mitial minimum payments. 

---~p~'!'f!¥£~e!'-t1!l!!~~-n ___ ___ . . U n _ _ • O __ n _ U.H._n •• <~=:::=:~~too(lUk j 
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• ~e! wlli ~~ lh.!tlll ~~~S.b~Le .does not ~~l op. a. na!i?r!~~~; p~t. __ : 
that in some regions the rapid rates of hoosIng price increases may be ururustainable. It 
is widely thought ~1 ~e p~ Cl?~~ ~gt!llte_ In _~~ !l!~~_ ~~ ~ ,?~i~i! __ _ 
geoc:ral price deflation. On the other hand, in sane markets price iOOicatcn sucb as the 

--.relf!li~'!iP ~~~~ ~~ p:i~!IJ)d ~~! I"e!l~ ~ _~ 1.e~I_of~-?'"'~ 
OCCUPIed properties p:nend 8 pnce ccnoction. AncOOoIaI evidence suggests speculative 
forces may be. driving up values in select locales. Markels perceived as higbc" risk 
IIlCiudc Southern Califa-nia, Soulh Flerida, aM Las Vegas. WlvfB 's SFR pcr1fotio is 
distributed as follows: 

CaIifania 42% 
NewYork!New Jersey __ ___ __ __ _ U~ _____ _ . ____ _ 
FloridalGeorgia --~ __ __ _ ..... -- - -----
NevadafArizonalUlahICoI<ndo _ --QG1 ___ ___ _ 
WashingtonK>regonlldilho .s~ _ _ __ _ 
Illinois 4% 
Texas )~ __ :~~~~:~~~:=: . ___ :_==~ ~ 
~ 21 % 

Loans to l.Jim-Risk I Sub Prime Borrowers 
In JIIIIWIr)I 2005, management developa:l a higher-risk lending (HRL) strategy am 
defmed company-wide higher-risk loans as [011o .... 'S: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Purcha.'lCd sub prime loans through the Specialty Mongsge Finaoce (SMF) program, 
Originll\ed SFR loons with flCO scores below 620, 
Originatt:d consumer loans with FICO SCCI"CS below 660, KDd 
Long Beach Matgag: Company's CLBMC) HFI portfolio. 

Management mtcnds 10 expand the HRL defirution aJXI laycr additimal nsl; 
chll!1lCtenstics m the future ClITCtltly, the strategy limits HR.L portfolio to2(l(7Yo of 
TotIIl Risk-Based Capital at the Washington Mutuallnc. (WM) level This ratio was 
at 152% asofM a:rch 31,2005. WlvfB's HRL portfolio, wruch currently excludes 
LBMC HF1 100ns, is $32.9 billion and represents 142% ofTctal Risk-Based CapiUti or 
194% ofTier I LcvCl"1lgc Capital Using March 31, 2005 capital figures, the ratio foc 
WMB would increase 10 275% ofTk:r I l...eYo"age Capital if the bank reaches the 
2:(}OIIA. of WM Total Risk -based Capital concentration limit 

The-indIVidual sa:tors constituting the Joans (0 higher-risk borrowers' portfolio 
possess characteristics and risk paraJll(.1ers as detailed below. 

SAfF Porrfolio 
The SMF prowam involves the bulk purchase of sub prime I~ from various 
originatcn, with servicing gerxnlly retained by the Sl:IJer llus patfolio toLB.led 
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appro.\imaldy S 18.9 billion at March 31. 2005, and continues to be managed 
satisfactailj The delinqueocy rtlloand loss raI~weremanalPble 815 68% and 
0.22%, n:spc:cti,ocly Hoo.~. tb: sub pnmc narme oflbe barov.tr5 preserts 
MklJuona1 cred!l risks. ~ portfolio FICO stnttification and lhesampto.waghted 
IVClIgc FlCOs bc3f rullbe ~cn' b.Qri:.al}y weak finatX:18.I position. About 
69% of this poofolJo has. FICO sxn of620 or n . AdditIOnally, nearly 60% oflhe 
SMF portfolio consisls ofhybrid prodl.£!S lied to6-monlh LIBOR 'These bcll'Owcrs 
IVe !I.l"ICCptible to an inr::reasing intc:rcst ralc envi:rcrunent due \0 payment sDock 
problems. However, the los.'1 cxpcts\lI"e in this portfolio is not eXOC!l:SI\Ie given the 
WClghltxi average: LTV of the entire patfolio is about 78%. 

Ongmu/eJ SFRlmms to /{ight-r-Risk Borrowers 
Managcmcnl derIDed higher-nsk loan'! in Ibis patfolio lO includeallloens with an 
O1guW f1CO scae less IhItn 620. Of the $112 billioo SFR 1 1FT portfolio, 
~Iy $12 billion II" 11". loans In to lugber-nsk bom:Jwtt5. TheMardJ 
~ mtcrnal analysis incbcalQ thaI loam \0 bighc:r-risk borrowers IIII'C risIac:r than the 
rest oftbe SFR I WI pmfollo bc:cItuse r:ll~'er FICO scacs. 1'besc: Iool5'hIM: 8 

higher delinquency ralio ofJ% 0ClC'I'IjlIIIUI1O 037% for noo-HRL portfobo Anolbtt
credit risk attribute: IS the levels ofOplloo ARM and hybnd loons due 10 potenual 
nesutive amortization and pll}'menl shock in II rising rate envll'tlDmCJlL AdditiODaliy, 
halfoflheSFR HRL portfolio iscompri.'IOd of low documentotllll1 1(1IlT1S Although 
!his patfolio is subject tocrcdJl o.nd interest rate risks , the IOS$ exJ'K.IS1.ITe on these loans 
IS gererally mittgattd by n:a.9OIllIble LTV positions. ApproofllllICly 88% of the HRL 
portfolio has a LTV less than 80% However, many oftlx:sebamwm also have 
home equity lines, furthcrcncwnbermg the collatcntl and impairing tbe borrowc-'s 
0YCn11 debt scrvice tapaClt)'. 

Orrl{lllUtolConrumer Wan.s t} 1I1ghu-/W.\-~ 
A relatively small portion of the consumer patfolio IS designated as HRL, wtuch is 
defmed as fIrSt lien home eqully loan Wlib e flCO 3COI'e oflcss than 620 and second 
lten home equity and other consumer barowcrs with FICO score less than 660. Only 
4% of the coosumer 10llIl!l met the HRL definition as of Mareh 31 , 2005 
Managt:ment's analysis shows a ddinquenc;y rate of2.39% for HRL. which is eight 
llrnes hip than the non-HRL portfolio. HI1oIlt;:vcr, the loss exposure In this poofolio 
Is manageable as less lhan H%oflheHRL poofoliohas oombined tTV ova- 90%. 
BIkSlXl 00 lhe loan sample re~ed, the lIvcra-ge combm debt-l£>-llx:ortle tlIlJO WIIS 
37% fer-loans to higbcr-nsk turowcrs md31% for prime bcrnMttn Thtsc: 8\'Cr8gcs 

art well below the bank's policy on ma.'\imum dcbt-to-tIlCOI'TIe: RIJO of55%. 

___ q-{i_WCJ.-HflPonj>"~ ___ ________ __ _ 
The 113MC HF1 ptItfolio IOtaled $2 6 billion as oCMarch 31, 2005, and is projcc1cd to 
tnerea.ge 10 SS billion by year-cnd 200S LBMC iscur::rent1y an .ffihale ofWMB, 
although maoogcmenl. proposes 10 bring it under WMB as a sibsidiary to extend the 
bc:ncfits of federal pre-emption. AJ WIth the borrowers in the SMF program, the 

._. 
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borrowers 8t LBMe typically have a histcK)' ofimpaircd credit The weighted 8vertlge 
FICO fa this portfolio is 621 compared to 605 for the SMF ponfolio. One lidded 
credit risk elemenl prcsml. in this portfolio is the level of low documentatioo (i.e. 
SUIted incoole) loans" represent1cg nearly 48% of the ponfolio compared to a m0i:l01 
6% fer SMF. To the extent !h41 borrowers embellish their IIlCOmC levels \0 qualify fc..
a ioan,.lht: LBMC HFl pmfoho may experience grellli!rdefau.ltievels. A sample of 
loans was reviewed as pan of thc examinatioo.. The Mardl3l.1.4,,"if:~~ y:tsi\!lti~. _ •• __ __ _ 
review disclosod povasive underwnting weaknesses SIIlliiar to those found In WMB's 

'" ~ -1 f Of1Mtle4: FOnt: l\'nf5, 12 pC 
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SFR loan portfolio. 

A significant portion of LBMe HFlloans arc composed Clf fir.:;1 liens with associated 
piggyback.second liens thaI have been sold to a arc 8\\'aiting sll.le 10 investors. 
Although UlC cumulauve LTV nd.m for the. portfolio IS f1QIfly \()()"A,. the pn::sen(x of 
~ piggybllCk.seconddceds may ~wc: LBMe's loss gwen default exposure. 
However, II recent study IIX:hcaJal thlll ddauJtl1ll.es on such loans mIght be a" mtdl It> 

2O"1a lugher' than non-piggyback loans Additionally. the borrowers m this portfolio 
are susceptible Iu a nsmg interest rule enVlronmenl, us 90% of this. portfolio COOSI3!l1 of 
2!28 Hybrid loans ued \0 6-month UBOR. Given thai the debt-to-income ratios are 
lugh for tht!se borrowers, a paymml shock could cause a spike In defaults. HO\ycver, 
LBMC wiU not face this risk for u.: next two)'eaJ'j since the HFI pmfolio consi!rts. of 
ne ..... mgmatJons 

Allov.'8PCe fOr Loon and i.dLqe Loop ( 

~ ........ . .............. . . ... •.. . ... . ......... ..... 
WMB's manllgCtncnt addresses gcncrnl credil risks through the unallocated pMiCln of .. " 
the A1!JJ,"_",,;e.fOF~-...~_~~.1 ... ~~n,~_~ w.¥ 
$1.256 billkn Of this, $874 miUioo is alkx:atcd forexpccted losscsin the prrtfolio 
based L4'OD II muhiple ofhistorieaJ expcim:c. The re:rnainmg unallocated $382 
million is aVllibb\e for unforesu::n losses arising from cooocntrations, oewproduct$. 
market even~ etc. 

Stfe<ig Testmg 
Managl:mCllI has not specifically stresS-~cd the SFR portfolio for the impact of II 
ho~8 bubble. It does perform nsk assc=ncnls of rnajoc housmg markets and tracks 
me pofonnance of SIgnificant credit pmduclli by vintage and ri~ strata. No Wlduc 
risks have been dJsclooed-

Managemen1'S~ 
M~ ocknowledges ~ risks posed by current market conditiOtlS and 
recognizes that II potential declme in nousing prices IS 8 dlSllnCt possibilitY' 
Managemc:nt believes. however, thai thl,: impact on Wlv1B would be manageable, 
since the riskiest segments of production lITe sold \0 investors, and that these inveslCl"S 
\loiU bear the brunt of II bursting housing bubble. 
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FDIC 
Memo 
To: 
Through: 
From: 

CC: 
Date: 
Re: 
Summary 

Bill Baxter. Section Chief, large Banks 
J. George Doerr, Assistant Regional Director 
Ken Kroemer, FDIC Examiner-In-Charge: Washington Mutual Bank 
Trina Dong. FDIC Asset Manager: Washinglon Mutual Bank 
Stephen Funaro, Dedicated Examiner 

Potential Impact of a Possible Housing Bubble on Washington Mutual Bank 

Washington Mutual Bank's (WMB) single. family residential (SFR) loan portfolio has embedded risk factors 
that increase exposure to a widespread decline in housing prices . The overall level of risk is moderate. but 
increaSing. Management practices are acceptable. 

Background 
A deftatlng housing bubble coUld materially affect several aspects of VoIM8's business model. A general 
decline in hoUSing prices would adversely impact:. 

a) The SFR loan portfolio. 
b) The home equity loan portfolio. and 
c) Mortgage banking revenue. 

A decline In home prices is one of several factors that could adversely affect 'vVMS's SFR loan portfolio. 
Other factors include a sustained increase In interest rates and a general economic slowdown. This 
memorandum Is limited 10 a discussion of the SFR portfolio's vulnerability to a weakening housing market, 

SFR Loans 
The SFR portfolio is comprised of held-for-investment (HFI) loans of $112.5 billion and $26.8 billion in held
for-sale (HFS) loans. An additional 520 billion Is held in mortgage-backed securities. The asset quality of 
the HFI portfolio remains satisfactory as depicted by a low level of adverse classifications and charye-offs. 

The SFR HFI portfollo contains several characteristics thai elevate Its risk profile. These elements include 
a substantial volume of Option ARM loans, hybrid loans, and low-doc loans, as well as relatively recent 
product offerings such as interest-only loans. The portfolio is largely unseasoned and has geographic 
concentrations. Approximately $27 billion or 24% of the portfolio has FICO scores of less than 660 and 
$5.4 billion or 5% of loans have loan-to-vslues (LTV) greater than 80% without mortgage insurance. 
Included in the portfolio are loans originated for sale to investors but deemed unsaleable due to defects; 
and loans repurchased from investors. generally due to ear1y default. Many loans have multiple risk factors . 
In addition, longstandIng underwriting deficiencies add yel another layer of risk to the portfolio. A sub 
segment of the SFR HFI portfolio is the Loans to Higher-Risk Borrowers InitiatiVe that is discussed later. 

.. Option ARM , Hybrid, and Interest-Only - The HFI portfolio consists largely of Option ARM and hybrid 
products, representing 61% and 32% of the portfolio. respectively. These products expose the instlMion to 
enhanced risk primarily through potential payment shock and negative amortization. Option ARM loans can 
negatively amortize to 125% of the original principal amount. The inlemal analysis indicales a significant 
migration of potential negative amortization loans 10 loans that actually negatively amortize. lNhile!he 
potential negative amortization loans declIned 10 65% of Option ARM toans at March 31 , 2005 from 91% at 
a year ago, loans that are negatively amortizing rose notably from 5% to 33% over the same period. 
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TO: Micbllcl J, ZamonId 

""""" 
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FROM: John H. Conlon 
AlI~j.te Director 

July 5. '2005 

SUBJECT: lsavrcd lnIr.iwticm' Exrosun:: to "iii. lloodu, SlowdoWD 

8*=kgroWld: 
In rcecll! weeki, the mcdlll has n:portcd extensively on the growing possibili ty of a housing bubble. DIR 
and otheranalYiti cite relldcntial real estate markets in San Francis.:o, Southern California, Phoenix. Las 
Vega&. South Honda, Washington, DC,:&nd New York lIS bclng potentially overheated. HililOr)' Iw 
$upponed tnd txlJ'llinm bave viewed one-to·four family residential lendin& u low risk. wilh the 
exccptloo of local or ~giOnIl marlteu thai have experlcnccd pc:rlods or algninc.nt ccooonU.e.$lre$S. This 
view iJ rdnfon:ed by favonblt: risk·bued capital ueatmcul for one-le·four ramlly residential I~ mel 
evcn more: f!lYQI1I,ble ~aln)ent under Basel n, Despite 1he favorable hill.Ol'y. we believe rcccni lerxiing 
prw:tlCd wx1 buyer behavior have elevated the risk of residential JendlnS. Concerns ~ tompcxmde.d by 
.1JDlfleanlly iPcrcuod investor aetivity U1d new loan pOOucu Ibar. allow Ie. Cfl:Iditwonhy borrowers to 
obtai" nKltt£:tp. The QCW an products of /DIl5t CCIIICCI"D include. Opcion Adjulable Rile Mon~ 
(ARM) J...oms. mLnUt OrUy (10) l..oa!a. and Piggyback Home Equity Loans. 

A study by the National AuociIlIion of Rcal.1cn found ibid 2J peroent of III Aroc.r1c1Ul boo_ bought In 
2CI04 weR; far investment, not owner OCC\JPIed. and an addiliOPai 13 perc.enl 'IfCtt. purchucd u KCOOd 
homes. Much of IhiIlnvestor titiv1ty aDd the oew loan pvdoca IlICOtioncd aboYC. ~ p-edk:atod Oil 

t;:OOUDucd C'IC,I,l'ioc 01 home prices. Moreova-. LTVs arc: based CD appniJed values tlw are potentially 
mflal.Cd.. Inveslor activU)l md ~ (libc:raJ] lc:odiq otrDid precipitak' DJDre n!pId decline iD 
~ vl1~ u iQvaton aDd bonxowncrslbnyt:B rQd. 10 any IOftenitJ&. 

Insured Institutions' Exposure to a Housing Slowdown: 
(..'utTeOlly,lnsum:i inllltutiOlll hive: no!. ~enced any deterioration in cn:dil quality from lhcirt:1CpOSUI'I: 
to residentW lendin& and tile boI.tJr; price boonL However, U DeW reaidelll.lal c:rcdit products seuoo and 
inlout ra.ldcconomicJhome price. variable.lchange, some institutions could b::oxDe highly su.ceplibie to 

inc:~utd dclinqueru:.y and lollS n.les. 

While mOSt insured InSlinllion5 do not rc tlin SignifiClilll portions of hybrid ARM and 10 exposun:&. we 
Imye identified III banD and !hri(u. headquartered in potentially risky boom mukeu (San F~lsco, 
Southmt CalIComia, Phocclx. Lu Vcgas, South Florida. WashingtOn, OC, and New York) Ullt h,yc 
slj;ndiC&llt concentmiota af ARMs and/or large origina.ti.oos of 10 loaM. We have tiso iJolalOd 24 
inltitutklns beadquctc:n:d to these markctllhat have hiah e~n:. to ac.quisition. deyelopment and 
ronSlruction (ADC) lending which coukl be negatively affected by any softening in real estllle prioelt. 

Supcnisory Response Options: 

Itmtlnd the Industry and e:umlnen Ib:tl Qew raidcDtbJ mon&aF.Slr\II;tll:r'Q may \Qa'ea.sr:: 
bisloriQ). POIlOD rates. 

I Pennanent ~ubcommittet on InVcl1intinDs 
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2. Conduct targcl reviews of specific: inslitutioas whb high ARM and AOC apo5UI'I: . 

) list standard uam pt"I)Cedlllti ror spedfk: institutioos with hl&b ARM II: ADC exposure. 
StJperv~ry COnttnls: 

PoI£D11al HOIlIIng BubbklCC!QCrntnU(!Q-'! or Rhl: 
The QII&Oirl& hoIwnc boom in !he bot. markets listed above hu been atribncd 10 hilUll"lcally low in1eftSl 
niles. , shift 01 household USCl& £rom equities 10 n:;lI ESI.ak:. iJlQQScd I.n~SltIr w:tIvhy, lnd new leu 
prnductJ !hllillow othtTu.ite inc1lgible borrc7wcn 10 buy homes.. Cua real CIWC prices ill. thtse bot. 
tJ:W"kE:ts bE: IlJs~1 

AorxIrdln, 10 The EamomUJ. nxcnt downtvms in Brithb. and Auwalian housin& markets dispt:1 prevlOUI 
notions iboul the looJ--temI foI.Ibility orU.s bome prica; 

• Buntin& bubblCl or home price declincs do not n:quiJt, trigger, such as, si&nlficlnt rile: in inlen:st 
~!el Of unemployment.. British aod Australian home prices cIcclinE:d in tile: past year with only modest 
inlClUl nlC Ulanses and low uocmployment.. 

• Home prices will not nE:ccnariiy kE:E:p rising becauSE: then: l5 a limited ~upply of land IU1d gn'lwinS 
number ofhou5Cholds. As expectation., of rising prices in Gn:w BliUin faded, dcmand declined. 

• A~ home prices in !he U.S. have not dca-c:ased for a full yeM since slltistie.a haYe been 
mIlntaiDCd. Some: U.S. markets have d«:lined nvc:r &eYen! yean. and oulSidl: the U.S. man)' coLlnuies 
MYe experienced a drop in aYerage home: prices (such IS Japan) oyer the lut decade. 1.n fact..l'Ilpid 
appreciation In the U.S. appean simill/" \0 the J;apane.se mad:etjust prior 10 its decade 1011,& decline. 

Subpdmr/Ne tinlty 
Low intc:n:5t rata and declmin& l"1:YrIlUe IOUtces have caused Icodcn 10 crute puducu to Ilnct I:IlOf'C 

~ A •• rc:suh. I si&nlficant volume ofloans with hi&hcr rilt d\1nCtcris1ks an: brine offcrcd In 

Icss cn:ditworthy borroWd"L Additionally. bub tlmoriJinate mort&a.sa to bonvwcn witll lower ~il 
IoCOrCI or doc::wumtatioD defects arc more likely 10 bold higber ~wncs of these Ioaui bcclllK they e&!I'l 

"&l"",YI be lOki to the ~ marb:t. 

According 10 the Nlllioaal Naoeiation of Rea1tcn, 42 pero:.nt of sll fmt-time: buycn .. d 2S pert:eIlI of alI 
buyers made no down-payment 00 thcir borne purclIase last year. 

2R1Jon ARMtf (and BottO"'« r ... ·ment Bdy~jor) 

TypIcal oplXICI ARM loam aHow the: borrower to make p;lyrnclllS based 00 an innoductory (tcasc::) rate. 
payments thll only COYet inten:llt, Of minimum payments that can result In negatl~ vnnrtization. The 
negative ammiu.tion may bE: IIlloww up \0 125 percent oftbe original principal amount. 1'bcte 
bonowc. ... could eYenlUally be fleCd with hlgher intE:RSt rm.es and required principal n:duedons
faulting in .subltantiaIly hlchcrPlDllthly paylDCIllS. We IWCIt thlt modcliDJ ofPDILOD nlJ::S for these 
new. unlested 10&115 il far more difflCUll Lluw conventional loans because: sufficielll.ly-strused dallolll 
W1Qyailllblc. 

InlS1'Pt O nN M Or1i!YU 
In Californja, over 60 pc:m:nt o( ,U new mortgages this year arc inlUCSI only or neptivt: lmOrtiJ2tioo. up 
from 8 pm;enl in 2002. A decade: ago. sl.lCh loans wen: not e\len lva.l.lablc to consun:.:n. ThClC loons 
could ,Iso hive higher intcn:.st !"ales and wUl evenrually hlye 10 hi;: ftoewod Into smonWng loans 
resulting In hlF monthly payments. We assert that modeling of PDlLQD n.tcs for these new, Utlle&ted 
loans IS fill" ITIOI""e dlfficult than cooyenDooalk/ans ba=l9I: sufficieotlY'11reSSed dau i, URlvaibbk.. 

rlttyha!.'k Homt. EauJ,y LoIns 
In lieu or Pnyatc Mqlt;e lIuuranoe CPMO. borne equity loans arc: increuingly pmvidin, It leIS! pan. of 
the down payment to n:duce the. primary mortgage to 80 pereent. In many CISeS, the bome: equity loans 
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ate made by the. NfDC iratiwtion that originates ihc first mortgage, rcsuhin& in incn:ucd risk thai may 001 
be c¥idtnl from avenge 1(lQp-lO-valuc pcrccnuges. Piggyback home equity loans eould <iissulsc me !nIe 
II1t\re of lhc barrowin& rdanoruhip UId an: ~i iA Ies$ a-cdil prolcaioa clue to tbt l..-.k of PMl. 
1'besc.loans could Ili50 ,.imlmvclli corapliance ... dth regulatOl')' Real Eaalc 1...c.ndhI, StaDdank. While 
QIOIt insdllltiOId report flvonble IYCnF LTV ratios, the L'IVs l%1Iy DOl fwdor in piw-baclt home equily 
loans and an: baed upoa. appnJscd valuc5 II what eouId be lbe peak of 1bc IJIIftft value&. 

Lrttm o( Credit 100 Ow Florida Cop Myk.ec 
Then: ila &rowin& body or cvideoa: that k:ndcn ~ODg Aorkb.'. QuI! Co~ an:. offcrin& JctteB of c:redil 
(LOC) 10 hilh-<.nd bornec bu)'en who IIS1C l.OCs ins1dd of I cash down plymcnt 10 rauve condos belen 
they an: built. This adds furthct to the ability of mVQt1n to a.mtnlC1. for condos wiLb eYeD lest IDOI'IC)' 

down and dcva1cs the. rillt 10 the issuin& 1end0'l. 

.spUlovcc EUeelln Con~truclJon and Development Lendln,g 
A i'Iousin, bu.o;t could hl~ an immedillic. ne,arivc affect Oft construction lind devclopmcntloan ponfol.le» 
If the clCpcclalion of nat or declining values I'CSlIlts in fcwer Duycn and investors. 

Insured lnstitutions' Erposurc to 11 Housing Slowdown: 

lnSlJWtiOOI with wry high exposure to one·to·four family ARMs and AOC loans in boom markets could 
be Dcgatively impacted bY:l ruI csl3.lc slowdown. To isolate institutions that have oullitcd ARM and 
ADC apoostDtS U of3 ·3 I-OS. we queried and anzl,yud Call ReportIMSA data OD banks beadquartered in 
hoi. markets (San Fn.ncilco, Southern California.. Phoenix, Las Vcgu, South FlorIda, WuhinJ1on. DC. 
lUId New Yorlt) with .wSWlO: rrom DrR. We also ~ namUve COIJl[PCnlS from the SF , An.. and 
NY ~g.ions on ~1I:ullJ institutions. 'The table and IlII'Talives below hlahliaht banks and thrifta with 
ARM exposures in hot markets acceding SOOCJ1, orru:r 1 ttpit.l. This analysia b. foUowod by. 5iroIJar 
lisun, and narTalives on instirutlon5 willi ADC Itndln, apDSUl'Q ia bot llIII'bu exc-dln, -4CO'1o ofT'tc" 
I Qphal. 

Larrc institutions. IAAcr than &peelalty mortgage or ADC'lcnden, wen: not jncl~ In our da1.a qucr)' 
J..ar&c. iDllltuti0a5 an: well divcniftcd. md .... -e bc1icYe they would not be u upoKd tD ~k:I in 
mortgagc.lcndin& as .maner inSl.llutioDs which con.r::enlmC on lhcir bndquartcn IllltUII. 

"" 

Redacted 
by 

T", -.. 

Permanent Subcommittee 
on Investigations 
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WuhllwWp Mvrual Rank. ESP. SlocklOll. CA. TA S3Q6B. qrs CAM.., S 22m ¥, 
Holds W8 ID Opdoa ARMs. 1()11, of Optioa ARM cu.scomen only makr Ute minimum pa1tftl1t Ncb 

month llI~rcst n.te increuc:s ~ czppcd OQ these loans throuch SO rewo( the rDCJrt&a&e. Nearly 5()11. of 
collateral" in CaliIomla. EumiDcr indiC3le5 mal 51128 in ~dc.ntiaI mon&a&a ~ bdd·(or
inv6tment. with 24'iL ha ... ini FICO ICOf'eS orlas than 660 and 5% havi.nl loan-to-values pUler than 
8Q'I, willi IKI PMl No internal stress test yet. 011 cfiect of. bousinz. bubble. 

Redacted 
by 

Permanent Subcommittee 
on Investigations 

.......... s_ 

Redacted 
by 

Permanent Subcommittee 
on Investigations 
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Mortgage-Backed S;gujtics and Residuds 

SignifiCant holdings of mortguge·bacl:.ed securities and associated residuals Ihould also be ronsidc=d at 
all insurro inslirutions, particularly those ill hot marlcets. While:. MBS are Iypically AAA rated and should 
be less susceptible 10 credillosses thun direetiending activities, residuals may present elevlUed risk as 
their subordinated 5tructt.Jrc.s absorb losse& for senior traoches. Additional scrc:c:.mng is needod to identify 
residulLl txpOS= that an:. not already ca:ptlJred by the Quarterly Lending Ale:.I1... 

Supervisory Response Options: 

B~ IlIId =:u:nIncn bave gencnUy eonsidc:red residentia1 auiil as .Iow·risk lending field with 
pcrpc:.tually low loss and p~ due ratc:s. Whlk this is a historically valid notion. the secular cbanges in 
horor.lcran products during this decade:. could alter long-term dc:.f'llllt and loss behavior. Consideration ~~~;::;;~=====::J 
should be given to reminding ex:unlncrs and the industry that~~~ _11}~..s..ag-:.s _OJi.P.~ _o_v~-,~'? _ _ _ - { Deleted: I!laII 

past two yean contain libtrallc.rms and conditions compared to traditional standards. We suggest that 
\nsun:d institutions establish epproprilte concentration limits. conduct stress Ie1its Oil ARM and ADC 
ponfolios, and increase overall eredlt risk mitigation efforts. 

T~ted on-s:ite reviews of institutions with significant ARM and ADC exporures as ilJustra1l!d abQve 
could prove "helpful in mntify!ng emerging problems, especially i( r.ignificant growth has uW:n plnce 
while higher-risk mortgal.e prodUCl.S bave dominated the markcL Such reviews should concep!@!ean 
Wos institutions' undqwritin!! JlandW/i. with panicularemphnls 00 the:. eyalu;gion or the bonow.:f'S 
u.i!itv!Q rmNY under a smw9 scenario, 

A vi,orous review of policies and tnmsactions should also be considered at examinations of institutions 
with significant ARM a.nd ADC exposures. Elevated exposurts to new, untested iOIlll products 
characterized by high loan-to· ... a1uc ratios (based on boom (IlllCkel appraisals) and lower Cl'I:dit scores 
should wammt the most sautiny. 

/I. RAe project is. underway to deh:rwine the impact of a potential housing bubble on insured hanks. The 
group is ill the process of pinpointing. the most exposed insured institutions and weighlng options for 
targeted on-site examination work. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Doerr. J. George 
Thursday, September 07, 2006 11 :45 AM 
Funaro, Stephen P. 
RE : DTS re: WAMU 

Good . Stay tuned. 
-----Original Message---- 
From: Funaro, Stephen P_ 
Sent : Thursday, September 07, 2006 8:37 AM 
To : Doerr, J. George 
Subject: RE: OTS re: WAMU 
Meeting does not take place until next week - Thuxs 9/14 
-----Original Message- --- -
From : Doerr, J. Geo r ge 
Sent : Thursday, September 07 , 2006 5:56 AM 
To: Ca r ter, John F . 
Cc: Owens, Serena L.; Villalba, Vanessa I.: FunaIo, Stephen E . 
Subject: Re: OTS Ie : WAMU 
I'll be happy to wIite the letter myselfn later today. I'll run it by you. Steve, what time is your 
call scheduled with Darrel? 

-----Original Message- --- 
From; Ca r ter, John F . 
To: Doerr, J. George 
CC : Owens, Serena L.; Villalba, Vanessa I. ; Funaro, Stephen P. 
Sent: Wed Sep 06 19:46 : 17 2006 
Subject : RE: OTS r e: WAMU 
The OTS must r eally be afraid of what we might come across, but bottom l i ne is we need access to the 
information . George : Al t hough I don't know what input we'll get from DC, you might want to be on 
standby to have someone s t art drafting a response back to Finn stating tha t we don't view hi s 
actions cons istent wi t h his p ledges of cooperation and emphasizing the need for us to have access to 
information without che OTS filter/spin or something to that e ffect. We also want to mention this 
is the second a ccess issue that has come up on WAMU in a relati vely shor t period of time citing 
their original plans to not provide Stephen any working space i n the bank. Let' s finesse it and 
keep it on the high ground but still get our points acr oss. 
-----Original Message-----
From : Doer r , J. George 
Sent : Wednesday, September 06, 2006 ~:37 PM 
To: Funaro, Stephen P . 
Cc: Carter, John P.; Owens, Serena L .; Villalba, Vanessa I . 
Subject: Re: OTS re : WAMU 
Wel l now that ' s another t hing. He ab solutely agreed you ' d h ave access t o the Examiner Library _ And 
he hasn't arranged t hat. 

-----Origina1 Message~---
From: Funaro, Stephen P . 
To : Doer r, J . George 
Sent: Wed Sep 06 1 9 :17:45 2006 
Subject: RE: OTS re: WAMU 
Darrel Dochow contacted me toda y and we arranged a meeting fo r September 14th at 9AM. He mentioned 
the purpose o f the meeting was to coo rdinate "process workout and logistics" so I was assuming we 
would coordina t e for the fall v~sit (scope of o ur work, new location, people, and time frame) and he 
would update me on Wamu since I haven' t had access to the Wamu examiner's l ib rary since the end of 
the 2Q_ He did not mention that t he s t a t us quo was changing. 

From: Doerr, J . George 
Sent : Wednesday , September 06, 2006 4:03 PM 
To: Carte r, John F. 
Cc: Corston , John H.i Funaro , Stephen P.; Villalba, Vanessa r.; Owens, Serena L. 
Subject : OTS re : WAMU 
John, we received the letter from RD Mike Finn r egarding our routine request to J oin their next 
on-site exam t arget (subprime and economic capital) this Fall . As you know, Mr. Finn says NO, 
t otally contrary to what Vanessa and I discussed with Deputy Darrel Dochow on August 17 . I thought 
I'd j ust quote, in part , some of the l etter (n ot sure i f you ca n pul l up a pdf on your blackberry) . 
"OTS transmitted a fi na l e x amination repor t. to washington Mutual on August 30, 2006 in which the 
i nsti t ution was assigned a composite 2 rating , CAMELS subfac to r ratings of 2s, a 2 rating for 
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Compliance, and a 2 ra t ing for In f orma tion Technology. We pr ovided FDIC Senior Examine r St ephen 
Funaro wi t h all pertinent examination information, conclusions , and findings from these concurrent 
exami nations. [In point of fact, her e, we were on the exam with them.} In addition, we invited 
Assistant Regional Director George Doerr and MI . Funaro to observe our present ation of examination 
findings to the Board of Directors of Washington ~utual. We are not aware of any disagreement the 
FDI C has with our examination findings or any expressed concerns rega r ding examination activit ies . 
[No, there a r e none , and we told them that .] 
"Regarding the specific areas of FDIC interest, the scope of our upcoming examination work: includes 
reviews of economic capital and higher risk: lending and we pl an to share our e xam findings with the 
FDIC, as we have in the past. [Sharing has always occurred, hut we've been on the exam with them . ] 
Based on our agreed upon examinati on concl usions, the lack of any known FDIC concerns regarding our 
past or planned examina t ion activities, and our contLnued commitment to share all appropriate 
information, the FDIC has not shown the regulatory need to participate in the upcoming Washington 
Mutual examination. 
"We are committed to continuing t o keep your office f ,ully informed regarding all significant 
information and matters r ela t ing to Washi ngton Mutual . In t his regard, OTS Regional Deputy Director 
Darrel Dochow has already spoken with Deputy Regional Director Vanessa vi l l.alba and Mr. Doe r r to 
make arrangements that will ensure the FDIC receiVes the information it needs. [~ have i n my notes 
that when Vanessa and I spoke with Da r rel Dochow on August 17, we specifically mentioned t he need to 
coordinate with him on which exam targets we may wa nt to join - he never said anything negative 
about that.] In addition, we have contacted MI. Funaro offering to arrange plans for his ongoing 
communication with our case management team. [steve - they have?} 
"We look forwa r d to cont~nuing an open and constructive relationship with the FDI C and comnl1t to 
work closely with your staff to address any questions or provide appropriate information relating to 
Washington Mutual." 
Obviously, we have a major problem here . crs is taking the approach we need to establish a 
" r egulatory need to participate" on an exam, and that t he basis would have to be disagreement on 
exam findings. Mr. Finn is totally missing the point on our need for timely accurate information to 
properly categorize WAMU for deposit insurance premium purposes, more so now than ever in the past. 
The downside o f OTS's approach here - fo r WAMU - is that such information in the past has allowed to 
recognize that WAMU does a pretty good job with op tion a~ms, hybrid products, and subprime lending. 
If we can ' t observe that on-site, we might have to assume these a r e the type of products that push 
WAMU's risk category out the spectrum requiring higher pre~ums. 
Fina l ly, we're only asking to s end th r ee examiners - this can't he a burden issue. 
Let me know how you want to proceed. 
And John Corston, we may need to elevate this if we can't ge t satisfactory resolution from RD Finn, 
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cc: Day FlIes ?naD:i\I 
Institution Files-Washington Mutual Bank q-
FO-Seattle (Attn. S. Funaro) 
WO-Large Banks Mr. Corston MB-5076 

JGDoerr 
MCawthon 
RD Carter 

Mr. Michael E. Finn 
Regional Director 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
P. O. Box 7165 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7165 

Dear Mr. Finn: 

October 6,2006 

I have received your response to our August 14, 2006 letter in which we request permission to 
participate in aspects of the upcoming examination of Washington Mutual Bank. Regarding 
your reasoning for rejecting our participation in these target reviews, you are correct that our 
request is not predicated on any current disagreement related to examination findings or concerns 
regarding supervisory activities at Washington Mutual. Such criteria are not prerequisite for 
requesting - or for the OTS granting - FDIC staff participation in target examination activities. 

As you are aware, the FDIC and the OTS have a long, cooperative, and productive working 
relationship with respect to the examination of Washington Mutual Bank, which we hope to 
continue. Past experience has proven that our participation in targeted reviews is beneficial to 
our respective Agencies, as well as to the Banlc For example, OTS supervisory staff continues 
to request assistance from FDIC specialists, with which they have developed a working 
relationship, for support on targeted reviews. Additionally, Bank personnel have been 
complimentary of FDIC staff participation. I would be happy to discuss specific examples at 
your convenience. 

The 2002 Interagency agreement entitled "Coordination of Expanded Supervisory Information 
Sharing and Special Examinations'and the related Board Resolution that was unanimously 
approved in January of2002 both state that the OCC, the FRB, and OTS are committed to 
providing the FDIC information on and access to insured depository institutions (IDIs) that 
represent a heightened risk to the deposit insurance funds and selected large IDIs. Large IDIs in 
this context include"certain identified large thrifts supervised by the OTS;'including Washington 
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Mutual Banle The 2002 Agreement clearly allows for FDIC staff participation in examination 
activities to evaluate the risk of a particular banking activity to the deposit insurance fund. 

Washington Mutual Bank is a very large insured financial institution, and in our view 
participation on the upcoming targeted reviews is necessary to fulfill our responsibilities to 
protect the deposit insurance fund, a key objective of the 2002 Agreement. I trust this letter 
provides sufficient clarification with regard to our initial request, as well as expectations going 
forward. I look forward to your response. If I can provide additional information, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

John F. Carter 
Regional Director 



Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

Pacific Plaza, 20n I Junipero Serra Boulevard, Suite 650, Daly City, CA 94014-1916 
P.O. Box 1165, San francIsco, CA 94120-7165 • Telephone: (650) 746-7000· Fax' (6So) 746-7001 

Mr. John F. Carter 
Regional Director 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
25 Jessie Street at Ecker Square, Suite 2300 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

Dear Mr. Carter: 

November 10, 2006 

I am writing to follow-up on our discussion last week about your October 6, 2006, letter 
requesting FDIC participation on our examination of Washington Mutual. 

As we discussed, OTS does not seek to have FDIC staff actively participate in our 
examination activities and conclusions at Washington Mutual. We do unde.rstand your need 
for access to examination information and your need to meet with OTS staff to discuss our 
supervisory activities at Washington Mutual. To facilitate this information sharing and 
discussions, we have agreed to allow your Dedicated Examiner, Steve Funaro, to conduct his 
FDIC risk assessment activities on site at Washington Mutual when our examination team is 
on site. All FDIC requests for information should continue to be funneled through our 
examiner -in-charge. 

We also understand that the FDIC may occasionally request OTS permission to have FDIC 
exam staff assist Mr. Funaro on site at Washington Mutual in his risk assessment activities. 
We will consider these limited requests to send additional FDIC staff to Washington Mutual 
on a case-by-case basis. I agreed to your initial request to have one quantitative specialist 
assist Mr. Funaro on site at our current targeted review of value at risk and economic capital. 

Our offices have worked well together over the years and we look to continue that 
constructive relationship. Our supervisory team will continue our pattern of regular meetings 
with the FDIC to ensure you have access to all information that you need. 

Sincerely, 

Michael E. Finn 
Regional Director 
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SF:DSC:SFunaro:01l04/2007:S:\REVIEW4\SFunaro\WMB-OTS Exam Letter Jan 07.doc 
Case Name: Washington Mutual Group 
cc: Bank File (Washington Mutual Bank, Henderson, Nevada) 

FO - SEA (Funaro) 
JGD 

Mr. Michael E. Finn 
Regional Director 
Office of Thrift Supervision, West Region 
P.O. Box 7165 
San Francisco, California 94120-7165 

Dear Mr. Finn: 

JAN 10 lOOl 

The FDIC requests pennission to have examination staff assist Senior Examiner Funaro in his 
risk assessment activities at Washington Mutual Bank. The risk assessment activities will be 
coordinated with the OTS's targeted examinations of asset quality and market risk which will 
start in the first half of 2007. Specifically, the FDIC requests one examiner to.assist in the 
review of single family residential lending, one examiner to assist in the review of interest rate 
risk, and one senior examination specialist and one quantitative expert to assist in an ongoing 
review of the bank's value at risk methodology. 

Thank you for your consideration, and we look forward to continuing the constructive 
relationship our agencies have established at Washington Mutual. If you have any questions, 
please contact me. Also, you or your staff may direct any questions to Assistant Regional 
Director J. George Doerr at (415) 808-8019 or Senior Examiner Stephen P. Funaro at (206) 284-
1112. 

Concur: ______________________ __ 

Sincerely, 

f.;{ c,. 
John F. Carter 
Regional Director 
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Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

Pacific Plaza. 2001 Junipero Serra Boulevard. Suite 650. Daly City. CA 94014-1976 
-------"'o~~oIIL----L.QJWx.1l65 7 (r'6 746-7000 • Fax: (650) 746-700 I 

I' ~ 

Mr. John F. Carter 
Regional Director 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
25 Jessie Street at Ecker Square, Suite 2300 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

Dear Mr. Carter: 

January 22, 2007 

West Regioll 

We received an undated letter from you on January 11,2007 in which you requested 
permission to have additional FDIC examiners assist Senior FDIC examiner, Steve Funaro, in 
conducting his risk assessment activities at Washington Mutual.. As noted previously in 
response to an earlier request, we understand that the FDIC may occasionally seek permission 
to have FDIC exam staff assist Mr. Funaro. 

Consistent with our earlier communications, I authorize· your request to have three additional 
examiners assist Mr. Funaro in his assessment of interest rate risk, value at risk and single 
family lending. Please have Mr. Funaro coordinate all questions and requests for information 
through OTS Examiner in Charge, Benjamin Franklin. 

We will continue to communicate with your office regularly on our continuous examination 
activities at Washington Mutual. The next of our ongoing briefings is scheduled for 
February 1,2007 in Seattle. As always, these briefings are open to you and your case 
management team. Please advise me promptly if there is any additional information that your 
staff needs to conduct its risk assessment activities. 

Sincerely, 

Michael E. Finn 
Regional Director 

~jIIC:: __ _ 

~. r:;$T: 

\J W/O-RM' ___ _ 

~j ST ... TE' ____ _ 

C OTHER' ____ _ 

(] OTi:i :.: ____ _ 
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Funaro, Stephen P. 

From: Villalba, Vanessa I. 
Sent: Friday, October 13,20062:56 PM 
To: Doerr, J. George; Carter, John F.; Corston, John H. 

------'C.,c~.;_· -------__ -'-F-"u1unaro, Stephen P. 
Subject: Re: wamu quarterly 

none of us were aware of this. 
Vanessa I. Villalba 

Deputy Regional Director 
San Francisco Region 

This message was sent using a blackberry. 

-----Original Message----
From: Doerr, J. George 
To: Carter, John F.; villalba, Vanessa I.; Corston, John H. 
CC: Funaro, Stephen P. 
Sent: Fri Oct 13 17:46:54 2006 
Subject: Fw: wamu quarterly 

Please read info about OTS denying us space and access to information. The situation has 
gone from bad to worse. I'm in Chicago awaiting my connecting flight home. (Delays) 

-----Original Message----
From: Doerr, J. George 
To: Funaro, Stephen P. 
Sent: Fri Oct 13 17:38:12 2006 
Subject: Re: wamu quarterly 

I didn't know this latest development. Do John and Vanessa know about this? How about John 
Corston? 

-----Original Message----
From: Funaro, Stephen P. 
To: Doerr, J. George 
Sent: Fri Oct 13 11:39:30 2006 
Subject: RE: wamu quarterly 

George, 
There is no bank specific issue you need to be there for. Our issue is with OTS 
management (Finn and Dochow) and how they have apparently mislead RD Carter, DRD Villalba, 
you, and me. This regards space for the dedicated examiner and access to information -
participation inOTS exams is a separate issue. I met with OTS examiners yesterday and 
they have not made arrangements for permanent space for me at the new location and 
protocols for information sharing have not been developed (they have been given no 
direction from their senior management). I speak to misleading us as follows: In July RD 
Carter talked with Finn and he agreed to space and access. On e/17 you and DRD Villalba 
had a telephone conversation with Dochow and he agreed it was not necessary to fix what 
was not broken and he promised access to space and information. On 9/15 I met with Dochow 
and he agreed to space and information sharing (although the exact method of information 
sharing was not fully outlined). In addition to the quarterly at lPM, on that day I have 
a meeting with Dochow and the exam leads at 9AM. I would like to iron things out at that 
meeting, but I am prepared for more of Dochow's stalling tactics and misrepresentations. I 
did give the exam crew a laundry list of information I need on an ongoing basis, but I am 
not confident they can provide it: they do not have a resident team, they appear short 
staffed and are going through a transition from full scope exams to the continuous 
program, and only one member of the crew is local. 
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-----Original Message----
From: Doerr, J. George 
Sent: Thursday, October 12, 2006 9:56 PM 
To: Funaro, Stephen P. 
Subject: Re: wamu quarterly 

I don' t plan to come lID) ess there is an issue I should be there for. 

-----original Message----
From: Funaro, Stephen P. 
To: Doerr, J. George 
Sent: Thu Oct 12 12:37:18 2006 
Subject: RE: wamu quarterly 

Finn, Dochow, and exam leads. It does not appear Albinson will attend, but Dochow left 
open the possibility. 

-----Original Message----
From: Doerr, J. George 
Sent: Wednesday, October 11, 2006 11:20 PM 
To: Funaro, Stephen P. 
subject: Re: wamu quarterly 

Probably not. I'll be in SLC the day before. But before I decide, let me know who is 
coming from OTS. 

-----Original Message----
From: Funaro, Stephen P. 
To: Doerr, J. George 
CC: villalba, Vanessa I. 
Sent: Wed Oct 11 14:33:08 2006 
Subject: wamu quarterly 

George, 
will you be attending the Wamu quarterly regulator meeting that takes place on Thursday 
10/19 in Seattle. The meeting is from 1PM to 3PM. 

2 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Doerr, J. George 
Friday, January 05, 2007 03:01 PM 
Funaro, Stephen P. 
RE: wm exam 

I'm just not relishing another round of "No." Well, let them make fools of themselves again! 
-----Original Message-----
From: Funaro, stephen P. 
Sent: Friday, January OS, 2007 11:37 AM 
To: Doerr, J. George 
Subject: Re: WID exam 
I don't think so on the Vallue at risk side and the field will be supportive of SFR and IRR work. 
Not sure how Finn and Dochow feel about SFR review - may not want us getting a feel for how they are 
implementing NTM guidance, but we will keep it low profile. 

-----Original Message----
From: Doerr, J. George 
To: Funaro, Stephen P. 
Sent: Fri Jan 05 13:50:08 2007 
Subject: RE: WID exam 
Any resistance expected that you know of? 

From: Funaro, Stephen P. 
Sent: Friday, January OS, 2007 9:48 AM 
To: Doerr, J. George 
Subject: wm exam 
George, 
I had a discussion this morning with Bob Charurat who has been working on Wamu value at risk and 
market risk. He suggested we also request permission to bring a quantitative expert (Dan Nuxoll) to 
assist us on the market risk stuff at Wamu. I have updated the request to incorporate his 
suggestion. 

« File: WMB-OTS Exam Letter Final Jan 07.doc » 
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Funaro, Stephen P. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Doerr, J. George 
Tuesday, February 06, 2007 11 :32 AM 
Carter, John F. 
Corston, John H.; Baxter, Bill R; Hirsch, Pete D.; Funaro, Stephen P. 
F'vV. warnu 

John, here we go again. This is unnecessary hair splitting by OTS Seattle, and does not comport with the approval we got 
from RD Finn on participation. OTS wants to draw a distinction between loan file review as an examination activity (that 
they object to) vs. risk assessment (which they do not object to). I don't fathom the distinction. When it comes to non 
traditional mortgages, proper risk assessment would involve getting a feel for how the bank ensures compliance with non 
traditional mortgage guidance, and to do that you do some file review. 

We should call Mike Finn and start the process of taking this up the line again. 

John, Bill, Pete - fyi for now, we'll keep you advised. 

From: Funaro, Stephen P. 
Sent: Tuesday, February 06,200711:23 AM 
To: Doerr, J. George 
SUbject: wamu 

George, 
I met with Darrel Dochow this morning and OTS is restricting FDIC on the current examination in the SFR review segment. 
OTS will not allow us to review SFR loan files. The FDIC objective was to determine what steps the bank is taking to 
implement non traditional mortgage guidance - file review is a part of that risk assessment. OTS views FDIC involvement 
as assisting the dedicated examiner whereby FDIC examiners would be authorized to look at bank reporting, have access 
to OTS examiners, and view OTS work products. In a letter dated 1/22107, OTS RD Finn authorized the FDIC request to 
have three additional examiners assist the dedicated examiner in his assessment of interest rate risk, value at risk, and 
single family lending - that letter did not contain any restrictions on our involvement. 

Darrel Dochow stated that the FDIC has not been given permission to participate in the OTS asset quality review, and it 
has not demonstrated a need to participate in that review. Apparently, OTS views loan file review as examination work 
which is distinct from risk assessment activities. In any event, this situation throws resources we have dedicated into 
limbo. 
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From: Ward, Timothy T 

Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2008 10:09 PM 

To: Reich, John M <reichjm@office of thrift supervision.com>; Polakoff, Scott M 
<polakoffsm@office of thrift supervision.com>; Dochow, Darrel W 
<dochowdw@office of thrift supervision. com> 

Subject: Re: Call from SheIla this evemng 

Thanks for the kind words John. It was a good meeting. 

Timothy T. Ward 

Office of Thrift Supervision 

202.285.6405 - cell 

202.906.5666 - office 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----- Original Message ----
From: Reich, John M 

To: Polakoff, Scott M; Ward, Timothy T; Dochow, Darrel W 

Sent: Wed Mar 26 20:52:32 2008 

Subject: Call from Sheila this evening 

Scott, Tim, and Darrel, 

Sheila called this evening on her way home - re WaMu. Basically she was encouraging us to make certain if they receive an 
acquisition offer, they should accept it, and was attempting to learn if I had any more defmitive idea about how receptive or 
committed they would be to a sale. I told her that the Board had instructed Kerry to consider all options, and that Kerry was 
keeping his Board informed frequently of his efforts. We should talk about this tomorrow. I had a very similar discussion 
with Bob Steel a couple of weeks ago and I'm sure he and Sheila are reading off the same page. 

Scott and Tim, I was proud of you both today, you both did a great job! OTS clearly outdid OCC in presentation and 
knowledge. 

Sheila was complimentary of OTS's presentation and commented about our being on top of the issues. I would like to think 
she meant it, but I'm always a bit skeptical of her compliments. I told her I was surprised at how casual OCC's discussion of 
NatCity was considering what may happen in the near term. Also I expressed again my surprise at how OCC and the FDIC 
are treating Citi under the circumstances and said I expect the FDIC to treat all institutions similarly whether supervised by 
OTS or OCC. She agreed, and said she needs to talk with Dugan about both Citi and NatCity. We'll see. 

Thanks again for a great job. It is truly a pleasure for me to have people like Scott, Tim, and Darrel providing leadership at 
OTS. 

John 
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Funaro, Stephen P. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Washington Mutual: 

Doerr, J. George 
Monday, April 30, 20072:18 PM 
Collins, David A. 
Funaro, Stephen P. 
RE: Meeting with OTS Regional Management 

Last February, in a meeting with RD Carter and I, RD Finn pushed back on his previous approval of our participation in the 
2007 exam targets, specifically as to our ability to work loan files alongside OTS examiner, and we were particularly 
interested in WAMUs compliance with nontraditional mortgage guidance. (Mr. Finn had approved our backup participation 
on the exam on January 22,2007.) While we have had reasonably good access to his examiners and we have been able 
to look at other areas, Mr. Finn drew the line at any loan file review, stating it would be duplicative and a burden on the 
bank. 

After the Quarterly Regulators Meeting at WAMU on April 19, I again brought up the issue. Mr. Finn and his examiner, Ben 
Franklin, stated that OTS did not intend to look at files for purposes of testing nontraditional mortgage guidance until after 
the bank made a few changes they had agreed to. I asked if we could then join the file review whenever OTS did look at 
this, and he said, "No." 

From: Collins, David A. 
Sent: Monday, April 30, 20071:43 PM 
To: Doerr, J. George; James, Kathleen M.; Parkerson, George W.; Milot, Jacquelyn S. 
Cc: Ivie, Stan; DUjenski, Thomas J.; Carlson, Melissa A.; Phillips, P. Bonn 
Subject: Meeting with OTS Regional Management 

RD Ivie and DRD Dujenski will be meeting with OTS Regional Director Michael Finn and Assistant Director Steve 
Gregovich this Friday, May 4th (lO:OOam). If you have any issues or concerns relative to the OTS that you would like 
presented at this meeting please forward your topics to my attention by the close of business on Thursday so I may 
compile a list for discussion. 

Thank you for your input. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at ext. 8172. 
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From: 
Sent: 

Bowman, John E <john.bowman@ots.treas.gov> 
Sunday, March 30, 2008 7:40 PM 

To: 
Subject: 

Polakoff, Scott M <polakoffsm@oflice of thrift supervision. com> 
Re:WAMU 

Already started. If you have a chance would you call me this evening at my home number 703 ..••• ' Thanks 

John E. Bowman 
Deputy Director and 
Chief Counsel 

-- Original Message --
From: Polakoff, Scott M 
To: Reich, John M; Bownuut. John E; Ward, Timothy T 
Cc: Stark, Sharon L 
Sent: Sun Mar 30 18:01:08 2008 
Subject: RE: W AMU 

_ = Redacted by the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investi ations 

John B - could you, first thing in the a.m., have someone on your staff put together a position paper on the need for Treasury 
to stay removed from the supervision of wamu, including any attempt to influence our supervision of wamu's capital raising 
process. This is a follow up to the brief conversation the Director and I had in your officc. I suspect that such a position 
paper will come in handy soon. . 

Thanks. 

Scott 

--Original Message
From: Reich, Jolm M 
Sent: Friday, March 28. 2008 6:59 PM 
To: Bowman, John E; Polakoff, Scott M; Ward, Timothy T 
Subject: Re: W AMU 

Most interesting to learn they met with Steel to discuss the transaction. And extremely surprising to me that Steel hasn't 
returned my call yet (and also an email message this morning). I predict I will be summoned to Treasury on Monday. 

John 

--- Original Message _._
From: Bowman, John E 
To: Reich, John M; Polakoff, Scott M; Ward, Timothy T 
Sent: Fri Mar 2818:50:512008 
SUbject: WAMU 

.Gentlemen, 

I have now received a copy of the material that JPM provided various parties here in D.C. this date. I have made copies and 
given one to Tim directly. John and Scott I will place a copy on each of your desk chairs. 
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Mr. Cohen again indicated the willingness of JPM to discuss the material either over the phone or in person at our request 
should we have any questions. In addition, he did confirm (when I asked him directly) that in fact JPM had met with Steel at 
Treasury to discuss the proposed transaction. 

Have a good weekend. 

Polakoff ScoU-00045768 002 









FDIC 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

. 25 Jessie Street at Ecker Square, Suite 2300 
Division of Supervision and Consumer Protection 

San Francisco Office 
San Francisco, California 94105 

Mr. Darrel W. Dochow 
Regional Director, West Region 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
P.O. Box 7165 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7165 

Dear Mr. Docha/ t:> A-tteL.. 

July 21; 2008 

The FDIC is completing its 2008 special insurance examination of Washington Mutual Bank 
(WMB), which was conducted concurrently with the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS). At the 
July 15,2008, exit meeting, OTS advised the WMB board of directors of its decision to 
downgrade the institution's Uniform Financial Institutions Rating to "3," which would 
necessitate consideration of a corrective program. 

As we discussed, we believe that WMB's financial condition will continue to deteriorate unless 
prompt and effective supervisory action is taken. A strong corrective program, including a 
provision for additional capital, is essential to reducing the risk to the deposit insurance fund and 
returning the institution to satisfactory condition. Accordingly, the FDIC respectfully requests 
that fu"1y corrective program imposed by OTS include the following specific provisions: 

It WMB shall formulate and adopt a capital plan acceptable to the OTS, the key features of 
which shall be: 

o A prompt capital injection of no less than $2 billion. 
o Maintenance of capital ratios of at least 1 % above the minimums for "Well 

Capitalized" institutions, as that tenn is defined by Part 325 of the FDIC Rules 
and Regulations. 

o Maintain an adequate allowance for loan and lease losses (ALLL). 

160 

o Promptly recognize impairment in the AFS investment portfolio due to other than 
temporary impairment. 

o Promptly assess the ability or inability to recognize the benefits of deferred tax 
assets and establish appropriate valuation allowances. 



Mr. Darrel Dochow 
Regional Director 
Page 2 

• Revise and erihance the JnstltutlOn's ALLL methodologIes and the methodologies for 
recognizing contingent liabilities for unfunded loan commitments per examination 
findings. 

• Maintain adequate accounting and charge off procedures for real estate owned and 
troubled debt restructures. 

• Maintain adequate reporting of loan modifications. 

In addition, we believe OTS should direct the institution's parent company to raise a minimum of 
$5 billion in equity capital as soon as it is practical and to prohibit any future repurchase of 
holding company debt. 

As a part of the FDIC's ongoing monitoring of the bank's capital adequacy, we also ask that 
management provide, on arI updated basis arId at least quarterly, detailed information arId 
analysis regarding both WMI and WMB including: 

e FinarIcial and capital projections. 
€! Strategic/long-rarIge forecast and projections. 
It Remaining credit loss forecast for all loan portfolios. 
Q Liquidity projections and forecasts and excess borrowing capacity. 
SI Insured and uninsured deposit product inflows and outflows. 
• Detailed breakout of loan performance by product types with the associated charge-offs 

and trends. 
II Asset valuations and potential impairment analysis for AFS investments. 
/) Changes in asset values subject to fair value measurements including but not limited to 

the mortgage servicing rights (MSR). 
e Up-to-date analysis on deferred tax assets (DTA). 
I) Management should also be prepared to provide deposit download information in a 

timely and accurate manner. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. You may also direct questions to Deputy Regional 
Director George Doerr at (415)·808-8019, Assistant RegionaJ Director David Promani at (415) 
808-8056, or Senior Examiner Stephen Funaro at (206) 284~ 1112. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Stan Ivie 
Regional Director 



Dochow, Darrel W 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Stan: 

Dochow, Darrel W 
Tuesday, July 22, 2008 1 :50 PM 
Slvie@FDIC.gov; jdoerr@fdic.gov 
Ward, Timothy T; Polakoff, Scott M; Quigley, Lori G; Chow, Edwin L; Blackburn, Dale R; 
Franklin, Benjamin D 
Response to July 21 letter RE WAMU 

Scan001.PDF 

After receiving your letter, I needed to respond in writing. I hope that we can continue to have a strong working 
relationship and sharing of views in a less formal manner. 

Darrel 

II 
ScanOO1.PDF 

(80 KB) 

OFFIC~AL FILE COpy 
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Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

Pacl Ie aza, 200 I Jumpero Serra Boulevard. Suite 650, Daly City, CA 94014-1976 

West Regiol1 

P.O. Box 7165, San Francisco. CA 94120-7165· Telephone: (650) 746·7000· Fax: (650) 746·7001 

Mr. Stan Ivie 
Regional Director 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
25 Jessie Street at Ecker Square, Suite 2300 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

rt·..t 
Dear~: 

July 22, 2008 

1 received the PDF copy of your letter dated July 21,2008 regarding the completion of your 
2008 special insurance examination of Washington Mutual Bank (WMB) which was conducted 
concurrently with the OTS's comprehensive examination of WMB and its parent holding 
company, Washington Mutual Inc. (WMI). In your letter you state that the FDIC respectfully 
requests that any corrective programs imposed by OTS include a number of specific provisions 
and further that OTS should direct WMI to raise a minimum of $5 billion in equity capital and 
prohibit any future repurchase of holding company debt. 

As the FDIC knows, the OTS has and continues to take appropriate supervisory and 
enforcement action in its role as the Primary Federal Regulator for WMB and WMI. We have 
consistently worked closely with your dedicated examiner and regularly held discussions to keep 
the FDIC informed of the condition of WMB and corrective actions. We downgraded the 
composite rating of WMB on February 27, 2008 to a "3" based on increasing concerns in 
earnings, asset quality and liquidity. This downgrade was made prior to completion of the then 
ongoing examination which concluded June 30, 2008. On an interim basis we required a Board 
Resolution (adopted March 19,2008) resolving to improve asset quality, earnings, liquidity and 
weaknesses and concerns in my February 27,2008 letter. We understand from direct discussions 
and comments at the July 15, 2008 meeting we held with the Board of Directors that OTS and 
FDIC are in agreement with the composite "3" rating for WMB. I further understand that it 
wasn't until I told management on June 20,2008 that OTS would pursue a Memorandum of 
Understanding that the FDIC even incorporated that in their consideration. OTS is preparing 
enforcement action that I hope to present to the Board soon. 

I find it curious that your letter largely reiterates OTS examiner findings and current 
corrective actions that OTS has already initiated plus a request for OTS to direct WMI to raise a 
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minimum of $5 billion in additional equity capital. WMI raised approximately $7 billion in 
equity capital in April 2008 and infused $3 billion into WMB. At my request, an additional $2 
billion was infused into WMB this week. This is the first time that anyone from the FDIC has 
suggested to me that WMI (the holding company) should raise an additional $5 bHlion in equity 
capital. In checking with the examination team, I am told that back in May 2008, FDIC 
examiner Bob Charuat did a very rough capital analysis that did not follow GAAP and was based 
on inappropliate assumptions. That analysis estimated potential life of loan losses at less than 
WAMU's own recession forecast but suggested that $5 billion additional holding company 
capital might be needed at December 31, 2008 to exceed the WMI "elevated capital targets" 
assuming all losses were taken in 12 months, no core earnings or tax recapture after year one, 
permanent impairment of the OITI at March 31, 2008 and a large loss factor for unused HELOC 
and credit card lines. The examiners reportedly discussed at the time that these assumptions 
were not GAAP, included artificial constructs and that moving estimated potential life of loan 
losses into 2008 was not realistic. 

I value the constructive working relationship that we have had, and I have and will continue 
to consider the FDIC's views relating to our examination and supervision of institutions of 
mutual interest. I would hope that we can continue to have ongoing discussions and not 
unexpected letter exchanges. The OTS takes its Primary Federal Regulator role seriously and we 
will continue to do everything we can to effectively supervise entities under our jurisdiction. 

I look forward to seeing you on August 1, 2008 at the Interagency meeting that the FDIC is 
hosting and to our morning meeting at the FRB. 

Sincerely, 

Darrel W. Dochow 
Regional Director 
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From: Doerr, J. George 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2008 06:06 PM 
To: Corston, John H.; Funaro, Stephen P.; Promani, David; Burns, Robert L.; Hirsch, Pete 

D. 
cc: 
Subject-

Grum, Christine; Lane, John M. 
Re: WAMU Briefing Paper 

steve -- are we possibly out of sync with OTS on composite and several components? I thought we were 
closer than that. 

-----Original Message----
From: Corston, John H. 
To: Funaro, Stephen P.; Promani, David; Doerr, J. George; Burns, Robert L.; Hirsch, Pete D. 
CC: Grum, Christine; Lane, John M. 
Sent: Wed Jul 30 17:46:35 2008 
Subject: WAMU Briefing Paper 
Attached it the one page briefing document that I will be providing to Sandra and Sheila for 
tomorrow's lOam EDT briefing. Please review it and make any changes you think will make the 
documents more accurate realizing it should remain one page in length. I also pasted it below the 
phone-in information for those reading this on Blackberries. 

<<WAMU 7-31-08 Briefing.doc» 
Below is the conference bridge number for Thursday, July 31 at 10:00 a.m.: 
Dial 1+ Toll Free: 866-673-8225 (or Toll: 203-566-3072). You will be prompted for the pass code: 
Enter: 3811536 followed by the # sign. 
You wi~l hear the confirmation and be connected to the conference. 

WASHINGTON MUTUAL BANK 
Areas of Focus: 
* Capital - Protection limited and declining with an immediate need of approximately $5 
billion 
* Asset Quality - Risk high and increasing with continued deterioration in all categories with 
credit models not keeping pace 
* Liquidity - Risk moderate/high but stable with near-term borrowing capacity and available 
cash to handle deposit outflows of up to $25 billion 
Capital 
* 1Q'08 leverage ratio - 6.94%; Tier 1 RBC - 8.13%; Total RBC - 12.21% 
* In April 2008, the holding company raised $7 billion in new capital and down streamed $3 
billion to the bank. July '08, an additional $2 billion was down streamed. 
* OTS MOU asks for $2 billion (already completed) and Capital contingency Plan that shows how 
they will maintain capital 1% above regulatory minimums 
Asset Quality 
* The bank's credit culture emphasized home price appreciation and the ability to perpetually 
refinance, including the ability to sell non performing assets. The bank's underwriting standards 
were therefore lax as management originated loans under a securitization model to transfer risk to 
the market_ 
* The bank is mainly a real estate lender with concentrations in certain higher risk product 
segments (including Option ARM loans, subprime residential loans, HELOC 2nds, and interest only (IO) 
loans) and geographic concentration with 50% of the residential portfolio secured by California real 
estate and 10% secured by Florida real estate. 
* The bank's asset quality continues to deteriorate as delinquencies, non performing loans, 
and net charge offs are growing and have not peaked or stabilized. 
* The bank also has credit card exposure where performance has deteriorated over the past year 
with the severity accelerating during the last three months. 
Liquidity 
* Total deposits have declined approximately $9 billion since the IndyMac failure. The 
majority of outflows were from time deposits with greater than $100 thousand. Remaining retail 
accounts over $100 thousand are $18 billion or 13% of total retail deposits. 
* Liquidity remains highly dependent upon the FHLB and retail deposits, including brokered 
deposits, for funding. 
* Moody's placed the ratings of the holding company and the bank on review for possible 
downgrade on 7/22/08. The holding company will become sUb-investment quality given a I-notch 
downgrade from Moody's. On Friday, S&P reduced the holding company and the bank issuer ratings by 
I-notch to BBB- and BBB, respectively, with the outlook stable. It is unknown what action, if any, 
Fitch will take. 
Examination/Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
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* OTS Proposed CAMELS - 3-4-3-4-3-2/3; LIDI rating - D negative 
* FDIC review of ratings in process with possible disagreement on Capital, Management, 
Liquidity and composite 
* FDIC in general agreement with OTS MOU; however, we had requested that it be more specific 
* The OTS sent the MOU to WAMU on Friday, July 25, 2008 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dochow, Darrel W <darrel.dochow@ots.treas.gov> 

Friday, August 1, 2008 12:29 PM 

Polakoff, Scott M <polakoffsm@office of thrift supervision.com>; Ward, Timothy 
T <wardtt@office of thrift supervision. com>; Reich, John M <reichjm@office of 
thrift sURervision.com> 

Quigley, Lori G <quigleylg@office of thrift supervision. com>; Chow, Edwin L 
<chowel@office of thrift supervision. com>; Bisset, John K <bissetjk@office of 
thrift supervision. com>; Franklin, Benjamin D <franklinbd@office of thrift 
supervision. com>; Blackburn, Dale R <blackburndr@office of thrift 
supervision. com> 

Fw:WaMu 

See below. I talked with Stan Ivie tlus morning. It was news to Stan that a ratings difference was decided. He said that the 
Regional office had not made a final decision and he had not talked with me yet but intended to. Apparently the LIDI group 
was discussing the rating (and apparently has now decided on a "4"). He also said he was under the impression that his 
dedicated EIe had said he told OTS and W AMU that he felt the rating was a "4" at the Board meeting and I told him that was 
incorrect. You can see from the below email that at about 5 pm pacific time yesterday, the FDIC EIC had a conversation 
with John Bisset, our operations lead on site, about the rating. 

Stan was getting a flurry of emails tlus morning and is going back to his staff on what has been said about the ratings. 

Steve Hoffman, top supervisor at the FRB of SF, also got a fairly detailed email from Deborah Bailey about the meeting 
today with all agencies regarding W AMU. The FRB of SF is currently meeting to decide whether W AMU should have 
access to the new 84 day T AF program and even if the FRB feels comfortable with them in the 28 day T AF funding 
program. W AMU had hoped to enter the 84 day program 

I am in an Interagency meeting and will be back to the Daly City office by 1 pm pacific time. Maybe we can talk. 

Darrel 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----- Original Message ----
From: Bisset, John K 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Cc: Franklin, Benjanrin D 
Sent: Fri Aug 01 11:37:462008 
Subject: RE: WaMu 

First I heard was about 5pm yesterday, Steve came in to chat. We discussed the "break the bank" scenario and the fact that 
this scenario could be triggered by a 4 rating or a "troubled institution" designation. He indicated that they were getting close 
to that point. At the time I did not interpret this as a rating difference, just a reiteration of their level of concern. 

Hopefully I can talk to him later ills morning and get some better information. 
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-----Original Message----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Friday, August 01,20086:50 AM 
To: Ward, Timothy T 
Cc: Polakoff, Scott M; Reich, John M; Franklin, Benjamin D; Blackburn, Dale R; Bisset, John K; Chow, Edwin L 
Subject: Re: WaMu 

That is news to us as the FDIC dedicated examiner and local FDIC has said they agree \\'ith the composite and maybe 
yesterday's meeting changed that.. 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----- Original Message ----
From: Ward, Timothy T 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Cc: Polakoff, Scott M; Reich, John M 
Sent: Fri Aug 01 09:28:13 2008 
Subject: WaMu 

Sheila Bair just reported on a conference call that there was a rating difference on this exam. Can you fill us in. 

Thanks. 
Timothy T. Ward 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
202.285.6405 - cell 
202.906.5666 - office 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bair, Sheila C. <SBair@FDIC.gov> 

Friday, August 1,2008 7: 13 PM 

Reich, John M <John.Reich@ots.treas.gov> 

Re: WaMu Rating 

We will follow the appropriate procedures if the staff cannot agree 

You asked me to hear out wamu. I hope that you would also hear out our examination staff if it comes to that 

-----Original Message-----
From: Reich, John M <John.Reich@ots.treas.gov> 
To: Bair, Sheila C. 
Sent: Fri Aug 01 13:07:552008 
Subject: WaMu Rating 

Sheila, 

In my view rating WaMu a 4 would be a big error in judging the facts in this situation. It would appear to be a rating 
resulting from fear and not a rating based on the condition of the institution. WaMu has both the capital and the liquidity to 
justify a 3 rating. It seems based on email exchanges which have taken place that FDIC supervisory staff in San Francisco is 
under pressure by the fear in Washington to downgrade this institution. If in fact the FDIC intends to rate this institution as a 
4-rated troubled institution, then prior to such action I would request a Board meeting to consider the proper rating on this 
institution. 

John 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

From: Promani, David 

Funaro, Stephen P. 
Friday, August 01, 2008 04:54 PM 
Charurat, Bob 
FW:WAMU 

sent: Friday, August 01, 2008 8:04 AM 
To: Ivie, Stan 
Cc: Doerr, J. George; Funaro, Stephen P. 
Subj ect: WAMU 
Major ill will at WAMU meeting yesterday caused by FDIC suggestion in front of WAMU management that 
they find a strategic partner. Reich reportedly indicated that was totally inappropriate and that 
type of conversation should have occurred amongst regulatory agencies before it was openly discussed 
with management. 
OTS proposes ratings of 3-4-3-4-3-2/3 which are based on exam results and largely 1Q2008 operating 
results. 2Q2008 operating results were worse than anticipated and surprised the street. In our 
opinion the bank needs capital and liquidity outflows cannot be sustained. Embedded losses exist on 
the B/S and WAMU's sense of when things may stabilize or improve seems to be in a disconnect with 
securities analysts. FDIC is looking at a rating of 4-4-3/4-4-4-2/4. The biggest disagreements 
seem to be in the area of liquidity, capital, and potentially management if you accept the notion 
that management has lost credibility with the street. We can talk more about this later. 
David Promani 
Assistant Regional Director 
PH* 415-808-8056 
FAX 415-808-7935 

PRIVILEGED 
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~e: WAMU Update and FW: FDIC Ratings 

From: 
Sent: 

Reich, John M <John.Reich@ots.treas.gov> 
Wednesday, August 6, 2008 10:22 PM 

To: Dochow, Darrel W <dochowdw@office of thrift supervision.com>; Polakoff, Scott M 
<polakoffsm@office of thrift supervision.com>; Ward, Timothy T <wardtt@office of 
thrift supervision.com> 

Cc: Quigley, Lori G <quigleylg@office of thrift supervision.com>; Blackburn, Dale R 
<blackburndr@offlce of thnft supervlslon.com> 
Re: WAMU Update and FW: FDIC Ratings Subject: 

Thanks, Darrel, for the update. The head butting is currently going on in DC between myself and Sheila Bair. 

John 

----- Original Message ----
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
To: Reich, John M; Polakoff, Scott M; Ward, Timothy T 
Cc: Quigley, Lori G; Blackburn, Dale R 
Sent: Wed Aug 06 22:11:22 2008 
Subject: WAMU Update and FW: FDIC Ratings 

John, Scott and Tim: 

I just talked with WAMU COB Steve Frank. He and David Bonderman met confidentially with Liam McGee, President for Global 
Consumer and Small Business Banking for Bank America Corporation as the potential new CEO for WAMU. He spent a fair amount of 
his career in California and is currently in Charlotte. His brief bio in on the BAC website. The meeting with Liam went very well 
according to Steve Frank and Liam appears sincerely interested. Steve Frank is having a discussion Thursday morning with the 
other directors and will arrange to have additional directors meet with Liam over the weekend. Steve Frank believes that the other 
directors will be impressed with Liam and be ready to move forward to begin contract negotiations early next week. They also 
expect that Liam will want to talk with me. Steve said that he will update me no later than Friday on what has been scheduled with 
Liam and asked that I pass along the information to you as he wants to stay connected with John Reich and other senior OTS folks 
in Washington. I encouraged him and the Board to move ahead quickly so that a positive announcement could be made next week. 
He also briefly discussed a conversation that he had this morning with their attorneys about whether the Board should agree to a 
Board Resolution instead of the MOU. 

Second, the below email from OTS EIC Ben Franklin clearly shows where the FDIC is now heading and that much is being driven by 
the Washington DC office, with the examiner deferring to them on several ratings. It is interesting to also note the reference to the 
purported FRB call to the FDIC Chairman about liquidity concerns. I heard some of this theme today from FDIC Regional Director 
Stan Ivie. Stan said that he got a call from FDIC Wash DC about a FRB call made to the FDIC about WAMU having to disclose the 
MOU today and did it not make sense to have any disclosure timed to the end of the week. I reminded Stan that we discussed the 
document language with the company Tuesday, that further discussions were needed, and that there was no final decision by the 
company on whether they would actually disclose until final language was agreed to and any action became effective. Stan also 
said that he has asked FDIC Dedicated examiner at WAMU Steve Funaro to finalize his memo on the rating for WAMU by Friday so 
that Stan could share it with me. He originally wanted to meet on August 12 to get my comments on their analysis and I told him 
that I was unavailable that entire week. 

WAMU management folks (CFO Casey, Treasurer Williams and others) are in fact meeting with the FRB of San Francisco tomorrow 
morning. I was informed incorrectly that the meeting was today. They flew down this evening but are not meeting until tomorrow. 
Robert Williams is to give me an update after that meeting. 

COO Steve Rotella and I also talked this evening. Tom Casey will give or have someone give me, Ben Franklin and Dale Blackburn a 
preview of how the quarter is beginning as there reportedly are some encouraging data points through July on charge offs, 
delinquencies, etc. While the July numbers by themselves do not indicate how the quarter will actually end up, having the most 
current information is helpful. I also focused Steve on the latest Liquidity Report and discussed deposit and funding strategy. 

Darrel 
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~e: WAMU Update and FW: FDIC Ratings 

From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 2008 4: 12 PM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W; Blackburn, Dale R 
Cc: Bisset, John K 

~~ect FD~tiog~s ________________________________________________________________________ ___ 

Importance: High 

Darrel, Dale, 

We just spoke to Steve Funaro who indicated that we will likely be "butting heads" on the Liquidity rating. He is now thinking a "4" 
rating based on the recent $8.0 billion deposit outflow, tightening of lending policy by the FHLBSF, and per him, a call from the Fed 
to the FDIC Chairman expressing concern about WaMu's liquidity. He acknowledged that his position from a few weeks ago of a "3" 
rating for Liquidity has changed as a result of these factors. 

Steve mentioned that he may also get guidance to rate Capital a "4" and Management a "4", however, his indication seemed to be 
that he is already backing the "4" liquidity rating, but will go along with "4" capital and Management ratings if that is the decision of 
FDIC management. 

Ben 

Ward_ Timothy-0000534 7 



From: Donald.L.Kohn@frb.gov 
Sent: 08/0612008 
To: Bair, Sheila C. 
Ce: 
Bee: 

~bject: Re: W 

I'll say. Bernanke would be glad to talk to him, but John won't like the message. Ben has several times pushed us on 
contingency planning and volunteered to meet with Reich if we think it would be helpful. 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----- Original Message -----
From: ""Bair, Sheila C."" [SBair@FDIC.gov] 
Sent: 08/06/200805:46 PM AST 
To: Donald Kohn 
Subject: Fw: W 

This is pretty over the top 

-----Original Message-----
From: Reich, John M <John.Reich@ots.treas.gov> 
To: Bair, Sheila C. 
Sent: Wed Aug 06 17:32:482008 
Subject: Re: W 

Dear Sheila, 

You really know how to stir up a colleague's vacation. 

I do not under any circumstances want to discuss this on Friday's conference call, in which I mayor may not be able to 
participate, depending on cell phone service availability on the cruise ship location. 

Instead, I want to have a one on one meeting with Ben Bernanke prior to any such discussion - as early next week as 
possible following my return to the office. Also, I mayor may not choose to have a similar meeting with Secretary 
Paulson. 

I should not have to remind you the FDIC has no role until the PFR (i.e. the OTS) rules on solvency and the PFR 
utilizes PCA. 

You personally, and the FDIC as an agency, would likely create added instability if you pursue what I strongly believe 
would be a precipitous and unprecedented action. And ifit occurs without my consent, I will not sit quietly by and 
observe - there would be a public reaction. Put yourself in the PFR's shoes in this situation. We have our 
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responsibilities, including the right of primary supervisory determination of this institution's condition, and until 
Congress changes the statutes under which we operate, our responsibilities as the PFR are not to be simply tendered to 
the FDIC in a down economic cycle. It seems as though the FDIC is behaving as some sort of super-regulator - which 
you and it are not. 

I also believe there could be a high potential for FDIC actions of the type you are contemplating to calIse irreparable 
harm to Wamu if, at any point in the near future, Wamu wishes to actualy seek a buyer. The potential harm could stem 
from the fact that any such potential buyer may have been all ready been contacted by the FDIC. 

If in fact any meetings or discussions have already taken place by the FDIC with either JPMC, Wells Fargo, or any 
other entity, in any capacity in which WaMu was even mentioned, I would like to see a copy of the signed 
confidentiality agreement signed by the bank - required in any resolution scenario before an institution is told the name 
of the failing bank. 

This is an OTS regulated institution, not an FDIC regulated institution. We make any decision on solvency, not the 
FDIC, and I have staff equally as competent as staff at the FDIC, whom I know well. 

The FDIC can do whatever internal contingency planning it wishes, but should in no way go outside the FDIC. This is 
a 3-rated institution. Are you also trying to find buyers for Citi, Wachovia, Nat City and others? 

Finally, ifWamu were to learn of the FDIC's actions, there may well be a question as to whether these actions may 
constitute a disclosable event. That, in and of itself, is a reason not to proceed with this approach for a publicly traded 
institution. The government should not be in the business of arranging mergers - particularly before they are necessary, 
and we are not at that point in WaMu's situation. 

I will attempt to be on the Friday conference call, and I am going to assume this notion is not going to be raised. 

John 

----- Original Message -----
From: Bair, Sheila C. <SBair@FDIC.gov> 
To: Reich, John M 
Cc: Murton, Arthur J. <AMurton@FDIC.gov>; Polakoff, Scott M 
Sent: Wed Aug 0611:32:512008 
Subject: W 

Dear John, 

I'd like to further discuss contingency planning for W during the calion Friday. Art talked with Scott about making 
some discrete inquiries to determine whether there are institutions which would be willing to acquire it on a whole bank 
basis if we had to do an emergency closing, and on what terms. I understand you have strong objections to our doing 
so, so I'd like to talk this through. My interest is in assuring that IF we have to market it on an emergency basis, there is 
multiple bidder interest. 

In any event, both the FDIC and the FRB agree that there needs to be a contingency plan in place, so let's talk this 
through on Friday. I'd really like to develop a plan everyone is comfortable with. 

Sheila 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Corston, John H. 
Tuesday, August 26, 2008 05:37 PM 
Lane, John M.; Spoth, Christopher J.; Owens, Serena L. 
FW: Updated Earnings Assessement I Capital Analysis 
Untitled Attachment; WMB Forecast Update_OTS_OB-14-08updated.ppt 

FYI, it looks like the region will be well armed for Thursday's discussion with the OTS. 

From: Charurat, Bob 
Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 12:14 PM 
To: Corston, John H.; Burns, Robert L. 
Cc: Funaro, Stephen P.; Doerr, J. George; Cawthon, Michael S. 
Subject: RE: Updated Earnings Assessement / Capital Analysis 
Can you forward me the "cleaned up" version? I remember by my original draft has a couple of typos 
-- no doubt a result of trying to wrap it up while on vacation. 
Any just to give you an update -- the OTS will be arguing the main points that the bank can 
successfully restructure the balance sheet mix resulting in higher yield on assets. That is, by 
running off lower yield mortgages and increasing MFL, CRE, Cards, and maintaining HE/HELOC exposure. 

Yes -- this is not a typo -- they want to maintain HE/HELOC exposure balance. Additionally, their 
forecast assume a $70B reduction in FHLB advances being replaced by deposit growth of $20B (and the 
increase in fees). Any below is the balance sheet projection. Notice how the future cash balance 
is only $3B -- this may also be unrealistic as the bank's liquidity problems would likely require 
them to maintain a higher cash balance of at least $10B -- therefore reducing asset yields. 
« ... » 
It is important to note that the update data provided to us is still incomplete as there is no 
information on yield assmuptions for assets by product type or for rates paid to grow deposits (so 
we don't know how much increase in yield is due to changing balance sheet mix and how much is due to 
wishful anticipation). Also, we have no information on charge-offs for non-SFR related loans and 
new loan volume and how they came up with those numbers. 
I find it troubling that the primarily regulator is able to conclude on capital without digging into 
these numbers. We have been asking for the forecasted balance sheet for months now and this is the 
first we have them. Our skeptical assessment is essentially forcing them to dig deeper behind the 
numbers. Which they should have done in the first place before deciding on a capital rating. Also 
OTS has recently asked bank to run their capital analysis with $500 million less per quarter in 
assumed earnings accretion and they indicate the result show the bank is still above well 
capitalized. They have not release the results to us on this but be prepared for it as we should 
still view these results with a skeptical eye -- since we still don't have complete information on 
bank assumptions to reconstruct them. 
Another thing to consider is to be prepared for the argument regarding tax ass~~ptions. I know for 
a fact that bank forecast include the reduction of net losses by 35% to reflect the realization of 
future tax benefits. This is going to one of the biggest factor in the capital impairment numbers. 
I am attaching latest WaMu forecast with updates and more information (but still not sufficient) to 
reconstruct their analysis as well as our additional request on bank forecast and what I see as risk 
to their assumptions that are not factored in their forecast. It is typical of WaMu to provide 
partial selected information. As usual we never get the full picture -- "just a bunch layers of 
onions to peel off" and hoping to find something inside. 

« ... » 
Here are some risk to bank forecast to consider in your discussion on Thursday. 
Plausible Risks to Assumptions and Needed Sensitivity Analysis 
No 1% rate cuts in recession scenario but TED spreads widens (flight to quality as Libor rate 
increases reflecting increased credit risk among inter-bank borrowings) . 
Cash balance may be too low - may be more realistic to assume $10B in stress/recession due to 
headline risk impacting liquidity. 
Increasing cost of deposits to maintain and/or grow deposit base given market conditions and 
increased bank competition (and/or alternatively estimate negative impact on retail franchise value 
reducing fee income and deposit balances) . 
Impact of having relatively the same funding proportion mix and determine impact on cost of funds 
and fee income. 
Bank strategy to mitigate losses is not unique and already replicated by competitors - many top 
competitors go after the same markets - resulting in crowding effects and lessening effectiveness to 
implement strategy. Bank may have difficulty in restructuring balance sheet mix while going after 
credit worthy customers (unless they go down the credit spectrum -- which would impact their future 
losses). Also competition on credit worthy non-SFR assets (MFL, Cards, CRE, etc.) can get fierce 
driving down yields as competitors (e.g. WB, BofA, citi, NCC, etc.) will try to rebalance in the 
same areas. 
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Here are additional information we need to dig down into bank numbers and do further analysis. 
Request List - We need sufficient information to be able to reconstruct bank forecast on capital 
adequacy and assumed earnings accretion to absorb losses through YE 2010. 
Complete detailed spreadsheets with unlocked formulas of the capital adequacy analysis including 
forecast balance sheet and income statement for base and recession case and sensitivity analysis 
around changes in assumptions and stress factors. 
Breakdown of the following categories with the following information for 2006, 2007, YTD 2008, and 
forecast through YE 2010: 

Interest income amounts and yields for all interest bearing assets and loans by product 
categorles (e.g.) see below: 
i. SFR mortgage 
ii. SFR construction 
iii. Home equity lines 
iv. Multi-family 
v. Other loans secured by RE 
vi. Non-residential Mortgages 
vii. Other loans (credit cards) 

Interest expense amounts and yields for all interest bearing liabilities and deposits by 
product categories (e.g.) see below: 
i. Checking 
ii. Money Market 
iii. Savings 
iv. Time Deposits 
v. Wholesale 
vi. Borrowed Funds 

Detailed breakdown of non-interest income amounts by type of income for each asset and 
liability groups. Primarily want the breakdown associated with depositors and other retail banking 
fees by deposit product type as well as for credit card fee income and other large sources of 
income. 

Support for loss estimates outside of the $12B-$19 cumulative loss estimate for existing 
home loans (e.g. new loan volume, credit cards, MFL, CRE, etc.) with related detailed breakdowns of 
the losses. 

Support for assumption of voluntary prepayments on SFR mortgages of 14%-16% and comparison 
to recent months. 

From: Corston, John H. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 8:11 AM 
To: Lane, John M.; Spoth, Christopher J.; Owens, Serena L. 
Cc: Ivie, Stan; Doerr, J. George; Funaro, Stephen P.i Charurat, Bob; Cawthon1 Michael S.; Burns 1 
Robert L.i Hirsch, Pete D.; Grum 1 Christine; Stephens, Kirk A. 
Subject: RE: Updated Earnings Assessement ! Capital Analysis 
FYI, I just sent the capital analysis for WAMU to Lori 8uigley and stated that the region will 
likely be discussing this on this Thursday1s call. ••• : ....... 

I am planning on forward~s quarter's hlgher 
risk LIDIs to her when they are done. 

From: Corston1 John H. 
Sent: TuesdaYI August 26 1 2008 11:08 AM 
To: 'QuigleYI Lori G' 
Subject: FW: Updated Earnings Assessement ! Capital Analysis 
Attached is the cleaned up version, please use this one. 

« File: 2808 WaMu Capital Analysis.ZIP » 
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From: Polakoff, Scott M 

Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2008 12:25 PM 

To: 

Subject: 
Reich, John M <reichjm@office of thrift supervision. com> 

RE: Rating Disagreement 

John - what a lousy way to start your day. I am making some phone calls on my end. Just spoke with Art Morton and then 
Darrel. 

The FDIC Board meeting is next week (9/16) to discuss the W AMU differences. We will invite Darrel and Ben Franklin to 
participate in person, probably with Tim and me. The FDIC will have Stave Ivies, Steve (dedicated examiner) and probably 
Chris Spot. 

I'll deal with this stuff from my end - please don't worry about it. Safe travels and have a great speech. 

Thanks. 

Scott 

-----Original Message----
From: Reich, John M 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10,20089: 13 AM 
To: Polakoff, Scott M 
Subject: Fw: Rating Disagreement 

I cannot believe the continuing audacity of this woman. I don't know if I can wait much longer to announce my intentions. 

----- Original Message ----
From: Reich, John M 
To: 'sbair@fdic.gov' <sbair@fdic.gov> 
Sent: Wed Sep 10 09:08:52 2008 
SUbject: Re: Rating Disagreement 

As his PFR I would have appreciated advance notice of your intent to do this. We would have preferred to be the first bearer 
of that news. 

----- Original Message -----
From: Bair, Sheila C. <SBair@FDIC.gov> 
To: Reich, John M 
Sent: Wed Sep 10 09:06:17 2008 
Subject: Rating Disagreement 

John 

I called Allan Fishman yesterday to make sure he was aware of our likely rating disagreement and the time sensitivity of the 
matter. Stan Ivie will be folIo'wing up 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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From: Polakoff, Scott M 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 20082:53 PM 
To: Reich, John M <reichjm@office of thrift supervision. com> 
Cc: Ward, Timothy T <wardtt@office of thrift supervision. com>; Bowman, John E 

----______ ..::::<Qbol,LwYY.!lmwa"'-!1nje@officeofthriftsupervision.com> 
SUbject: Wamu- need your help 

John - based on my discussion with Art Murton this moming, it is clear to me that the FDIC hopes that TPG may 
be a willing party to inject capital into the bank. I thought it would be helpful if we invited David Sonderman and 
his folks to join us for a meeting at our office where we could include the FDIC. The purpose of the meeting 
would be to discuss the various views of the institution's risk profile, current actions under consideration by the 
FDIC, and possible capital considerations. We would control the meeting and ensure that we have no repeat of 
the inappropriate behavior displayed by some of the FDIC in our last session with the bank. 

This is my idea, not the FDIC's idea. It could be beneficial on a number of fronts. If, however, you are opposed to 
it then please tell me and I will not move forward. 

Thanks. 

Scott 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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Oc1S[ J 

Dochow, Darrel W 

From: Gregovich, Steven M 
Sent: Thursday, July 27,2006 8:55 PM 
To: Gardineer, Grovetta 
Cc: Finn, Michael E; Dochow, Darrel W; Garvin, Mary C; Kirch. Kurt J 

---!SS,uubjeet!-: ------~Ne.l-TNMI_10.J,pen Issues 

Grovetta - Thanks for the call this afternoon and keeping us involved. Maybe these last minute comments will 
help with your slide presentation to the Director: 

We should consider going on the offensive, rather than defensive to refute the OCC's positions: 

• NegAm potential is not like a loan commitment; 
• Unlike HELOC's where the borrower can draw the full amount immediately, the full amount of negative 

amortization cannot be immediately utilized or drawn - unless an unprecedented instantaneous rise in 
interest rates were to occur. Otherwise, NegAm will only occur to the extent that interest rates. rise and 
the borrower pays less than the fully amortizing payment. The "commitment" is controlled by interest 
rate movements more than borrower behavior. A HELOC is a 2nd TO, and allows a borrower to draw 
the line to the full committed amount immediately. A NegAm loan is a lSI TD, and is structured so that 
the borrower cannot draw to the "committed" amount at will. The possibility of an increased loan 
amount due to NegAm occurs gradually over time (typically 5 years, in some extreme circumstances 3-4 
years). 

• Further, there is no additional "cash" outlay by the institution; simply a shift in the timing/amount of the 
receivable. 

• Typically, NegAm interest is not capitalized. It is recognized as deferred interest (until the re-cast date). 
For accounting purposes, the principal balance does not increase. The borrower can repay the NegAm 
interest without penalty. 

• They state that loans originated in 2005 have shown a marked increase in negative amortization to 
approximately 70%. This is an attempt to support that "this time it's different." This number can be 
misleading. True, minimum payment usage is around 70%, but measures of actual NegAm accumulation 
are much lower. For example, WaMu has a 68% minimum payment usage in May, but only 56% of the 
loans have a principal balance above the original principal balance. More importantly, the dollar amount of 
NegAm (deferred interest) is only 80 basis points (!) of total outstanding loan balances. These measures of 
accumulated NegAm were higher in 2000-01. I've attached a chart from WaMu to demonstrate this point 
(slide I). We've previously demonstrated that NegAm usage is higher when interest rates are rising, but 
usage is also dependent on seasoning. Typically borrowers use the option early (typically to 70-80%). but 
less as the loan ages. I've attached another slide from WaMu showing this pattern for numerous vintages 
(slide 2). I've also attached a slide from UBS showing a similar pattern for WaMu loans sold in the 
secondary market (slide 3). 

WaMu Historical 
Deferred Inter ... 

.-\ -- ~ ........... .; __ ... <0 _ .. , __ ............. .., • 

~.J' ~ ... i'·' ~ '.~..1 ~; ',::_ ~ ~ I_:~ ... · ... 1; 'd 

Borrower qualification standards - potential negative amortization balances (OTS positions) 

• I don't understand the point of the second bullet - "amortized faster than ..... 
• No other regulatory loan underwriting criteria requires that "worst case" scenario be utilized. We cannot 

1 
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lose sight that these are 1-4 family residential mortgages, arguably the lowest risk category of any 
collateralized loans. 

• Product allows the borrower flexibility to use their initial home equity as a future payment shock cushion, 
without resulting in interim negative payment performance or additional fee charges (i.e. late fees assessed 
on insufficient payments). 

• We have 20+ years of experience with NegAm ARM products. Historical loss rates are not substantially 
different than on comparable ARM or fIxed rate products. World has been a "pme" NegAm lender since 
1981 and has never seen annual charge offs exceed 18 basis points on it's SFR portfolio. Again, it's not the 
product. it's the underwriting. 

• The current guidance will create some inequities. All ARM borrowers are subject to some of the same risks 
(e.g. payment shock), but at varying degrees. The old traditional ARM has severe payment shock potential 
due to the possible 2% per year interest rate adjustment, but the guidance ignores this product because of the 
its tenure and familiarity. Hybrid ARMs also have payment shock potential, but are also ignored in the 
guidance. Requiring lenders to qualify borrowers assuming a fully amortizing repayment schedule would 
change current underwriting practices for 10 loans (it would also change the practices for Hybrid ARMs if 
they were included in the guidance), but not for Option ARMs as lenders already qualify borrowers 
assuming a fully amortizing repayment schedule. Hybrid ARM lenders qualify borrowers at the initial fixed 
payment and would receive inequitable and preferential treatment. 

Good luck with your meeting. 

Steve 

2 
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FW: Latest AMP Guidance 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Gregovich, Steven M <steven.gregovich@ots.treas.gov> 
Tuesday, August 15, 2006 12:31 PM 

Finn, Michael E <finnme@office of thrift supervision. com> 

FW: Latest AMP Guidance 

Option ARM comment summary.doc 

Some comments from Kurt and David. 

-----Original Message----

From: Kirch, Kurt J 

Sent: Monday, August 14, 20063:30 PM 

To: Henry, David R; Gregovich, Steven M 

Subject: RE: Latest AMP Guidance 

I agree that we should not cave on the max neg-am requirement: 

* Loans are underwritten at fully-amortizing rate 

Page 1 of5 

- there's a big difference between a borrower that chooses to make lower payments and one that must make 
lower payments. Qualifying at fully-indexed means the borrower exercises their personal judgment. We are 
double counting. Further, hybrid ARMs are not underwritten in this manner. No consideration is given to what the 
potential first payment may be once the loan hits the first variable payment (i.e., an adverse future scenario). 

* Worst case assumptions-unsupported by historical data. We assume ... 
- No borrower will EVER make more than the minimum payment 
- No borrower will EVER will be in a position to Refi 

Prudent risk management practices would dictate using institution specific or industry data based on reasonably 
estimable measures, NOT dictating a prescriptive unsupported scenario. Hedging here by considering distance of 
start rate to fully-indexed is still based on the use of these harsh and unsupportable assumptions. The start-rate 
issue should be dealt with in that section of the proposed guidance. 

* Current underwriting already addresses additional risk of Option ARMs 
- In general, Option ARMs are underwritten to tougher standards than "traditional" mortgage loans 

>L TVs in 70's 

>FICOs higher 
>DTls low-to-mid 30's 

Concept of risk layering is understood by prudent lenders and offsets to risk are built into underwriting up-front. 

Proof: Solid and profitable secondary market executions of Option ARM product. Executions largely determined 
by perceived risk as determined by S&P and Moody's criteria. NRSOs appear to be well-aware of potential risks 
of these products and have updated criteria as appropriate to reflect this. 

* Market impact - MTA hybrid 10 ARMs are a huge product for Wamu (I'm trying to get current stats as we 
speak). I would imagine there would be a fairly big impact on their lending in this product if they were required to 
underwrite to full neg-am over the life of the loan, assuming borrower makes minimum payment ALWAYS. 

We have dealt with this product longer than any other regulator and have a strong understanding of best 
practices. I just don't see us taking a back seat on guidance that is so innate to the thrift industry. 

I WOUldn't feel one bit disappointed if we had to go it alone on this one. 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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FW: Latest AMP Guidance 

Attached are a few summary items I pulled from some of the comment letters. 

« » 

-----Original Message----

From: Henry, David R 

Sent: Monday, August 14, 2006 1:31 PM 

To: Gregovich, Steven M 

Cc: Kirch, Kurt J 

Subject: RE: Latest AMP Guidance 

Page 2 of5 

I don't think we should concede on the Max Neg Am qualification fully even if it provides the 
weight behind our concern over the start rate and accrual rate differential. Just for the 
argument that in three years time a borrower could also add on other debt in all other forms of 
borrowed credit - so that whether she pays her fully amortizing or not - her total debt and ability 
to repay upon recast could also be questioned because the presumption that she doesn't 
know how to manage her credit. Let alone the argument that she might earn more in three 
years. If this is the only method of getting muscle behind our start rate accrual rate issue -
perhaps the institutions underwriting policy must include both an original loan amount LTV and 
DTI but a Max NegAm LTV DTI with some probability assessment and include description of 
the tools used by management to monitor and evaluate the risk over time. 

Also not only do we have nonregulated instiutions but institutions that are selling off the credit 
risk in the secondary market - wouldn't we would look at them differently?? Given the durrent 
disparity in the regulators perception of the risk and the willingness of the secondary market to 
gobble this stuff up - have the Rating Agencies weighed in on or been consulted with respect 
to the Guidance? 

Finally, I'm becoming more impressed with the need for good disclosure, must be all that good 
compliance training. But when Mariana remarks on the various attorney's she encounters 
chomping at the bit to sue someone - I can just surmise that this will be where the greater 
amount of the issues with AMP will come from rather than Credit issues. 

DRH 

-----Original Message----

From: Gregovich, Steven M 

Sent: Monday, August 14, 2006 11:29 AM 

To: Henry, David R; Kirch, Kurt J 

Cc: Gong, Tracy S 

Subject: FW: Latest AMP Guidance 

Please look at the latest version. This is moving pretty quickly, so don't focus on edits. Focus primarily on the 
qualification paragraph and footnote #16. We have suggested changes to both, but no movement yet. I'm most 
interested in your opinions of the impact of footnote #16. 

-----Original Message----

From: Phillips-Patrick, Fred J 

Sent: Monday, August 14, 20068:43 AM 

To: Finn, Michael E; Gardineer, Grovetta; Gregovich, Steven M 

Cc: Polakoff, Scott M; A1binson, Scott M 

file:/!P:\Financial_ Crisis_Concordance _Files\_Master_File_ \OTS_ Box_14\Native\008\Finn... 3/912010 



FW: Latest AMP Guidance Page 3 of5 

Subject: RE: Latest AMP Guidance 

Mike, 

I share your concern about the spread between the start rate and the fully indexed rate -- as that spread is the 
main driver of potential neg am, early recast, and ultimately the risk of the product. 

The current guidance attempts to focus on thatissue by having the institution calculate, based on the actual loan 
terms, the start rate, and today's fully indexed rate, the additional amount a borrower could draw if he/she made 
the minimum payments until either early recast or contractual recast of the loan. The larger the spread, the more 
a borrower could draw. The effect of the current guidance language would be to reduce the amount a borrower 
could qualify for as the spread increases, which, given the heighten risk environment, seems prudential. 

Here's the guidance as it stands now. See page 13 for the current qualification language. However, you should 
read the entire document, as it is now very much risk-focused, emphasizing the need for an institution to market, 
underwrite, and manage the risks of these products prudently. 

« File: NTM Preamble and Guidance (8-11-06).doc » 
Fred 

-----Original Message----

From: Finn, Michael E 

Sent: Sunday, August 13, 2006 6:56 PM 

To: Gardineer, Grovetta; Gregovich, Steven M 

Cc: Polakoff, Scott M; Albinson, Scott M; Phillips-Patrick, Fred J 

Subject: Latest AMP Guidance 

Can one of you send me that latest version of the guidance? I want to take a fresh read 
one more time. 

I'm still struggling to reconcile our differences with the ace. Somehow we should not be 
that far apart in our stances and perhaps there is still good compromise on the 
qualification process. This note provides some ideas to consider as we wind down this 
final steps in releasing the guidance. 

I keep thinking that qualification standards should be no more stringent for low risk 
Option ARMs than they are for las or 3/1, 5/1 hybrids. That said, the big difference 
between some Option ARMS and these other products is early recast because loan 
structures/terms (deep discount starts and extended amortizations) and borrow behavior 
(maximum neg am utilization) create much greater potential for an early recast and 
significant payment shock. You have recast and payment shock risk on las and Hybrids, 
but its much less severe, well understood and fairly clearly disclosed. On Option ARMs, 
the potential recast/shock can be severe, it's less well understood by the borrower, and 
disclosures can be strengthened. Our focus should be on the risk that creates early 
recast with significant payment shocks - i.e. deeply discounted start rates with extended 
amortization periods. 

I want to read the guidance one more time, but I keep coming back to deeply 
discounted start rates (now with extended amortization) as my biggest concern with this 
product and its use. Countrywide recently announced that they are reintroducing their 

file://P:\Financial Crisis Concordance Files\ Master File \OTS Box 14\Native\008\Finn... 3/912010 
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FW: Latest AMP Guidance Page 4 of5 

1 % start rates. The market will likely follow in lock step. This is not good. With today's 
fully amortizing rate of 6.75% or higher, the differential between start rates and fully 
indexed is nearing, if not over, 600 basis points. Historically it was in the 200 bp range. 
Negative amortization, early recast and payment shock will only get worse given this 
differential. This is the greatest risk to borrower, lender and regulator on Option ARMs. 

-----'\v-vAl'Ge-HhEWe--tr:ied--i-Af-Om=lal!¥-t-O---EmcQurage large thrifts in the-West region to move start rates 
up to mitigate this risk, but attempts have not been sustained or successful at moving 
the market. Institutions that don't follow the lowest start rates in the market lose 
volume almost immediately. 

If the debate on Option ARM start rates and qualification standards is still open, we 
should consider steering the discussion to more stringent qualification for Option ARM 
loan structures/terms that are most susceptible to early recast and severe payment 
shock. I would support a more rigorous/diligent underwriting assuming full usage of 
max negative amortization on a loan that is likely to recast well short of 5yrs with a 
shock greater than some percent (100, 150, 200?). I still do not support the treatment 
of~ potential neg am on Option ARMs as loan commitments, particularly where the 
loans are structured so that they would only recast at the contractually set date (i.e 5, 7 
or 10 years). 

Possible thoughts on a way to describe a tougher, but more limited circumstance, 
qualification process might be as follows: 

One of the greatest risks to borrowers and lenders is the potential for early loan recast 
with significant payment shock. Historically, start rates were set at levels that did not 
result in loans recasting prior to the stated recast term (i.e 5 years or longer period). 
Today's quite common deeply discounted start rates, particularly when combined with 
extended amortization periods, can produce loan recast well before the typical five year 
or longer contractual recast date, sometimes resulting in recasts that occur less than two 
years from origination. 

In general, to avoid unsafe risk of early recast with significant payment shock, loan start 
rates should be set at levels that will not result in early recast of the loan assuming the 
borrower chooses the maximum utilization of the negative amortization option. If an 
institution chooses to offer loan start rates that will likely result in early recast given 
existing market conditions (flat interest rates), then the institution must (i) qualify the 
borrower assuming the maximum utilization of negative amortization, and (ii) clearly 
disclose to the borrower the estimated date of recast and expected minimum monthly 
payment at recast assuming no change in market conditions. 

Please accept these thoughts for consideration as you wrap up work on the guidance. If 
we can address the low start rate issue and influence industry behavior, than I would 
support a tougher underwriting process to get there. Of course, we should be mindful 
that we still have the potential problem that this guidance will not reach the full 
mortgage market and our actions could result in a shifting of low start rate product to 
unregulated entities. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

file://P:\Financial Crisis Concordance Files\ Master File \OTS Box 14\Native\008\Finn... 3/9/2010 - - - - - - --
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Mike 
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Alternative Mortga'ge Guidance Implementation Plan 
Objective and Alignment 

An Executive Steering Committee will govern a a cross-functional 
Working Group ( Legal, ERM, Home Loans stakeholders) responsi!ble 
for reviewing the new guidance, identifying gaps/impacts, and 
assigning ownership over the development and execution of required 
remediation plans as appropriate. 

Early analysis of the guidance and its related impacts has identified 
the following critical areas requiring our attention: 

~Loan Terms & Underwriting Standards - Qualifying borrowers, Risk layering, 
Reduced documentation (stated income) 
~Portfolio and Risk Management - Policies (including limits), monitoring, 
controls/audits, stress testing, etc. 
~ Third Party Originations - Due diligence, monitoring ~ 
~Consumer Protection/Disclosure - Promotional materials, monthly statements, 
controls 
~Communications - Press, investor relations, in-house 

JPM WM025,9034 



Alternative Mortgage Guidance Implementation Plan 
Governance Structure 

Alternative Mortgage Guidance Governance Structure 
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I 
Event Timeline 

• 9/29 - Interagency Guidance Issued 

• 9/29 - David Schneider Public Statement Issued 

• 10/1- Preliminary Credit Impact Analysis Completed 

• 10/3 - Weekly Working Group Established 

• 10/12 - OTS Meeting to Discuss Guidance 

• 10/12 -Initial Executive Steering Committee 

• 10/17 - David Schneider Option ARM Presentation to BOD 

• 10/18 - Q3 Earnings Release and Analyst Call 

• Ongoing - Daily Topical Deep Dives Related to Interagency Guidance 



Recap of OTS Meeting 

Attendees: 
OTS - Darryl Dochow, DaVid Henry, Michael Finn, Lawrence Carter, Ben Franklin, Steven GregoVich 
WaMu - DaVid Schneider, Benson Porter, Cheryl Feltgen, John Robinson, Dick Stephenson, Jake Domer 

!nWlt.. 
Gain OTS perspective on the new guidance. 

General Questions and OTS response: i 

Q: From OTS' perspective, what are the key differences between this new guidance and OTS' existing guidance? (i.~. iVhat has 
changed in their View?) 
A: OTS is still gathering FAQ from their constituency and expects they may issue a position paper (at some undetermine d future 
date), however their initial response was that they View the guidance as flexible. They specifically pointed out that the lan~uage in 
the guidance says "should" vs. "must" in most cases and they are looking to WaMu to establish our own position of how tre 
guidance impacts our business processes. 

Q: What will examiners expect to see over the next few months in terms of WaMu actions to implement the new guidanc~? 
A: OTS will be checking on progress during the course of their normal exam cycle in early 2007 to ensure we are makin! 
progress on addressing any gaps we see between our current processes and the guidance. They would also like to be i volved 
along the way as we are making interpretive decisions regarding the guidance. 

Q: How much 'credit' or flexibifity in our Interpretation of the guidance will we get, given our long and successful history originating 
the Option ARM? 
A: OTS position is that no one is going to get Implicit "credit", however they will consider our history and experience as fe ctor in 
assessing whether or not our practices are In compliance with the new guidance. 

Q: One area that concerned us greatly In the proposed guidance was the proposed dramatic changes in third party 
oversight. Since the final guidance suggests that the agencies didn't intend to change their existing guidance in that aree , is it fair 
to assume that our existing controls, combined with improvements that we would develop in the ordinary .... course are like" 
acceptable under the new guidance? 
A: Consistent with their other answers the OTS expects us to establish our own position as to how the guidance impact our 
business processes. They will be looking to ensure we adequately make training available to our significant brokers as ~rell as 
continue to actively monitor broker performance. Their words were "do not need to police, but do not be blind to broker b~havior". 

JP~ ~02549037 



Summary of Guidance - Operational & Strategic Impact 

Loan Terms and Underwriting Standards 
Should reflect the effect of a substantial payment increase on borrowers capacity to repay when amortization 
begins. Institutions are strongly cautioned against ceding underwriting standards to third parties that have 
different risk tolerances. Includes guidance on qualifying borrowers, risk layering, and documentation. 

Portfolio and Risk Management Practices 
Should keep pace with the growth and changing risk profile of their NTM loan portfolios and changes in the 
market. Includes guidance on policies and procedures and third party originations. 

Consumer Protection Issues 
Agencies are concerned that consumers may enter into these transactions without fully understanding the 
product terms. WaMu should not only apprise consumers of the benefits of NTMs, but also take appropriate 
steps to alert consumers to the risks of these products, including the likelihood of increased future payment 
obligations. Includes guidance on customer disclosures and communication. 

Strategic Summary 
• Based on preliminary analysis of the guidance to date, while there are some operational changes 

forthcoming, the impact to Home Loans with regards to the origination of the Option ARM product appears 
limited. 

• WaMu Home Loans is well positioned to continue offering the Option ARM product to our customers. 

• We do not see any fundamental reason to change our approach on how the Option ARM product is offered 
to our customers other than the operational changes necessary per the guidance. 

• We believe there will be continued healthy demand for this product if positioned appropriately with our 
customers 

JPM WM02549038 



Preliminary Analysis of Key Impacts to WaMu 

GUIDANCE 

Qualifying Borrowers 
Repayment capacity should include an evaluation of ability 
to repay the debt by final maturity at the fully indexed rate 
assuming a fully amortizing repayment schedule. 
Repayment analysis should be based upon the initial loan 
amount plus any balance increase from the negative 
amortization provision. 

Introductory Interest Rates 
A wide initial spread between introductory and fully
indexed rates means that more borrowers are more likely 
to experience negative amortization, severe payment 
shock, and an earlier-than-scheduled recasting of monthly 
payments. Institutions should minimize the likelihood of 
disruptive early recastings and extraordinary payment 
shock when setting introductory rates. 

POlicies 
Policies for nontraditional mortgage lending activity should 
reflect acceptable levels of risk (including limits on risk 
layering), include risk management tools for risk mitigation 
purposes, and set growth and volume limits by loan type 
with special attention for products and product ' 
combinations in need of heightened attention due to 
easing terms or rapid growth. 

WASHINGTON MUTUAL ASSESSMENT 

Current pO.lic.y does not includ~ negative amortiza~on 
wh.en ~uahf't!ng payments. Adjustments to unde riting 
gUidelines 'Mil be necessary to include the potenti I for 
negative amortization in DTI calculations. This dlS not 
neces~arily equate to qualifying at the full neg am ap, but 
could In fact be lower if the terms are such that th 
borrower does not have the potential to reach the ap by 
the end of the initial payment option period. It is al 0 

.

qUestionable as to the term over which the fully a ~. ortized 
payment is calculated (i.e. at inception of loan ove 30 
years, or over remaining period when the loan is c pped). 

Further analysis and understanding of the OTS view 
needs to be performed to understand whether our current 
approach to'risk-based pricing is sufficient if start rate 
pricing changes are needed, or if addition~1 disclo pures 
~iII sati~fy the g~idan?e. What amount of paymer t shock 
IS conSidered "disruptive" and "extraordinary"? 

In addition, work is in process to move from 110% to 
115% neg am cap which would mitigate some of t 1e risk 
of disruptive early recasting 

More detailed and formalized tracking of concentr tion risk 
is needed to demonstrate the acceptable level ofl r sk in 
our portfolio and origination volume. Possible solution is 
to augment the Negative Amortization information1 
currently provided by the Credit Information & An Iytics 
group. Similar detail could be added to the month y 
concentration reporting for the Home Loans Risk 
Management Committee, including stress testing nd 
economic capital allocation. 

JP~ ~025~9039 
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Preliminary Analysis of Key Impacts to WaMu 

GUIDANCE WASHINGTON MUTUAL ASSESSMENT 

Third-Party Originations HL CR ond CCR .... Independent ,"",ew funcOon, trof 
Institutions should have strong systems and controls in place operations that assess the quality of loans originated i the HL 

for establishing and maintaining relationships with third parties, business Ii.nes (i~cluding ~olesale [Brokers) for both Prime 

including procedures for performing due diligence. Oversight and ?ubpnme) VIa transactional ~ process reviews, fo using on 

should Include monitOring Qf guality of Originations so that they credit & compliance quality, and involving the busines on root 

reflect the institution's lending standards and compliance with ,",use o ... lysl, • correcUve ocUen. HL I, not engogeln 
applicable laws and regulations. Monitoring should track the traditional Correspondent lending, however does oper te 
quality by both origination source and key borrower actively with Correspondents via our Conduit program 

characteristics. Quality issues should result in immediate Currently a majority of transactions acquired thru the onduit 

r~medi~1 action (e.g. more thorough al2l2licatiO[! reviews, more ore ,ubjee! \0 0 een1rocted full due dllgenee ,"",ew <l"yton1. 
freguent re-ulw. termination). 

Recommended Practices - Control Systems: A sub-working group has been established to review t e new 

With respect to nontraditional mortgage loans that an institution guidance, identify gapslimpacts, and develop remedia 'on plans 

makes, purchases, or services using a third party, such as a as appropriate. 

mortgage broker, correspondent, or other intermediary, the 
institution should take appropriate steps to mitigate risks 
relating to compliance and consumer information concerns 
discussed in this guidance. These steps would ordinarily 
include, among other things, (1) conducting due diligence and 
establishing other criteria for entering into and maintaining 
relationships with such third parties, (2) establishing criteria for 
third-l2arly cQml2ensatio[! deSigned to avoid providing incentives 
for originations inconsistent with this guidance, (3) setting 
requirements for agreements with such third parties, (4) 
establishing I2rocedur~!'! ang !,!ystems t2 monjtQr cQmglia[!ce 
with applicable agreements, bank policies, and laws, and (5) 
implementing apgropriate cQrrective actions in the event that 

.. 
the third party fails to comply with applicable agreements bank 
policies, or laws. ' 

Note: The Final Guidance removes any specific references to 
monitoring the sales practices of mortgage brokers and 
correspondents. 

1 

I 
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Preliminary Analysis of Key Impacts to WaMu 

GUIDANCE WASHINGTON MUTUAL ASSESSMENT 

Consumer Protection Issues Current practice includes disclosure of potential paym~bnt shock 

Ensure that advertising of non-traditional products clearly on option ARMs and lOs and for negative amortizatio~ on 
Option ARMs. Assess whether disclosures could be ~ade more 

discloses the risk of Qa~ment shock and negative conspicuous. Assess need to revise advertising to al. ays 
amortization. Include financing examples that attempt to project rec sted 

payment. 

Distribute product descriptions earl~ in the shopping Need to create 10 brochure similar to Option ARM brc chure. 
Qrocess Train sales staff & brokers to furnish upon inquiry. Po t to 

website. Create PDF versions for email. Consider mo ~ifying 
Option ARM calculator to always show recasted payrr ent. 

Train production personnel to properly sell and servicing Option ARM training aVailable for LCs. Currently devIPing 
personnel to properly service non-traditional mortgages broker training. Create similar production training for I s. 

Establish special servicing number for Option ARMslI s. 

Monitor sales practices to ensure that production Consider establishing central intake system for all c~n plaints 
personnel are properly selling the product relating to NTM products. i 

Ensure proper disclosure of payment options, risk of Option ARM statements contain extensive info. Consi jer 
negative amortization, etc on servicing statements enhancing statements to note min pymt may not cove interest. 

10 statements may need more disclosure. 

Disclosure of Prepa~ment Fees In process of adding prepayment disclosure to 3-day ocs and 
Rate Lock Policy Agreement. 

Disclosure of higher rate for low or no doc loans No special disclosures in current prac~ce. Need to im lement. 

Refrain from incentivizing sales staff to originate loans in a Given additional disclosure, ulw controls, and monitori ng,no 
manner contrary to Guidance changes to incentive plans appear to be needed. 

JPM WM025 ~9041 
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SCOPE 

OPTION ARM NEG AM REVIEW 
WORKPROGRAM 212A(1) 

& 

• Review W AMU' s monitoring and oversight of the Option Arm (OA) Neg.;.Am 
portfolio. 

• Review W AMU's compliance with Interagency Guidance for Nontraditional 
Mortgage Lending; Underwriting: issued October 2006. 

OPTION ARM CONCLUSION 

Overall, management has done an effect job of monitoring the institution's OA portfolio 
via the Quarterly and Monthly Neg Am Analysis Reports. During our loan review we 
reviewed 44 OA loans and disclosed no major underwriting concerns. 

Given the increasing interest rate environment of 2005 and 2006 the OA portfolio has 
experienced increased rates of negative amortization although negatively amortizing 
loans are not yet nearing the point of recasting. Default risk for the 2005 and 2006 
vintages is especially enhanced because of the potential payment shock caused by the 
negative amortization feature. It's doubtful whether OA loans originated in earlier years 
that are approaching the recast date (month 60) will experience greater default rates than 
other loans because payment shock should not be as much of an issue. The loans 
originated in earlier years are indexed to (12-month Moving Treasury Average and the 
Constant Maturity Treasury) which were declining from 2001 through the first half of 
2004. Hence negative amortization should not adversely affect these Option Arms. 

In general, the negative amortization feature erodes the equity cushion available to 
protect the bank in event of foreclosure. Loans with loan-to-value ratios of 80 percent or 
.more and the ability to negatively amortize to 125 percent of the original loan amount 
and originated within the last couple of years are especially at risk. In 2006 the Neg-Am 
limit/cap was reduced from 125 percent to 115 percent. Thought limiting the amount of 
potential negative amortization, the lower limits may increase recast speeds causing 
payment shocks to occur earlier for those loans originated in 2006 and beyond. 

Management's Monitoring of the OA Portfolio 

W AMU prepares a Negative Amortization Analysis report on its residential OA products 
on a quarterly basis. The analysis includes (1) negative amortization and payment trend 
over time, (2) negative amortization accrual/non-accrual loan performance trends, (3) 
deferred interest outstanding, (4) Economic and Portfolio Impact analysis (5) Neg-Am 
Financial Performance, (6) Payment Shock Impact Analysis. The Payment Shock Impact 
Analysis covers the potential impact that payment shock might have on the performance 
of the negative amortization portfolio and the delinquency/charge-off implications. 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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Wamu has incorporated a Payment Shock analysis page into the Quarterly Neg-Am 
Report in response to recommendations made from the prior exam. The institution also 
prepares an abbreviated analysis on a monthly basis. Management has improved its 
monitoring and analysis in this area. 

Neg-Am Report Highlights (March 31,2007) 

At the end of lQ07, total deferred interest was $1.275 Billion or 2.22 % of the 
outstanding balance for loans that currently have the potential to negatively amortize, 
with $1,115 MM above the origination balance. The projections for total deferred interest 
increased from $1.29 billion at 4Q06 to $1.59 billion at lQ07, a 23% upward revision in 
estimated amount of total deferred interest. The estimated peak in deferred interest is 
projected to occur in January 2008. In the 4Q06 Neg-Am Report the estimated total 
deferred interest forecast for 1 Q07 was set at 1.179 billion; actual deferred interest 
exceed this forecast amount by $96 MM or 8 % of the forecast amount. 

+ The potential financial impact of payment shock associated with Option ARMs is 
estimated at $154.3 MM should a stressed economic scenario occur. The estimated 
timing of the shock losses is from February 2010 to February 20011. The stress scenario 
assumes 300 bps growth in the I-year treasury over the next six months, then a flat trend, 
and 0% house price growth. 

+ Option ARMs contribute the majority of net income after tax (NIAT) to the SFR 
portfolio (including Subprime). Option ARMs perform better financially than other SFR 
Prime products because they have a higher margin, the banks recognizing the interest 
income when a loan is deferring interest, and loans that defer interest actually accrue 
interest on that deferred interest, thereby increasing the interest income associated with 
these loans. 

+ From lQ06 to lQ07, the percent of borrowers making the minimum payment increased 
from 61.1% to 73.6% up 12.5%. 

+ On a vintage basis, both 2005 (at 80.7 % in March 2007) and 2006 (at 86.9 %) 
substantially exceed all other vintages' minimum payments. The rate for all other 
vintages combined was 59.5%. 

+ Deferred interest in nonaccrual status rose 54% ($2.4 MM) in lQ07. The non-accrual 
rate for loans with negative amortization is lower than the nonaccrual rate for loans 
without negative amortization (but having the potential to accrue it). However, the 
nonaccrual rates have been trending towards each other since early in 2006, with the non
accrual rate for loans with deferred interest briefly surpassing the non-accrual rate for 
loans without deferred interest in February 2007, but then dropped in March 2007 due to 
a $98 MM sale of non-accrual Option Arms (NPA22). 

+ Loans with negative amortization have a 6 bps higher foreclosure rate than loans 
without deferred interest. Neg-Am foreclosure balances increased three-fold from lQ06 

OT5WMEF-0000009889 



to 1 Q07 compared to a two-fold foreclosure balance increase for loans without deferred 

interest. 

+100% of the potential early recasts are on loans with a 110% or 115% limit, which were 
only in place for the 2005, 2006 and 2007 vintages. As a result, all potential early recasts 
are limited to those vintages, with the 2006 vintage making up 94% of the early recast 

dollars. 

+ The increase in losses associated with payment shock are highest for the 2006 vintage 
and are driven by a larger increase in the interest rate, a higher decline in the prepayment 
rate and a lower deferred interest cap, which may result in recasts before these loans have 
been on the books for five years. 

+ Due to the low increased loss rate for all vintages prior to the 2005 vintage, the loss 
impact associated with recasts for these vintages is very low. 

+ In September 2009, losses associated with recasts for the 2006 vintage begin, which is 
prior to the start of the 2005 vintage losses. This is due to the lower negative amortization 
cap (110%) in place in 2006. From September 2009 to December 2011, 87% of the 
$169.7MM of potential increased loss would occur (4Q06 Neg-Am Report). 

As of January 31, 2007, the bank reported a total of $61.9 billion in outstanding OA loans 
in the Held for Investment portfolio. Of those, approximately 80 percent of the entire OA 
portfolio is actively negatively amortizing in some fashion. 

» Current Balance> Original Balance - $4.8 billion; 
» Current Balance> Prior Balance - $5 billion; 
» Current Balance> Original and Prior Balance - $37.7 billion. 

OA Portfolio Vintage 

Of the $62.9 billion in OA loans as of December 31, 2006, approximately 28 percent 
were originated in 2006 with the remainder of the portfolio consisting of the following 

vintages: 

» 2005 31.5 % 
» 2004 18.7 %; 
» 2003 12.0 % 
» 2002 2.5 %; 
» 200 1 less than 1 % 
» 2000 1.7 % 
» Before 2000 4.4 % 

OTSWMEF-0000009890 



OA - High Risk Borrowers & Risk Layering 

Management defines hIgh-rISk borrowers as those WIth FICO scores less than 620l:for 
first lien single-family loans). As of March 31, 2007, OA loans with FICOs of less than 
620 represented approximately 5 percent of the entire OA portfolio. 

OA Portfolio - Documentation Level & Risk Layering 

As of December 31, 2006, approximately 73 percent of the OA portfolio consisted of 
"Low Doc" loans. Although the level of Low Doc loans seems excessive, management 
mitigates this risk to some extent by requiring lower LTVs and higher FICOs on Low 
Doc loans. 

OA Product types and characteristics 

Monthly Option ARM Products (Loan Amount::; $3.0M): 
• I-Month Option ARM (l2-MTA or COFI index) 
• 3-Month Option ARM (l2-MTA or COFI index) 

These product lines consist of Option ARMs tied to either the 12-MT A or the 
11 th District Cost of Funds Index (COFI). The term offered are 15 and 30 years. 
The initial fixed interest period is 1 month or 3 months, with the interest rate 
adjusting monthly thereafter. The initial fixed payment period is one year, and 
after that the payment adjusts annually subject to a 7.5 percent cap. The payment 
cap is suspended if the loan recasts, when a fully amortizing, fully indexed 
payment is required. The recast loan limit is 115 percent of the originated loan 
amount. Four payment options are offered after the initial introductory period: 1) 
minimum payment, 2) interest only payment, 3) fully amortizing principal and 
interest payment based on the initial term, 4) fully amortizing payment based on a 
15 year term. 

Target Market: Borrowers wanting flexible features, lower payments, or payment 
options. 

Fixed Period 12-MTA ARM Products (Loan Amount::; $3.0M): 
• Flex 5 Option ARM: 

The Flex 5 products are Intermediate Option ARMs with an Option ARM feature 
tied to the 12-MTA index after the initial fixed period of 5-years. The initial 
interest rate and payment remains fixed for 60-months. Payments are fully 
amortized over the term of the loan during the initial fixed period. The interest 
rate adjusts monthly after the fixed initial period based on the calculated index 
plus the margin. Deferred interest (payment option) is available after the fixed 
period has expired. 
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Target Market: Borrowers who want Option ARM lending flexibility and 
expanded parameters and lower payments. 

Option Arm Advantage 90: 
• The Option ARM Advantage 90™ is designed for borrowers who select a 10.1 % 

down purchase loan or an 89.9% no cash out refinance in lieu of an MI-insured or 
an 80% or less LTV. 

NONTRADITIONAL MORTGAGE GUIDANCE REVIEW 

Summary: 
Below is a brief outline of the major components of the Interagency Nontraditional 
Mortgage Guidance October 2006. Only the Underwriting section is evaluated in 
this document. 

Underwriting: 

• The borrower should be qualified at fully indexed, fully amortizing payment 
considering balance increases. 

• Over-reliance on the use of credit scores as a substitute for income verification 
should be avoided. 

• No collateral dependent loans. The ability of the borrower to pay an amortizing 
payment should not be based on the sale or refinancing of the collateral 

Portfolio Risk Management 

• Policies should establish portfolio limits for risk layering, and loan 
concentrations. 

• Nontraditional mortgage products require enhanced performance monitoring and 
reporting. . 

• ALLL levels should reflect portfolio risk, and may need enhancement as the risks 
associated with nontraditional mortgages changes. 

• Mortgage Banking Operations: monitoring of recourse in sold loans, and develop 
contingency plans if demand for nontraditional mortgage products in secondary 
market drops. 

Consumer Protection 

• Marketing should be balanced 
• Potential payment shock, interest rate increases, capacity for negative 

amortization, and prepayment penalties should be explained and disclosed in a 
consumer friendly manner. 

• Pricing premium for reduced documentation should be clearly disclosed. 
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W AMU GAP ANAL YSIS EVALUATION: UNDERWRITING 

Underwriting 

Conclusions: 

1) As of December 31, 2006 W AMU still did not consider potential Negative 
Amortization in qualifying the borrower for Option ARMs: this practice is not 
conforming to the October 2006 Interagency Guidance. W AMU considered the 
potential payment shock between the qualified amortizing payment and the 
amortizing payment at recast, including any negative amortization, to be non
significant. The WAMU analysis shows an approximate 20% difference between 
the two payments mentioned above. 

• As of May 15 th Wamu is moving toward changing the Option Arm 
qualification parameters to include calculating the qualifying DTI using a 
fully indexed, fully amortizing payment that includes potential negative 
amortization balance increases. This would bring the underwriting portion 
of the Option Arm program into compliance with the Interagency 
Guidance on Nontraditional Mortgage Lending issued in October 2006. 

2) Wamu's general policy and procedures covering Low-Doc or Stated Income loans 
appears to rely heavily on PICO scores. In The Conventional Underwriting 
Guidelines section covering Low-Doc, Stated Income loans, it says under, 
"Reasonableness of Stated Income": Step 2) "is designed to minimize risk 
by ... calculating the payment shock and establish a limit on the amount of increase 
permitted". These limits are quite liberal.... 100% increase in payment for LTV < 
75%, and 50% increase for LTVs > 75%. Even if the new loan payments exceed 
these liberal limits, step 3 allows for stated income use if the borrower has a high 
enough PICO score. This seems to indicate a high degree of reliance on PICO in 
determining who qualifies for stated income loans. Hence PICO scores are being 
relied upon in place of income documentation/verification. This degree of reliance 
on PICO score appears inconsistent with the nontraditional guidance. 

3) Interest Only loans, (with higher FICO and lower LTV), are not being qualified at 
an amortizing payment. These are being qualified at the interest only rate and do 
not consider payment shocks/increases when the loan starts amortizing. This is 
not inline with the NTM Guidance. 

• As of May 15th
, Wamu is moving toward qualifying all 10 loans with 10 

periods less than 5 years at an amortizing payment. This is compliant with 
the Interagency NTM Guidance. However 10 products with 10 periods of 
5 years or more will continue to be qualified at the interest only payment. 
This is still not consistent with the guidance. 
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4) Wamu states that they do not engage in underwriting practices that heighten the 
need for a borrower to rely on the sale or refmancing of the property to make 
amortizing payment on the loan; and therefore they are not making collateral 
based loans. However the liberal use ofthe Low-Doc/Stated Income loans raises 

---------+1th"'e.-;;;cqu"'e~s;+tl:-;:o~n:-:o"""'fr-:r=e:t-:hC;;-at-:-1bll·ityOf1lleQeclaredlncome as bemg tl1e pnmary repayment 
source. The combination of stated income loans and higher loan to values ratios 
likely increases the chance that the ultimate collect ability of the loan may rest 
upon the liquidation of the underlying property, or refinancing the loan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Attach: 

Cathcart, Ron 

Monday, March 19, 20078:46 PM 

Schneider, David C. <david.schneider@wamu.net> 

Chapman, Fay <fay.chapman@wamu.net>; Rotella, Steve <steve.rotella@wamu.net>; 
Casey, Tom <tom.casey@wamu.net>; Feltgen, Cheryl A. <cheryl.feltgen@wamu.net> 

FW-:-Follow-up infOImatioll to last eveningts-caltregarding-subprime-intefttgellC""Y--------
guidance, etc .. " . 

NTM Impact New 20070315 Revised.xls 

Clearly a different set of facts, which argues in favor of holding off on implementation until required to act for public 
relations (CFC announces unexpectedly) or regulatory reasons. 

From: Park, Alex 
Sent: Monday, March 19,20075:17 PM 
To: Feltgen, Cheryl A.; Cathcart, Ron 
Cc: Hyde, Arlene M.; Potolsky, Doug; Weisbrod, Jay A.; Sinn, Susan M.; Smith-McCrainey, Denise; Wilson, John; Coultas, 
Dave; Champney, Steven D.; Wagner, Maynard; Biglin, Brian J.; Sang, )(iaoyu 
Subject: FW: Follow-up information to last evening's call regarding subprime interagency guidance, etc .... 

First of all, my apologies. 

The original information I had sent out had error in the analysis. I did 
not include the volume of loans with <=90% CLTV in the impact 
calculation. The information Cheryl had sent previously is correct. 

The following is the correct info: 

~ Based on the info from Xiaoyu Sang, if we implement the Purchase only 
change for NTM' we'll have around 10% Purchase volume. 
~ Most of the drop comes from 95% CLTV change we had already made as 

this change alone drops Purchase from 24% in Feb 2007 to 12%. 
~ The total volume reduction from 95% CLTV change is estimated as 20%. 

~ Implementing the NTM change for Purchase only drops additional 2.5% of 
volume. 
~ If we implement the NTM changes to all loans, then we'll see 

additional drop of 33% of volume. 
~ The 95% CLTV change dropped the most loans from Purchase population, but 

NTM change will drop most loans from Refinance (better performing) 
population if we apply' it to all loans. 

Thank you. 

Alex 

-----Original Message----
From: Park, Alex 
Sent: Thursday, March 15~ 2007 9:45 AM 
To: Feltgen, Cheryl A.; Cathcart, Ron 
Cc: Hyde, Arlene M.; Potolsky, Doug; Weisbrod, Jay A.; Sinn, Susan M.; 
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Smith-McCrainey, Denise; Wilson, John; Coultas, Dave; Champney, Steven D.; 
Wagner, Maynard 
Subject: Re: Follow-up information to last evening's call regarding 
subprime interagency guidance, etc .. 

Cheryl and Ron: 

Based on the info from Xiaoyu Sang, if we implement the Purchase only 
change for NTM' we'll have around 11% Purchase volume. 

Most of the drop comes f~om 95% CLTV change we had already made as this 
change alone drops Purchase from 24% in Feb 2007 to 12%. 

The total volume reduction from 95% 
CLTV change is estimated as 20%. 

Implementing the NTM change for Purchase only drops additional 0.6% of 
volume. If we implement the NTM changes to all loans instead of just 
Purchase, we'll have additional 2.3% drop in volume from the total volume 
based on Feb 2007. The total NTM changes only add up to 3% due to all the 
other credit policies we had changed instead of 32%. 

Given this info, I recommend that we consider taking the high road of 
fully accepting the NTM guideline. This should certainly place us in a 
better position with OTS. 

Thank you. 

Alex 

----- Original Message ----
From: Feltgen, Cheryl A. 
To: Park, Alex 
Sent: Thu Mar 15 02:53:40 2007 
Subject: FW: Follow-up information to last evening's call regarding 
subprime interagency guidance, etc .. 

Can you reply with the response to Ron's question? I don't have the 
backup handy. Thanks. 

Cheryl 

From: Cathcart, Ron 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2007 9:51 AM 
To: Feltgen, Cheryl A. 
Subject: RE: Follow-up information to last evening's call regarding 
subprime interagency guidance, etc .. 

What are the relative projected volumes of purchase/non? 
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From: Feltgen, Cheryl A. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2007 8:47 PM 
To: Schneider, David C.; Cathcart, Ron; Longbrake, Bill A.; Chapman, Fay; 
Robinson, John 
Subject: Follow-up information to last evening's call regarding subprime 
lnteragency guidanc~trc~.~.--~~------------------------------------------------------

Wanted to send to all of you one of the pieces of information that was 
requested during last evening's calion the "subprime interagency 
guidance" and related subjects. The question was what portion of our 
current production of putchase transactions would not qualify if we 
underwrote at the fully indexed, fully amortizing rate? We looked at the 
February production and deducted from it the over 95% CLTV transactions to 
have a representative look at future production (as you all know, we 
stopped doing greater than 95% CLTV loans last week). If we qualified 
only the purchase transactions at the fully indexed, fully amortizing 
rate, 2.5% of volume would be eliminated. If we qualified all 
transactions at the fully indexed, fully amortizing rate, 33% of volume 
would be eliminated. 

We are working on the gap analysis comparing our current practice to the 
items cited ~n the Fremont Cease and Desist Order. We should have that in 
the next day or so. The analysis to develop a strategy regarding the rate 
resets will take a few more days beyond that. 

Cheryl 

Ms. Cheryl A. Feltgen 
Senior Vice President 
Chief Risk Officer, Home Loans Division 
WaMu 
1301 Second Avenue 
WMC4001 
Seattle, WA 98101 
Phone: 206.500.4952 
Fax: 206.377.2391 
Email: cheryl.feltgen@wamu.net 
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RE: NTM Gap Analysis 

From: 
Sent: 

Magrini, William J <william.magrini@ots.treas.gov> 

Tuesday, March 27, 20078:26 AM 

Page 1 of2 

To: Gardineer, Grovetta <gardineergr@office of thrift supervision. com>; Phillips
Patrick, Fred J <patrickfj@office of thrift supervision. com> 

Cc: Luther, Teresa H <lutherth@office of thrift supervision. com>; Quigley, Lori G 
------------------ <qUlgleYTg@offlCeoftImftsupervisIOn.com>; take;-"Stephen A <lakesa@offi7'"ceo------~ 

of thrift supervision.com> 
Subject: RE: NTM Gap Analysis 

I noted that several of our institutions make NINA loans. That, in my humble opinion is collateral dependent 
lending and deemed unsafe and unsound by all the agencies. The fact that Indy REQUIRES a 660 FICO for such 
loans is appalling. 660 is below average. That is not a credible risk mitigant. 

What ever would possess those institutions to make such loans widely available. I could see it if they required a 
760 Fico and lots of equity? 

Why would our examiners not question such practices? 

It is not at all surprising that delinquencies are up, even among Alt-A. In my opinion credit standards have gone 
too low. 

Bill Magrini 

-----Original Message----

From: Gardineer, Grovetta 

Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2007 1:31 PM 

To: Phillips-Patrick, Fred J 

Cc: Magrini, William J; Luther, Teresa H 

Subject: FW: NTM Gap Analysis 

FYI - NTM Gap Analysis compiled by the West Region. 

Grovetta 

From: Gregovich, Steven M 
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2007 3:01 PM 
To: Gardineer, Grovetta 
Subject: FW: NTM Gap Analysis 

Grovetta - Joanne asked for this, but I figured you'd also want to see it. 

Steve 

-----Original Message----

From: Gregovich, Steven M 

Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2007 11:59 AM 

To: Haakinson, Joanne J 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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RE: NTM Gap Analysis Page 2 of2 

Cc: Quigley, Lori G; Messett, Brian C; Henry, David R; Rexroth, Mariana; Finn, Michael E; Dochow, Darrel W; Chow, Edwin L 

Subject: NTM Gap Analysis 

Joanne - As requested, here is the Nontraditional Mortgage Guidance Gap Analysis summary spreadsheet 
covering our five largest NTM lenders. We asked each lender to complete a review of current practices vs. 

---------.t=h=e---=gC7Cu~ldTccance, and we have met with each oflhem to discuss the analysirwe-otctno-rdtctate1he-ffo""r"'n"'la:rll-ro""I----
questions, as we wanted to see how each lender interpreted the guidance requirements. All of the 
participants provided significantly more detail (usually a full binder), so this spreadsheet is a only a 
compilation summary of their responses, not our judgment of the responses. Also, we are still working with 
WaMu to gather additional detail. 

We would hope that all five of these lenders would be invited to the DC meeting on the 4th, as they have 
Significant influence on the Option ARM market. We would also hope that Countrywide would be invited 
also. 

I will be in Charlotte all of next week, so contact David Henry if you have questions regarding the 
spreadsheet. 

« File: NTMgapSUMMARY.xls » 



From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Thursday, April 12,20074:57 PM 
To: 

Subject: 
Henry, David R <henryda@officeofthrift supervision. com> 

RE: Wamu NTM Gap Analysis 

Ed is just doing the legwork for bob that we talked about earlier, basically putting together "unofficial points" 
regarding weaknesses we see in WaMu's implementation of NTM guidance. We had stopped working on this 
based on earlier conversations with Steve that this should not be handled through the exam; however, we 
renewed it this late last week after Darrel indicated that we should proceed but to run any suggestions by him and 
mike before we share anything with the Bank. Of course, we will run it by your group first because we plan to 
incorporate points from the matrix that you shared with us. I doubt that we will have anything to show you until 
week after next because like I said, we just started to work on this again recently. 

-Original Message-
From: Henry, Davld R 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2007 12:19 PM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: RE: Wamu NTM Gap Analysis 

Ben, 

I'm checking in during vacation on my emails and noted the attached emails. I can certainly 
work with Ed to get this done for you and Bob but as Mariana points out - we want to 
coordinate the mesaage with Darrel and Mike. 

I will be back to work - at Downey but can better circle up with this and other matters then. If 
you prefer it not wait - I'd like to see a copy of the memo before it goes out and can circle back 
up tomorrow evening for any emails. 

DRH 

--Original Message--
From: Rexroth, Mariana 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2007 10:21 AM 
To: Cole, Edward C 
Cc: Clark, Mary Suzanne; Henry, David R 
Subject: RE: Wamu NTM Gap Analysis 

Ed -

Sounds like a plan. 

Apropos risk monitoring, there is a piece that I'm waiting on ... there's a lot of overlap, though people don't always 
recognize it. So I've asked for information about account management/collection/workouts. 
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Then there is the issue of third party originator oversight. Because I had already asked for information about this 
in connection my fair lending review, I will be receiving materials (actually, they were supposed to be here by 10 
am) this week. If I need further information - or a meeting - on this subject, I'll go from there. (Fair lending is 
actually a pretty good lever on this issue, as the question of whether the broker is an "independent agent" is 
irrelevant under the ECOA - the lender is accountable (so is the broker, but that's for a different agency or lawsuit 
to deal with.) 

There are various changes on the underwriting side that lenders are sort of holding their collective breaths on -
partly to see who goes first, but also because they will involve system changes that will take, from what I gather 
(and depending on the timing of "change schedules"), about six months to accomplish. 

Have you talked with Dave Henry about any of this? There's a certain coordination and sequence to this process 
that Darrel and Mike have asked us to follow. 

Mariana 

--Original Message-
From: Cole, Edward C 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2007 10:11 AM 
To: Rexroth, Mariana 
Subject: RE: Wamu NTM Gap Analysis 

Thanks Mariana, 
Bob Archibald & Ben Franklin wanted me to write a memo reviewing Wamu's NTM Gap Analysis to see 

where they are conforming and where they still need work. I'll just leave out any evaluation or comment about the 
compliance stuff ... Consumer Protection and Reg Z , and let you address that. Have you looked at Wamu's NTM 
gap Analysis from an Underwriting or Risk Assessment/Monitoring perspective at all? I'm working on that at the 
moment but need more info from Wamu regarding portfolio concentration and risk layering limits. I guess I may 
need to wait on this info as well. Anyways, it's only been a few months since the guidance came out so they may 
need more time to make the necessary adjustments. Thanks for the response and matrix. Have a good weekend! 

Ed 

-Original Message
From: Rexroth, Mariana 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2007 9:46 AM 
To: Cole, Edward C 
Cc: Clark, Mary Suzanne; Gregovich, Steven M 
Subject: FVV: Wamu NTM Gap Analysis 

Ed -

First, I will be doing whatever exam coverage there is of the NTM guidance at WAMU. It was not part of the 
original scope of the current compliance exam, and as you correctly surmised, any transactions reviewed would 
be prior to the exam date. 

Second, I will be picking this piece up because I am largely there as a result of reviewing the daft guidance, 
providing comments, meeting with all of the large NTM lenders re their gap analysis, etc. So, this is something I 
volunteered to do to include something on the subject in the scope of the exam. 

While I am certainly glad to do this - that's why I offered in the first place - I do need to devote the bulk of my 
attention at this moment to the institution's fair lending program and the HMDA outlier review. So, I would 
characterize any comments I could make at this point as very preliminary. 

I have met with them about the NTM guidance gap analysis. There is some information that they didn't cover in 
that discussion that I am still awaiting. Also, I don't have the current disclosures/documents - I believe that they 
have been sending them to Steve and even so, those are old and don't reflect any of the changes that they have 
made or are working on. 

Franklin _Benjamin-00023 140 _ 002 



The gist of this is - you'll need to wait till the end of the month for more information than the gap analysis matrix 
that they presented when I met with them (attached). 

« File: Appendix C - Detailed Gap Analysis of NTM Guidance - Consumer Protection (3).doc » 
I hope this helps - if not, you can call me at 510-525-7203. 

~~~~~M~~rnrra--~~~~~~~~~~------~ ______ ~~~~ ______________________________ ___ 
--Original Message-

From: Clark, Mary Suzanne 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2007 7:03 AM 
To: Rexroth, Mariana 
Subject: FW: Wamu NTM Gap Analysis 

Mariana, 

If you are in Daly City today, could you update Ed on this issue? Let me know how the discussion goes. 

Susie 
(206) 490-4744 

---Original Message~ 
From: Cole, Edward C 
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2007 4:07 PM 
To: Clark, Mary Suzanne 
Subject: Wamu NTM Gap Analysis 

Hi Suzanne, 
I'm down in Daly City reviewing Wamu's Nontraditional Mortgage Guidance Gap Analysis and I wanted to 

check-in with you and see if, during the course of the current exam, you have looked at loans from the stand pOint 
. of whether they have been following the NTM Interagency guidance from October 2006. I'm guessing that any 
loans sampled during the exam were probably Originated before October 2006, and that NTM guidance may not 
have come into play for this exam. However, if you have seen, heard, or have otherwise been made aware of any 
major discrepancies regarding the Consumer Protection disclosures regarding NTMs I would be interested in that 
info. Within the Jan. 2007 Wamu NTM Gap Analysis they outline proposed actions that would help bring them into 
conformity with the guidance; I'm trying to evaluate whether their proposed actions are sufficient or if they have 
left anything out. If you have any related information to share, please feel free to e-mail me when you can. 
Thanks! 

Ed Cole 

Franklin _Benjamin-00023140 _003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Can't .. 21? 

Shelley Hymes <shelley@angelenterprisesdc.com> 

Thursday, May 3, 2007 7:56 AM 

Reich, John M <John.Reich@ots.treas.gov> 

RE: Lunch Friday 

Not sure about 24/25 - are you around? 

Shelley S. Hymes 
President 
Angel Enterprises 
Ph) 202-364-3438 
F) 202-364-3319 

From: Reich, John M [mailto:John.Reich@ots.treas.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 8:07 PM 
To: shelley@angelenterprisesdc.com 
Subject: Re: Lunch Friday 

Could we do Wed., May 23rd? 

Sent using BlackBerry 

----- Original Message -----
From: shelley@angelenterprisesdc.com <shelley@angelenterprisesdc.com> 
To: Reich, John M 
Sent: Wed May 0220:01:162007 
Subject: Re: Lunch Friday 

Hi John. It was so good to see you last night! What a great party! I totally understand re lunch. Could we do following 
week of 21? I am gone next week and booked the following. Cannot wait for my Jr time! 
Sent via BlackBerry from Cingular Wireless 

-----Original Message-----
From: "Reich, John M" <John.Reich@ots.treas.gov> 
Date: Wed, 2 May 2007 18:42:25 
To:<shelley@angelenterprisesdc.com> 
Subject: Lunch Friday 

Shelley, 

Flew to Phoenix today, back home Thursday. Something has .come up which causes me to need to reschedule our Friday 
lunch. Kerry Killinger, the CEO of Washington Mutual (WaMu) will be in town Friday and wants to have a lunch meeting. 
He's my largest constituent assetwise. Is there any way you could do lunch the following Monday, May 7th? Otherwise my 
next opportunity would be Friday, May 18th. I'm sorry ....... 

John 

Sent using BlackBerry 
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From: 

Sent: 
Dochow, Darrel W <darre1.dochow@ots.treas.gov> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2007 1:01 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

Franklin, Benjamin D <franklinbd@office of thrift supervision. com> 

RE: NINA Loans 

Ben: 

That is OK, but I am being told that Bill's views may not necessarily represent OTS policy in these matters. 
value Bill's input, but we should be careful about relaying his views to others as being OTS policy, absent 
collaborating written guidance. The views expressed below are somewhat inconsistent with NTM guidance and 
industry practice. I also understand that Grovetta promised to clarify section 212 of the handbook in several 
areas as a result of the NTM roundtable discussion in Wash DC last month. 

Darrel 

---Original Message-
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 20078:19 AM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
Subject: RE: NINA Loans 

Darrel, 

I was just thinking of asking him to clarify OTS' position from a policy standpoint (if that is currently his role) in a 
few areas. We are getting the additional details you indicate below. 

Ben 

---Original Message--
From: Dochow, Darrel W 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 20078:07 AM 
To: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: RE: NINA Loans 

Ben: 

Thank Bill for the comments if you feel that you owe Bill a response. I am now updating Lori Quigley and Brian 
Messett regularly on WAMU and there is no need to duplicate with Bill Magrini as far as I know. I do want to 
know, however, how WAMU is complying with the handbook and NTM guidance if they are in fact doing nina 
loans - e.g. how do they do this loan, what are the risk mitigates, how do they demonstrate ability to repay, etc. 

Darrel 

--Original Message--
From: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Sent: tuesday, May 15, 20079:19 AM 
To: Dochow, Darrel W 
SUbject: NINA Loans 

Darrel, 
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After WaMu's non-traditional survey was reviewed in DC, I got the following note from Magrini: 

" I note that WAMU makes a significant amount of No-doc loans. OTS policy states that no-doc loans are unsafe 
and unsound. I assume they mean no doc regarding NINA or no income-no asset loans. 

Without even asking for income or assets/liabilities, the loans are COllateral-dependent. This is imprudent, and 
----s"'uJV.chJoanS-do_lloLgetlbe-Ad'll8l11agaDf the 50°!cuisk~TS Examination Handbook Section 212. 

Moreover, the interagency NTM Guidance states specifically that collateral dependent loans are unsafe and 
unsound. Following are excerpts from that guidance: 

Collateral-Dependent Loans - Institutions should avoid the use of loan terms and underwriting practices 
that may heighten the need for a borrower to rely on the sale or refinancing of the property once 
amortization begins. Loans to individuals who do not demonstrate the capacity to repay, as structured, 
from sources other than the collateral pledged are generally considered unsafe and unsound. 
Institutions that originate collateral-dependent mortgage loans may be subject to criticism, corrective 
action, and higher capital requirements. 

Does WAMU have any plans to amend its policies per no doc loans?" 

I have checked for this in the past and found that they didn't do true NINAs (no income or assets collected or 
verified) and the current team also indicated that they still don't do any. I replied as such to Magrini; however, at 
a recent meeting, I double checked on this and found out that the Bank begin doing NINA's in 2006 through their 
conduit program. As such, all these loans are held for sale. They currently have approximately $90.0 million in 
the HFS portfoliO. Originations for 2006 approximated $600.0 million as does YTD 2007 originations. 

I just want to clarify with Magrini that we ban HFS NINA's the same as we do for portfolio, but wanted to 
make sure you were aware of this issue first. I think we do but I seem to remember that in the past we 
may have allowed these on a HFS basis but placed a strict limit on how long these could remain in the 
HFS portfOlio. 

Let me know your thoughts. 

Ben 

Franklin _ Benjamin-00020449 _002 



From: Franklin, Benjamin D 

Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 200712:28 PM 

To: Reiley, Mark E <reileyme@office of thrift supervision. com>; Archibald, Robert D 
<archibaldrd@office of thrift supervision. com> 

Subject: RE: NINA Loans 

I didn't intend to send a memo until I got a blessing from Darrel or DC on what our official policy is on this. I just 
spoke to Steve Gregovich about this, and apparently there is more controversy around this issue than I was 
aware of. Since I addressed this issue at Indymac several years ago (where we allowed them to do NINA's if they 
limited the time in warehouse to 60 days under the assumption that FICO was an indicator of ability to repay (with 
Magrini's blessing)), West Region guidance on this has apparently changed. Steve indicated that many of our 
larger institutions now do NINAs (including Countrywide), and he indicated that the warehouse restriction that we 
put on Indy was probably a temporary supervisory decision. Apparently Bill Magrini is the lone ranger in his view 
that NINA's are imprudent. West region position seems to be that FICO, appraisal, and other documentation such 
as application etc. is sufficient to assess the borrower's ability to repay in all but subprime loans. While I probably 
fall more into the Magrini camp (until we get empirical data to support NINAs are not imprudent) we will just 
document our findings in WPs until the "'official" policy on this has been worked out. 

Ben 

--Original Message--

From: Reiley, Mark E 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2007 8:31 AM 
To: Archibald, Robert D 
Cc: Franklin, Benjamin D 
Subject: NINA Loans 

Bob, 
The Handbook guidance Section 212 states that no-doc loans (NINAs) are unsafe and unsound loans (Pg. 
212.7). Furthermore, even if the no-doc (NINA) loans are originated and held for sale the guidance indicates (pg. 
212.8) the association must use prudent underwriting and documentation standards and we have already 
concluded they are unsafe and unsound. Even if the institution holds the loans for a short period of time. I 
checked with Tracy gong and she indicated this is a hot topic in DC and we are getting a significant amount of 
push back from the industry. Even Bill Magrine and Fred Phillips-Patrick are at odds with how to proceed. I also 
asked her about how we handled other institutions with NINA loans. She wasn't sure but thought Downey had 
some. I call Kuzcak and he said Downey doesn't originate NINAs anymore. Tracy indicated what ever we ask 
them to do should be run by the higher ups. At this point I don't think a memo is the best avenue, I think we need 
to request in writing that WAMU respond to us on how the NINA's comply with the handbook guidance? 

Let me know. 
Mark 

Franklin _ Benjamin-00020056 _001 



Division of Enftircement June 24, 2008 

~-~----uerrrge-eurti~s -=--~-------_____________________ _ 
Deputy Director 
(202) 551-4740 
(202) 772-9279 (fax) 

Susan Chomicz, Esq, 
Deputy Chief Counsel 
Office of 'Thrift Supervision 
1700 G Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20552 

Re: In the Matter a/Washington Mutual, Inc. SF-3255 

Dear Ms. Chomicz: 

As you are aware, the Securities and Exchange Commission is investigating Washington 
Mutual, Inc. In its offering documents for certain martgage-backed securities and required 
periodic filings with the SEC, Washington Mut1¥U claimed that all of its appraisals were 
conducted in compliance with regulations promulgated by the Office of Thrift Supervision. As 
the federal agency responsible for investigating violations of the federal securities laWs, the SEC 
is investigating whether these claims by Wasbington Mutual to the investing public were false 
and misleading. 

The SEC has authority to conduct "investigations as it deems necessary to determine 
whether any person has violated, is violating, or is about to violate any provision" of the 
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act'') [15 U.S. C. §§ 78a et seq.] an<;l the rules and 
regulations thereunder. Section 21 (a) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78u(a)]. The staff has 
sought documents from Washington Mutual and other entities as part ofits investigation and has 
sought to speak with relevant witnesses. 

Recently, the SEC staff was advised by Washington Mutual's counsel, Josh Levine, that 
the OTS instructed Washington Mutual not to provide documents to the Commission relating to 
the OTS's review of Washington Mutual's appraisal processes or any communications between 
the OTS and Washington Mutual. 

With respect to the OTS' s instruction to Washington Mutual to withhold documents , 
responsive to the SEC's document request, we understan4 that Mr. Levine was instructed by 
OTS Regional Counsel Jim Hendrickson to refer the SEC to 12 C.F.R §,51O.S, entitled 
"Release of unpublished OTS information." That regulation, however, explicitly 'states that it 
applies to "requests by the public," and does not apply to ~'[r]equests for information by other 
government agencies." 12 C~F.R § SlO.5(a)(l), (a)(3)(ii). ' 
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Since the documents we are seeking could be directly relevant to our potential case, we 
request your reconsideration of the referenced instructions. In that same regard, I would like to 
meet with you to discuss this and other issues that have arisen in the course of the SEC's 
investigation. 

Please contact me at 202-551-4740 to discuss a mutually convenient time to meet. 

Very truly yours, 

~~~ 

OTSWMEN-0000013492 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

John and steve, 

Burns, Robert L. 
Thursday, April 03, 2008 09:28 AM 
Eagar, Leo J.; Funaro, Stephen P. 
RE: Findings from Review of WAMU Basel II models CHELOC and credit cards) 

Chris Grum is heading up some work on mortgage loss modeling at large banks and working with Steve 
Burton in DIR (their research side, not their publication side). Would you mind if I forwarded this 
to them? 
It is a project that Sandra Thompson asked for - we have shared some mtge loss forecasting work from 
WB, E-Trade and BofA already and I am sure they would love to see some work being done by the banks 
out west as well. 
robert 

From: Eagar, Leo J. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 200B 4:15 PM 
To: Hoyer, Brent D.; Hirsch, Pete D.; Funaro, Stephen P.; Fitzgerald, Tracy E.; Burns, Robert L. 
Subject: Findings from Review of WAMU Basel II models (HELOC and credit cards) 
I spent the past several weeks participating in a qualification review of Basel II models for credit 
cards and HELOCs at Washington Mutual. Findings memos are attached for your review, if you are 
interested. OTS had a team of 5 examiners working on this review and I worked closely with them 
throughout. These were the first in-depth Basel II reviews conducted at this institution; OTS will 
be starting a review of SFR models at the end of April and will progress through other IRB models 
(such as commercial loans, op risk, Pillar 2, etc) over the next several months. The OTS wanted my 
help for the next review, but I've got other commitments including UBS. 
In my opinion, OTS (field personnel plus DC quants) conducted a thorough review of the models and 
developed appropriate recommendations which management will be required to address. It's too early 
to know if upper level OTS management might succumb to pressure from the bank and back off on 
recommendations if management pushes back (although no indication yet that WAMU intends to 
complain). At the exit meeting last week Darrel Dochow personally attended and did fully support 
the field examiners. It is clear, however, that OTS at all levels is very aware of the political 
clout of WAMU within their agency. 
1 don't think that Washington Mutual has made a final decision with regards to a date for starting 
the parallel run. Originally they were planning to begin as soon as possible, but they told us that 
they will postpone (to an undetermined date) due to market conditions and other considerations. 
Also, we also heard that WAMU does not want to be the first to adopt. Finally, I don't think the 
OTS will complete their review of the entire Basel II system until 4th quarter 200B, and there will 
be recommendations from the reviews that management will need to address before the models can be 
qualified, so it looks like the earliest date to start the parallel run would be the beginning of 
2009. 
The document titled "WAMU Summary of Findings" is a high level overview of findings. Bottom line: 
the credit card models need some enhancements but could probably be qualified in a timely manner 
(book balance of $9.B billion on 12-31-2007 or about 3% of total assets, with managed receivables of 
$27.2 billion). In contrast, the HELOC models have significant deficiencies and will require 
considerable efforts to correct; we are particularly concerned about the lack of downturn in the 
data for both PD and LGD quantification and it is not clear that parameters fully reflect the risk 
in this portfolio (book balance $49.4 billion on 12-31-2007, which is about 15% of total assets). 

« File: WAMU Summary of Findings IRB Review March 200B.doc » 
The other documents are detailed findings memos, probably of interest only if you have insomnia or 
want detail about specific quantification methods, risk drivers, etc. Would be helpful perhaps for 
someone who is reviewing Basel II retail models at other banks, because these documents might 
provide perspective on industry practice and provide benchmarking. Feel free to distribute these 
documents as appropriate. 

« File: WAMU Notes on Credit Card IRB.doc » « File: WAMU Notes on HELOC IRB.doc » « 
File: WAMU Notes on Validation.doc » 
I did enjoy the opportunity to participate in this review. There are probably other exam priorities 
right now, but I would welcome the opportunity to participate in additional Basel II retail reviews 
at other institutions if you would like my assistance. Let me know and I'll try to work it into my 
schedule. 
Give me a shout out if you have any questions! 
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Offices of Inspector General 

DATE: April 9, 2010 

MEMORANDUM TO: John E. Bo\\man, Acting Director 
Office of Thrift Supervision 

Sheila C. Bair, Chairman 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

&£-
Eric M. Thorson --- cZ&!~ FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Inspector General 
Department of the Treasury 

Inspector General 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Evaluation of Federal Regulatory Oversight of Washington Mutual 
Bank (Report No. EV AL-l 0-002) 

Attached for your information is a copy of an evaluation report that the Offices of Inspector General 
(OIG) recently completed concerning the supervision of Washington Mutual Bank (WaMu). The 
objectives of the evaluation were to (1) determine the cause of WaMu's failure, (2) assess the Office 
of Thrift Supervision's (OTS) supervision ofWaMu including implementation of Prompt 
Corrective Action, (3) evaluate the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's (FDIC) supervision and 
monitoring ofWaMu as deposit insurer, and (4) assess the FDIC's resolution process for WaMu. 
The fourth objective will be addressed in a later report after ongoing litigation is completed. 

We made three recommendations in the report - one for OTS and two for the FDIC. OTS concurred 
with our recommendation and has completed action to address the recommendation. FDIC also 
agreed with our recommendations and proposed actions to be completed by December 31, 2010. 
FDIC's proposed actions are responsive to our recommendations. 

This report will be publicly available on April 16, 2010 and may not be released prior to that 
date. Please be advised that recipients of this report must not, under any circumstances, show or 
release its contents until April 16, 2010. The report must be safeguarded to prevent publication or 
other improper disclosure of the information contained herein. This report is not releasable outside 
the OTS and the FDIC without the approval ofthe Inspector General. 

If you have questions concerning the report or would like to schedule a meeting to further discuss 
our evaluation results, please contact Marla Freedman, Treasury OIG, at (202) 927-5400, or 
Marshall Gentry, FDIC OIG, at (703) 562-6378. Thank you for your assistance with this evaluation. 

Attachment 

cc: Randy Thomas, OTS 
Jason Cave, FDIC 

Christopher Drown, FDIC DSC 
Arlinda Sothoron, FDIC DIR 
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This report presents the results of our review of the failure of 
Washington Mutual Bank (WaMu), Seattle, Washington; the Office of 
Thrift Supervision’s (OTS) supervision of the institution; and the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) monitoring of WaMu 
for insurance assessment purposes. OTS was the primary federal 
regulator for WaMu and was statutorily responsible for conducting full-
scope examinations to assess WaMu’s safety and soundness and 
compliance with consumer protection laws and regulations. FDIC was 
the deposit insurer for WaMu and was responsible for monitoring and 
assessing WaMu’s risk to the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). On 
September 25, 2008, FDIC facilitated the sale of WaMu to JPMorgan 
Chase & Co in a closed bank transaction that resulted in no loss to 
the DIF.  
 
Section 38(k) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act requires the 
cognizant Inspector General to conduct a material loss review (MLR) 
of the causes of the failure and primary federal regulatory supervision 
when the failure causes a loss of $25 million to the DIF or 2 percent of 
an institution's total assets at the time the FDIC was appointed 
receiver. Because the FDIC facilitated a sale of WaMu to JPMorgan 
Chase & Co without incurring a material loss to the DIF, an MLR is not 
statutorily required. However, given WaMu’s size, the circumstances 
leading up to WaMu’s sale, and non-DIF losses, such as the loss of 
shareholder value, the Inspectors General of the Department of the 
Treasury and FDIC believed that an evaluation of OTS and FDIC 
actions could provide important information and observations as the 
Administration and the Congress consider regulatory reform. 
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Our objectives were to (1) identify the causes of WaMu’s failure; (2) 
evaluate OTS’s supervision of WaMu, including implementation of the 
Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) provisions of Section 38(k), if 
required; (3) evaluate FDIC’s monitoring of WaMu in its role as 
deposit insurer, including the manner and extent to which FDIC and 
OTS coordinated oversight of the institution; and (4) assess FDIC’s 
resolution process for WaMu to determine whether that process 
complied with applicable laws, regulations, policies, and procedures. 
This report covers objectives 1, 2, and 3 above. We intend to report 
on objective 4, the assessment of the resolution process, at a later 
date. 
 
We are presenting our findings in three sections. Section I describes 
the causes of WaMu’s failure, Section II details the supervision of 
WaMu by OTS, and Section III describes FDIC’s monitoring of risk at 
WaMu and FDIC’s assessments for WaMu’s deposit insurance 
premiums. 
 
We conducted our fieldwork from March 2009 through November 
2009 at OTS headquarters in Washington, DC, and regional office in 
Daly City, California, and FDIC headquarters in Washington, DC, 
regional office in San Francisco, California, and a field office in 
Seattle, Washington. We reviewed supervisory files and interviewed 
key officials involved in regulatory, supervisory, enforcement, and 
deposit insurance matters. We performed our evaluation in 
accordance with the Quality Standards for Inspections. Appendix 1 
contains a more detailed description of our review objectives, scope, 
and methodology.   
 
We have also included several other appendices to this report. 
Appendix 2 contains background information on WaMu. Appendix 3 
describes OTS’s thrift supervision processes and FDIC’s monitoring 
and insurance assessment processes. Appendix 4 is a glossary of 
terms used in this report. Appendix 5 shows OTS’s examinations of 
WaMu and enforcement actions taken from 2003 through 2008.  
 

Results in Brief 
 

Causes of WaMu’s Failure. WaMu failed primarily because of 
management’s pursuit of a high-risk lending strategy that included 
liberal underwriting standards and inadequate risk controls. WaMu’s 
high-risk strategy, combined with the housing and mortgage market 
collapse in mid-2007, left WaMu with loan losses, borrowing capacity 
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limitations, and a falling stock price. In September 2008, depositors 
withdrew significant funds after high-profile failures of other financial 
institutions and rumors of WaMu’s problems. WaMu was unable to 
raise capital to keep pace with depositor withdrawals, prompting OTS 
to close the institution on September 25, 2008. 

 
OTS Supervision. As the primary federal regulator, OTS was 
responsible for conducting full-scope examinations to assess WaMu’s 
safety and soundness and compliance with consumer protection laws. 
OTS’s examinations of WaMu identified concerns with WaMu’s high-
risk lending strategy, including repeat findings concerning WaMu’s 
single family loan underwriting, management weaknesses, and 
inadequate internal controls. However, OTS’s supervision did not 
adequately ensure that WaMu corrected those problems early enough 
to prevent a failure of the institution. Furthermore, OTS largely relied 
on a WaMu system to track the thrift’s progress in implementing 
corrective actions on hundreds of OTS examination findings. We 
concluded that had OTS implemented its own independent system for 
tracking findings memoranda and WaMu’s corrective actions, OTS 
could have better assessed WaMu management’s efforts to take 
appropriate and timely action.  
 
OTS repeatedly recommended corrective actions through matters 
requiring board attention (MRBA) and findings memoranda. In March 
2008, OTS took informal enforcement action against WaMu by 
requiring its Board of Directors to pass a Resolution to ensure that 
weaknesses and concerns with earnings, asset quality, liquidity, and 
compliance that led to a composite downgrade to a 3 were promptly 
addressed. However, the Resolution that was passed addressed only 
near-term liquidity concerns. In September 2008, OTS took another 
informal enforcement action when it issued a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) requiring that WaMu correct all items identified 
in its MRBAs and findings memoranda by specified due dates. By 
then, however, it was too late to prevent the thrift from failing.   
 
We concluded that OTS should have lowered WaMu’s composite 
CAMELS rating sooner and taken stronger enforcement action sooner 
to force WaMu’s management to correct the problems identified by 
OTS. Specifically, given WaMu management’s persistent lack of 
progress in correcting OTS-identified weaknesses, we believe OTS 
should have followed its own policies and taken formal enforcement 
action rather than informal action.  
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The Treasury Office of Inspector General has made a number of 
recommendations to OTS as a result of completed material loss 
reviews of failed thrifts during the current economic crisis. These 
recommendations pertain to taking more timely formal enforcement 
action when circumstances warrant, ensuring that high CAMELS 
ratings are properly supported, reminding examiners of the risks 
associated with rapid growth and high-risk concentrations, ensuring 
thrifts have sound internal risk management systems, ensuring repeat 
conditions are reviewed and corrected, and requiring thrifts to hold 
adequate capital. OTS has taken or plans to take action in response 
to these recommendations. Additionally, OTS established a large 
bank unit to oversee regional supervision of institutions over $10 
billion. We are making one new recommendation. Specifically, OTS 
should use its own internal report of examination system to formally 
track the status of examiner recommendations and related thrift 
corrective actions. OTS concurred with our recommendation and has 
completed action to address it. 
 
FDIC Monitoring and Insurance Assessment. FDIC was the deposit 
insurer for WaMu and was responsible for monitoring and assessing 
WaMu’s risk to the DIF. As insurer, FDIC has authority to perform its 
own examination of WaMu and impose enforcement actions to protect 
the DIF, provided statutory and regulatory procedures are followed. 
FDIC conducted its required monitoring of WaMu from 2003 to 2008. 
As a result of this monitoring, FDIC identified risks with WaMu’s 
lending strategy and internal controls. The risks noted in FDIC 
monitoring reports were not, however, reflected in WaMu’s deposit 
insurance premium payments. This discrepancy occurred because the 
deposit insurance regulations rely on OTS examination safety and 
soundness ratings and regulatory capital levels to gauge risk and 
assess related deposit insurance premiums. Since OTS examination 
results were satisfactory, increases in deposit insurance premiums 
were not triggered. Further, because of statutory limitations and 
Congressionally-mandated credits, WaMu paid $51 million of $215.6 
million in deposit insurance assessments during the period 2003 to 
2008. FDIC challenged OTS’s safety and soundness ratings of WaMu 
in 2008. However, OTS was reluctant to lower its rating of WaMu from 
a 3 to a 4 in line with the FDIC’s view. OTS and FDIC resolved the 
2008 safety and soundness ratings disagreement 7 days prior to 
WaMu’s failure, when OTS lowered its rating to agree with FDIC’s. 
However, by that time, the rating downgrade had no impact on 
WaMu’s insurance premium assessments and payments.  
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FDIC has enforcement powers to act when a primary regulator, such 
as OTS, does not take action; however, it did not use those powers 
for WaMu in 2008 because of the significant procedural steps 
necessary to invoke such action. Coordination between FDIC and 
OTS was problematic because of the terms of an interagency 
agreement governing information sharing and back-up examination 
authority, and the inherent tension between the roles of the primary 
regulator and the insurer.  
 
According to the terms of the interagency agreement, FDIC needed to 
request permission from OTS to allow FDIC examiners to review 
information on-site at WaMu in order to better assess WaMu’s risk to 
the DIF. Further, under the terms of the interagency agreement, FDIC 
had to show that a high level of risk existed for the primary regulator 
to grant FDIC access. The logic of the interagency agreement is 
circular – FDIC must show a high level of risk to receive access, but 
FDIC needs access to information to determine an institution’s risk to 
the DIF. OTS resisted providing FDIC examiners greater on-site 
access to WaMu information because they did not believe that FDIC 
met the requisite need for that information according to the terms of 
the interagency agreement and believed FDIC could rely on the work 
performed by OTS. Eventually OTS did grant FDIC greater on-site 
access at WaMu but limited FDIC’s review of WaMu’s residential loan 
files.  
 
We concluded that the interagency agreement did not provide FDIC 
with the access to information that it needed to assess WaMu’s risk to 
the DIF. There is clearly a need to balance FDIC information needs 
and the regulatory burden imposed on a financial institution, but the 
current interagency agreement does not allow FDIC sufficient 
flexibility to obtain information necessary to assess risk in order to 
protect the DIF. Finally, we also concluded that FDIC deposit 
insurance regulations are restrictive in prescribing the information 
used to assign an institution’s insurance category and premium rate.  
 
We are recommending that the FDIC Chairman, in consultation with 
the FDIC Board of Directors, revisit the interagency agreement 
governing information access and back-up examinations for large 
depository institutions to ensure it provides FDIC with sufficient 
access to the information necessary to assess an institution’s risk to 
the DIF. Although FDIC is taking steps to clarify access to 
systemically important institutions, we believe the interagency 
agreement should be modified for all large depository institutions. We 
note that risky institutions such as IndyMac Bank, F.S.B. (IndyMac), 
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were not considered to be systemically important but nevertheless 
caused significant losses to the DIF (the IndyMac failure consumed 24 
percent of the DIF balance at the time). Further, we recommend that 
the FDIC Chairman, in consultation with the FDIC Board of Directors, 
revisit FDIC deposit insurance regulations to ensure those regulations 
provide FDIC with the flexibility needed to make its own independent 
determination of an institution’s risk to the DIF rather than relying too 
heavily on the primary regulator’s assignment of CAMELS ratings and 
on the institution’s capital levels. Although FDIC is taking steps to look 
at a number of variables that influence an institution’s risk to the DIF, 
we believe that the bank failures of this current economic crisis show 
that more factors are indicative of an institution’s risk to the DIF than 
those currently taken into consideration. FDIC agreed with our 
recommendations and proposed actions to be completed by 
December 31, 2010.  FDIC’s proposed actions are responsive to our 
recommendations.  Both FDIC recommendations will remain open 
until FDIC OIG determine that the agreed-upon corrective actions 
have been implemented. 
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Causes of WaMu’s Failure 
 

WaMu failed because of its management’s pursuit of a high-risk 
lending strategy coupled with liberal underwriting standards and 
inadequate risk controls. Ultimately, WaMu’s high-risk strategy broke 
down when the housing and mortgage market collapsed in mid-2007, 
leaving WaMu with loan losses, borrowing capacity limitations, and a 
significantly depressed stock price. In September 2008, WaMu was 
unable to raise capital to counter significant depositor withdrawals 
sparked by rumors of WaMu’s problems and other high-profile failures 
during that time.    
 
WaMu Pursued a High-Risk Lending Strategy 
 
In 2005, WaMu management made a decision to shift its business 
strategy away from originating traditional fixed-rate and conforming 
single family residential loans, towards riskier nontraditional loan 
products and subprime loans.1 WaMu pursued the new strategy in 
anticipation of increased earnings and to compete with Countrywide 
Financial Corporation, which, in 2005, WaMu’s CEO saw as “arguably 
the strongest competitor at this time because of system stability, 
strong profitability, excellent risk management and aggressive growth 
plans.”2

 
As shown in Table 1, WaMu estimated in 2006 that its internal profit 
margin from subprime loans could be more than 10 times the amount 
for a government-backed loan product and more than 7 times the 
amount for a fixed-rate loan product. 
 

 
1 WaMu defined borrowers with a score of less than 620 on the FICO scale as subprime. 
2 June 1, 2004 memorandum from WaMu’s CEO to the WaMu Board of Directors. Bank of America 
purchased Countrywide Financial Corporation in January 2008 for approximately $4.1 billion in stock. 
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Table 1: WaMu’s Estimated Gain on Sale Margin by Product Type  
 

Loan Product Type 
Return  

(in Basis Points) 

Subprime 150 
Home Equity 113 
Payment Option Adjustable Rate Mortgage 
(Option ARM) 

109 

Alt-A 40 
Hybrid/ARM 25 
Fixed-rate 19 
Government-backed 13 

Source: April 18, 2006 WaMu Board of Directors Presentation 
 
High-Risk Loan Concentrations
 
Option ARMs represented as much as half of all loan originations from 
2003 to 2007 and approximately $59 billion, or 47 percent, of the 
home loans on WaMu’s balance sheet at the end of 2007. WaMu’s 
Option ARMs provided borrowers with the choice to pay their monthly 
mortgages in amounts equal to monthly principal and interest, 
interest-only, or a minimum monthly payment. Borrowers selected the 
minimum monthly payment option for 56 percent of the Option ARM 
portfolio in 2005. 
 
The minimum monthly payment was based on an introductory rate, 
also known as a teaser rate, which was significantly below the market 
interest rate and was usually in place for only 1 month. After the 
introductory rate expired, the minimum monthly payment feature 
introduced two significant risks to WaMu’s portfolio: payment shock3 
and negative amortization.4 WaMu projected that, on average, 
payment shock increased monthly mortgage amounts by 60 percent. 
At the end of 2007, 84 percent of the total value of Option ARMs on 
WaMu’s financial statements was negatively amortizing. WaMu’s 
December 31, 2007, financial statements included $1.42 billion (7 

                                                 
3 Payment shock occurred 5 years after the loan was originated (or sooner if negative amortization increased 
the loan balance by more than 110 percent of the original loan amount) because the minimum monthly 
payment was recomputed using a market interest rate, the larger principal balance, and the remaining term 
of the loan. 
4 Negative amortization occurs when the minimum monthly payments made after the expiration of the teaser 
rate are insufficient to pay monthly interest cost. Any unpaid interest is added to the principal loan balance 
thereby increasing the original loan amount.  
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percent of interest income) in interest income due to capitalized 
interest5 on Option ARMs.6

  
In addition to Option ARMs, WaMu’s new strategy included 
underwriting subprime loans, home equity loans, and home equity 
lines of credit to high-risk borrowers. In line with that strategy, WaMu 
purchased and originated subprime loans, which represented 
approximately $16 billion, or 13 percent, of WaMu’s 2007 home loan 
portfolio. Home equity products totaled $63.5 billion, or 27 percent, of 
WaMu’s loans secured by real estate in 2007 – a 130 percent 
increase from 2003. 
 
Systemic Underwriting Weaknesses  
 
WaMu underwriting policies and practices made what were already 
inherently high-risk products even riskier. For example, WaMu 
originated a significant number of loans as “stated income” loans. 
Stated income loans, sometimes referred to as “low-doc” loans, allow 
borrowers to simply write in their income on the loan application 
without providing any supporting documentation. Approximately 90 
percent of all of WaMu’s home equity loans, 73 percent of Option 
ARMs, and 50 percent of subprime loans were “stated income” loans.   
 
WaMu also originated loans with high loan-to-value ratios. 
Specifically, WaMu held a significant percentage of loans where the 
loan amount exceeded 80 percent of the underlying property. For 
example, WaMu’s 2007 financial statements showed that 44 percent 
of subprime loans, 35 percent of home equity loans,7 and 6 percent of 
Option ARMs were originated for total loan amounts in excess of 80 
percent of the value of the underlying property. Further, WaMu did not 
require borrowers to purchase private mortgage insurance (PMI). PMI 
protects lenders against the loss on default when the loan amount 
exceeds 80 percent of the home’s value.   
 

                                                 
5 According to Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No.5, 
Recognition and Measurement in Financial Statements of Business Enterprises, the capitalized interest on 
Option ARMs from negative amortization is recognized as earned interest income if there is a reasonable 
expectation of collection. 
6 WaMu included $1.07 billion of capitalized interest in earnings in its December 31, 2006 financial 
statements. 
7 Home equity loan-to-value ratio measures the ratio of the original loan amount of the first lien product 
(typically a first lien mortgage) and the original loan amount of the home equity loan or line of credit to the 
appraised value of the underlying collateral at origination. 
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WaMu’s review of appraisals establishing the value of single family 
homes did not always follow standard residential appraisal methods 
because WaMu allowed a homeowner’s estimate of the value of the 
home to be included on the form sent from WaMu to third-party 
appraisers, thereby biasing the appraiser’s evaluation.8

 
Finally, WaMu did not provide adequate oversight of third-party 
brokers who were compensated for originating most of WaMu’s 
mortgages but were not WaMu employees. In 2007, WaMu had only 
14 WaMu employees overseeing more than 34,000 third-party 
brokers. Although WaMu used scorecards to evaluate its third-party 
brokers, the scorecards did not measure the rate of significant 
underwriting and documentation deficiencies attributable to individual 
brokers. In 2007, WaMu identified fraud losses attributable to third-
party brokers of $51 million for subprime loans and $27 million for 
prime loans.  These matters are under further review by law 
enforcement agencies. 
 
Concentrations of Loans in California and Florida
 
Consistent with its initial business strategy, WaMu made most of its 
residential loans to borrowers in California and Florida, states that 
suffered above-average home value depreciation. Additionally, within 
California, WaMu’s underwriting standards allowed for up to 25 
percent of loans to be concentrated in one metropolitan statistical 
area. Table 2 presents information about WaMu’s single family 
residential loan concentrations. 
 
Table 2: WaMu Loan Single Family Residential Loan 
Concentrations 
 Option ARMs Subprime Home Equity 
California 49% 25% 53% 
Florida 13% 10% 9%` 

Source: Washington Mutual Inc, 10-k, December 31, 2007. 
 
WaMu Did Not Have Adequate Controls in Place to Manage Its 
High-Risk Strategy  
 
As shown in Table 3, WaMu grew rapidly from a regional to a national 
mortgage lender through acquisitions and mergers with affiliate 
companies.  
 

                                                 
8 The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice Rule 1-2(b) notes that appraisers must not allow 
the intended use of an assignment or a client’s objectives to cause the assignment results to be biased. 
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Table 3: WaMu Acquisitions and Mergers from 1991 to 2006 
Dates Acquisitions Total Assets (Billions) 

1991- 2002 Acquired nine institutions  $137.16 
1/1/2005 Merged with affiliate Washington Mutual 

Bank Seattle 
$28.77 

10/1/2005 Acquired Providian National Bank  $13.10 
3/1/2006 Merged with affiliate Long Beach 

Mortgage Company 
$13.11 

10/1/2006 Acquired Commercial Capital Bank, FSB $5.67 
Source: FDIC Website BankFind Institution History 
 
WaMu did not fully integrate and consolidate the information 
technology systems, risk controls, and policies from the companies it 
acquired into a single enterprise-wide risk management (ERM) system 
prior to embarking on its new, high-risk strategy. For example, WaMu 
had a number of different independent loan origination platforms and 
had to manually tie numbers from these systems together in order to 
look at WaMu-wide loan statistics. In its examinations from 2004 to 
2008, OTS noted that WaMu did not have effective controls in place to 
ensure proper risk management. Risk management was especially 
important in the case of WaMu because of its high-risk lending 
strategy, significant and frequent management changes, corporate 
reorganizations, and significant growth. Further, when OTS pointed 
out weaknesses in WaMu’s internal controls, WaMu management did 
not always take action to resolve those weaknesses.   
 
WaMu Suffered Significant Liquidity Stress in 2008  
 
After the mortgage market meltdown in mid-2007, the effects of 
WaMu’s risky products and liberal underwriting began to materialize. 
In the third quarter of 2007, WaMu was still profitable, but earnings 
were 73 percent less than the second quarter because of loan losses. 
In the fourth quarter of 2007 and the first quarter of 2008, WaMu 
suffered consecutive $1 billion quarterly losses because of loan 
charge-offs and reserves for future loan losses. WaMu improved its 
liquidity position in April 2008 through a $7 billion investment in 
WaMu’s holding company made by a consortium led by the Texas 
Pacific Group. Of the $7 billion investment, WaMu’s holding company 
downstreamed $3 billion to WaMu in April 2008 and another $2 billion 
to WaMu in July 2008. WaMu’s holding company used $1.4 billion of 
the capital raised to pay down holding company debt in June 2008 as 
WaMu went on to suffer a $3.2 billion loss in the second quarter of 
2008, and WaMu’s share price decreased by 55 percent. OTS officials 
told us that WaMu’s stock price was also reduced by the volume of 
short selling during 2008. At the same time, the press was reporting 
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that federal regulators were taking enforcement action against the 
institution.9

 
With the failure of IndyMac in July 2008, WaMu’s liquidity was further 
stressed as WaMu encountered significant deposit withdrawals. The 
Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco also began to limit 
WaMu’s borrowing capacity. As a result, WaMu began offering 
deposit rates in excess of competitors in order to bring in deposits to 
improve liquidity. Shortly thereafter, Lehman Brothers collapsed on 
September 15, 2008, and within the following 8 days, WaMu incurred 
net deposit outflow of $16.7 billion, creating a second liquidity crisis. 
WaMu’s ability to raise funds to improve its liquidity position was 
hindered by its borrowing capacity limits, share price decline, portfolio 
losses, and an anti-dilution clause tied to the $7 billion capital 
investment. On September 25, 2008, OTS closed WaMu and 
appointed FDIC as receiver; FDIC contemporaneously sold WaMu to 
JPMorgan Chase & Co for $1.89 billion.10   
 

 
9 OTS was considering informal enforcement action against WaMu at that time, but that information was not 
released to the public. 
10 Certain liabilities were not assumed by JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
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OTS’s Supervision of WaMu 
 

At over $300 billion in total assets, WaMu was OTS’s largest 
regulated institution and represented as much as 15 percent of OTS’s 
total assessment revenue from 2003 to 2008. OTS spent significant 
resources monitoring and examining WaMu. OTS conducted regular 
risk assessments and examinations that rated WaMu’s overall 
performance satisfactory until 2008. Those supervisory efforts also 
identified the core weaknesses that eventually led to WaMu’s failure – 
high-risk products, poor underwriting, and weak risk controls.   
 
While we saw some evidence that OTS followed up on examination 
findings, OTS relied largely on WaMu management to track progress 
in correcting examiner-identified weaknesses and accepted 
assurances from WaMu management and its Board of Directors that 
problems would be resolved. OTS, however, did not adequately 
ensure that WaMu management corrected those weaknesses. The 
first time OTS took safety and soundness enforcement action against 
WaMu was in 2008 after the thrift started to incur significant losses.11 
OTS also was not required to take PCA against WaMu at any point 
during its decline. In this regard, despite its significant losses, WaMu 
was considered well-capitalized until its closure.   
 
OTS Examiners Assigned WaMu Satisfactory Composite Ratings 
Until 2008 Despite Noted Weaknesses 

 
A principal objective of the CAMELS rating process is to identify those 
associations that pose a risk of failure and merit more than normal 
supervisory attention.12 The CAMELS composite rating is a qualitative 
assessment based on a careful review of component ratings, which 
evaluate, among other things, capital adequacy in relation to risk 
profile and operations; asset quality relative to credit risk associated 
with the loan and investment portfolios; whether management has 
established appropriate policies, procedures, and practices regarding 
acceptable risk exposures; and the extent of the thrift’s liquid assets. 
Table 4 provides standard definitions of each CAMELS composite 
rating level.   
 

 
11 OTS did impose enforcement actions in 2007 related to the Bank Secrecy Act and consumer compliance.  
See Table 6. 
12 OTS Examination Handbook, Section 070, page 070.6. 
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    Table 4: CAMELS Composite Rating Definitions 
1 Sound in every respect 

2 Fundamentally sound 
3 Exhibits some degree of supervisory concern in one or 

more of the component areas (i.e., capital adequacy, 
asset quality, management, earnings, liquidity, sensitivity 
to market risk)  

4 Generally exhibits unsafe and unsound practices or 
conditions  

5 Exhibits extremely unsafe and unsound practices or 
conditions; exhibits a critically deficient performance; 
often contains inadequate risk management practices 
relative to the institution’s size, complexity, and risk 
profile; and is of the greatest supervisory concern 

      Source: OTS Examination Handbook, Section 070, pages 070A.3 & .4. 
 
From 2001 to 2007, OTS consistently rated WaMu a CAMELS 
composite 2. As shown in Table 4, a composite 2 rating reflects the 
agency’s assessment that an institution is fundamentally sound. The 
CAMELS composite criteria for a 2 also states that such institutions 
have only moderate weaknesses that are within the board’s and 
management’s capability and willingness to correct, and have 
satisfactory risk management practices relative to the institution’s size, 
complexity, and risk profile. Institutions in this category are stable and 
capable of withstanding business fluctuations. As discussed later, the 
composite rating is a critical factor in supporting the need for 
enforcement actions and in determining the assessment rate an 
institution should pay for deposit insurance purposes. 
 
Given the multiple repeat findings related to asset quality and 
management, and considering the definitions of the composite ratings, 
it is difficult to understand how OTS continued to assign WaMu a 
composite 2-rating year after year. It was not until WaMu began 
experiencing losses at the end of 2007 and into 2008 that OTS 
lowered WaMu’s CAMELS composite rating to 3 in February 2008, 
and ultimately to 4 in September 2008.   
 
OTS Dedicated Significant Examination Resources to WaMu 

 
As discussed earlier, WaMu was OTS’s largest supervised institution, 
representing between 12 to 15 percent of OTS’s total assessment 
revenue from 2003 through 2008.13 OTS assigned significant 
resources to examine and monitor WaMu, including dedicated staff 

                                                 
13 OTS’s operating budget is principally funded by periodic assessments to the thrift industry. The total 
periodic assessments paid by regulated thrifts for 2008 amounted to $267.3 million. 
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and numerous specialists. Table 5 shows the number of OTS staff 
hours spent monitoring and examining WaMu from 2003 to 2008. 
 

Table 5: Number of OTS WaMu Examination Hours 
Examination Start Date WaMu Examination Hours*

3/17/2003 17,825 
3/15/2004 22,838 
3/14/2005 29,545 
3/13/2006 30,784 
1/8/2007 31,521 

9/10/2007 31,273 
 

* Hours are totaled for safety and soundness examinations, information technology 
examinations, and compliance examinations. 
Source: OTS Examination Activity Hours Detail Report. 

 
In compliance with policy, OTS developed and maintained 
comprehensive risk assessments of WaMu during the 2003 to 2008 
review periods. The risk assessments were used by OTS to determine 
the scope, staffing, and key areas for examinations. OTS conducted 
full-scope annual examinations as required from 2003 to 2006 and 
implemented a continuous supervision program for the 2007 and 2008 
examination. Those examination efforts resulted in Reports of 
Examination (ROE) as well as findings memoranda.    

 
Table 6 summarizes OTS’s safety and soundness ratings, and 
supervisory actions for WaMu. Appendix 5 provides details of 
significant matters and other examination findings for 2003 to 2008. 
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Table 6: OTS Ratings and Supervisory Action for WaMu 2003-2008 
Date of 
Report 
Transmittal 

Examination  
Start Date 

Examination 
Completion 
Date 

CAMELS 
Ratings 
(component/ 
composite) 

Supervisory Action 

08-22-2003 03-17-2003 07-31-2003 222223/2 None 
09-13-2004 03-15-2004 08-12-2004 222223/2 None 
08-29-2005 03-14-2005 08-19-2005 222222/2 None 
08-29-2006 03-13-2006 08-09-2006 222222/2 None 
09-18-2007 01-08-2007 08-27-2007 222212/2 Cease and desist order related to 

deficiencies in Bank Secrecy Act 
and anti-money laundering 
compliance issued on October 17, 
2007. 

09-19-2008 09-10-2007 09-08-2008 Interim ratings 
change effective  
2/27/2008 - 
232432/3 
 
Rating as of 
6/30/2008 -
343432/3 
 
Changed to 
343442/4 
on 9-18-2008 

In February 2008, OTS required a 
Board Resolution (an informal 
enforcement action) to address 
the general areas of concern in 
asset quality, earnings, and 
liquidity. WaMu adopted the 
Board Resolution on March 17, 
2008. 
 
In July 2008, OTS requested a 
Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) (an informal enforcement 
action) to address the 2008 
examination findings; the MOU 
was signed September 7, 2008. 
The ratings were changed on 
September 18, 2008. 

Source: OTS ROEs for WaMu and Supervisory Documents. 
 

In addition to ROEs, OTS issued safety and soundness-related 
findings memoranda to WaMu management during the examination 
cycles.14 These findings memoranda consistently identified issues and 
weaknesses associated with WaMu operations, asset quality, and risk 
management. OTS categorized findings within the memoranda into 
three levels of severity: criticisms -- primary concerns requiring 
corrective action, inclusion in the ROE, and a written response from 
management; recommendations -- secondary concerns requiring 
corrective action, possible inclusion in the ROE, and discussion at 
examination exit meetings and WaMu Board meetings; and 
observations — weaknesses not of regulatory concern, but which 
could improve the bank’s operating effectiveness if addressed. 

                                                 
14 OTS also issued findings memoranda in the areas of Compliance and Information Technology (IT). We did 
not include Compliance or IT in our review because neither area was directly related to the cause of WaMu’s 
failure. 
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Observations generally were not included in the ROE. As shown in 
Table 7, OTS examiners identified and reported a large number of 
findings at WaMu from 2003 to 2008. 
 
Table 7: OTS Findings Memoranda Issued to WaMu in 2003-2008 

Year of 
Examination 

Findings 
Memoranda 

Individual 
Findings 

Criticisms Recommendations Observations Not 
Available 

2003 46 148 25 96 27 - 
2004 36 116 11 90 15 - 
2005  38 64 11 47 4 2 
2006 17 45 3 41 1 - 
2007 25 68 1 36 31 - 
2008 31 104 16 70 18 - 

Totals 193 545 67 380 96 2 
Source: Analysis of OTS Findings Memoranda issued to WaMu from 2003 to 
2008. 
 
These findings memoranda received varying treatment in the ROEs. 
In some cases, problems requiring immediate attention from 
management appeared in ROEs in a separate section entitled 
“Matters Requiring Board Attention,” while other findings memoranda 
were either specifically mentioned in discussion of the CAMELS 
components or generally mentioned in the “Corrective Actions” 
sections of the ROE. WaMu’s resolution of these findings is discussed 
in more detail later in the report.    
 
OTS Examiners Identified Concerns with WaMu’s Asset Quality 
but Consistently Rated this Area Satisfactory 
 
Asset quality is one of the most critical areas in determining the 
overall condition of a bank. The primary factor affecting overall asset 
quality is the quality of the loan portfolio and the credit administration 
program. OTS examination procedures state that the asset quality 
rating reflects the quantity of existing and potential credit risk 
associated with the loan and investment portfolios, other real estate 
owned, and other assets, as well as off-balance sheet transactions, 
and should reflect the ability of management to identify, measure, 
monitor, and control credit risk.15   
 
OTS examiners repeatedly identified issues and weaknesses 
associated with WaMu’s asset quality -- in particular, findings related 
to single family residential loan underwriting and oversight of third-
party brokers. Nevertheless, OTS consistently assessed WaMu’s 
asset quality as satisfactory, with a rating of 2 until February 2008 

                                                 
15 OTS Examination Handbook, Section 070, page 070A.8. 
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when asset quality was downgraded on an interim basis to a 3. The 3 
rating for asset quality was maintained until September 2008 when 
the asset quality rating was dropped to a 4. Asset quality ratings 
definitions are shown in Table 8 below. 
 
Table 8: Asset Quality Rating Definitions 

1 Strong asset quality and credit administration practices 

2 Satisfactory asset quality and credit administration 
practices 

3 Less than satisfactory asset quality and credit 
administration practices 

4 Deficient asset quality or credit administration practices 
5 Critically deficient asset quality or credit administration 

practices 
Source: OTS Examination Handbook, Section 070, page 070A.7 
 
We asked OTS examiners why they did not lower WaMu’s asset 
quality ratings earlier. Examiners responded that even though 
underwriting and risk management practices were less than 
satisfactory, WaMu was making money and loans were performing. 
Accordingly, the examiners thought it would have been difficult to 
lower WaMu’s asset quality rating. In this regard, OTS guidance 
provides that: “[if] an association has a high exposure to credit risk, it 
is not sufficient to demonstrate that the loans are profitable or that the 
association has not experienced significant losses in the near term.” 
Given this guidance, the significance of single family residential 
lending to WaMu’s business, and the fact that the OTS repeatedly 
brought the same issues related to asset quality to the attention of 
WaMu management and the issues remained uncorrected, we find it 
difficult to understand how OTS could assign WaMu a satisfactory 
asset quality 2-rating for so long. Assigning a satisfactory rating when 
conditions are not satisfactory sends a mixed and inappropriate 
supervisory message to the institution and its board, and is contrary to 
the very purpose for which regulators use the CAMELS rating system. 
 
OTS Reported Persistent Single Family Residential Underwriting 
Deficiencies   
 
OTS identified a number of significant concerns with WaMu’s single 
family residential underwriting practices in risk assessment 
documents, findings memoranda, and ROEs from 2003 to 2008. 
Those concerns included questions about the reasonableness of 
stated incomes contained in loan documents, numerous underwriting 
exceptions, miscalculations of loan-to-value ratios, and missing or 
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inadequate documentation. Underwriting was especially important at 
WaMu because WaMu’s single family residential loan portfolio 
represented more than 60 percent of total assets. Further, the fact 
that many of WaMu’s single family residential loans were Option 
ARMs further underscored the risky nature of this loan portfolio.  
 
OTS’s Examination Handbook discusses the importance of 
underwriting, noting that “[a] savings association’s first defense 
against excessive credit risk is the initial credit-granting process.”16 
OTS reviewed WaMu’s underwriting and included MRBAs related to 
single family residential loan underwriting in the 2004 to 2008 ROEs 
and included MRBAs related to subprime lending and subprime 
underwriting in the 2004, 2006, and 2007 ROEs. For example:  
 
 2003 and 2004 - OTS reported that underwriting of single 

family residential loans, WaMu’s core loan activity, was less 
than satisfactory. In 2004, OTS identified causes for 
underwriting deficiencies, including: (1) a less than optimal 
organizational structure with multiple origination platforms (in 
part due to merger activity) and inconsistent origination 
procedures, (2) a sales culture focused on building market 
share, and (3) extremely high origination volumes fueled by the 
low interest rate environment. OTS recommended that 
management define and monitor specific loan quality goals tied 
to incentive compensation programs for the appropriate 
managers.  

 
 2005 - OTS reported that although overall single family 

residential loan quality and performance trends were stable, 
the thrift’s underwriting remained less than satisfactory. OTS 
noted that this concern had been expressed at several prior 
exams as well as internal reviews and that the examiners 
remained concerned with the number of underwriting 
exceptions and with issues that evidenced a lack of compliance 
with bank policy. The ROE stated “We believe the level of 
deficiencies, if left unchecked, could erode the credit quality of 
the portfolio. Our concerns are increased when the risk profile 
of the portfolio is considered, including concentrations in Option 
ARM loans to higher-risk borrowers, in low and limited 
documentation loans, and loans with subprime or higher-risk 
characteristics. We are concerned further that the current 
market environment is masking potentially higher credit risk.” 

 
16 OTS Examination Handbook, Section 201, page 201.8. 
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 2006 to 2007 - OTS reported that single family residential loan 

and prime underwriting had improved to marginally satisfactory 
and generally satisfactory, respectively. However, OTS 
reported concerns with subprime underwriting practices by 
Long Beach Mortgage Company (LBMC), a WaMu affiliate that 
merged with WaMu on March 1, 2006. OTS reported that 
subprime underwriting practices remained less than 
satisfactory and cited exceptions related to the miscalculation 
of debt-to-income ratios, reasonableness of stated incomes on 
loan documents, and borrower acknowledgement of payment 
shock. Examiners found that underwriting exceptions were 
more prevalent on higher-risk loans. (It should be noted that 
WaMu discontinued subprime lending in the fourth quarter of 
2007.) 

 
 2008 - OTS reported that WaMu management had not 

effectively managed underwriting risk despite it having been 
identified as an issue for some time by WaMu’s Corporate 
Credit Review Group and WaMu’s Internal Audit staff. In this 
regard, OTS had cautioned management, over several 
examinations, about the level of layered risks (multiple risk 
factors such as high loan-to-values, stated income lending, 
option ARMs, and geographic concentration) in the single 
family loan portfolio. The examination criticized WaMu’s stated 
income lending practices; reliance on an automated 
underwriting system without the involvement of experienced 
underwriters; and the prudence of Option ARM lending to 
foreign nationals without any credit, income, or asset 
verification. 

 
In addition to the ROEs, OTS examiners repeatedly issued findings 
memoranda from 2003 through 2008 related to various aspects of 
single family residential loan underwriting deficiencies. OTS also 
consistently included concerns about the underwriting practices in 
OTS risk assessments, field visitations, and regulatory profile reviews. 
During the period 2005 through 2007, while OTS was issuing multiple 
repeat findings pertaining to single family residential loan 
underwriting, WaMu originated almost $618 billion in single family 
residential loans.     
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WaMu’s Oversight of Third-Party Originators Needed Improvement 
 
In addition to retail loans originated by WaMu employees, WaMu also 
originated and purchased wholesale loans through a network of 
brokers and correspondent banks.17 Wholesale loan channels 
represented 48 to 70 percent of WaMu’s total single family residential 
loan production during the years 2003 to 2007.18 The financial 
incentive to use wholesale loan channels for production was 
significant. According to an April 2006 internal presentation to the 
WaMu Board, it cost WaMu about 66 percent less to close a 
wholesale loan ($1,809 per loan) than it did to close a retail loan 
($5,273). Thus, WaMu was able to reduce its cost of operations 
through the use of third-party originators but had far less oversight 
over the quality of originations. 
  
OTS’s Examination Handbook states that, in reviewing the wholesale 
production activities of savings associations, examiners should 
confirm how savings associations define, use, and monitor brokers, 
correspondents, and other third-party arrangements.19 We saw 
evidence that OTS examiners reviewed WaMu’s oversight of third-
party originators and reported weaknesses during several 
examinations. Examination findings included underwriting 
weaknesses and deficient processes and tools for approving and 
monitoring third-party originators. For example: 
 
 2003 - OTS reported underwriting problems and related 

weaknesses in correspondent and wholesale broker channel 
management, recourse administration, and quality assurance. 
OTS’s review disclosed the need for more comprehensive 
supervision of outside loan originators. OTS concluded that the 
annual review and monitoring process for wholesale mortgage 
brokers was inadequate, as management did not consider key 
performance indicators such as delinquency rates and fraud 
incidents. OTS also found that the approval and monitoring 
process for correspondent lenders needed improvement. OTS 
noted that WaMu’s internal auditors had reported similar 
weaknesses and that OTS had reported wholesale broker 
concerns in a prior examination. OTS also reported that 

                                                 
17 Brokers concentrate on finding customers in need of financing and process the loan application and 
mortgage documents. Correspondents deal with the customer, then close and fund the loan before selling 
the loan to an investor. 
18 WaMu exited wholesale lending channels in 2008 as losses mounted. 
19 OTS Examination Handbook Section 750, page 750.12. 
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WaMu’s Residential Quality Assurance (RQA) office20 had 
reviewed mortgage loan production and reported a high rate of 
unacceptable loans for all channels of production. In this 
regard, the RQA office reported an error rate of 29 percent for 
wholesale mortgage loans, more than triple the acceptable 
error rate of 8 percent established by WaMu.  

 
 2004 - OTS concluded that management’s oversight of third-

party originators had improved from the prior examination. OTS 
noted that approximately 20,000 brokers and correspondents 
generated most of WaMu’s single family residential loan 
originations, and such volume was understandably challenging 
to manage. OTS noted that WaMu had implemented a tracking 
and risk system for approving and monitoring third-party 
originators. The conclusions in the ROE, however, were at 
odds with a 2004 findings memorandum prepared by OTS to 
communicate the results of a single family residential loan file 
review. In that findings memorandum, OTS reported 
underwriting and documentation inconsistencies, particularly in 
the brokered channel, including inconsistent borrower credit 
classifications and missing employment, asset, and income 
verification for “full-doc” loans.  

 
 2006 - The 2006 examination reported that 68 percent of 

WaMu’s $207.7 billion in loan originations during 2005 were via 
wholesale broker and correspondent channels and noted that 
WaMu was restructuring the units responsible for overseeing 
brokers and correspondents and redefining processes. OTS 
findings memoranda in 2006 and 2007 reported that WaMu 
needed to improve 

 
• review processes for third-parties exceeding key 

performance indicators,  
• reporting of early payment defaults and other fraud 

indicators at the individual third-party level,21 
• procedures for assessing underwriting for third-party 

originators who had been placed on a watch list, and 
• procedures for approving and annually re-certifying 

continued association with brokers. 
 

20 The Residential Quality Assurance office was an asset review group in WaMu’s Home Loans and 
Insurance Services Group that was responsible for conducting origination, purchase, and servicing quality 
assurance activities for WaMu’s single family residential loan portfolio. 
21 A loan that becomes delinquent or goes into default within its first year is a strong indicator of possible 
mortgage fraud. 
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 2007 - The 2007 examination stated that WaMu’s policies and 

procedures, performance monitoring scorecards, and watchlist 
process for overseeing brokers needed improvement. An OTS 
findings memorandum associated with the examination period 
noted that WaMu had 14 full-time equivalent employees 
responsible for third-party oversight of more than 
34,000 brokers. The findings memorandum noted 
shortcomings with WaMu’s broker credit administration policies 
and third-party oversight scorecard. Further, OTS reported that 
WaMu had discontinued all remaining lending through its 
subprime mortgage channel and the purchase and 
sale/securitization of loans in the fourth quarter of 2007.  

 
In April 2008, WaMu management announced that it would 
discontinue all wholesale channel lending. In the ROE for 2008, OTS 
referenced prime loan fraud losses totaling $27 million and subprime 
fraud losses totaling $51 million for 2007 reported by WaMu, and OTS 
noted that the majority of the fraud losses for both portfolios was 
attributed to the wholesale channel. These matters are under further 
review by law enforcement agencies. 
 
OTS Consistently Rated Management Satisfactory Despite 
Examiner-Identified Problems 

 
OTS’s guidance states that one of the most important objectives of an 
examination is to evaluate the quality and effectiveness of a savings 
association’s management, and that the success or failure of almost 
every facet of operations relates directly to management.22 
Management ratings definitions are shown in Table 10 below. OTS 
reported concerns regarding WaMu management in ROEs, findings 
memoranda, and risk assessment reports from 2003 through 2008. 
The primary areas of concern were the lack of effective internal 
controls and an insufficient commitment on the part of WaMu’s Board 
and management to take action to address OTS-identified 
weaknesses.  
 

 
22 OTS Examination Handbook, Section 330, page 330.1. 
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Table 10: Management Rating Definitions 
1 Strong performance by management and the Board of 

Directors and strong risk management practices 
2 Satisfactory performance by management and the Board 

of Directors and satisfactory risk management practices 
3 Improvement needed in management and Board of 

Directors performance or less than satisfactory risk 
management practices 

4 Deficient management and Board of Directors 
performance or inadequate risk management practices 

5 Critically deficient management and Board of Directors 
performance or risk management practices 

Source: OTS Examination Handbook, Sections 070A.8 and 070A.9. 
 
Despite noted concerns, OTS generally reported that WaMu’s Board 
oversight and management’s performance was satisfactory through 
2007 and rated the CAMELS management component a 2 in those 
examinations. It was not until 2008 that OTS reported that WaMu’s 
Board oversight and management’s performance was less than 
satisfactory and downgraded the CAMELS management component 
to a 3. OTS faulted the WaMu Board and management for not 
adequately addressing MRBAs from prior examinations, including 
single family mortgage loan underwriting weaknesses and an 
ineffective ERM function. OTS concluded that failure to address those 
weaknesses in a timely manner was exacerbating credit losses and 
exposing WaMu to heightened reputation risk. Based on the 
management component ratings definitions and WaMu’s lack of 
progress in addressing OTS-identified weaknesses, we believe that a 
less than satisfactory management component rating should have 
been assigned to WaMu sooner. 
 
WaMu Management Did Not Have Controls in Place to Manage Its 
High-Risk Strategy 
 
The primary concern noted by OTS within the management 
component of the examinations from 2004 to 2008 was that WaMu did 
not have an effective ERM strategy in place to manage the risks in its 
portfolio. OTS guidance notes the interrelationship between ERM and 
corporate governance and recognizes that one of the fundamental 
concepts of ERM is to provide management and the board of directors 
with reasonable assurance that the savings association is managing 
its risk.23 Risk management was especially important in the case of 
WaMu because of its size, high-risk lending strategy, continuous 
restructuring, and changes in management.    

                                                 
23 OTS Examination Handbook, Sections 310, pages 310.2 and 310.3. 
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OTS repeatedly identified WaMu’s ERM function as a significant issue 
in the MRBAs, requiring the attention of the WaMu Board to 
 
• monitor and obtain reports from management on the status of the 

ERM function in terms of effectiveness and resource adequacy 
(2004 and 2005 ROEs); 

• establish an ERM strategy in order to integrate the acquisition of 
Providian (2005);24 

• maintain open dialog between the WaMu Board, Chief Enterprise 
Risk Officer, and the thrift’s independent auditor (2005 and 2006 
ROEs); and  

• continue to monitor and obtain reports from management on the 
status of ERM to ensure its effectiveness and adequacy of 
resources and ensure that ERM provided an important check and 
balance on profit-oriented units, which warranted strong Board 
commitment and support, particularly given WaMu’s strategy 
involving increased credit risk (2006, 2007, and 2008 ROEs). 

 
In addition to the ERM issues, OTS also reported management-
related MRBAs regarding the quality of information presented by 
WaMu management to its Board, the adequacy of the information to 
allow its Board to assess WaMu’s risk, and the Board’s committee 
structure.   
 
Findings memoranda also reported concerns with ERM, corporate risk 
oversight, internal audit, and suspected fraud reporting. For example, 
in a 2004 findings memorandum, OTS reported that WaMu 
management was not providing timely responses to reports issued by 
the thrift’s Corporate Risk Oversight Group.25 In a 2008 findings 
memorandum, examiners disclosed concerns about the limited scope 
of some internal audits and the sufficiency of actions taken to resolve 
certain internal audit findings.  
 
OTS’s field visit reports, regulatory profiles,26 and risk assessments 
also showed that WaMu displayed weaknesses in ERM and general 
management oversight. For example,  
 

 
24 WaMu acquired Providian National Bank on October 1, 2005. Providian had a large subprime credit card 
operation. 
25 WaMu’s Corporate Risk Oversight Group was located in ERM and had responsibility for WaMu’s Internal 
Asset Review function, Credit Oversight function, and Quality Assurance and Compliance testing. 
26 Regulatory profiles were quarterly reports developed by OTS and provided quarterly financial ratios and 
narrative describing events at WaMu and the status of many of the CAMELS components. 
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• 2003 Field Visit - Examiners determined that increased risks 
related to organizational changes, less favorable market 
conditions, and volatility of earnings also impacted capital 
adequacy and required management intervention. Examiners 
expressed concerns about the spans of control and depth of direct 
experience among key individuals leading important WaMu 
functions. Examiners noted that, although the ratings given at the 
prior examination remained appropriate, some of the ratings were 
predicated on OTS’s expectations of continued forward progress 
by WaMu.   

• 2005 Regulatory Profile - OTS noted that organizational 
adjustments and management changes had failed to stabilize 
WaMu and stressed the need to have appropriate performance 
measures across all business lines. 

• 2006 Regulatory Profile - Examiners continued to note WaMu’s 
organizational and management instability. 

• 2007 Risk Assessment - Examiners stated that management and 
Board oversight had been satisfactory for the past three 
examinations but expressed reservations about management’s 
ability to correct persistent weaknesses in WaMu’s home lending 
operation. 

• 2008 Risk Assessment - Examiners stated that ERM was 
continuing to evolve but was experiencing turnover in key 
positions. 

 
WaMu Did Not Correct Many Examiner-Identified Weaknesses  
 
OTS examination reports directed that WaMu take corrective actions 
in response to examination findings. Nevertheless, WaMu 
management did not make lasting or complete improvements to its 
risk management programs and asset quality despite repeated 
mention of these areas by OTS. OTS guidance notes that governance 
is strong when the Board addresses and corrects problems early. 
That guidance also states that where governance is weak or 
nonexistent, problems remain uncorrected, possibly resulting in the 
association’s failure.27

 
In an effort to determine the extent to which WaMu addressed OTS 
findings, we reviewed 545 OTS findings reported in 193 findings 
memoranda and WaMu’s responses to ROEs for 2003 through 2007. 
WaMu tracked the status of corrective actions for findings memoranda 
in a tracking system called Enterprise Risk Issue Control System 

                                                 
27 OTS Examination Handbook, Section 310, page 310.1. 
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(ERICS). Based on our review of eight ERICS reports and other 
documents, we were unable to readily determine whether a number of 
findings had been closed and resolved. As discussed later, after some 
effort, OTS was able to provide evidence that some of those findings 
had been closed. 
 
Additionally, a number of findings memoranda were included as 
repeat findings, indicating the issue was identified during more than 
one examination cycle. For example, 18 percent of the criticisms 
between 2003 and 2006 were categorized as repeat findings. WaMu 
discontinued indicating in ERICS whether a finding was a repeat 
finding in 2006. Thus, the number of repeat findings could have been 
greater.   
 
OTS Should Have Done More to Formally Track WaMu’s Progress 
in Correcting Findings and Compel WaMu to Correct Deficiencies  
 
OTS largely relied on WaMu’s ERICS system to track corrective 
actions. Given the size of WaMu and the number of findings, we 
concluded that OTS needed a more formal, independent system to 
track its findings. Further, although OTS had formal enforcement 
action authority to compel WaMu to correct deficiencies, OTS never 
took such action. OTS did impose two informal enforcement actions in 
2008 -- a Board Resolution and an MOU -- but those measures lacked 
sufficient substance to require action on the part of WaMu and were 
too late to make a significant difference. Finally, OTS was not required 
to invoke PCA because WaMu remained well-capitalized until its 
closure. 
 
OTS Largely Relied on WaMu to Track the Status of Findings 
Memoranda 
 
OTS largely relied on WaMu’s ERICS system to track WaMu’s 
progress in implementing corrective actions for the 545 OTS findings 
identified from 2003 to 2008.28 OTS examiners told us that they had a 
process for reviewing WaMu’s corrective actions that was 
independent of the finding status noted in ERICS. In this regard, OTS 
officials stated that during an examination, OTS divided the ERICS 
report among the OTS examiners based upon each examiner’s area 
of responsibility. Each OTS examiner was responsible for determining 
whether ERICS properly reflected the status of findings for their area. 
The examiner then signed off on the respective ERICS report. 

                                                 
28OTS also relied on WaMu to track the status of information technology and compliance issues. 
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We reviewed eight ERICS status reports for the years 2003 through 
2008 and found evidence of examiner sign-off for certain findings on 
only three of those reports. We provided OTS with information about 
39 criticisms that appeared to be open in ERICS reports that we 
reviewed and asked OTS to provide evidence of each finding’s status. 
OTS’s response showed that about 41 percent (16) of the criticisms 
were issued during 2008 and remained unresolved as of WaMu’s 
failure in September 2008. OTS also provided references to ROEs or 
other documents as evidence of closure for 21 percent (8) of the 
criticisms. OTS provided us with ERICS reports with handwritten OTS 
notes as evidence of closure for an additional 21 percent (8) of the 
criticisms. For the remaining findings (7), OTS either did not provide 
evidence as to the findings’ status or stated that the findings had been 
replaced by new findings memoranda pertaining to a repeat finding 
area. While OTS was ultimately able to provide some additional 
information about the status of certain criticisms, doing so required 
considerable time and effort on OTS’s part. We concluded that had 
OTS implemented its own independent system for tracking the status 
of findings memoranda and WaMu’s corrective actions, OTS would 
have had better information to make decisions. It could also have 
better assessed WaMu management’s efforts to take appropriate and 
timely corrective action in response to the repeat deficiencies 
identified by OTS’s examiners. 
 
OTS Did Not Use Its Formal Enforcement Power  
 
OTS has a number of informal and formal enforcement tools to carry 
out its supervisory responsibilities. Generally, OTS policy provides 
that formal enforcement action should be taken when any institution is 
in material noncompliance with prior commitments to take corrective 
actions and for composite 3-rated institutions with weak management, 
where there is uncertainty as to whether management and the board 
have the ability or willingness to take appropriate corrective 
measures.29   
 
We were told that OTS had a general sense of the status of WaMu’s 
progress in addressing weaknesses, but OTS examiners said that 
tracking progress was difficult given the size and complexity of WaMu. 
Further, OTS examiners noted that WaMu would often replace 
business line managers when significant findings were noted within 

                                                 
29 OTS Regulatory Bulletin 37-23, July 18, 2008, pages 1 and 2. This bulletin rescinded OTS Regulatory 
Bulletin 32-28 dated June 11, 2003. 
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the manager’s group. WaMu would then ask OTS for time to allow the 
newly hired manager to implement plans to address weaknesses. 
Given the size of WaMu, the magnitude of the weaknesses identified, 
and the limited progress made by WaMu management in correcting 
those weaknesses, we believe that OTS should have elevated its 
supervisory response sooner, to include formal enforcement action, to 
compel WaMu to correct its weaknesses. 
 
OTS Issued Two Informal Enforcement Actions in 2008, but They 
Lacked Sufficient Substance to Compel WaMu to Act  
 
OTS asked WaMu to enter into two informal enforcement actions in 
2008, a Board Resolution and an MOU. OTS sought the Board 
Resolution as a result of the interim downgrade of WaMu from a 
composite 2 to a composite 3 on February 27, 2008. The MOU was 
put into place as a consequence of OTS’s composite 3 rating at the 
end of the OTS examination on June 30, 2008. Neither action was 
sufficient to compel WaMu to correct weaknesses. 
 
WaMu’s Regulatory Relations Officer drafted the Board Resolution 
and sent it to the OTS West Region Director on March 13, 2008. The 
Board Resolution endorsed undertaking strategic initiatives to improve 
asset quality, earnings, and liquidity and directed WaMu management 
to implement and report on those initiatives. The strategic initiatives 
were outlined by WaMu management in a four-page PowerPoint 
presentation to the Board that tied improvements to asset quality, 
liquidity, and earnings to either (1) the sale of WaMu or (2) raising $3 
billion to $4 billion in capital. The initiatives addressed short-term 
liquidity issues but did not mention taking action to correct systemic 
problems with WaMu that were noted in prior MRBAs or findings 
memoranda. 
 
The OTS West Region Director sent the Board Resolution to two 
members of OTS’s regional management for their comments. Both 
OTS West regional management officials expressed concern with the 
Board Resolution because it did not require specific corrective 
actions. Further, those officials recognized WaMu’s lack of follow-
through on past promises to engage in corrective action and believed 
that OTS needed to take time to review management’s strategic plans 
to ensure they addressed the critical weaknesses linked to WaMu’s 
composite downgrade. Despite the concerns of these regional 
management officials, OTS’s West Region Director approved WaMu’s 
version of the Board Resolution, which the Board passed on March 
17, 2008. 
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In June 2008, the Director of OTS notified WaMu’s chief executive 
officer (CEO) that OTS intended to issue an MOU as a result of 
WaMu’s composite 3 rating that was to be reported for the 
examination ending June 30, 2008. Emails between the OTS West 
Region Director and WaMu’s CEO revealed that WaMu management 
exerted pressure on the OTS to delay the issuance of the MOU. In 
those emails, the CEO continually emphasized WaMu’s commitment 
to correct problems, as well as corrective actions already taken in 
response to the requirements in the Board Resolution. The OTS West 
Region Director noted in a June 2008 email to OTS headquarters 
senior management that he had told the WaMu CEO that, as a matter 
of policy, OTS believed that 3-rated institutions warranted informal 
supervisory action as well as consideration of formal action, in 
particular because of repeat examination findings that WaMu had not 
corrected.   
 
OTS drafted the MOU and provided a copy to FDIC for comment. 
FDIC proposed a number of changes to the MOU, including a 
provision that WaMu raise an additional $5 billion in capital. OTS did 
not want to include the $5 billion capital increase requirement 
because OTS believed that WaMu’s capital was sufficient following a 
$2 billion contribution from WaMu’s holding company in July 2008. 
Further, OTS was concerned that FDIC model used to determine the 
$5 billion amount was premised on faulty assumptions. FDIC and 
OTS compromised and included a capital contingency plan 
requirement in the MOU rather than a specific amount. OTS sent 
WaMu management a copy of the MOU on August 1, 2008, that 
required 

 
• correcting all findings noted in the June 30, 2008, examination by 

the dates specified;  
• submitting a contingency capital plan within 90 days and 

maintaining certain capital ratios;  
• submitting a 3-year Business Plan to OTS’s within 30 days; 
• engaging a consultant to review WaMu’s risk management 

structure, underwriting, management, and board oversight; and 
• certifying compliance with the MOU requirements on a quarterly 

basis.   
 

On August 4, 2008, WaMu reviewed a draft of the MOU and proposed 
that the requirement for the consultant review of Board oversight be 
removed. OTS accepted WaMu’s change notwithstanding the OTS 
examiners’ findings over many years that the Board’s performance 
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was weak. By August 25, 2008, WaMu attorneys and OTS had 
informally reached agreement on the terms of the MOU and were 
waiting for final execution of the MOU. However, it was not until 
September 7, 2008 that OTS signed the MOU. A week later, WaMu 
was placed into receivership. In the end, the MOU was ineffective 
action given its timing. 
 
We believe that OTS should have taken formal enforcement action 
against WaMu sooner based on WaMu management’s persistent 
delays in correcting weaknesses. We recognize that it is speculative 
to conclude that earlier and more forceful enforcement action would 
have prevented WaMu’s failure. Nevertheless, by using more forceful 
action with WaMu in 2006 or 2007, OTS may have compelled WaMu’s 
Board and management to take more aggressive steps to correct 
weaknesses and stem the losses that eventually occurred because of 
its risky loan products. 
 
Prompt Corrective Action  
 
PCA provides OTS with supervisory remedies aimed to minimize 
losses to the DIF. PCA requires that certain operating restrictions take 
effect when a savings association’s capital levels fall below 
well-capitalized. In the case of WaMu, OTS did not take, and was not 
required to take, PCA action because WaMu remained 
well-capitalized through September 25, 2008, when it was placed in 
receivership. As discussed above, in September 2008, WaMu 
depositors withdrew significant funds after the news of other high-
profile financial institution failures and rumors of WaMu’s problems. At 
the same time, WaMu was unable to raise capital to keep pace with 
depositor withdrawals, prompting OTS to close the institution. That 
said, it was only a matter of time before losses associated with 
WaMu’s high-risk lending practices would have depleted its capital 
below regulatory requirements. 
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FDIC Monitoring of WaMu and Insurance Assessments 
 
WaMu was one of the eight largest institutions insured by FDIC. FDIC 
determined that its estimated cost to liquidate WaMu in 2008 would 
have been approximately $41.5 billion30 – a sum that would have 
depleted the entire balance of the DIF at the time. Ultimately, FDIC 
was able to resolve WaMu with no loss to the DIF.   

 
As insurer, FDIC is responsible for monitoring an institution’s risk to 
the DIF. FDIC had authority to perform its own examination of WaMu 
and impose enforcement action to protect the DIF, provided statutory 
and regulatory procedures were followed. Our evaluation found that 
FDIC followed its internal policies and completed its required 
monitoring. FDIC monitoring noted an increase in risk at WaMu in late 
2004 that increased significantly in 2007 and into 2008. Despite those 
noted risks, WaMu remained in the highest-rated (lowest-risk) deposit 
insurance risk category from January 2003 until December 2007 and 
in the second highest-rated deposit insurance category from March to 
June 2008. FDIC monitoring did not influence WaMu’s deposit 
insurance risk category because the risk category was based on 
WaMu’s consistent CAMELS composite 2 rating and WaMu’s 
regulatory capital level. 
 
WaMu was not assessed any deposit insurance premiums from 
January 2003 to December 2006 because FDIC was prohibited from 
charging premiums to any institution in the highest-rated insurance 
risk category during that period. FDIC did not charge premiums during 
this time period because the DIF had reached a statutory limit that 
prohibited FDIC from charging institutions in the highest-rated 
insurance category. From January 2007 to June 2008, WaMu paid 
$51 million or 24 percent of the $216 million in insurance premiums 
assessed by FDIC. WaMu was not required to pay 76 percent of the 
premium assessments because of a one-time credit included in the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 2005. 
 
FDIC has a number of procedural and regulatory tools at its disposal 
to address a depository institution’s increasing risk. FDIC used its 
back-up examination authority to bring additional FDIC examiners to 
WaMu to assess risk but met resistance from OTS. FDIC made use of 
the tools available to challenge WaMu’s CAMELS composite rating in 
2008 but again met resistance from OTS. FDIC did not invoke its 

 
30 FDIC expressed the risk of loss to the DIF as a range from $25.3 billion to $57.8 billion, with a midpoint of 
$41.5 billion. 
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back-up enforcement powers against WaMu because of procedural 
hurdles required to invoke such action and chose not to make a small 
adjustment to WaMu’s insurance premium in 3Q 2007. 
 
Risks Noted in FDIC Monitoring Reports Were Not Reflected in 
WaMu’s Deposit Insurance Premium Payments  
 
In its capacity as insurer, FDIC monitors and assesses risks at all 
insured financial institutions and determines each institution’s 
insurance risk category31 and premium rate. As shown in Table 11, 
until January 2007, an institution’s risk category (1A through 3C) was 
derived from the institution’s CAMELS composite rating and 
regulatory capital level. FDIC regulations assign each risk category a 
specific insurance assessment rate (in basis points) that is used to 
compute an institution’s insurance premium.32

 
Table 11: Risk-Based Assessment Matrix Effective Until January 
2007 

CAMELS Rating  
Regulatory 

Capital  
A  

(CAMELS 1 & 2) 
B  

(CAMELS 3) 
C 

(CAMELS 4 & 5) 
1. Well-Capitalized 1A  

(0 bps) 
1B 

(3 bps) 
1C 

(17 bps) 
2. Adequately   
Capitalized 

2A 
(3 bps) 

2B 
(10 bps) 

2C 
(24 bps) 

3. 
Undercapitalized 

3A 
(10 bps) 

3B 
(24 bps) 

3C  
(27 bps) 

Source:  12 CFR Part 327, Final Rule Supplemental Information 
 
FDIC has a number of tools it uses to monitor risk.33 FDIC tracks 
macro-economic developments in the banking industry to assess 
broad risks and has special institution-specific programs to monitor 
large institutions such as WaMu. The FDIC Large Insured Depository 
Institution (LIDI) program was developed in 1984 to quantify the level 
and direction of a company’s risk to the DIF. The LIDI program 
focuses on issues that are broader in nature than those covered by 
typical safety and soundness examinations. Specifically, the LIDI 
program looks at an institution’s business profile and considers factors 

                                                 
31 Prior to January 2007, the term “insurance risk classification” was used instead of “insurance risk 
category.” Since both terms refer to the risk rating derived from CAMELS and regulatory capital, we are 
using the term “insurance risk category” to avoid confusion between the pre- and post-2007 insurance 
periods.  
32 FDIC premiums are calculated by multiplying the assessment rate basis points (bps) by the institution’s 
deposit base. 
33 See Appendix 3 for a more detailed explanation of FDIC monitoring tools. 
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such as product mix, strategic focus across markets, overall 
management expertise, and franchise value. In 2002, FDIC developed 
the Dedicated Examiner Program for the eight largest insured 
institutions to assign one FDIC examiner full-time to an institution to 
devote the examiner’s full attention to assessing the on-going risk 
posed by the institution to the DIF. WaMu was part of the LIDI 
program and had a dedicated examiner assigned for the entire period 
covered by this evaluation from 2003-2008. 
 
FDIC Monitoring Noted an Increase in Risk at WaMu  
 
FDIC completed its required monitoring of WaMu during the entire 
period from 2003 to 2008. One of the more significant tasks of the 
Dedicated Examiner was to prepare quarterly executive summaries 
that assigned a level of risk to WaMu using the LIDI scale from A to E 
as shown below. 
 
Table 12: FDIC LIDI Ratings Descriptions 

A − Low risk of concern regarding ultimate risk to the 
insurance funds. 

B − Ordinary level of concern regarding ultimate risk 
to the insurance funds.   

C − More than an ordinary level of concern regarding 
ultimate risk to the insurance funds.   

D − High level of concern regarding the ultimate risk 
to the insurance funds.   

E − Serious concerns regarding ultimate risk 
to the insurance funds. 

Source:  FDIC Case Managers Manual 
 
From 2003 to 1Q 2004, FDIC rated WaMu a B on the LIDI scale 
meaning FDIC believed WaMu presented an ordinary risk to the DIF. 
In 2Q 2004, the LIDI rating for WaMu dropped from B to B/C meaning 
that the risk WaMu posed to the fund increased from an ordinary level 
to a somewhat more than ordinary level of risk. The quarterly report 
indicated concern with WaMu’s projected flat earnings and pressure 
to remove $1 billion from its cost structure over the next four quarters. 
Further, 2004 was seen as a critical year for WaMu management to 
demonstrate it could execute its plans. 
 
FDIC maintained the B/C rating for WaMu through 2Q 2007. Although 
the intervening quarterly reports do not adjust the LIDI rating, they 
note increased risk associated with WaMu’s pursuit of a high-risk 
lending strategy. Specifically, in 2Q 2005, the report states, “[a]sset 
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quality is satisfactory …, however, the overall risk profile is higher than 
suggested by the balance sheet or traditional performance indicators. 
Management’s program to increase subprime, home equity, and 
income property loan portfolios combined with a geographic 
concentration risk, new product risk, and other factors embedded in 
the single-family residential (SFR) loan portfolio aggregate to elevate 
the overall risk profile of the loan portfolio … These factors combined 
with ongoing underwriting deficiencies suggest that the portfolio may 
experience stress during adverse economic periods.” FDIC examiners 
told us that the risk was noted, but concern was not elevated because 
the loans were performing well during that period. Also, a portion of 
the loans were sold in the secondary market and therefore not held on 
WaMu’s books. There was concern about what could happen in a few 
years, but FDIC examiners said there was no way to predict a 
precipitous collapse in the secondary market at that time. Further, 
FDIC examiners noted that by that point, WaMu’s management of the 
Mortgage Servicing Asset (MSA) had improved, with high-risk lending 
taking its place as a concern. 
 
In 2Q 2007, FDIC again dropped WaMu’s LIDI rating from a B/C to a 
C, meaning that WaMu posed more than an ordinary risk to the DIF. 
The quarterly report notes, “SFR credit risk remains the primary risk. 
The bank has geographic concentrations, moderate exposure to 
subprime assets and significant exposure to mortgage products with 
potential for payment shock. The risk trend is increasing because of 
the late stage housing market and the meltdown in the subprime and 
private mortgage markets.” 
 
FDIC dropped the WaMu LIDI rating from a C to D in 1Q 2008 
indicating FDIC had a high level of concern regarding the ultimate risk 
of loss to the DIF. The quarterly report notes significant deterioration 
at WaMu, “[a] D rating is now warranted and the outlook is negative 
as management has been unable to stem asset quality trends or get a 
firm handle on remaining loan losses and the timing of such loan 
losses. Management expects losses in residential portfolio to be $12 
to $19B. The bank’s culture emphasized home price appreciation and 
the ability to perpetually refinance, including the ability to sell 
nonperforming assets. The bank’s underwriting standards were 
therefore lax as management originated loans under a securitization 
model to transfer risk to the market. However, when the market 
collapsed in July 2007 for private label and subprime loans, the bank’s 
business model failed. The bank is now stuck holding large amounts 
of poorly underwritten mortgage loans in a prolonged downturn in the 
real estate market.” 
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In 2Q 2008, FDIC ultimately dropped WaMu’s LIDI rating from a D to 
the lowest possible rating of E meaning that FDIC had serious 
concerns regarding WaMu’s ultimate risk to the DIF. 
 

FDIC Monitoring Did Not Impact FDIC’s Rating of WaMu’s Risk to the DIF 
 
In determining an institution’s deposit insurance premium, FDIC first 
assigns an institution a risk category. FDIC’s LIDI analysis described 
above did not factor into FDIC’s insurance risk category rating of WaMu. 
Instead, the deposit insurance regulations require use of an institution’s 
composite CAMELS rating and regulatory capital level to assign a deposit 
insurance risk category. 
 
Table 13 below shows a comparison of FDIC LIDI rating, CAMELS 
composite rating, regulatory capital level, and deposit insurance risk 
category for WaMu from January 2003 through June 2008.   

 
Table 13:  WaMu Regulatory Ratings 2003 through 2008 

Insurance 
Assessment Period 

LIDI 
Risk 

CAMELS 
Composite 

Rating 

Regulatory 
Capital Level 

Insurance  
Risk  

Category 
January 2003 B 2 Well-capitalized 1A 
July 2003 B 2 Well-capitalized 1A 
January 2004 B 2 Well-capitalized 1A 
July 2004 B/C 2 Well-capitalized 1A 
January 2005 B/C 2 Well-capitalized 1A 
July 2005 B/C 2 Well-capitalized 1A 
January 2006 B/C 2 Well-capitalized 1A 
July 2006 B/C 2 Well-capitalized 1A 
March 2007 B/C 2 Well-capitalized R-I 
June 2007 C 2 Well-capitalized R-I 
September 2007 C 2 Well-capitalized R-I 
December 2007 C 2 Well-capitalized R-I 
March 2008 D 3 Well-capitalized R-II 
June 2008 E 3 Well-capitalized R-II 

Source:  OTS and FDIC examination and insurance pricing information. 
 

From January 2003 through July 2006, WaMu’s insurance risk category 
was 1A, meaning WaMu was ranked in the highest-rated of nine possible 
deposit insurance risk categories and therefore paid the lowest premium 
rate. WaMu maintained that 1A insurance risk rating despite the increase 
in LIDI risk shown in January 2005 because WaMu’s CAMELS composite 
rating and regulatory capital level were unchanged. 
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In January 2007, FDIC changed the deposit insurance risk categories 
from nine levels to four levels: R-I to R-IV. From March 2007 to 
December 2007, WaMu’s insurance risk category was R-I, meaning 
WaMu was again rated in the highest-rated deposit insurance risk 
category and therefore paid among the lowest premium rates. WaMu 
maintained that insurance risk category despite increasing concern 
noted in the deteriorating LIDI rating because WaMu’s CAMELS 
composite rating remained a 2 and its regulatory capital level was 
unchanged. 
 
On February 27, 2008, WaMu’s insurance risk category dropped one 
level to R-II – the second best of four possible insurance risk rankings 
because WaMu’s CAMELS composite ranking decreased from a 2 to 
a 3. WaMu maintained the R-II risk rating into June 2008. WaMu’s 
insurance risk ranking dropped only one level notwithstanding FDIC’s 
LIDI ranking decreasing to the lowest possible level and indicating 
serious concern on the part of FDIC as to WaMu’s risk to the fund. 
 
FDIC Was Precluded from Charging Premiums for Institutions with 1A 
Risk Ratings 
 
As shown in Table 14, FDIC did not charge WaMu any deposit 
insurance premiums from 2003 to 2006. In fact, FDIC did not charge 
deposit insurance premiums for any institution in the 1A insurance 
category. During this period, the amount of money in the deposit 
insurance funds (there were two funds at the time) exceeded a 
statutory ratio requirement to hold $1.25 for every $100 in insured 
deposits at financial institutions.34 When that requirement was met, 
FDIC could not, by statute, set premiums that would increase the 
statutory ratio except when an institution “exhibited financial, 
operational, or compliance weakness or is not well-capitalized.”35 The 
FDIC Board, by regulation, interpreted the statute to mean that FDIC 
could not charge premiums for any institutions in the 1A risk category. 
Therefore, despite WaMu’s size and pursuit of a high-risk strategy, 
FDIC could not charge WaMu any deposit insurance premiums 
because WaMu’s composite 2 rating and capital level placed it in the 
1A risk category. 

                                                 
34 The ratio is known as the Designated Reserve Ratio. 
35 12 U.S.C. 1817(b)(2)(A)(v). 
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Table 14: WaMu Deposit Insurance Assessments 2003 - 2006  
Assessment Period LIDI 

Risk 
Insurance 

Risk 
FDIC 

Assessments  
WaMu 

Payments 
January 2003 B 1A $0 $0 
July 2003 B 1A $0 $0 
January 2004 B 1A $0 $0 
July 2004 B/C 1A $0 $0 
January 2005 B/C 1A $0 $0 
July 2005 B/C 1A $0 $0 
January 2006 B/C 1A $0 $0 
July 2006 B/C 1A $0 $0 

Source: FDIC Assessment Reports 
 
WaMu Did Not Pay Its Full Premium for 2007 and 2008 Because of a 
Congressionally-Mandated One-Time Credit 
 
FDIC regulations in effect beginning in 2007 continued to set 
assessment rates based on an institution’s risk category. One 
difference from the prior assessment regulations was that institutions 
in the R-I risk category could be assessed within a range of rates 
versus a specific assigned rate. Until changes were made in the 
second quarter of 2009, assignment within the R-I rate range for large 
institutions such as WaMu took into account CAMELS ratings and the 
institution’s long-term debt issuer ratings from Moody’s, Fitch, and 
Standard & Poor’s. 
 

Table 15:  New Risk Categories Effective January 2007 
CAMELS Rating  

Capital Group A 
CAMELS 1 & 2

B 
CAMELS 3 

C 
CAMELS 4 & 5

1. Well-Capitalized R-I  
5 to 7 bps 

2. Adequately Capitalized  

 
R-II 

10 bps 

 
R-III 

28 bps 

3. Undercapitalized                  R-III 28 bps R-IV  43 bps 

Source:  2007 deposit insurance regulations. 
 
As shown in Table 16, FDIC assessed WaMu $215 million in 
insurance premiums from March 2007 through June 2008 based on 
WaMu’s insurance risk category. WaMu paid $51 million or 24 percent 
of those premiums. WaMu payments were less than FDIC premium 
charges because of a one-time credit that Congress included in the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 2005 (Reform Act).   
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Table 16: WaMu Deposit Insurance Assessments 2007-2008 
Assessment Period LIDI Insurance 

Risk 
FDIC 

Assessments  
WaMu 

Payments 
March 2007     B/C      R-I $33,416,173 $0 
June 2007      C      R-I $31,461,565 $0 
September 2007      C      R-I $30,966,418 $0 
December 2007      C      R-I $28,905,951 $0 
March 2008      D      R-II $39,178,352 $9,113,681 
June 2008      E      R-II $51,742,730 $42,205,190 

TOTAL $215,671,191 $51,318,871 

Source: FDIC Assessment Reports 
 
According to the Congressional Record, the credit was meant to 
reward the institutions that capitalized the deposit insurance funds in 
the mid-1990s. The Reform Act did include a limit on, but not an 
elimination of, the credit when an institution exhibited certain financial, 
operational, or compliance weakness. On May 25, 2007, WaMu 
received a $164.4 million credit to be used to offset premiums 
beginning in 2007 according to the terms of the Reform Act. WaMu 
used the credit to offset the full balance of the insurance assessment 
between March 2007 and December 2007. FDIC limited WaMu’s use 
of its credit in March 2008 because of WaMu’s composite 3 CAMELS 
rating. WaMu used the $9.1 million of its remaining credit in June 
2008. Despite the limitations, WaMu was able to use the entire $164.4 
million credit to offset premiums. 
 
FDIC Can Take Action When an Institution’s Risk Increases and 
FDIC Made Use of Some of Its Available Tools 
 
FDIC has a number of procedural and regulatory tools available to 
take action when an institution’s risk increases. In the case of WaMu, 
FDIC had the ability to request back-up examination authority to 
obtain additional information from WaMu to further understand risk; 
challenge OTS’s composite rating of WaMu; encourage OTS to take 
enforcement action against WaMu or take independent enforcement 
action against WaMu; and, beginning in 2007, make certain small 
adjustments to WaMu’s insurance rate.  
 
FDIC Invoked Back-up Examination Authority in Each Year from 2005 
to 2008, But Those Requests Met Resistance from OTS 
 
Prior to 2005, FDIC was the primary regulator for a smaller financial 
institution held by WaMu’s parent company. Examiners told us FDIC 
and OTS had a very good working relationship during this period and 
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the OTS routinely used FDIC examiners to assist OTS examiners with 
their examination. In 2005, the FDIC-supervised institution was 
merged into WaMu, and FDIC no longer held a primary regulator role. 
Because FDIC was no longer a primary regulator, FDIC was required 
to invoke back-up examination authority to bring any examiners, other 
than the FDIC dedicated examiner, to WaMu.   
 
According to the terms of the Coordination of Expanded Supervisory 
Information Sharing and Special Examinations (January 29, 2002)36 
(the interagency agreement) governing information sharing and back-
up examinations, FDIC was required to submit a written request to the 
OTS and show that WaMu posed “heightened risk” to the deposit 
insurance fund (meaning the institution had a CAMELS composite 
rating of 3, 4, or 5 or was undercapitalized), or that WaMu exhibited 
material deteriorating conditions or other adverse developments that 
may have resulted in the institution being troubled in the near-term. 
The heightened risk test has clear objective measures, but the test for 
material deteriorating conditions or adverse developments is 
subjective. Additionally, even when back-up examination authority is 
granted, FDIC does not receive direct access to an institution’s data. 
The principles governing the interagency agreement require that FDIC 
rely to the fullest extent possible on the primary regulator’s work in 
order to reduce the burden on the institution. The primary regulator 
determines whether FDIC’s request meets the requisite level of risk to 
grant back-up examination authority.   
 
FDIC invoked back-up examination authority in each year from 2005 
to 2008 in order to obtain additional information about the risks in 
WaMu’s portfolio. Generally, FDIC used back-up examination 
authority to bring examiners to WaMu to review specific areas of 
concern such as single family lending and mortgage servicing rights. 
The OTS granted FDIC’s 2005 back-up examination request but 
denied FDIC the ability to review the subprime operations of WaMu’s 
affiliate, LBMC, because LBMC was a subsidiary of WaMu’s parent 
corporation and not part of WaMu.   
 
In 2006, FDIC again requested back-up examination authority, and  
OTS initially denied the FDIC request. It appears that 2006 was a 
turning point in the relationship between FDIC and OTS in terms of 
information sharing that carried through to 2008. The September 1, 
2006, letter from the OTS Regional Director denying back-up authority 

 
36 The interagency agreement is based upon 12 U.S.C. § 1820(b)(3) which provides for special examination 
authority for any insured depository institution. 
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indicates that OTS believed that FDIC had not shown the requisite 
regulatory need for back-up examination authority according to the 
terms of the interagency agreement.   
 
Internal OTS emails indicate that OTS interpreted the interagency 
agreement test for a material deteriorating condition or adverse 
development as requiring a composite 3 rating for WaMu. Emails 
between OTS Washington and OTS West Region state, “The 
arrangement we had discussed is that FDIC would work through staff 
of the primary supervisor to obtain key information, and that it would 
be in rare situations that they would join our examinations as long as 
these systemically important institutions remained 1 or 2 rated. This 
request sounds like a departure from that arrangement.” The denial 
letter states, “[w]e are not aware of any disagreement the FDIC has 
with our examination findings or any expressed concerns regarding 
our examination activities. Regarding the specific areas of FDIC 
interest, the scope of our upcoming examination work includes 
reviews of economic capital and higher risk lending and we plan to 
share our examination findings with the FDIC as we have in the past. 
Based on our agreed upon examination conclusions, the lack of any 
known FDIC concerns regarding our past or planned examination 
activities, and our continued commitment to share all appropriate 
information, the FDIC has not shown the regulatory need to 
participate in the upcoming Washington Mutual Examination.” 
 
In response to the denial of back-up examination authority, the FDIC 
Regional Director sent a letter to the OTS Regional Director 
expressing concern about the denial: “[r]egarding your reasoning for 
rejecting our participation in these target reviews, you are correct that 
our request is not predicated on any current disagreement related to 
examination findings or concern regarding supervisory activities at 
Washington Mutual. Such criteria are not prerequisite for requesting – 
or for the OTS granting – FDIC staff participation in targeted 
examination activities… The 2002 [Information Sharing] Agreement 
clearly allows for FDIC staff participation in examination activities to 
evaluate risk of a particular banking activity to the DIF. Washington 
Mutual is a very large insured financial institution, and in our view 
participation on the upcoming targeted reviews is necessary to fulfill 
our responsibilities to protect the deposit insurance fund.” 
 
The request was elevated to FDIC and OTS Washington officials, and 
about 2 months after the denial letter, OTS decided to grant FDIC 
back-up examination authority. The November 10, 2006 letter from 
the OTS Regional Director rescinding the denial states, “OTS does 
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not seek to have FDIC staff actively participate in our examination 
activities and conclusions at Washington Mutual. We do understand 
your need for access to examination information and your need to 
meet with OTS staff to discuss our supervisory activities at 
Washington Mutual. To facilitate this information sharing and 
discussions, we have agreed to allow your Dedicated Examiner…to 
conduct his FDIC risk assessment activities on site at Washington 
Mutual when our examination team is on site. All FDIC requests for 
information should continue to be funneled through our examiner-in-
charge…We will consider these limited requests to send additional 
FDIC staff to Washington Mutual on a case-by-case basis.” 
 
OTS granted FDIC’s 2007 back-up examination request but did not 
allow FDIC examiners access to WaMu residential loan files. Emails 
indicate OTS considered loan file review to be an examination activity 
rather than an insurance risk assessment activity. FDIC wanted to 
review the files because of underwriting concerns and because FDIC 
had concerns that OTS examiners had not adequately reviewed the 
loan files during the examination to fully understand the embedded 
risk. Underwriting was a significant issue because WaMu’s liberal 
underwriting standards were a significant contributing factor to 
WaMu’s failure. 
 
Finally, in granting FDIC’s 2008 back-up examination request, OTS 
was concerned about FDIC’s request for nine examiners, indicating 
that it was a heavy staffing request given OTS’s on-site presence and 
reiterating that FDIC was not to actively participate in the examination.   
 
The terms of the interagency agreement and the OTS interpretation of 
requisite risk necessary to invoke back-up examination authority 
served as roadblocks in FDIC’s ability to assess WaMu’s risk. In the 
end, the information obtained from invoking back-up examination 
authority did not prompt FDIC to challenge OTS’s composite rating of 
WaMu until mid-2008. 
 
FDIC Did Not Challenge WaMu’s Composite Rating Until 2008 and 
Encountered Resistance from OTS to Downgrade the Rating 
 
FDIC did not challenge the OTS CAMELS composite rating for WaMu 
in any year except for the composite 3 rating assigned by OTS in July 
2008. FDIC did not challenge those prior ratings despite LIDI ratings 
decreases because FDIC believed the CAMELS composite ratings 
were appropriate. FDIC’s rationale was that the risks in WaMu’s 
portfolio had not manifested themselves as losses and nonperforming 
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loans, and therefore did not impact WaMu’s financial statements. 
Further, FDIC examiners explained that no one could have predicted 
the precipitous fall in home prices and the complete shut-down of the 
secondary market. In essence, FDIC considered WaMu’s potential 
risk in the LIDI rating but did not consider that future risk to be 
significant enough to be reflected in the CAMELS composite rating. 
 
FDIC has a protocol in place for interagency CAMELS rating 
disagreements. The protocol provides a hierarchy where differences 
are to be resolved beginning at the examiner level and then referred 
to the next more senior level of each respective agency.37 If the 
disagreement reaches the level of the FDIC Associate Director of the 
Division of Supervision and Consumer Protection (DSC) without a 
satisfactory resolution, the DSC Director, in consultation with the FDIC 
Chairman, will make the final decision concerning FDIC’s rating. 
 
A May 8, 2008 email provided the first indication that FDIC disagreed 
with the OTS’s plan to assign WaMu a composite 3 rating at the 
completion of the OTS examination in July 2008. The primary area of 
concern was that FDIC believed that WaMu needed an additional $5 
billion in capital to weather potential portfolio losses. The FDIC capital 
projection was based upon a capital needs model that FDIC 
developed at the request of the FDIC Chairman in 2007 after the near 
collapse of Countrywide. The model was different from traditional 
FDIC analysis as it focused on forward-looking, long-term capital 
requirements similar to a private sector purchase analysis. 
 
FDIC regional officials followed the disagreement protocol and 
provided a written memorandum outlining FDIC’s support for a 
composite 4 rating for WaMu to the OTS Regional Director on August 
11, 2008. Discussions were held at the regional level on August 28, 
2008, but regional management for FDIC and OTS continued to 
disagree on the ratings.  
 
On September 8, 2008, the FDIC DSC Director sent an email to the 
OTS Chief Operating Officer communicating FDIC’s intention to rate 
WaMu a composite 4, including a copy of FDIC’s rationale for the 
rating, and requesting a meeting to discuss the issue before 
September 12, 2008. The OTS Chief Operating Officer responded, “I 
believe the OTS and FDIC staff has met a number of times to discuss 
differing views and, until this email and the very recent communication 
from the FDIC Chairman, was under the impression that this item was 

 
37 FDIC Case Managers Manual, Section 3.4 (VI). 
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still under active discussion between our regional staff. Our Regional 
Director has not received any written communication from his FDIC 
counterpart that a final rating difference exists between the regional 
offices. As a consequence, our regional staff has not been afforded 
the opportunity to counter any FDIC views in a written response. If my 
understanding is accurate, it seems that we should insist that regional 
protocol be followed before you and I attempt to reconcile 
differences.” That same day, the FDIC Regional Director again sent 
the same information to OTS that was provided on August 11, 2008 
justifying the ratings downgrade.   
 
On September 10, 2008, FDIC decided to speak directly to the newly 
installed WaMu CEO and notify him that FDIC intended to rate WaMu 
a composite 4. OTS and FDIC officials subsequently made 
presentations to the FDIC Board on September 16, 2008 to support 
their ratings conclusions although the presentations were not a 
requirement according to the protocol.   
 
As the dialogue between OTS and FDIC was ongoing, WaMu 
continued to have its borrowing capacity limited by the FHLB; raised 
its certificate of deposit rates higher than competitors to gain 
depositors; and continued to experience significant deposit 
withdrawals. FDIC and OTS were monitoring liquidity, but to put things 
in perspective, the financial market was in turmoil at that time. FDIC 
and OTS had just closed one of the largest institutions in its history, 
IndyMac, and OTS examiners told us FDIC expressed concern about 
the FDIC’s ability to handle a WaMu failure as WaMu’s assets were 
10 times larger than Indymac’s. During this same period, the Federal 
Reserve released a statement that the downside risks to growth had 
increased appreciably; Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac were placed 
under government conservatorship; and there were rumors of 
problems with Merrill Lynch and Lehman Brothers. 
 
During this time, however, OTS and FDIC had competing interests. As 
noted by former FDIC Chairman William Isaac, OTS as primary 
regulator wanted to rehabilitate WaMu and keep it in business while 
FDIC, on the other hand, as an insurer wanted to resolve the 
institution’s problems as soon as possible to maintain the value of 
WaMu in order to reduce the cost of any failure.38 In the end, both 
FDIC and OTS agreed to change WaMu’s composite rating to a 4 on 
September 18, 2008, only 7 days prior to WaMu’s failure. The ratings 

 
38 Statements from former FDIC Chairman William Isaac, The Wall Street Journal, August 19, 2008 
describing the roles of primary regulator and insurer. 
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change had no impact on WaMu’s deposit insurance premium prior to 
failure.   
 
FDIC Elected Not to Take Enforcement Action Against WaMu in 2008 
Because of Procedural Hurdles 
 
The Federal Deposit Insurance Act allows FDIC to take enforcement 
action against an institution in the same manner as if FDIC were the 
primary regulator, provided certain procedural requirements are 
fulfilled.39 In the case of an OTS-supervised institution, FDIC must 
request that OTS take action by providing a formal written 
recommendation to OTS and allowing OTS 60 days to take action. If 
such action is not taken, FDIC must petition the FDIC Board to take 
action. The FDIC Board membership includes the Director of the OTS. 
FDIC can take action without first requesting OTS action in certain 
exigent circumstances; however, the FDIC Board must agree to such 
action. Enforcement actions under this authority generally include 
formal actions that carry civil money penalties and are enforceable in 
federal court. FDIC guidance notes that FDIC should take action 
under that authority when there is an “immediate near-term risk to the 
fund or unsafe or unsound conditions or practices are noted without 
appropriate action by the Primary Federal regulator.”40  
 
In July 2008, FDIC believed WaMu could be rated a composite 4 and 
that WaMu needed $5 billion in capital to withstand potential future 
losses. At that time, OTS had an MOU underway to address issues at 
WaMu but did not issue the MOU to WaMu until September 7, 2008. 
An MOU is an informal agreement that does not fall within FDIC’s 
formal enforcement action authority noted above. Given OTS’s 
reluctance to issue the MOU along with the significant risks at WaMu, 
FDIC could have taken enforcement action to remedy or prevent 
unsafe or unsound practices. FDIC Washington officials told us they 
briefly contemplated enforcement action, but given the procedural 
hurdles involved in invoking such action and the time required to 
implement an action, it was easier to use moral suasion to attempt to 
convince OTS to change its rating. According to OTS guidance, there 
is a strong presumption that institutions with 4 ratings warrant formal 
enforcement actions; therefore, convincing OTS to rate WaMu a 4 
would have the same effect. 
 

                                                 
39 12 U.S.C. §1818(t). 
40 FDIC Case Manager Manual, Enforcement Actions, page 8-2.  
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FDIC Had an Opportunity to Make a Minor Adjustment to WaMu’s 
Insurance Premium in 3Q 2007 But Chose Not to Do So 
 
The 2007 deposit insurance regulations provide FDIC an opportunity 
to make small adjustments to insurance premiums for institutions in 
the R-I category.41 In simple terms, an adjustment may be warranted 
when FDIC identifies inconsistencies between an institution’s risk 
ranking and the ranking of similar institutions. When such 
inconsistencies are noted, the institution is placed on a priority list and 
FDIC personnel, in consultation with the primary federal regulator, 
review the facts and circumstances and determine whether to make 
an adjustment.   
 
WaMu was placed on the priority list in 3Q 2007, but a decision was 
made by FDIC that WaMu’s insurance premium should not be 
adjusted. The report noting the decision states, “there is inadequate 
support for a pricing adjustment at this time. While asset quality and 
market factors are indicating higher risk levels … most capital and 
[year-to-date] earnings measures remain in line. Further, recent 
agency downgrades will raise the assessment rate during the fourth 
quarter to a level more consistent with the institutions’ [sic] apparent 
risk profile.” An FDIC official explained that the decision was 
somewhat procedural in nature. Effectively, because FDIC reviewed 
the third quarter 2007 assessment in the fourth quarter, FDIC knew 
the rating agencies had downgraded WaMu and also knew that those 
downgrades would automatically increase WaMu’s premium. Given 
that FDIC must provide a one quarter advanced notice of any FDIC 
ratings adjustment, the FDIC official said there was no point in FDIC 
making an adjustment when an adjustment would take place 
automatically because of the rating agency downgrades.   

                                                 
41 12 C.F.R. 327. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

OTS – Conclusions 
 
The Treasury Office of Inspector General has made a number of 
recommendations to OTS as a result of completed material loss 
reviews of failed thrifts during the current economic crisis. These 
recommendations pertain to taking more timely formal enforcement 
action when circumstances warrant, ensuring that high CAMELS 
ratings are properly supported, reminding examiners of the risks 
associated with rapid growth and high-risk concentrations, ensuring 
thrifts have sound internal risk management systems, ensuring repeat 
conditions are reviewed and corrected, and requiring thrifts to hold 
adequate capital. OTS has taken or plans to take action in response 
to each of these recommendations. Additionally, OTS has established 
a large bank unit to oversee regional supervision of institutions over 
$10 billion. Based on our review of the WaMu failure, we reiterate the 
importance of the prior recommendations.  
 
With respect to coordination with FDIC, current OTS policy states that 
FDIC will perform all savings association examination activities on a 
joint basis unless compelling reasons dictate otherwise. For joint 
examinations, FDIC and OTS are to jointly scope the examination at 
the EIC level or at the respective regional office level. In this regard, 
disagreements over scope are to default to the broader alternative.42 
While that did not always happen in the case of WaMu, we believe 
OTS’s underlying policy is not at issue. 
 
OTS – Recommendation  
As a result of this review, we are making one new recommendation to 
OTS. Specifically, the Director of OTS should:  
 

1. Ensure that the OTS internal report of examination system is 
used to formally track the status of examiner recommendations 
and related thrift corrective actions. 

 

                                                 
42 OTS Examination Handbook, Section 060. 
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OTS Management Response 
 
OTS concurred with our recommendation. In 2007, OTS implemented 
an internal system to track matters requiring board attention and other 
matters identified during the examination that require follow-up. OTS 
stated that, for a variety of reasons, the system was not used for 
WaMu but is used for all other thrifts and is actively used by OTS staff 
and monitored by senior management. The OTS response is included 
in Appendix 6. 
 
FDIC – Conclusions 
 
WaMu is our second review of FDIC’s monitoring and insurance 
assessment for large non-FDIC supervised institutions. We issued an 
evaluation report on FDIC’s monitoring of IndyMac on 
August 27, 2009.43 We found that a number of the issues we noted 
with FDIC’s monitoring and insurance assessments for IndyMac were 
also present at WaMu.   

 
First, the terms of the interagency agreement governing information 
sharing and back-up examinations require that FDIC prove a requisite 
level of risk at an institution – heightened risk, material deteriorating 
conditions, or adverse developments – in order for the primary 
regulator to grant FDIC access to the institution’s information. The 
level of risk is largely based on an institution’s CAMELS composite 
ratings and regulatory capital level. 
 
For large institutions such as WaMu that by their sheer size pose a 
high risk to the DIF, we believe FDIC should not have to prove a 
particular level of risk to the primary regulator to obtain access to the 
institution’s information, as the institution’s risk of failure and the 
resulting potential impact on the DIF should be enough to allow FDIC 
access to information it needs to assess risk of loss. As shown in this 
report and our report on IndyMac, OTS’s consistent assignment of a 
CAMELS composite 2 ratings for those institutions until their near 
failure shows the unreliability of CAMELS ratings as predictors of risk 
to the DIF.  
 
The interagency agreement was intended to balance the needs of 
FDIC against the regulatory burden on an institution of having two 
regulators duplicating examinations. One key principle of the 
interagency agreement is that FDIC must rely, to the fullest extent 

                                                 
43 FDIC OIG Report, The FDIC’s Role in the Monitoring of IndyMac Bank, EVAL-09-006, August 2009. 
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possible, on the work of the primary regulator. In practical terms, the 
interagency agreement appeared to drive a wedge between OTS and 
FDIC as attempts by FDIC to review information at WaMu were seen 
as an affront to the capabilities of OTS examiners. We believe FDIC 
must have sufficient and timely access to information at all large 
insured depository institutions (defined by FDIC as having assets of 
$10 billion or more) in order to properly assess risk and appropriately 
price deposit insurance. We also believe that it may not be in the best 
interest of FDIC to place too much reliance on the ability of the 
primary regulator to assess risk to the DIF. Ultimately, the DIF, which 
is backed by the full faith and credit of the United States, and thus the 
American taxpayer, is responsible for absorbing an institution’s failure, 
not the primary regulator. 

 
Second, at both IndyMac and WaMu, the CAMELS ratings and capital 
levels drove FDIC’s assessment of the institutions’ risk to the DIF and 
the institutions’ deposit insurance premium computation despite 
indications in the LIDI reports that the risk posed by those institutions 
was higher than that indicated by the CAMELS ratings. We believe 
there is currently too much reliance on the CAMELS rating for the 
purpose of assessing the risk that an institution poses to the DIF. At 
both WaMu and IndyMac, FDIC examiners generally agreed with their 
OTS counterparts that composite CAMELS 2 ratings were appropriate 
despite high levels of risky loan products and inadequate underwriting 
practices because those loans were performing and the institutions 
were profitable. Such an analysis may be insufficient for assessing 
risk for purposes of insuring deposits, as those loans may potentially 
cause future losses. FDIC must have significant flexibility to take into 
account more than CAMELS ratings and regulatory capital levels to 
adequately price an institution’s risk to the DIF. 

 
We note that the FDIC Board took steps, effective April 1, 2009, to 
include factors other than CAMELS and regulatory capital in the 
computation of an institution’s deposit insurance premium but 
maintained the use of CAMELS and regulatory capital to determine an 
institution’s deposit insurance risk category. Further, FDIC is 
proposing to include risk factors such as incentive compensation 
packages to adjust deposit insurance premiums.  
 
On February 26, 2010, the FDIC Chairman announced FDIC’s 2010 
Performance Goals (Goals) and a number of the new FDIC initiatives 
address the issues found in our evaluation. The Goals include 
enhancing FDIC’s oversight of large/complex insured institutions in 
order to assess the risk posed by each institution to the DIF by: (1) 
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developing memoranda of understanding by April 30, 2010, with each 
primary federal regulator for systemically important institutions that 
clearly define the roles of FDIC personnel on-site and ensure access 
by FDIC employees to all information requests and (2) developing and 
implementing by December 31, 2010 a new deposit insurance pricing 
system for large banks that better differentiates risks and no longer 
relies on external ratings. 
 
FDIC – Recommendations  
With this in mind, we make the following recommendation to the FDIC 
Chairman in consultation with the FDIC Board of Directors: 

 
1. Information Access – Revisit the interagency agreement 

governing information access and back-up examination 
authority for large insured depository institutions to ensure it 
provides FDIC with sufficient access to information necessary 
to assess risk to the DIF.  

 
While certain procedures are needed to govern access to an 
institution’s information, FDIC must be able to make its own 
independent assessment of risk to the DIF without a requirement to 
prove a requisite level of risk and without unreasonable reliance on the 
work of the primary regulator. Large depository institutions pose 
significant risk to the DIF, and FDIC should not be hindered in 
obtaining information in order to gauge risk. Although FDIC is taking 
steps to clarify information access for the eight (soon to be ten) 
systemically important institutions, the interagency agreement needs to 
be revised to address all large depository institutions because risky 
institutions such as IndyMac were not considered to be one of the eight 
systemically important institutions, yet losses to the DIF were 
substantial. 

 
2. Deposit Insurance – Revisit the FDIC Deposit Insurance 

Regulations to ensure those regulations provide FDIC with the 
flexibility needed to make its own independent determination of 
an institution’s risk to the DIF rather than relying too heavily on 
the primary regulator’s assignment of CAMELS ratings and 
capital levels.  

 
The FDIC’s Division of Insurance and Research is uniquely positioned 
to evaluate an institution’s risk to the DIF by looking not only at 
supervisory information, but also considering other institution-specific 
and macro-economic factors in order to determine an institution’s 
likely risk to the DIF. Current regulations base an institution’s 
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insurance risk category solely on the institution’s CAMELS rating and 
capital level, but allow for the consideration of other factors – 
unsecured debt, secured liabilities and brokered deposits – in 
computing the assessment rate. There are also potential changes to 
the regulations that would include incentive compensation as a factor 
influencing an institution’s risk to the DIF. Those changes are all 
positive steps in considering an institution’s risk. We believe, however, 
that the bank failures of 2008 and 2009 show that more factors were 
indicative of an institution’s risk to the fund than those currently taken 
into consideration. Factors such as an institution’s lending 
concentrations, business models, loan types, underwriting, and 
enterprise risk management systems were strong indicators of risk. 
Those factors are considered in CAMELS ratings, but as shown in 
WaMu, IndyMac, and a number of other institutions, CAMELS ratings 
did not look at future risk (as would be the case with insurance) but 
only measured risk based on the financial performance of the 
institution at a point in time. CAMELS ratings in those instances were 
favorable until loan losses occurred. Therefore, the risk was factored 
into deposit insurance assessments too late to adjust and collect 
insurance premiums. 
 
FDIC Management Response 
 
FDIC concurred with both of our recommendations. FDIC is actively 
working with other primary regulators to enhance information sharing 
including revising the interagency agreement to provide FDIC with 
greater access to information about risks at large depository 
institutions. FDIC anticipates that agreements can be reached by 
December 31, 2010 and in the interim, FDIC is using all available 
authority to acquire timely access to information related to risks posed 
by financial institutions to the DIF. FDIC is also developing a new 
proposed deposit insurance pricing system for large banks that does 
not rely on external CAMELS and capital ratings. FDIC anticipates 
that this change will be implemented by December 31, 2010. FDIC 
response is included in Appendix 6.  
 
OIG Comment  

 
OTS and FDIC planned actions meet the intent of our 
recommendations. Both FDIC recommendations will remain open until 
the FDIC OIG determines that the agreed-upon corrective actions 
have been implemented. 
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*  *  *  *  * 
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Objectives 
 
This report presents the results of our review of the failure of 
Washington Mutual Bank (WaMu), Seattle, Washington, the Office of 
Thrift Supervision’s (OTS) supervision of the institution, and the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) monitoring and 
insurance assessments for WaMu. Our objectives were to: 
(1) determine the causes of WaMu’s failure; (2) evaluate OTS’s 
supervision of WaMu, including implementation of the Prompt 
Corrective Action provisions of Section 38(k), if required; (3) evaluate 
FDIC’s monitoring of WaMu in its role as deposit insurer, including the 
manner and extent to which FDIC and OTS coordinated supervision of 
the institution; and (4) assess FDIC’s resolution process for WaMu to 
determine whether those processes complied with applicable laws, 
regulations, policies, and procedures. This report covers objectives 1, 
2, and 3 above. We intend to report on objective 4, the assessment of 
the resolution process, at a later date. 
 
Section 38(k) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, requires the 
cognizant Inspector General to conduct a material loss review (MLR) of 
the causes of the failure and primary federal regulatory supervision 
when the failure causes a loss of $25 million to the DIF or 2 percent of 
an institution's total assets at the time the FDIC was appointed 
receiver. Because FDIC resolved WaMu without incurring a material 
loss to the DIF, an MLR is not statutorily required. However, given 
WaMu’s size, the circumstances leading up to the FDIC-facilitated 
transaction, and non-DIF losses, such as the loss of shareholder value, 
the Inspectors General of FDIC and the Department of the Treasury 
believed that an evaluation of OTS and FDIC actions was warranted in 
that it could provide some important information and observations as 
the Administration and the Congress consider regulatory reform. 

 
Scope and Methodology 
 
To accomplish our objectives, we conducted our fieldwork from March 
2009 through November 2009 at OTS headquarters in Washington, 
DC, and one of its regional offices in Daly City, California, and at FDIC 
headquarters in Washington, DC, FDIC regional office in San 
Francisco, California, and a field office in Seattle, Washington. We 
reviewed supervisory files and interviewed key officials involved in the 
regulatory, supervisory, enforcement, and deposit insurance matters.   
 
To assess the adequacy of OTS’s supervision of WaMu, we 
determined (1) when OTS first identified safety and soundness 
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problems at the thrift, (2) the gravity of the problems, and (3) OTS’s 
supervisory response to get the thrift to correct the problems. We also 
determined whether OTS (1) might have discovered problems earlier; 
(2) identified and reported all the problems; and (3) issued 
comprehensive, timely, and effective enforcement actions that dealt 
with any unsafe or unsound activities. Specifically, we did the following: 
 
• We reviewed OTS supervisory files and records for WaMu from 

2003 through 2008. We analyzed examination reports, supporting 
workpapers, and related supervisory and enforcement 
correspondence. We performed these analyses to gain an 
understanding of the problems identified, the approach and 
methodology OTS used to assess the thrift’s condition, and the 
regulatory action used by OTS to compel thrift management to 
address any deficient conditions.  

 
• We interviewed and discussed various aspects of the supervision of 

WaMu with OTS management officials and examiners to obtain 
their perspective on the thrift’s condition and the scope of the 
examinations. Interviews included discussions with former OTS 
officials. 

 
To assess FDIC’s monitoring and insurance assessments for WaMu, 
we determined (1) when FDIC monitoring indicated risk at WaMu, (2) 
the nature of the identified risk and whether FDIC-identified risk 
corresponded with OTS risk assessments, (3) how FDIC’s risk 
monitoring affected WaMu’s deposit insurance premiums, and (4) 
whether FDIC used its regulatory tools. We also assessed the 
relationship between FDIC and OTS. 
 
• We reviewed and analyzed FDIC monitoring reports and insurance 

ratings information for 2003 through 2008, including information 
contained in the FDIC’s ViSION system as well as files maintained 
by examiners in the FDIC San Francisco Regional Office and 
Seattle Field Office. 
 

• We interviewed FDIC regional and Washington officials who 
monitored WaMu for federal deposit insurance purposes. 

 
• We reviewed and analyzed deposit insurance rules and regulations 

and interviewed DIR personnel responsible for insurance 
assessments. 
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• We reviewed and analyzed OTS and FDIC correspondence in 
order to understand the working relationship between the two 
regulators. 

  
We conducted our evaluation in accordance with the Quality Standards 
for Inspections.   
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Washington Mutual Bank, History 
 
Washington Mutual Bank (WaMu) was a federally-chartered savings 
association established in 1889 and FDIC-insured since 
January 1, 1934. WaMu was wholly owned by Washington Mutual Inc., 
(WMI) a non-diversified, multiple savings and loan holding company 
that was regulated as a unitary holding company. The chart below 
shows the primary WMI subsidiaries. 
 

Washington 
Mutual Inc. 

(WMI)

Washington 
Mutual Bank, 
FA  (WaMu) 

(formerly WMB 
of Stockton CA)

Cert# 32633

Washington 
Mutual Bank 

FSB (WMBfsb)
Cert#33891

Washington 
Mutual Bank 
(Seattle, WA)
Cert# 9576

Merged on 
1/1/2005

Long Beach 
Mortgage 
Company

Corporate Structure

Providian 
Financial Corp

Merged on 
10/1/2005

 
 
WaMu grew rapidly through acquisitions during the period 1991-2006, 
acquiring 12 institutions with assets totaling $197.8 billion. At the time 
of its failure, WaMu operated 2,300 branches in 15 states, with total 
assets of $307 billion.   
  
Operational problems arose from management’s failure to adequately 
integrate previous acquisitions, which became an ongoing concern to 
regulators and increased WaMu’s risk profile. In 2003, WaMu 
announced a major restructuring to reorganize itself around its retail 
and commercial customers. This essentially entailed reducing its three 
business groups to two, the Consumer Group and the Commercial 
Group.   
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During the second half of 2004, WMI merged its subsidiary, 
Washington Mutual Bank, Seattle, into WaMu effective January 1, 
2005, consolidating all of WMI’s insured depository institutions under 
WaMu. Washington Mutual Bank, Seattle’s primary regulators were the 
State of Washington and FDIC, but the merger transferred regulatory 
oversight to OTS, thereby eliminating examinations by the State of 
Washington and reducing FDIC participation on safety and soundness 
exams. During this period, WaMu rapidly expanded its retail franchise 
through an aggressive branching strategy, with 200 new branches 
added per year between 2003 and 2005.   
 
On June 6, 2005, WaMu altered its organic approach with the 
announcement of its planned acquisition of Providian Financial Corp. 
The acquisition was consummated during the third quarter of 2005, 
and valued at $6.2 billion. The acquisition of Providian on October 1, 
2005, created a fourth business line, subprime credit cards. In 2006, 
the specialty mortgage finance company, Long Beach Mortgage, was 
moved out of WMI and merged within WaMu’s Home Loans Group.  
 
During late 2006 and early 2007, as the credit environment started to 
deteriorate, management began tightening credit standards with 
respect to credit card and subprime lending. Total assets at year-end 
2006 of $345.6 billion were nearly unchanged from $330.7 billion at 
year-end 2005. In the first half of 2007, management shrunk the 
balance sheet by selling certain lower-yielding loans. Total assets 
shrank to $311.1 billion by June 30, 2007. In July 2007, given the 
disruption of the secondary mortgage market, management cut back 
on loans originated for sale and began transferring held-for-sale loans 
to the held-for-investment portfolio. Most of these loans were 
transferred at a mark-to-market loss. The lack of loan sale activity 
along with the transfer of loans into the held-for-investment portfolio 
resulted in total assets increasing to $328.8 billion at September 30, 
2007. At December 31, 2007, total assets had decreased slightly to 
$325.8 billion.   
 
During the examination which began on September 10, 2007, OTS 
downgraded WaMu’s composite rating to “3” based on net losses and 
negative asset quality trends. In response to the supervisory ratings 
downgrade letter from the OTS Regional Director on February 27, 
2008, the Board resolved on March 27, 2008, to undertake strategic 
initiatives to improve weaknesses noted in the letter, including 
weaknesses related to asset quality, earnings, and liquidity by either 
selling WaMu or obtaining additional capital. WMI was able to obtain a 
$7 billion capital injection from a private equity group, $5 billion of 
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which was down-streamed to WaMu. However, WaMu’s “3” composite 
rating was confirmed at the completion of the OTS examination on 
June 30, 2008. OTS entered into MOUs with both WaMu and WMI, 
which became effective concurrently with a change in Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) on September 7, 2008.   
 
After September 15, 2008, WaMu experienced deposit withdrawals 
exceeding $16 billion, and WaMu’s capacity with the Federal Home 
Loan Bank and Federal Reserve Discount Window borrowing lines was 
curtailed significantly. WaMu hired Goldman Sachs to conduct 
marketing activities on its behalf, but following due diligence, no bids 
were received. On September 18, 2008, FDIC and OTS separately 
issued WaMu letters downgrading its rating to a composite “4.”    
 
On September 25, 2008, OTS closed WaMu and appointed FDIC as 
receiver. WaMu was immediately merged with JPMorgan Chase & Co 
and subsequently operated as part of JPMorgan Chase Bank, National 
Association in Columbus, Ohio. At the time of closing, WaMu had total 
assets of $307 billion, with retail deposits of $134.7 billion.   
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OTS Supervisory Process for WaMu 
 
OTS followed a supervisory process at WaMu that included an annual 
risk assessment, supervisory plans, targeted examination work 
programs, detailed findings memoranda issued to WaMu management 
that categorized the severity of issues, and annual ROEs. Table 17 
presents an illustration of OTS’s supervisory process for WaMu. 
 

Table 17:  OTS Supervisory Process for WaMu – Key Segments 
Supervisory 

Segment 
Description 

Risk Assessment 
and Supervisory 
Strategy (RASS) 

The RASS was used to guide OTS supervision of WaMu for planning, 
organizing, and directing OTS resources based on a documented, structured 
risk assessment of the WaMu organization, including the holding company. 
Major risks assessed were: strategic, reputation, credit, market/interest rate 
risk, liquidity, operational, and compliance. The RASS was intended to be 
used by OTS senior staff and managers to quickly understand major risks 
and issues of significance and supervisory strategies being employed to 
address the risks and issues. Lead examiners used the RASS for scoping 
examinations and field visits; examiners used the RASS for updated detail on 
significant findings and issues. 

Risk Assessment 
and Supervisory 
Plan (RASP) 

OTS used the RASP in conjunction with the continuous supervision process 
implemented for WaMu beginning with the 2007 examination. Similar to the 
RASS, the RASP included a risk assessment and supervisory plans 
addressing key examination areas by CAMELS components. The RASP was 
updated annually, by August 31, and was supplemented by quarterly 
updates, each of which served as an attachment to the Regulatory Profiles. 

Regulatory Profiles OTS prepared quarterly Regulatory Profiles that served as concise, written 
summaries of WaMu’s characteristics and conditions. Regulatory Profiles 
reflected data gathered through examinations and off-site monitoring, 
including: WaMu’s operating profile, identified risks, holding company profile 
and impact, examination status and ratings support, supervisory strategy, 
enforcement actions, and significant recent events. 

Work Programs OTS developed over 60 safety and soundness work programs for the 
CAMELS areas, each containing procedures to be used in examinations, 
based upon the savings association’s risk assessments. Examiners used 
asset quality work programs in the areas of: One- to Four-Family Real Estate 
Lending, Construction Lending; Other Commercial Lending; Sampling, 
Consumer Lending; Credit Card Lending, and Adequacy of Valuation 
Allowances. Examiners used management work programs in the areas of:  
Oversight by the Board of Directors; Management Assessment, Internal 
Control; External Audit, Internal Audit; Fraud/Insider Abuse, and Transactions 
with Affiliates.   

Findings 
Memoranda 

Examiners prepared formal findings memoranda to document the issues 
identified during the examination. A detailed explanation of the findings 
memoranda process is provided in the text that follows this table. 

Source:  OTS Examination Handbook and New Directions Bulletin 06-12, dated September 27, 2006. 
  

OTS examiners documented the issues they identified in findings 
memoranda, which were presented to WaMu management for 
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response. The findings memoranda were addressed to WaMu 
management responsible for the subject area being reviewed and 
included: 
 

• background information related to the reviewed area;  
• examination findings categorized, depending on their level of 

severity, into Criticisms, Recommendations, or Observations;  
• management’s response -- agreement, partial agreement, or 

disagreement; and 
• the corrective action proposed by management, including 

specific action steps planned, the assigned responsible 
manager, and target dates for completing the action. 

 
OTS categorized findings memoranda by severity as follows: 
 
Criticism:  A primary concern requiring corrective action. Criticisms 
were often summarized in the “Matters Requiring Board Attention” or 
“Examination Conclusion and Comments” section of the ROE, 
warranted increased attention by senior management and the Board, 
and required a written response. Criticisms were subject to formal 
follow-up by examiners and, if left uncorrected, could result in stronger 
action. 
 
Recommendation:  A secondary concern requiring corrective action. 
A recommendation could become a criticism in future examinations 
should risk exposure increase significantly or other circumstances 
warrant. Recommendations could be included in the ROE and 
mentioned in exit and Board meetings. Examiners could request a 
written response from management during the examination. OTS 
examiners reviewed management’s actions to address 
recommendations at subsequent or follow-up examinations. 
 
Observation:  A weakness identified that is not of regulatory concern 
but which could improve the bank’s operating effectiveness if 
addressed. Observations were made in a consultative role. OTS 
presented observations to management either orally or in writing, but 
observations were generally not included in the ROE. Examiners rarely 
requested a written response during the examination.   
 
Types of Examinations Conducted by OTS  
 
As required by law, OTS conducts full-scope, on-site examinations of 
insured depository institutions with assets over $500 million, as in the 
case of WaMu, once a year. OTS also conducts limited examinations 
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under certain conditions which focus on high-risk areas. In addition, 
OTS conducts information technology examinations to evaluate the 
institution’s compliance with applicable rules and policies of OTS.   
 
OTS uses the CAMELS rating system to evaluate a thrift’s overall 
condition and performance by assessing six rating components. The 
six components are Capital Adequacy, Asset Quality, Management, 
Earnings, Liquidity, and Sensitivity to Market Risk. OTS then assigns 
each institution a composite rating based on the examiner’s 
assessment of its overall condition and level of supervisory concern. 
Composite and component ratings are assigned based on a 1 to 5 
numerical scale. A 1 indicates the highest rating, strongest 
performance and risk management practices, and least degree of 
supervisory concern, while a 5 indicates the lowest rating, weakest 
performance, inadequate risk management practices, and the highest 
degree of supervisory concern. A full-scope examination also looks at 
the thrift’s compliance with fair lending, consumer protection, and other 
public interest laws and regulations, such as the Bank Secrecy Act.   
 
The examination team prepares a report of examination (ROE) 
incorporating program findings and conclusions. OTS regional staff 
send the ROE to 1- and 2-rated thrifts within 30 days of the completion 
of on-site examination activities, and to 3-, 4-, and 5- rated 
associations within 45 days of completion of on-site examination 
activities.  
 
OTS provides FDIC information on, and access to, thrifts that 
represent a heightened risk to the Deposit Insurance Fund. OTS 
presumes heightened risk to a thrift with a composite rating of 3, 4, or 5 
or a thrift that is undercapitalized as defined under Prompt Corrective 
Action (PCA). FDIC may request participation in examinations when a 
thrift exhibits material deteriorating conditions that could result in the 
institution becoming troubled in the near future. In this regard, FDIC 
may need to develop contingency plans for a thrift’s possible failure or 
begin the resolution process. 
 
Enforcement Actions Available to OTS  
 
OTS performs various examinations of thrifts that result in the issuance 
of ROEs identifying areas of concern. OTS uses informal and formal 
enforcement actions to address violations of laws and regulations and 
to address unsafe and unsound practices.  
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Informal Enforcement Actions  
 
When a thrift’s overall condition is sound, but it is necessary to obtain 
written commitments from a thrift’s board or management to ensure 
that it will correct identified problems and weaknesses, OTS may use 
informal enforcement actions. OTS commonly uses informal actions for 
problems in  
 
• well or adequately capitalized thrifts, 
• thrifts with a 3 rating with strong management, and 
• thrifts with a CAMELS composite rating of 1 or 2.  
 
Informal actions notify a thrift’s board and management that OTS has 
identified problems that warrant attention. A record of informal action is 
beneficial if formal action is necessary later.  

 
If a thrift violates or refuses to comply with an informal action, OTS 
cannot enforce compliance in federal court or assess civil money 
penalties for noncompliance. However, OTS may initiate more severe 
enforcement action against a noncompliant thrift. The effectiveness of 
informal action depends in part on the willingness and ability of a thrift 
to correct deficiencies that OTS identifies.  
 
Informal enforcement actions include supervisory directives, board 
resolutions, and memoranda of understanding.  
 
Formal Enforcement Actions  
 
Formal enforcement actions are enforceable under the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Act, as amended. They are appropriate when a thrift has 
significant problems, especially when there is a threat of harm to the 
thrift, depositors, or the public. OTS is to use formal enforcement 
actions when informal actions are considered inadequate, ineffective, 
or otherwise unlikely to secure correction of safety and soundness or 
compliance problems.  
 
OTS can assess civil money penalties against thrifts and individuals for 
noncompliance with a formal agreement or final orders. OTS can also 
request a federal court to require the thrift to comply with an order. 
Unlike informal actions, formal enforcement actions are public.  
 
Formal enforcement actions include cease and desist orders, civil 
money penalties, and Prompt Corrective Action directives.  
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OTS Enforcement Guidelines  
 
Considerations for determining whether to use informal action or formal 
action include the following:   
 
• the extent of actual or potential damage, harm, or loss to the thrift 

because of the action or inaction;  
• whether the thrift has repeated the illegal action or unsafe or 

unsound practice;  
• the likelihood that the conduct may occur again;  
• the thrift’s record for taking corrective action in the past;  
• the capability, cooperation, integrity, and commitment of the thrift’s 

management, board, and ownership to correct identified problems;  
• the effect of the illegal, unsafe, or unsound conduct on other 

financial institutions, depositors, or the public;  
• the examination rating of the thrift; 
• whether the thrift’s condition is improving or deteriorating; 
• the presence of unique circumstances; 
• the extent to which the thrift’s actions were preventable; and 
• the supervisory goal OTS wants to achieve. 

 
Types of Monitoring Conducted by FDIC 
 
FDIC is responsible for insuring depository institutions in the United 
States. In its capacity as insurer, FDIC is responsible for regularly 
monitoring and assessing the potential risks at all insured institutions, 
including those for which it is not the primary federal regulator (PFR). 
To assess and monitor risk, FDIC takes a two-fold approach: (1) 
research and analysis of trends and developments affecting the health 
of banks and thrifts broadly and (2) reliance on the PFR supervisory 
activities of individual institutions. To assess risk at a broader level, 
FDIC conducts a wide range of activities to monitor and assess risk 
from a regional and national perspective. At the institutional level, FDIC 
monitors large non-FDIC supervised institutions primarily through its 
Dedicated Examiner and Case Manager Programs. FDIC relies on the 
PFR’s examinations to determine a bank’s overall condition and the 
risks posed to the Deposit Insurance Fund. Additionally, FDIC, by 
statute, has special examination authority and certain enforcement 
authority for all insured depository institutions for which it is not the 
PFR.  
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Broad Risk Monitoring Activities 
 
FDIC’s Division of Supervision and Consumer Protection (DSC) and 
Division of Insurance and Research (DIR), along with FDIC regional 
and national risk committees, are responsible for conducting broad 
monitoring activities designed to identify industry-wide risks and 
develop corresponding supervisory strategies.   
 
DSC’s Complex Financial Institution Program supports supervisory 
activities in large banks (defined to be institutions with total assets of at 
least $10 billion). The focus of the program is to ensure a consistent 
approach to large-bank supervision and risk analysis on a national 
basis. The Large Bank Section synthesizes information from Large 
Insured Depository Institution (LIDI) reports, aggregates data on large 
banks to identify trends and emerging risks, and communicates these 
trends and emerging risks to FDIC senior management, the FDIC 
Board of Directors, other regulators, and DSC staff.   

  
DIR assesses risks to the insurance fund, manages the FDIC’s Risk-
Related Premium System (RRPS), conducts banking research, 
publishes banking data and statistics, and analyzes policy alternatives. 
DIR has a leading role in preparing the semiannual “Risk Case”, which 
summarizes national economic conditions, banking industry trends, 
and emerging risks, and “Rate Case” that recommends the deposit 
insurance premium schedule based on analysis, including likely losses 
to the fund from failures of individual institutions and other factors. 
 
FDIC regional and national risk committees review and evaluate 
regional economic and banking trends and risks and determine 
whether any actions need to be taken in response to those trends and 
risks. The regional risk committees prepare semiannual reports 
highlighting emerging and increasing risk areas. For example, during 
our period of review, the San Francisco Regional Risk Committee and 
the National Risk Committee reported concerns with respect to 
subprime and non-traditional lending.   

FDIC Risk Monitoring Activities from an Individual Institution 
Perspective 

FDIC assigns responsibility for a caseload of institutions to a case 
manager. The case manager monitors potential risks by reviewing 
examination reports prepared by the PFR, analyzing data from 
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quarterly institution Call Reports,44 and analyzing other financial and 
economic data from government and private sources to monitor the 
financial condition of an institution. The emphasis of the program is to 
ensure that the level of regulatory oversight accorded to an institution 
is commensurate with the level of risk it poses to the Deposit Insurance 
Fund.   
 
FDIC assigns a dedicated examiner to the largest insured financial 
institutions. The dedicated examiner serves as the case manager for 
these institutions and works in cooperation with primary supervisors 
and bank personnel to obtain real-time access to information about an 
institution’s risk and trends. 

 
The dedicated examiner/case manager conducts comprehensive 
quarterly analyses of the risk profile and supervisory strategies as part 
of the LIDI program. The purpose of the LIDI program is to provide 
timely, comprehensive, and forward-looking analyses of companies 
with total assets of $10 billion or more, on a consolidated entity 
basis.45 Timely and complete analysis of the risk profiles of these 
companies provides a proactive approach aimed at identifying and 
monitoring the largest risks to the insurance fund. Dedicated 
examiners/case managers prepare written reports that document the 
analysis and risk profile and supervisory strategies of large depository 
institutions. The analysis is comprised of four major areas: 
 
• organizational structure and strategic focus of the company; 
• overall risk profile and financial condition of the company; 
• an identification and review of significant issues, current events, 

and challenges facing the company; and 
• the review and development of a sufficient supervisory program to 

address the risk issues facing the company. 
 
FDIC developed the LIDI reports and associated rankings as an 
additional means to measure an institution’s financial health beyond 
the CAMELS ratings. LIDI reports are used to inform FDIC senior 
management, the FDIC’s Board of Directors, and other regulators 
about risks to the insurance fund as well as provide updates about the 
supervisory programs in place to respond to those risks.   
 

 
44 All regulated financial institutions are required to file quarterly financial information. For banks, this report is 
formally known as the Report of Condition and Income but is generally referred to as the Call Report. Thrifts 
file a similar report known as the Thrift Financial Report or TFR. 
45 Companies with consolidated total assets of at least $3 billion but less than $10 billion can be added to the 
LIDI Program at the discretion of the Regional Director.   
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FDIC also has a number of offsite monitoring systems that generate 
financial ratios based on Call Report data. Dedicated examiners/case 
managers must perform an offsite review of situations where a bank’s 
financial ratios fall outside of FDIC-determined tolerances. Dedicated 
examiners/case managers must also review the Risk Related Premium 
System (RRPS). The RRPS is used to determine an institution’s FDIC 
deposit insurance assessment rate. FDIC has an RRPS Reconciliation 
List that identifies institutions where the CAMELS ratings are 
inconsistent with offsite ratios and institutions with atypical high-risk 
profiles among the group of institutions in the best-rated insurance 
premium category. If the Reconciliation List is triggered, a case 
manager must review the appropriateness of the risk category 
assigned by the RRPS.46 During the period covered by our review, 
WaMu’s financial ratios did not trigger any offsite reviews or RRPS 
reconciliation reviews. 
 
FDIC Special (Back-up) Examination Authority  
 
Section 10(b)(3) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act provides FDIC 
special examination authority (also known as back-up authority) to 
make any special examination of any insured depository whenever the 
FDIC Board of Directors determines a special examination of any such 
depository institution is necessary to determine the condition of the 
institution for insurance purposes. In January 2002, the FDIC’s Board 
of Directors approved an interagency agreement that established a set 
of principles related to use of special examination authority for those 
institutions that present “heightened risk” to the Deposit Insurance 
Fund and delegated its authority to DSC.47  The term “heightened risk” 
is defined under statute as an institution having a composite rating of 
3, 4, or 5 or that is undercapitalized as defined under Prompt 
Corrective Action rules.48  Further, FDIC may request permission from 
the PFR to participate in an examination for an institution that does not 
meet the heightened risk definition but exhibits material deteriorating 
conditions or other adverse developments that may result in the 
institution being troubled in the near-term.   
 
Procedurally, a case manager prepares a memorandum documenting 
the basis for a back-up examination request and submits the request to 

 
46 The Reconciliation List was a semiannual review until June 6, 2007, at which time it became a quarterly 
review. 
47 January 29, 2002 Interagency Agreement, “Coordination of Expanded Supervisory Information Sharing and 
Special Examinations”.  
48 12 U.S.C. §1820(b)(3). 
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the FDIC Regional Director or Deputy Regional Director who may 
accept or reject the request. If the request is based on heightened risk, 
the Regional Director formally notifies the PFR counterpart by sending 
a letter stating FDIC would like to participate in the examination. If the 
request is not based on heightened risk, the process is more in the 
manner of a request where the FDIC Regional Director asks the PFR 
counterpart whether the PFR would object to FDIC’s participation. 
Implicit in both of these requests is the principle of effective and 
efficient supervision.   
 
In the event that FDIC and the PFR disagree as to the appropriateness 
of FDIC’s participation, the respective agency supervision 
representatives determine whether FDIC participation is appropriate. In 
the event the agency representatives cannot agree, the FDIC 
Chairman and the principal of the PFR will make the determination. 

 
FDIC Back-up Enforcement Authority  

 
FDIC is authorized under Section 8(t) of the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Act to engage in back-up enforcement action.49 In this capacity, 
FDIC generally has the same powers with respect to any insured 
depository institution and its affiliates as the primary federal banking 
agency has with respect to the institution and its affiliates. FDIC may 
recommend in writing that an institution's PFR take a range 
of enforcement actions authorized under the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Act with respect to any insured depository institution or any 
institution-affiliated party, based on an examination by FDIC or the 
PFR. The recommendation must be accompanied by a written 
explanation of the concerns giving rise to the recommendation. If, 
within 60 days of such recommendation, the institution's PFR does not 
take the enforcement action recommended by FDIC or provide an 
acceptable plan for responding to the concerns, FDIC may petition the 
FDIC Board of Directors for such enforcement action to be taken. Only 
after Board approval may FDIC take action in its capacity as insurer. 
However, the composition of the FDIC Board, which includes the 
Director of OTS and the Comptroller of the Currency, essentially puts 
the enforcement decision back into the hands of the PFR that was 
reluctant to take action in the first place. The statute provides for a 
similar exercise of FDIC's authority in exigent circumstances without 
regard to the 60-day time period; however, such circumstances also 
require approval of the FDIC Board of Directors prior to any action 
being taken. 

 
49 12 U.S.C. §1818(t). 
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FDIC Deposit Insurance Assessments 
 

Prior to the passage of the Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 
2005 and the Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act Conforming 
Amendments of 2005 (collectively referred to as the Reform Act), FDIC 
was statutorily required to set assessments semiannually. Specifically, 
the FDIC Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA) required that FDIC 
establish a risk-based assessment system. To implement that 
requirement, FDIC adopted by regulation a system that placed 
institutions into risk categories based on two criteria: (1) capital levels 
and (2) supervisory ratings, as illustrated in Table 18. In practice, the 
subgroup evaluations were generally based on an institution’s 
composite CAMELS rating. Generally, institutions with a CAMELS 
rating of 1 or 2 were put into supervisory subgroup A. Supervisory 
subgroup B generally included institutions with a CAMELS composite 
rating of 3; and supervisory subgroup C generally included institutions 
with CAMELS composite ratings of 4 or 5. 

 
Table 18: Risk-Based Assessment Matrix Effective Until January 2007 

Supervisory Group  
Capital Group A B C 

1. Well-Capitalized 1A 1B 1C 
2. Adequately 
Capitalized 

2A 2B 2C 

3. Undercapitalized 3A 3B 3C 
Source:  12 CFR Part 327, Final Rule Supplemental Information. 

 
A risk-based system is defined as one based on an institution’s 
probability of causing a loss to the Deposit Insurance Fund due to the 
composition and concentration of the institution’s assets and liabilities, 
the amount of loss given failure, and the revenue needs of the fund. 
Provisions in the Reform Act continued to require that the assessment 
system be risk-based but allowed FDIC to define risk broadly. Under 
the rule adopted by FDIC to implement the Reform Act, deposit 
insurance assessments are collected after each quarter ends—which 
was intended to allow for consideration of more current information 
than under the prior rule. Effective January 1, 2007, the nine risk 
classifications in the risk-based assessment matrix were consolidated 
into four risk categories. However, the implementing regulation 
continued to use capital ratios and supervisory ratings to determine an 
institution’s risk category. Table 19 shows the relationship between the 
old nine-cell matrix and the new risk categories. 
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Table 19:  New Risk Categories Effective January 2007 
Supervisory Group  

Capital Group A B C 
1. Well-Capitalized I 
2. Adequately 
Capitalized 

 
 

      II 
 

III 

3. Undercapitalized                  III IV 
Source:  FDIC’s Website – Deposit Insurance Assessments – Key Provisions Pertaining to 
Risk-based Assessments. 

 
The amount each institution is assessed is based upon factors that 
include the amount of the institution’s domestic deposits as well as the 
degree of risk the institution poses to the insurance fund. For large 
institutions (generally those institutions with $10 billion or more in 
assets) that have long-term debt issuer ratings, base assessment rates 
are determined from weighted average CAMELS component ratings 
and long-term debt issuer ratings. For larger Risk Category I 
institutions, additional risk factors will be considered to determine if the 
assessment rates should be adjusted up to a ½ basis point higher or 
lower. This additional information includes market data, financial 
performance measures, considerations of the ability to withstand 
financial stress, and loss severity indicators.  
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CAMELS An acronym for the performance rating components: 

Capital adequacy, Asset quality, Management practices, 
Earnings performance, Liquidity position, and Sensitivity 
to market risk. Numerical values range from 1 to 5, with 1 
being the highest rating and 5 representing the worst-
rated banks. 

 
Concentration  As defined by OTS, a group of similar types of assets or 

liabilities that, when aggregated, exceed 25 percent of a 
thrift’s core capital plus allowance for loan and lease 
losses. Concentrations may include direct, indirect, and 
contingent obligations or large purchases of loans from a 
single counterparty. Some higher-risk asset or liability 
types (e.g., residual assets) may warrant monitoring as 
concentrations even if they do not exceed 25 percent of 
core capital plus allowance for loan lease losses. 

FICO scores Credit scores provided to lenders by credit reporting 
agencies to reflect information that each credit bureau 
keeps on file about the borrower and that are produced 
from software developed by Fair Isaac and Company. 
The credit scores take into consideration borrower 
information such as (1) timeliness of payments; (2) the 
length of time credit has been established; (3) the 
amount of credit used versus the amount of credit 
available; (4) the length of time at present residence; and 
(5) negative credit information such as bankruptcies, 
charge-offs, and collections. The higher the credit score 
is, the lower the risk to the lender. 

Generally accepted      A widely accepted set of rules, conventions,  
accounting principles  standards, and procedures for reporting financial 

information, as established by the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board. 

 
Loan-to-value ratio A ratio for a single loan and property calculated by 

dividing the total loan amount at origination by the market 
value of the property securing the credit, plus any readily 
marketable collateral or other acceptable collateral. In 
accordance with Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate 
Lending Policies (appendix to 12 C.F.R. § 560.101), 
institutions’ internal loan-to-value limits should not 
exceed (1) 65 percent for raw land; (2) 75 percent for 
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land development; and (3) 80 percent for commercial, 
multifamily, and other nonresidential loans. The 
guidelines do not specify a limit for owner-occupied one- 
to four-family properties and home equity loans. 
However, when the loan-to-value ratio on such a loan 
equals or exceeds 90 percent at the time of origination, 
the guidelines state that the thrift should require 
mortgage insurance or readily marketable collateral.  

 
Matter requiring       A thrift practice noted during an OTS examination  
board attention that deviates from sound governance, internal control, 

and risk management principles, and which may 
adversely impact the bank’s earnings or capital, risk 
profile, or reputation, if not addressed; or result in 
substantive noncompliance with laws and regulations, 
internal policies or processes, OTS supervisory 
guidance, or conditions imposed in writing in connection 
with the approval of any application or other request by 
the institution. A matter requiring board attention (MRBA) 
is not a formal enforcement action. Nevertheless, OTS 
requires that thrifts address the matter, and failure to do 
so may result in a formal enforcement action. 

 
Mortgage banking The term refers to the origination, sale, and servicing of 

mortgages. A mortgage banker takes an application from 
the borrower and issues a loan to the borrower. The 
mortgage banker then sells the loan to an investor and 
may retain or sell the servicing of the loan that includes 
collecting monthly payments, forwarding the proceeds to 
the investor who purchased the loan, and acting as the 
investor's representative for other issues and problems 
with the loan. 

 
Nontraditional mortgages Mortgages that include "interest-only" and "payment 

option" adjustable-rates. These products allow borrowers 
to exchange lower payments during an initial period for 
higher payments during a later amortization period. 

 
Pipeline Loans inventoried in an institution’s held-for-sale portfolio 

to be sold to investors. 
 
Prompt corrective action A framework of supervisory actions, set forth in 12 U.S.C. 

§ 1831o, for insured depository institutions that are not 
adequately capitalized. It was intended to ensure that 
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action is taken when an institution becomes financially 
troubled in order to prevent a failure or minimize resulting 
losses. These actions become increasingly severe as a 
thrift falls into lower capital categories. The capital 
categories are well-capitalized, adequately capitalized, 
undercapitalized, significantly undercapitalized, and 
critically undercapitalized. The prompt corrective action 
minimum requirements are as follows:  

Capital Category  
Total  
Risk-Based  

Tier 1/  
Risk-Based  

Tier 1/  
Leverage  

Well-capitalizeda  
10% or 
greater  

and  6% or 
greater  

and  5% or greater  

Adequately 
Capitalized  

8% or 
greater  

and  4% or 
greater  

and  4% or greater  
(3% for 1-rated)  

Undercapitalized  
Less 
than 8%  

or  Less 
than 4%  

or  Less than 4% (except 
for 1-rated)  

Significantly 
Undercapitalized  

Less 
than 6%  

or  Less 
than 3%  

or  Less than 3%  

Critically 
Undercapitalized  

Has a ratio of tangible equity to total assets that is equal to or 
less than 2 percent. Tangible equity is defined in 12 C.F.R. § 
565.2(f).  

a To be well-capitalized, a thrift also cannot be subject to a higher capital 
requirement imposed by OTS. 

 
Risk-based capital A thrift’s risk-based capital is the sum of its Tier 1 capital 

plus Tier 2 capital (to the extent that Tier 2 capital does 
not exceed 100 percent of Tier 1 capital). This amount is 
then reduced by (1) reciprocal holdings of the capital 
instruments of another depository institution, (2) equity 
investments, and (3) low-level recourse exposures and 
residual interests that the thrift chooses to deduct using 
the simplified/direct deduction method, excluding the 
credit-enhancing interest-only strips already deducted 
from Tier 1 capital. 

 
Risk-weighted asset An asset rated by risk to establish the minimum amount 

of capital that is required within institutions. To weight 
assets by risk, an institution must assess the risk 
associated with the loans in its portfolio. Institutions 
whose portfolios hold more risk require more capital. 

 
Secondary market Financial market where previously issued securities 

(such as bonds, notes, shares) and financial instruments 

http://www.investorwords.com/1953/financial_market.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/securities.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/bond.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/notes.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/share.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/financial-instrument.html
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(such as bills of exchange and certificates of deposit) are 
bought and sold. All commodity and stock exchanges, 
and over-the-counter markets, serve as secondary 
markets which (by providing an avenue for resale) help in 
reducing the risk of investment and in maintaining 
liquidity in the financial system. 

 
Stated income A stated income mortgage loan is a specialized mortgage 

loan where the mortgage lender verifies employment and 
assets, but not income. Instead, an income is simply 
stated on the loan application (the stated income on the 
application has to be realistic for the employment type). 

Thrift Financial Report A financial report that thrifts are required to file quarterly 
with OTS. The report includes detailed information about 
the institution's operations and financial condition, and 
must be prepared in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles. The thrift financial report for thrifts 
is similar to the call report required of commercial banks. 

 
  

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/bill.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/exchange.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/certificate.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/deposit.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/commodity.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/stock-exchange.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/over-the-counter-OTC.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/market.html
http://www.investorwords.com/6640/resale.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/risk.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/investment.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/liquidity.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/financial-system.html
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This appendix lists OTS safety and soundness examinations of WaMu from 2003 until the 
thrift’s failure in September 2008 and provides information on the significant results of those 
examinations. Generally, MRBAs represent the most significant items requiring corrective 
action found by the examiners. 
 
 

Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

3-17-03 2/222223 $243 
 

Matters requiring board attention 
Sensitivity to Market Risk:  Ensure that 
management fulfills the commitments 
made in the bank’s responses to the 
various findings memos issued during 
the examination. Particular attention is 
directed to upgrading risk management 
practices associated with mortgage 
banking activities. Also important is the 
Board’s commitment to building the 
enterprise-wide risk management 
function, with an emphasis on corporate 
market risk management. 
 
Corrective actions 
Capital Adequacy:  Implement 
appropriate corrective action, as agreed 
to by management, in the responses to 
the various findings memos issued 
during the examination.   
Asset Quality:  Implement appropriate 
corrective action, as agreed to by 
management, in the responses to the 
various findings memos issued during 
the examination.   
Management:  Monitor implementation 
of corrective actions initiated in response 
to the various findings memos issued 
during the examination. 
Earnings:  Implement appropriate 
corrective action, as agreed to by 
management, in the responses to the 
various findings memos issued during 
the examination.   
Liquidity:  Implement recommendations 
in Joint Memo 16, as agreed.  
Sensitivity to Market Risk:  Implement 
appropriate corrective action, as agreed 
to by management, in the responses to 
the various findings memos issued 
during the examination. 

None 
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Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

3-15-04 2/222223 $248 

 

Matters requiring board attention 
Asset Quality – Single Family 
Residential Underwriting:  Ensure that 
management follows through with plans 
to improve single family underwriting 
practices and gauge the effectiveness of 
these plans through close monitoring by 
Finance Committee of independent 
reviews performed by ERM units. 
Asset Quality – Subprime Borrowers:  
Review and diligently question 
management’s definitions of high-
risk/subprime borrowers and 
recommended portfolio concentration 
limits for loans to such borrowers; 
identify plans to track the performance of 
such loans; and approve a prudent 
subprime lending strategy. 
Asset Quality – Single Family Loan 
Channel Profitability:  Require 
management to provide information on 
single family loan channel profitability, 
particularly the correspondent channel, 
and require thorough explanation for any 
strategy that does not provide an 
acceptable risk-adjusted return.   
Asset Quality – ERM:  Obtain updates 
from management on the progress in 
consolidating Residential Quality 
Assurance (RQA), Optimum Support, 
Servicing Quality Assurance, 
Compliance Review, and other review 
functions within ERM. Finance 
Committee should ensure that 
management maintains integrity of RQA 
and Compliance Review activities during 
and after consolidation and provide 
support to RQA in terms of making sure 
it obtains timely and appropriate 
responses to findings from line 
management.   
Asset Quality/Sensitivity – Data 
Management:  Monitor management’s 
progress in improving the management 
and accuracy of pipeline and warehouse 
data, including plans to reduce the 
manual control process. 
Sensitivity – Mortgage Servicing 

None 
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Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

Rights (MSR):  Continue to focus 
attention on understanding the behavior 
of the bank’s MSR, particularly in terms 
of hedge performance. Require 
management to either reduce 
concentration risk or enhance MSR risk 
management capabilities to reduce 
volatility, including risk limit setting 
process.   
Sensitivity – Net Income Scenario 
Analysis:  Discuss expectations with 
management for net income scenario 
analysis that should be presented to the 
Board on a regular basis. Ensure 
management expands the range of 
interest rate environments for 
presentation of net income, net interest 
income, and net portfolio value 
sensitivity information to the Board. 
Monitor management’s progress in 
completing the development of 
prepayment models.   
Management – ERM:  Monitor and 
obtain reports from management on 
status of ERM function in terms of 
effectiveness and resource adequacy. 
Management – Cost-Cutting 
Measures:  Ensure cost-cutting 
measures are not impacting critical risk 
management areas. 
Management – Organizational 
Changes:  Closely monitor impact of 
organizational changes, particularly in 
terms of making sure adequate, 
committed resources support an 
experienced management team. 
 
Corrective actions  
Capital Adequacy:  None. 
Asset Quality:  Implement appropriate 
corrective actions as agreed to in 
management’s responses to the various 
findings memos issued during the 
examination. 
Management:  Implement the required 
actions set forth in the MRBAs section of 
the report and monitor implementation of 
corrective actions initiated in response to 
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Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

the various findings memos issued 
during the examination. 
Earnings:  None. 
Liquidity:  Implement recommendations 
in Joint Memo #1, as agreed. 
Sensitivity to Market Risk:  Implement 
appropriate corrective actions as agreed 
to by management in the responses to 
the various findings memos issued 
during the examination. 

3-14-05 2/222222 $306 

 

Matters requiring board attention 
Asset Quality – SFR Underwriting:  
Ensure that management follows 
through with plans to improve SFR 
underwriting and appraisal practices and 
gauge the effectiveness of these plans 
through close monitoring of independent 
reviews performed by ERM units.   
Asset Quality – Credit Risk Oversight 
(CRO):  Ensure that the Board is 
receiving and reviewing appropriate 
reports from CRO summarizing loan 
review activities and trends. Ensure that 
CRO is appropriately developing and 
executing an adequate Performance 
Plan. Support CRO in obtaining timely 
and appropriate responses to findings 
from line management.   
Management – ERM:  Monitor and 
obtain reports from management on 
status of ERM in terms of effectiveness 
and resource adequacy.  Maintain open 
dialog between the Board, Chief 
Enterprise Risk Officer (CERO), and 
general auditor.  Be prepared to review 
criticality plans for integrating Providian’s 
risk management organization into 
WaMu’s, ensuring that staffing levels 
and expertise are commensurate with 
the risks and complexities of the 
combined organizations, and that strong 
risk controls remain in place through the 
integration process.    
 
Corrective actions 
Capital Adequacy:  Implement the 
required Basel II/economic capital 
allocation model development monitoring 

None 
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Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

actions set forth in the MRBA section of 
the report. 
Asset Quality:  Implement the required 
actions set forth in the MRBAs.  Monitor 
implementation of corrective actions 
initiated in response to the various 
findings memos issued during the 
examination. 
Management:  Implement the required 
actions set forth in the MRBAs.  Monitor 
implementation of corrective actions 
initiated in response to the various 
findings memos issued during the 
examination. 
Earnings:  None. 
Liquidity:  No findings memos were 
issued in this area; however, 
management is expected to follow 
through with its corrective actions 
initiated in response to the Internal Audit 
report on branch profitability. 
Sensitivity to Market Risk:  Senior 
management and the Board should 
closely monitor progress on the pipeline 
and pricing control automation project 
and provide sufficient support to ensure 
timely implementation.  

3-13-06 2/222222 $347 
 

Matters requiring board attention 
Asset Quality – Subprime SFR 
Underwriting:  Ensure that 
management follows through with its 
commitment to reduce underwriting 
deficiencies within established limits by 
December 31, 2006, through close 
monitoring of reviews performed within 
the business unit and overseen by ERM.  
Management – ERM:  Continue to 
monitor and obtain reports from 
management on the status of ERM to 
ensure its effectiveness and adequacy of 
resources. Maintain open dialog 
between the Board, the CERO, and 
general auditor. ERM should provide an 
important check and balance on profit-
oriented units and warrants strong Board 
commitment and support, particularly 
given the bank’s current strategy 
involving increased credit risk. 

None 
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Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

Corrective actions 
Capital Adequacy:  None. 
Asset Quality:  Implement the required 
actions in the MRBA section of this 
report.  In addition, monitor 
implementation of corrective actions 
initiated in response to the various 
findings memos issued during the 
examination. 
Management:  Implement appropriate 
corrective action as agreed by 
management in their various written 
responses to findings memos issued 
during the examination. 
Earnings:  None. 
Liquidity:  None. 
Sensitivity to Market Risk:  
Management should implement the 
corrective actions set forth in the bank’s 
response to S&S Finding Memo #17. 

1-08-07 2/222212 $318 
 

Matters requiring board attention 
Asset Quality – Subprime SFR 
Underwriting:  Ensure that 
management reduces underwriting 
deficiencies to the tolerance levels 
agreed upon in response to Asset 
Quality Findings Memo 3. 
Management – Enterprise Risk 
Management:  Continue to monitor and 
receive reports on the status of ERM to 
ensure its effectiveness and that 
appropriate resources and support are 
provided for this function. Maintain open 
dialog between the Board, CERO, and 
general auditor. ERM should provide an 
important check and balance on profit-
oriented units and warrants strong Board 
commitment and support.  
 
Corrective actions 
Capital Adequacy:  None 
Asset Quality:  (1) Ensure corrective 
actions as indicated in responses to 
various asset-quality findings memos are 
implemented in a timely manner and (2) 
implement required corrective actions 
identified in the MRBAs. 
Management:  (1) Implement required 

Cease & desist 
order related to 
deficiencies in 
BSA/AML on 
10/17/07. 
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Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

actions set forth in the MRBA section of 
the ROE and the enforcement actions 
resulting from the Bank Secrecy Act 
(BSA) Anti-Money laundering (AML) 
deficiencies and civil money penalty 
resulting from the Commercial Flood 
Insurance violations and (2) implement 
the corrective actions agreed to by 
management in its written responses. 
Earnings:  None. 
Liquidity: None. 
Sensitivity to Market Risk:  None. 

9-10-07 3/343432 
 

Changed 
to 

4/343442 
on 9-18-08 

 

$318 
 

Matters requiring board attention 
Asset Quality – SFR Lending:  
Conduct an independent review of the 
SFR lending process to determine 
whether weaknesses identified in the 
Corporate Fraud Investigation (April 4, 
2008) are systemic and to identify any 
other internal control or underwriting 
weaknesses. Develop a plan for 
correcting any weaknesses identified.   
Asset Quality – ALLL:  Continue to 
refine and develop an effective ALLL 
methodology and maintain an adequate 
ALLL at all times.   
Management – Board Information:  
Assess information provided to the 
Board to ensure that the Board receives 
sufficient, consistent, and 
understandable information from 
management to appropriately assess the 
bank’s risk.   
Management – Board Committee 
Structure:  Assess the current Board 
committee structure to determine 
whether the risk factors are appropriately 
delineated among current committees.   
Management – ERM:  Ensure that 
management develops an effective ERM 
function and that appropriate resources 
and support are provided for this 
function. ERM should provide an 
important check and balance on profit-
oriented units and therefore warrants 
strong Board commitment and support.  
Management – Strategic Plan:  
Continue to develop and finalize the new 

February 27, 2008, 
OTS required a 
Board Resolution 
(informal 
enforcement 
action) addressing 
the general areas 
of concern in asset 
quality, earnings, 
and liquidity. WaMu 
adopted the 
resolution on 
March 17, 2008. 
 
July 2008, OTS 
requested a 
Memorandum of 
Understanding 
(MOU) (an informal 
enforcement 
action) to address 
the 2008 
examination 
findings; the MOU 
was signed on 
September 7, 
2008. 
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Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

strategic plan that is currently a work in 
progress.     
 
Corrective actions 
Capital Adequacy:  Management must 
(1) update capital projections 
expeditiously to reflect any material 
change in the bank’s operating condition, 
but no less than quarterly and (2) 
maintain capital at internal capital levels 
agreed upon with OTS. 
Asset Quality:   
• Ensure that corrective actions 

indicated in the responses to the 
various Asset Quality related 
findings memoranda are 
implemented in a timely manner. 

• Perform an assessment of the 
control weaknesses related to SFR 
underwriting that were identified in 
the internal Corporate Fraud 
investigations Report (April 2008) 
and correct all deficiencies noted. 

• Continue to refine and develop an 
effective ALLL methodology. 

• Ensure that ALLL is maintained at an 
adequate level at all times. 

• Cease “stated income” lending for all 
mortgage loans and all other loans 
over $50,000. 

• Ensure that the bank adequately 
documents the borrower’s ability to 
pay on all non-mortgage loans over 
$50,000. 

Management:   
• Implement the actions set forth in the 

MRBA section of this report. 
• Ensure full compliance with the 

requirements of all outstanding 
enforcement actions. 

• Implement the corrective actions 
agreed to by management in the 
written responses to findings memos 
issued during the examination.   

• Submit the Strategic Business Plan 
as requested. 

• Strengthen the Compliance Manager 
position. 
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Date 
Exam 
Started 

CAMELS 
Rating 

Total 
Assets 

($billions)

Significant safety and soundness 
matters requiring board attention 
and corrective actions cited in 
reports of examination 

Enforcement 
Action 

Earnings:  Monitor actual versus 
projected operating results and keep 
OTS informed of material differences. 
Liquidity:   
• Cure violations of the WaMu 

Liquidity Management Standard as 
soon as possible, but no later than 
October 30, 2008.  Maintain 
sufficient liquidity thereafter. 

• Improve reporting of uninsured 
deposits and brokered deposits in 
liquidity risk reports to management 
and the Board, as detailed in SS 
Memo #6 – Liquidity Risk Reporting. 

Sensitivity to Market Risk:   
• Enhance the net portfolio value 

(NPV) modeling process particularly 
relating to Option adjustable rate 
mortgages (ARM) loan and subprime 
loan valuations. 

• Introduce non-parallel stress 
scenarios to complement the 
existing parallel shift stress 
scenarios within the Downside Net 
Interest Margin measure. 
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Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

1700 G Street, N.W., Wa,hingttln, DC 20552· (202) 906,6372 

March 30, 2010 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Eric M, Thorson 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Inspector General 
Department of the Treasury 

Jon T. Rymer 
Inspector General 
Federal Deposit Insurance 

John E. Bowman 
Acting Director 

e "Evaluation of Federal Regulatory 
ton Mutual Bank." 

John E. Bowman 
Acting Director 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your draft audit report entitled "Evaluation of 
Federal Regulatory Oversight of Washington Mutual Bank." We received the draft report on 
March 16th , and previously had an opportunity to review a discussion draft of the report. The 
report focuses on causes of the failure of Washington Mutual (Wamu), the Office of Thrift 
Supervision's (OTS) supervision of Wamu, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation;s 
(FDIC) monitoring of Wamu and assessment of insurance premiums. 

The closure of Wamu approximately a year and a half ago during the middle of the recent 
economic downturn resulted in no loss to the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). Since there was no 
loss to the DIF, a material loss review (MLR) was not mandated under Section 38(k) of the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Act. 12 U.S.C. 18310(k). We understand that your offices undertook 
this joint review as an exercise in good government. 

The draft audit report makes one recommendation to OTS: 

Specifically, OTS should use its own internal report of examination system to formally 
track the status of examiner recommendations and related thrift corrective actions. 

Draft report at pp. 4 and 55. 

Office of Thrift Supervision 
Department of the Treasury 

1700 G Street. N.W., Wa,hington, DC 20552· (202) 906·6372 

March 30, 2010 
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Department of the Treasury 

Jon T. Rymer 
Inspector General 
Federal Deposit Insurance 
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Acting Director 

e "Evaluation of Federal Regulatory 
ton Mutual Bank" 

John E. Bowman 
Acting Director 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your draft audit report entitled "Evaluation of 
Federal Regulatory Oversight of Washington Mutual Bank." We received the draft report on 
March 16th

, and previously had an opportunity to review a discussion draft of the report. The 
report focuses on causes of the failure of Washington Mutual (Wamu), the Office of Thrift 
Supervision's (OTS) supervision of Wamu, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's 
(FDIC) monitoring of Wamu and assessment of insurance premiums, 

The closure of Wamu approximately a year and a half ago during the middle of the recent 
economic downturn resulted in no loss to the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). Since there was no 
loss to the DW, a material loss review (MLR) was not mandated under Section 38(k) of the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Act. 12 U.S.c. 18310(k), We understand that your offices undertook 
this joint review as an exercise in good government. 

The draft audit report makes one recommendation to OTS: 

Specifically, OTS should use its own internal report of examination system to formally 
track the status of examiner recommendations and related thrift corrective actions. 

Draft report at pp. 4 and 55. 
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Department of the Treasury 

Jon T. Rymer 
Inspector General 
Federal Deposit Insurance 

John E. Bowman 
Acting Director 

e "Evaluation of Federal Regulatory 
ton Mutual Bank" 

John E. Bowman 
Acting Director 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your draft audit report entitled "Evaluation of 
Federal Regulatory Oversight of Washington Mutual Bank." We received the draft report on 
March 16th

, and previously had an opportunity to review a discussion draft of the report. The 
report focuses on causes of the failure of Washington Mutual (Wamu), the Office of Thrift 
Supervision's (OTS) supervision of Wamu, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's 
(FDIC) monitoring of Wamu and assessment of insurance premiums, 

The closure of Wamu approximately a year and a half ago during the middle of the recent 
economic downturn resulted in no loss to the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). Since there was no 
loss to the DW, a material loss review (MLR) was not mandated under Section 38(k) of the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Act. 12 U.S.c. 18310(k), We understand that your offices undertook 
this joint review as an exercise in good government. 

The draft audit report makes one recommendation to OTS: 

Specifically, OTS should use its own internal report of examination system to formally 
track the status of examiner recommendations and related thrift corrective actions. 

Draft report at pp. 4 and 55. 
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Page 2 
OTS is committed to strengtbening irs supervIsory process and has been responsive to 
recommendations and lessonsieamoo from both prior internal failed bank reviews and MLRs by 

Treasury's Inspector General. 

OTS concurs with the report's ooe recommendation stated above and has system5. in 
place to impiement that recommendation. In October 2007 a new foUow up function was added 
to OTS's imernal Examination Data SystemfReports of Examination (EDSfROE) to require 
examiners and orner Regional staff to associate dates and comments with matters requiring board 
attention and other material matters identified an examination that require follow~up. 
rive new reports were added to EDSfROE{Summary, List View, History, Reason Summary and 
an Excel spreadsheet report} to provlde :,tafT wirn the tools necessary to monitor follow up items. 
Thb follow-up system js weU popu~ated and used by staff and monitored by senior 
management 

hi the case of Wamu. the centralized internal follow up system was not fully utmzed when it 
became available In late 2007 for a variety of reasons. OTS management is unaware of any other 
OTS.reguiated instItution that is not tracked in the OTS internal fonow~up system. 

Thank you agaJl1 for the opportunity to review and respond t'O your draft report_ We appreciated 
the and courtesies provided by the staff 'Of both Offices of lospet.'1:or General. 
We forward to reading your report 00: 4 of this review, noted at p.2, regarding the 
assessment of the resolution process Wamu, 

('c: SheHa C. Balr 
Chairman, FDIC 
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General (OIG) report entitled, Evaluation of Federal Regulatory Oversight of Washington 
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back-up supervisory authority inherent in the interagency agreement governing information 
sharing that limit the FDIC's ability to assess the potential risk of an institutional failure and the 
resulting impact on the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). The report also notes concerns about the 
FDIC's reliance on CAMELS ratings for the purpose of establishing risk-based premiums for 
deposit insurance coverage. It includes recommendations to address both issues. 

The FDIC has also been concerned about these issues, particularly with respect to large 
depository institutions that pose significant risk to the DIF, and FDIC staff has been working for 
some time on proposals to address both of these concerns. The report specifically recommends 
that the FDIC "revisit the interagency agreement governing information access and back-up 
examination authority for large insured depository institutions to ensure it provides the FDIC 
with sufficient access to information necessary to assess risk to the DIF." The FDIC agrees with 
this recommendation and has been actively working with the other primary federal regulators 
(PFRs) to develop modifications to the agreement that will provide the FDIC with greater access 
to information about the risks posed by these institutions. 

Proposed new memoranda of understanding with each ofthe other PFRs will be 
presented to the Board of Directors for its approval in the near future. The revised memoranda 
of understanding will clearly define for large depository institutions with $10 billion or more in 
assets (a) the extent of the FDIC on-site presence at these institutions; (b) the type of information 
that will be shared; and (c) the extent of FDIC access to information, the PFR and bank 
personneL We are hopeful that agreements can be reached in the near future. In any event, 
please be assured that the FDIC is committed to using all available legal authority to acquire 
timely access to information related to the risks that institutions pose to the Deposit Insurance 
Fund. 
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The report also recommends that the FDIC "revisit the FDIC Deposit Insurance 
Regulations to ensure those regulations provide the FDIC with the flexibility needed to make its 
own independent determination of an institution's risk to the DIF rather than relying too heavily 
on.the primary regulator's assignment of CAMELS ratings and capital levels." The FDIC also 
agrees with this recommendation and has been developing for consideration by the Board of 
Directors a proposed new deposit insurance pricing system for large banks that better 
differentiates risks and does not rely on external ratings. I fully expect that a new pricing system 
will be adopted soon by the Board, following the completion of appropriate rulemaking 
processes, and will be implemented by the end of the year. 

In closing, I would like to reaffirm the FDIC's determination to move quickly to address 
the lessons learned from the current financial crisis and to strengthen its overall financial 
regulatory framework. The recommendations in the joint OIG report are an important 
component of that effort. 

cc: John E. Bowman, Acting Director 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
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he banking and securities regulators use a variety of tools to identify areas of 
isk and assess how large, complex financial institutions manage their risks. 
he banking regulators--Federal Reserve, Office of the Comptroller of the 
urrency (OCC), and the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS)—and securities 

egulators—Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Financial 
ndustry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)—use somewhat different approaches 
o oversee risk management practices. Banking examiners are assigned to 
ontinuously monitor a single institution, where they engage in targeted and 
orizontal examinations and assess risks and the quality of institutions’ risk 
anagement systems. SEC and FINRA identify areas of high risk by 

ggregating information from examiners and officials on areas of concern 
cross broker-dealers and by monitoring institutions. SEC and FINRA conduct 
iscrete targeted and horizontal examinations. The banking regulators 
ocused on safety and soundness, while SEC and FINRA tended to focus on 
ompliance with securities rules and laws. All regulators have specific tools 
or effecting change when they identify weaknesses in risk management at 
nstitutions they oversee. 

n the examination materials GAO reviewed for a limited number of 
nstitutions, GAO found that regulators had identified numerous weaknesses 
n the institutions’ risk management systems before the financial crisis began. 
or example, regulators identified inadequate oversight of institutions’ risks 
y senior management. However, the regulators said that they did not take 
orceful actions to address these weaknesses, such as changing their 
ssessments, until the crisis occurred because the institutions had strong 
inancial positions and senior management had presented the regulators with 
lans for change. Regulators also identified weaknesses in models used to 
easure and manage risk but may not have taken action to resolve these 
eaknesses.  Finally, regulators identified numerous stress testing 
eaknesses at several large institutions, but GAO’s limited review did not 

dentify any instances in which weaknesses prompted regulators to take 
ggressive steps to push institutions to better understand and manage risks. 

ome aspects of the regulatory system may have hindered regulators’ 
versight of risk management. First, no regulator systematically looks across 

nstitutions to identify factors that could affect the overall financial system. 
hile regulators periodically conducted horizontal examinations on stress 

esting, credit risk practices, and risk management for securitized mortgage 
roducts, they did not consistently use the results to identify potential 
ystemic risks. Second, primary bank and functional regulators’ oversee risk 
anagement at the level of the legal entity within a holding company while 

arge entities manage risk on an enterprisewide basis or by business lines that 
ut across legal entities. As a result, these regulators may have only a limited 
iew of institutions’ risk management or their responsibilities and activities 
Financial regulators have an 
important role in assessing risk 
management systems at financial 
institutions. Analyses have 
identified inadequate risk 
management at large, complex 
financial institutions as one of the 
causes of the current financial 
crisis. The failure of the institutions
to appropriately identify, measure, 
and manage their risks has raised 
questions not only about corporate 
governance but also about the 
adequacy of regulatory oversight of 
risk management systems.  
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(1) how regulators oversee risk 
management at these institutions, 
(2) the extent to which regulators 
identified shortcomings in risk 
management at certain institutions 
prior to the summer of 2007, and 
(3) how some aspects of the 
regulatory system may have 
contributed to or hindered the 
oversight of risk management. GAO
built upon its existing body of 
work, evaluated the examination 
guidance used by examiners at U.S.
banking and securities regulators, 
and reviewed examination reports 
and work papers from 2006-2008 
for a selected sample of large 
institutions, and horizontal exams 
that included additional 
institutions.   
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regulatory system as a high risk 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I appreciate the opportunity to participate in today’s hearing on regulators’ 
oversight of risk management at large, complex, financial institutions. As 
you know, financial regulators have a role in assessing the risk 
management systems at the financial institutions they supervise. This 
oversight is a responsibility of both federal regulatory agencies, including 
the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve), the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the Office of Thrift Supervision 
(OTS), and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and of self -
regulatory organizations, such as the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority (FINRA). Several significant analyses of the current financial 
crisis, which has threatened the stability of the financial system and led to 
the insolvency of some large U.S. financial institutions, have identified 
inadequate risk management at large financial institutions as one of the 
causes of the crisis.1 Major institutions across the financial sector—
Lehman Brothers, Washington Mutual, and Wachovia—have failed or been 
rescued at the last moment by mergers and acquisitions, and the factors 
that led to these failures such as poor underwriting standards for 
mortgages and a lack of understanding of the risks posed by some 
structured products, as well as the failures themselves, have led to 
instability of the financial system in the United States. The failures of these 
institutions to appropriately identify, measure, and manage their risks 
have raised serious questions about the adequacy of the regulators’ 
oversight of risk management. Moreover, these failures raise a number of 
questions about what lessons can be learned from the current crisis that 
should be considered as Congress and the Administration begin to rethink 
the current financial regulatory system. 

My statement today focuses on our review of regulators’ oversight of risk 
management systems at a limited number of large, complex financial 
institutions (initiated at the request of Chairman Reed) as well as our past 
work on the federal regulatory system. Specifically, I will discuss (1) how 

                                                                                                                                    
1Senior Supervisors Group, Observation on Risk Management Practices during the Recent 

Market Turbulence, March 6, 2008; The President’s Working Group on Financial Markets, 
Policy Statement on Financial Market Developments, March 13, 2008; Financial Stability 
Forum Report of the Financial Stability Forum on Enhancing Market and Institutional 

Resilience, April 7, 2008; and Basel Committee on Banking Supervision: The Joint Forum, 
Cross-sectoral review of group-wide identification and management of risk 

concentrations, April 2008. Institute of International Finance, Final Report of the IIF 

Committee on Market Best Practices: Principles of Conduct and Best Practice 

Recommendations—Industry Response to the Market Turmoil of 2007-2008, July 2008.  
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regulators oversee risk management at large financial institutions, (2) the 
extent to which regulators identified shortcomings in risk management at 
selected institutions prior to the beginning of the financial crisis in the 
summer of 2007, and (3) how some aspects of the regulatory system may 
have contributed to or hindered the oversight of risk management. 

To prepare for this testimony, we built upon our existing body of work on 
regulatory oversight of risk management.2 We evaluated the examination 
guidance used by examiners at the Federal Reserve, OCC, OTS, and SEC. 
We also conducted a literature review to identify good risk management 
practices. We identified and used as criteria The Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway Commission’s (COSO) Enterprisewide 

Risk Management—Integrated Framework and several analyses of risk 
management as they relate to the current financial crisis including the 
Institute of International Finance’s (IIF) Final Report of the IIF 

Committee on Market Best Practices: Principles of Conduct and Best 

Practice Recommendations and the Senior Supervisor Group’s 
Observations on Risk Management Practices During Recent Turbulent 

Times. Finally, for the the period 2006-2008, we reviewed the authorities 
under which the regulators exercise oversight of risk management, 
examination reports, and workpapers supporting these reports for a small 
number of large financial institutions that we selected. The results cannot 
be projected to the universe of large complex institutions but rather 
provide examples of risk management oversight at the selected 
institutions. In this regard, I note that the statutory authority providing for 
GAO audits of the federal bank regulators generally prohibits GAO from 
disclosing regulatory nonpublic information identifying an open bank. 
Therefore, we will not disclose the banking institutions included in our 
study or detailed information obtained from the examinations or 
interviews with the examination staff. 

We conducted this work from December 2008 to March 2009 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those 

                                                                                                                                    
2GAO, Financial Market Regulation: Agencies Engaged in Consolidated Supervision Can 

Strengthen Performance Measurement and Collaboration, GAO-07-154 (Washington, D.C.: 
Mar. 15, 2007); Risk-focused Bank Examinations: Regulators of Large Banking 

Organizations Face Challenges, GAO/GGD-00-48 (Washington, D.C.: Jan. 24, 2000); Risk-

Based Capital: Regulatory and Industry Approaches to Capital and Risk, 

GAO/GGD-98-153 (Washington, D.C.: July 20, 1998); Financial Derivatives: Actions Taken 

or Proposed Since May 1994, GAO/GGD/AIMD-97-8 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 01, 1998) 
GAO/GGD/AIMD-97-8; and Financial Derivatives: Actions Needed to Protect the Financial 

System, GAO/GGD-94-133, (Washington, D.C.: May 18, 1994).  
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standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient 
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained 
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our 
audit objectives. 

 
The Federal Reserve, OCC, OTS, and SEC maintain continuous contact 
with large, complex institutions, using a risk-based examination approach 
that aims to identify areas of risk and assess these institutions’ risk 
management systems but the approaches of banking and securities 
regulators varies somewhat across regulators. The banking regulators 
(Federal Reserve, OCC, and OTS) use a combination of supervisory 
activities, including informal tools and examination-related activities to 
assess the quality of risk management. For example, bank examiners 
review the activities, products, and services that an institution engages in 
to identify risks and then through continuous monitoring and targeted 
examinations assess how the institution manages those risks. Banking 
examiners use the information they gather to assign a rating that, among 
other things, includes an assessment of the quality of the institutions’ risk 
management systems including its governance and policies. The Federal 
Reserve and OCC have detailed risk assessment frameworks or processes. 
Both OCC and the Federal Reserve conduct a number of targeted 
examinations. SEC’s and FINRA’s risk management assessment of broker-
dealers primarily relies on discrete targeted examinations to determine 
whether institutions are in compliance with regulatory rules and securities 
laws. Generally, all the regulators look at risk management at the 
institutional level, but they also perform horizontal examinations—
coordinated supervisory reviews of a specific activity, business line, or 
risk management practice across a group of peer institutions. When bank 
regulators identify weaknesses in risk management at an institution, they 
have a number of informal and formal supervisory tools they can use for 
enforcement and to effect change.3 Similarly, SEC and FINRA have 
specific tools for effecting risk management improvements that are used 
when institutions are not in compliance with specific rules or regulations. 

In Summary 

                                                                                                                                    
3Informal enforcement actions include commitment letters, memoranda of understanding, 
and for bank regulators safety and soundness plan. Formal actions are authorized by 
statute, are generally more severe, and are disclosed to the public. Formal actions include 
consent orders, cease and desist orders and formal written agreements, among others. 
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In the examination materials we reviewed, we found that regulators had 
identified numerous weaknesses in the institutions’ risk management 
systems prior to the beginning of the financial crisis; however, regulators 
did not effectively address the weaknesses or in some cases fully 
appreciate their magnitude until the institutions were stressed. For 
example, 

• Some regulators found that institutions’ senior management oversight of 
risk management systems had significant shortcomings, such as a lack of a 
comprehensive means to review enterprisewide risks, yet some regulators 
gave the institutions satisfactory assessments until the financial crisis 
occurred. 
 

• Regulators identified other risk management weaknesses, such as the 
testing and validation of models used to assess and monitor risk exposures 
and price complex instruments. For example, some regulators found that 
institutions had not tested the assumptions in models used to evaluate 
risks—such as the likelihood of a borrower to default—but, for at least 
one institution, examiners did not prohibit the institutions from using 
untested models nor did they change their overall assessment of the 
institutions’ risk management program based on these findings. 
 

• In a 2006 review, the Federal Reserve found that none of the large, 
complex banking institutions it reviewed had an integrated stress testing 
program that incorporated all major financial risks enterprisewide, nor did 
they test for scenarios that would render them insolvent.  

 
In these instances, regulators told us that they did not fully appreciate the 
risks to the institutions under review or the implications of the identified 
weaknesses for the stability of the overall financial system. One regulator 
told us it was difficult to identify all risk management weaknesses until 
these systems became stressed by the financial crisis. 

Some aspects of the regulatory system may have hindered regulators’ 
oversight of risk management. One is that no regulator systematically and 
effectively looks across all large, complex financial institutions to identify 
factors that could have a destabilizing affect on the overall financial 
system. As a result, both banking and securities regulators continue to 
assess risk management primarily on an individual institutional level. Even 
when regulators perform horizontal examinations across institutions in 
areas such as stress testing, credit risk practices, and the risks of 
structured mortgage products, they do not consistently use the results to 
identify potential systemic risks. In addition, in 2005, when the Federal 
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Reserve implemented an internal process to evaluate financial stability 
issues related to certain large financial institutions, it did not consider 
risks on an integrated basis and, with hindsight, we note that it did not 
identify in a timely manner the severity of the risks that ultimately led to 
the failure or near failure of some of these institutions and created severe 
instability in the overall financial system. Another aspect of the regulatory 
system that hinders regulators’ oversight of risk management, by creating 
areas of overlap or limiting their view of risk management, comes from 
primary bank and functional regulators— such as the regulator of a 
broker-dealer—overseeing risk management at the level of a legal entity 
within a holding company that owns a number of subsidiary entities. While 
these regulators focus on depositories or broker-dealers, large financial 
institutions manage risks on an enterprisewide basis or by business lines 
that cut across legal entities. To the extent that a primary bank or 
functional regulator concentrates on the risks of a legal entity within an 
enterprise, the regulator will have a limited view of how the enterprise as a 
whole manages risk. On the other hand, if the regulator reviews risks 
outside the legal entity, it may be duplicating the oversight activities of 
other regulators including the holding company regulator. Finally, when a 
financial institution manages risks such as market risk across the 
depository and broker dealer, the primary bank and broker-dealer 
regulators may be performing duplicative oversight of certain functions as 
well. 

 
Financial institutions need systems to identify, assess, and manage risks to 
their operations from internal and external sources. These risk 
management systems are critical to responding to rapid and unanticipated 
changes in financial markets. Risk management depends, in part, on an 
effective corporate governance system that addresses risk across the 
institution and also within specific areas of risk, including credit, market, 
liquidity, operational, and legal risk.4 The board of directors, senior 

Background 

                                                                                                                                    
4Credit risk is the potential for financial losses resulting from the failure of a borrower or 
counterparty to perform on an obligation.  Market risk is the potential for financial losses 
due to the increase or decrease in the value or price of an asset or liability resulting from 
broad movements in prices, such as interest rates, commodity prices, stock prices, or the 
relative value of currencies (foreign exchange).  Liquidity risk is the potential for financial 
losses due to an institution’s failing to meet its obligations because of an inability to 
liquidate assets or obtain adequate funding. Operational risk is the potential for unexpected 
financial losses due to inadequate information systems, operational problems, and 
breaches in internal controls, or fraud. Legal risk is the potential for financial losses due to 
breaches of law or regulation that may result in heavy penalties or other costs.  
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management (and its designated risk-monitoring unit), the audit 
committee, internal auditors, and external auditors, and others have 
important roles to play in an effectively operating risk-management 
system. The different roles that each of these groups play represent critical 
checks and balances in the overall risk-management system. 

Since 1991, the Congress has passed several laws that emphasize the 
importance of internal controls including risk management at financial 
institutions and the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the 
Treadway Commission (COSO) has issued guidance that management of 
financial institutions could use to assess and evaluate its internal controls 
and enterprisewide risk management. 

• Following the savings and loan crisis in the 1980s, the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA) strengthened 
corporate governance in large U.S. banks and thrifts. FDICIA required 
management to annually assess its system of internal control over 
financial reporting and the external auditors to attest to management’s 
assertions. The corporate governance model established under FDICIA 
emphasized strong internal control systems, proactive boards of directors, 
and independent, knowledgeable audit committees. 
 

• During 1992, and with a subsequent revision in 1994 COSO issued its 
Internal Control – Integrated Framework. The COSO Framework set out 
criteria for establishing key elements of corporate governance, especially 
the “tone at the top.” The framework also set forth the five components of 
an effective system of internal control: control environment, risk 
assessment, control activities, information and communication, and 
monitoring. 
 

• With the failures of Enron and WorldCom, Congress passed the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) which required managements of public 
companies to assess their systems of internal control with external auditor 
attestations, though the implementation for smaller public companies has 
been gradual and is not yet complete. Under section 404 of SOX, the SEC 
required that management identify what framework it used to assess the 
system of internal control over financial reporting. Though it did not 
mandate any particular framework, the SEC recognized that the COSO 
Framework satisfied the SEC’s own criteria and allowed its use as an 
evaluation framework. 
 

• In 2004, COSO issued Enterprise Risk Management – Integrated 
Framework (ERM Framework), though it is not a binding framework for 
any particular entity or industry. The ERM Framework, which 
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encompasses the previous internal control framework, establishes best 
practices and expands the criteria and tools that management can use to 
assess whether it has an effective risk management system. The 
framework encourages the board of directors and senior management, in 
their corporate governance roles, to set the risk appetite of the entity, 
which is the amount of risk the entity is willing to accept in its overall 
strategy. Management further sets risk objectives to achieve the entity’s 
goals and sets risk tolerances to ensure that the risk appetite is not 
exceeded. 
 
Regulators also have a role in assessing risk management at financial 
institutions. In particular, oversight of risk management at large financial 
institutions is divided among a number of regulatory agencies. The Federal 
Reserve oversees risk management at bank holding companies and state 
member banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System; OTS 
oversees thrift holding companies and thrifts; SEC and FINRA oversee risk 
management at SEC-registered U.S. broker-dealers; and OCC oversees risk 
management at national banks. 

The Federal Reserve and OTS have long had authority to supervise holding 
companies. The Federal Reserve’s authority is set forth primarily in the 
Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, which contains the supervisory 
framework for holding companies that control commercial banks. OTS’s 
supervisory authority over thrift holding companies is set forth in the 
Home Owners Loan Act. In the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 (GLBA), 
Congress expanded the range of permissible holding company activities 
and affiliations and also set forth restrictions and guidance on how those 
companies should be supervised. However, Congress did not clearly 
express the aims of holding company supervision. GLBA authorizes the 
Federal Reserve and OTS to examine the holding company and each 
subsidiary in order to: (a) inform the regulator of “the nature of the 
operations and financial condition” of the holding company and its 
subsidiaries; and (b) inform the regulator of the financial and operational 
risks within the holding company system that may threaten the safety and 
soundness of the holding company’s bank subsidiaries and the systems for 
monitoring and controlling such risks; and (c) monitor compliance with 
applicable federal laws. On the other hand, GLBA specifies that the focus 
and scope of examinations of holding companies and any of their 
subsidiaries shall “to the fullest extent possible” be limited to the holding 
company and “any subsidiary that could have a materially adverse effect 
on the safety and soundness of a depository institution subsidiary” due to 
the size, condition or activities of the nonbank subsidiary or the nature or 
size of transactions between that subsidiary and the banking subsidiary. In 
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our work over the years, we have encountered a range of perspectives on 
the focus of holding company examinations, some of which emphasize the 
health of the depository institution as the primary examination focus and 
some of which look more expansively to the holding company enterprise 
under certain conditions. 

In addition to the provisions generally applicable to holding company 
supervision, GLBA also limits the circumstances under which both holding 
company regulators and depository institution regulators may examine 
functionally regulated subsidiaries of bank holding companies, such as 
broker-dealers. Gramm-Leach-Bliley permits holding company regulators 
to examine functionally regulated subsidiaries only under certain 
conditions, such as where the regulator has reasonable cause to believe 
that the subsidiary is engaged in activities that pose a material risk to an 
affiliated bank or that an examination is necessary to obtain information 
on financial and operational risks within the holding company system that 
may threaten an affiliated bank’s safety and soundness. The examination 
authority of depository institution regulators permits the examination of 
bank affiliates to disclose fully an affiliate’s relations with the bank and the 
effect of those relations on the bank. However, with respect to 
functionally regulated affiliates of depository institutions, Gramm-Leach- 
Bliley imposes the same restraint on the use of examination authority that 
applies to OTS and the Federal Reserve with respect to holding 
companies. That is, Gramm-Leach-Bliley instructs that bank and holding 
company supervisors generally are to limit the focus of their examinations 
of functionally regulated affiliates and, to the extent possible, are to reply 
on the work of primary bank and functional regulators that supervise 
holding company subsidiaries. An example of this situation would be 
where a holding company has a national bank or thrift subsidiary and a 
broker-dealer subsidiary. Under GLBA, the holding company regulator is 
to rely “to the fullest extent possible” on the work of primary bank and 
functional regulators for information on the respective entities. Also under 
GLBA, bank supervisors are similarly limited with respect to affiliates of 
the institutions they supervise. 

SEC’s authority to examine U.S. broker-dealers is set forth in the 
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. Under the 1934 act, SEC’s 
examination authority over broker-dealers does not permit SEC to require 
examination reports on affiliated depository institutions, and if SEC seeks 
non-routine information about a broker-dealer affiliate that is subject to 
examination by a bank regulator, SEC must notify and generally must 
consult with the regulator regarding the information sought. Oversight of 
U.S. broker-dealers is performed by SEC’s Division of Trading and Markets 
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(Trading and Markets) and Office of Compliance, Inspections, and 
Examinations (OCIE). In addition, SEC delegates some of its authority to 
oversee U.S. broker-dealers to FINRA, a self-regulatory organization that 
was established in 2007 through the consolidation of NASD and the 
member regulation, enforcement and arbitration functions of the New 
York Stock Exchange. 

Under the alternative net capital rule for broker-dealers, from 2005-2008, 
SEC conducted a voluntary consolidated-supervised entity program under 
which five investment bank holding companies voluntarily consented to 
having SEC oversee them on a consolidated basis.5 Today, no institutions 
are subject to SEC oversight at the consolidated level, but several broker-
dealers within bank holding companies are still subject to the alternative 
net capital rule on a voluntary basis.6

The Federal Reserve, FINRA, OCC, OTS, and SEC each identify areas of 
risk relating to the large, complex financial institutions they oversee and 
examine risk management systems at regulated institutions. However, the 
banking and securities regulators take different approaches. The banking 
regulators (Federal Reserve, OCC, and OTS) use a combination of 
supervisory activities, including informal tools and examination-related 
activities to assess the quality of institutional risk management systems 
and assign each institution an annual rating. SEC and FINRA aggregate 
information from officials and staff of the supervised institutions 
throughout the year to identify areas of concern across all broker-dealers. 
For those broker-dealers covered by the alternative net capital rule, SEC 
and FINRA emphasize compliance with that rule during target 
examinations. Under the CSE program, SEC continuously supervised and 
monitored the institutions in the program. 

 

Regulators Identify 
Areas of Risk and 
Examine Risk 
Management Systems, 
but Their Specific 
Approaches Vary 

                                                                                                                                    
517 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-1. 

6Bear Stearns was acquired by JPMorgan Chase, Lehman Brothers failed, Merrill Lynch was 
acquired by Bank of America, and Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley have become bank 
holding companies.   
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Banking regulators carry out a number of supervisory activities in 
overseeing risk management of large, complex financial institutions. To 
conduct on-site continuous supervision, banking regulators often station 
examiners at specific institutions. This practice allows examiners to 
continuously analyze information provided by the financial institution, 
such as board meeting minutes, institution risk reports/management 
information system reports, and for holding company supervisors 
supervisory reports provided to other regulators, among other things. This 
type of supervision allows for timely adjustments to the supervisory 
strategy of the examiners as conditions change within the institution. Bank 
examiners do not conduct a single annual full-scope examination of the 
institution. Rather, they conduct ongoing examinations that target specific 
areas at the institutions (target examinations) and annually issue an 
overall rating on the quality of risk management.7

Each regulator had a process to assess risk management systems. While 
each included certain core components, such as developing a supervisory 
plan and monitoring, the approach used and level of detail varied. 

Banking Regulators Use a 
Number of Supervisory 
Activities for Assessing 
Risk Management at Large, 
Complex Institutions 

• The Federal Reserve’s guidance consisted of a detailed risk assessment 
program that included an analytic framework for developing a risk 
management rating for holding companies. Unlike most bank regulatory 
examination guidance, this guidance is not yet publicly available. 
According to Federal Reserve officials, the primary purpose of the 
framework is to help ensure a consistent regulatory approach for 
assessing inherent risk and risk management practices of large financial 
institutions (the holding company) and make informed supervisory 
assessments. The Federal Reserve program for large complex banking 
organizations is based on a “continuous supervision” model that assigns a 
dedicated team to each institution. Those teams are responsible for 
completing risk assessments, supervisory plans, and annual assessments. 
The risk assessment includes an evaluation of inherent risk (credit, 
market, operational, liquidity, and legal and compliance) and related risk 

                                                                                                                                    
7Depository institutions receive what is known as a CAMELS rating. The CAMELS rating is 
defined as Capital Adequacy-C, Asset Quality-A, Management-M, Earnings-E, Liquidity-L, 
and S-Sensitivity to Market Risk. The Federal Reserve issues what is known as a RFI/ C(D) 
rating. It is defined as Risk Management-R, Financial Condition-F, Potential impact of the 
parent company and nondepository subsidiaries on the subsidiary depository institutions-I, 
Composite Rating-C and Depository Institution-D. The D rating subcomponent is the 
primary banking rating. In late 2007, OTS changed its guidance related to the CORE 
competencies—Capital, Organization, Relationship, and Earnings. In a rule finalized on 
January 1, 2008, OTS changed the “R” to Risk Management.  
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management and internal controls. The risk assessment is often the 
starting point for the supervisory plan as well as a supporting document 
for the annual assessment. 
 
The annual assessment requires the dedicated team to evaluate and rate 
the firm’s risk management, its financial condition, and the potential 
impact of its non-depository operations on the depository institution. To 
apply the risk or “R” rating, the examiner must consider (1) board of 
director and senior management oversight; (2) policies, procedures, and 
limits; (3) risk monitoring and management information system; and (4) 
internal controls for each of the risk areas.8 The examiners then provide an 
overall “R” rating for the institution. 

• OCC’s onsite examiners assess the risks and risk management functions at 
large national banks using a detailed approach that is similar to that used 
by the Federal Reserve’s examiners. The core assessment is OCC’s 
primary assessment tool at the institutional level. According to OCC’s 
guidance, its examiners are required to assess the quality, quantity, and 
overall direction of risks in nine categories (strategic, reputation, credit, 
interest rate, liquidity, price, foreign currency translation, transaction, and 
compliance). To determine the quality of risk management, OCC 
examiners assess policies, processes, personnel, and control systems in 
each category. This risk assessment is included in the examination report 
that is sent to the bank’s board of directors. OCC also provides a rating 
based on the bank’s capital, asset quality, management, earnings, liquidity, 
and sensitivity to market risk (the CAMELS rating), all of which can be 
impacted by the quality of a risk management system. OCC’s supervisory 

                                                                                                                                    
8According to Federal Reserve documentation, Board of Director and Senior Management 
Oversight evaluates the adequacy and effectiveness of its understanding and management 
of risk inherent in the BHC’s activities, as well as the general capabilities of management. It 
also includes considerations of management’s ability to identify, understand, and control 
the risk undertaken by the institution, to hire competent staff, and to respond to change in 
the institution’s risk profile or innovations in the banking sector. Policies, Procedures, and 
Limits evaluates the adequacy of policies, procedures, and limits given the risk inherent in 
the activities of the consolidated organization and the organization’s stated goals and 
objectives. The analysis may include a consideration of the adequacy of the institution’s 
accounting and risk-disclosure policies and procedures. Risk monitoring and management 
information system reviews the assumption, data, and procedures used to measure risk and 
the consistency of these tools with the level of complexity of the organization’s activities. 
Internal controls and audits are evaluated relating to the accuracy of financial reporting 
and disclosure and the strength and influence, within the organization, of the internal audit 
team. The analysis will include a review of the independence of control areas from 
management and the consistency of the scope coverage of the internal audit team with the 
complexity of the organization.  
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strategy or plan for targeted examinations is developed from this Risk 
Assessment System.9 Examiners can change a bank’s ratings at any time if 
the bank’s conditions warrant that change. Targeted examinations are a 
key component of OCC’s oversight. Based on the materials we reviewed 
covering the last 2 years, OCC conducted 23 targeted examinations in 2007 
and 45 in 2008 at a large national bank. These examinations focused on 
specific areas of risk management, such as governance, credit, and 
compliance. 

 
• Recently revised OTS guidance requires its examiners to review large and 

complex holding companies to determine whether they have a 
comprehensive system to measure, monitor, and manage risk 
concentrations, determine the major risk-taking entities within the overall 
institution, and evaluate the control mechanisms in place to establish and 
monitor risk limits. OTS’s recently revised guidance on assessing risk 
management includes a risk management rating framework that is similar 
to the Federal Reserve’s. It includes the same risk management rating 
subcomponents—governance/board and senior management oversight; 
policies, procedures, and limits; risk monitoring and management 
information systems, and internal controls—and criteria that the Federal 
Reserve applies to bank holding companies. However, OTS considers 
additional risk areas, such as concentration or systemic risk. Starting in 
2007, OTS used a risk matrix to document the level of 13 inherent risks by 
business unit. The matrix also includes an assessment of each unit’s risk 
mitigation or risk management activities, including internal controls, risk 
monitoring systems, policies/procedures/limits, and governance. OTS 
began using the risk matrix to develop its supervisory plan. Based on our 
review of examination materials, OTS conducted targeted examinations on 
risk management in such areas as consumer lending and mortgage-backed 
securities. 
 
In the last few years, the banking regulators have also conducted 
examinations that covered several large complex financial institutions on 
specific issues such as risk management (horizontal examinations). 
According to the Federal Reserve, horizontal examinations focus on a 
single area or issue and are designed to (1) identify the range of practices 
in use in the industry, (2) evaluate the safety and soundness of specific 
activities across business lines or across systemically important 
institutions, (3) provide better insight into the Federal Reserve’s 

                                                                                                                                    
9The Risk Assessment System is the assessment framework of the nine categories of risk 
and the risk management systems.  
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understanding of how a firm’s operations compare with a range of industry 
practices, and (4) consider revisions to the formulation of supervisory 
policy. During the period of our review, the Federal Reserve completed 
several horizontal examinations on large, complex banking organizations, 
including stress testing and collateral management. According to Federal 
Reserve officials, examiners generally provide institutions with feedback 
that tells them generally how they are doing relative to their peers, and if 
any serious weaknesses were identified, these would be conveyed as well. 
With the Federal Reserve, OCC conducted a horizontal examination on 
advanced credit risk practices and OTS conducted a review across 
institutions for nontraditional mortgages and used the findings to issue 
supplemental guidance. According to an OCC official, the regulator uses 
the findings in horizontal reviews as a supervisory tool and to require 
corrective actions, as well as a means to discover information on bank 
practices to issue supplemental guidance. 

 
SEC and FINRA generally assess risk management systems of large 
broker-dealers using discrete, but risk-focused examinations. The focus of 
SEC and FINRA oversight is on compliance with their rules and the 
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. Although SEC and FINRA are in 
continuous contact with large, complex institutions, neither SEC nor 
FINRA staff conduct continuous onsite monitoring of broker-dealers that 
involves an assessment of risks. FINRA’s coordinator program is 
continuous supervision, albeit not on site. According to SEC and FINRA, 
however, they receive financial and risk area information on a regular 
basis from the largest firms and those of financial concern through the 
OCIE compliance monitoring program, the FINRA capital alert program, 
and regular meetings with the firms. To identify risks, they aggregate 
information from their officials and staff throughout the year to identify 
areas that may require special attention across all broker-dealers. SEC and 
FINRA conduct regularly scheduled target examinations that focus on the 
risk areas identified in their risk assessment and on compliance with 
relevant capital rules and customer protection rules. SEC’s internal 
controls risk management examinations, which started in 1995, cover the 
top 15 wholesale and top 15 retail broker-dealers as well as a number of 
mid-sized broker-dealers with a large number of customer accounts. At the 
largest institutions, SEC conducts examinations every three years, while 
FINRA conducts annual examinations of all broker-dealers. According to 
Trading and Markets, the CSE program was modeled on the Federal 
Reserve’s holding company supervision program, but continuous 
supervision was usually conducted off site by a small number of 
examiners, SEC did not rate risk management systems, nor use a detailed 

Securities Regulators’ 
Approaches to Assessing 
Risk Management Revolve 
around Regularly 
Scheduled Targeted 
Examinations 
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risk assessment processes to determine areas of highest risk. During the 
CSE program, Trading and Markets staff concentrated their efforts on 
market and liquidity risks because the alternative net capital rule focused 
on these risks and on operational risk because of the need to protect 
investors. According to OCIE, their examiners focused on market, credit, 
operational, legal and compliance risks, as well as senior management, 
internal audit and new products. Because only five investment banks were 
subject to consolidated supervision by SEC, SEC staff believed it did not 
need to develop an overall supervisory strategy or written plans for 
individual institutions it supervised; however, OCIE drafted detailed scope 
memorandums for their target examinations. While no institutions are 
subject to consolidated supervision by SEC at this time, a number of 
broker-dealers are subject to the alternative net capital rule. 

SEC and FINRA conduct horizontal or “sweep” examinations and, for 
example, have completed one for subprime mortgages. OCIE officials said 
that it had increased the number of these types of examinations since the 
current financial crisis began. Under the consolidated supervised entity 
program, Trading and Markets conducted several horizontal examinations 
aimed at discovering the range of industry practice in areas such as 
leveraged lending. 

 
The banking regulators have developed guidance on how they should 
communicate their examination findings to help ensure that financial 
institutions take corrective actions. Bank regulators generally issue 
findings or cite weaknesses in supervisory letters or an annual 
examination report addressed to senior management of the financial 
institution. However, regulators also meet with institution management to 
address identified risk management weaknesses. Examples include: 

Banking Regulators Have a 
Variety of Tools to Address 
Risk Management 
Weaknesses 

• After a target examination, the Federal Reserve, OCC, OTS each prepare 
supervisory letters or reports of examination identifying weaknesses that 
financial institutions are expected to address in a timely manner. In 
addition to issues or findings, the Federal Reserve and OCC supervisory 
letters provided a specific timeframe for the institution to send a written 
response to the bank regulator articulating how the institution planned to 
address the findings. In these instances, for the files we reviewed, the 
institutions complied with the timeframes noted in the supervisory letter. 
These letters may be addressed to the board of directors or the CEO or as 
we found, the senior managers responsible for the program. For example, 
a Federal Reserve Bank addressed a recent targeted examination on a 
holding company’s internal audit function to the chief auditor of the 
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holding company. Similarly, OCC addressed an examination of advanced 
risk management processes to a bank’s chief credit officer. OTS also 
addressed some reports of target examinations to senior managers 
responsible for specific programs. 
 

• In their supervisory letters, OCC sometimes identifies “Matters Requiring 
Attention,” which instruct the bank to explain how it will address the 
matter in a timely manner. In its supervisory guidance, matters requiring 
attention include practices that deviate from sound governance, internal 
control and risk management principles that may adversely impact the 
bank’s earning or capital, risk profile, or reputation if not addressed.10 
According to its guidance, OCC tracks matters requiring attention until 
they are resolved and maintains a record when these matters are resolved 
and closed out. OCC also includes recommendations to national banks in 
their supervisory letters. In addition, OCC will insert recommendations in 
their letters which are suggestions relating to how a bank can operate a 
specific program or business line more effectively. 
 

• After the beginning of the financial crisis, the Federal Reserve issued 
revised examination guidance in July 2008 that established three types of 
findings: matters requiring immediate attention, matters requiring 
attention, and observations. Previously, each of the individual Federal 
Reserve Banks had its own approach to defining findings. Matters 
requiring attention and observations are similar to related practices 
followed by OCC. For matters requiring immediate attention, the matter is 
considered more urgent. According to their guidance, matters requiring 
immediate attention encompass the highest priority concerns and include 
matters that have the potential to pose significant risk to the organization’s 
safety and soundness or that represent significant instances of 
noncompliance with laws and regulations. 
 

• OTS examiners may list recommendations in the report, findings, and 
conclusions, but in the materials we reviewed examiners did not report 
these in a standard way. While members of the Board of Directors are 
required to sign the report of annual examination indicating that they have 
read the report, they are not required to submit a written response. The 
OTS Handbook Section 060 Examination Administration provides 
guidance on the use of “matters requiring board attention” or other lesser 
supervisory corrective actions that should be addressed in the 

                                                                                                                                    
10OCC Memorandum, Matters Requiring Attention, August 8, 2005. 
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examination correspondence. According to OTS, matters requiring board 
attention and corrective actions are also tracked in its regulatory action 
system for follow up. 
 

• For 2008, we reviewed one regulator’s tracking report of matters requiring 
attention at one institution and found that only a small number of the 64 
matters requiring attention relating to risk management and internal 
controls had been closed out or considered addressed by the end of 
January 2009. The examiners explained that some matters, such as 
institutions making adjustments to their technology framework can be 
time consuming. Another regulator told us that it does not track when 
institutions have implemented remedial actions. 
 

• Because the banking regulators are generally on site and continuously 
monitoring large, complex institutions, examiners told us that a significant 
part of their efforts to improve risk management systems were undertaken 
through regularly scheduled meetings with senior management. According 
to Federal Reserve and OCC officials, these meetings allow opportunities 
for examiners to followup with management concerning actions that they 
expect the financial institutions to implement. A Federal Reserve examiner 
explained that several meetings were held with officials at a holding 
company concerning an internal control matter in order to help ensure 
that the institution was addressing the issue. For its complex and 
international organizations program, OTS directs its examiners to use 
regular meetings with senior management and periodic meetings with 
boards of directors and any relevant committees to effect change. OTS 
guidance indicates that examiners’ regular meetings with senior 
management are designed to communicate and address any changes in 
risk profile and corrective actions. OTS also views annual meetings with 
the Board of Directors as a forum for discussing significant findings and 
management’s approach for addressing them. 
 
In addition to these tools, bank regulators’ approval authorities related to 
mergers and acquisitions could be used to persuade institutions to address 
risk management weaknesses. For example, the Federal Reserve, OCC, 
and OTS are required to consider risk management when they approve 
bank or thrift acquisitions or mergers and could use identified weaknesses 
in this area to deny approvals. In addition, bank regulators have to 
approve the acquisition of bank charters and must assess management’s 
ability to manage the bank or thrift charter being acquired. 
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If SEC’s OCIE or FINRA examiners discover a violation of SEC or FINRA 
rules, the institution is required to resolve the deficiency in a timely 
manner. OCIE developed guidance on deficiency letters for examinations. 
According to SEC and FINRA staff, because SEC or FINRA rules do not 
contain specific requirements for internal controls, problems with internal 
controls generally are not cited as deficiencies. However, weaknesses in 
internal controls can rise to such a level as to violate other FINRA rules, 
such as supervision rules. Deficiencies and weaknesses are followed up on 
in subsequent examinations. OCIE’s compliance audits require institutions 
to correct deficiencies and address weaknesses. OCIE staff told us that if 
the institutions do not address deficiencies in a timely manner, they may 
be forwarded to the enforcement division. For example, OCIE staff was 
able to discuss limit violations with one firm and required the firm to 
change their risk limit system to significantly reduce their limit 
violations—indicating senior management was taking steps to better 
oversee and manage their risks. Under the consolidated supervised entity 
program, SEC’s Trading and Markets relied on discussions with 
management to effect change. For example, Trading and Market staff told 
us that they had discussions with senior management that led to changes 
in personnel. 

 
In the years leading up the financial crisis, some regulators identified 
weaknesses in the risk management systems of large, complex financial 
institutions. Regulators told us that despite these identified weaknesses, 
they did not take forceful action—such as changing their assessments—
until the crisis occurred because the institutions reported a strong 
financial position and senior management had presented the regulators 
with plans for change. Moreover, regulators acknowledged that in some 
cases they had not fully appreciated the extent of these weaknesses until 
the financial crisis occurred and risk management systems were tested by 
events. Regulators also acknowledged they had relied heavily on 
management representations of risks. 

 

SEC’s Oversight Tools Are 
Aimed at Addressing 
Violations 

Regulators Identified 
Weaknesses in Risk 
Management Systems 
before the Crisis but 
Did Not Fully 
Recognize the Threats 
They Posed 
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In several instances, regulators identified shortcomings in institutions’ 
oversight of risk management at the limited number of large, complex 
institutions we reviewed but did not change their overall assessments of 
the institutions until the crisis began in the summer of 2007.11 For example, 
before the crisis one regulator found significant weaknesses in an 
institution’s enterprisewide risk management system stemming from a 
lack of oversight by senior management. In 2006, the regulator notified the 
institution’s board of directors that the 2005 examination had concluded 
that the board and senior management had failed to adequately oversee 
financial reporting, risk appetite, and internal audit functions. The 
regulator made several recommendations to the board to address these 
weaknesses. We found that the regulator continued to find some of the 
same weaknesses in subsequent examination reports, yet examiners did 
not take forceful action to require the institution to address these 
shortcomings until the liquidity crisis occurred and the severity of the risk 
management weaknesses became apparent. When asked about the 
regulator’s assessment of the holding company in general and risk 
management in particular given the identified weaknesses, examiners told 
us that they had concluded that the institution’s conditions were adequate, 
in part, because it was deemed to have sufficient capital and the ability to 
raise more. Moreover, the examiners said that senior management had 
presented them with plans to address the risk management weaknesses. 

In another example, other regulators found weaknesses related to an 
institution’s oversight of risk management before the crisis. One regulator 
issued a letter to the institution’s senior management in 2005 requiring that 
the institution respond, within a specified time period, to weaknesses 
uncovered in an examination. The weaknesses included the following: 

Some Regulators Identified 
Weaknesses in Risk 
Management Systems in a 
Limited Number of 
Institutions but Did Not 
Take Forceful Actions to 
Address Them until the 
Crisis Began 

• The lack of an enterprisewide framework for overseeing risk, as 
specified in the COSO framework. The institution assessed risks (such 
as market or credit risks) on an individual operating unit basis, and was 
not able to effectively assess risks institutionwide. 
 

• A lack of common definitions of risk types and of corporate policy for 
approving new products, which could ensure that management had 
reviewed and understood any potential risks. 
 

                                                                                                                                    
11OTS does not have specific risk-based or leverage capital requirements for thrift holding 
companies but does require them to hold adequate capital pursuant to capital maintenance 
agreements. 
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• An institutional tendency to give earnings and profitability growth 
precedence over risk management. 
 

In addition, the regulator recommended that senior management 
restructure the institution’s risk management system to develop corporate 
standards for assessing risk. However, the regulator’s assessment of the 
institution’s risk management remained satisfactory during this period 
because senior management reported that they planned to address these 
weaknesses and, according to examiners, appeared to be doing so. 
Moreover, the examiners believed that senior management could address 
these weaknesses in the prevailing business environment of strong 
earnings and adequate liquidity. After earnings and liquidity declined 
during the financial crisis that began in 2007, the examiners changed their 
assessment, citing many of the same shortcomings in risk management 
that they had identified in 2005. 

At one institution, a regulator noted in a 2005 examination report that 
management had addressed previously identified issues for one type of 
risk and that the institution had taken steps to improve various processes, 
such as clarifying the roles and responsibilities of risk assessment staff, 
and shortening internal audit cycles of high-risk entities in this area. Later 
in 2007, the regulator identified additional weaknesses related to credit 
and market risk management. Regulatory officials told us that weaknesses 
in oversight of credit and market risk management were not of the same 
magnitude prior to the crisis as they were in late 2007 and 2008. Moreover, 
examiners told us that it was difficult to identify all of the potential 
weaknesses in risk management oversight until the system was stressed by 
the financial crisis. 

Some regulators told us that they had relied on management 
representation of risk, especially in emerging areas. For example, one 
regulator’s targeted review risk relied heavily on management’s 
representations about the risk related to subprime mortgages—
representations that had been based on the lack of historical losses and 
the geographic diversification of the complex product issuers. However, 
once the credit markets started tightening in late 2007, the examiners 
reported that they were less comfortable with management’s 
representations about the level of risk related to certain complex 
investments. Examiners said that, in hindsight, the risks posed by parts of 
an institution do not necessarily correspond with their size on the balance 
sheet and that relatively small parts of the institution had taken on risks 
that the regulator had not fully understood. Another regulator conducted a 
horizontal examination of securitized mortgage products in 2006 but relied 
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on information provided by the institutions. While the report noted that 
these products were experiencing rapid growth and that underwriting 
standards were important, it focused on the major risks identified by the 
firms and their actions to manage those risks as well as on how 
institutions were calculating their capital requirements. 

 
Regulators also identified weaknesses in the oversight and testing of risk 
models that financial institutions used, including those used to calculate 
the amount of capital needed to protect against their risk exposures and 
determine the valuation of complex products. Regulators require 
institutions to test their models so that the institutions have a better sense 
of where their weaknesses lie, and OCC developed guidance in 2000 
related to model validation that other regulators consider to be the 
standard. OCC’s guidance states that institutions should validate their 
models to increase reliability and improve their understanding of the 
models’ strengths and weaknesses. The guidance calls for independent 
reviews by staff who have not helped to develop the models, instituting 
controls to ensure that the models are validated before they are used, 
ongoing testing, and audit oversight. The process of model validation 
should look not only at the accuracy of the data being entered into the 
model, but also at the model’s assumptions, such as loan default rates. 

Institutions use capital models as tools to inform their management 
activities, including measuring risk-adjusted performance, setting prices 
and limits on loans and other products, and allocating capital among 
various business lines and risks.12 Certain large banking organizations have 
used models since the mid-1990s to calculate regulatory capital for market 
risk, and the rules issued by U.S. regulators for Basel II require that banks 
use models to estimate capital for credit and operational risks. The SEC’s 
consolidated supervised entity program allowed broker-dealers that were 
part of consolidated supervised entities to compute capital requirements 
using models to estimate market and credit risk. In addition, institutions 

Regulators Identified 
Weaknesses in Models 
Used to Calculate Risk but 
May Not Have Acted on 
These Findings 

                                                                                                                                    
12Economic capital models measure risks by estimating the probability of potential losses 
over a specified period and up to a defined confidence level using historical loss data. See 
GAO-07-253 Risk-Based Capital: Bank Regulators Need to Improve Transparency and 

Overcome Impediments to Finalizing the Proposed Basel II Framework (Washington, 
D.C.: February 15, 2007). 
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use models to estimate the value of complex instruments such as 
collateralized debt obligations (CDOs).13

Regulators identified several weaknesses related to financial institutions’ 
oversight and use of risk models: 

• One regulator found several weaknesses involving the use of models that 
had not been properly tested to measure credit risks, an important input 
into institutions’ determinations of capital needed, but did not aggressively 
take steps to ensure that the firm corrected these weaknesses. In a 2006 
letter addressed to the head of the institution’s risk management division, 
the examiners reported deficiencies in models used to estimate credit risk, 
including lack of testing, a lack of review of the assumptions used in the 
models, and concerns about the independence of staff testing the models. 
The regulator issued a letter requiring management to address these 
weaknesses, but continued to allow the institution to use the models and 
did not change its overall assessment. Although the institution showed 
improvement in its processes, over time, in late 2007, examiners found that 
some of the weaknesses persisted. In late 2008, examiners closed the 
matter in a letter to management but continued to note concerns about 
internal controls associated with risk management. 

 
• A horizontal review of credit risk models by the Federal Reserve and OCC 

in 2008 found a similar lack of controls surrounding model validation 
practices for assessing credit risks, leading to questions about the ability 
of large, complex institutions to understand and manage these risks and 
provide adequate capital to cushion against potential losses. For example, 
the review found that some institutions lacked requirements for model 
testing, clearly defined roles and responsibilities for testing, adequate 
detail for the scope or frequency of validation, and a specific process for 
correcting problems identified during validation.  
 

• Before the crisis, another regulator found that an institution’s model 
control group did not keep a complete inventory of its models and did not 
have an audit trail for models prior to 2000. The examiners said that they 
did not find these issues to be significant concerns. However, they were 

                                                                                                                                    
13In a basic CDO, a group of loans or debt securities are pooled and securities are then 
issued in different tranches that vary in risk and return depending on how the underlying 
cash flows produced by the pooled assets are allocated. If some of the underlying assets 
defaulted, the more junior tranches—and thus riskier ones—would absorb these losses 
first before the more senior, less-risky tranches. Many CDOs in recent years largely 
consisted of mortgage-backed securities, including subprime mortgage-backed securities. 
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subsequently criticized for not aggressively requiring another institution to 
take action on weaknesses they had identified that were related to risk 
models, including lack of timely review, understaffing, lack of 
independence of risk managers, and an inability or unwillingness to update 
models to reflect the changing environment. 
 

• Other regulators noted concerns about pricing models for illiquid 
instruments, but made these findings only as the crisis was unfolding. For 
example, in a 2007 horizontal review of 10 broker-dealers’ exposure to 
subprime mortgage-related products, SEC and FINRA examiners found 
weaknesses in pricing assumptions in valuation models for complex 
financial products. They found that several of these firms relied on 
outdated pricing information or traders’ valuations for complex financial 
transactions, such as CDOs. In some cases, firms could not demonstrate 
that they had assessed the reasonableness of prices for CDOs. Another 
regulator noted in a 2007 targeted examination that although management 
had stated that the risk of loss exposure from highly rated CDOs was 
remote, the downturn in the subprime mortgage market could mean that 
they would not perform as well as similarly rated instruments performed 
historically. 
 

Because of the inherent limitations of modeling, such as the accuracy of 
model assumptions, financial institutions also use stress tests to determine 
how much capital and liquidity might be needed to absorb losses in the 
event of a large shock to the system or a significant underestimation of the 
probability of large losses. According to the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision, institutions should test not only for events that could lower 
their profitability, but also for rare but extreme scenarios that could 
threaten their solvency. In its January 2009 report, the Basel Committee 
emphasized the importance of stress testing, noting that it could (1) alert 
senior management to adverse unexpected losses, (2) provide forward-
looking assessments of risk, (3) support enterprisewide communication 
about the firm’s risk tolerance, (4) support capital and liquidity planning 
procedures, and (5) facilitate the development of risk mitigation or 
contingency plans across a range of stressed conditions.14 Moreover, the 
report noted that stress testing was particularly important after long 
periods of relative economic and financial calm when companies might 
become complacent and begin underpricing risk.  

The Regulators Found 
That None of the 
Institutions We Reviewed 
Had Tested for the Effects 
of a Severe Economic 
Downturn Scenario 

                                                                                                                                    
14Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Consultative Document: Principles for Sound 

Stress Testing Practices and Supervision. (Basel, Switzerland: January 2009). 
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We found that regulators had identified numerous weaknesses in stress 
testing at large institutions before the financial crisis. However, our limited 
review did not identify any instances in which an institution’s lack of 
worst-case scenario testing prompted regulators to push forcefully for 
institutional actions to better understand and manage risks. A 2006 
Federal Reserve horizontal review of stress testing practices at several 
large, complex banking institutions revealed that none of the institutions 
had an integrated stress testing program that incorporated all major 
financial risks enterprisewide, nor did they test for scenarios that would 
render them insolvent.. The review found that institutions were stress 
testing the impact of adverse events on individual products and business 
lines rather than on the institution as a whole. By testing the response of 
only part of the institution’s portfolio to a stress such as declining home 
prices, the institution could not see the effect of such a risk on other parts 
of its portfolio that could also be affected. The review was particularly 
critical of institutions’ inability to quantify the extent to which credit 
exposure to counterparties might increase in the event of a stressed 
market risk movement. It stated that institutions relied on “intuition” to 
determine their vulnerability to this type of risk. It also found that 
institutions’ senior managers were confident in their current practices and 
questioned the need for additional stress testing, particularly for worst-
case scenarios that they thought were implausible.. 

The 2006 review included some recommendations for examiners to 
address with individual institutions, and Federal Reserve officials told us 
that they met with institutions’ chief risk officers to discuss the 
seriousness of the findings just before the crisis began. However, officials 
told us that the purpose of the review was primarily to facilitate the 
regulator’s understanding of the full range of stress testing practices, as 
there was neither a well-developed set of best practices nor supervisory 
guidance in this area at the time. The regulatory officials also told us that 
these findings were used to inform guidance issued by the President’s 
Working Group on assessing exposure from private pools of capital, 
including hedge funds.15 However, this guidance focuses on testing the 
exposure to counterparty risks, such as from hedge funds, and not on 
testing the impact of solvency-threatening, worst-case scenarios. In 

                                                                                                                                    
15See President’s Working Group, Agreement Among PWG and U.S. Agency Principals on 

Principles and Guidelines Regarding Private Pools of Capital, February 22, 2007. The 
information from this horizontal review was later used in 2008 to analyze risk management 
practices after the crisis began in the Senior Supervisors Group Observations on Risk 

Management Practices During the Recent Market Turbulence. 
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hindsight, officials told us that the current crisis had gone beyond what 
they had contemplated for a worst-case scenario, and they said that they 
would probably have faced significant resistance had they tried to require 
the institutions to do stress tests for scenarios such as downgrades in 
counterparties’ credit ratings because such scenarios appeared unlikely. 

Other regulators raised concerns about stress testing at individual 
institutions, but we did not find evidence that they had effectively changed 
the firms’ stress testing practices. In the materials we reviewed, one 
regulator recommended that the institution include worst-case scenarios 
in its testing. In a 2005 examination report, examiners noted a concern 
about the level of senior management oversight of risk tolerances. This 
concern primarily stemmed from lack of documentation, stress testing, 
and communication of firm risk tolerances and the extent to which these 
were reflected in stress tests. While the firm later took steps to document 
formal risk tolerances and communicate this throughout the firm, the 
recommendation related to stress testing remained open through 2008. 

Another regulator required institutions to show that they conducted stress 
tests of the institution’s ability to have enough funding and liquidity in 
response to certain events, including a credit downgrade or the inability to 
obtain unsecured, short-term financing. In addition, institutions were 
required to document that they had contingency plans to respond to these 
events. The regulator said that it specifically required institutions to 
conduct stress tests such as those based on historical events including the 
collapse of Long-Term Capital Management or the stock market decline of 
1987. However, regulatory staff told us that the liquidity crisis of 2008 was 
greater than they had expected. 

 
In this and other work, we identified two specific shortcomings of the 
current regulatory system that impact the oversight of risk management at 
large, complex financial institutions. First, no regulator has a clear 
responsibility to look across institutions to identify risks to overall 
financial stability. As a result, both banking and securities regulators 
continue to assess risk management primarily at an individual institutional 
level. Even when regulators perform horizontal examinations across 
institutions, they generally do not use the results to identify potential 
systemic risks. Although for some period, the Federal Reserve analyzed 
financial stability issues for systemically important institutions it 
supervises, it did not assess the risks on an integrated basis or identify 
many of the issues that just a few months later led to the near failure of 
some of these institutions and to severe instability in the overall financial 

Regulators’ Oversight 
of Institutions’ Risk 
Management Systems 
Illustrates Some 
Limitations of the 
Current Regulatory 
System 
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system. Second, although financial institutions manage risks on an 
enterprisewide basis or by business lines that cut across legal entities, 
primary bank and functional regulators may oversee risk management at 
the level of a legal entity within a holding company. As a result, their view 
of risk management is limited or their activities overlap or duplicate those 
of other regulators including the holding company regulator. 

 
In previous work, we have noted that no single regulator or group of 
regulators systematically assesses risks to the financial stability of the 
United States by assessing activities across institutions and industry 
sectors.16 In our current analysis of risk management oversight of large, 
complex institutions, we found that, for the period of the review (2006-
2008), the regulators had not used effectively a systematic process that 
assessed threats that large financial institutions posed to the financial 
system or that market events posed to those institutions. 

While the regulators periodically conducted horizontal examinations in 
areas such as stress testing, credit risk practices, and risk management for 
securitized mortgage products, these efforts did not focus on the stability 
of the financial system, nor were they used as a way to assess future 
threats to that system. The reports summarizing the results of these 
horizontal examinations show that the purpose of these reviews was 
primarily to understand the range of industry practices or to compare 
institutions rather than to determine whether several institutions were 
engaged in similar practices that might have a destabilizing effect on 
certain markets and leave the institutions vulnerable to those and other 
market changes, and that these conditions ultimately could affect the 
stability of the financial system. 

Beginning in 2005 until the summer of 2007, the Federal Reserve made 
efforts to implement a systematic review of financial stability issues for 
certain large financial institutions it oversees and issued internal reports 
called Large Financial Institutions’ Perspectives on Risk. With the 
advent of the financial crisis in the summer of 2007, the report was 

Regulators Were Not 
Looking Across Groups of 
Institutions to Effectively 
Identify Risks to Overall 
Financial Stability 

                                                                                                                                    
16GAO, Financial Regulation: A Framework for Crafting and Assessing Proposals to 

Modernize the Outdated U.S. Financial Regulatory System, GAO-09-216 (Washington, 
D.C.: Jan. 8, 2009); Financial Regulation: Industry Changes Prompt Need to Reconsider 

U.S. Regulatory Strategy, GAO-05-61 (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 6, 2004) and Long-Term 

Capital Management, Regulators Need to Focus More Attention on Systemic Risk, 
GAO/GGD-00-3 (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 29, 1999).  
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suspended; however, at a later time the Federal Reserve began to issue 
risk committee reports that addressed risks across more institutions. 
While we commend the Federal Reserve for making an effort to look 
systematically across a group of institutions to evaluate risks to the 
broader financial system, the Perspectives of Risk report for the second 
half of 2006 issued in April 2007 illustrates some of the shortcomings in the 
process. The report reviewed risk areas including credit, market, 
operational, and legal and compliance risk but did not provide an 
integrated risk analysis that looked across these risk areas—a 
shortcoming of risk management systems identified in reviews of the 
current crisis. In addition, with hindsight, we can see that the report did 
not identify effectively the severity and importance of a number of factors. 
For example, it stated that: 

• There are no substantial issues of supervisory concern for these large 
financial institutions. 
 

• Asset quality across the systemically important institutions remains 
strong. 
 

• In spite of predictions of a market crash, the housing market correction 
has been relatively mild, and while price appreciation and home sales 
have slowed and inventories remain high, most analysts expect the 
housing market to bottom out in mid-2007. The overall impact on a 
national level will likely be moderate; however, in certain areas housing 
prices have dropped significantly. 
 

• The volume of mortgages being held by institutions—warehouse 
pipelines—has grown rapidly to support collateralized mortgage-
backed securities and CDOs. 
 

• Surging investor demand for high-yield bonds and leveraged loans, 
largely through structured products such as CDOs, provided continuing 
strong liquidity that resulted in continued access to funding for lower-
rated firms at relatively modest borrowing costs. 
 

• Counterparty exposures, particularly to hedge funds, continue to 
expand rapidly. 
 

With regard to the last point, a Federal Reserve examiner stated that the 
Federal Reserve had taken action to limit bank holding company 
exposures to hedge funds. The examiner noted that although in hindsight 
it was possible to see some risks that the regulators had not addressed, it 
was difficult to see the impact of issues they had worked to resolve. 
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When asked for examples of how the Federal Reserve had used 
supervisory information in conjunction with its role to maintain financial 
stability, a Federal Reserve official provided two examples that he 
believed illustrated how the Federal Reserve’s supervisory role had 
influenced financial stability before the current financial crisis. First, the 
official said that the Federal Reserve had used supervisory information to 
improve the resilience of the private sector clearing and settlement 
infrastructure after the attacks on the World Trade Center on September 
11, 2001. Second, it had worked through the supervisory system to 
strengthen the infrastructure for processing certain over-the-counter 
derivative transactions. Federal Reserve officials noted that financial 
stability is not the sole focus of safety and soundness supervision and that 
several mechanisms exist in which regulation plays a significant role with 
other areas of the Federal Reserve in assessing and monitoring financial 
stability. Federal Reserve regulators indicated that other Federal Reserve 
functions often consulted with them and that they provided information to 
these functions and contributed to financial stability discussions, working 
groups, and decisions both prior to and during the current crisis. 

In October 2008, the Federal Reserve issued new guidance for 
consolidated supervision suggesting that in the future the agency would be 
more mindful of the impact of market developments on the safety and 
soundness of bank holding companies. The new guidance says, for 
instance, that the enhanced approach to consolidated supervision 
emphasizes several elements that should further the objectives of fostering 
financial stability and deterring or managing financial crises and help 
make the financial system more resilient. The guidance says that two areas 
of primary focus would be: 

• activities in which the financial institutions play a significant role in 
critical or key financial markets that have the potential to transmit a 
collective adverse impact across multiple firms and financial markets, 
including the related risk management and internal controls for these 
activities, and 
 

• areas of emerging interest that could have consequences for financial 
markets, including, for example, the operational infrastructure that 
underpins the credit derivatives market and counterparty credit risk 
management practices. 
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Some regulators have noted that the current practice of assessing risk 
management at the level of a depository institution or broker-dealer did 
not reflect the way most large, complex institutions manage their risks. 
Regulators noted that financial institutions manage some risks 
enterprisewide or by business lines that cross legal entity boundaries. The 
scope of regulators’ supervisory authorities does not clearly reflect this 
reality, however. As set forth in the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, various 
regulators can have separate responsibilities for individual components of 
a large, complex financial institution. In addition, GLBA generally restricts 
the focus of holding company examinations to the holding company and 
any subsidiary that could have a materially adverse effect on the safety 
and soundness of an affiliated bank. OCC examiners told us that it was 
difficult for them to assess a bank’s market risk management because OCC 
focused on the national bank’s activities, while the financial institution 
was managing risk across the bank and the broker-dealer. The examiners 
said that in some cases the same traders booked wholesale trades in the 
bank and in the broker-dealer and that the same risk governance process 
applied to both. Thus, both the primary bank regulator and the functional 
regulator were duplicating each other’s supervisory activities. In addition, 
if initial transactions were booked in one entity, and transactions designed 
to mitigate the risks in that transaction were booked in another legal 
entity, neither regulator could fully understand the risks involved. While 
effective communication among the functional and primary bank 
regulators could address this limitation, securities regulators told us that 
they shared information with the Federal Reserve but generally did not 
share information with OCC. 

OCC examination materials show that examiners sometimes assessed 
risks and risk management by looking at the entire enterprise. In addition, 
OCC examiners often met with holding company executives. In previous 
work, we noted the likelihood that OCC’s responsibilities and activities as 
the national bank regulator overlap with the responsibilities and activities 
of the Federal Reserve in its role as the holding company regulator. We 
found in this review that this overlap continued to exist; however, we also 
continued to observe that OCC and the Federal Reserve share information 
and coordinate activities to minimize the burden to the institution. 

Securities regulators face similar challenges in assessing risk management 
at broker-dealers. In a number of past reports, we have highlighted the 
challenges associated with SEC’s lack of authority over certain broker-

Primary Bank and 
Functional Regulators May 
Limit Their Oversight of 
Risk Management to 
Specific Legal Entities 
Such As Depository 
Institutions or Broker-
Dealers 
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dealer affiliates and holding companies.17 FINRA officials also cited two 
examples of limitations on their efforts to oversee risk management within 
broker-dealers. First, they noted that FINRA’s regulatory authority 
extended only to U.S. broker-dealers and that related transactions 
generally are booked in other legal entities. FINRA noted that the riskiest 
transactions were usually booked in legal entities located offshore. FINRA 
also noted that often inventory positions booked in the U.S. broker-dealer 
might hedge the risk in another affiliated legal entities. From time to time, 
FINRA has requested that the U.S. broker-dealer move the hedge into the 
broker-dealer to reduce the amount of the losses and protect the capital 
base of the broker-dealer. An SEC official noted that to take advantage of 
certain capital treatment the transaction and the hedge would both need to 
be booked in the broker-dealer. Second, FINRA officials noted that their 
view was limited because market risk policy is set at the holding company 
level. 

In closing, I would like to reiterate a number of central themes that have 
appeared often in our recent work. While an institution’s management, 
directors, and auditors all have key roles to play in effective corporate 
governance, regulators—as outside assessors of the overall adequacy of 
the system of risk management—also have an important role in assessing 
risk management. The current financial crisis has revealed that many 
institutions had not adequately identified, measured, and managed all core 
components of sound risk management. We also found that for the limited 
number of large, complex institutions we reviewed, the regulators failed to 
identify the magnitude of these weaknesses and that when weaknesses 
were identified, they generally did not take forceful action to prompt these 
institutions to address them. As we have witnessed, the failure of a risk 
management system at a single large financial institution can have 
implications for the entire financial system. 

Second, while our recent work is based on a limited number of 
institutions, examples from the oversight of these institutions highlight the 
significant challenges regulators face in assessing risk management 
systems at large, complex institutions. While the painful lessons learned 
during the past year should bolster market discipline and regulatory 
authority in the short term, history has shown that as the memories of this 
crisis begin to fade, the hard lessons we have learned are destined to be 
repeated unless regulators are vigilant in good times as well as bad. 

                                                                                                                                    
17GAO-09-216 and GAO/GGD-00-3.  
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Responsible regulation requires that regulators critically assess their 
regulatory approaches, especially during good times, to ensure that they 
are aware of potential regulatory blind spots. This means constantly 
reevaluating regulatory and supervisory approaches and understanding 
inherent biases and regulatory assumptions. For example, the regulators 
have begun to issue new and revised guidance that reflects the lessons 
learned from the current crisis. However, the guidance we have seen tends 
to focus on the issues specific to this crisis rather than on broader lessons 
learned about the need for more forward-looking assessments and on the 
reasons that regulation failed. 

Finally, I would like to briefly discuss how our current regulatory 
framework has potentially contributed to some of the regulatory failures 
associated with risk management oversight. The current institution-centric 
approach has resulted in regulators all too often focusing on the risks of 
individual institutions. This has resulted and in regulators looking at how 
institutions were managing individual risks, but missing the implications 
of the collective strategy that  was premised on the institution’s having 
little liquidity risk and adequate capital. Whether the failures of some 
institutions ultimately came about because of a failure to manage a 
particular risk, such as liquidity or credit risks, these institutions often 
lacked some of the basic components of good risk management—for 
example, having the board of directors and senior management set the 
tone for proper risk management practices across the enterprise. The 
regulators were not able to connect the dots, in some cases because of the 
fragmented regulatory structure. While regulators promoted the benefits 
of enterprisewide risk management, we found that they failed to ensure 
that all of the large, complex financial institutions in our review had risk 
management systems commensurate with their size and complexity so 
that these institutions and their regulators could better understand and 
address related risk exposures. 

 
This concludes my prepared statement. I would be pleased to answer any 
questions that you may have at the appropriate time. 

For further information about this testimony, please contact Orice M. 
Williams on (202) 512-8678 or at williamso@gao.gov. Contact points for 
our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on 
the last page of this statement. Individuals making key contributions to 
this testimony include Barbara Keller, Assistant Director; Nancy Barry, 
Emily Chalmers, Clayton Clark, Nancy Eibeck, Kate Bittinger Eikel, Paul 
Thompson, and John Treanor. 
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The Second 
S&L Scandal 

How OTS allowed reckless and unfair lending 

to fleece homeowners and cripple the 

nation's savings and loan industry. 

By MICHAI'l. H UDSON AND JIM OvERTON JANUARY 2009 

TIiE SHOCKS TO AMERICA'S BANKING SYSTEM have: come one after anomer in recent months. Among 
the wom blows: the meirdo\\.'IU of IndvMac Bank and Washington Mutual Savings Bank. Washington Murual 
represented the largest bank failure in the nation 's history; IndyMac's fa IL was the fou rth largest ever. 

There was a common thread in both of these calamities: a surge of high·risk lending mar put borrowers. 
shareholders and depositors in harm's way. The other common thread: weak regulatory oversight by the federal 

Office of Thrift Supervision COTS}, me agency responsible for Q\'ctst."1.:ing thrifrs. or savmgs and loans as they once 

were more commonly called. 

IndyMac and WaMu's unsafe lending grew under the less-man.watc;hfu! eye ofOTS. An ana!ysi5 by me Center for 

R~sporuible Lending makes it dear mat OTS failed in its responsihility to ensure th~ safety and soundn~ss of thrifts 

and to protect consumers from abusive practices. 

• During the mortgage boom, OTS allowed WaMu, IndyMac and other thr ihs to engage 10 increasingly risky 

lending pmcricd that hanned borrowe\1i and l.mdcrmined the institutions' own financial health. 

• Even 35 thrifts' financial positions detcrior:l.ted, the OTS was slow to act--faiHng to take aggre~ive action 

that could have significantly reduced the economic fallout ftom bank failures. 

• The agency obscured the seriousness of thnfts ' financia l problems. In some ilUtances, lh~ OTS allo~ banks 

to falsify financial results to mask poor performance (hat would have raised alarms sooner. 

The damage caused by the agency's failures is enormous. In 2008, five thrifts with assets totalmg $354 billion 

collapsed . I Seven orner thrifts holding a~ets totaling another $350 billion have been sold or are caught up in thei r 

parent companies' bankrup[cies.~ 

By comparison, in the worst year of the original 53Vlng5 and loan cri51s,1989, thrifts wi th assets [Quling $135 billion 

failed .' Even when inflation is taken inm account., the dollar total for 2008'5 fa ilures still exceeds those for 1989.

Over the entire decade of the earlier S&L crisis (1986-1995), total failures involved $519 billion in thrift assets.$ 

OTS, which was c reated in 1989 to d ean up that era 's S& L mess, is now presiding over the nation's "Second S&L 

Scandal." This second historic c.risis could not have happened without years of inaction and negligence by the 

agency responsible fOI pollc.lng the indusoy, 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

EXHIBIT #84 
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What Should be Done?

The center for responsible Lending believes OTS should be eliminated as a free-standing agency. The thrift 
charter is no longer an effective tool for supporting and supervising institutions involved in mortgage lending and 
banking. crL supports the Treasury Department’s proposal to phase out the thrift charter and merge OTS into the 
Office of the comptroller of the currency.6

This would be a first step toward creating a more streamlined regulatory structure for America’s banks, with  
federally chartered banks and thrifts overseen by the Occ, bank holding companies overseen by the Federal  
reserve board and state-chartered thrifts continuing to operate under the umbrella of state regulators.7

none of this is to suggest that OTS was the only federal regulatory agency that failed to counter the growth of 
unsafe and unseemly practices in the mortgage market. The entire federal regulatory structure—including the Occ 
and the Federal reserve—shares responsibility for the mortgage debacle.8 eliminating OTS won’t cure all of the 
banking system’s regulatory ills, and it would be incumbent upon an expanded Occ to improve its own record— 
by stepping up its consumer protection efforts and by giving up its efforts to shield lenders from state consumer laws 
and enforcement.9 

OTS’s failures stand out, however, because of its hands-off attitude toward regulating thrifts, because of the size of 
the institutions that have perished under its watch, and because its charter and positioning within the regulatory 
system make no sense in an era of rapid change and dramatic challenges within the mortgage and banking worlds.

This paper reviews OTS’s record of failure and makes the case for significant changes needed to fix our nation’s 
broken regulatory system. Finally, it lays out principles that should guide policymakers and regulators as they try to 
design a system that protects homeowners and families and ensures that banking institutions never again engage in 
the kind of reckless behavior that has helped produce America’s worst financial catastrophe since the 1930s.

The OTS record

in the face of criticism, OTS has countered that it has done all it could, considering the massive problems in the 
nation’s mortgage markets as well as world financial markets. “given the real estate crisis over the past 18 months, 
and the focus by thrifts on mortgage lending, it is not surprising that some of our institutions are facing challenges,” 
OTS director John m. reich said recently.10 reich added that OTS “would never tolerate any product that is 
predatory in nature. We know, however, that a reasonable product can be inappropriately ‘sold’ to a customer by an 
inexperienced, or greedy, loan originator. As part of our comprehensive examination program, we are vigilant to 
identify, and punish, such deplorable practices.”11 

OTS officials have even gone so far as to tout the agency’s experience in supervising mortgage lending, arguing that 
its authority to regulate the home-loan market should be expanded.12

OTS’s upbeat assessment of its own capabilities offers a picture of an agency that lacks awareness of its own flaws 
and failures. A close look at OTS’s record shows the agency consistently ignored clear warning signs of the coming 
disaster—and that it simply doesn’t have the expertise, the structure or the will to oversee the healthy functioning 
of mortgage and banking markets.

in 2004, as warning signs of dangerous practices in the mortgage market grew, then-OTS director James gilleran 
made it clear his agency was determined to keep a pliable attitude toward policing the home lenders: “Our goal is to 
allow thrifts to operate with a wide breadth of freedom from regulatory intrusion.”13 between 2001 and 2004, OTS 
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slashed its staff by 25% and changed its examination structure to emphasize having lenders do “self-evaluations” of 
their compliance with consumer protection laws.14 by 2005, OTS had a new director, John reich, but the message 
was similar. When concerns were raised about lenders’ lack of concern for borrowers’ ability to repay their loans, 
reich cautioned that regulators shouldn’t interfere with thrifts that “have demonstrated that they have the know-
how to manage these products through all kinds of economic cycles.”15 

As the housing market boomed, OTS allowed thrifts to dramatically reduce the share of revenue they set aside to 
cover losses. by September 2006, capital reserves held by OTS-licensed institutions had fallen to the lowest level in 
20 years, to less than one-third of their historical average.16 This left thrifts increasingly vulnerable as loans began 
defaulting in higher numbers and the mortgage market swooned.

even now, the toll of OTS’s regulatory missteps and inaction continues to mount, in terms of both the number of 
families that have lost their homes and in the number of big lending institutions that have collapsed. The problem, 
however, didn’t begin in 2008. The seeds of the meltdown among the nation’s thrifts were sown over the better part 
of a decade, as OTS allowed lenders under its supervision to market dangerous products and engage in increasingly 
unsafe practices. A look at the failures of four institutions under OTS’s watch—Superior bank, netbank, indymac 
and Washington mutual—provides case studies in OTS’s long-standing shortcomings as a regulator. 

Superior bank, FSb

in July 2001, OTS declared Superior bank insolvent in what could be called a dress rehearsal for the market-wide 
subprime mortgage meltdown that followed a few years later. Like many of the lenders that have imploded over the 
past two years, Superior did itself in with a toxic combination of risky lending and accounting that was, to put it 
gently, overly optimistic. investigations by the government Accountability Office17and inspector general offices 
at the Treasury Department18 and Federal Deposit insurance corporation19 concluded that OTS ignored growing 
risks in the bank’s business strategy that had been evident as far back as 1993, when the bank began an aggressive 
program of buying subprime home-improvement loans and packaging them into mortgage-backed securities. The 
bank expanded this business even as the quality of the loans in its securities pools began to deteriorate due to rising 
delinquencies.20  

The FDic’s audit said, “Warning signs were evident for many years, yet no formal supervisory action was taken 
by OTS until July 2000, which ultimately proved too late.”21 The Treasury Department’s report added that the 
agency’s examinations “lacked sufficient supervisory skepticism” and that OTS’s enforcement efforts were simply 
“too little and too late.”22 

netbank, FSb

OTS closed netbank in September 2007, a failure that FDic estimated would cost the government’s Deposit 
insurance Fund $108 million.23 The bank failed to weather the general market downturn due to a combination 
of ineffective business controls and strategies, and high expenses and large losses on commercial leases and home 
mortgages.24 rather than dialing back its mortgage lending as the secondary mortgage market began contracting, 
netbank instead tried to increase volume by reducing its underwriting and documentation standards. The result 
was a surge of questionable loans. in 2006, investors forced netbank to buy back $182 million in problem loans, a 
threefold increase from the year before.25 
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As in the case of Superior bank, an inspector general’s investigation found OTS to be ineffectual in its oversight 
of netbank. The inspector general said OTS “did not react in a timely and forceful manner” to “repeated indica-
tions of problems in netbank’s operations”—problems that had been evident for years in OTS examinations.26  

The report notes that OTS failed to look at the credit quality of loans that had been sold to investors to assess the 
risk that netbank might have to repurchase them later. This is a startling point, given that OTS has touted its  
experience in overseeing mortgage lending. its staff ’s inability in this instance to fully understand a crucial risk  
factor faced by residential lenders casts doubt on the agency’s ability to police the home loan industry. 

Another concern in the netbank case was OTS’s apparent inability to learn from its failures. While a november 
2007 internal OTS review acknowledged the agency should have focused more on netbank’s high-risk activities, 
the review “did not include any specific corrective actions OTS should take to address the areas of concern it iden-
tified,” according to the inspector general.27 A government agency that doesn’t learn from its mistakes—and fails 
to take aggressive steps to make sure they don’t happen again—doesn’t inspire confidence in its ability to do its job. 

indymac bank, FSb

The agency’s failure to learn anything from missteps in the Superior and netbank cases is apparent in the record of 
its oversight of indymac bank. The failure of indymac is a case study in long-term regulatory inaction.

OTS didn’t take effective action to correct the unsafe and unsound lending that characterized indymac’s  
business model during the mortgage boom. Likewise, in the months before indymac failed, OTS didn’t take  
aggressive action to respond to clear warning signs that indymac’s loan performance and financial returns were 
rapidly deteriorating. 

A review of the public record indicates that OTS had ample warning, going as far back as 2001, that indymac took 
a less-than-stringent approach to underwriting loans and managing the risks of doing business.

Before the boom

court documents filed by indymac’s former chief commercial appraiser assert that OTS raised questions in 2001 
about the accuracy of appraisals done on subdivisions and other properties financed through the bank’s homebuild-
er and commercial lending program.28 even after being put on notice by OTS, the former executive claimed, top 
indymac officials pressured him to approve appraisal reports that included false or misleading information, and to 
change appraisals that sales staffers were unhappy with. The former executive told crL recently that he informed 
OTS in 2002 about his negative experiences at indymac.

it’s unclear whether OTS took further action on the issue. it’s worth noting, however, that homebuilder loans 
became one the worst-performing segments of indymac’s lending businesses. Of the $1.95 billion in construction 
loans outstanding on indymac bank’s books as of June 30, 2008, 39% were delinquent, and 34% were more than 
90 days past due. The $656 million in serious delinquencies—apparently related to subdivisions that may never be 
completed and thus may have extremely limited liquidation value—dwarfed the $487 million in mortgage loan loss 
reserves for loans of any description present on the bank’s books at that time.29 
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During the boom

As indymac grew its residential mortgage business dramatically during the mortgage boom, it increasingly engaged 
in unsafe lending. crL’s interviews with former employees and records of lawsuits in 10 states uncovered substan-
tial evidence that indymac pushed through large numbers of loans based on inflated appraisals and falsified income 
data that exaggerated borrowers’ ability to repay their loans.30 One former indymac mortgage underwriter described 
the drive to push through questionable loans this way: “There’s a lot of pressure when you’re doing a deal and 
you know it’s wrong from the get-go—that the guy can’t afford it. And then they pressure you to approve it.” The 
refrain from management, he recalled, was blunt: “Find a way to make this work.”31 

Had OTS looked with a skeptical eye, it wouldn’t have been hard for the agency to find indications that indymac 
was engaging in high-risk lending. This was made clear by the large percentage of poorly documented mortgage 
products that made up indymac’s loan portfolio. 

in one example, less than 10% of the dollar volume of a $354 million pool of residential mortgages that indymac 
packaged into mortgage-backed securities in 2006 involved “full-documentation” loans. The rest involved low- or 
no-documentation loans—mostly “stated income” loans in which borrowers’ income was simply affirmed without 
supporting evidence such as tax documents or pay stubs.32 indymac and other lenders pushed these products despite 
the fact that most borrowers were both able and willing to provide documentation. Lenders did so because investors 
were willing to pay more for risky loans and because “stated income” loans and other low or no-doc products made 
it easier for lenders to ignore basic underwriting standards and increase loan volume.

At indymac, the result was a long list of borrowers stuck in predatory loans they had little hope of paying. They are 
people like Simeon Ferguson, an 86-year-old retired chef living in brooklyn, n.y. mr. Ferguson was suffering from 
dementia at the time he got a loan from indymac. A lawsuit filed on mr. Ferguson’s behalf claims a mortgage broker 
used the false promise of a 1% interest loan to steer mr. Ferguson into an indymac “stated income” loan program 
for retirees. indymac made no effort to verify retirees’ income, attempting to duck accountability “by deliberately 
remaining ignorant of the borrower’s ability to pay the mortgage,” the lawsuit says. indymac’s instructions for 
preparing the mortgage application required that “the file must not contain any documents that reference income 
or assets.”33  

During the bust

After failing to check indymac’s risky behavior during the boom years, OTS failed to take effective action to get it 
to pull back from risky lending as the mortgage market began to falter.

The damage to borrowers, employees, shareholders, depositors and ultimately taxpayers would have been reduced 
if OTS had forced indymac to retrench as the housing and mortgage markets slowed and then fell apart in 2006-
2007. instead, indymac continued to push aggressively for more loan growth, increasing its loan volume by some 
50% in 2006, during a year when overall industry volume fell slightly. 

indymac boosted volume by relying on risky, weakly underwritten mortgage products and ignoring borrowers’ 
ability to repay their loans. in the first quarter of 2007, just 21% of indymac’s total mortgage production involved 
“full-documentation” loans.34  

As the bank’s situation worsened, OTS failed to identify the danger that indymac faced—despite the fact that  
measures of the bank’s financial health already showed significant signs of trouble as of June 30, 2007, and indicated 
an accelerating deterioration just three months later on Sept. 30, 2007.
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• After exceeding industry averages for several years, by June 2007 indymac bank’s return on assets of 0.50% 
lagged below the industry average of 0.77%, and its equity-to-assets ratio of 6.48% lagged below the industry 
average of 9.87%. Other performance ratios had also fallen behind industry averages by significant margins.35 

• indymac’s dollar volume of non-performing assets exploded 11-fold in 15 months—going from $184 million 
(0.63% of assets) at the close of 2006 to $2.1 billion (6.51% of assets) at the end of the first quarter of 2008.36 

• The company booked a loss of $203 million in the third quarter of 2007 and then a whopping $509 million 
loss in the fourth quarter; for the year, it posted a loss of $615 million. it continued losing money in 2008, 
reporting a $184 million loss in the first three months of the year.37  

Despite these disquieting numbers, indymac didn’t make it onto the FDic’s list of troubled institutions until June 
2008, shortly before its July failure. According to the FDic, it wasn’t on the list because OTS didn’t put it there.38 

in the aftermath of the failure, an OTS spokesman said the agency was “fully aware” of indymac’s problems and 
started its regular exam in January 2008, four months ahead of schedule.39  

but as with Superior bank and netbank, OTS’s action was too little, too late. OTS’s failure to realize the  
seriousness of indymac’s situation is perplexing, given that other observers, relying on publicly available data,  
were able to develop a clear picture of the just how bad things were at indymac:

• Highline Financial—a research service that rates the safety of banks and thrifts on a 99 (best) to zero (worst) 
scale—dropped its rating on indymac from 55 at the end of 2006 to one at the end of  2007—and then down 
to zero in march 2008.40  

• bankrate.com gave indymac its worst of five ratings in its Safe & Sound scorecard in march 2008.41 

• An analysis by TheStreet.com found that as of December 2007, indymac bank held the third highest 
percentage of non-performing assets among the nation’s 20 largest savings and loans—and the worst ratio of 
non-performing loans to core capital/loan loss reserves.42 

As indymac unraveled, a top OTS official worked to help the thrift delay tighter regulatory scrutiny, according to 
an investigation by the Treasury Department’s inspector general.43 The probe found that, just two months before 
indymac’s collapse, the OTS official gave the thrift permission to falsify its financial statements, a move that  
allowed it to avoid increased regulatory oversight.44   

investigators discovered that Darrel Dochow, OTS’s western regional director, had allowed indymac to count 
money it received from its bank holding company in may 2008 in a quarterly report outlining its financial condi-
tion as of march 31, 2008.45 The extra $18 million increased indymac’s capital cushion, allowing it to be listed as 
“well capitalized” rather than “adequately capitalized,” a designation that would have required the thrift to get spe-
cial permission from the FDic to collect deposits through deposit brokers.46 brokered deposits—sometimes known 
as “hot money”—are an unstable source of funding because brokers often move them quickly from institution to 
institution in search of the best rates.

The inspector general also noted that OTS had allowed other institutions to engage in similar bookkeeping  
trickery.47 He did not name the other thrifts.

The Washington Post reported that in addition to allowing indymac to fudge its balance sheet numbers, Dochow 
may have taken other actions that impeded oversight of the thrift: “At another point last spring,” the Post said, 
“Dochow limited the scope of a review by OTS regulators of indymac’s portfolio of loans and other assets,  
overruling the advice of others in the agency, according to a source with knowledge of the incident.”48 
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OTS director John reich downplayed Dochow’s actions, describing them as a “relatively small factor in the events 
leading to the failure of indymac.”49 However, U.S. Sen. charles e. grassley said: “The role of the Office of Thrift 
Supervision, as the name says, is to supervise these banks, not conspire with them. it’s good the inspector general 
has opened a full-blown audit as a result of this case. everyone ought to be paying very close attention.”50 

Dochow has been temporarily relieved of his management duties. The Post noted that—in yet another indication 
of the parallels between the first and second S&L debacles—it is “the second time Dochow has been removed from 
a position as a senior thrift regulator. He was demoted in the early 1990s after federal investigators found that he 
had delayed and impeded proper regulation of charles keating’s failed Lincoln Savings and Loan.”51 

The final toll

OTS closed indymac on July 11, 2008. it was a tragedy with severe consequences for many Americans. Thousands 
of bank employees lost their jobs. Large numbers of customers with uninsured deposits will get only a fraction of 
their savings back. FDic announced in early 2009 that a group of private investors would buy the remnants of the 
thrift.52 even with the sale, the government expects indymac’s failure to cost the federal Deposit insurance Fund 
$8.5 billion to $9.4 billion.53 

All this could have been avoided had OTS done its job going back to the early part of this decade, by subjecting 
indymac to firm, responsible oversight. by 2007, things had probably gone too far to prevent a severe downward 
slide by indymac. The volume of bad loans made by indymac was simply too immense. However, timely action 
during the mortgage and credit crisis would have prevented the lender from making still more abusive and  
unsustainable mortgages and mitigated some of the damage from indymac’s risky practices, reducing the harm to 
borrowers, depositors and taxpayers. 

in addition, had OTS moved faster to put indymac into receivership, it would have allowed the FDic to move in 
earlier and tackle the bank’s problems. Under its chief, Sheila bair, the FDic has moved to modify homeowners’ 
loans, helping borrowers save their homes and reducing the losses incurred from indymac’s bad lending.54 However, 
the FDic has been forced to play catch up due to OTS’s lassitude. 

 
Washington mutual Savings bank

OTS seized Washington mutual Savings bank, the largest institution under its supervision, on Sept. 25, 2008,  
and sold its assets to JPmorgan chase & co at a fire sale price of $1.9 billion.55 A day later, the bank’s holding 
company, Washington mutual inc., filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy. 

it was by far the largest bank failure in American history. The bank had roughly $307 billion in assets and  
$188 billion of deposits.56 Wamu was nearly eight times larger than the biggest previous U.S. bank to fail,  
continental illinois national bank & Trust, which had $40 billion in assets when it went under in 1984.57  
An analysis of Wamu’s rise and fall shows OTS failed to stop the bank from taking the risky path that led to  
its collapse.
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Early warning signs

in the early part of this decade, lawsuits and investigations highlighted questionable practices at Wamu, raising red 
flags that should have prompted OTS to be more vigilant about scrutinizing the company. For example: 

• in 2001 a mississippi jury found that Washington mutual Finance, the bank’s consumer-finance unit, had 
fleeced borrowers by enticing them to refinance their loans again and again and packing the deals with over-
priced insurance. The jury hit the company with a $71 million verdict (later reduced to $54 million by the 
trial judge). Attorneys for the borrowers claimed the lender targeted borrowers who couldn’t read or write.58 

• A 2003 lawsuit by a former Washington mutual Finance manager in Utah claimed that he’d been forced out 
of his job after he complained about predatory practices that hurt borrowers.59 

• Also in 2003, class-action lawsuits in multiple states accused Wamu of gouging borrowers with illegal fees. 
in a minnesota case, borrowers’ attorneys claimed Wamu customers “were systematically overcharged tens 
of millions of dollars in excessive and unauthorized prepayment fees.” The company allegedly overcharged 
one minnesota borrower $8,452; another was charged $6,349 more than what his contract allowed, the suit 
claimed.60  

• in October 2003, Texas’ Attorney general announced that more than 200 consumer complaints had  
prompted it to open an investigation of lost mortgage payments and improper foreclosures at the bank. 
BusinessWeek’s story about the company’s legal problems was headlined: “is This Any Way To run A bank? 
Wamu’s alleged blunders have it fending off lawsuits and complaints.”61   

Texas authorities reached an agreement with Washington mutual aimed at reforming practices that had resulted 
in wrongful foreclosures and unfair consumer credit reports.62 because federal bank regulators’ enforcement actions 
typically aren’t made public, it’s unclear what action OTS took in response to Wamu’s well-publicized problems in 
2001 to 2003. What’s clear is that whatever action OTS did take, it wasn’t aggressive or far-sighted enough to rein 
in the bank’s flawed practices.

Ramping up abusive loans

in fact, the bank increased its level of risky lending to new heights as the housing and mortgage markets boomed. 
Wamu grew its volume of subprime lending from just under $20 billion in 2003 to $36 billion in 2005, according to 
inside Mortgage Finance.63 in 2005 and 2006 Wamu funded a total of $107 billion in payment option adjustable rate 
mortgages (POArms), and, by the end of 2007, it held $48 billion in POArms that resulted in negative amortiza-
tion, meaning that monthly payments weren’t enough to cover monthly interest charges.64  

Poorly underwritten “negative amortization” loans can be hazardous for borrowers, because the mortgage payments 
are kept artificially low, and the total homeowner’s overall debt climbs as each month passes. The loans also can 
distort reported profitability of the financial institution. because the institution books accrued interest as income, 
the kind of downturn we have seen over the past two years can wipe out paper profits, and further jeopardize the 
financial future for the institution.

According to former employees cited in court documents, Wamu lowered its loan underwriting standards to such 
an extent that borrowers with weak credit histories qualified for prime loans, and loans that were designated “fully 
documented” in fact were approved with little or no documentation of borrowers’ incomes and assets.65 Former  
employees also confirm in the court documents that, well into 2007, Wamu underwrote pay option Arm loans 
based on the borrowers’ ability to afford the low “teaser” payment—and not the full payment that inevitably would 
cause borrowers’ monthly obligations to skyrocket.66   
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The result of Wamu’s high-wire strategy: a glut of loans that borrowers couldn’t afford. Foreclosure rates for  
Washington mutual Savings bank quadrupled, going from 0.11% in the second quarter of 2007 to 0.46% in  
the second quarter of 2008.67 

One example of Wamu’s less-than-sterling lending record has been highlighted by mike Shedlock, an economic 
analyst who’s been tracking a bundle of more than $500 million in loans that Wamu packaged into a mortgage-
backed securities pool around may 2007. The borrowers didn’t appear to be bad risks; their average FicO score 
topped 700, indicating they had solid credit histories. but little more than 10% of the loans in the pool required 
full documentation from the borrower. One year into its life, 23 percent of the pool was already in foreclosure or in 
repossession.68  

behind the numbers, Wamu’s bad lending produced real suffering among the real people who were on the receiving 
end:

• A disabled homeowner in kansas city, mo. claims in a lawsuit that an independent mortgage broker stuck 
her in an adjustable-rate loan from Wamu that was packed with predatory fees and left her paying nearly 
70% of her income in monthly mortgage payments. The suit charges that Wamu’s subprime home-loan  
unit, Long beach mortgage, relied on a grossly inflated appraisal and failed to verify whether she could afford 
the loan, dramatically increasing the chances she’d lose the home that she’d owned for more than three 
decades.69 

• in a case reported by the Los Angeles Times, a 54-year-old mexican immigrant with a sixth grade education 
ended up with a Wamu loan his family couldn’t afford after signing loan documents written only in english, 
“a language he neither speaks nor reads.” The Santa Ana, calif., resident claimed an independent mortgage 
broker working on Washington mutual’s behalf misled him about how much the loan would cost. in addi-
tion, the loan application that Wamu approved inflated his income, as well as the income of his daughter, 
claiming he made $7,400 a month as owner of a landscaping company and that she made $5,700 as month as 
owner of a housecleaning company. in truth, he worked as a glass cutter and she worked in a noodle factory, 
and both made $9 hour. rather than earning $157,000 a year between them, they actually made closer to 
$60,000.70   

• in a similar case reported by the Mercury News, a Latino couple in east San Jose, calif. claimed it received 
two mortgages through Long beach mortgage after the lender approved a loan application that falsely 
claimed the family had income of more than $100,000, as well as $19,700 in the bank. The loan contracts 
called for the family to initially pay over $3,500 a month, more than the family’s actual monthly income. 
And things would only get worse: the monthly payments were poised to adjust every six months and climb 
above $4,300 and beyond.71  

These borrowers weren’t alone. evidence turned up in investigations by government officials, private attorneys  
and news outlets indicate Wamu’s bad practices went well beyond individual cases and instead involved systematic 
efforts to mislead borrowers and investors. 

State authorities in new york are pressing a case that accuses Wamu of widespread fraud in its appraisal process. 
Appraisal fraud is often a crucial element of predatory lending; inflating home values allows lenders to make shaky 
loans that are unlikely to be approved otherwise, and then offload the risks to investors who are led to believe that 
the loans are safer bets than they really are. 

in november 2007, new york state Attorney general Andrew cuomo sued one of the nation’s largest appraisal 
companies, claiming that the firm had caved into the pressure from Wamu to use only appraisers who would “bring 
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in the values” that Wamu’s loan production staff demanded.72 cuomo said Wamu had “strong-armed” the appraisal 
firm into allowing the bank to hand-pick appraisers willing to inflate home values and help questionable loans go 
through, as part of “a system designed to rip off homeowners and investors alike.”73 in all, the appraisal firm did 
more than 260,000 appraisals for Wamu between the spring of 2006 and the fall of 2007, earning $50 million in 
fees. 

A securities fraud class action in federal court in Seattle claims Wamu took irresponsible risks and manipulated 
the appraisal and underwriting processes in order to exaggerate home values and borrowers’ ability to pay.74 The 
lawsuit claims Wamu management used intense pressure and rich financial incentives to push employees to ignore 
common-sense underwriting principles and pump up loan volume.

The risks the company took were “very scary,” according to a former assistant vice president at Wamu who is 
quoted in the lawsuit. A former Wamu underwriter in Oregon reports in the lawsuit that employees regularly 
inflated borrowers’ incomes on their loan applications, noting that on “stated income” loans that $5,000-a-month 
was the “magic number” that employees would put down for borrowers’ incomes. “it got to be a joke after a while,” 
the former underwriter said.

An Abc news investigation that draws on the lawsuit found evidence that Wamu’s management brushed aside 
and in some cases fired risk management gatekeepers who warned that the bank was steering down a dangerous 
path. “everything was refocused on loan volume, loan volume, loan volume,” a former senior risk manager told 
Abc, adding that on several occasions higher ups pressured him to upgrade his risk assessment in order to make a 
loan deal go through.75 Dorothea Larkin, a former credit risk manager for Washington mutual, told the Washington 
Post that the bank aggressively pushed exceptions to its lending standards that allowed it to approve more and more 
option Arm loans. “As we kept making the same exception over and over again, what was an exception in 2003 
and in 2004 became the norm in 2005,” Larkin said.76 

in 2005, a group of senior risk managers crafted a plan requiring that loan officers document that borrowers could 
afford the full monthly payment on option Arms. A former bank official told the Washington Post that OTS signed 
off on the plan, but “never said anything” after bank executives rejected the plan.77 

OTS also allowed Wamu to reduce the share of revenues it set aside to cover losses on new loans. by mid-2005, 
Wamu held $45 to cover losses on every $10,000 in outstanding loans, or about 25% less than the already declin-
ing average for OTS-regulated institutions.78  

This lethal combination—a growing flood of risky loans combined with a dwindling cushion against defaults—

doomed Wamu.

reckless disregard

As in the case of indymac, the OTS waited until the eleventh hour before allowing Wamu to be placed on the 
federal government’s list of troubled banks. That designation didn’t come until a week before Wamu’s failure.  
According to American Banker, FDic officials had begun pushing OTS in August 2008 to downgrade Wamu’s  
supervisory rating and clear the way to put the company on the government’s list of problem banks. but that 
sparked an argument between the agencies, with OTS “arguing that Wamu’s situation was stable, and that it was 
working to correct the problem.”79 

OTS was wrong. Wamu wasn’t stable and the agency’s efforts didn’t save the troubled bank. Wamu failed because 
its leaders put short-term gains and market share ahead of the interests of its customers and shareholders—and in 
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large measure because OTS didn’t take to heart the lessons it should have learned from the falls of netbank and 
indymac, as well as the general implosion of other lenders and financial firms. 

Too much to Handle: OTS and Financial conglomerates

Among the accomplishments that OTS touted in its 2007 annual report was the agency’s designation as an “equiv-
alent consolidated supervisor”—a seal of approval from european financial regulators that essentially authorized the 
U.S. agency to serve as the worldwide regulator for a number of financial conglomerates with international breadth. 
These included three of the biggest names in American finance: ge capital Services, Ameriprise Financial group 
and American international group (Aig). OTS, which had federal authority over the three because they oper-
ated thrifts, boasted that the designation was “a striking sign of how well other nations regard the quality of OTS 
supervision.”80   

The europeans’ regard for OTS was misplaced. it’s now clear that OTS’s inability to oversee the risks associated 
with complex financial derivatives contributed to the near-failure of Aig, which in turn has forced the federal 
government to dole out more than $150 billion in bailout monies to keep the company alive.

Aig, the world’s largest insurance company, was nearly destroyed by “a freewheeling little 377-person unit in  
London” that infected the company with a virus of monstrously bad bets on insurance-like derivatives products 
known as “credit-default swaps.”81 According to the New York Times, the small Aig unit that handled these  
transactions pushed its huge corporate parent to the brink because it operated “in a climate of opulent pay, lax 
oversight and blind faith in financial risk models.”82 

OTS failed—until it was too late—to understand the dangers that massive derivative bets had created for Aig. A 
top OTS official has admitted that the agency misjudged the risks of more than $500 billion in credit-default swaps 
that Aig held on its balance sheet as of 2007. Aig’s balance sheet risks included some $60 billion in swaps tied to 
subprime mortgages.83  

“We were looking at the underlying instruments and seeing them as low-risk,” said c.k. Lee, head of the OTS’s 
complex and international Organizations unit, which oversaw Aig. “The judgment the company was making was 
that there was no big credit risk.”84

credit default swaps are designed to help companies cushion risks, acting as insurance policies if, for example, a 
corporate borrower defaults on a debt. but swings in market conditions can sting buyers or sellers of swaps, forcing 
them to take big losses or raise big sums as collateral.85 Lee said the swaps were viewed as “fairly benign products” 
and that “we missed the impact” of so-called collateral triggers, which required Aig to set aside billions of dollars 
to increase the safety cushion in the event of a market downturn or a downgrade in the company’s credit rating. 

in a recent article, the investigative news organization ProPublica found that OTS had failed to take strong steps 
to force Aig to curb its exposure despite years of accounting errors and other problems in its derivatives business. 
Among the red flags:

• 2004: Aig paid an $80 million fine to settle a criminal investigation by the U.S. Justice Department, which 
had accused Aig of aiding and abetting securities fraud involving swaps and other transactions.

• 2005: Aig reported accounting errors and weaknesses relating to derivatives totaling roughly $2.5 billion.

• 2006: Aig reported $300 million in “out-of-period adjustments” relating to derivative-related assets.
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• 2007: A dispute with trading partner goldman Sachs raised new questions about the value of Aig’s swaps.

• early 2008: Aig disclosed that a “third-party analysis” had predicted $9 billion to $11 billion in losses on  
its credit-default swaps portfolio. nevertheless, Aig’s own forecast predicted losses of just $1.2 billion to  
$2.4 billion.86 

OTS raised concerns with Aig about its derivatives bets but never took formal enforcement action. in march 
2008 Lee sent Aig a letter asking the firm to come up with a “corrective action plan” regarding its derivatives bets 
within 30 days.87  

but Lee left his job of as head of OTS’s complex and international Organizations unit a month later, and the unit 
was “quietly disbanded,” according to ProPublica. “Aig missed its deadline for a corrective plan, and the one it 
later submitted couldn’t stop the company’s decline.”88 

Aig came under increasing strain as market conditions worsened and collateral requirements for its swaps  
increased, growing from $850 million in mid-2007 to $16.5 billion in mid-2008. After Aig’s credit rating was 
downgraded in September 2008, Aig couldn’t come up with an additional $18 billion in additional collateral 
required under derivatives contracts it had issued.89 The situation was perilous. 

Aig probably would have gone under if the Federal reserve hadn’t stepped in September 2008 with an emergency 
$85 billion loan. Since then, the Federal reserve and the U.S. Department of Treasury have aggregately escalated 
their total package of loans and equity investments in Aig to more than $150 billion.90 

OTS Should be eliminated for Structural reasons

beyond the agency’s performance record in recent years, there are other sound reasons for ending the thrift charter 
and doing away with OTS. Structural flaws in the federal bank regulatory system make it unlikely that even the 
most conscientious efforts could transform OTS into an effective regulator.

Ending regulatory duplication

in making the case for eliminating the thrift charter, the Treasury Department’s modernization plan correctly 
explains that changing rules and changing market conditions have meant there’s less and less distinction between 
banks and thrifts, and thus little reason to continue regulating them under separate structures.91 Thrifts once did 
the bulk of single-family home lending in the United States, but the nature of mortgage lending has changed  
markedly in recent decades. 

Thrifts no longer control the lion’s share of the mortgage market; in fact, by 2005, commercial banks’ share of the 
residential mortgage market was roughly twice that of thrifts.92 At the same time, the thrift industry remains sub-
ject to regulatory constraints that limit members’ ability to diversify their loan portfolios. As a result of their heavy 
concentration in residential lending, they are vulnerable to the housing market’s historical boom-and-bust cycle, as 
has been shown with the mortgage market meltdown of the past two years.93 To the extent that they do diversify, 
thrifts become more like commercial banks, which further weakens any argument that they need a separate regula-
tor.
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Treasury Secretary Paulson has noted that markets can develop so quickly that portions of the government’s regula-
tory structure can be rendered “relatively obsolete.” He went on to say that the federal thrift charter “has run its 
course and should be phased out.”94 Other banking experts agree. “it makes no sense to me to have a separately reg-
ulated thrift industry any longer,” said Jim barth, a Lowder eminent Scholar in Finance at Auburn University and 
a former OTS economist. “it would be far better to consolidate the OTS and the comptroller of the currency.”95 

Reducing “regulator shopping”

Allowing banks to choose their federal regulator—by choosing between a thrift charter and a commercial  
banking charter—makes the system vulnerable to regulator shopping, or what some policy analysts call “regulatory 
arbitrage.” This encourages institutions to “shop” for the easiest regulator—that is, the regulator that promises the 
least oversight. in turn, such an arrangement encourages regulators to “compete” with each other to offer the most 
lenient oversight. There is strong incentive to do so, because the size of regulators’ budgets depends on the fees that 
they get from the institutions they regulate. because larger institutions pay a large chunk of regulators’ fees, there’s 
a powerful incentive for regulators to go easy on big institutions. The result is a race to the bottom that undermines 
the regulatory system’s ability to protect borrowers, depositors and shareholders, as well as the financial system at 
large. 

Among the incentives offered by the federal regulators to lure institutions to their charter is the promise of “fed-
eral preemption”—the right of the institution to ignore state laws like anti-predatory lending laws, and to ignore 
law enforcement officials such as state attorneys general. Unfortunately, federal laws don’t do enough to protect 
customers as an alternative to the displaced state laws.96 Although federal preemption applies to Occ-supervised 
institutions as well, OTS has aggressively asserted a scheme of preemption that goes the farthest in attempting to 
displace state law. That is another path on the race to the bottom. banks that want to get the most insulation from 
consumer protection laws tend to be attracted to the charter that provides the greatest shield from state laws. 

Case in point: Playing musical chairs with the federal charter 

An example of the dangers of regulatory arbitrage can be seen in the record of countrywide bank’s shift to a thrift 
charter. 

OTS approved countrywide Financial corporation’s application to convert countrywide bank into a thrift in 
march 2007. This action consolidated federal regulation of both the bank and the holding company within the 
OTS. Previously, the Occ had regulated the bank and the Federal reserve had regulated the holding company.

Senior bank executives who participated in meetings between countrywide and OTS told the Washington Post that 
the agency pitched itself as a “less antagonistic” regulator. “The general attitude was they were going to be more  
lenient,” one countrywide executive told the Post.97 The Post has also reported that Darrel Dochow, the OTS  
official who was later investigated for of his role in the indymac case, played a “leading role” in persuading  
countrywide to switch to OTS supervision.98 

One sign of OTS’s greater flexibility was its willingness to limit the amount of charges that countrywide might 
have to take as it suffered losses due to problems with home-equity and “Alt-A” loans. At the time, Federal reserve 
and Occ regulations required commercial banks to take an immediate charge in such instances, while OTS rules 
were more accommodating.99 Financial Week’s headline said it all: “bank-to-Thrift Shift Helps countrywide Sneak 
by.”
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American Banker, the industry’s premier trade paper, noted that the switch to OTS also benefited countrywide be-
cause the agency was more tolerant of alternative mortgage products than other federal agencies.100 in the applica-
tion process, the OTS had heard lots of criticism about countrywide’s “exotic loan portfolio,” and fielded questions 
about its ability to regulate affairs of the company.101 in the two years before the regulatory changeover, under the 
watch of the Occ, the company boosted its loan volume by making large numbers of poorly unwritten pay option 
Arm mortgages and home equity lines of credit—loans that were approved with little scrutiny of borrowers’ long-
term ability to stay afloat as monthly payments began to rise.102   

in late September 2006, federal regulators adopted joint guidelines, “interagency guidance on nontraditional 
mortgage Product risks,” to address concerns that some lenders were originating nontraditional loan products to 
borrowers who could not afford to pay them off, like the payment option Arms that comprised an increasingly 
large share of countrywide’s portfolio.103 

guidances, however, are only as effective as the regulator applying them. both the Occ and Federal reserve, 
which supported the interagency guidance, began tightening their scrutiny of countrywide’s lending practices.104   
Only weeks later, in november 2006, countrywide acted to switch its charter to the OTS—the agency with the 
reputation in the industry for being most forgiving in its views on these products. 

Under OTS supervision, countrywide bank and its sister companies continued to originate loans that did not meet 
interagency guidance on ability to repay. The company continued, at least until August 2007, to book a significant 
level of pay option Arm mortgages and home equity lines of credit that gave little consideration to whether bor-
rowers had the capacity to repay them.105 

by the end of the third quarter of 2007, the results of countrywide’s poor loan underwriting were plain to see, with 
delinquencies climbing far above industry averages and holding company countrywide Financial corporation 
booking a $1.2 billion loss.106 by early January 2008, countrywide’s financial situation was so shaky that bank of 
America was able to acquire the company for a fraction of what had been countrywide’s market value less than a 
year before.107 

There is no publicly available evidence that OTS took strong action to curb the risky practices that had landed 
countrywide into severe financial straits. A top OTS official told the reuters regulation Summit that, at the time 
of the sale to bank of America, OTS had no formal enforcement action pending against countrywide bank or 
against its holding company.108 The episode underscores why it’s not sound public policy for depository institutions 
to be able to switch charters at their own whim, especially in the midst of a burgeoning financial and mortgage 
market crisis. in the crucial period between march and December 2007 when countrywide’s survival was decided, 
OTS failed to act, either because it was still getting acquainted with the company’s problems, or because the agency 
did not have the will to act effectively in the face of a burgeoning crisis.

The Amazing Shrinking Agency: emerging budget Woes

As the supplement beginning on page 16 indicates (“The OTS: Overseeing a Disappearing industry?”), the  
mortgage meltdown is already leaving the OTS a shadow of its former self:

• institutions accounting for $354 billion of its $1.5 trillion managed asset portfolio (as of 12/31/07) have 
already been shut down this year.
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• institutions with assets totaling an additional $350 billion are likely to disappear from OTS’s supervision 
soon, based on announced mergers and acquisitions of thrifts by other institutions.

• At least 20 other thrifts with assets totaling $293 billion could also leave the OTS regulatory framework 
soon. They are all subsidiaries of larger institutions, and are increasingly likely to fall totally under the  
regulatory control of the Federal reserve as bank holding companies.

in sum, the OTS is facing the potential loss of well over half of its current asset portfolio in the immediate future.

currently, OTS receives its entire budget from fees assessed on its regulated institutions. The loss of these assets 
will severely impact the agency’s budget and effectiveness. it’s unlikely that the remaining institutions will be  
willing or able to cover the shortfall through a large increase in their examination fees. 

Main report continues on page 21



THiS rePOrT cOnTAinS many examples of lax regulatory oversight from the 
Office of Thrift Supervision. but trends in the industry raise another question about 
the future of OTS: even if OTS survives, what will its regulatory scope look like?

Trends in the industry are foreshadowing a bleak outlook for OTS. because of the 
thrift crisis that it helped create, OTS has become an agency overseeing a signifi-
cantly shrinking field.

The number of thrifts in this country has steadily eroded over the past 20 years. 
There were more than 3,000 chartered thrifts when congress founded OTS in 
1989. Since that time, the industry has continued to lose institutions, dropping 
to only 1,068 by the end of 2000 and to 826 by the end of 2007. This decline was 
offset to some extent by the growth in assets: The total OTS thrift portfolio got 
bigger—increasing from $839 billion in 2000 to more than $1.5 trillion at the end 
of 2007. 

now, however, the agency has seen two of its largest thrifts—indymac bank and 
Washington mutual—disappear as casualties of their own risky lending practices. 
recently, the OTS has also closed Downey Savings & Loan Association and PFF 
bank & Trust, further eroding its supervised asset base.

Here is a list of the institutions that failed in 2008*:

SPeciAL SUPPLemenT

The OTS: Overseeing  
A Disappearing industry?

 

On The Way Out?

beyond the thrifts that have already gone under, there’s another set of institutions 
that appear likely to exit the OTS portfolio in the near future.† All of them  
have either merged into other institutions, are part of announced mergers, or  
(in the case of Lehman) are affiliates of companies in bankruptcy. While the new 
parent institutions haven’t announced final plans for these thrifts, it’s likely most, 
if not all, of these assets will leave the thrift world and become part of their new 
corporate entities.

Table 1: Institutions Under OTS Supervision that Failed in 2008 

 $ Assets at failure (in billions)   Notes

  Washington Mutual Bank  $307.02  closed & sold to JP Morgan Chase 9/25/08

  IndyMac Federal Bank, FSB  $30.70  closed 7/11/08; FDIC is selling to a new firm

  Downey S & L A  $12.78  closed 11/21/08

  PFF Bank & Trust  $3.72  closed 11/21/08

  Ameribank  $0.10  closed 9/19/08    

  Total  $354.32  

 * Data on closings taken from OTS website reports.
 † Data on asset size and merger announcements from SnL Financial.



in sum, the 12 thrifts that either failed in 2008 or are likely to leave the OTS  
portfolio represent more than $700 billion of the OTS’ base of portfolio assets. 
From the historically high levels of more than $1.5 trillion in managed assets, the 
elimination of these assets will drop the total portfolio under OTS supervisory 
authority to roughly $800 billion.

Thrifts in name Only?

Along with thrifts that have failed or appear likely to leave OTS’s jurisdiction, 
there are other thrifts that also might not remain under OTS supervision for long. 
These are thrifts that are small parts of much larger institutions.

OTS has long touted the flexibility of its holding company oversight. even with the 
failure of thrifts like indymac and Washington mutual, the OTS still oversees more 
than 450 thrift holding companies that among them have more than $8.1 trillion in 
assets.

The nature and size of these holding companies are extremely diverse. For instance, 
more than 35 insurance companies have thrift subsidiaries, and more have  
announced plans to buy thrifts to qualify for the federal government’s TArP bailout 
funds.

Though there is no immediate reason why these institutions will be removed from 
the OTS portfolio, the experience with Aig oversight (see pages 11 and 12) has led 
the gAO to question the quality of OTS oversight of large holding companies*—
and regulatory reform has been talked about widely as an early agenda item for the 
incoming congress.

The following list of the 20 largest known thrifts† are subsidiaries of larger entities 
that, based on the Aig situation, raise questions of how well OTS can oversee their 
operations:

Table 2:  Institutions “On the Way Out”

   $ Assets (in billions) 9/30/08  Notes  

  Countrywide Bank, FSB $112.95  merged with Bank of America

  Sovereign Bank  $77.15  to be acquired by Banco Santander

  Wachovia Mortgage, FSB  $67.06  merging with Wells Fargo

  Merrill Lynch Bank & Trust FSB  $35.85  merging with Bank of America

  Wachovia Bank, FSB  $33.22  merging with Wells Fargo

  Chevy Chase Bank, F.S.B.  $15.50  to be acquired by Capital One

  Lehman Brothers Bank, FSB  $7.21  corporate parent bankrupt; future unclear

   Total  $348.93 

* U.S. government Accountability Office, “A Framework for crafting and  
Assessing Proposals to modernize the Outdated U.S. Financial regulatory  
System,” gAO-09-216 (January 8, 2009).

† information on asset size and corporate parents taken from SnL Financial.



Table 3:  Thrifts in Name Only?

  Subsidiary Thrift List $ Assets (in billions)  Industry of Parent  Business Notes         
 9/30/08              

  ING Bank, FSB $81.60   insurance Thrift does have active mortgage loan    
    and MBS program       

  E*TRADE Bank $45.62   broker/dealer  Thrift runs major online  
    home-equity-loan operation    

  USAA Federal Savings Bank $31.68   insurance  Thrift has active consumer and  
    home loan programs  

  American Express Bank, FSB $23.60   specialty lender  Thrift focuses on commercial and  
    consumer loans

  Charles Schwab Bank $23.70    broker/dealer  Thrift converted from bank in 2007;  
    does market home loans

  Citicorp Trust Bank, FSB $19.60    bank  Thrift has active book of home loans     
       

  State Farm Bank, FSB $16.46    insurance  Thrift concentrates heavily on  
    consumer loans

  GE Money Bank $15.72    conglomerate  Thrift focuses on consumer loans, with  
    markets in China & Europe

  Raymond James Bank, FSB $11.38   broker/dealer  Thrift invests heavily in commercial  
    loan participations

  Morgan Stanley Trust $5.25   investment bank  Thrift has no loan portfolio;  
    mostly buys MBS

  Mutual of Omaha Bank $3.95   insurance  Thrift has small loan portfolio; concentrated in   
    commercial & nonresidential loans

  IronStone Bank (First Citizens) $2.64   commercial bank  Corporate parent has announced plans to  
    merge thrift into commercial banking    

  Nationwide Bank $1.90    insurance  Thrift books relatively few loans;  
    does invest in MBS

  FPC Financial, FSB. (John Deere) $1.84   farm equipment  Thrift has active farm credit programs—  
    especially for John Deere products

  BB&T Financial $1.74   commercial bank  Corporate parent has marketed credit-card  
    programs through thrift

  Acacia FSB (UNIFI Ins.) $1.57   insurance  Acacia operates like a traditional thrift: 87%  
    of loans are home loans

  Prudential Bank & Trust $1.56   insurance  Thrift has no loans on books; assets are  
    mostly cash, with some MBS

  Ameriprise Bank, FSB $1.46   insurance  Thrift has only 30% of assets in direct loans;  
    strong concentration of MBS

  AIG Federal Savings Bank $1.32   insurance  Thrift traditionally served as origination  
    platform for AIG subprime subsidiaries

  H&R Block Bank $1.06   financial services  Thrift has large mortgage portfolio—  
    but 23% are nonperforming     

  Total Assets $293.67  



it is notable that most of these institutions bear very little resemblance to a  
standard thrift—one with a large mortgage portfolio that is held directly on the 
balance sheet:

• Almost all of them are tiny subsidiaries of much larger holding companies. in 
contrast, most thrifts are the primary asset in their holding company. For  
instance, ing bank represents less than 5% of the 1.37 trillion pounds in 
assets controlled by insurance company ing groep, n.V., and American 
express bank represents less than 20% of the assets of the American express 
company. e*TrADe bank does account for 90% of the parent company’s 
$49.7 billion in assets—but is a far smaller portion of the broker/dealer’s  
revenues and expenses.

• many of them veer off the standard bread-and-butter model of residential 
lending. For instance, ge money bank mostly markets consumer loans, 
including international operations in markets like china and Denmark. 
American express bank focuses mostly on commercial and consumer loans. 
even thrifts subsidiaries that focus heavily on home loans—like nationwide 
bank—keep very few of those loans on their books as directly held loans.

• many of them have tie-ins to other parts of the holding company enterprise. 
raymond James bank, for example, has a heavy concentration of deposits from 
its corporate parent’s investment customers. FPc Financial largely finances 
consumer purchases of farm equipment—especially equipment marketed and 
sold by dealers of corporate parent John Deere.

in sum, most of these business models are extremely complex—and need more 
oversight than the OTS can muster.

if these institutions end up being removed from the OTS portfolio, that would 
leave the regulator with a portfolio of slightly more than $500 billion. This chart 
shows the historical—and prospective trends:
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Where Did Those Loans go?

recent data from Inside Mortgage Finance* has also shown that trends in the thrift 
industry have also eroded the thrifts’ primary role as a supplier of residential mortgages:

1. Through 9/30/08, year-to-date thrift mortgage production is down by 40.8%  
compared to 2007. 

2. in the third quarter, production declined by 39%, compared to a mortgage-indus-
try-wide drop of 21%.

3. Portfolios have declined by 26.9%, and the value of mortgage servicing rights for 
these institutions has declined from $13.76 billion to $7.76 billion in the third 
quarter alone.

4. more than 45% of the thrift production in 2008 has come from the institutions 
listed above that have either failed or announced that they will be acquired 
by other institutions that are not regulated by OTS—including countrywide, 
Wamu, Wachovia, merrill Lynch and Downey.

in large part because of this declining business, as well as problems with the existing 
mortgage portfolios, thrifts lost $3.99 billion in the third quarter of 2008, and through 
September had lost $15.1 billion.

All of these trends taken together—the declining number of thrifts to manage and the 
steadily worsening financial performance of remaining thrifts—indicate that OTS’s 
sphere of oversight could diminish significantly within the next year. 

 * Inside Mortgage Finance (December 5, 2008).



The new congress has placed regulatory reform high on its list of priorities for the new session. it will likely face 
the need to either overhaul the funding scheme for the OTS—or, as we recommend, fold it into the rest of the 
federal financial regulatory apparatus. 

conclusion: reforming the banking System

OTS’s record indicates it is an agency that has failed in its primary mission. The depth and the extent of the  
current banking crisis, however, clearly indicate that it is not alone. The Occ and the Federal reserve have also 
failed in their duty to serve as guardians of consumers and the financial system, and they should be subject to major 
reforms that make them more responsive and more credible as consumer watchdogs.

merging the OTS into the Occ would be a first step in the regulatory reform necessary to return our nation’s 
banking system to sound fundamentals. Americans need a regulatory system that focuses on the long term, rather 
than one that allows itself to become captive to market incentives that emphasize short-term gains, fueling “boom 
and bust” cycles driven by unsustainable growth in loan volume. 

in particular, crL believes that the revised “post-OTS” regulatory framework must embody a set of standards that 
will truly protect the interests of bank customers, with a strong emphasis on mortgage borrowers. 

The need for this emphasis is compelling. Despite occasional nods in the direction of consumer protection by  
federal regulators in the years after 2000, they did little to provide real protection to consumers. indeed, as it  
announced that it was preempting georgia’s anti-predatory lending law, the Occ proposed a breathtakingly broad 
rule preempting state laws, which it eventually adopted in January 2004. Asked why the agency went ahead with 
the final rule despite requests from congress to pull back, a spokeswoman admitted, in essence, that it was to  
protect lenders from state anti-predatory lending legislation.109 

Until the problem was well on its way to becoming unmanageable, federal regulatory agencies resisted the need for 
clear and legally enforceable rules to combat the unfair practices and reckless loan underwriting that put millions of 
consumers into mortgages they could not afford. Federal agencies preferred to define the boundaries for bad  
practices behind closed-doors in an after-the-fact, case-by-case basis.110 

OTS, the Occ and the Federal reserve failed to stop predatory and unsafe practices because they operated under 
the flawed assumption that consumer protection was a drag on the lending industry, an unnecessary burden that 
got in the way of institutional growth and profits and, thus, safety and soundness. As this crisis and others before it 
have shown, consumer protection is a safeguard that protects the banking industry from its own excesses, as well as 
protecting consumers, their neighbors and the world economy. 

As FDic chairman Sheila bair said recently, “Protecting the consumer from . . . perils is not simply a do-good 
public service. in fact, consumer protection and safe and sound lending practices are two sides of the same coin. 
Lenders who put their retail customers at risk also put themselves, their investors, and our entire financial system in 
danger.”111 in particular, if borrowers can’t afford their loans, the resulting foreclosures will cause losses for banks, 
threatening their safety. 

As reform moves forward, consumer protection must take its rightful place front and center in regulation of  
depository institutions. crL believes these principles should guide the reform process:

Continued from page 15
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1. The dual banking system should be preserved. 

improving the federal regulatory scheme shouldn’t require sacrificing the dual state-federal banking system. The 
modest numbers of state-licensed thrifts—just over 80 as of the end of 2006—generally operate efficiently and are 
small enough that state regulators have adequate resources to oversee them. State licensing also serves as a counter 
to the massive consolidation that’s now occurring in the banking industry; it will preserve financial institutions 
that are sensitive to concerns of local communities, are cost-effective choices for consumers and serve as a bulwark 
against anti-competitive practices.

As part of this plan, the FDic should replace OTS as the federal regulator for state-chartered thrifts, providing 
assistance to state regulators who oversee these institutions. The FDic already provides supervisory support for 
roughly 400 state-chartered savings banks.

2. Federal standards should act as a floor, not a ceiling.

The federal government should stop getting in the way of states that are trying to do something about predatory 
practices in the mortgage market. The “first responders” to the serious problems in the industry were the states, first 
tightening up the loopholes in the 1994 federal law,112 then, as the nature of the abuses morphed, acting to curb 
the new waves of predatory tactics.113 The mortgage industry fought back with a call for “uniform” national stan-
dards, though the real push was for uniformly low standards. because states see the effects of problems sooner, they 
can respond more nimbly than congress. most federal consumer protection laws have had their genesis in state 
laws: states are, indeed, “laboratories of democracy,” closer to the people and more willing to find useful innova-
tions in public policy.114 

As recently as the mid-1990s, state attorneys general were able to enforce state consumer protection laws of  
general applicability against national banks. However, in recent years, the Occ and OTS have been aggressive in 
preempting state laws and in expanding the traditional definition of “visitation” so that the institutions under their 
watch have little or no oversight, even as to matters beyond the traditional expertise of those agencies.115 

The economic crisis of recent months vividly illustrates that the vacuum left by excessive preemption and too little 
enforcement has hurt not only consumers, but also financial institutions and the broader economy. We suggest that 
the following moves be made to put the state “cops” back on the beat. 

• The Occ’s general standard for preemption should conform to the Supreme court rule spelled out in Barnett 
Bank of Madison County v. Nelson,116 which says that state laws apply unless they “prevent or significantly 
impair” banking functions. 

• The Occ’s expansion of the definition of “visitation” should be reversed. This will allow state attorneys 
general to enforce consumer protection laws of general applicability.

• The agencies have also expanded the rights of third parties with whom they deal to assert the benefit of 
preemption, which could create a regulatory “vacuum” for brokers, settlement agents, and others. This is 
particularly important in the case of mortgage brokers. For example, insurance companies owning banks or 
thrifts are asserting that independent contractors who broker mortgage loans count as “employees” and are 
therefore exempt from the recently-passed state mortgage broker registries; OTS and Occ should not permit 
this.
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3. Mortgage lending must be based on sound underwriting.

congress and the states are currently engaged in the difficult task of writing laws to create a solid framework that 
will protect the interests of homeowners and prevent another mortgage disaster in the future. The market should 
be governed by sensible rules aimed at reversing the “anything-goes” ethos that in recent years has dominated both 
federal regulations and on-the-ground practices in the mortgage industry.

State and federal laws should require that:

• Lenders carefully assess borrowers’ ability to repay their loans, taking the following into account:

a. borrowers’ debt-to-income ratio must be set at a reasonable level and should take account of all debt  
payments, including principal, taxes and insurance, any other mortgages, and other household debt. 
On option Arm and interest-only loans, the debt-to-income ratio should be calculated based on fully 
indexed and fully amortizing payments. 

b. Loans should be documented, with verification based on W-2 and 1099 forms, tax returns, bank records 
and other reasonable third-party documents.

c. Loan-to-value ratios should not be used to determine borrowers’ ability to repay.

• Prepayment penalties should be banned on all subprime and nontraditional loans.

• escrow of taxes and insurance should be required on all subprime and nontraditional loans.

4. Market incentives should be aligned to ensure that no party can shirk responsibility for making responsible 
    lending and investment decisions.

As FDic chairman bair recently noted, referring to the separation of origination, funding and servicing segments 
in the securitization model: “if we want private securitization to ever work again, we need a workable compensation 
scheme that aligns the interests of all the players in the game.”117 in short, there must be skin in the game all the 
way up the chain. 

A. Assignee liability

The current mortgage meltdown has shown that Wall Street firms and securities investors will bankroll loan struc-
tures that are best for their short-term financial interests, and that originators will supply the loans for which they 
are paid the most. borrowers’ long-term interests were irrelevant in this process. 

The best way to re-align the interests of borrowers and lenders is for congress to insist on meaningful assignee  
liability.118 An assignee is an investor or company that had bought the rights to collect on the loan, or sell it to oth-
er investors. When assignee liability exists, the borrower is allowed to pursue legal claims against the assignee when 
the loan transaction involves illegal actions or abusive terms. in the case of the mortgage market, strong assignee 
liability would mean that when a trust purchases mortgages, with all the corresponding financial benefits, it also  
accepts reasonable liability in cases when mortgages are proven in court to be abusive and harmful to homeowners.

Assignee liability can be tightly drawn but must satisfy the principle that an innocent borrower who has received 
an illegal loan should be able to defend that loan in foreclosure. This should be so for two reasons: first, the assignee 
can spread any loss across thousands of other loans, while the borrower has but one home. Second, assignees can 
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choose what lenders they buy loans from; they can choose only reputable lenders that are likely to make quality 
mortgages and are strong enough to purchase a loan back if the loan was clearly illegitimate, thus saving the  
assignee from suffering losses.

Public enforcement can never be adequate: there is a shortage of resources to match the millions of loans made to 
borrowers. As the Federal reserve recently noted, “a securitized pool of mortgages may have been sourced by tens 
of lenders and thousands of brokers,” making it difficult for regulators to protect borrowers from “abusive and  
unaffordable loans.”119 

investigations are almost always too slow for the homeowners who face foreclosure. even when public enforce-
ment does achieve some relief, it will rarely be enough to make individual borrowers whole. Assignee liability uses 
market principles to decentralize oversight of loans purchased on the secondary market—no one will better ensure 
that mortgages are originated to acceptable standards than investors who carry the eventual financial and legal risk. 
Assignee liability also helps to protect responsible investors from misperceived risks and provides incentives for the 
market to police itself, curbing market inefficiencies. 

b. Prohibition of abusive yield-spread premiums

banning yield-spread premiums for subprime and nontraditional mortgages would reduce motivation for brokers to 
“up sell” borrowers into more expensive and riskier loans than those for which they qualify. 

Absent a ban on yield-spread premiums, any payment of such a premium by a lender should be recognized as an 
acknowledgment of business relationship between the broker and originating lender, with liability for brokers’ 
misdeeds attaching to the originating lender and subsequent holders of the note.

c. making lenders’ duties clear

clarifying the duty of care that mortgage originators have toward their borrowers is a critical step in promoting  
sustainable mortgage lending. Loan originators–whether lender or broker–should be deemed to have duties to  
assure that they do not place their own self-interests above the interests of borrowers. 

D. requiring that investors pay rating agencies instead of issuers.

The only way to make sure that rating agencies provide unbiased and accurate ratings is to change their relation-
ship with the issuers of mortgage-backed securities. Securities issuers have an incentive to distort the truth about 
what’s in these securities pools. investors, on the other hand, have an incentive to get the best information possible 
about the makeup of the deals they put their money into. So it should be the investors—not the issuers—who pay 
the rating agencies for their evaluations of mortgage-backed securities.
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An Opportunity for change

The problems in our nation’s mortgage markets are severe, and the damage that’s been done has been historic in 
scope. reversing years of regulatory inattention will require forceful action in the near term and strong follow-
through in the long term. This report is part of the center for responsible Lending’s continuing effort to analyze 
and address the problems faced by the nation’s homeowners and families. The reforms outlined in this paper  
represent a beginning point in the effort to bring common sense and fairness back to the nation’s mortgage markets.

The lessons of the first S&L scandal were clear: Weak regulation and reckless lending practices will, sooner or 
later, end with financial disaster. Forgetting those lessons help produce a second S&L debacle, as well the related 
subprime and Wall Street meltdowns. 

now, once again, we have an opportunity to put these lessons to work. if citizens and policymakers can’t achieve 
real change this time around, history will inevitably repeat itself–with still more banking institutions going under, 
more financial crises, and millions more Americans buried in debt and facing the loss of their homes.
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speaks with Dan, I can arrange calls with the FN team and inform FH of our decision. 
As we draft final contracts with FH and FN, I'll be getting the team back together once more to 
review the final documents. 
Thanks for your support. 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
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[~~j: Washington Mutual 

GSE's Impact in the Market 

• Total Single Family originations were $3.76 trillion in 2003. 

• Combined new business activity of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
combined (including MBS securitizations and purchases) were $2.25 
trillion in 2003 - or 59.8% of market originations. 

• Fannie Mae was responsible for 60% of the GSE's new business 
activity in 2003. 

• WaMu contributed 15% of Fannie Mae's 2003 mortgage purchases. 

• GSEs dominate the automated underwriting decisioning technology 
through LP and DU . 

• Credit guidelines for the market, in general, follow the GSE's lead. 

3 
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..... w.·.· rm:; WashingtDn Mutual 

Overview of the Al liance 
Under this Alliance Agreement with Fannie Mae. WaMu has agreed to deliver no less 

than 75% of eligible, conforming loans to Fannie Mae. 

AIliBnce Topic Scope 

Eligibility Establishes eligible mortgage product' and buic underwriting gUidelines for standard 
and low-documentalion loans. 8J\d provide. a credit matricn for more aggrenlve. 

non-DU 108111. 

Pricing ~lllbliKhefi Flow Pricing. Loan-I.evel Price Adjll!1lmenUl, IIfld Pricing for Ponfolio 
Swap Tl'WI98ctiolUl. Ofee Adjustment for Flow Production and Gfee cap! IU\d floor 

Rfe wo defined. 

CRA Opponunitiell and Other Products Outlinn ways in which Fannie Mae will support WaMu's CRA initiatives. 
Community AcceS.'l Producu. Streamlined PutchllSe lnitiltivc, Saleable Streamline 

ProceSl, Advantage 90, etc. 

Multifnmily Preferred Portfolio Lender Opl.iona Outlines Lb . recourse conditions thaL Fannie Mile will purciu15e both structured and 
flow muU.iflamily deals. 

Technology DU. Customized DU, Pro-span. Appraisnl Database, StreBmlined Appraisal Proem 

Risk MRllIlgement Ouilinesinrorrmulon 10 be shRfen. inchuting DU response information, loan 
performance reponing. and macro and micro cconomk dlts for gtlographiclllreg.ions. 

Providu II IHllTIple ti l l of CUSlomi7..ed hiBlOricai repoJt.~ Ih!lt may be developed by 
FunniG Mtu:l1Uld WmMu jointly. 

BRIRflce Sheel MgmL 8TWNR, Evergreen, ASC, ASAP, etc. 
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Timeline of the Alliance Agreement 

30 Yr C 1'.~ bps 
1~yrG11bp, 

Proposed 
JOYr C l1bps 30 VrC 12 bps 30Y'~12.5bps 
15yr G1 1bpii t5yrC"bp. 1Sy,®120ps 

30 Yr(£l 12bp. 
JOYr Q:12 bps JOYr(Q11bps 30 YrQ 12.5 bps 

Hi Y' Q 12 bps 

1 
15yrQ12bp. 15yrC 11 bps 15 yr Q 12.5 bpI 

1 ! -I 
• ,,1' ,~'" ~f\\Q' .,I'::J\ /' ,~, \\'?J~'/,. ~'V .. 'fl'j. ~Q"''(:l~ :('l'!> ~'), ~".> ... ,<' ". ,. ¢> .~, 1 ,~ • " 1 " 1>., ....... r;f;>~ 

t 1 L_t, Amendment .z 
ASC Agreement Amendment . , Allow for dellver1U to 3" 

Manual expanded PlrtlU 
Products Update UlW gUldellnu, 
SFe In!;lud. Adv 80 
Agreemenl to work Memorandum of Understanding I toward ASC Community lending Campaign I 

OU LIcensing Agreements Signed . Manur.ctured Housing Agreement -

6 



E\\!:!washington Mutual 

Current Competitiveness of WaMu Gfee 

• At current levels, alternative executions, e.g., Freddie Mac, FHLB, and 
private investors, do not win a significant level of business. 

• We have confirmed, independently, that other large lenders have 
similar, but not better, Grees. 

• Our acquired entities, PNC, NAMeO, Homeside and Fleet had slightly 
higher Grees at the time of acquisition. 

• Non-GSE execution of conforming collateral , at times, can be better, 
but the market is rare and inconsistent. 

7 
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i@!!!washington Mutual 

Current Competitiveness of WaMu Gfee 

B98t E)!8CUl jOO CompariSQn (n of Marsh 10. 20041 

rrUdI' Mit' I"HL.B·Snn!. 

Note R.I, 5.00 5.00 5.00 

Servicing 0.25 0 .25 025 

B ... lervltlng Multiple 5.7565 5.1585 5.73« 

cr .. 0 .1260 O.leOO 

Buy UplDown 0 .1250 0.0900 

Buy UpIOown ... etor UIO "JIO 

Coupon ' .50 ' .50 4.75 

I Prfc:. wi B.rvlc:lng 100.2414 IOO.Onl 100.1301 

8 
• ... nchor Or.. .. 1 .11. bpi for all fnoddhl M.c cu.tom« •• 



i[@':! Washington Mutual 

Current Competitiveness of WaMu Gfee 

:~~.~~!!: ~~~~p: ~!('!!~~ :~'~(~I~: j~ : ~~ :E~~~: 
'W.Mu ... . ".'Iona!.-.", · : : 
. " ................. -.......... , .. , ....... ,_ .. . 
Credit Index Measurement · WaMu vs. Top 

· . · . 
2603;···· '" ... '-~200( ·C:j.;~i : . . . . . . · . 

. . ......... ... ... .............. '.~: ~.~! .. , ......... : ... .. 9U: 

· '~dll! .bcM 100 ind,.tn ri1ki. prolil. IN.n lop 20 I • 

. ~.~~!'. ~~.~ .'.~.~~~.t~ .~ ... ~ .~~!o/~~!.I.~~.!~ 
::~.4!'!~.r;s .. ~r.~ .g!,!,.~!'t . ~~I). ~~~. ~I!'~~ .~! ,SI? ,t,C! .~ ~ ... ~~ 
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t\W!washington Mutual 

Unattractiveness of holding fixed-rate on our Balance Sheet 

ROTE (BelD Version FrP Grid) ROTE (Old/Current FTP 
Methodology) 

ROTE % Option C05l.~ ROTE % Option Co~I !'\ 

(bp.) (bp.) 

30 Yr Fixed 4 49 3.6 95 

15 ¥r Fixed 2 32 4.2 95 

5/1 GMT 7 38 7.9 95 

3/1 GMT 7 32 8.0 95 

~1T A 8.95 Cap 16 48 21 2 

t-.~A 9.95 Cap 17 34 21 2 

30 Yr Jumbo 3 70 6.8 95 

15 Yr Jumbo 3 42 6.8 95 

10 
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![@; washington Mutual 

Value of the Relationship 

• WaMu provides about 15% of Fannie Mae's Business 

• WaMu is Fannie Mae's 2nd largest provider of business (behind 
Countrywide) 

• WaMu was responsible for 34.7% of Fannie Mae's Multifamily business. 

WaMu is a large user of DU - providing transaction fee business to 
Fannie Mae 

• WaMu is a launch customer of ProMSpan, Fannie Mae's e-business 
dedicated channel 

• WaMu has been a vital partner for Fannie Mae in Affordable Lending 

• Separate Meeting on 03/26/04 

• Fannie Mae has assisted WaMu's balance sheet management through 
quarter-end ASAP transactions and ongoing support of Project 
Evergreen 

II 
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i:\!I!fWashington Mutual 

\Vashlnct0n Mutua l &. Fannie MaeA.lllance Review 

Mardl 18, '2()()04 
Cedwt>rook, SwUe 

t ,OQ. 10:00 a.m. 

L. Lnlr"ducUon~ &. Penp".:tl"",, On lila Alliance 

2. Ou .. onLy-fn "- Alliann f'l'LdnS 

CDrnPOOCl1( and bulld·up 
NaUonIll ponpe<1lv& 

, . Product'" Prlcln8 Collaborat ion 

S.llIble .elution. far portfolio proliJd. 
Adoption orw ... ~u'. 8uldtllll .. 
Specilll lllrucwf"u'" ""ecuLlon InlllDII" .. 
'I'n.lnlns A tecmoLosylmplem.ntlilon atpport 

Seope..,d prlontl .. 
AIUvI dilllributlon Ind l'undln&!Rtpo IgnemeJI~ 

' . l!J(eeutive Inlend-Ion 

Roe""", ",",vdoprncnt.- amllnl.-.o;tion 
l'riorilin (ar2004 

6. Qol.A, review Ind nellllcpl 

Mike Ku la and Gall Vernon 

T om Ulntl 

e lll lAnabrake. 0,11 Vernon 
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Freddie Mac - WaMu Meeting 
July 28, 3 :00 - 4:00pm 

Steve's Office - 16th fl, Tower 

WaMu Attendees 
Steve RoteUa, President 
TBD 

Freddie Mac Attendees 
Gene McQuade, President (bic attached) 
Paul Mullings, head of single-family sourcing (marketing/sales) 

WaMu 's Current Relationship wi Freddie Mac 
• 

• 
• 

WM executed a majority share arrangement w/ .FRE, effective 411105 thru 3/31/06; 
included in that arrangement was a market-leading opportunity to sell up to $21 biUion 
of option ARMs to the FRE portfolio. 
FRE's share ofWM flow conforming business went from 20% in QI to 81% in Q2. 
WM"is now FRE's #2 seller (behind Wells); wI WM' s swing in volume from FNM to 
FRE in Q2, FRE now holds a GSE market share lead for the first two months of Q2. 

• Forty percent ofFRE' s portfolio growth in 'as can be attributed to WM's $8 billjon 
sale of option ARMs; 

• There are several initiatives underway w/ FRE staff : 
• Servicing - obtain Tier I status default servicing; 
• Affordable - e-bus initiative, IDe support, Home Possible product adaptation~ 

• Excess Servicing - provide daily excess prices as a percent of the 10 market. 

Accomplishments 
• 

• 

• 

Execution of a comprehensive credit arrangement that preserves our existing FNM 
variances wI FRE. and expands in other areas; 
Execution of$ll billion of forward option ARM trades w/ the FRE portfolio prior to a 
material spread widening in that product; 
Full testing of the new FRE selling and delivery system that will cut our turn time by 
up to three days; 

WaMu Agenda Topics (waMu asks) 
• The following asks should be used as a means to cement our relationship as FRE does 

not want to be a "one-year wonder" ; 
• Credit 

• 

• WM wants wI FRE to gel our Enterprise Decision E ngine (EDE) madelto be 
fully accepted by them (includes rep and warrant relief) ; we also plan to 
embed FRE' s LP decision tool within EDE in '06. 

• WM wants FRE to expand the eligibility oflower quality loans to ensure 
WM is "market competitive". 

Production - WM wants ERE to allow WM to customize Loan Prospector (LP) 
to gain greater market penetration & efficiency in the wholesale/correspondent 
markets; FNM has allowed us to do this w/ Desktop Underwriter (DU). 

H:\finshare\peter\lvlcQuade meeting (July-05).doc I ___ ~~_~ __ ":""''''''''''' 
I DATE \@"Mldlyyyy" ); { TIhfE '@"h'mrnam/pm" } 
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• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Multifamily - WM wants FRE to provide relief on loan size limitations, 
seismic reviews, and confum the integrity ofWM' s delegated 
underwriting/servicing model for a flow, delegated program. 
Non~prime 

• Potential securitization ofSMF assets ($1 .5 - $10 hil) that will create 
liquidity for Wl\.1 and create a positive affordability profile for FRE; 

• Expansion of credit profile into subprime; (Keith Johnson wants to keep (his 
point very genera/); 

Affordable - Increase funding of JDC support to $2mm (from current $1 mm) 
Liquidity - we wallt to understand how we can best help the FRE portfolio wi 
product. 
• Longer term portfolio commitment on option ARMs; 
• Broader deliverability guidelines wI respect to option ARMs. 
MSRMgmt 
• Press FRE on the adoption ofa reduced minimum servicing fee fixed rate 

security that is TBA-eligib le; (wi the BMA's recent decision to not support 
reduced servicing, push the FRE portfolio to step up); 

• Excess Servicing - WM wants FRE to provide daily pricing on excess 
servicing as a percent 10 market; goal is to reduce or eliminate excess 
servicing at attractive prices. (Syron recently wrote in an article to the Hill 
agreeing that the GSEs are best positioned to manage interest rate risk) 

Anticipated Freddie Agenda Topics 
• Putting their financials in order (timeline, etc.) - we' ll want to know what tbat means 

for a customer like us, e.g. , more attention, better pricing, or what? 
• GSE legislation - where headed, st icking points - what does WM want to emphasize 
• Mission (Affordable) - both GSEs bave switched their tune from being strictly a 

secondary market liquidity provider to being a champion of home 
ownership/affordable housing 

• Customer centric culture: 
• accepting new products (no better example that TvIT A Option ARMs); 
• accepting customer processes that have trended to lower documentation standards 

• Buying/securitizing what the market originates - we are concerned about FRE's desire 
to opportunitistically sell large amounts of credit risk into the market thus increasing 
volatility and supply concerns. 

Ne~otiating Strategy (for the '06 period) 
• FRE is not likely to outbid FNM by such a wide margin on option AR1vfs like in the 

current contract; 
• Thus, value needs to be extracted ITom other sources such as MSR management , use 

of own AUS technology, expansion of credit parameters, and increased funding of 
affordable goals . 

H:\finsharelpclcr\McQundc meeling (July-OS),doc 
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EUGENE M. MCQUADE 

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF UPERA TING OFFICER 

Eugene M.. McQuade was named Freddie Mac' s president and chief 
operating officer on September 1, 2004. McQuade reports to 
Chairman and CEO Richard F. Syron. Reporting to McQuade are 
Freddie Mac's Finance, Corporate Strategy & Administration, 
Information Systems and Services, Mortgage Sourcing, Operations 
& Funding, and Mission divisions. 

Prior to joining Freddie Mac, McQuade served as president of Bank 
of America Corporation. He had been president and chief operating 
officer at FleetBoston Financial Corp. before helping to bring about 
the April 1, 2004 merger between that company and Bank of 
America. McQuade joined Fleet in 1992 and became chief financial 

officer in 1993 . He was elevated to vice chairman in 1997 and became president and chief 
operating officer in 2002. 

Before working at Fleet, McQuade served as the executive vice president and controller at 
Manufacturers Hanover Corp., a predecessor of J.P. Morgan Chase. McQuade began his 
career at KPMG Peat Marwick ill New York 

Originally from New York City, McQuade is a certified public accountant. He earned a 
degree in Accounting from SL Bonaventure University, of which he is a trust.ee. McQuade is 
also a director of XL Capital. 

Freddie Mac is a stockholder-owned company established by Congress in 1970 to support 
homeownership and rental housing. Freddie Mac fulfills its mission by purchasing residential 
mongages and mortgage-related securities, which it finances primarily by issuing mortgage
related securities and debt instruments in the capital markets. Over the years, Freddie Mac 
has made home possible for one in six homebuyers and two million renters in America. 

### 
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From: Struck, Peter 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2004 5:36:07 PM 
To: 
CC: 

Johnson, Keith; Beck, David; Parker, Michael; Pihl , TIm 
Lash, Michael ; Flynn , Ron; Cooper, Ted 

Subject: RE: Risks/Costs to Moving GSE Share to FH 

Attachments: Picture (Metafile) 

The most recent $3 bi! option ARM tape we sent had about 59% of the UPB at the 35bps profile and the rest had an 
implied g-fee of 98bps. A total wtg avg g-1ee of 61 bps was quoted . 

The suggestion below would have an all-in explicit g-fee of 28bps plus we would need to hold capita l on the recourse 
piece plus the serviCing is worth less in the marketplace because of the recourse provision. (Loans sold wI full recourse 
are brought back on balance sheet for risk-based capital assessment). 

We know that the 35bps non-recourse g-fee is market leading for the profile, the full-recourse g-fee of 15bps is close to 
full-priced. We need th at level down to the high single-digits. FN's risk-based capital cha rges vary by product type and a 
neg am product will have a much higher- charge. 

---Qriginal Message--
From: Johnson, Keith 
Sent: Friday, December 17,200-41:28 PM 
To: Struck, Peter; Beck, David; Parl<er, Michael; Pihl, TIm 
Cc: Lash, Michael; Aynn, Ron; Cooper, Ted 
Subject: RE: RisksjCosts to Moving GSE Share to FH 

Fannie came back this afternoon and said the following : 

They believe that 2/3rds of the Option ARM production will meet their ·Profile" to remain qualified at 35 basis 
points. 
That the 1/3 rd "Qut of Profile" could be put in a risk sharing deal with a 15 bpt G-Fee 
That they would keep the remaining G-fees on other products the same 

They owe us a document that defines "Profile" for Option ARM. 

Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer 
Washington Mutual Commercial Gr oup 
Tel : 206.377.3965 I Fax: 206.490.5656 

This message (Including attachments) Is CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient of this informatlon, or an 
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient(s), please do not read, disseminate, 
distribute, or copy this information , If you have received this message In error, please contact the sender 1mmediately. 

----Original Message
From: Struck, Peter 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2004 12:44 PM 
To: Beck., David; Parker, Michael; Pihl, Tim 
Cc: Lash, Michael; Flynn, Ron; Cooper, Ted; Johnson, Keith 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investi!lations 
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Subject: RiSks/Costs to Moving GSE Share to FH 

David: 

Here are some add'i risks to consider: 

MSR Management 
FN may not have as strong a desire to move forward wI the min s-fee initiative If WaMu is no longer 
considered a major alliance partner. FN's business model is relationship, not Iransaction-oriented and Ihelr 
desire to employ resou rces and political capital 10 move this forward may be diminished. (Risk - mod) 

Multifamily 
FN has a fully delegated small apt risk-share program; we are asking FH to duplicate. The risk is FN would 
either tighten up or 6mit the program prior to getting FH up to speed (Risk • low) 

Trading 
Traditionally, hedging of the pipeline has been done wI Fannies and then swapped to Freddles at some cost. 
If the FH share Is Increased the pipeline hedging cost may Increase [nm P and Todd L can provide greater 
color on this Issue) 

DU 
We currently have DU as our principal GSE decision engine. We have negotiated a click charge of $9 vs . a 
rack rate of $35. If FN is receiving substantially less volume, we can envision Ihat charge increasing. Our 
monthly volume is 25k, but has been as high as 100k In heavy refi periods (potential cost SBmm in the current 
environment) (Risk - modi 

Technology 
We have scoped out wI FN projects on custom DU and Pro Span. Similar to above, Fannie may 
reduce/eliminate the resources on their side knowing thaI business produced from these Initiatives may not 
come their way. (Risk - mod) 

G-Fee Increase 
FN is under eamings pressure from lack of portfolio growth ; thus, the insuring business is being asked 10 take 
up the slack. At a minl mum, we expect the ~discounts" on our fixed flow business to go away on 3131105. 
Also the effective g-fee for option ARMs is elCpected to increase substantially . (Risk - high) 

A possible offset to Ihls risk is the recent accounting troubles and 1 would expect FN has a strong desire 
10 not lelltla perception of accounting issues slip into their business activities by losing a large alliance 
customer. (Think of the impact to their stock valuation If Wan St believes they will begin to lose customers .) 

Affordable Lending 
FN has been a valuable partner, and FH will need to step up in this arena. We should expect scaled back 
efforts in this area, (Risk -low) 

General Resources Decked Against the Account 
FN has many more resources - in all aspects of the relationship from servicing to credit to affordable lending· 
involved wI WaMu. Bringing FH up to speed will take more time and effort on our part; Risk is Fannie slarts 
cutting back (Risk - mod) 

Credit 
Historically , FN has been more willing to take risk and think outside the box Ihan FH; however. FH did 
approve "Fast Track~ wI a few more slips than FN fairly quiCkly. Also , FN has been very willing to accept 
waivers on implementation of new requirements due 10 our system challenges, If FH is our lead partner they 
will need to step up on Ihls front both from an ability to share In all risks and to provide a speedy response. 
Risk is FN loses their appetite to take on new credillssues wI the same outlook as an alliance partner(Risk -
mod) 

Data Integrity 
FN is well aware or our data integrity issues (miscoding which resutls in misdeliveries, expensive and time 
consuming data reconciliations), and has been elCooedingly patient. FH has got a laste of these challenges , 
but we're not sure t10w they will react. The risk is FN's unwillingness to accept buslness and/or charge 
penalties (Risk· mod) 

Recourse 

Confidential 'Treatment Requested by JPMC JPM_ WMQ550 J400 



FN has been willing to use recourse for either "mistake accommodation" Of for deals where we want liquidity, 
but don" want to pay the credit charge; FH is untested these areas. Risk is their unwillingness to do (Risk
low) 

Repurchases 
FN has been patient as we have improved our internal process to review and respond to repurchase 
requests. FH has had a similar experience, but not at the same volume. Risk is FN's developing a more 
stringent time line requirement. (Risk -low) 

Servicing 
WaMu as 2nd largest FN servicerwill continue to have numerous interactions wI FN and we would expect FN 
to continue the strong relationship; they may tighten up on timelines. etc. (Risk - low) 

ASAP Transactions 
FN may be less supportative of using their balance sheet to support our quarter-end liquidity needs. (Risk
mod) 

No Adverse Selection Requirement 
In oUt Alliance agreement wI FN, we rep no adverse selection wi respect to credit and HUD goals. FN has 
expressed a concern in '04 regardi ng their deliveries; to date they have been very passive in their pursuit of 
this issue; the risk is they push that issue wI conssequences, jf any, to be determined. (Risk -low) 
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From: Rotella, Steve 
Sent: Friday, April 28 , 2006 7 :57 :18 PM 
To: Struck, Peter; Killinger, Kerry K.; Casey , Tom~ Schneider, Dav1d C, 
CC ~ Beck, David; Piht, Tim; Fe!tgen, Cheryl A.: Drastal, John: 'LLoacker@HEWM.com'; Olsen,GeoffreyG.: 

Flynn, Ron 
Subject: RE: Business Arrangement wI Freddie Mac 

Congratulations 10 the team for getting this done and with terrific results for the company. This will have a very positive 
impact to WaMu, 

From: Struck, Peter 
Sent: Friday, Aprl1 28, 2006 12:38 PM 
To: Killinger, Kerry K.; Rotella, Steve; Casey, Tom; Schneider, David C, 
Cc: Beck. David; Pihl, 11m; Feltgen, Cheryl A,; Drastal, John; 'LLoacker@HEWM,com' ; Olsen, Geoffrey G,; Flynn, Ron 
Subject: Business Arrangement wI Freddie Mac 

All : 

David Beck asked that I share wI you the highlights ofWM's proposed busIness arrang em ent wI Freddie Mac that David 
Schneider signed today . First, let me say thai this was a great team effort wI many of David Beck's Cap Mkts group 
involved, Cheryl Feltgen's credit group, and a legal team lead by Geoff Olsen and outside counsel support from Lynn 
Loacker (Heller Ehrmin) , Over the next two-three weeks, we will look to put these tems into fi nal contract language. 

We are all very pleased wi how the negotiations were conducted, as noted belOW, WM achieved all of their principal 
objectives. Peter 

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2006 FREDDIE MAC BUSINESS PROPOSAL 

Two-yr Agreement, 6/1/06 - 5/31108 

Add'i value of $65mm/yr vs. ament contract for an expected total of $131mm for 2 yrs 

WM to deliver 75% majority share 

Pricing & Credit Triggers in place to ensure WM's competitiveness 

Provides for enhanced MSR mgmt execution strategies including: 
Purchase of $13 billyr of fi xed-rate reduced servicing pools 
Purchase of $10 bil/yr of option ARM reduced servicing pools 
Much impro .... ed buy·up/buy-down grid to eliminate excess servicing 

Goal-aligned to support increased affordable lending including financial aid of $1 .5mm 

Opportunities for increased incentive pay-outs as a TIer 1 servicer 

~rateglc Perspective 
Provides WM with improved execution in aU of its product lines for two years as the credit markets face 
some uncertainty with rising Interest rates and weakness in housing prices; 

Aligns WM with the stronger GSE over the next 12-18 months; we fully expect once FNM gels its 
financial house In order 10 become a very aggressive competitor - just when this contract is coming up 
fOI renewal; 

The reduced servicing Initiatives will allow VVM to show the marketplace that such pools are more 
more valuable than current TBA-pools and will force the market to allow for a lower minimum s-fee 
for TBA; 

Permanent Subcommittee tin Investigations 
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t!ll Washinglon Mutual 

Fannie Mae Alliance and Freddie Mac Business Relationship Proposal 

11 Executive Summary 

The Freddie Mac Business Relationship dated 1212112004 establishes another execution oppor!uni~ that dlverslfies WaMu's execution risk and oonfers material ~nancial 

beneflts for the OpUon ARM product 

The ke~ to the Freddle proposal Is \hat 11 provides sigllificanlliquidlty to( O'JI Option ARM originations. wilh i'OOfe ad~anlagaous Cladit p~arneters. c:orrpIlilive g-feas and 
preferred access to their balaoce sIleet relative to OIJ' current agreement wilt1 Fannie. Foonie has m<Kle It very clear to us ttlal lYe should flOl expect to retain the same 
pricing and credit parameters for Option AR,Ms in our 2005 fri::ing agre\ll'TlBnt thai we have enjoyed dLfing 2004. For flx9d rale loalls <J'ld hybrids, g-fess adjusted for MAP 
Pricing and aedH pa-amelers 11'8 roughly GqUivalenl [0 \he Fannie AgreemenL Oulfioed below ae oompa' isons 01 signifrcant IemIs 01 Freddie's draft altha LOt aI'I:! similar 
terms of our current agreell'lGnll'oilh Fanoie. We are currenlly OOQOfialing l/le finaj terms of the lOt and expect 10 construct a final agreeroonl thai retains !he siGf1ificant 
l'lOf1-9-foo related adva"llages of the Fannie agreement 
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., Washington Mutual 

• 8u' 
'IntIS RltI hi Pro 11 ... on, , PO$i 5.un 

Fradd l. ~c Fannie Mae Comment 

Credit ProDOUl 
• Agency.to-AQency Strearrlined refi: To be resolved - unknown ou!alme Acoopls in standard ftow agreerTllnt (10.- Mvanlage FN 

co-ops: rela P'OgrllTl 15% of FR production) 

• PMv2 calibration lOr Option ARM's 10r202005: oulcome tdno'M'1 NoIuncI8r discussion; !low piJ"~ters AlNa'lIage FH 
aocep1ed on 50-60% oj Option AR~ 

PrIcIng Proposal 
• Minirrun mcrtat share calwlalion Mirllll Sla'e: Option ARMs: 40% 75% l!l8ast.fed qunr!y; e~dudes Advan!age FN 

lTIBiSUfed quarterly Pcrtfo!bsales 
All others (Ind.PortfoIio sales): 40-60% 
m&CISlJfed quarterly I'r'ith a minimum 01 
30% In any rronth 

• 
"""""" " NOO 

8ICIudes NOD from !low FN pricing based on irdJsion DJ NOO Advantage FH 
with ~aIIld de&very fees; may IrrpacI 
DV8falllow q.Jee if exduded 

• Re!wesen\aliv811iJ: R&c\l*'eS representative nix COO'4Iarecl RoqIIres no adYerse seIecIion of FN due ""'_FN 
oMth all o!hef oonfoming derlYeOes 10 \0 increased risk proNe; b be d jSQJSS:(l(j " 
o!hef iwesIors; sole dlsaelion kl adjusI profile appea:s 10 be ~ 
price wilh l) days notice 

• Mix: HUO Goas Smoo S .... 

• Required reportirlg y" No Advantage FN 

Less !han ITlinlmJm delivery Charge a peW -011 fee No""," 

1-5-2005 

Conlidenlial T'Mlm"tll Requested by JPMC 



'i1 Washington Mutual -
• Deli'lery lee pricing H'1gh on: 80--15-5 L TV>9O Highm saleable Low Doc Advantage FH (higher volume low Doc) 

Manuiactured housing 

• Guaranty Fee pOcing: 
MTA Option,A.qM's «>42 35-91,Avg53 After 1;I.Jrr9~1 FN pficing panod ends3-31· 
FR·3J 16- (13,3M/IP} 13 OS, FN could rBlTlO\'e pricing dlsooonls, 
FR·20 15 -(llS MAP) 11.5 moving to a highef G-fea b' How 
FR·15 13-(10,6MAP) '1,5 deliveries. 
Aroo1iziog hybrid 8.5wilh ARC 17,5 
I/O hybnd 12.5\\1ilhARC 16.5 

MAP Pricing 
• Avallab~ y" No .•. FN has ""aUable, but WaMu chose R~ngage FN on a M/>P structure 

a mad G-fee (that ill the wa~e of the 
MBSIPC spread nSfrovMg dramalically 
saved us $88rrm '11 lower G·/ees) 

• Buy-UplBlly-[)own grids y" y" 

• 'Preferred Slalus' Unknown oulcome; lIflknCIYI1 meaning ."", This ~key 10 nail down 

Structured T rilllSiIctions 

• T -Deals & Other Assol Bids SlrO!lQ asset & credit bids in 2004 AdvMltage FH 

• Reduced Servicing ManlageFN 
Offer non-TM Securities y" y" 
Portfolio Bid FH portfolio has been stronger Nota: FH pulls stripped deals out of the 
Min Average Servicing 20 bps to 10% 01 FH deliveries 20 bps under ASC - oo limit denOl'l'ins:or \Yhich makes the likelihood 

of rtiac:Oing the 20 bps rroch higher 
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lil Washington Mutual 

Affordable 
• CorrmJnity Access PricIng sflghlly higher (29-36 bps), but no 3:l bps g·fee, bul has risk share Advantage FH 

risk share 6ITangemenl <l"fillgGlTlfK1l 

• Affordable PartJ'\ershlp $2OOk lor joint Ini~iltr.es o g·1ee 10( 10% 01 all CorTmJllity Access MJanlage FN 
del"IVOOeS (open·ended): valUfl of $1.2rm1 

(S2OOc COI'I'llares to S671TYT11n 
FN deliveries); 

waiver 0150 t)pG MH delivery fee; 

• CRA lnItiallvss OUIcome unkno'NIl additional local plVtr'lEW$hlp etlorts (.DC, Advallage FN 
ele.) -- """"'" ""'"'"~ My CorrmJnity J.b1gage sirniI¥ \a CA 

e-&s 8YMIs in tffl 0uIc0m8 ookllO...." N!.mercos loc:aIeven\$ 

• MSRMZI~ 
leduced ServIc:ing Fee -hybrids """ """ AltvalLage FH 

explore synlhelic 110 y" y" 

Operational Alignment 

• Contracl Oro!! Master Agreement s:epa-ate Master Three Master ~f&emef1ts: Flow, Option 
Commitments !of Corrm.rity Access & ARM Flow, Transaction 
reduoed servicing Separate dewery contr&Ctll 

• Funding cycles Flow. "";!h Saling Sys1em, 5 days or less 

AdditionalOooortunltlH 

• Mu l ~family 

• lO(ll Prospadof (lP) Tha cos1 of DU mz.j lr1Cfease· $7.8nm 

-'" 
• Repurchases 

Confidenrial Treatment Ra:j1lCSlc:d b:Y JPMC 
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Objectives Of The Forum 

Page 1 

• Ensure WaMu receives full value from the negotiated contracts 

• Monitor the overall health of the GSEs from the perspective of 
how changes may impact WaMu's ability to execute its Home" 
Loans strategy 

• Highlight risks and opportunities as they arise or are 
perceived 

• The entities covered by this Forum include the mortgage 
activities of Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae, Ginnie Mae, the Federal 
Home Loan Bank of San Francisco (MPF program) and the 
Federal Home Loan Bank of Seattle (MPP) " 

JP11 ~02575608 
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Objectives Of The Freddie/Fannie Business Agreement 

• Diversify the liquidity risk for the conventional, conforming lending 
business; 

• Obtain the most favorable market pricing and competitive advantage for 
the conforming, Option ARM business; 

• Harmonize the adverse selection requIrements of various purchasers to 
place Washington Mutual In a ffexible position; 

• Reduce the minimum servicing fee on TBA-ellglble mortgage securities; 

• Capitalize on efforts to Increase the value of Washington Mutual's 
affordable loan products sold; and 

• Seek opportunities to Increase productivity and lower costs of the 
fulffllment and servicing operations. 

JP~ VV1102575609 
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WaMu's Deliveries - Q3, 2005 

Investor Volume % Credit Profile FH FN 
Freddie $13,268 59% LTV (wtd avg) 67% 68% 

Fannie $ 5,156 23 % 75.01-80% LTV 31% 33% 
FICO (wtd avg) 729 727 

Private $ 2,309 10 %<620 3.5% 4.4% 

$ 
CA Share 22% 22% 

FHLB-SF 0 Cash-Out Refi 41% 37% 

Ginnie $ 1,896 8 Low·Doc Loans 8% 11% 

Affordable Profile - 03 Affordable Profile - Agre.mentto Date 

Goal Met (S5/251 
FH FN 

Goal Me! (65/251 
FH FN 

Flow No Yes Flow Yes Yes 

Community 
Access N/A Yes 

Community 
Access N/A Yes 

JDC N/A Yes JDC N/A Yes 

CRA Ves N/A CRA Yes N/A 

Page 3 



WaMu's Deliveries - Contract to Date 2005 

( I) FN'-AA O .... n.,.diJmhd to lnl .... ' Onty Hybtid ARM'I, "'mot1h:1n1l H)t>rid AAM'I , _ 15 Vu, ", .. d R;oto 
( 2) Co"''''''''Hy A~~n. ",ano do n"lncludo 10 .... origlmtlocl by E"'~'IIInO M~ 'IWI . . .... Community "'cu .. loans .... 30 .,." nnG ,al' .and .r. nol 
(3) FNMA Nil EM" rlnll Moo1oo l Orlg lnaolJo,u .r. all 10 ..... Ofi,lltated byEM bronc" ...... 1u.,;,,11 Com.,,, ... 1Iy /\,c<o .. I0"" .... d 011><.. 3D Y'" ' b".d, 
I ' , 1,,- Act ... t" FNMA numb"''''", ,",/uda "'on. no' In FNMA a .... at.'" J>opulM;"n. 

( <4) FHLMC FIo ... : ARGS£ ollpiblc , • ." ... uP! F ....... M .. £AI. _EN" PI ....... 
(6) Co'""' ..... ilyAcuu "'.n ..... patl <if "" FI-t.. MC Flow PIo9<11M1on. 
(8) FI-ILMC "1.' E.' .... ginll M ... _.I OIl11lnlrionl I r, an '.I nl '''IIIfl",.d by EM 1M0n(h .. "clu<lln(l ClmmutoltyA«O" 10_ len e ... II "III . nIl' 
,Opull.li.n I. "Oil 01 Ih, FHLMC Flow ,,,,,"'ollon. 
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WaMu's Deliveries - Q3, '05 

Page 5 

(1) FNMA '*"1o .. ted,LltTiled 10 ~~ ... _ 01iy H>.obrIdAAM" ........ 1IzIng I-t)tlrkl ARM'I. _1(1 15V". Fked RIolo 
(2) CcrnmunIIy At::cIH.lOens donollnd""" 10 ... 5 ms;nllled by ,,"-glngM ... ~III,.. M c ......... My kc.sIIDens ••• 30 ...... bed nO __ "'. 
(l) FNMA NtII em.ginog Mn.tOrigimltio::rn; •• allOIIM OIit::Jn.Ledt!v EM bfMCMs IIIcludlnO CormluniIyAcolft 10_ end dher 30YMt bod. 
L .0 III. ,11,(11" 10 ~MA nlA'l1lla$ mow lncIuoo IDIIf'IS 1'11:(" FNMA ~ed ~. 

(4) FHLMC Flow; All GSE fIIlg'bl"IOIIIIS e)<C8pl F"nnlo M •• EAlI end !:AlII p.ogom 
(5) CO'I1mun11y Accen lOAn • • f. plUl orlll9 FHLMC Flow POPUlotion, 
(6) FHLMC N el ~"'OflO M ... r~. {Jrlgln/O'k:I'Is ..... eU IOIIM OI1glnllled Il'/ EM t .. n_"InC~l!W1a eo..."Url'ly Alxll!lS 1!lAn51ess FA 1111. III. fhos 
1iOIJoUI!l11o', I, 1*'llIf lilt FHl.MC 1'1 ...... popUlation , 

JP~ VV1102575612 
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Ensure FuJI Value - Contract Provisions - cont. 
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Monitor the Overall Health - Credit Performance 

Page 8 

• The objective will be to ensure WaMu's credit 
quality exhibits characteristics and performance in 
line with expectations 
~ As of July '05, the FN servicing portfolio's gross delinquency 

ratio (2.70%) is below the national average (2.79%) 

~ The EATPR portfolio delinquency of 21 % (1.5% of total) well 
exceeds the national average (15.5%) - the majority of this 
portfolio reflects NAMe/Dime and Homeside, and the seasoning 
effect 

~ FH Servicer Performance (Q2) Performing and Non-Performing 
Loans: Tier I; "Full Tier I status" requires two consecutive 
quarters 

JP11 ~02575615 



Monitor the Overall Health - Prepayment Performance 
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• The objective will be to ensure the securities that 
WaMu issues do not exhibit characteristics and 
performance that may harm the value of those 
securities 

• As of August '05, 1-mo ePRs - WaMu vs. Market 

• FN 4,5% '03 12.8'15.14.0 

> FN 5.0% '03 16.9vs.19.1 
> FN 5.0% '04 13.5 vs. 15.0 

• FN 5,5% '05 12.0 \IS . 12.5 

» GN 5.0% '05 10.0 vs. 8.2 

» GN 5.5% '05 13.4 \IS, 11.8 

• GN 5.5% '04 26.5 vs, 27.8 

» FH 4.5% '03 13.2 \IS. 12.3 

• FH 5.0% '05 5.5 '15. S.B 

> FH 5.5% ·05 13,0 '15,12.4 

• One pool highlighted for further investigation: 

CFJune '05 

14,9 VS. 17.3 

4.2 VS, 4.9 • 

B.6 vs. 10.5 

1 me CPR 'Z-Score" UPS Goupon Issue Date 

FH#A30464 72% 4.21 $10.3 mm 5.50% 12104 
;~:: WHi'd.,.mn Mutuol.lnt.. ~ ......... I 

I 

JP~ ~02575616 



Highlight Risks & Opportunities 

Opportunities Risks 

· Both FN and FH have specific HUD 
goals and need these ~pes of loans 

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita: GSE • Potential portfo io transactions • 
with FN servicing forcbearance as well as loan 

purchase relief 
Freddie Mac will begin loan level • 
information disclosure for securities . Howeyer, if cannot refttwarrant 
bePtinning Q4j market will discriminate property value, condi ion, three 
va ue based on better information year recourse applies and cash 

sale only 
• Fannie Mae Option ARM Custom DU 

project: use to date - 450 • Freddie Mac will begin loan level 
submissions, 72% approved; <20% of in formation disclosure for securities 
Correspondent Sellers have submitted. beginning Q4; street will qUiCkl~ 

I ori~inal volume lift was anticipated to identify inaccurate information OTI, 
be 2.5 B FICO, etc.) 

· New initiative to use Custom OU for • I ncreaSin~ use of Custom OU 
Alt-A to meet volume goals - $2.6 B in solidifies echnoloJJY reliance on 
2006 Fannie Mae. Fred Ie Mac is slower to 

customize LP. 
• Can leverage FH/FN standard 

affordable products to minimize . 
Commun ity Access recourse 

• $58 portfolio deal with FH in Nov with 
wider credit profile 

Page 10 ~~* W.tdvt~ Mcl.twal.ln" I'! 
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Other Highlights 
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• Received Multi-family insurance servicing waiver from Freddie 
Mac 

• Implemented FN/FH market share management reporting 

• Ability to provide more accurate delivery data by year end 
• Very important given FH new loan level disclosure 

requirements in Q4 

• FNMA excess servicing securitization transaction 

• Long Beach looking at SMF securitization with FH to assist in 
housing goals 

• Freddie Mac preparing for Option ARM on-site Servicing audit 

• 

JP~ VV1102575618 



I 
Upcoming Events and Issues 

2006 Contract Negotiations WaMu has engaged FH and FN to 
prepare Initial term sheets. Key deal 
points Include Option ARM's, excess 
servicing and base G-fees 

GSE Regulatory Reform Both House $.Senate Committees have 
voted It out of committee: Floor votes 
are awaiting resolutions of portfolio 
limits and affordable housing funding 
vehicles 

October 6 Affordable Meeting (Chicago) Tony, Taj & Reza to discuss affordable & 
emerging markets strategies with FH 
otncials 

Multi-family On track to securitize $800mm with FN I 
In October. Also negotiating ability to 
originate 2nd liens behind the first . 
mortgages. Anticipate additional 
S400mm In Q4, likely FN but also 
discussing with FH for now program. 
FH securitization may occur In early 
2006 ':':";. r. Jf'I<. ~ P. .; .... .;. 

JP11 VV1102575619 
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Excess Liquidity Forecast - 'Break the Bank' WaMu 
I -

• Total excess "liquidity was $47BN at the end of June 200S·which is consumed. by the end 
of October as a resuit of significant deposit runoff and loss of wholesale funding sources 

th~Bank . 
~ $ (4,935) S (1.360) $ (686) $ 1,125 $ $ 846 $ (514) $ (1,200) s 
~ ... a 
D> 
::I 

Net Assets Change $ (7,910) $ (4.138) $ (4;343) $ ·(5.435) $ S 301.821 S 297,683 ~ S 293.340 ~ 287,905 
::I 

~ 
.... Net Retail Deposits Change $ ~.425).$ ~O $ 947$ 954 $ ~ 125;000 S 125,940 S 126..887 S 127.841 
tI.l 

~ = Net Oth.et Qeposits Change $ (5,278) S (252) $ 1.788$ 824 $ S 5.346 S 5.094 S 6.BB2 S 7.706 C" 
n Wholesale FUnding Change S 18,~08 $ (5,3"9) S (7.120)$ (8.191) S $ 130.390 $ 125,072 $: 117.952 $ 111.761 0 

"'"'" 
a 1 

~ e, s 14,(108 $ (8,019) $ (8,220) $ (6,191) $ 
1-1 .... .... 
~ g FHLB Advance $ 27,081 $ (1,287) $ (3.751) $ (3,262) $ 58,363 $ 85.444 S 84,157 $ 80,406 S 77,144 
~g Repo .$ (102) $ $ $ .$ 102 $ $ $ $ 
\0 - CovereCl Bonds $ .. $ S $ $ 7,739 $ 7.739 $ 7,739 $ 7,739 S 7.739 
N ~ 

Il Card Securitization $ (4,400) $ (2.700) $ (1,100) $ $ 15.385 $. 10.985 S 8.285 S 7.185 S 7.185 ... 
Fed Funds $ (75) $ $ $ $ 75 $ $ S $ /a' D> 
EurodoUars $ (100) $ $ $ S 100 S S $ S ... 

C;' 
::I InstltuUonal CDs $ $ S $ $ .$ $ $ $ 
'" Brokered Retan CDs $ (6.257) $ (4,032) $ (2,413) $ (1.979) $ 19.248 $ 12.991 S 8,959 $ 6.546 $ 4,567 

Tenn Oebt $ (1.1:39) $ s (955) $ (951) $ 21,830. S 20.691 S 20,691 $ 19~736 S 18,785 

Other Funding· $. (1,000) $ $ $ $ 8.439 $ 7.439 S 7,439 $ 7.439 $ 7.439 

$ (33.661) $ o· $ . (0) $ (0) $ 34.&61 $ 1.000 $ 1,000 $ 1,000 $ 1.000 

FHLB $ (26.511) S 0 $ (D) $ (0) $ 27,511 $ 1,000 $ 1.000 $ 1,000 $ 1,000 

Repo $ (4,050) $ $ s $ 4,050. S $ $ S 
Fed Funds $ (3.000) S $ . $ $ 3,000 $ $ $ S 

$ (1,500) $ $ $ . $ $ (1,500) $ (1.500) S (~.50D) $ 

$ (39,996) $ (1,360) $ (G86) S 1.125 S (1,014) S 
s (7.000) $ $ $ S 
$ (46,996) $ (1,360) $ (686) S· 1.125 $ $ (1,014) $ 
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